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I would like to welcome you to the Eleventh Annual 
FEA Student Conference at AUB. This event was  
initiated by Dean Ibrahim Hajj eleven years ago and 
has become a tradition that I hope will be sustained 
long into the future. The conference provides our  
students with a forum to enhance their writing and 
presentation skills while sharing their research and 
design work.

The format of the conference has been slightly altered 
this year. The conference has four half-day sessions 
with a session dedicated to each of the departments: 
Civil and Environmental Engineering, Architecture and 
Design, Mechanical Engineering, and Electrical and 
Computer Engineering. Each session opens with a 
30-minute presentation by a distinguished alumnus, 
followed by six 15-minute presentations by FEA  
students. This year for the first time each session will 
conclude with a 30-minute presentation by a faculty 
member who has been chosen by his/her department.
In this way the conference showcases the accom-
plishments of our alumni, our students, and our  
faculty. There will be a 30-minute coffee break after 
the third student presenter in each session; during 
this time you will have an opportunity to visit a poster 
session that features the work of students.

There will be a reception at the FEA Terrace on  
Thursday at 7:30 p.m. during which a monetory award 
will be given to the best student presentation and the 
best poster in each session.

Welcome to the 11th FEASC 
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Let me take this opportunity to give you a very brief 
overview of the work that has been done since the last 
conference. The FEA is completing work on a five year 
strategic plan. As part of the plan, the FEA has revised 
its mission statement and strategic objectives to align 
them more fully with the AUB mission and strategic 
goals to be the premier research university in the  
region with prestigious professional schools. Our PhD 
programs are doing well, and we have reached an  
undergraduate enrollment of over 1,800 students.  
Our master’s degrees in chemical and construction 
engineering are pending approval in New York State. 
And, we are in the midst of launching a new under-
graduate degree in industrial engineering. This is in  
response to market demand and our effort to provide 
a more diverse set of disciplines for our students.

Finally, if you walk in the Bechtel Building corridors 
you will hear what to my ears is the sweet sound of 
construction. This comes from the site where our 
new Oxy-Irani Engineering Complex is being erected. 
The building, when finally completed, will be used 
to house our research and teaching laboratories.

Many thanks also to the FEASC organizing committee, 
the FEA students, the FEA faculty members, and the 
FEA staff members, for their dedicated work through-
out the year to make this conference a successful one.

Makram T. Suidan, Dean
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 B i o g r a p h y
Said Fayez Khalaf obtained his BE Degree in Civil Engineering in 
1971 from the American University of Beirut. In 1977, he founded 
SETRACO, a roads and bridges construction company, with a  
Nigerian Partner. The capital of the company was $100,000 
only. SETRACO grew to become the leading roads and bridges  
construction firm in Nigeria. Before finding this leading company, 
he worked for CAT as a Site Engineer on the 1st road contract 
awarded to the company by the Government of the Federal  
Republic of Nigeria in 1971, and as a Project Manager for a 55 km 
road project in 1973. In 1975, he was in charge of 3 road projects 
with a total length of 275 km, where the value of works was  
over 137 million dollars at the time.

 SAID KHALAF

THE FEA DISTINGUISHED ALUMNUS AWARD PRESENTED 
TO MR. SAID KHALAF IN RECOGNITION OF HIS MANY 
ACHIEVEMENTS AS A LEADING ENGINEER, CONTRACTOR
AND ADMINISTRATOR
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 A b s t r a c t
I will share the story of my struggles in Nigeria, how my career 
started and how I was able to grow SETRACO from a company 
with five employees to one with 20,000. I will talk about the ups 
and downs in my professional life, and the possibility for every 
FEA engineer to follow my path. A major influence for me was 
the late Emile Al Boustani, who built the programs to produce 
professionals with general knowledge of engineering. I strongly 
believe that during your time here at AUB you should not be con-
tent with only being good engineering students; you should chal-
lenge yourself to become well rounded and to understand your 
environment. Then, if Lebanon does not hold the opportunities 
to match your ambitions you should be courageous enough to 
venture into a world that is hungry for your skills and engineering 
knowledge, for which AUB has prepared you well. 
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 B i o g r a p h y
Basim Nicola Ziadeh grew up in Beirut where he studied at  
the International College. He pursued his bachelor’s degree in 
architecture at the American University of Beirut and his MSc 
degree in architecture at the University of Bristol in England.
 In 1978, he set up Areen Architects and Engineers along 
with two former AUB architecture graduates, Mutaz Sawwaf  
and Omar Salhab. They eventually moved the operation to  
Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, and to London, England. Basim has been  
in the design and construction business ever since. He has been  
involved in many projects across the Middle East. Areen  
Architects and Engineers designs buildings and interiors for 
all uses: Residences, hotels, retail and leisure, it also sources  
furniture and fixtures, and handles the logistics and installation. 
 In 1982, he and his two business partners established 
Roots Group. This business evolved into a major player in the sale 
of building materials and the outfitting of building interiors across 
the MENA region. In 1990, they established IFS, a wholesale and 
retail food products business. In 1992, Basim and his partners 
were instrumental in starting up yet another business - a fabric 
and clothing manufacturing facility in Egypt with worldwide sales. 
 Basim Ziadeh is a member of the Lebanese Order of 
Architects; serves on the Board of the Centre for Lebanese 
Studies at Oxford, United Kingdom; and is on the External 
Dean’s Advisory Board of the Faculty of Engineering and  
Architecture at AUB.

 BASIM ZIADEH
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THE FEA DISTINGUISHED ALUMNUS AWARD IS PRESENTED  
TO MR. BASIM ZIADEH IN RECOGNITION OF THE CONTINUED  
SUPPORT HE HAS OFFERED TO THE DEPARTMENT OF  
ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN AT AUB OVER THE YEARS
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 A b s t r a c t
Basim Ziadeh, a 1974 graduate of the Department of Architecture 
and Design, will give a short talk designed to educate, motivate, 
and entertain the students of the department. The core message 
of the talk will be getting ready for a professional experience  
outside the protected walls of AUB in the real world. He will 
use examples of memorable milestones in his own career and  
how his experience could be helpful to those just beginning  
their careers.
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B i o g r a p h y
Mohamed El-Hendi is a Canadian national and a mechanical  
engineer. He graduated in 1986 from the American University of 
Beirut. He is married and has four children.
 His professional life began in 1986, right after leaving 
AUB, and has continued until today with the exception of a break 
of four years during which time he immigrated to Canada. He 
has been employed by both National Petroleum Construction 
Company [NPCC] and CCC Underwater Engineering, both being 
renowned companies in their own rights. He joined CCC Under-
water Engineering Company as an Engineer and worked his way 
up to where he now holds the position of a General Manager.
 His education at the American University of Beirut [AUB], 
combined with hard work and dedication, paved his professional 
career path, moving him from one success to another, and he  
looks forward to even more successful endeavors in future. 

 

MOHAMED EL-HENDI
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THE FEA DISTINGUISHED ALUMNUS AWARD IS PRESENTED  
TO MR. MOHAMED EL-HINDI IN RECOGNITION OF HIS 
OUTSTANDING CAREER IN, AND CONTRIBUTION TO,  
THE OFFSHORE OILFIELD CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
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 A b s t r a c t
 As a popular saying goes, “strong roots give rise to 
stronger trees”; the shaping of an individual’s future lies in the 
foundation of education and mannerisms he receives in his early 
years, my speech will emphasize this very well known fact. 
 The highlights of my speech will be a brief biography, 
remembrance of AUB professors who left a positive mark in my 
life, work experience, diversity and promoting AUB culture and 
values which have personally been a guideline in all spheres of 
my life.
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 B i o g r a p h y
Issam Darwish received his BE degree with distinction in CCE in 
1992. After graduation, he joined MCI as the Satellite Systems 
Manager. From 1994 to 1997, he worked as the Network Manag-
er for Libancell. In 1997, Mr. Darwish joined Lintel and became its 
Vice Chairman, Director of Projects. Lintel created and managed 
telecom networks worldwide [Liberia, Nigeria, Belarus, Yemen, 
Syria, Jordan, and Sierra Leone]. 
 In 1998, he moved to Nigeria to become the Deputy 
Managing Director of Motophone, Nigeria’s first GSM operator. 
In 2001, he became a founding member of UBC Services Inc., 
a specialized telecom infrastructure provider with more than  
a 1000 employees in Nigeria, Ghana, Tanzania, Sudan, Saudi  
Arabia, and others. 
 One of Issam’s biggest achievements was to convert 
UBC’s Nigerian subsidiary to a public liability company, listed on 
the Nigerian Stock Exchange. IHS is currently the largest pan-
African telecom service provider. 

ISSAM DARWISH
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THE FEA DISTINGUISHED ALUMNUS AWARD IS PRESENTED  
TO MR. ISSAM DARWISH IN RECOGNITION OF OUTSTANDING 
TECHNICAL ACHIEVEMENTS THROUGHOUT HIS CAREER IN  
THE TELECOMMUNICATIONS AREAS
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 A b s t r a c t
The seed of an idea can grow into whatever we are capable 
of imagining. Every individual has the capacity to change him/ 
herself and thereby affect the path of his or her life; it all starts 
from within. It does not matter if your IQ is high or low; it does 
not matter if you are pretty or strong. We can all achieve our  
aspirations. We can make of ourselves what we decide to if we 
put in enough hard work, dedication, endurance, and passion 
into our personal development.
 The key is hard work, and then even harder work. Set 
your goals very high and work very hard and there is no doubt 
in my mind that you will achieve your goals. This is the secret of 
success; anything else is fake. 
 Today, I will present various illustrations of how each of 
you as engineers hold the power to realize your dreams if you are 
only willing to do the work required to achieve them.
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 B i o g r a p h y
Dr. Harajli is a Professor of Civil Engineering in the Faculty  
of Engineering and Architecture [FEA] at AUB. He obtained 
his BE degree in Civil Engineering from AUB, his MS degree 
from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, and PhD 
from the University of Michigan - Ann Arbor. 
 His research and teaching activities concentrate on the 
design and behavior of concrete structural systems under 
static and seismic loading, seismic repair and strengthening 
using fiber reinforced polymer [FRP] composites and seismic 
hazard evaluation for earthquake engineering practice. Dr. Harajli 
has numerous research publications in prestigious international 
journals and conference proceedings, and has accumulated 
an outstanding record of outreach activities and services on 
government and non-government organizations.
 He has occupied academic positions at the University of 
Michigan-Ann Arbor and the University of Oklahoma - Norman, 
and has held several administrative appointments at AUB. 

MOHAMED HARAJLI
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 PROFESSOR IN THE DEPARTMENT OF 
CIVIL AND ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
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 A b s t r a c t
The results of two research studies carried out recenly at AUB 
will be presented. The first study focused on the re-evaluation 
of the seismic hazard of Lebanon in light of the recent mapping 
of the offshore thrust fault system and the implications that 
this system has on the already established seismic zone 
parameters used by the engineering community for earth-
quake design in Lebanon. This is particularly critical since the 
fault is located at a close proximity to the major cities and 
economic centers of the country. In line with earlier seismic 
hazard studies, the updated seismic hazard was assessed  
using probabilistic methods of hazard analysis. The potential 
sources of seismic activities that affect Lebanon were identified, 
taking into account the newly mapped fault system; and the 
earthquake recurrence relationships of these sources were 
developed. A new generation of ground motion attenuation 
equations were employed in the analysis and the sensitivity 
of the results to different attenuation models were evaluated. 
Based on the results of this study, a new set of seismic zone 
parameters was developed for use in earthquake design of 
structural facilities in Lebanon in accordance with the Uniform 
Building Code [UBC 97] and the International Building Code 
[IBC 2009]. 
 The second study concentrated on evaluating the 
response of reinforced concrete [RC] wide beam-narrow  
column joints of the type constructed in Lebanon and the region 
when subjected to earthquake loading. Because Lebanon  
and most of the region are seismically active, assessing the  
performance of his type of joints when subjected to earthquake  
loads becomes particularly important. A two-part experimental 
investigation was carried out for [i] evaluating the seismic 
response of the joints when designed and detailed in accordance 
with local design and construction practices [as-built], and [ii] 
exploring means for improving the seismic performance of the 
joints through adequate reinforcement detailing, without impos-
ing significant changes in the construction practice. The results  
of this study, which have important implications on the current 
construction practice of reinforced concrete buildings in Lebanon 
and the region, will be presented and discussed.
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 B i o g r a p h y
Robert Saliba is an Associate Professor of Architecture, Urban 
Design and Planning at the American University of Beirut. He 
holds a PhD in Urban and Architecture History from the Univer-
sity of Paris VIII [2004], a Master of Urban Planning degree from 
the University of Michigan-Ann Arbor [1980], and a Bachelor of 
Architecture degree from the Academie Libanaise des Beaux-
Arts [ALBA] [1974]. 
 Saliba is the author of Beyrouth Architectures: aux 
sources de la modernité 1920-1940 [Parenthèses, 2009]; and Beirut 
City Center Recovery: The Foch-Allenby and Etoile Conservation 
Area [Steidl, 2004]. He has authored book chapters with Leiden, 
the Agha Khan Awards, URBAMA, and published articles in 
international journals such as Urban Design International, and    
Traditional Dwellings and Settlements Review. Saliba was the 
recipient of the British Chevening Scholarship for Post Graduate 
Research [1996 1997], and was a visiting professor in urban  
design and postwar reconstruction at the Department of Archi-
tecture, Technical University of Damstadt, Germany, during the 
spring term of 2011. 
 Saliba has acted as a land use planning consultant for 
international organizations such as the World Bank and UN-
Habitat. He has also worked as a City Planning Associate at 
Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Los Angeles 
[1980-1983]. His area of specialization is colonial architecture 
and urbanism with a special emphasis on the Late Ottoman and 
French Mandate periods in Lebanon and Syria. The research he 
does engages townscape interpretation and typo-morphology 
as analytic tools for understanding the evolution of urban form. 
His more recent research focuses on postwar reconstruction  
and urban design education and practice with an emphasis on  
emerging paradigms, such as landscape urbanism, and their  
applicability to the Middle Eastern context.

ROBERT SALIBA

 ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR IN THE DEPARTMENT 
OF ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN
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 A b s t r a c t
This informal talk will be a personal reflection on design teaching, 
practice, and research over the last three decades. Through  
a personal itinerary it will highlight how architects, urban  
designers, and planners narrate the city, how they engage with 
their discipline, and how they negotiate a distance “away from” 
and “in reference to” global disciplinary trends. Case studies 
in studio teaching, design research and consulting will high-
light the changing townscape of education and practice in 
Lebanon and the region since the 1970s. The talk is built on the 
premise that design disciplines are in constant flux, that individual 
careers are in permanent transition, and that shaping the physi-
cal environment starts with a continuous willingness to reshape 
ones approach, understanding, perception, and imagination.
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 B i o g r a p h y
Nesreen Ghaddar is the Associate Provost, Qatar Chair of  
Energy Studies, and Professor of Mechanical Engineering at the 
American University of Beirut. She joined the university in 1991, 
and subsequently served as Chair of the Mechanical Engineering 
Department [2001-07].
 Dr. Ghaddar’s first academic appointment was as an  
assistant professor at Kuwait University [1985-90]. She obtained 
her BE [1980] from Kuwait University; and her Master’s [1982] and 
PhD [1985] in mechanical engineering from the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology. Her primary research focus is in the area 
of computational and experimental heat transfer enhancement 
for efficient cooling, solar energy applications, energy conversion, 
modeling of moisture and heat transport processes for walking 
clothed humans and thermal comfort.
 Dr. Ghaddar was elected fellow of the Islamic World 
Academy of Sciences in November 2007; and was elected to the 
Lebanese Academy of Science in November 2009.

NESREEN GHADDAR

 PROFESSOR IN THE DEPARTMENT OF
 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

22
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 A b s t r a c t
Despite a wide range of research interests in thermal and fluid 
sciences, I have in recent years focused most of my work on 
improving the productivity and the well-being of people in both 
indoor and outdoor environmental conditions at minimal ener-
gy cost. An integrated approach is developed using modeling 
and experimentation for studying the various aspects of human  
comfort and productivity, clothing performance, contaminant 
transport in air, and environmental energy systems perfor-
mance as linked to climate, architectural practices, local clothing  
choices, and culture.
 Traditionally, human thermal models were developed to 
assess the thermal comfort of people at steady state conditions 
based on the air temperature, relative humidity, metabolic rate, 
air velocity and clothing insulation. These models are generally 
simple and constitute a basis for thermal comfort standards 
but are severely limited when considering transient conditions 
for active people. Transients include experiencing a change in 
environmental conditions and a change in the clothing insula-
tion initiated by body motion and wind, and by exposure to 
natural wind of varying speed. To this end, a transient clothed 
bioheat model was developed for active and sedentary people. 
The bioheat model is capable of predicting the body’s physio-
logical responses in different environmental conditions for the 
purpose of determining the body state of segmented and overall 
thermal comfort in the indoors and to warn against heat and cold 
stress in the outdoors. For the indoor application, the developed 
model is integrated with a thermal model of the air conditioned 
space to recommend the most efficient air conditioning system, 
the optimized system operation and control strategy, the build-
ing envelope material, the incorporation of renewable energy 
and the localization of the occupant air conditioning needs to 
occupant microenvironment. 
 This research will eventually culminate in the design of 
smart building that can possibly approach zero-net energy in its 
consumption. Whereas, for the outdoor applications, the bioheat 
model was integrated with an improved clothing ventilation model 
to recommend appropriate clothing physical properties and  
vent locations and numbers for enhancing the thermal comfort 
of workers in non-conditioned spaces. Additionally, the bioheat 
model is used in recommending innovative clothing material such 
as the use of phase change material for workers in extreme hot 
and humid climates. 
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 B i o g r a p h y
Zaher Dawy received his BE degree in Computer and Com-
munications Engineering from AUB in 1998. He received his 
masters and doctoral degrees in Communications Engineering 
from Munich University of Technology [TUM] in 2000 and 2004, 
respectively. He joined the Department of Electrical and  
Computer Engineering at AUB in 2004 where he is currently  
an Associate Professor. He is the recipient of IEEE Commu- 
nications Society 2011 Outstanding Young Researcher Award 
in Europe, Middle East, and Africa Region, AUB 2008 Teaching 
Excellence Award, Best Graduate Award from TUM in 2000, 
and Distinguished Graduate Medal of Excellence from Harriri 
Foundation in 1998. He is a Senior Member of the IEEE,  
Chair of the IEEE Communications Society Lebanon Chapter,  
Associate Editor for IEEE Communications Surveys and  
Tutorials, and Executive Editor for Wiley Transactions on Emerg- 
ing Tele-communications Technologies.
 He has co-authored a book on resource allocation in  
OFDMA wireless systems published by Wiley IEEE Press. 
Moreover, he has over 100 technical publications in the areas of 
wireless communications, cellular technologies, and computa- 
tional genomics.

ZAHER DAWY

 ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR IN THE DEPARTMENT OF
ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING
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 A b s t r a c t
In this talk, I will present major trends that are shaping the field of 
wireless cellular networks with focus on evolution, capabilities,  
penetration, and demand. I will discuss how wireless technol-
ogy advancements are impacting the globe in terms of reduced  
energy consumption. I will highlight related research projects 
that are currently under investigation by the wireless communi-
cations research group at AUB.
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Girls, Math and Computers 
 

Elcy Rizk 
Architecture and Graphic Design Department 

American University of Beirut 
Riad El-Solh, Beirut, Lebanon  

ekr00@aub.edu.lb 
 

 
The debates and investigations on girls within the 

digital realm of gaming have been going on for many years 
now. One part of game designers find it crucial to create and 
design games that would appeal to young girls and target them 
specifically; while another part finds this as a practice too risky 
and unnecessary “because while girls are willing to play games 
that are intended to appeal to boys, boys would never play 
games intended for girls” (Jacobs, 1994).  

When games for girls are created, they usually tend to 
fall into categories like beauty and fashion where the world 
seems to be a perfect harmonious place and the player has to 
prepare her female character to attend an important event by 
customizing her clothing and make up. The educational value 
of such games is certainly poor. The targeted young girls 
(ranged from 9 to 12 years old) cannot acquire anything from 
them that can be applicable in school or in later stages in life, 
therefore the presence of educational games in areas like 
geography, biology, history, language and mathematics which 
target both boys and girls. Consequently, “educational games” 
became a tag for one genre of games and “girl games” became 
another tag for a whole separate genre of games. One of my 
FYP’s objectives is to challenge this shallow division of games 
that is pushing little girls away from the passion of learning. 

A similar problem is also found in the marketing 
strategies of children toys in toy stores which discriminates 
girls’ abilities from boys’ in STEM areas (science, technology, 
engineering, math) leading girls to ultimately lose interest 
and/or withdraw from classes that are related to these subjects 
(Davis, 2009). Some countries such as New Zealand, Iceland, 
Finland, Albania, and Thailand were able to overcome this 
gender gap in math achievement (Davis, 2009) which works as 
a proof that the reason why most girls are still behind in the 
STEM areas is not that of weak capabilities but is more due to 
three specific symptoms: the belief in the stereotypes, the lack 
of self-confidence in these areas, and dissatisfaction with the 
presentation of science (Davis, 2009). My FYP will hence be a 
thoughtfully designed educational computer game that takes 
into account the game factors that appeal to girls. 

As for the presentation of the material in schools, the 
books of the middle grade classes (ages 7-12) may display 
mathematics to the students as a very dry subject. It has rules 
that must be followed perfectly, equations that need to be 
calculated and tables and formulas that need to be memorized. 
Schoolbooks no longer show the fun and beautiful aspect of 
math. Beyond all the redundant operations and dull 
memorizations, there is a large section that starts in math and 
goes beyond its boundaries known as Logic. That is the section 

that I want to cover in my FYP game. Because it is in Logic 
that kids can go wonder and experiment most using their 
creative minds. They don’t need a paper and pen to solve 
redundant simple problems or compute numbers. 

The proposed project will hence be a computer 
educational game filled with logical riddles designed for young 
girls. It aims at, first, breaking the barriers built between them 
and technology; second, encouraging their interests in the 
STEM domains; and third, challenging the marketing minds 
who still associate pink to be the color of girls’ worlds. 
Therefore, in my research paper, I will first investigate the 
positive and negative sides of interactive media as the selected 
medium for my game. Second, I am going to explore how to 
design effective educational video games taking into account 
the following: Motivation, Narrative, Goals and Rules and 
Interactivity. Third, I will go over the theories about learning 
from video games and their beneficial outcomes. Fourth, I will 
look at several research studies on what aspects of games do 
girls prefer. Fifth, from a visual language, I will look at 
successful and appealing samples of illustration styles aimed 
for children considering different illustration themes and styles 
as well as character design. Sixth and last, I will look at the 
power of comics as means for storytelling in games and out. 

 
I. Investigating Interactive Media as the selected Medium 

To design an interactive media project, one must 
understand the underlying layers that command the surface 
design of the interactive system. Those are divided to three 
levels of design: technical, structural and systems design 
(Heller & Drennan, 1997, p. 63). 

The technical design is what takes into account the 
three limitations of the screen: First, the screen resolution 
which is 72 dots per inch as opposed to the print where it goes 
up to 300 dots per inch and more. Second, the number of colors 
available to use that happens to be totally dependent of “the bit 
depth of the monitor on which [the final program] will be 
displayed”. And third, “the appearance of a given font will 
vary according to the computer system on which it is 
displayed” (Heller & Drennan, 1997, p. 63). The structural 
design is what quantifies step by step the depth the media in 
hands. Structure allows the user to know where he/she stands 
inside the game. Because unlike in publication where the user 
is fully aware of his position, in interactive media, he/she 
would need a timeline or mini map to report to him/her his/her 
current position (Heller & Drennan, 1997, p. 64). And finally 
the systems design is how the project or game is branched 
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among different levels just as a book is divided to chapters 
(Heller & Drennan, 1997, p. 65).  

Taking all those into account, the advantages of 
interactive media as opposed to other graphical outputs in 
design are many. First, unlike all other mediums, it has the 
ability to provide its user instant feedback on his or her input. 
Second, in the case of a digital game of logic, as opposed to a 
printed one, the player has the ability to see directly his or her 
own progress on the screen. Third, the same game of logic may 
have different difficulty levels that can be adjusted to different 
learning skills (Squire, 2003). Furthermore, as opposed to other 
mediums where the output is static, the difficulty of the riddles 
can be programmed to increase when more questions are 
answered correctly, and decrease when answered incorrectly. 
Fourth, each user will have a unique experience with the 
media. The navigation of an interactive project, unlike movies 
and animations, can be flexible enough to provide its user a 
certain amount of freedom in choosing how he or she would 
like to go through the media. And fifth, unlike a publication, 
the user can quickly jump from one “section” of the media to 
another without having to refer to a “table of contents”. 

Moreover, according to Heller and Drennan, there are 
some design aspects that should be kept in mind while 
designing an interactive media project: 
First, in terms of navigation, the user’s location should always 
be presented in a way that doesn’t overwhelm the content of 
the media. In a menu screen, all words have to follow the same 
nature (either all are verbs or all are nouns).  
Second, in terms of access, “the user should not have to go 
somewhere first to find out where he or she really wants to 
go.” As well as a user should always have an exit. 
Third, in terms of human design, a project should be wired to 
be well compatible across different cultures. That applies to the 
language, symbols and icons used in the project (Heller & 
Drennan, 1997, p. 80). 

 “Machinarium” (Figure 1) is one great example of 
well-designed interactive media that I would like to explore 
here. Machinarium is first a puzzle adventure game that’s 
available for play across different platforms (computers, iPad 
2, BlackBerry PlayBook, Android and PlayStation 3). The 
game was designed and developed by Amanita Design, a small 
independent video game development studio based in the 
Czech Republic (Amanita Design, 2011). The goal of the game 
is to help a little robot save his captured girlfriend by solving a 
series of puzzles and brainteasers.  

 

 
Figure 1: screenshot of Machinarium 

 
Machinarium is the first case study for this paper. Many things 
were explored in details: the game’s navigation system, the 

menu’s interface and division across the screen, the language 
used and the different styles of illustration present. 

One great aspect of this game that needs to be 
highlighted here is the form of the communication between the 
game and the user. When the user feels stuck in the riddles of 
the game, he/she can always know what to do next through: 
Reading the facial expressions of characters to certain events. 
Watching the little animations that interrupt his or her 
experience with the game. Using the available hints. Or even 
not interacting at all with the game which will make the robot’s 
expectations appear, after a while, in a thought bubble above 
his head. Machinarium’s puzzles can be classified as logic 
puzzles. And to solve logic puzzles, one does not need to say 
much in words. This proves that on the micro level, figures and 
shapes can do the job alone. 
 

II. Exploring Effective Educational Video Game Design	  
The use of video games as a learning tool for children 

was under a lot of study and research in the recent years due to 
some real facts: First, a lot of money is spent on games in the 
entertainment industry. Second, they can captivate the player’s 
attention for lengthy periods of time. And third, through 
repetitive gameplay, players learn to master game complexities 
and accomplish required objectives (Dondlinger, 2007, p. 21). 

In general, there are two well-known formats of 
educative video games. One is “Edutainment” and the other is 
“Educational”. The main difference between the two lies in the 
interactive experience that each offers to its user. An 
edutainment game usually follows “a skill and drill format in 
which players either practice repetitive skills or rehearse 
memorized facts” (Dondlinger, 2007, p. 22). On the other 
hand, an educational game requires higher thinking skills such 
as “strategizing, hypothesis testing, or problem-solving” 
(Dondlinger, 2007, p. 22). Not all things have to be either 
black or white. My FYP will be challenge this 
educational/edutainment division through covering 
characteristics of both ends into one game. 

Added to that, the characteristics of the educational 
games are grounded onto four main aspects: motivation, 
narrative, goals and rules, and interactivity (Dondlinger, 2007, 
p. 22). The details come as follows: 

 
a- Motivation 

 Motivation of players throughout an educational video 
game is important to keep the player willing to try again and 
put extra effort into passing levels successfully. There are two 
types of motivation available: The first one is the intrinsic 
motivation that pushes players to act freely on their own. The 
second one is the extrinsic motivation that pulls players to act 
due to factors outside the activity itself, such as rewards or 
threats (Dondlinger, 2007, p. 23). 

Following that idea, in an analytic study of games 
lead by Amory, Naicker, Vincent, & Adams in 1999, three 
elements in games were found to be the most motivating for 
players. First, the sounds and graphics of the game; second, the 
use of player’s skills (logic, memory, visualization, 
mathematics, reflexes, and problem solving); and third, how 
difficult or challenging the game is and becomes with time. 
Adventure and strategy games were rated the highest, which 
suggests that players were motivated the most with games that 
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require “higher order thinking skills, including visualization 
strategies that nurture creative problem solving and decision-
making” (Dondlinger, 2007, p. 23). 

 
b- Narrative 

 We find today many school textbooks that draw a 
narrative in their pages to make children interested in the 
material. These narrative attempts vary from a little character 
that is present on all the pages of the book in different positions 
or holding different objects to a type of graphic elements that 
changes in shape or color across pages or chapters. 

According to Fisch, these “seductive details do not 
work [because] children exposed to such material tend to 
remember the appealing elements but not the intended 
educational content”. A better approach to make the content 
appealing for children is to place them at the heart of an 
engaging game and provide feedback from within and outside 
of the game (Dondlinger, 2007, p. 24). During gameplay, a 
child would be completely immersed with the events that are 
taking place around him or her. He or she places him/herself in 
the shoes of the game’s character and sees the game’s content 
through the character’s eyes. While in a book, everything is 
read on the same level, character and content hence the 
character truly becomes a distracting element for reading. 

What’s more, in Waraich’s study in 2004, educational 
games that incorporate strong narratives can meet the learning 
requirements if both the narrative plotline and the learning 
material are tightly linked together (Dondlinger, 2007, p. 24). 

Furthermore, Salen and Zimmerman outlined two 
structures of narratives in games: The embedded narrative, 
where the story is written by game developers and gradually 
discovered by the player; and the emergent narrative, where the 
story of the game may be subject to change according to how 
the player interacts with the game (Salen and Zimmerman, 
2004, p. 384).  

It is the cut scenes’ role to link the parts of the game 
story together. They can be of text form (e.g: Braid), comic 
book (e.g. Cake Mania) or 3D cinematics (e.g. Warcraft). The 
cut scenes may interrupt the player’s interactions with the 
game but their advantages are great. First, they can guide the 
player on how to interact with objects around him or her. 
Second, they can add suspense or drama to the story of the 
game. Third, they can reinforce the unique identity of each 
level of the game. And fourth, they can control the rhythm and 
pacing of the game (Salen and Zimmerman, 2004, p. 407).  

Above that, a narrative game requires characters to act 
out the events of the story. First, there is the main character (or 
hero) who is usually controlled by the player. Then there are 
neutral characters who may or may not be helpful to the player. 
And finally, the opposing character(s) who embody the conflict 
of the game (Salen and Zimmerman, 2004, p. 387). Although, 
one may note that conflict in narrative games is not always 
embodied by an “evil character”. Conflict may also rise from 
uncontrolled disasters that need to be solved. Nevertheless, 
conflict is an important element in games because it also 
“motivates and contextualizes player action” (Salen and 
Zimmerman, 2004, p. 387). 

 
 
 

c- Goals and Rules 
 Another significant element of effective video game 
design is a system of objectives, goals, and rules of play 
(Dondlinger, 2007, p. 24). Game designers often divide goals 
into three levels: short-term goals that last seconds (e.g. collect 
coins), medium-term goals that last minutes (e.g. reach the 
shore) and long-term goals that last the full length of the game 
(e.g. save the world) (Dondlinger, 2007, p. 24). 

Another motivating factor for gameplay and learning 
is the “Achievement Principle” conceived by Gee in 2003. The 
principle says that educational games’ rewards are often 
intrinsic and can be customized according to each learner’s 
skills, level, efforts and ongoing achievements (Dondlinger, 
2007, p. 24). In this perspective, the most valuable rewards that 
players would get from the game would be their logic skills 
and a higher self-esteem for girls in math as a subject matter. 

 
d- Interactivity 

 Player interactivity within games can range from very 
low to very high. The lower the interactivity with the game is, 
the more passive the user becomes, making him a “passive 
observer rather than an active participant” (Dondlinger, 2007, 
p. 25). And when the interactivity with the game is too high, 
giving the user freedom to do anything, his playing experience 
becomes boring and unchallenging (Dondlinger, 2007, p. 25). 
An effective game is a game that finds a good balance between 
these two extreme levels of interactivity. A good game design 
is hence a game that offers the user a series of possible actions 
to make with only one that helps him or her progress in the 
game. That action would be the correct answer to the riddle. 
 

III.  Learning Theories and Outcomes from Video Games 
a- The Theories 

 There are two theories on how users learn from video 
games. The first one is the constructivist approach that says 
students learn better from the games where they have to create 
and develop worlds and paths for other players to navigate 
through. Hence the developer becomes a learner through 
“meticulous research and thoughtful design” (Dondlinger, 
2007, p. 25). 
 The other learning theory is of a constructionist 
approach. It states that knowledge is only well grasped by the 
learner through experience and invention. Whether children 
were building a birdhouse, computer program or robot, they 
“improve the technologies they consume as well as gain 
educational benefits from the experience” (Dondlinger, 2007, 
p. 26). 

TLE (The Little Engineer) is one example of 
edutainment centers in Lebanon that follows a constructionist 
approach while teaching STEM to children. Based on a 
personal interview with Rana Chemaitelly, founder of TLE, the 
center was launched in 2009 for children ranged between the 
ages of 4 and 16. The current participants only range between 
the ages of 7 and 16. In TLE, the kids learn to build 
mechanical robots, radio frequencies, TV frequencies and 
much more. The activities happen in an after-school context 
which works nicely because the school does not provide hands-
on STEM activities such as those at TLE. The way 
Chemaitelly describes it, TLE does not target all kids, it is only 
for those who want to excel in mechanical, electrical, computer 
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and communication engineering. And when I asked 
Chemaitelly about the girls’ performances and attitudes in the 
activities, she said that girls are known to be shy in the 
presence of boys. So what she does is organize occasional 
workshops for girls only and others for boys only. Or in the 
usual days, she puts the girls into one team against a team of 
boys and encourages them verbally. 

Nevertheless, the boys participating in TLE still 
outnumber the girls (60% to 40%). And the advertisement of 
TLE, which Chemaitelly sends via email (Figure 2), shows one 
boy working alone on a robot with no sign whatsoever of 
neither girls nor team work. 

 
Figure 2: TLE advertisement 

 
Chemaitelly may be trying to have more girls in the 

activities but they still form the minority and they still need 
that extra motivation to excel and be confortable in STEM 
areas. Likewise, I admire the plan of understanding electronic 
machines from inside out. It is why the narrative of the 
computer adventure game I want to design will be the journey 
of a little girl that enters inside a computer and gets to see its 
inside compartments. There she could meet different robotic 
characters who will challenge her with different kinds of logic 
riddles. 

b- The Outcomes 
Numerous studies have proven the importance of 

video games in developing brain skills that are highly required 
in the 21st century. These skills include “attention, spatial 
concentration, problem-solving, decision-making, collaborative 
work, creativity and ICT (Information and Communications 
Technology) skills” (Dondlinger, 2007, p. 26). 

IV.  Researching Girls’ Preferences in Gaming 
My project will be based on the research and studies 

of Gorriz and Medina on how to encourage girls to enter 
computer domains. Their findings made it clear that “playing 
computer games may encourage girls to pursue computer 
courses at early stages, and entice them to regard computer 
science as an attractive career choice” (Gorriz and Medina, 
2000, p. 49). 
 And up “until 1994, no major video game developer 
had at all addressed the female market. However, once that 
step was taken, what developed was been ultimately 
unsuccessful” (Stredder, 2001). Three main reasons explain the 
failure: First, the girl games were always aiming at pre-
adolescent girls. Second, the female characters in the video 
games were seen as demeaning sexual objects. And third, the 
story embedded in the games was seen as very stereotypical 
and superficial (Stredder, 2001). 
 Furthermore, after interviewing around 2000 US girls 
between the ages of 8 and 12 as well as 500 parents to 
determine what appeals to girls in the preteen and teen years, 

Purple Moon (who was later bought by Mattel, one of the 
largest toys companies) had come to great conclusions (Gorriz 
and Medina, 2000, p. 47): 
- Girls prefer collaboration to competition. 
- Girls enjoy nonclosure and exploration. 
- Girls prefer to use puzzle-solving skills rather than test their 
eye-hand reflexes. 
- Girls like complex social interaction. 
- Girls often identify with characters in video games. 
- Girls are fond of transmedia (magical transformation from 
one medium to another). 
- Girls like rich texture, such as good audio quality. 
- Older girls prefer educational titles, where younger girls 
prefer stories. 
 Moreover, other similar research on girls’ preferences 
in gaming has also showed that: 
- Girls get bored with redundancy (while the repetitive 
progression was seen as a motivating factor for boys) (Jacobs, 
1994, p. 42). 
- Girls are not satisfied with visual rewards, they “require 
emotional resolution” (Stredder, 2001). 
- Girls need a goal or cause about which they can be passionate 
(which is offered through an engaging narrative) (Stredder, 
2001). 
 Mary Flanagan is an innovator with a Ph.D. in 
Computational Media whose research has focused on games 
within social and urban contexts. One of her recent projects is 
the online adventure game “The Adventures of Josie True” 
which was created and developed in 1997. The game is 
designed for 9 to 11-year-old girls and covers a 5th grade 
school curriculum in the areas of sciences and math to motivate 
girls into using computers and accessing the worldwide web 
(Flanagan, 2005).  
 

    
Figure 3: Screenshots of The Adventures of Josie True 

 
The game is expanded into another case study that on 

the first hand shows how it works in attracting girls to STEM 
was executed, how math riddles are incorporated in the 
narrative and how the game’s navigation is structured on the 
macro and micro levels. And on the second hand the case study 
reveals how little effort was put on creating the visuals of the 
game. 
 

V.  Analyzing successful and appealing  
Illustration Styles for children 

a- Themes and Styles of illustrations 
 In 1952, researchers wanted to define children’s 
preferences in illustration as opposed to photographs. They 
gathered 5 types of illustrations, showed them to 1077 children 
between the ages of 6 and 12 and asked children which 
pictures they preferred specifying the reason (Rudisill, 1952, p. 
445). The 5 illustrations were: 
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- One uncolored photograph 
- One colored photograph 
- One colored drawing realistic in form and in color 
- One colored drawing, realistic in form but not in color 
- One outline drawing, realistic in form but outlined in color 
regardless of realism 
 The results gathered from the study later showed that 
when children look at a picture, they first seek to recognize its 
content. “Whether it is colored or uncolored is less important 
than the appearance of realism” (Rudisill, 1952, p. 451). 

Furthermore in 1960, a similar research on children’s 
preferences and responses to different styles of illustrations 
was done. 336 students ranging between the ages of 9 and 12 
were gathered and shown 9 different illustrations: 3 line 
drawings, 3 shaded line drawings and 3 shaded line drawings 
with color wash (Bloomer, 1960, p. 335). The children were 
asked to first identify their most favorite and least favorite 
drawings. Then, they were asked to write about any one of 
them. The conclusions of the study showed: 
- Negative-tension picture themes stimulated more stories than 
positive- or no-tension picture themes (most of the children 
wrote stories that adjusted the bad situation to a better one). 
- Colored pictures produced more fantasy thinking whereas 
line and shaded drawings produced more realistic thought. 
 Although the results of the above case studies sound 
didactic and a little ambiguous, Withrow has gathered in one 
book series of children picture books that show a variety of 
illustration styles that have been successful for children over 
the last few years. 
 One of the children books is “Time Travel: 
Dinosaurs” which was illustrated by Russell Tate. The story is 
about two children who traveled back in time till the dinosaurs’ 
age. While describing a spread of the book, Tate says that he 
kept changing the color schemes from one age to another to 
portray the dreamlike quality of the story (Withrow, 2009, p. 
31). In one page, the trees are drawn blue, in another they’re 
drawn in purple. Only the colors of the children and their 
clothing was kept consistent across the book to show “they 
were real and not part of the weird prehistoric world” 
(Withrow, 2009, p. 31). 
 Additionally, the variety of mediums of illustration 
used in children’s picture books is great: Gouache, Collages, 
Stitching, Pen and ink, Digital illustration, etc.… As well as 
the styles used for rendering the characters and backgrounds in 
the pictures have also ranged from extremely simple to highly 
shaded and detailed (Figure 4). 
 

 
Figure 4: variations of styles in illustrations for children 

 
 Hence illustrating for children is not a black or white 
matter of decision. Some illustrators in the above mentioned 
examples have combined digital-drawn shapes with manual 
produced textures to come up with unique appealing visuals.  
 

b- Character Design 
The most successful designed characters so far in 

gaming are two: Mario (the iconic character of Nintendo since 
1983) and Sonic the Hedgehog (iconic character of Sega since 
1991) (Chang, 2009). 

In his article, Chang explains the secret of what makes 
Mario and Sonic so memorable as characters: First, Mario’s 
colors are all strong primary color (red, yellow and blue) that 
catch the eye’s attention quickly. Most comical heroes are 
defined with these colors (Superman, Wonder Woman, 
Spiderman, etc.…). The colors are “bright, attractive and 
memorable” (Chang, 2009). And Mario’s last touch is in his 
huge mustache that gives him a unique, cute and friendly look 
(Chang, 2009). 

Similarly to Mario, Sonic is also drawn with comic 
red and blue. The fine details of his “lanky limbs, confident 
smirk and spunky hairdo” is what gives him a unique look that 
makes him stand out among other figures (Chang, 2009). 
“Everything about Sonic screams action figure!” (Chang, 
2009) 

Although Mario and Sonic are successful game 
characters, one cannot deny noticing that both characters are 
males. The female presence in gaming has long been an issue 
in games. When a female character is present in a game, it 
always takes the role of a helpless figure waiting to be rescued. 
Peach, the princess in Mario’s games, designed by Nintendo, is 
a perfect illustration of this example. 

The first representation of a female as the leading 
figure in a game is Lara Croft in “Tomb Raider” in 1996 
(Chang, 2009). She’s strong, sexy, intelligent and adventurous: 
a great role model for girls. However, Lara is designed to obey 
the user’s commands that is most of the times a man playing 
the shooting game. All that feminist power given to Lara 
quickly vanishes; the marketing of “Tomb Raider” is designed 
to appeal for boys more than for girls. Hence putting Lara 
under the manipulation of men’s hands. 

Moreover, another similar issue is found in the toys 
and characters of games that are designed and marketed to 
appeal to girls. GirlGames.com is one of the website that 
gathers a huge variety of attractive games for girls. Its 
navigational bar is divided into 6 categories of games: Dress 
up, Cooking, Decorating, Sports & Skill, Puzzles and Action. 

The games that feature full-body scale characters were 
most found in the dress up category. “Bella the art teacher”, 
“Braid Beauty” and  “Hollywood make up artist” (Figure 5) 
are three examples of deformed body canvases.  
 

     
Figure 5: Bella the art teacher; Braid Beauty and Hollywood 

make up artist (from left to right) 
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In all three we find extremely squeezed waists, small 
thighs relatively to the hips and very thin wrists with long 
pointy fingers. 

As for the facial features: all eyes are represented as 
almond eyes and are rotated at an angle to further accentuate 
the iris’s big size. Far above the eyes, two eyebrows are 
illustrated as two extremely thin curves. A tiny snub nose is 
drawn in the middle. And finally, two “luptuous” lips form the 
mouth.  

On the other hand, AmericanGirl.com is a great 
example of website where girls’ bodies are not distorted. In the 
header of the website, four images of four different little girls 
will start rotating continuously one after the other (Figure 6). 

 
Figure 6: AmericanGirl.com’s 4 characters 

 
Although the website is named “American Girl”, the 

girls do not all look typically blonde American girls. Instead 
each girl has a unique ethnic background. Hence my game will 
give the player the option to customize her own avatar given a 
range of choices. The avatars will be thoughtfully illustrated in 
a way that does not emphasize fashion and beauty but rather be 
based on the combination of natural form and comical style. 
 

Conclusion 
 “Game studies research on “what girls like best” 
needs to be re-thought drawing on broader approaches to 
gender and socio-cultural studies, or else the research will 
further legitimate inequalities and stereotypes” (Jenson, 2007). 
In the above research we have already seen the qualities of 
games that are most appealing to girls. Based upon those 
criteria, an educational adventure game will be designed and 
developed for 9- to 11-year-old girls. 
 One possible story for the game that could anticipate 
the knowledge and interest of computers and math in girls 
would be to take them on a journey inside the machine itself. 
The mechanical environment would be thoughtfully designed 
in a way that appeals to girls. The player would get to meet the 
parts of the computer, talk to them, understand their roles in 
the machine and help repairing them. And to repair them, the 
player would need to solve different kinds of logic riddles that 
train her visual, geometrical and memory skills. 
 Furthermore, in one of his articles, Jenkins made it 
clear that girls nowadays are more confortable using the web 
than before (Jenkins, 2008). But are still not confortable 
waiting data to load. The proposed computer game may be 
available for download from a website to increase its audience. 
But it can also take many forms in the future: application for 
iphone, ipad, ipod, Android, BlackBerry tablets...  
 The boys may not be explicitly targeted in the design 
of the game, but if they played it and enjoyed it knowing that it 
is designed for girls, they could be helpful in breaking the 
hypothetical barriers between girls and STEM areas for so 
long. 
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This paper examines Beirut’s urbanism as a market-oriented 
city where the laws work in favor of real-estate developers’ 
profits and shun public participation. The public’s exclusion 
and lack of involvement has left them with little room to 
express, transform, appropriate and produce their city.  
Laws protecting real-estate interests have been major 
facilitators in leading such market-led urban growth. The 
research problematic highlights how the law does not protect 
built heritage but protects private interests instead. The 
question is, how is it possible for civil society groups to lobby 
for laws that protect heritage within this rigid structure?  
 
In this paper I will investigate how the built environment of 
Beirut is dominated by a merchant neo- liberal ideology that is 
annihilating public interest and any attempts to reclaim it. I 
will illustrate this phenomenon through two cases:  

i) SOLIDERE versus heritage, which is a public 
good.  

ii) The city and real estate speculation (high rise 
towers) that are robbing the city of its livability.  

 
Though the fifteen-year civil war destroyed many of Beirut’s 
architectural heritages, post-war anarchy is destroying the 
remaining heritage buildings. The present state of rebuilding, 
in which profit is prioritized over heritage, greatly threatens 
the survival of the remaining built heritage. In Towards a 
Master Plan For Post War Lebanon, Jad Tabet, [6]. refers to 
Aldo Rossi’s findings on the “paradoxical relationship between 
war and planning.” He describes how war destructions speed 
up the implementation process of urban transformation plans 
that may have been drawn before the war but were ultimately 
delayed. This conceptualization of war as an “accelerator of 
urban transformations” (Tabet, 1993, p.81) [6]. is applied to 
the case of Beirut where planners took the opportunity of 
massive destruction to implement new possibilities. However, 
those new possibilities did not concern social and 
environmental concerns but rather prioritized a market-driven 
economy. 
 
In The Neoliberalization of Urban Space, [4]. Doris Summer 
illustrates that both the capital city of Lebanon, Beirut, and the 
capital city of Jordan, Amman, have fallen prey to international 
investments and can be viewed as victims of neo-liberal 
urbanism. Hopeful to integrate themselves into the global 
network and achieve worldwide recognition, both Beirut and 
Amman embody a built environment that satisfies the interests 
of business elites and private investors. As Summer describes, 

the government’s lack of adequate involvement in the design 
and control of the Beirut City Center has shaped the city 
center’s future to the vision of a private investment company, 
SOLIDERE. The government is no longer a major participant 
in the design and making of its city (i.e. the government fails to 
comply with its moral duties of representing the public at large, 
and instead is marginalized and excluded from the decision 
making process). Consequently, the private investor is granted 
a major responsibility that allows it to use the development of 
land as an exercise and assertion of private interests and 
economic power. 
 
During the year 1992, the late Prime Minister Rafik Hariri 
facilitated the way for foreign and local investments in order to 
develop the built environment of the country (Fawaz and 
Krijnen, 2010) [2]. Under the influence of the neoliberal 
regime, private developers who were granted exceptional 
authority by the state have carried out large-scale projects such 
as SOLIDERE. The state’s alteration of the regulatory 
framework through exceptions encouraged the circulation of 
capital.  
 
After the Lebanese civil war that took place between 1975 and 
1990, the reconstruction and development of the war 
destructed Beirut Central District was appointed to SOLIDERE, 
a private real-estate company. Former tenants and owners were 
expropriated to make room for new investors – war profiteers. 
The reconstruction project was solely an implementation of a 
private vision for the redevelopment of the city center. The 
privatization of the city center failed to comply with public 
interests. This process of exclusion is illustrated in 
SOLIDERE’s strong position towards urban heritage and its 
monopoly over decisions. Rather than preserving what was left 
of the city’s architecture, SOLIDERE was quick to adopt a 
tabula rasa scheme, demolishing 70% of the existing buildings. 
By demolishing most of the buildings, therefore, SOLIDERE 
retained only 30% of the fabric (Heiko, 2002) [3].  
 
The city center was frantically restored by an arbitrary 
selection of buildings and archeological sites. The period of 
modernism, for example, that plays a major role in the history 
and creation of our present built environment was not included 
on the preservation list. The arbitrary selection of which layers 
of history were to be erased is very controversial. The erratic 
selection of which buildings to preserve and which to destroy 
is illustrated by the total destruction of the southern end of the 
Burj Square (Souk Sursock) and the partial destruction of Wadi 
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Abu Jmil (Verdeil, 2008) [7]. On the other hand, other areas 
such as Foch-Alleby and Etoile/Maarad were retained, 
renovated and commodified at great expense. Saifi Village, for 
instance, is an instructive example of how SOLIDERE took the 
notion of fake representation to an unprecedented extreme by 
copying heritage in new developments. By erecting and 
designing buildings that fool the viewer with their seemingly 
historical appeal, clearly illustrates how the project serves an 
artificial representation of Beirut.  
 
SOLIDERE’s primary objective to “reconstruct the war-
damaged Beirut City Center and to give back to Beirut its pre-
war identity as the Paris of the Middle East” (Summer p.3) [4]. 
raises many questions.  To reconstruct in attempt to bring back 
a building to its original state is impossible. Reconstruction is 
not faithful to the original building that speaks a language of a 
certain period of time in history. Using new and modern 
construction techniques and materials, yet attempting to 
achieve the same aesthetical look, are misleading and not 
necessarily positively received by the general public. An 
arbitrary selection of what layers of history were to be erased 
or preserved contradicts SOLIDERE’s original motto for the 
reconstruction project: “the ancient city of the future.” The 
ancient city was defined through SOLIDERE’s market oriented 
and corporate vision of what history is worth being told. 
SOLIDERE’s reconstruction efforts essentially erased a 
fundamental segment of Lebanese history – the civil war – to 
create an aesthetically ignorant representation of Beirut for 
local and foreign tourists, in an attempt to promote itself on the 
global market. The rich memory of Downtown Beirut could 
have been taken into consideration for the creation of a 
collective realm of memory, rather than a re-writing of a 
selected history.  
 
Unfortunately, Beirut’s City Center reflects a myriad of these 
superficial representational cases in both the central downtown 
district and Saifi village. Old buildings were renovated, most 
of the time emptied, and new buildings were constructed to fit 
a superficial reading of an architectural aesthetic of the past. 
Furthermore, these reconstruction patterns have been achieved 
through a shallow integration of historical aesthetics as a 
marketing strategy. Replicas are insignificant - the post-war 
reconstruction of the city center would have been more 
successful and enjoyed much more potential if it had been 
faithful to its contemporary time period; moreover, it would 
have allowed greater flexibility by addressing the public as 
participating users. Instead, it seems that representational 
buildings succumb to a foreigner’s understanding of the 
Lebanese context, as opposed to expressing a genuine 
reflection of Lebanese architecture and culture. The sole 
definition of heritage raises many controversies and is very 
difficult to limit. Ideally, however, this debate should be an 
inference of a synthesized reflection of the Lebanese public’s 
collective memory.  
 
The attempt to modernize Beirut’s controversial downtown has 
succumbed to the global market, erasing any traces of the civil 

war. By buying property rights from the heavily damaged souk 
owners, for the exchange of cash or shares, SOLIDERE 
devised a pricing venture to seize this money-making 
opportunity.  Tragically, the recent design of the souks today 
caters a high-income cliental, hosting high end labels and 
luxurious restaurants. Raphael Moneo, the architect, failed to 
remain faithful to the history and memories of the original 
Beirutis. Instead of reviving the social and spatial qualities of a 
Lebanese souk, the area was reinvented to become a semi-
covered mall. Instead of working with the existing fabric that is 
beautifully intertwined with the area’s history, space and 
culture, SOLIDERE resorted to reinvent and import foreign 
concepts that seem alienated from their surroundings and 
devoid of memory and culture. Where the souks were once 
appropriated by a variety of income users, the souk’s present 
audience is limited to tourists and the middle to high income 
that can afford such expensive stores.  
 
The built environment is an opportunity to read urban and 
architectural spaces as documents - unraveling layers of 
historic, social, political and economic contexts. The proposal 
questions how a building can stitch the past, encompassing the 
power to reflect the development of cities and creation of 
histories. A building should travel along with time and 
sensitively respond to its ever changing context - not be 
detached from its current settings. However, the ongoing 
struggle to preserve heritage buildings is grounded in the lack 
of government policies that protect our built environment.  
 
The priority to private interests is felt in many sites in the city, 
but that is mostly threatening to urban heritage. Outdated and 
inherited from the French Mandate Period, the 1933 law that 
protects heritage structures only includes those built before 
1700. With even the villas and mansions of the French 
Mandate and Ottoman era excluded from the protection law, 
the majority of Beirut’s historical buildings have disappeared.   
 
In his definition of urban governance, Pierre [8] identifies four 
main models: The managerial governance aims at improving 
the efficiency of public service production and delivery. The 
managers of organizations and public services provide the 
users of these services with choices and alternatives. The 
corporatist governance, of a participatory nature, is a “two 
tiered model of participation in which mass participation is 
intra-organizational rather than strictly political, and only the 
top organizational leadership is involved in the political 
process.” Progrowth governance includes officials and elites 
whose primary interest and objective is boosting the local 
economy.  The welfare governance, with the participation of 
local government and state officials and administrators, aims at 
securing the inflow of state funds and sustaining the local 
economy with minimal exchange with private capital. 
 
It is clear that the urban governance process in Beirut has lead 
to a lack of equity and is not in favor of public interest but 
rather a governance process that is pro-growth and not welfare 
based at all. The developers are the ones with the most say in 
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decision-making, which eventually is guided by their 
economical interest, and not in the interests of the city. Such 
policies that are primarily economically oriented have a 
negative impact on the built environment. They lead to socio-
spatial segregation and a fragmented built environment, at the 
expense of an urban architecture respectful of its history and 
memory.  
 
Using a neoliberal approach to the prioritized role of the 
private sector developers in Beirut has maximized the 
determination of the political and economic priorities of the 
state. Beirut’s high-rise developments have been constantly 
increasing as public interventions facilitate the circulation of 
capital. Such facilitation includes the changing of regulations, 
authorizing private actors in planning decisions and altering the 
institutional environment that accommodates the needs of 
capital (Fawaz and Krijnen, 2010) [2]. 
 
The government facilitated the increased high-rise 
developments as it decided to maintain a hands-off attitude 
towards the private sector. Fawaz and Krijnen (2010) [2] argue 
that private developers took advantage of the laissez-faire 
strategy used by the state and the construction process took 
shape in a messy way, which eventually led to the destruction 
of the city’s urban heritage, built environment and the public 
realm, just for the purpose of economic profit. By providing 
large mega projects to private developers and by empowering 
them, the state, which is composed of these developers, fails in 
having a clear vision, mission and objective, about the built 
environment.  
 
A conflict of interests is portrayed in the struggle to save the 
remaining “Lebanese Houses” that date up to the second half 
of the 19th century. High-rise buildings that threaten the 
integrity of the existing neighborhood are replacing the stone 
houses, easily identified by their arched windowed façade and 
red tile roof. Zoning regulations that allow more construction 
in favor of developers has threatened neighborhoods such as 
Gemmayze that lack urban planning regulations, which protect 
heritage buildings, promoting high-rises that cast shadows over 
the existing structures and narrow streets.  

With the rise of the luxurious high-end towers, historic 
architecture are being neglected and a large social gap is being 
created between the rich and the poor. This gap is widened by 
the increase of spatial exclusions and urban inequalities, which 
will eventually have negative ramifications on the city. In the 
‘new planning regime,’ the only winners are considered to be 
the private developers and the people who are economically 
benefitting from such construction. On the other hand, the 
losers are the people whose heritage has been sacrificed for the 
present policies and laws that prioritize circulation of capital 
and that are characterized by a lack a vision for the future of 
the city. A concern for heritage, in other words has been 
replaced by a concern for individual money making projects.   
 

At the expense of its valuable heritage buildings, the built 
environment has become a concrete document of a rapidly 
increasing density.  
 
In each of the presented cases, the private elites surface as the 
winners and the losers are the public/ordinary dwellers. As a 
result, the city is becoming segregated and fragmented into rich 
enclaves and rundown neighborhoods.  
 
In 1966 APSAD, an NGO for the protection of heritage with 
the consulting firm Khatib &Alami listed 1,016 historic 
buildings that must be preserved. However, this list has been 
narrowed down to 459 buildings and yet no law has been 
enforced to protect these buildings. Nonetheless, the list, later 
updated in 1998, was created based on a set of criteria to 
categorize buildings worthy of preservation: such criteria are 
not reliable and should be reassessed. Those criteria classified 
a valuable building based on date of construction and physical 
condition. They ignored many other intertwined factors: 
memory, context, construction methods, materials, owners and 
functional program…  all these play a crucial role in rating and 
defining value. Isn’t it the government’s role to enforce laws 
that regulate and adhere to the preservation of our valuable 
heritage architecture? Specific elements and standards of 
‘heritage’ must be defined and each building must be crucially 
debated with the public, in itself, whether or not it should be 
preserved.  
 
With no law that compensates house owners to preserve their 
heritage, owners are often seduced into selling to developers, 
as opposed holding onto their heritage – with the price of land 
only going up, money is the ruling factor.  The incentive to sell 
is too tempting to sacrifice for nostalgia of the historic home. 
According to APSAD, some house owners even go to the 
measures of injecting chemicals into the walls of their building 
as a method to avoid getting any legal permission to destroy 
the building.  

When determining how much one can build on a plot while 
remaining committed to the protection of a heritage zone, the 
floor to area ration, FAR, should not be set to more than the 
existing buildings. Instead of encouraging developments, the 
law should allow property owners a transfer of the allowed 
additional air rights, building rights, to other areas that will not 
be at the expense of loss of heritage.  With the process called 
Transfer of Development Rights, heritage can be saved, and 
developers can develop as the owners invest. This formula 
works by first calculating the total possible built up area on the 
land according to zoning regulations, as if it were an empty 
plot. Then, by subtracting the already exploited square meters 
from that number, the land owner is given virtual “air rights” 
in replacement for the unexploited FAR. The owners are then 
granted the alternative to transfer these “air rights” to other 
sites that are exempt from restrictive planning regulations.  

This strategy allows for owners to be compensated and 
satisfied by preserving a building. It is not only about 
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preserving the physical entity of a building’s architectural 
elements but the hybrid identities that are embedded in it.  

If historic property were promoted as a valuable resource, then 
in correlation, land prices in historical districts would also rise. 
Paradoxically, the destruction of Beirut’s numerous historical 
layers and architectural periods has not only neglected 
communal, national and educational assets, but economic ones 
as well.   

Where heritage buildings may be privately owned, they 
encompass a collective architectural memory shared by the 
population at large.  Decisions to demolish a building should 
not be made by an exclusive team, but rather take the public’s 
wishes into consideration. For example, many activists have 
already protested to  “save the egg”, a protest to save a 
concrete structure reminiscent of Beirut’s “avant-garde 
movement” designed by architect Joseph-Philippe Karam in 
1965. This movement illustrates the lack of transparency from 
SOLIDERE who has failed to include the public in the decision 
making process thus making it necessary for protestors to 
intervene.  
 
Civil society groups are rising in Beirut to protest the 
destruction of heritage. Examples of such popular efforts are 
realized in Save Beirut Heritage, The Association for the 
Protection of the Lebanese Heritage, and the activist efforts 
demanding access to Beirut’s urban park. By raising awareness 
through social media, protests and campaigns, the groups are 
engaging many supporters. However, these individual groups 
need to collaborate with one another and create a more 
organized professional platform that effectively moves the 
public rather than just raises awareness to issues. For example, 
the civil society should push for the proper implantation of the 
un-passed law in the parliament to save urban heritage and 
allow for a city of negotiated hybrid structures rather than a 
city of skyscrapers. The public is capable of manipulating the 
government’s power and it is the public’s role to lobby for 
their rights.    
 
With the future of Beirut rooted in the demolition of our 
heritage buildings and a short-term vision of private 
developments, the city is left segregated, lacking a cohesive 
vision for the future. Entrenched in real-estate speculation and 
the inevitable loss of historical preservations, city efforts to 
control not only what is being demolished, but also what is 
being built, is crucial in protecting the identity that we are 
fighting so hard to sustain. Our “heritage” lies in the past, 
present and the future, and it is the government’s role to 
regulate the booming construction industry that is quickly 
modifying Beirut’s urban fabric.  However, the government 
will not take such measures without the lobbying and pressures 
from the civil society – activists must integrate the heritage 
agenda more centrally in their work to create a dialogue with 
the government. In an open dialogue with the public, the 
government must create a collaborative vision for the city, 
where the existing heritage buildings continue to prosper as the 

city evolves and grows.  The new must respond, respect and 
enrich the existing fabric, rather than disfigure and harm the 
context. It is not only about adhering to the past, but about 
allowing for a dialogue between city residents and the making 
of their city, rather than leaving it to the hands of developers – 
for that is what the law currently works in favor of. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

     According to Walid Chemit's article on the 
history of Lebanese Cinema and as reported by the 
Arab Cinema Coordination Center, Salim Kreidieh 
is considered to be the founder of the first cinema 
theatre in Lebanon in 1909 [1]. After more than a 100 
years, I am proposing a campaign to continue the 
mission of my predecessor and revive the cinematic 
culture in Lebanon that has been decaying since the 
civil war. This paper intends to outline the goals of 
the campaign first by exploring the cinematic culture 
in Lebanon prior to and after the civil war in 1975. It 
will provide a theoretical framework that verifies the 
importance of this culture on both the scientific and 
social levels. An introduction and overview about 
digital billboards and their importance in outdoor 
advertisement will explain the choice of the medium 
to be used. Finally, studying adaptation in cross-
cultural advertisement and identifying the elements 
that play a role in localizing a movie poster, will 
allow the adaptation of a film to the culture as well 
as to location.  

II. THE CAMPAIGN 

A. The Cinematic Culture in Lebanon Prior to 
the Civil War 
     Before the Lebanese civil war, the cinematic 
culture in Lebanon was prosperous especially in the 
capital Beirut.  From Cinema Rivoli in Al Boroj, to 
Cinema Bristol in Verdun, Cinema Hilton in Ain il 
Mreisseh, Cinema Edison at Bliss street, Cinema 
Eldorado, Etoile, Clemenceau and Piccadilly in 
Hamra; every street had its cinema and each cinema 
had a story behind it. [1] 
     These venues featured Arabic and international 
movies of famous stars, ranging from cowboy 
movies, to stories of love, chivalry, war and horror. 
Cinemas of Beirut offered a cinematic experience 
for both adults and youth.  When tickets of 
blockbuster films were sold out, viewers were used 
to buy them from black markets since going to the 
movies was an important practice for the Lebanese. 
[2] When the war began, the capital was paralyzed 
and some of the cinema theaters were shut. The 
spotlights turned off and bombs lighted the streets 
instead. It was a decline period for the cinema in 
Lebanon.  
      After the war, film industry suffered from the 
absence of financial support and the lack of the  
 

 
 
studios that existed in the sixties [3]. Cinema owners 
expected to resume their work and attract viewers 
again. Unfortunately, most cinemas were demolished 
and others turned into children theaters and halls for 
singing [1].  This marked the time when the cinematic 
culture in Beirut started to decline.   
 
B.  The Cinematic Culture Today 
     Roger Ebert, the Pulitizer prize-winning film critic 
of the Chicago Sun-Times, in his article “I’ll Tell You 
Why Movie Revenue Is Dropping” mentions that the 
United States, the source of many movies released 
around the world, had the lowest audience in 2011 
since 1995.  Ebert investigated the reasons behind this 
decline and concluded that not the films themselves 
are affecting the audience’s choice to go to the 
movies or to stay home, but rather that the theaters 
are “losing their charm”. According to Ebert, the high 
cost of cinema tickets is a leading factor in 
discouraging the viewers so that the audience is 
finding other cheaper ways, such as the Internet and 
Digital Versatile Disc (DVDs), which allow them to 
view these movies at home [4].  
     Since the mid of last century, television (TV) had 
always threatened the cinema and resulted in the 
reduction of purchasing tickets. Recently, the 
challenge between these two mediums is more about 
the “quality of the viewing experience”. With the 
advanced technology of high-definition (HD) 
television and the 3D- enabled devices and with the 
surround-sound systems, watching a movie at home 
is an experience as intense as watching it in the 
theater. Nowadays, people wait for new releases to 
come out on DVDs or Blu-ray Discs so that they can 
experience the comfort in their own houses [5].   
 
C.  The Importance of Cinematic Culture on the 
Scientific and Social Level 
     Critics argue that in spite of advanced television 
technology, “the greatness of the cinema experience 
cannot be matched [6].  When you are in the cinema 
you will never be alone but surrounded by hundreds 
of people all immersed in the same fantasy world 
that strengthens the enjoyment of the film [6]. 
Researches show that a cinematic experience is an 
emotional experience that has a social dimension.  
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      A report from Science Daily states that scientists 
had proved that the presence of other people around 
you in the cinema improves your movie-watching 
experience. They described the film enjoyment as 
“contagious”. The research suggests that the 
audience influence one another as they synchronize 
their emotional responses. The more sync they are 
with other people, the more they like a movie. 
Suresh Ramanathan and Ann L. McGill explain that 
a shared emotional experience results from 
mimicking expressions when people catch the 
feeling and the mood of others. This happens by 
certain glances at other people while watching a 
movie and adopting their expression – for example 
laughing at the same scene.  A shared experience 
affects not only the instant feelings but also the 
overall impression of the whole experience [7].   
      In his article “Why Do People Go to the 
Cinema?”, Gideon Bachman defines the concept of 
“cinematic experience” by answering his manuscript 
title. He assumes that people continue to go to 
cinemas not for the film itself but for the cinematic 
experience. Cinema provides a social experience 
which watching a film at home does not. Bachman 
claims that the human being is a tribal animal that is 
psychologically dependent on others for his own 
sense of identity; he cannot live alone but needs 
others. However, today “isolated by technology” 
humans are never lonelier. This loneliness is what 
drives people to go to the movies, as they are willing 
to do anything to feel as a part of a whole. A 
research conducted in Germany by the European 
Institute of Cinema in Karlsruhe indicates that 
people choose a film not on the basis of the film 
itself but on the situation it is presented. For 
example, in Locarno - Switzerland, more than 9000 
people gather annually to see films at the Piazza 
with their friends without even knowing what the 
film is. Their sole motive is just to enjoy the event. 
In many cases when planning to go to the cinema the 
first question asked would be “shall we go to the 
movies tonight?” and a later question would be 
“what film do you want to see?” It is always the 
experience first than the name of the film. The focus 
is on “let’s go” and not on “see a movie”. Bachmann 
concludes that the cinematic experience is a sense of 
existence and being part of something; it provides a 
social dimension that you do not get in the living 
room with all the advanced technology available [8].    
 
D. Goals and Strategies 
     After an overview on the cinematic culture in 
Lebanon that existed prior to the civil war in 
comparison to that of today, and after studying the 
importance of the this culture on the scientific and 
social levels, the main purpose of the campaign is to 
revive this practice through a series of posters that 
influence what people think and how they act. The 
posters aim at reshaping the perception and response of 
the Lebanese population to a certain film in order to 
recall their memory of cinemas and encourage them to 
relive the cinematic experience again. Table 1 shows 
the campaign strategy based on a model from Public 
Communication Campaign Evaluation by Julia 
Coffman [9].    

TABLE I 
CAMPAIN STRATEGY 

GOALS/DESIRED RESULTS 
Revive the cinematic culture in Lebanon through 

- Encouraging the Lebanese to relive the cinematic experience 
-  Enhancing the recognition and appreciation of this culture in 
younger generations 

MOTIVATING CONDITIONS: 

- The decline of the cinematic culture in Lebanon due to the 
lack of local support, the spread of pirated DVDs and Internet 
access. 
-  The importance of cinematic culture on both the scientific 
and social levels.  

TARGET AUDIENCE 
Lebanese community of all genders and ages 

STRATEGIES 
- A series of animated posters that represent old popular 
movies. 

COMMUNICATION VEHICLE 

Digital billboards that have high exposure and define the visual 
public space. 

 

III. THE MEDIUM 

     The exposure is a vital element that affects the 
outcome and evaluation of a campaign. It is the 
degree to which the target audience gets exposed to 
the message [9].    A poster is a “self-authored” 
medium in communication; it engages, informs and 
provokes a message in a direct way [10]. It ensures 
high exposure that reaches a wide audience. Richard 
Hollis describes the poster as the beginning of 
graphic design as it exemplifies the fundamental 
elements of alphabet and image. After 100 years, 
nothing have changed in how the poster functions 
and how the audience responds to [10].  However, 
with all the development in technology, we are able 
to see this poster in motion due to the presence and 
growth of digital signage. 
 
A. Digital Signage 
     Digital signage, also called electronic billboards 
or electronic signs, is one of the fastest growing 
marketing opportunities in the world today and an 
emerging digital technology in the advertising 
industry. It enables advertisers to communicate a 
message locally or to several locations around the 
globe. It is able to send a “dynamic visual content” 
typically by a server, a monitor and software [11].  Its 
official name is CEVMS (changeable electronic 
variable message signs). It is a form of electronic 
display used to deliver advertising content to the 
passers-by. This content may be static slides, video 
or animation [12].   The content is made up of several 
files that contain information on how, where and 
when the commercial to be displayed [13].    
 
B. The Importance of Outdoor Advertisement in 
Relation to Urban Space 
     According to Dr. Anne M. Cronin in her article 
“Advertising and the metabolism of the city: urban 
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spaces, commodity rhythms”, billboards are in a 
direct dialogue with urban space. These billboards or 
panels organize the space and become an integral 
part of a certain city or site. They become “the 
disquieting familiarity of the city” [14].   Billboards 
form a rhythm that no camera or sequence of images 
can capture since they are embedded in experiences 
and exist in the interactions with the social structure. 
One’s experience in a city is not framed by maps or 
guides but by the ethnographic activity of walking 
and looking. These modes of the city can only be 
retrieved by memory. Charles Rice suggests that 
these billboards function as a cinematic mode and 
have a large effect on the viewer. They create what 
he calls “spatial fantasy” and a feeling of 
“closeness”.  People moving through the city decode 
and respond to these advertisements by forming a 
biographical dialogue that links time and trajectories 
to become part of their urban experience [14].    
     According to Promomedia, a Lebanese outdoor 
billboard supplier, 87.4% of the Lebanese 
population has a possibility of moving on the road 
during a working day with an average of 2 hours per 
day [15].   These billboards are distributed, all over 
Lebanon, in strategic locations specifically at busy 
traffic cross points. Pikasso, another Lebanese 
outdoor billboard supplier, states that 53.6% of the 
Lebanese in a regular working day move from home 
to work, 37.8% from work to other and 8.6% from 
other to other [16].  Private drivers spend an average 
of 31 minutes on the road, pedestrians spend 33 
minutes and taxi or service passengers spend 35 
minutes (Grand-Beyrouth transportation map report 
1994). These statistics confirm the importance of 
billboard advertisement in Lebanon and verify its 
high exposure to the targeted audience. 
 
C. Animated Digital Billboards versus Printed 
Billboards 
     The market considers digital billboards to be 
more favorable than printed billboards and motion 
graphics to be more competent. Jon Krasner in his 
book “Motion Graphic Design, applied history and 
aesthetics”, reveals that we live in a time when 
motion graphics finally have the potential to shape 
the environment and design the landscape. The new 
digital technologies are playing an important role in 
defining the visual public space and motion graphics 
has become a physical part of the environment [11]. 
Animation has become more popular since they 
draw attention and deliver messages in a more 
efficient and quick way [13]. Digital billboards are 
considered to be more flexible with the content that 
they can be updated frequently and digitally, they are 
efficient since they save the cost of printing and they 
are more variable as they can display various types 
of media from static slides to video and animation. 
Moreover, they are considered more controllable as 
they allow complete control, over the network, from 
a single central location. Content can be relevant to a 
specific site or region [17]. 
 
D. Case Study: Beirut’s Animated Billboards versus 
New York’s Animated Billboards 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
   
 
     The study of Beirut’s animated advertisements 
versus New York’s advertisements asserts that in 
Beirut, despite the variety of techniques, animated 
advertisements are seen as a trend. There is lack of 
use for the full potentials of the medium. 
     New York’s advertisements utilize the potentials 
of digital billboards being flexible and site-specific. 
They create animations designed particularly for the 
sites which allow direct interaction and contact with 
the audience (figure1). Unlike New York, Beirut’s 
advertisements on digital signage are duplicated 
versions of printed ones or TV commercials edited 
and cut into shorter versions to grasp attention 
(figure 2). 
      Analyzing the existing animated advertisements 
in Beirut and comparing them to New York answer 
many questions pertinent to the animated posters of 
the proposed campaign. The series of posters will 
not have any printed version or a TV commercial. 
They will be designed specifically to the streets by 
being cultural and site specific. In order to do so, 
existing graphical representations of a film must be 
taken into consideration to study what have been 
already done and to know how to proceed. 
 

IV. INTERPRETING A FILM  

   Peter Lehman and William Luhr in their book 
“Thinking about Movies” explain the experience of a 
film and how people watching the same movie have 
different responses towards it. No movie has a 
straightforward meaning contained within it. The 
viewer produces the meaning of a film influenced by 
his or her desires, background and culture. This is 
called “the reception study”. The study determines that 
the meaning of a film is not fixed but shaped according 
to the context and time of viewing it. It is not what the 
filmmakers want the audience to recognize nor what 
the reviewers say, but what the different audiences 
understand. “The same film can mean different things 
to different viewers at the same time; it can also have 
different meanings even for the same viewer at 
different times " [18]. 
      

 

 
 

Figure 2: The printed version of this ad is deconstructed into 
typographical elements that animate to reconstruct the ad again 
(Beirut). 
 
 

Figure 1: a live view of Time Square (specific to the location) 
where a model interacts with the picture through visual animated 
illusion. 
 

Figure 3: the 
variations of the 
logo of the movie 
“Thank You for 
Smoking” in title 
sequence, trailer and 
poster. 
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      After analyzing different representations of a film 
(figure 3), one can notice the lack of consistency 
between the prologues of a film (title sequence, poster 
and trailer). The logo of the film itself differs between 
the 3 different mediums. Hence, there is no one-way in 
representing a movie. Prologues vary according to the 
interpretation of the designer who created them. This 
makes the designer an author employing his or her own 
understanding of a film. 
     These different interpretations of a movie depend 
on the gender, culture, desires and needs of the viewer. 
Consequently, a film can encounter different analyses, 
links and connections with one’s own culture. Thus, as 
a graphic designer I have the ability and the 
prerogative to interpret a movie and become an author 
of an image that represents the film in a certain style of 
my choice. Furthermore, from a cultural perspective, I 
have the capability of adapting the movie to the 
Lebanese culture. 
 

V. ADAPTATION 

     Any global or universal product (including physical 
objects as well as services) faces cultural challenges 
when promoted within different countries. Companies 
work on finding marketing solutions to cope with these 
changes. Standardization and adaptation are two main 
strategies used when marketing at the international 
level. The success of an advertising campaign depends 
on the choice of the strategy a company will follow. 
Standardization is defined as using the same 
advertisement in different cultures without any changes. 
Adaptation is defined as customizing and adjusting the 
promotion to fit the culture of the market. Adapting a 
promotion can be affected by various elements that 
include language, religion, law, economy and the 
available media [19]. One of the motives to why 
companies adapt its advertisements is “the not invented 
here syndrome”. Each country tends to design its own 
campaign to prove its creativity and compete 
successfully [20]. 
 
A. Localizing an Advertisement 
     According to Mathieu Guidere’s article “The 
Translation of Advertisement from Adaptation to 
Localization”, adaptation of advertisement has 
developed towards what he called “Advertising 
Localization”. It is the linguistic and cultural transfer 
from one language to another depending on the local 
market. Guidere encourages adaptation in 
communication especially in countries where cultural 
traditions are abundant. He divides the local 
environment into parameters that must be taken into 
consideration when localizing an advertisement. The 
first component is the socio-cultural component that 
includes norms, religion, morals, and social habits. The 
second component is the politico-legal aspect that 
includes the political system, restrictions and 
regulations imposed on advertisement [21].  
     The localization of an advertisement consists 
mainly of the image on one hand and the text on 
another. The text includes the brand name or logo, a 
slogan and the caption. Every section of these can be a 
problem when transferring it from one language to 

another as each may reflect cultural concerns. In 
semiotic terms, culture is embedded in the language as 
well as the graphics and pictorial icons that constitute a 
message [21]. 
 
B. Case Studies of Cultural Adaptation 
1) Adaptation Across Countries: Snickers 
Advertisement 
 
 
 
 
 
     
 
     This case study of international advertisement 
refers to what Guidere calls “graphic adaptation”. 
In this advertisement there was transformation of 
framework. The location where the commercial is 
taking place was adapted to the socio-cultural 
environment of the featured country. The scene in 
which American guys are playing American 
Football (figure 4, first row) is transferred into a 
scene where the Egyptian guys are playing soccer 
(figure 4, second row). This is more significant to the 
Arab consumers and more common in the Arab 
societies. Moreover, the star of the American 
commercial Betty White is replaced by an Arab 
famous figure Inaam Salousy to relate more to the 
Arab audience. However, both advertisements are 
shot in the same sequence using the same structure 
and positions. 
     As for what Guidere calls “textual adaptation”, 
there is a translation of the whole commercial to 
Arabic using the Egyptian dialect to make it more 
local and engaging to Arab viewers. Additionally, 
there is a literal translation of the expression 
“you’re not you when you’re hungry”. However, 
the slogan “satisfies” is translated to “don’t stop” 
most probably because of the difficulty to adapt 
such a message which is more or less subjected to 
various interpretations. By changing the expression 
to “don’t stop”, the translator made his message 
more straight forward. The layout of the text and 
the image differs between the two advertisements:  
in the American version, Snickers logo is straight 
with the slogan centered whereas in the Arabic 
version the logo is tilted and the Arabic characters 
follow. 
2) Adaptation within the same country: Persil 
Advertisement  

 

 
   

Figure 4: Snapshots from the American Snickers commercials 
versus the Egyptian version of the same commercial.  

 

Figure 5: Snapshots from Persil Egyptian commercial targeted to the 
women of the city versus that targeted to the women of the rural areas. 
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    The analysis of advertising across cultures shows 
different ways in manifesting the cultural values, 
norms and language of the specific target audience 
leading to an advertisement reflecting the desires 
and values of the intended market [22]. This cultural 
difference, not only occurs across countries but also 
within the same country. This alteration is due to 
the culturally shaped or influenced values, attitudes, 
and perceptions of people [22]. 
     The first advertisement (figure 5, first row) represents 
the middle and high-class Egyptian women of the city 
whereas the second advertisement (figure 5, second row) 
probably represents the Egyptian women of the rural 
areas known as Al Saeid. This representation is depicted 
through cultural elements that portray each status. For 
example, in the first advertisement the presenter, 
audience and the language spoken highly reflect the 
women of the city in the way of clothes, situation and 
the usage of a modern washing machine. The second 
advertisement reflects the women of Al Saeid by using a 
font (the bowl they use to wash clothes in), that relates 
more to the targeted audience, the clothes, where all 
women are veiled, and the dialect spoken. 
 
C.  Adaptation of Movie Posters 
     Movie posters in earlier years were used to be 
adapted to the city where they were released. The 
posters were localized in different ways reflecting the 
culture of the targeted audience. When adapting 
graphic and textual elements, Guidere summarizes 
pivotal important points to be considered that are 
reflected in the following cases: 
- Dealing with nudity and retouching it (figure 6). 
- The writing style: whether using a direct translation 
or their own interpretation of the film plot 
- The layout such as changing the scene or elements 
within the scene (figure 7). 
- The colors, symbols and style in a region to be 
considered when adapting an advertisement as they 
play a critical role in the process of understanding 
(figure 8). 
- Another method of localizing a movie poster was to 
add the name of the cinema theater featuring the movie 
(figure 9) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

D.  Adapting a Billboard to a Specific Location 
     Site-specific billboards have evolved from the 
traditional two-dimensional (2D) billboards to become 
exclusive to a particular location where the 
surrounding environment is engaged in the 
advertisement.  Its construction, as described by the 
emerging advertising media blog, is difficult, 
dangerous, time-consuming and expensive but the 
visual impact is always creative and significant. It 
allows advertisers to maximize their potentials leaving 
a long lasting impression.  These billboards have high-
reach and high frequency since they are placed in 
strategic locations with high exposure such as 
highways and main city stoplights [23]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

VI. IMPLEMENTATION AND CONCEPTUAL SKETCHES 

A. Digital Billboards become Site Specific 
     Digital billboards have the potential to function as 
site-specific billboards by creating animations that 
immerse the setting within it. This method is less 
expensive and more efficient than the actual 
construction of 3D billboards. Consider the following 
sketches where the billboards become transparent, or 
part of the environment (figure 11). The animation can 
take place interacting with the surrounding elements 
where the window becomes a part of the storyboard or 
the forest becomes the main scene of the poster. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
B. Movies Become Cultural Specific: Film 
Characters in Beirut 
     In order to culturally connect to Beirut, actual 
characters from a movie can be placed in the city.  
Since billboards are in a direct dialogue with the urban 
space, characters can be in a direct contact with the 
Lebanese giving them a feeling of proximity. This 
feeling facilitates the spreading of the designated 
message. These methods allow me, as a designer, to 
interpret a movie and become the author of an image 
by choosing specific characters and locations. I can 
draw connections with the actual context of the film in 

Figure 10:  The gesture of taking off the T-shirt and having the 
"Superman" identity (logo) hidden inside is implemented in the 
opening and closing of the elevator. The billboard on the right is in a 
direct relation to the film plot where sinking of the billboard in 
water resembles sinking of the city that is a major concern in the 
movie "The Day After Tomorrow". 
 

Figure 6 : Julia Roberts's short 
was extended to cover more areas 
of the legs for censorship (1989). 
 
 

Figure 8: Posters of Another 
You (1991) 

 
 

Figure 9 : Cinema Capitol in 
Beirut featuring the movie “Z”

 
 

Figure 11: Animations on billboards become part of the environment 

Figure 7: Posters of Canadian 
Mounties vs. Atomic Invaders 
(1953). 
. 
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relation to Beirut (culture, events, history etc.). In this 
way I am not only reshaping my own perception and 
response to a certain film but also the response and 
perception of the targeted audience (figure 12). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     
      
 
These sketches are open to interpretation. Each viewer 
can receive the message differently depending on his 
or her gender, background, desires, and memories. 
Superman flying over Beirut can be interpreted by 
linking it to the actual movie when superman flew 
around the world to bring time backwards and save his 
lover from death. It can also link to the fact that Beirut 
needs a savior due to all the political events taking 
place. The sinking of titanic at Rawsheh can bring the 
memory of the Lebanese to the actual movie that had a 
great influence on them. It can also relate to many 
drowned ships on the Lebanese coast. The fact that it is 
sinking at Rawsheh may relate to many people who 
committed suicides by jumping from Rawsheh Rock. 
 

VII. CONCLUSION 

     The cinema culture in Lebanon before the civil war 
was rich in the number of cinemas and number of films 
produced. Today, although this culture had declined 
through the years, we are still encountering initiatives 
from different talented artists to revive it again. My 
campaign is one of these initiatives. It is targeted to 
reawaken and enhance this experience between the 
Lebanese for its cultural and social value. The message 
is going to be communicated on digital billboards 
through a series of silent moving posters featuring 
famous films. The digital billboards maintain high 
exposure as well as the ability of engaging the city and 
the environment. The films are represented in a way 
that adapts to the Lebanese culture, history and 
lifestyle generating a feeling of closeness and 
establishing a direct impact.  It also adapts the films to 
the place where it is displayed by creating animations 
that take place in the actual surrounding. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

With the rise of the technological and internet bubble, many 

new advancements have enabled game developers to add layers 

of interactivity and controllability that had not been available 

before. Gamers today have the option of manoeuvring through 

a game however they want, explore it in more depth and in a 

sense control it better. These revelations excited game 

developers and thus most of the focus now is being turned to 

online and digital gaming. Sadly, this means that not enough 

effort is being put into creating board games that can be 

interactive and controllable and because of this the board game 

industry is declining. According to ICv2, a website dedicated 

to news about games and gaming, major board game 

corporations such as Hasbro are losing a lot in the stock market. 

 

 This decline added to the growth of online and video 

gaming has led to a social problem. According to recent studies 

published in The Archives of Paediatric and Adolescent 

Medicine, video games and online gaming tend to isolate 

children and discourage communal gaming. This in turn has a 

lot of effect on the mental stability of growing children and 

may cause social disorders in heavy gamers. While board-

games foster communal gaming, they are not exciting enough 

for gamers who have experienced video gaming.  

 

 As a fan of board games, I am disappointed at this 

news. But as a designer, I believe the situation can be changed. 

Based on a desire to get back to communal gaming, I want to 

create a platform interesting and exciting enough to make 

people move away from digital gaming and back to board 

games. The solution is to develop a board game that offers the 

same amount of interactivity as video games do and revolves 

around an appealing subject. From a design perspective, what I 

think could be played on is how a game’s rules can be 

translated into design decisions that would highly affect 

playability. If design comes in not only as visuals but also as 

function, then it would become another tool that a player can 

use during the game. 

 

If we can keep this in mind while designing board games, if 

we can truly use design as a tool to achieve interactivity, then  

 

 

 

ultimately the board game industry has a chance not only to 

survive but compete with video and online games. 

II. CONCEPTUAL EXPLORATION 

A. Design Approach 

In order to explore this problematic, I would like to create 

and design a board game that uses design as a tool to offer 

more interactivity and controllability. By going into board 

game design to study its principles and by looking at case 

studies of games that address similar goals, I will be able to 

better understand what the limitations are and hopefully pick 

up on standards and tricks that would be beneficial for me. 

B. Secret Society Exploration 

To begin designing the game, I had to first find a subject for 

the game to revolve around. The subject I have chosen is 

Secret Societies and that is for four reasons: 

1. Due to the recent political events, most prominently the 

widespread reach of Wikileaks, people above the age of 12 

have pre-occupied themselves with chasing conspiracy theories, 

most of which revolved around the Illuminati and Freemasons. 

2. Literature such as Dan Brown’s books Angels and 

Demons and The Da Vinci Code, as well as their Hollywood 

renditions, have further propagated these theories. So much so 

that there were several documentaries that were made and 

spread, most famously The Arrivals, that supposedly contain 

facts that prove these theories to be true. 

3. After a thorough study of secret societies, I have 

discovered several interesting pieces of information that would 

put these wild theories to rest. I want to bring forth the more 

elaborate truth about the structure of secret societies and their 

function. 

4. A main element of secret societies is the fact that they 

function like a society. They rely heavily on team work and 

foster brotherly bonds. Used in a game, this would allow the 

perfect medium for communal gaming. 

 With these reasons in mind I began my research on 

the topic. Basing myself on Alan Axelrod’s The International 

Encyclopaedia of Secret Societies and Fraternal Orders, I 

began to construct a working definition of what a secret society 

is.  

A secret society is a group of individuals with a common 

purpose bound together by an oath or ritual. The members have 

to make a conscious effort to take the oath or go through the 

initiation ritual. It cannot be forced on them. The society would 
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foster strong bonds between the members so that they would 

all work together either to achieve a certain goal or look out for 

one another. Whatever kind of society is, it always has an 

agenda. Societies would meet in Lodges that did not permit the 

entry of an outsider. Within these lodges, the members would 

go about the business of the society and depending on what 

kind of society it is, the “business” part changes. 

 

 While it is generally the case that people join secret 

societies for a sense of belonging, there are also several other 

factors that come into play. 

 

1. Business: some societies are known to favour their own 

members for business partnerships and contracts.  

2. Desire to be Different: many people believe that they will 

not affect the world at all and so they are insignificant. But 

within the confines of the lodge and by being surrounded by a 

group of brothers, they feel special and privy to secrets that 

others are not allowed to know. In many cases, average people 

go on to hold high ranks in their societies which gives a boost 

to their ego. 

3. Desire for Knowledge: as is the case with many mystical 

and religious societies. But it is mostly the temptation of being 

let in on a secret that lures people to join. 

4. Fear: this is the motivation for those joining mass-

paranoia and anti-governmental based political societies. They 

are against something and they feel that unless they come 

together, they will be eradicated. 

5. Good Fellowship: people just join because they enjoy 

themselves. 

6. Habit: this is usually the motivation for those whose father 

or role-model was in a society. It is similar to the way young 

people tend to follow in their parents’ career choices. 

7. Mutual Aid: this is similar to the reason people get insured. 

They feel that joining a benevolent society might help them in 

case they ever fall on unfortunate circumstances. In addition, 

someone new to a certain town might join because he feels that 

belonging to a society might help him fit in better with the 

people there. 

8. Special Benefits: these span from free liquor on Sundays 

to scholarships for members and their families. In either case, 

people would join for the perks. 

9. Status: much like going to a certain country club, or being 

seen with certain people, can give off an impression about a 

person, people sometimes join societies for their reputation.  

 

 According to Axelrod, there are seven main types of 

societies. It is important to note, however, that a single society 

may be attributed to more than one type. 

 

1. Social Societies: these kinds of societies were most 

prominent during the 19th and 20th centuries. They can be 

likened to drinking clubs where like-minded people would 

gather for a drink and nice conversation. In fact, drinking is 

still practised in lodge meetings of many social societies. 

However, not all social societies are drinking societies. 

 

The mannerisms of these societies are varied. The spectrum 

stretches from quiet and restrained with an array of intellectual 

conversation to loud and vulgar “letting off steam”. Very 

famous examples of a social society are the Orders of 

Knighthood, where aristocrats would meet to discuss how they 

can better mankind, and The Odd Fellows, previous 

Freemasons that no longer felt they shared a common goal with 

the foundation. 

 

2. Benevolent or Service Societies: these kinds of societies 

were also prominent during the 19th century as a reaction to 

the government’s lack of welfare. They were particularly 

present in the United States that had just witness a surge of 

immigrants that did not have anywhere to go and any one to 

help them. The main distinction between the two names is the 

target of the society’s help. Benevolent societies seek to help 

their members only, while service societies go about setting up 

charities and helping others. The distinction is a very weak one 

though because societies of this nature usually concerned 

themselves with helping both their members and everyone else.  

Examples of these societies include the Templars, the 

Hospitallers of St. John of Jerusalem and the Lions. 

 

3. Ethnic and Cultural Societies: much like benevolent and 

service societies, ethnic and cultural societies were largely 

present in the United States because of the big number of 

immigrants and are there today still. They are formed when a 

group of people who have left their country feel the need to 

band with their fellow country-men. Needless to say, these 

societies provide their members with a sense of belonging in a 

foreign place. 

 

The main goals for ethnic and cultural societies are to allow 

members a chance to talk about news from their homes, an 

opportunity to preserve the values of their homes and finally a 

method to be in contact with each other to be able to help each 

other out. 

 

An example of these societies that is still very prominent 

today is the AHEPA (Order of American Hellenic Educational 

Progressive Association) that works to preserve the Greek 

tradition while educating Greeks in all matters regarding the 

United States to help them fit in better. 

 

4. Trade Societies: these societies are what we today call 

Unions. Before the industrial revolution, trade societies were 

mostly associations of craftsmen, like the Freemasons, and less 

skilled trades, like charcoal burners, and functioned like guilds. 

In the 20th century, and as a direct response to the Industrial 

Revolution, they transformed into labour unions.  
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5. Mystical and Religious Societies: these are perhaps the 

most talked about and most feared societies because of their 

links to black magic and the fact that they are the most 

secretive type. They can be further divided into three 

subcategories: Mystical, Religious and Magical. Mystical 

societies are the most incomprehensible to outsiders. Members 

have to have a deep and thorough understanding of a certain 

mystical ideology, backed up by a lot of literature, to be able to 

function within it. Religious societies are basically a group of 

people sharing a common belief in something. They have 

mostly religious rituals in which they partake in the prayer and 

worship of the entity they believe in. Magical societies differ 

from the previous two subdivisions primarily in their goals. 

Their purpose is not to worship an entity but produce results, 

such as the transfiguration of metals in the example of 

Alchemy-based magical societies. They also focus on 

individual effort to realize and fulfil one’s true potential. 

A few examples are the Mystery Schools of Ancient Greece 

and the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn. 

 

6. Political Societies: these societies changed a lot during the 

course of history mainly because political governance changed. 

Around the 15th century, political societies existed because a 

small mass of people sought a better life than the one provided 

by government. In the 18th century, these societies became a 

reaction to the American and French Revolutions. By the 19th 

century, they involved themselves with the freedom of Greece. 

In general, they represent the ideology of a group of people 

who believe in a better political system than the one reigning at 

the time. Sometimes, they are the effect of a mass-paranoia, 

but such societies are short-lived. 

 

Today, political secret societies are rare due to the 

widespread of democracy. They have now transformed into 

political parties that can have official representation. The ones 

still remaining are mostly plotting against the government. 

Very popular examples of such societies are the Russian 

Nihilists, the Omladina in the Balkans and the Decemberists.  

 

7. Criminal Societies: and I suppose the first thing that 

would come to mind is the Godfather. The Italian Mafia serves 

as a model for most criminal societies and are the most 

successful and most lasting. In certain cases, criminal and 

political societies can be confused, depending on whose point 

of view we’re taking. 

C. Board Game Activation 

Now that I have my content, the question remains: how will  I 

activate the board game medium? There are three things to keep in 

mind: creativity, interactivity and controllability. I will discuss them 

further more below. 

To begin, let us consider creativity. Here I'm using the term to 

indicate "player as creator" as opposed to simply "player as receiver". 

In video games, players have the luxury to create their own characters, 

maps and much more. This gives them a sense of power because they 

are contributing to the game itself. On the other hand, board games 

usually come "pre-designed", in a sense the game is offered to the 

players and they just consume it as opposed to contribute in the 

building it. Following this logic, the board game that I am working on 

will have elements in which the players can create. For example, the 

"board" of the game – or the surface on which the players play – is not 

pre-designed. What they get is a set of buildings and connectors 

which they use to construct the map they navigate on. This 

accomplishes two things: it allows the players room to be creators and 

it results in a different map each time the game is played. 

Number two is interactivity. Video games have a strong sense of 

input and response with the players; they input an action to which the 

game reponds. This level of interactivity keeps the players excited and 

animates the game a lot more. There are some board games which 

have a certain level of interactivity, the most successful of which is 

Jenga in which players take turns to remove a block from the board – 

structured like a tower – and place it on top. But for the most part, 

they consist of a static board on which the players move. The trick to 

achieving interactivity is to activate the board.  To do that, we must 

consider two very important questions: a) what is my board made of, 

b) what can the medium I'm using do? 

Even though it is common for boards to be made out of a strong 

cardboard material, there is no reason for them not to be made from 

something else, like wood or fabric. Consider the material you're 

choosing and dwell on it's characteristics. For example, fabric is 

flexible, washable, bendable, foldable, comes in many colors and 

patterns, etc. Wood is sturdy, carvable, opaque, has a very particular 

texture, etc. Once you've made this choice, consider what you can do 

with the characteristics. How can you use them to achieve 

interactivity. For example, fabric can fold on itself, masking a certain 

area of the board which may result in a change of game play. Wood 

can be used to construct vertically as well as horizonatally. It can be 

used to include more than one layer of playing surface. Doing this 

activates the board and changes it from a static object to an interactive 

one. 

Finally, we must consider controllability. This is a tricky one 

because there should be a very clear line between how much the 

players control and how much the game itself dictates. In video games 

like Skyrim, players can control their characters' fates by deciding 

which paths to take, but ultimately there is only a finite set of paths 

they can take. In this case, the balance is achieved. In board games it 

is a little more difficult, but feasable non-the-less. I cannot offer a 

particular method for achieving balanced controllability because it is 

very case-specific. Instead I will illustrate using my project as an 

example. 

As I mentioned before, the board is composed of buildings that 

the players piece together using connectors to create a city on which 

they play. One of the players is the Grand Master and one of his duties 

is to specify key buildings that activate once players land on them. 

Thus controllability is achieved. On one hand, the game dictates what 

is to be controlled but the players control it as they wish. This way, the 

essence of the game is not lost and the players contribute more to it. 

 

 With these elements combined, board games can be 

well on their way to compete with video games. 
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III. BOARD CRAFTING 

While communal gaming is a great product of board 

games, we must not forget the value of the game itself. Many 

designers have redesigned classical board games like Chess 

and Backgammon. Why? Because it is a craft. 

 

SJ Brown, the auther of the blog Boardcrafting, 

redesigned the game Settlers of Catan. It started off with his 

frustration with the current design and its flimsiness. He 

documented his entire process to help people make the design 

themselves. He offered the vector files of his work to interested 

people for free, just to promote this craft and encourage people 

to dive into it. He was also very concerned with board crafting 

as a valid art form. Below is a part of his manifesto: 

 

 “How obscene is it that we keep our games in a dusty 

closet while televisions are  now being hung on the 

wall like Picassos? Our games are totems of community, 

interaction, sharing, friendship and familial ties. The notion 

that games should be kept in some dusty closet is a remnant of 

our industrial-revolution culture, of plastic replacing wood, of 

mass-marketing, of design that focuses on shipping costs rather 

than personal enjoyment, and of not taking the time to enjoy 

life.” 

 

The Warhammer workshops offer players a similar 

experience of crafting their own board. But if a person doesn’t 

have the time to go through SJ’s instructions, or isn’t interested 

in Warhammer, there are many easy ways in which to go about 

designing the board game. The board can be a cannibalised 

board from an old game on top of which the designer can glue 

the face of their own game (Sloper, 2011). 

  

 

 

 

If they don’t want to do that, they can simply mount it 

on a foam board or an illustration board, since they are very 

easy to handle. A person can even choose to silkscreen the 

entire thing on cloth. The cards can be either printed out on 

thick paper or even done in Letraset. Or, much like the board, a 

person can use old cards, or even a deck of playing cards, and 

just glue on a new surface. The tokens can be made from clay 

or fabricated from rubber moulds. Now with the presence of 

high-tech laser-cutters and the like, it is easy to manufacture 

packages and customise all the elements easily.  

 

 Unfortunately, much like many other crafts, the art of 

board crafting is undervalued. It is not being preserved well, 

especially with all the focus shifting to digitally-based games. 

It is being replaced by texture-rendering machines and life-like 

characteristics. As designers, it would be a loss to let this art 

form die. 
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I.	  Introduction	  
	  
The	   contemporary	   music	   scene	   in	   Lebanon	   is	  
varied	  across	  several	  genres	  and	  types	  of	  musical	  
expression	   and	   media	   exposure.	   My	   subject	   of	  
interest	  for	  this	  research	  is	  the	  visuals	  produced	  
by	   an	   emerging	   independent	   alternative	   music	  
scene	   whose	   development	   can	   be	   traced	   to	   the	  
early	   1990’s	   post-‐war	   period.	   During	   this	   time,	  
several	   Lebanese	   artists	   began	   to	   experiment	  
with	   merging	   influences	   in	   music.	   They	   saw	   in	  
Lebanon	  a	  context	  for	  production	  as	  well	  as	  rich	  
content	  to	  be	  expressed.	  Context	  acts	  upon	  them	  
and	   is	  an	  active	   force	   in	   the	  process	  of	   creation,	  
whether	  through	  its	  offerings	  in	  terms	  of	  history,	  
found	   objects,	   or	   contemporary	   circumstances.	  
The	  music	  scene	  in	  question	  takes	  influence	  from	  
local	   music	   heritage	   as	   well	   as	   from	   genres	  
established	   elsewhere.	   This	   gives	   it	   a	   position	  
within	   layered	   signs	   of	   belonging	   and	   gives	   rise	  
to	   a	   characteristic	   hybridity	   of	   musical	   content,	  
both	   instrumental	   and	   lyrical.	   The	   artists	   in	  
question	   are	   active	   agents	   creating	   space	   for	  
expression	   and	   production	   from	   within	   such	   a	  
place.	  It	  is	  important	  to	  begin	  with	  an	  attempt	  at	  
defining	   ‘sense	   of	   place’	   as	   a	   collection	   of	  
references	   that	   signify	  Lebanon.	  What	   is	   ‘place’?	  
And	  how	  do	  contemporary	  Lebanese	  alternative	  
bands	  function	  within	  it	  and	  refer	  to	  it?	  An	  initial	  
sign	  of	  place	  is	  the	  portrayal	  of	  its	  lived	  features,	  
which	  vary	  across	  the	  visual	  and	  the	  experiential.	  
The	   former	   is	   easily	   described	   as	  
geography/physicality;	   a	   place’s	   most	   manifest	  
visuality,	  its	  landscape	  and	  its	  monuments,	  which	  
assert	   a	   presence	   that	   is	   of	   a	   collective	  
consideration.	   What	   characterizes	   a	   place’s	  
experiential	  features	  functions	  within	  a	  temporal	  
rather	  than	  a	  spatial	  framework.	  Here,	  the	  past	  is	  

recollected	   by	   its	   events,	   which	   become	   the	  
monuments	   of	   its	   temporal	   horizon	   and	   are	  
identified	  as	  history,	  making	  collective	  memory	  a	  
tool	   through	   which	   place	   is	   defined	   and	  
recognized.	   Temporally	   closer,	   the	   present	   is	   a	  
culmination	  of	  sociopolitical	  conditions	  that	  form	  
the	   content	   of	   a	   place’s	   experience,	   and	   has	   a	  
shifting	  representation	  between	  the	  personal	  and	  
the	  collective.	  The	  case	  studies	  used	  to	   illustrate	  
the	  notion	  of	   references	   to	  place	  as	  affirmations	  
of	   locality	   are	   organized	   across	   the	   spatial	   and	  
the	   temporal	   and	   the	   intersections	   that	   issue	  
from	  them.	  
	  

II.	  Visuals	  as	  signs	  of	  locality	  |	  Place	  as	  
physicality	  

Representations	  of	   the	  physicality	  of	  a	  place	  are	  
indicative	   of	   its	   presence	   as	   context	   for	  musical	  
production	   and	   denote	   assertions	   of	   belonging.	  
Lebanese	   musicians	   and	   artists	   of	   the	  
independent	   alternative	   scene	   often	   present	  
images	   of	   the	   city	   and	   iconic	   local	   sites	   in	   their	  
visual	   output.	   We	   regard	   this	   as	   an	   attempt	   at	  
situating	  the	  musical	  product	  within	  local	  context	  
by	  engaging	  with	  the	  corporeality	  of	  a	  place	  as	  a	  
strong	  signifier.	  On	  the	  cover	  of	  “Drab	  Zeen”	  (fig.	  
1),	   an	   electo/jazz	   album	   released	   by	   Toufic	  
Farroukh 1 	  in	   2002,	   we	   find	   a	   photograph	   of	  
Beirut	   taken	   from	   the	   perspective	   of	   the	   sea.	  
What	   is	   the	   position	   of	   this	   image	   in	   relation	   to	  
the	   music?	   On	   the	   cover,	   Beirut	   is	   shot	   with	   a	  
view	   of	   its	   sea	   front	   in	   the	   foreground,	   the	  
cityscape	  in	  the	  middle,	  and	  the	  mountains	  in	  the	  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1	  Toufic	  Farroukh	  is	  a	  Lebanese	  saxophone	  player	  jazz	  composer	  
with	  bicultural	  roots	  stemming	  from	  Lebanon	  and	  France.	  	  
2	  Scrambled	  Eggs	  was	  formed	  in	  1998,	  and	  is	  characterized	  by	  a	  
“spacey,	  ambient	  mood	  with	  British	  progressive-‐rock	  influences”	  
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background.	   A	   motion	   blur	   of	   red	   and	   orange	  
appears	   on	   the	   line	   between	   the	   city	   and	   the	  
water.	  What	  is	  signified	  here	  with	  the	  overlap	  of	  
the	   motion	   blur	   and	   what	   we	   term	   ‘place’	   is	  
reflective	   of	   the	   artist’s	   musical	   identity	   that	   is	  
formed	   by	   the	   merging	   of	   instruments	   and	  
sounds,	   traditional	   and	   otherwise.	   Beirut	  
acquires	  a	  distant,	  dream-‐like	  appearance	   in	   the	  
low-‐contrast,	  black	  and	  white	  photograph	  that	  is	  
used.	  The	  interruption	  of	  color	  is	  an	  added	  layer	  
that	  signifies	  a	  sense	  of	  the	  new,	  which	  is	  laid	  on	  
top	   of	   the	   original,	   or	   the	   originating	   (home	   of	  
the	   artist).	   We	   find	   here	   a	   reference	   to	   place	  
made	   by	   way	   of	   representing	   its	   spatial	  
characteristics	  through	  photography.	  In	  this	  case,	  
Farroukh	   presents	   an	   image	   of	   home	   as	  
representative	  of	  his	   identity,	   even	   though	  what	  
comes	   from	   home	   is	   only	   one	   of	   many	   aural	  
substances.	  

Landmarks	  stand	  out	  in	  spatial	  horizons	  and	  call	  
for	   recognition	  as	  objects	  of	  power	   that	  are	  of	  a	  
place,	  and	  that	  cultivate	  tendencies	  to	  identifying	  
place	   through	   materiality.	   Landmarks	   become	  
significant	   in	   the	   will	   to	   recognize	   and	   to	   claim	  
belonging.	   Representations	   of	   materiality	   beget	  
the	  notion	  that	  work	  stems	  from	  it	  much	  like	   its	  
naturally	  occurring	  monuments.	  Scrambled	  Eggs2	  
are	   a	   Lebanese	  post	   punk	  band	  based	   in	  Beirut.	  
Their	  music	   is	   characterized	   by	   its	   violence	   and	  
presents	   disjunction	   in	   harmony	   and	   melody.	  
During	   the	   mid	   1970s,	   in	   the	   industrial,	   low-‐
income	   suburbs	   of	   London,	   punk	   was	   a	   youth	  
movement	  that	  sought	  to	  express	  feelings	  of	  total	  
disenchantment	   through	   delivering	   a	   shock	   to	  
the	   dominant	   system.	   In	   the	   introduction	   to	  
Untitled	   Tracks,	   Ghalya	   Saadawi	   mentions	   “Sex	  
Pistols	   lyrics	   hijacked	   by	   a	   Lebanese	   rock	  
quartet”,	   in	   reference	   to	   Scrambled	   Eggs	  music.	  
In	   contemporary	   Lebanon,	   Scrambled	   Eggs	   take	  
influence	   from	   the	   origins	   of	   punk	   and	   apply	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2	  Scrambled	  Eggs	  was	  formed	  in	  1998,	  and	  is	  characterized	  by	  a	  
“spacey,	  ambient	  mood	  with	  British	  progressive-‐rock	  influences”	  
(Nawfal,	  2009,	  25).	  	  

them	   in	  a	   local	   context	   and	   for	  a	   local	   audience.	  
Punk	   becomes	   a	   vehicle	   by	   which	   to	   deliver	  
messages	  of	  disenchantment	  and	  rebellion,	  even	  
though	   the	   band	   is	   not	   governed	   by	   similar	  
unequal	   relations	   of	   power	   and	   wealth	   that	  
conditioned	  the	  origins	  of	  the	  punk	  movement.	  	  
	  	  
The	   band	   released	   the	   album	   “Happy	   Together	  
Filthy	   Forever”	   (fig.	   2)	   in	   2006	   in	   light	   of	   the	  
Israeli	  war	   on	   Lebanon.	   Yasmine	  Baz	   illustrated	  
the	   cover,	   and	   the	   general	   concept	   and	   design	  
was	   by	   Malak	   Beydoun.	   The	   cover	   is	   an	  
illustration	   of	   the	   iconic	   Rawche	   rock	   (pigeon	  
rock)	  that	  is	  located	  in	  Beirut.	  The	  content	  of	  the	  
image	   makes	   a	   literal	   reference	   to	   where	   the	  
band	  resides,	  as	   it	   is	  a	  depiction	  of	  arguably	   the	  
most	   iconic	   site	   in	   Beirut.	   The	   Rawche	   rock	   is	  
recognized	   and	   visited	   locally	   and	   is	   also	   a	  
heavily	  present	  image	  of	  old	  touristic	  Beirut.	  The	  
title	  of	  the	  album	  involves	  a	  duality	  between	  two	  
ideas.	   Happy/filthy	   becomes	   a	   sign	   of	   conflict	  
that	   is	   relevant	   to	   the	   time	   during	   which	   the	  
album	   was	   being	   made.	   It	   is	   an	   ironic	   gesture	  
made	   at	   the	   political	   state	   of	   Lebanon	   always	  
being	   ambivalent	   and	   unstable.	   Scrambled	   Eggs	  
represent	  a	  sense	  of	  place	  through	  the	  depiction	  
of	   an	   iconic	   geographic	   location	  and	  a	   reference	  
to	   a	   sociopolitical	   context.	   Although	   the	   band’s	  
musical	   identity	   is	  a	  repurposing	  of	  a	  product	  of	  
the	   West,	   the	   usage	   of	   a	   local	   site	   as	   visual	  
disallows	   a	   furthering	   of	   the	   distance	   between	  
the	  music	  and	  its	  context.	  	  

The	  specific	  temporal	  

Besides	  representations	  of	  the	  physicality	  of	  the	  space	  
as	   is,	   there	   are	   also	   recurrent	   representations	   of	  
Lebanon	  at	  specific	  moments	  in	  history.	  If	  we	  consider	  
war	   a	   monument	   of	   the	   temporal,	   its	   presence	   is	   as	  
apparent	  as	  Rawche	  is	   for	  the	  spatial.	  Munma3	  is	  an	  
electronic	   project	   that	   is	   characterized	   by	   its	  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
3	  Jawad	  Nawfal	  created	  Munma	  in	  2006,	  “an	  electronic	  project	  that	  
incorporates	  Oriental	  harmonies	  and	  rhythmic	  patterns	  with	  
foreign	  electronic	  ambient	  influences.”	  (Nawfal,	  2009,	  24).	  	  
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instrumental	   features:	  minimal	   beats,	   processed	  
bleeps,	  and	  glitches.	  The	  music	  is	  of	  an	  electronic	  
genre,	  and	  is	  often	  described	  as	  being	  ambient	  in	  
nature.	   This	   is	   used	   to	   create	   a	   mood	   through	  
contrast	   between	   tranquility	   and	   disturbance.	  
The	  album	  “34	  days”	  (fig.	  3)	  was	  recorded	  during	  
the	  Israeli	  war	  on	  Lebanon	  in	  2006.	  The	  cover	  is	  
a	  black	  and	  white	  photograph	  by	  Caroline	  Tabet	  
of	   dilapidated	   architecture	   and	   a	   destroyed	   car.	  
The	   cover	   of	   "Black	   Tuesday"	   (fig.	   4)	   is	   a	   sepia	  
photograph	   of	   the	   cityscape	   of	   Beirut	  
foregrounded	   by	   an	   eruption	   of	   black	   smoke.	  
What	   is	   depicted	   here	   is	   a	   bomb	   that	   has	   fallen	  
upon	   a	   city	   that	   already	   looks	   somber	   and	  
unsettling.	  Musically,	   the	   city	   is	  both	   context	   (of	  
production)	   and	   content.	  The	   temporality	  of	   the	  
city	  that	  is	  represented	  is	  one	  that	  reflects	  on	  the	  
contingency	   of	   Lebanon’s	   history	   being	   defined	  
by	   war.	   It	   becomes	   a	   reflection	   on	   such	   a	  
temporality,	   describing	   an	   instrumental	   relation	  
to	  the	  context.	  The	  music	  is	  a	  way	  of	  dealing	  with	  
the	  aftermath	  of	  destruction.	  What	  is	  signified	  on	  
these	   two	   covers	   is	   a	   place	   in	   ruin.	   The	   music	  
allows	   us	   to	   enter	   the	   time	   of	   the	   ruin	   and	   the	  
possibility	  of	  producing	   from	  within	   it.	  Thus	   the	  
fragmentation,	  ambiguity,	  and	  irregularity	   in	  the	  
sound	   mirror	   what	   is	   present	   as	   affect	   in	   the	  
images	  on	  the	  covers.	  War	  as	  the	  event	  is	  fixed	  to	  
its	   location	   and	   tells	   the	   narrative	   of	   becoming	  
subject	   to	   survival.	   It	   speaks	   of	   the	   artist’s	  
identity	   and	   emerges	   visually	   as	   a	   document	   of	  
the	  event.	  

Contemporary	  contexts	  

The	   New	   Government4,	   a	   post-‐punk	   and	   indie	  
band,	  much	  like	  Munma,	  saw	  in	  times	  of	  crisis	  an	  
opportunity	   to	   engage	   with	   events	   through	  
music.	  The	  band	  began	   its	  project	   in	  Lebanon	   in	  
November	   2004,	   during	   a	   gap	   time	   in	   the	  
formation	   of	   government.	   A	   time	   within	   the	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
4	  It	  consists	  of	  Zeid	  Hamdan:	  vocals,	  guitar.	  Jeremie	  Regnier:	  vocals,	  
synth,	  electric	  piano,	  tambourine,	  Timothee	  Regnier:	  backing	  
vocals,	  guitar,	  Cherif	  Saad:	  bass,	  and	  Nabil	  Saliba:	  drums.	  

interregnum	   allowed	   the	   members	   to	   proclaim	  
themselves	   “The	   New	   Government”.	   The	   band	  
released	  “The	  New	  Government	  Strikes”	  in	  2006.	  
The	   cover	   of	   the	   album	   (fig.	   5)	   is	   an	  
appropriation	   of	   the	   front	   page	   of	   a	   newspaper.	  
Political	   reference	   is	   achieved	   by	   way	   of	   the	  
medium	  of	  the	  newspaper	  and	  its	  function	  within	  
delivering	   information	   concerned	   with	   state	  
affairs.	  Although	  the	  content	  of	  the	  original	  image	  
may	  be	   irrelevant	  to	  Lebanon,	  as	  the	  newspaper	  
is	   in	   English	   and	   bares	   no	   clear	   indication	   of	  
place	  of	  production	  and	  distribution,	  the	  band	  is	  
making	   their	   sense	   of	   locality	   clear	   by	   making	  
use	  of	  the	  political	  state	  of	  Lebanon	  at	  the	  time	  as	  
both	   band	   name	   and	   album	   name	   by	  way	   of	   an	  
ironic	   or	   sarcastic	   gesture.	   The	   usage	   of	   found	  
items	   as	   main	   components	   of	   a	   design	   work	   is	  
reminiscent	  of	  a	  punk	  aesthetic	  and	  creates	  a	  link	  
between	   the	   genre	   of	   the	   band	   and	   visuals	  
produced	  for	  it.	  Similar	  to	  the	  case	  of	  Scrambled	  
Eggs,	  the	  image	  that	  emerges	  on	  top	  of	  music	  that	  
is	  not	  product	  of	  native	  heritage	  links	  back	  to	  the	  
local.	  

The	   contemporary	   sociopolitical	   state	   of	  
Lebanon	  makes	   way	   for	   artists	   to	   express	   their	  
opinions	  by	  way	  of	  lyrical	  content	  in	  their	  music.	  
Music	  becomes	  a	  vehicle	  that	  operates	  within	  the	  
social	   and	  attempts	   to	   shed	   light	  on,	   subvert,	   or	  
engage	  with	  social,	  economic,	  and	  political	  issues.	  
Tania	  Saleh,	  a	  Lebanese	  folk-‐rock	  singer,	  released	  
her	   fist	   album	   in	   2002.	   She	   is	   very	   much	  
concerned	   with	   making	   statements	   about	   the	  
present	   situation	   in	   Lebanon.	   The	   album	   title	  
“Wehdeh”	   (fig.	   6)	   is	   translated	   to	   mean	   girl,	  
solitude,	   and	   unity.	   On	   the	   cover	   of	   the	   album,	  
Tania	   is	   wearing	   a	   sache	   bearing	   the	   Lebanese	  
flag,	   one	   that	   looks	  old	   and	   faded.	  The	   aesthetic	  
qualities	   of	   the	   flag	   and	   the	   reference	   to	  
traditional	  dress	  produce	  an	  affect	  of	  the	  old	  and	  
historic.	  The	  artist	  attempts	  an	  engagement	  with	  
a	  national	   context.	  On	   the	   artist’s	  website,	   there	  
are	  illustrations	  of	  characters	  going	  about	  on	  the	  
corniche	  on	  Beirut’s	  sea	  front	  (fig.	  7).	  In	  this	  case,	  
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locality	   is	   translated	   literally	   into	   illustrations	  of	  
Lebanon.	   She	   engages	   with	   Lebanon	   with	  
optimism	  and	  patriotic	  pride.	  In	  terms	  of	  design,	  
the	   cover	   of	   this	   album	   reduces	   identity	   to	   the	  
literal	   reference	   made	   by	   the	   flag.	   In	   order	   for	  
her	   visuals	   to	   speak	   of	   her	   identity,	   the	   flag	  
becomes	  an	  immediate	  and	  powerful	  signifier.	  	  
	  

Popular	  culture	  of	  the	  past	  
	  
The	  past	  often	  reemerges	  in	  the	  present	  as	  a	  way	  
of	   making	   reference	   to	   heritage,	   tradition,	   and	  
the	   establishment	   of	   cultural	   practices.	   Jawad	  
Nawfal	   begins	   his	   chronology	   of	   the	   alternative	  
music	   scene	   in	   Lebanon	   with	   Soapkills5,	   who	  
were	   arguably	   the	   first	   band	   to	   gain	   relative	  
popularity	   outside	   the	   dominant	   commercial	  
Arabpop	   industry.	   The	   music	   is	   composed	   of	  
electronic	   beats	   layered	   over	   trumpet,	   flute,	  
acoustic	   guitar,	   and	   lyrics	   sung	   in	  Arabic	   vocals.	  
The	   band’s	   genre	   is	   described	   as	   Arabic	   electro	  
and	   trip-‐hop.	   “Cheftak”	   was	   released	   in	   2002.	  
The	   illustration	   on	   the	   cover	   (fig.	   8)	   is	   by	   Fadi	  
Baki,	  who	  collaborated	  with	  Hatem	  Imam	  on	  the	  
general	   design.	   The	   cover’s	   primary	   aesthetic	  
quality	  is	  a	  reference	  made	  to	  old	  Egyptian	  movie	  
posters.	   (fig.	   9)	   The	   cover	   conforms	   to	   the	  
aesthetic	   of	   the	   poster	   as	   the	   elements	   that	  
would	   not	   usually	   be	   found	   on	   the	   poster	   are	  
toned	  down.	  
The	   usage	   of	   this	   particular	   type	   of	   visuals	   is	  
strongly	  linked	  to	  popular	  culture,	  as	  these	  kinds	  
of	  posters	  were	  found	  all	  over	  the	  streets	  in	  Arab	  
cities	  at	  the	  time	  of	  the	  proliferation	  of	  cinema	  in	  
the	   Arab	   world,	   and	   are	   still	   extremely	  
recognizable	   today.	   Popular	   culture	   becomes	   a	  
marker	  of	  belonging	  by	  reproducing	  the	  cultural	  
past	   in	   the	   present.	   Out-‐dated	   aesthetics	  
reemerge	   in	   a	   new	   context	   to	   provide	   a	   visual	  
translation	   of	   identity.	   Nostalgia	   for	   a	   cultural	  
past	   is	   produced	   and	   shifts	   the	   identity	   of	   the	  
band	  towards	  one	  that	  is	  defined	  by	   the	  popular	  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
5	  Soapkills	  was	  created	  in	  1996	  by	  Yasmine	  and	  Zeid	  Hamdan.	  	  

‘old’.	  Locality	  is	  thus	  reduced	  to	  the	  grand	  images	  
of	   the	   past,	   a	   product	   of	   culture	   that	   is	   clearly	  
recognized	  as	  Arab,	   creating	  a	   contrast	  between	  
the	   offerings	   of	   electronic	   sounds	   in	   terms	   of	  
origin	  as	  well	  as	  affect.	  
	  
Iconic	   musicians	   are	   the	   pillars	   of	   musical	  
heritage	   and	   become	   markers	   of	   identity	   and	  
testaments	   to	   the	   cultural	   achievements	   of	   the	  
past.	  Fareeq	  el	  Atrash	  is	  a	  live	  hip-‐hop	  band	  from	  
Beirut.	   The	   band’s	   musical	   explorations	   include	  
soul,	  funk,	  and	  rock	  influences	  alongside	  hip-‐hop.	  
Using	   the	   name	   of	   Fareed	   el-‐Atrash	   in	   a	  
contemporary	   context	   is	   an	   indication	   of	   the	  
band’s	  musical	  identity	  being	  situated	  within	  the	  
local.	   It	   is	   also	   a	   testament	   to	   a	   music	   heritage	  
that	  informs	  the	  band’s	  projects,	  as	  they	  become	  
part	   of	   what	   is	   considered	   Arabic	   local	   music.	  
Although	   there	   are	   no	   visual	   representations	   of	  
cultural	   references	   on	   the	   cover,	   the	   name	   is	  
sufficient	  in	  upholding	  locality	  against	  music	  that	  
is	  an	  amalgamation	  of	  imfluences.	  	  

Nostalgia	  

The	   reemergence	   of	   the	   past	   is	   prevalent	   in	   the	  
visuals	   produced	   for	   Mashrou’	   Leila6.	   The	   band	  
released	  a	  self-‐titled	  album	  in	  2009	  and	  a	  second	  
album	   “El	  Hal	   Romancy”	   (fig.	   10)	   in	   2011.	   They	  
are	   of	   an	   Arabic	   pop-‐rock	   genre.	   The	   variety	   of	  
instruments	   and	   influences	   lend	   the	   band	   an	  
experimental	   layer	   as	   well.	   The	   cover	   of	   this	  
album	   is	   composed	   of	   three	   main	   elements.	   In	  
the	   foreground,	   a	   picture	   frame	   with	   a	  
photograph	   of	   an	   old	  man.	   In	   the	   background	   a	  
photograph	  of	  a	  bed,	  and	  a	  label	  that	  contains	  the	  
band’s	   name	   and	   the	   album	   title.	   The	   man	   is	  
wearing	   a	   tarboush,	   which	   is	   a	   traditional	  
headdress	  originating	   from	   the	   customary	  attire	  
of	   the	   Ottoman	   Empire	   era.	   The	   bed	   in	   the	  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
6	  The	  band	  came	  together	  through	  the	  form	  of	  a	  musical	  workshop	  
at	  the	  American	  University	  of	  Beirut,	  AUB.	  The	  band	  won	  Radio	  
Lebanon’s	  “New	  Talent”	  contest	  and	  went	  on	  to	  record	  two	  albums	  
to	  date.	  
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background	   is	   adorned	   with	   a	   cotton	   bedcover	  
that	   has	   a	   blue	   floral	   pattern	   on	   a	   white	  
background.	   This	   is	   typical	   of	   the	   textiles	  
produced	   in	   Syria	   that	   are	   commonly	   found	   in	  
Lebanese.	  The	  tag	  showing	  the	  names	  has	  an	  old	  
paper	  quality	  due	  to	  the	  yellowness	  and	  the	  folds.	  
The	   three	  elements	  discussed	  above	  (photo/bed	  
cover/type)	   have	   the	   materiality	   of	   the	   old	   in	  
common.	   Together	   they	   convey	   a	   sense	   of	  
nostalgia	   for	   an	   old	   cultural	   past	   by	   way	   of	  
wistful	   familiarity.	   The	   temporality	   of	   these	  
images	   is	   one	   that	   we	   are	   now	   disconnected	  
from,	   as	   the	   man	   in	   the	   tarboush	   becomes	   a	  
figure	   of	   a	   far	   away	   past.	   By	   appropriating	  
significations	   of	   the	   past	   in	   a	   contemporary	  
context,	   the	   elements	   of	   this	   past	   become	   signs	  
that	   communicate	   culture	   and	   heritage.	   Even	  
though	  the	  band’s	  songs	  deal	  very	  much	  with	  the	  
contemporary	  in	  terms	  of	  content	  and	  the	  new	  in	  
terms	   of	   style,	   nostalgia	   becomes	   a	   powerful	  
communicative	   tool	   that	  uses	  cultural	  history	  as	  
an	  indicator	  of	  identity.	  	  

III.	  Fluidity	  of	  genre	  
	  
One	   of	   my	   initial	   observations	   concerning	   this	  
music	   scene	   was	   that	   the	   multiplicity	   of	   genres	  
would	  problematize	  my	  study	  of	  the	  visuals	  as	  a	  
collection.	   But	   the	   absence	   of	   a	   clear	   common	  
thread	   produces	   subject	   matter	   that	   although	  
dispersed	   across	   several	   genres,	   is	   bound	   by	   a	  
range	  of	  actions	  that	  are	  produced	  by	  a	  common	  
space.	   If	   we	   define	   this	   space	   geographically	   as	  
Lebanon,	   then	   context	   become	   source,	   content,	  
sign,	   and	   signified.	   Images	   and	   significations	   of	  
the	   local	   are	   abound	   and	   suggest	   a	   constant	  
return	   to	   the	   familiar	   and	   the	   local.	  What	   is	   the	  
significance	  of	   this	  with	   respect	   to	  music	   that	   is	  
defined	   by	   the	   amalgamation	   of	  musical	   objects	  
from	  local	  contexts	  and	  from	  elsewhere?	  I	  define	  
the	  position	  of	  this	  scene	  as	  one	  that	  is	  identified	  
with	   a	   characteristic	   fluidity	   of	   being	   neither	  
here	  nor	  there.	  The	  delineations	  of	  Arab	  identity	  
are	   blurred	   upon	   the	   entrance	   of	   objects	   and	  

signs	   that	   are	   of	   other	   places.	   Hybridity	   is	  
defined	   musically	   as	   such	   and	   results,	  
aesthetically,	  in	  blending.	  This	  paper	  explores	  the	  
visual	  output	  of	  these	  stylistic	  hybrids	  in	  relation	  
to	  the	  fact	  that	  many	  of	  the	  genres	  discussed	  are	  
non-‐singular.	   If	   hybridity	   is	   to	   be	   defined	  
musically	  as	  such,	  then	  it	  can	  be	  applied	  to	  a	  wide	  
range	  of	  these	  bands	  that	  employ	  varying	  ways	  of	  
expressing	   and	   working	   with	   musical	   styles.	   It	  
seems	  to	  me	  that	  although	  references	  to	  musical	  
genre	   are	   present,	   they	   are	   overpowered	   by	  
significations	  of	  place.	  	  
	  
In	   his	   book,	   The	   Location	   of	   Culture,	   Homi	  
Bhabha	   distinguishes	   between	   culture	   as	  
epistemological	  function,	  which	  causes	  culture	  to	  
tend	   toward	   notions	   of	   totality,	   and	   culture	   as	  
enunciative	  practice,	  which	  subverts	  attempts	  at	  
clearly	   demarcating	   spaces	   of	   expression,	   thus	  
originating	   'alternative,	   hybrid	   sites	   of	   cultural	  
negotiation'	   (Bhabha,	  1994,	  28-‐30).	  The	  process	  
of	  culture	  as	  an	  enactive	  site	  is	  one	  by	  which	  the	  
objectified	  'other'	  becomes	  subject	  of	  history	  and	  
experience.	   In	   the	   shifting	   temporality	   of	   the	  
present,	   the	   alternative	  music	   scene	   in	   Lebanon	  
is	  identified	  as	  a	  product	  of	  culture	  that	  is	  active	  
and	  produces	  from	  within	  spaces	  of	  musical	  and	  
linguistic	  intersections.	  This	  sets	  up	  the	  meaning	  
of	   fluidity	   within	   such	   a	   practice	   and	   resists	  
attempts	   made	   at	   fixing	   genres	   within	   their	  
individual	   spaces,	   which	   although	   initially	   an	  
intuitive	   process,	   proves	   to	   be	   inconsequential	  
within	   this	   domain.	   What	   is	   created	   at	   the	  
moment	   of	   collapsing	   clear	   demarcations	   is	  
spaces	   of	   living	   that	   make	   the	   will	   to	   signify	  
identity	  and	  belonging	  problematic.	  	  

	  
In	   order	   to	   situate	   the	   visuals	   collected	  
throughout	   this	   research	   within	   the	   process	   of	  
‘bridging’,	  we	  call	  on	  the	  expression	  of	  genre	  as	  a	  
referential	   tool	  which	  aims	  at	  giving	   form	  to	   the	  
non-‐local,	  or	  the	  substance	  which	  comes	  from	  the	  
other.	   In	   the	   case	   of	   Scrambled	   Eggs,	   the	  
reference	  made	  to	  the	  punk	  aesthetic	  situates	  the	  
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band	  in	  a	  space	  that	  is	  not	  framed	  completely	  by	  
locality.	  We	  consider	   this	  an	  action	  of	   the	  music	  
that	   has	   been	   translated	   into	   the	   visual.	   The	  
absence/lack	  of	  clarity	  of	  Arab	  identity	  musically	  
is	   compensated	   for	   visually.	   This	   is	   where	   no	  
source	   or	   product	   of	   the	   local	   appears	   in	   the	  
music,	   but	   emerges	   in	   the	   visuals	   to	   mask	   that	  
absence.	   The	   term	   compensation	   implies	   a	   lack	  
and	  a	  tension,	  a	  movement	  away	  from	  the	  local	  in	  
musical	   content,	   which	   is	   then	   counterbalanced	  
by	   the	   local.	   The	   origination	   of	   the	   genres	   that	  
have	   been	   coalesced	   provides	   an	   understanding	  
that	   the	   musical	   product	   resides	   within	   a	  
threshold	  of	   influences,	  which	  begs	   the	  question	  
of	  whether	  we	  can	  speak	  of	  culture	  through	  such	  
a	  discourse.	  If	  we	  suggest	  that	  the	  edge	  of	  what	  is	  
deemed	   Arab	   or	   traditional	   is	   displaced	   and	  
pushed	   into	   shifting	   meanings	   of	   location,	   then	  
definitions	  of	  identity	  become	  continent	  upon	  the	  
collapse	  of	  these	  seemingly	  explicit	  boundaries.	  
	  
	  
IV.	  The	  postcolonial	  perspective	  and	  cultural	  

practice	  
	  
Bhabha	   addresses	   contemporary	   culture	   from	  
the	  standpoint	  of	  postcolonialism,	  and	  begins	  by	  
locating	   the	   question	   of	   culture	   in	   ‘the	   realm	   of	  
the	   beyond’.	   “The	   'beyond'	   is	   neither	   a	   new	  
horizon,	   nor	   a	   leaving	   behind	   of	   the	   past…	  
Beginnings	   and	   endings	   may	   be	   the	   sustaining	  
myths	  of	  the	  middle	  years;	  but	  in	  the	  fin	  de	  siecle,	  
we	  find	  ourselves	  in	  the	  moment	  of	  transit	  where	  
space	  and	  time	  cross	  to	  produce	  complex	  figures	  
difference	   and	   identity,	   past	   and	   present,	   inside	  
and	  outside,	  inclusion	  and	  exclusion.	  For	  there	  is	  
a	   sense	   of	   disorientation,	   a	   disturbance	   of	  
direction,	  in	  the	  ‘beyond',	  an	  exploratory,	  restless	  
movement	  caught	  so	  well	  in	  the	  French	  rendition	  
of	   the	   words	   au-‐dela	   -‐	   here	   and	   there,	   on	   all	  
sides,	  fort/da,	  hither	  and	  thither,	  back	  and	  forth.”	  
(Bhabha,	  1994,	  1).	  	  
	  

In	  order	  to	  begin	  to	  grasp	  the	  causes	  and	  signs	  of	  
hybridity,	   we	   must	   first	   define	   certain	  
characteristics	   of	   contemporary	   culture	   in	   a	  
country	   that	   has	   been	   colonized	   and	   has	   gone	  
through	   several	   wars,	   both	   civil	   and	   otherwise.	  
The	   entrance	   of	   foreign	   influences	   through	   the	  
civilizing	   missions	   of	   the	   West	   and	   emerging	  
global	   technologies	   leave	   the	   colonized,	   the	  
other,	  with	   changes	   that	  are	  manifest	   in	  various	  
national	   and	   cultural	   outputs.	   The	   result	   is	   a	  
misplacement	   of	   the	   cultural	   symbol	   and	   the	  
emergence	   of	   signs	   whose	   significations	   are	   a	  
taxing	   investment	  made	  for	  situating	  the	  self.	  So	  
how	   does	   culture	   signify	   and	   become	   signified	  
within	   such	   a	   discourse?	   Processes	   of	  
signification	  begin	  with	  signs,	  and	  for	  this	  paper	  I	  
have	   studied	   signs	   that	   function	   within	   a	  
tendency	   to	   portray	   locality	   and	   belonging.	   But	  
the	  interplay	  of	  the	  local	  and	  the	  global	  disallows	  
the	   claim	   that	   the	   context	   that	   produces	   these	  
signs	   is	   a	   one	   coherent	   space	   that	   is	   readily	  
referred	   to.	   This	   perspective,	   or	   prerogative	   in	  
the	   author’s	   words,	   opens	   up	   a	   temporality	  
which	   is	   conditioned	   by	   intersections	   and	  
inclusionary	   ideas	   rather	   than	   claims	   of	   mutual	  
exclusivity	   in	   defining	   cultural	   influences.	   The	  
postcolonial	   perspective	   makes	   way	   for	   a	  
perception	   of	   cultural	   and	   national	   identity	   that	  
occurs	   through	   a	   process	   of	   alterity,	   otherness.	  
The	   'collaborative	   dimension'	   that	   Bhabha	  
speaks	  of	  is	  that	  which	  conditions	  the	  emergence	  
of	  hybridity	  in	  cultural	  practices	  such	  as	  music.	  If	  
music	   is	   to	  be	  considered	  a	  product	  as	  well	  as	  a	  
signification	  of	  culture,	  then	  the	  author’s	  usage	  of	  
the	  word	   'multi-‐accentual'	   fits	   in	   the	  description	  
of	   a	   Lebanese	   musical	   project	   that	   takes	  
influence	   and	   incorporates	   a	   varied	   array	   of	  
inspirations	  and	  dimensions.	  	  
	  
Bhabha's	  text	  deals	  mainly	  with	  a	  condition	  that	  
signifies	   the	   shifting	   and	   indistinct	  
understanding	  of	   the	   location	  of	   culture	  and	   the	  
emergence	   of	   the	   ‘beyond’,	   which	   makes	   fixed	  
meaning	   contingent.	   There	   is	   a	   desire	   for	  
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recognition,	   a	   tendency	   towards	   situating	   the	  
experience	   of	   history	   within	   contemporary	  
practice	   that	   emerges	   against	   the	   grain	   of	   the	  
new	  and	  the	  innovative.	  It	  is	  as	  though	  hybridity	  
produces	  an	  anxiety	  within	  identity,	  and	  calls	  on	  
representations	  of	  the	  local	  to	  mask	  it	  and	  soften	  
it.	  Bhabha	  describes	  a	  ‘return	  of	  the	  performance	  
of	   identity	   as	   iteration’,	   as	   an	   attempt	   at	  
resettlement	   within	   the	   comfortable	   spaces	   of	  
fixed	  substance,	  the	  local.	  What	  I	  have	  described	  
throughout	  this	  paper	  is	  a	  frequent	  occurrence	  of	  
signs	  that	  communicate	  identity	  through	  locality.	  
It	  now	  becomes	  clear	  that	  hybridity	  is	  not	  just	  an	  
emerging	   stylistic	   venture	   for	   these	   artists;	   it	   is	  
at	  work	  agitating	  their	  place	  within	  culture.	  If	  we	  
take	   from	   Bhabha's	   text	   the	   description	   of	  
identity	  as	  iteration,	  we	  come	  to	  see	  the	  presence	  
of	   recurrent	   references	   to	   place	   not	   only	   as	   a	  
confirmation	   of	   identity	   but	   also	   as	   a	   symptom	  
and	   consequence	   of	   having	   a	   fleeting	   hold	   on	  
one's	   place.	  To	  portray	   local	   context	   as	   relevant	  
to	   affirmation	   of	   identity	   is	   an	   act	   of	   seeking	   to	  
remain	   within	   that	   space	   and	   to	   continue	   to	  
produce	   from	   within	   it.	   It	   is	   a	   gesture	   made	   at	  
remaining	   local	  despite	  the	  presence	  of	  the	  non-‐
local.	  	  
	  
In	   terms	  of	  design,	   the	  authentic,	   visualized	  and	  
conceptualized	   as	   locality,	   sets	   the	   audience	   up	  
for	  an	  experience	  that	   is	  of	   itself	  and	   its	  culture.	  
Identity	   becomes	   a	   device	   as	   images	   of	   home	  
claim	   truth	   and	   authority	   over	   notions	   of	   loss	  
and	  absence	   in	   the	  music	   of	   the	  other.	   For	   Said,	  
imperialist	   discourse	   produces	   tension	   at	   the	  
moment	   of	   defining	   cultural	   identity.	   He	   speaks	  
of	  the	  ‘return’,	  which	  resonates	  with	  the	  notion	  of	  
iteration	   proposed	   by	   Bhabha,	   and	   provides	   a	  
framework	   that	   collects	   the	   visuals	   discussed	  
within	  such	  a	  discourse.	  Place	  becomes	  the	  image	  
of	   the	   authentic	   against	   connotations	   of	   the	  
unnatural	  and	  the	  other	   in	   terms	  of	  hybridity	  as	  
condition.	  
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ABSTRACT 

The FYP project consists of the preliminary design stages 
of a restoration plan put forth by the Municipality of Beirut to 
renovate the city’s hippodrome area. Besides restoring the 
actual structures of the hippodrome, the municipality plan 
intends to transform that area into a recreational park making 
it a source of attraction for the residents. This municipality 
plan must then be accompanied with several engineering 
studies to ensure a smooth transformation of the area; these 
are the basic studies of the FYP project. A major part of the 
FYP project includes a traffic impact assessment of the area 
according to which and after factoring for the predicted 
increase in flow, two parking lots will be designed to 
accommodate traffic to the site. Another major issue tackled 
by the project is the renovation of the current structure of the 
stadium. Currently the reinforced concrete structure of the 
stadium installed presents several structural cracks; the project 
includes a thorough investigation of the structural integrity of 
the stadium along with cost estimation for the required repairs. 
A structural model of the stadium on computer software is 
made and according to which week points in the structure are 
pin pointed.As part of the pre-planning stage of the 
municipality project and using surveys and GIS software, the 
FYP project includes a statistical study of the nearby area to 
determine the right kind of facility to be constructed.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

The project consists of the renovation and reconstruction 
of the Hippodrome Du Park De Beyrouth, situated in 
Tayouneh. The idea was originally proposed in 1992 by the 
Municipality of Beirut, and is currently under study. It was 
brought to our attention by the Mayor of Beirut, Dr. Bilal 
Hamad. The hippodrome is located between the national 
museum and the “Parc des Pins”. It has survived all the 
conflicts which raged throughout the area. Currently, this site 

includes a hippodrome, along with three hundred stables, a 
training area, a restaurant, and a badly maintained stadium. 
The remainder is all unused land. In addition to that, entry has 
been restricted, with the exception of horse races and special 
events, so this large land is not efficiently utilized by the 
municipality.For efficient use of this lot, our project includes 
the renovation of the current stadium. It also includes a traffic 
impact study of the area that was used to help in designing a 
new underground parking lot facility.The stadium will be 
completely renovated as it doesn’t satisfy the minimum 
building safety requirements. The construction will consider 
the environmental impacts like traffic control, pollution 
reduction, and has been developed in such a way that leaves 
the weekly horse races unaffected.The benefits of such a 
project go beyond the Tayouneh area. Beirut is currently 
limited to only one recreational park, which is in the Sanayeh 

Figure 1: Satellite image of Hippodrome Du Park De Beyrouth (Google Earth) 
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area and lacks a central park. This project can develop into 
one of the most attractive touristic sites in the region. The 
project may contribute significantly to the local economy as it 
will be a source of attraction for local residents and visitors 
from the region. 

II. LITTERATURE SURVEY 
CURRENT LOT 

A recent visit to the current facility allowed us to become 
acquainted with the existing structures and the problems that 
the facility faces. Figure 1 represents the current facility.  
 
According to the municipality of Beirut, the area of the entire 
lot is approximately 210,000 m2 [1]. We were able to obtain 
information regarding the actual use of the facility which 
helped us in planning and designing the proposed parking: 
Races are set every Sunday, 7 in total and in 30 minute 
intervals. As such, this time frame is the one in which the 
Hippodrome is most packed. Interviews were also done at the 
site . 

Stadium 
In its current state, the stadium walls and structure are poorly 
constructed and badly maintained. Cracks along the walls can 
be found all over the stadium (as can be seen in figure 2), 
which could be an indication of structural problems. Replacing 
or rehabilitating the stadium is clearly a priority. 

Parking Facilities 
The current facility has two surface parking lots, located on 
Omar Beyham and Abdallah El Yafi streets. According to an 
interview made with Mr. Nabil, head of the hippodrome 
management unit, the current situation of the parking lots is 
poor, they are badly maintained, and they don’t supply enough 
parking spaces for the public. New parking facilities should be 
constructed to accommodate the current and future expected 
demand of parking spaces. 
 
The design of the new parking facility presented in this report 
relies on the use of both the Lebanese and American codes for 
parking design. The design also relied both on a survey that 
was conducted on February 26, 2012 and on the maximum 
capacity of the stadium which according to Mr. Nabil is 4000 
spectators. 

 

Municipality Project 
The Municipality had already been studying a renovation 
project of the Beirut Hippodrome with the assistance of Ile de 
France. Along with a landscape renovation of the lot, the 
project under study consists of the implementation of the 
following buildings:  
 

 Music Park  
 Theme restaurant  
 Golf academy 

 
The proposed project will aid us from an architectural 
perspective to know the layout of the different stables and 
buildings. 

III. SCOPE OF WORK AND METHODOLOGY 

Scope of Work 
We decided to divide our scope of work into three 

categories: transportation, underground parking design, and 
structural restoration. The transportation aspect will consist of 
a determination of the current level of service of the roads 
surrounding the hippodrome, and several other tasks including 
finding the optimal location for the gates of the underground 
parking lot. The underground parking design will consist of 
the complete design of the parking lot, from the geotechnical 
aspect all the way to the average car size parking geometry. 
The structural restoration is comprised of the renovation of the 
entire stadium infrastructure based on a condition survey as 
well as results of a model using structural analysis program. 
The recommendations of how to rehabilitate the structure were 
obtained using the book “Concrete Repair and Maintenance 
Illustrated”. 

 
 
 
 

Figure 2: An image of the cracks on the stadium’s walls (1) 
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Methodology, Assumptions, and Specifications 

Transportation 

Traffic Assessment 
The Hippodrome is surrounded by three intersections: 

1. Mathaf 
2. Horch  
3. Tayouneh 

Only the first two were modeled because the third intersection 
is a newly renovated roundabout that is relatively wide 
compared to the other two. It is also considerably farther from 
the hippodrome than the first two. Three critical times were 
identified to conduct the field survey: 
 
 Sunday at 12:30 PM when the visitors arrive to watch the 

race 
 Sunday at 5:30 PM when the visitors leave after the races 

finish 
 Any day other than weekends during rush hour (5:30 PM) 

 
The critical times on Sunday were derived from the 
questionnaire that was conducted on February 26. Count 
boards were borrowed from the labs and the survey was 
conducted at every intersection in the following manner: 
 
 30 minutes counting session divided into 5 minutes 

intervals (total of 6 intervals) 
 The traffic lights cycle was counted and recorded (green 

time, red time, etc.) 
To model these intersections, a schematic representation was 
made (figures 3,4) and then the data was obtained for each 
lane and direction. Several assumptions were made in the 
survey step so as to make the model more effective and 
representative:  
 
For the “Horch” intersection: 
 
 The road southbound coming from the northwest was 

neglected because it did not interfere with the intersection 
flow, the reason being that the cars coming from that 
direction are separated by a road barrier from the 
intersection. 

 Although some cars coming from the north direction 
made a U-turn at the intersection, they were not taken into 
account because this act was illegal and should not be 
permitted. 

 
For the “Mathaf” intersection: 
 
No assumptions were made here other than neglecting illegal 
directions and pathways.The results were then copied and 
registered in an excel file so as to make calculations and data 
representation easier. 
 
The next step was SYNCHRO modeling of the two 

intersections of interest. First, the intersections in question 
were drawn in separate SYNCHRO files and then the data 
collected previously was entered. Every direction was 
separated into the exact number of lanes existing and then the 
data was separated proportionally amongst these lanes. 
Afterwards, the traffic lights cycle was inputted and the model 
was run using the three different sets of data for each critical 
time. Another run was also made while allowing the 
SYNCHRO software to choose an internally calculated traffic 
lights cycle. 

 

A questionnaire was conducted with the visitors informing us 
more about the routes used, the number of cars that come to 
the hippodrome and where they park. Using the results of the 
questionnaire and calculating the maximum capacity of 
visitors that the stadium can hold, it was concluded that 
approximately 500 additional cars were to be accounted for in 
the renovated hippodrome. 20% of the visitors were coming 
through the “Mathaf” intersection, and 25% were using the 

Figure 3: SYNCHRO modeling of Horch Intersection 

Figure 4: SYNCHRO modeling of Mathaf Intersection 
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“Horch” intersection. Therefore, to check the traffic impact of 
this renovation, an increase of input data was made using these 
percentages: 100 more cars for the “Mathaf” intersection and 
125 for the “Horch” intersection. These additional cars were 
separated equally on all lanes. After the update of the data 
another run of the model was done for every critical time and 
for automated and manual traffic light cycles. 
 

Underground Parking Design 

A. Choosing Location and Preliminary Schematic Design of Facility 
The preliminary design was all conducted on Autodesk 
AutoCAD. The first step in the design of the parking lot was 
the delineation of the lot on AutoCAD. The resulting map with 
the proper lot boundaries is shown in figure 5.  
The capacity of the desired parking lot was determined 
through the questionnaire we performed on Sunday, February 
26 through which we were able to determine the percentage of 
people who come by car or by motorcycle to the hippodrome 
(the number took into effect carpooling). Knowing the 

maximum capacity of the stadium, we were then able to get 
the maximum number of cars that enter the hippodrome on a 
Sunday event. The required capacity of the parking lot was 
found to be 1000 vehicles. Because of a lack of space 
accommodating a 1000-vehicle parking lot, the parking was 
designed as a two story structure. In addition, because we 
insisted on designing an eco-friendly product, the parking was 
designed as an underground structure on top of which soil will 
be placed (approximately 2.2 m) that will allow replanting all 
removed trees in the construction process. The design was first 
iterated with a parking area of 30,000 m2. Several iterations 
were then made to end up with a design capacity of 1000 cars. 
Note that it was at this point that the traffic impact assessment 
mentioned in the previous section was performed to determine 
the effect of the parking lot.   
For the most part, the parking facility was designed according 
to Lebanese code. For cases where the code does not specify a 
dimension needed, the American code was used. The 

dimensions taken are shown in  table 1: 
 

Table 1: Dimensions used for parking design 

Stall length (m) 5.5 
Stall width (m) 2.5 
Aisle Width (m) 6 
Ramp slope 15% 

  

B. Structural Design 
It had to be taken into consideration that the underground 
structure will be subjected to 2.2 m of soil load (equivalent to 
3 story floors). Hence our design should be acceptable for the 
stand alone parking during full capacity as well as the dead 
load of soil. In order to construct the ETABS model, the initial 
dimensions of columns and slabs were taken as follows: 

 0.3 x 0.8 meters for columns 
 0.5 meters thickness for upper slab (this holds soil 

load and any live loads on top of it) 
 0.3 meters thickness for middle slab 
 Concrete strength of 28 MPa and grade 60 steel 

As for slabs and raft design we kept the ETABS results and 
used manual calculations to get the rebar percentage required. 
This was done in the following manner: 

1. First we assumed the slab was a rigid slab 
2. Then soil load was applied as a uniformly distributed 

load on this slab 
3. The moment results from the ETABS model were 

then used in manual calculations of steel design of 
slab 

The results of the design are given in the results and 

discussion section. 

STRUCTURAL RESTORATION 

A. Condition Survey 
To begin our assessment, we needed to properly conduct an 
evaluation of the concrete of the stadium. To do this, we began 
by assessing the current condition of the structure with a 
condition survey. Our condition survey was limited to the 
physical property conditions of the structure. Every crack or 
other structural flaw was photographed. As we took photos of 
each point of interest, we carefully recorded their respective 
locations on a printout of a satellite image of the stadium. 
After collecting the data, we imported the map to ArcGIS as 
an image and used it to organize our data. The next step was to 
categorize the types of damage. 
 

B. SAP2000 
To properly rehabilitate the stadium, the condition survey was 
not enough. We needed to locate the structural weak points in 
the current structure, and see if anything needed to be 
remedied. A simplified structural model was done using 

Figure 5: AutoCAD map of Beirut 
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SAP2000 software. Due to the fact that our effort in finding 
structural design drawings for the stadium led to no result, the 
data used in the structural analysis came from visual 
inspections and approximations. First, an onsite investigation 
was conducted and multiple measurements were taken, such as 
column and beam dimensions, spacing and slab spans, and 
height of floors. It was also verified that the stands were 
symmetrical and this fact aided in simplifying the construction 
of the model. 
Multiple assumptions were taken so as to simplify the 
modeling procedure further: 

 
1- Secondary stairs linking the first floor to the second were 

neglected in the model because their impact on structure 
integrity was minimal. 

2- Steps aiding people to ascend to the stands to take their 
appropriate seats were also neglected, since they are not 
part of the essential building components. 

3- Symmetry was used to build extensions to parts of the 
stands 

4- Dead loads and live loads were assumed according to the 
ACI (American Concrete Institute) codes for design 

C. Assessing the Concrete 
Depending on the intensity of the damage, our job was to 
assess whether an element had to be replaced completely, 
repaired, or kept the same. Based on the appearance of the 
condition of each concrete point of interest, we attempted to 
determine the cause of the effect. Next, we had to determine 
whether or not repair was necessary, and for what reasons. 
Finally, the proper action would be determined based on the 
situation at hand.  
 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Traffic Assessment 
In this section, we will describe and discuss the results of the 
different runs on SYNCHRO for the two intersections that 
were in question.  

Rush hour results: 
Before renovation, both intersections stand at: 
 LOS D for “Horch” (speeds slightly decrease as the traffic 

volume slightly increases, freedom to maneuver within 
the traffic stream is much more limited and driver comfort 
levels decrease) 

 LOS E for “Mathaf” (flow becomes irregular and speed 
varies rapidly because there are virtually no usable gaps 
to maneuver in the traffic stream and speeds rarely reach 
the posted limit) 

After renovation, no change is perceived in the results. 
Based on the above results, it is concluded that project 
implementation has no substantial negative effect on the 
traffic flow. This was expected since the addition of 100 or 
125 cars to the intersections was relatively low compared to 
the existing users. And on top of that, the traffic is low on 

Sunday when the races are taking place, and this could be 
contributed to the fact that on weekends the Lebanese prefer to 
leave Beirut for the countryside and businesses are mainly 
closed on Sundays. This gives more freedom and easier traffic 
flow for the visitors of the hippodrome. But when we take into 
consideration the flow on a weekday, then we find a serious 
problem that is persistent in all Beirut, and that is the 
excessive flow during rush hour, where the LOS drops 
dramatically. Due to the fact that horse races occur on 
Sundays, then there is no problem in that sense. However, part 
of the possible further renovation of the hippodrome (out of 
our reach as a group) may contain events that occur on 
weekdays. This problem should be addressed by the 
municipality so as to ease access to the stadium on a weekday. 

Preliminary Schematic Design of Facility 
Following the methodologies listed above we were able to 
come up with a parking design.  The design is shown in figure 
6.The parking lot obtained has a capacity of 1000 cars. 
Following US code, 20 handicaps stalls were implemented. 
The parking also has 2 elevators and 2 staircases, in addition 

to 2 ramps letting the cars circulate between the 2 parking 
floors. 

Structural Design 
The final dimensions of columns were 0.3 x 0.7 m and 0.4 x 
0.8 m for specific columns. The upper slab was 0.6 m thick 
(with an endorsed compressive strength of concrete 35 MPa), 
the middle slab 0.3 m thick, and the raft 1 m thick. 
The results obtained from the design of the underground 
parking can be considered conservative, because we are 
assuming maximum moments and axial loads. This 
conservatism is nevertheless necessary since our structure is 
very large, and we are considering the option for further 
structure construction on top.  

Condition Survey and Assessing the Concrete 

The SAP2000 model verifies the structure’s components and 
their suitability, but some elements like steel reinforcement 
cannot be fully investigated. For simplicity, we can assume 
that the structure is suitable for ultimate loads. However, for 
more realistic results, a recommendation for more constructive 
field testing is in order. As for the condition survey, we 

Figure 6 Design of parking facility (two floors are identical) 
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noticed a high similarity between the shape and the current 
state of the concrete of the stadium and that of concrete which 
had been affected due to carbonation corrosion.   

The main cause of carbonation corrosion is carbon penetration 
into the pores of concrete by diffusion. As a result, the 
alkalinity of the concrete reduces. This results in corrosion of 
the steel bars in the reinforced concrete, which ultimately 
causes delamination. “The oxidized metal therefore requires 
greater space than the original reinforcing bars, which causes a 
wedge-like stress on the concrete. This force eventually 
overcomes the relatively weak tensile strength of concrete, 
resulting in a separation (or delamination) of the concrete 
above and below the reinforcing bars.” (6).  
Also , after analyzing the affected areas and meeting with Dr. 
Harajli, we found that the cover of the concrete was less than 
required and this helped speed up the process of delamination. 

V. CONCLUSION 

This project has in the past 6 months or so developed from just 
a few ideas into an in-depth design of an underground parking 
lot along with the steps to renovating the stadium. Our project 
has 2 main milestones, stadium renovation and design of an 
underground parking lot. The stadium renovation was 
dissolved into 3 processes: a condition survey, structural 
analysis using SAP2000, and a detailed procedure including 
activities explaining how to rehabilitate the structure. To 
develop our parking lot, we started by conducting a traffic 
assessment to determine the LOS of the roads adjacent to the 
hippodrome. After calculating the design capacity of the 
parking lot (using a questionnaire and simple calculations), we 
modeled two nearby intersections on SYNCHRO and 
determined the impact of the extra traffic due to the parking 
lot. Next, we developed a preliminary design of the floor plan 
of the two-story parking lot facility, and then designed 
accordingly the dimensions of the columns and slabs, as well 
as the mat foundation. We found that the traffic impact of the 
proposed project is low, nearly nonexistent, and the major 
traffic problem is how to manage flow in and out of the 
hippodrome, not on the roads around it. As it stands, no 
upgrade or corrections should be implemented on the 
intersections around the location since the races are on Sunday 
and the traffic is manageable. But if, as mentioned above, in 
future consideration, the hippodrome is to be used as a facility 

for other events (festivals, music concerts, etc...) then we 
strongly recommend that these events be done in the evening, 
after the rush hour has subsided, because the flow is 
unmanageable otherwise. Another option is to invest in a 
transportation and road solution for the surrounding 
intersections, so as to improve the LOS of the intersections 
during rush hours. The underground parking design should be 
suitable for all possible options of its use, be it a standalone 
parking or a foundation for further development.  
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ABSTRACT 
Urban waterfronts have long been the hub and heart of cities over 
the world. They exist in nearly every major city and can greatly 
impact a city’s identity. Over the course of the last century, many 
of these urban waterfronts have fallen into disrepair. This paper 
examines the case of El Mina waterfront. It proposes a master 
plan for reclaiming the waterfront and refurbishing the spaces 
within the built city fabric to ensure that the waterfront is once 
again a part of its context. The project aim is to present a new 
master-plan of the waterfront to ensure that it redefines the 
current residual-spaces, and that it serves as an engine for local 
economic generation. The study comes out with a comprehensive 
organization scheme for revitalizing the waterfront. It 
incorporates design plans and phasing steps for the intervention 
that include civil, urban, infrastructure, and landscape works. 

I. INTRODUCTION AND PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

Waterfronts have long been the heart of cities all over the 
world. They represent the raison d'etre of many major port 
cities in terms of their geographical location and the conducted 
activities. Throughout the ages, urban waterfronts have been 
concerned with commerce and transport of goods. However 
during the last century, many of these urban waterfronts have 
fallen into disrepair as the role of waterfront towns in trade and 
transportation declined. "Piers lie vacant and fenced off, 
buildings are boarded up, high speed arterials block off 
pedestrian access to the water, and many of the public spaces 
that do exist are underfunded and under-maintained"[7]. El 
Mina city is no exception. 

El Mina is a small peninsula located in Northern Lebanon next 
to Tripoli. Its strategic location on the Mediterranean Sea has 
encouraged rulers over the centuries to concentrate their 
administrative and commercial activities in the city harbor. 
Even in the recent past, the inhabitants of El Mina, the City of 
Waves and Horizon, cherished this adjacency to the sea and 
conducted their social events at the shoreline. Today however - 
due to the waves of landfills to the city's edge following the 
Lebanese civil war - the city waterfront supports a highway, 
residual pockets, and a dilapidated promenade, creating a 
physical buffer between the historic city and the water's edge. 
This combination of factors has resulted in the alienation of the 
locals from their seafront at both a spatial and functional levels.   

For a city that acquired its name, character, function, and 
significance from its coexistence by the sea, the intrusion of 
this physical-buffer has caused a radical change in its role. The 
current identity of the waterfront is not properly defined due to 
the absence of a comprehensive vision that draws on the assets 
of the location.  

 
Figure 1: El Mina aerial image 

The proposed project aims to build a holistic reading of spaces 
that can ensure that the waterfront is once again a part of its 
context, and instigate sustainable local economic development. 
This paper surveys the literature to identify a set of criteria for 
successful waterfront revitalization. It presents a master plan 
for revitalizing the area and suggests a methodology of work 
that includes various technical and urban aspects that can be 
listed into four major parts: (1) transportation, (2) structural, (3) 
environmental, (4) and urban planning. The last section 
assesses the impacts of the project and sums up with 
recommendations for the future.    

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

“Planning is not a technical process of producing material 
things but rather a process of mutual learning involving a 
multitude of actors.”[3]  
In any large-scale community-based project, it is only natural 
that city planners and design engineers will be faced with 
numerous conflicting opinions and visions that they must strive 
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to satisfy. In order to ensure a considerable amount of social 
benefit for all actively and passively participating agents in a 
project, the development must be founded on an agreement 
among all project stakeholders [5]. Generally, these include - but 
are not limited to - the project developers, residents and 
authorities in the vicinity of the developing area, and visiting 
tourists upon project completion. The fact of the matter, 
however, is that most revitalization projects in the past have 
repeatedly witnessed the marginalization and lack of 
consideration of the needs of the local communities [6]. In 
particular, all master plans that were proposed in Lebanon’s 
history tended to exclude those communities that will "shape 
and be part of the projected plans" [2]. To be a true source of 
benefit to the relevant populations, the project plans must be 
more in tune with the needs of the general public [2]; and unless 
specific action is taken to increase opportunities for them, the 
people of the surrounding vicinity may not benefit from the 
project [5]. A detailed stakeholder analysis - in which both the 
influential and unrepresented stakeholders of the project are 
surveyed - is thus crucial for the success of the project [2].  

A. Facilities and Uses 

The planning of a large-scale waterfront revitalization project 
brings with it the chance to propose several potential 
utilizations of the area. Public open spaces, with associated tree 
planting and landscaping, appear to be an aspect advocated for 
by all researchers in the field [6]. Additionally, although the 
development of a wide range of facilities is not discouraged, it 
is recommended that there be a balance between commercial-
retail enterprises and social-oriented community facilities [6].  
Such facilities can range from leisure and cultural, to health 
and medical, to storage and parking facilities, among others. 
Some examples are highlighted below. Leisure facilities 
include cafes, restaurants, hotels, shopping areas, and 
recreational fishing areas [6]. It is preferable that these are of a 
modest scale, in order to merge better with the delicate cultural 
and social fabric in which they are being developed [6]. 
Similarly, cultural facilities may include exhibitions, display 
halls, museums, theaters, libraries, and historic/cultural centers 

[5,6]. The purpose of the parking and storage facilities is hence 
to provide the capacity to support the increasing number of 
people in the area. Car parking facilities must therefore be well 
planned and should consider the needs of marine users and 
servicing agents [4]. Storage facilities must account for winter 
storage and docking requirement of the marine users [4]. 

B. Infrastructure and Accessibility  

In order to maximize public access and promote habitat 
creation without excluding marine uses, the area on the water 
edge should be designed to be accessible for people of all ages 

and physical abilities [4]. They key is to rely mostly on 
pedestrian links between the different functioning areas of the 
city to ensure a safe and friendly environment for both locals 
and visitors. In regard to the existing highway in the area under 
study, it is important to point that "all recent waterfront 
revitalization plans stress on how it was a strategic mistake to 
place highways along waterfronts" and that "highways along 
waterfronts [have imposed] physical segregation in cities, 
which made [these cities'] expansions go in opposite direction 
to the water edge"[2]. One such example is the coastal route that 
passes by the Burj Hammoud area of Beirut, which has 
restricted the movements of the local community and separated 
them from the sea [2].  

C. Sustainability and Environment  

Sustainability and environment are among the most crucial 
topics in spatial planning projects. The question in such 
revitalization projects is how to ensure that the project will still 
be successful in the future. 
Suggested environmental improvements and the solutions to 
existing and resulting pollution problems should be well 
addressed in the project plans. Sustainability, as well, hinges 
on the harmony of the project with the existing social and 
cultural character of the area. It is agreed among many 
researchers in the field that "contemporary architectural 
elements must be regarded with caution" and that the 
"character and hierarchy of spaces and traditional streetscapes 
within the area […should not be] compromised” [6]. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

The success of small waterfront revitalization projects depends 
greatly on their ability to preserve the identity of the place and 
to provide the local residents with the opportunity to 
participate in the decision making process. Accordingly, the 
project was phased into four stages: conducting field 
investigations, mapping the community, setting the master plan, 
and developing the design approach; we remark that the full 
maturity of the latter two phases depends heavily on the former 
two. 

A. Conducting Field Investigation 

The starting premise of our project is to survey the site 
conditions in order to identify its points of strength and 
weakness as well as possible areas of intervention. The first 
issue addressed was that of traffic circulation and parking 
spaces. The waterfront is currently traversed by a 34 m wide 
highway; not only do such dimensions exceed the required 
capacity, but they also represent a serious danger to pedestrians 
crossing the street. Additionally, the parking spaces allocated 
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for the promenade are highly insufficient, forcing visitors to 
double and triple park along the roadway.  
The second critical issue addressed was that of infrastructure 
and utilities along the promenade. Some such examples include: 
poor physical and visual design of the site's public access, theft 
of the fishermen's equipment due to lack of storage utilities, 
and the discharge of the city's sewage pipes directly into the 
harbor resulting in a highly disruptive environment along the 
shoreline.     
Thirdly, the historical assets along the waterfront are highly 
under-maintained. Khan Al Tamasylee (Caravan Serail), for 
example, is a cultural landmark that reflects a lot of the city's 
traditions. Yet, the jurisdictional conflicts between the settlers, 
lessors, and leasers are threatening this revered place. 
 

B. Community Mapping and Participation  

The human factor should be the major aspect in any design 
decision. Ultimately, it is the life of the people who live in the 
area there that will be most affected. In general, the 
stakeholders in El Mina region can be categorized into five 
major groups: the working waterfront community, the old city 
business community, the local government, non-governmental 
organizations, and the community at large. The opinion of each 
of these groups was examined either by personal interviews or 
via surveys. In addition, we were introduced to the promotion 
plans of the old town and the local handcrafts development 
strategy.  
Accordingly, the project design should be set in such a way to 
complement the ongoing plans in the inner city and optimize 
the citizens' benefit and connection with their waterfront.  

C.    Setting the Master Plan 
 

In the attempt to define the themes of intervention, it was 
found that the best way was to project the current activities 
taking place in the old city to the waterfront area. This 
was done based on the major roads that fortunately segment 
the inner city zones into restaurant, café, and general public 
areas. Thus, as is shown in Figure 2, the waterfront has four 
major functional spaces (FS): 

FS 1: Waterfront Promenade and Public Park 
 FS 2: Fishermen Port and Utilities 
 FS 3: Cafés and Restaurants 
 FS 4: Historical Landmarks 
 

D. Setting the Design Approach 
 

Having understood the area’s current condition and developed 
a concept for its future state, the resulting technicalities have to 
be addressed. The aspects requiring further technical 

investigation and design are as follows: traffic flow 
enhancement, including road rerouting and provision of 
parking facilities; harbor facilities development, namely the 
design of docks for the fishing boats and locker systems for the 
fishermen; environmental aesthetics, which includes the 
assessment of the harbor water quality; rethinking pedestrian 
circulation, which pertains mainly to the development of the 
promenade area and linking the inner city with its waterfront.            

Figure 2: El Mina master plan 

IV. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 

This section discusses the implementation of the four aspects 
proposed in the master plan: traffic flow enhancement, harbor 
facilities development, environmental aesthetics and rethinking 
pedestrian circulation. 
 
A. Traffic Flow Enhancement 

1. Road Rerouting 
The current road layout and geometry, unfortunately, does not 
encourage visitors to enter the old city when passing by the 
waterfront; local residents are hence gaining no benefits from 
the touristic activity along the promenade. Additionally, it 
induces several other problems like safety- threatening 
speeding vehicles and aggravating the discontinuity between 
the promenade and the old city. 
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for the promenade are highly insufficient, forcing visitors to 
double and triple park along the roadway.  
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D. Setting the Design Approach 
 

Having understood the area’s current condition and developed 
a concept for its future state, the resulting technicalities have to 
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investigation and design are as follows: traffic flow 
enhancement, including road rerouting and provision of 
parking facilities; harbor facilities development, namely the 
design of docks for the fishing boats and locker systems for the 
fishermen; environmental aesthetics, which includes the 
assessment of the harbor water quality; rethinking pedestrian 
circulation, which pertains mainly to the development of the 
promenade area and linking the inner city with its waterfront.            

Figure 2: El Mina master plan 

IV. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 

This section discusses the implementation of the four aspects 
proposed in the master plan: traffic flow enhancement, harbor 
facilities development, environmental aesthetics and rethinking 
pedestrian circulation. 
 
A. Traffic Flow Enhancement 

1. Road Rerouting 
The current road layout and geometry, unfortunately, does not 
encourage visitors to enter the old city when passing by the 
waterfront; local residents are hence gaining no benefits from 
the touristic activity along the promenade. Additionally, it 
induces several other problems like safety- threatening 
speeding vehicles and aggravating the discontinuity between 
the promenade and the old city. 

Accordingly, rerouting plan was proposed for the road in order 
to overcome these problems. Throughout the whole design, and 
in order to prevent high speed cars driving into the old city, 
the design speed limit of the road was set to be 50 km/h - a 
common practice for roads passing through touristic and 
commercial areas, as set by AASHTO manual. 
One of the most important indications of the road serviceability 
is the level of service (LOS) that is defined as vehicle volume 
in a specific hour in comparison to the road geometry and 
alignment. Since, our design entails a major change in the road 
geometry and design we will compare the current level of 
service with the excepted one after modifications in the road 
taking into consideration the extra trips that will be generated 
due to the new recreational spaces that are defined in the master 
plan. Based on the collected traffic data, it was found that the 
vehicular flow was 850 cars/hour and thus the level of service 
was found to be A.  
As a matter of fact, the newly designed road and the other 
recreational areas will attract more people and thus more trips 
will be generated towards El Mina. In assessing this problem 
we used the Institute of Transportation Engineers Trip 
Generation software to find the rates of trips generated on 
peaks (Saturday nights) based on the land use; the table below 
summarizes the results. 
 
Table 1: Trip generation rates and volumes based on land use 

Lands use Area 
(m2) Rate Volume 

Parking 4000 34 
m2/stall 59 

Restaurants 2500 6.38 160 
Café 1000 21.27 125 
Public 
Garden/Park/includes: 
Kiosks, bike rental 
stands 

4000 10.94 11 

Khan (Cultural Center) 2700 0.65 18 
Total 14200 - 373 

 
Based on Table 1, we believe that our proposed master plan 
will attract additional 373 vehicles on peaks resulting in C LOS. 
 

2. Parking Spots 
The plan to enhance recreational spaces along with the 
intended strategy for regenerating economic activity will not be 
efficient unless sufficient parking spaces are provided. The 
master plan suggests the creation of a parking located between 
the municipality and the mosque, in the area occupied currently 
by the Customs authority building. There are already existing 
plans to relocate this building, and the work carried out in the 
project is based on this assumption, also two parking lots are 

designed to be located one behind the restaurants and the other 
beside the fisher boats repair zone. 
In  the  design  of  the  parking  lot,  the  aspects  that  were 
considered included aesthetic, environmental, and safety 
factors; AASHTO specifications were applied for parking 
dimensions and maneuverability standards. Interior landscaping 
is considered to alleviate the impact of parking lots and to 
provide shade and decrease noise. Trees are to be placed at the 
end of every row, and groundcover planting is to be laid at 
every other interior row. The layout is divided into 7 rows, 
placed perpendicular to the larger parking dimension in order 
to avoid the unaesthetic impact of large continuous rows of 
vehicles. Also, smaller rows provide easier accessibility, less 
walking distances, and higher safety measures. 
Moreover, parallel parking will be allowed at both sides of the 
road, and the space near the fish market at the northwestern 
part of the promenade, which can hold up to 200 cars, will 
serve as an additional parking at peak times.  
As mentioned in the section above the new area will attract 373 
additional vehicles. Thus extra parking spaces should be 
provided to account for this increase the total parking spaces 
are summarized in Table 2. 
 
Table 2: Number of newly introduced parking stalls 

Parking Location Parking stalls provided 
Parking near the municipality 180 
Parking near Boat repair area 100 

Parking behind restaurants 
(seasonal) 90 

Parallel on-road parking 160 
  
B. Harbor Facilities Development 

The fishermen of the area make up a major component of the 
project scope. It is of absolute necessity that the renovation 
works being suggested do not marginalize these people but 
rather, be tailored to suit their needs and requirements. As was 
revealed through surveys with them, the local fishermen are 
currently faced with problems of theft, poor lighting conditions, 
and lack of restrooms and waste disposal services. In this 
regard, the lower level of the promenade will be mainly catered 
to suit the above-mentioned fishermen needs by providing 
lockers and compartments, suitable garbage disposal bins, an 
effective lighting system and restrooms. Another important 
issue raised by the fisherman through the surveys, was the high 
congestion of boats in the harbor and the lack of their proper 
management. Part of this project entails the construction of six 
new docks that will enable the harbor to host 100 additional 
fishermen boats. Each dock will be 50m in length and 3m in 
width. The design incorporates two 0.3mx0.3m parallel beams 
protruding into the sea and connected via horizontal beams. 
The latter extends beyond the two vertical beams in order to 
provide additional resisting capacity to mooring and berthing 
forces. The whole frame lies on driven precast concrete piles. 
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Two pile diameters were used in design: 0.6m and 0.75m. The 
length of these piles ranges between 7m and 12m; all extends 
0.5m above water level. Figure 3 shows the expected 
deformations in the dock structure; the maximum of these don't 
exceed 1cm. 

 
Figure 3: Dock structural drawing with deflected shape on 

SAP200  
 
Also, the project promotes an organization scheme for crafts by 
introducing a numbering system to help manage the 
distribution of boats in the harbor. Furthermore, a segregation 
plan will be implemented in which the fishermen boats will be 
assigned to the set of docks away from the restaurant and café 
locations - in order not to be distracted from their work – 
whereas the touristic boats will be assigned to the set of docks 
closer to the touristic attractions – as such a location is the 
most suitable for their kind of work. Also, the boat repair 
facility will be moved from the east part of the harbor to its 
northern break wave. This will increase the area dedicated for 
restaurants and maximize the benefit from the promenade. At 
the same time, this will give the repair facility additional space 
and will make it better accessible for boats. 
 
C. Environmental Aesthetics 

1. Water Quality Assessment 
Having clean water in the harbor makes the area more inviting 
for visiting tourists and friendlier for the local fishermen; 
however, the current situation of water quality in the harbor is 
dreadful. In addition to the solid wastes produced by the 
fishermen and the waterfront visitors, a sewage line coming 
from the city spills directly at the shore. And as the harbor 
water undergoes minimal water circulation and flushing, due 
mainly to the double enclosure of the concerned area by piers 
of the fishermen and shipping ports, the mounting pollution 
problem is further amplified. Water samples taken from the site 
proved to have BOD (biological oxygen demand) levels greater 
than 500 mg/L, attesting to the magnitude of the pollution 
problem. Further inquiry into the issue with the engineering 
department of the El Mina municipality, revealed that a 
solution to the sewage problem in the city and the harbor is 
currently in the implementation phase. Plans and designs 

intended to link pipelines of the city's sewer network to the 
wastewater treatment plant north of El Mina have been 
developed by Dar Al Handasah - Nazih Taleb; large scale 
excavations and trenching can be presently witnessed at the 
city's entrances. 

2. Increasing Green Spaces 
There   currently   exists   a   neglected   public   park   at   the 
easternmost part of the El Mina waterfront area. The 
expansion and improvement of this public park is a practical 
and creative solution that can make the city more attractive 
for both locals and foreigners alike.  The study proposes a 
renovation plan that includes removal of the aging fence and 
extending the park area, the replacement of park benches and 
the planting of additional trees and flowers. 

D. Rethinking Pedestrian Circulation  
1. Closed Loop Promenade 

A particularly intriguing characteristic of the promenade 
will be its "closed-loop" concept; it enables pedestrians and 
bicyclers to travel all around the harbor in a full loop manner. 
This system will allow visitors the opportunity for a complete, 
multi-dimensional experience of the seafront and renovated 
area over a length of about 2 km. The enabling feature of this 
tour will be an 80-meter-span, steel-arch Tension Bridge 
for pedestrians. The bridge extends from one pier to the next 
at a width of 5m and a height of 6m above the water surface, 
so that the fisherman and tourist boats can still pass 
underneath. The bridge layout consists of two main girders of 
1m diameter and 6cm thickness that are connected via tie 
beams every 2 meters. Crossed bracing is added to increase 
the connectivity between girders and the general stability of 
the bridge. Figure 4 shows a structural modeling of the bridge. 

Figure 4: SAP200 structural modeling of the pedestrian bridge 
 
 

2. Inner city links 
Unlike other Lebanese cities, El Mina is still preserved 
from the invasion of malls and shopping centers and thus 
preserving the traditional shopping habits from the 1950’s 
that are based on the four major handcrafts: fishing, pottery, 
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traditional handmade soap and the traditional oriental sweets. 
Most of these crafts are concentrated inside the old city and 
have been promoted for through more than one project in the 
recent past [1]. 
As a result, our aim is to design the pathways leading from 
the waterfront into the inner city in an attractive fashion that 
motivates tourists to enter. Thus the plan suggests having 
integrated trees-lights pathways that will have both aesthetic 
and functional value. In addition, Khan al Tamasylee, one of 
the major historical landmarks of El Mina, plays the most 
important feature in the project's attempt to reconnect the 
inner city with the waterfront. This can be achieved by 
transforming the Khan into a cultural center and a place for 
traditional shops selling local products, hence enhancing its 
traditional identity and role as a Gate to the Old City. 
 

V. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The success of the Bordering, Ordering, and Management of El 
Mina project rests primarily on the complete understanding of 
the area's current situation and the development of an 
interdisciplinary initiative to plan and implement the needed 
changes. The adopted approach relied mainly on a broad 
literature review of similar projects and consistent site visits, a 
method that allowed for previous research and documented 
data to merge naturally with the specific spirit of this unique 
scenario. Being a community-based project with the potential 
for extensive engineering interventions as well as that of other 
professions, the full scope of the project exceeded the capacity 
of the involved teams. Nevertheless, vast efforts were invested 
in the development of a master plan based on an in-depth 
understanding of the interplay of the different waterfront and 
community components from which main target intervention 
features were pinpointed and developed.  

The complete development of the project will require more 
detailed studies of the different stakeholders' views as well as 
the political and economic factors governing its possible 
implementation; additionally, it is recommended that 
professional engineering firms team-up with urban and 
landscape firms and other relevant professionals to enhance 
and extend the project plans to the fullest. This project, 
undoubtedly, holds a promising future for a much needed 
revolution in the field of harbor and waterfront development in 
Lebanon; an outcome of the team's work was to demonstrate 
that such a project is capable of being implemented to its 
deepest social and technical details. 
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Abstract- Over the past few decades, modular construction 
originated as a solution for meeting client requirements of high 
quality, early return in investment, in addition to speed and cost 
of construction.  Modular construction can provide safe, long-
lasting, cost-effective and green products where skilled trades 
apply efficient, offsite, assembly-line techniques within a short 
time that meet building codes and qualifications.  In particular, 
this mode of construction offers several benefits that lead the 
way to green buildings.  Such benefits include reducing construc-
tion wastes, minimizing site disturbances and increasing flexibil-
ity.

This paper assesses the possibility of implementing modular 
concrete construction in the Middle East.  Although partial 
modular construction in terms of prefabricated steel is broadly 
applied in this region, modular concrete construction is hardly 
ever put into practice.  The paper also includes the methodolo-
gies needed to adopt these modular techniques with the intention 
of applying them in the Middle East, where construction is most-
ly concrete based.  It also examines the efficiency of such tech-
niques taking into consideration construction methods and ma-
terials exercised locally.  In addition, it explores different studies 
on lean and modular construction.  

The paper will include interview feedbacks from several con-
struction and consulting companies in Lebanon specifically.        
The major contributions of this study include: comparative 
technical, material, and methodological analyses for implement-
ing modular concrete construction in the Middle East. 

I. INTRODUCTION

Concrete is by far the most widely used construction mate-
rial worldwide.  Unlike other construction materials such as 
natural stone or steel that are used as they are, concrete can be 
modified with a wide range of additives that can enhance its 
performance.  Reinforced concrete (concrete toughened with 
steel bars) is safe, strong and secure as it can withstand harsh 
environments, resist fire, and protect against insects, rot or 
mold.  Modular concrete structures are prefabricated buildings 
which can be used for long-term, temporary or permanent 
facilities and are made up of multiple modules that are built in 
a remote facility and then transported to their intended site of 
use.  The modular components are constructed indoors on 
assembly lines, where an assembly line track moves these 
modules from one workstation to the other. This process 

ranges from ten days to three months since the enclosed facili-
ties offer a resistance to weather alterations. This fact makes 
most modular buildings affordable and cost-effective in com-
parison to conventional buildings.  In addition, material deliv-
ery fees are cut since all materials are available within the 
facility, a fact that eliminates construction delays.   Moreover, 
in the facility, the assembly process is often monitored by 
building inspectors that make sure it follows all building 
codes.  On site, the modules are assembled into a single resi-
dential or multi-story building using cranes or flat-bed trucks 
which cause construction to proceed rapidly.  Their placement, 
alternatively, may take several hours to several days.  Modu-
lar structures often have the same longevity as traditional site-
built structures yet they increase in value over time unlike 
their site-built counterpart.  Therefore, modular concrete con-
struction offers faster construction process, higher productivi-
ty, minimal labor costs and requirements as well as fewer 
subcontractors.  Moreover, this situation is ideal when com-
pressed schedules are a must to meet the client’s time con-
straints [6].  Building a project using modular practices arises 
from the need to deliver a high quality project in a short peri-
od of time.  However, this type of construction may witness 
on-site challenges and complications on-site such as crane 
operations when lifting large modules. It requires a well-
designed procedure to efficiently execute the construction 
process and still manage to meet strict deadlines.  Further-
more, there is little or limited opportunity to modify the con-
struction sequence once the work has commenced, in addition 
to a lack of on-site storage and space [4].  Moreover, inertia 
plays an important factor as clients often resist change and 
tend to avoid innovation since modular construction does not 
have the vast reputation traditional construction has, especial-
ly in fields related to serviceability, stability and aesthetics [1]. 

The following research will focus on the possibility of im-
plementing modular concrete construction in the Middle East.  
It examines the efficiency of modular techniques while con-
sidering the conventional construction methods and materials 
exercised and used locally.  This study will be based on inter-
view feedback administered to experienced professionals 
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assembly lines, where an assembly line track moves these 
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ranges from ten days to three months since the enclosed facili-
ties offer a resistance to weather alterations. This fact makes 
most modular buildings affordable and cost-effective in com-
parison to conventional buildings.  In addition, material deliv-
ery fees are cut since all materials are available within the 
facility, a fact that eliminates construction delays.   Moreover, 
in the facility, the assembly process is often monitored by 
building inspectors that make sure it follows all building 
codes.  On site, the modules are assembled into a single resi-
dential or multi-story building using cranes or flat-bed trucks 
which cause construction to proceed rapidly.  Their placement, 
alternatively, may take several hours to several days.  Modu-
lar structures often have the same longevity as traditional site-
built structures yet they increase in value over time unlike 
their site-built counterpart.  Therefore, modular concrete con-
struction offers faster construction process, higher productivi-
ty, minimal labor costs and requirements as well as fewer 
subcontractors.  Moreover, this situation is ideal when com-
pressed schedules are a must to meet the client’s time con-
straints [6].  Building a project using modular practices arises 
from the need to deliver a high quality project in a short peri-
od of time.  However, this type of construction may witness 
on-site challenges and complications on-site such as crane 
operations when lifting large modules. It requires a well-
designed procedure to efficiently execute the construction 
process and still manage to meet strict deadlines.  Further-
more, there is little or limited opportunity to modify the con-
struction sequence once the work has commenced, in addition 
to a lack of on-site storage and space [4].  Moreover, inertia 
plays an important factor as clients often resist change and 
tend to avoid innovation since modular construction does not 
have the vast reputation traditional construction has, especial-
ly in fields related to serviceability, stability and aesthetics [1]. 

The following research will focus on the possibility of im-
plementing modular concrete construction in the Middle East.  
It examines the efficiency of modular techniques while con-
sidering the conventional construction methods and materials 
exercised and used locally.  This study will be based on inter-
view feedback administered to experienced professionals 

from several construction and consultancy firms in Lebanon. 
The major contribution of this report includes comparative 
technical, material, and methodological analyses for imple-
menting modular concrete construction in the Middle East. 
Additionally, it explores the economical and environmental 
benefits of modular construction while emphasizing the role it 
plays in reducing overall project costs and eliminating mas-
sive portions of construction wastes in comparison to tradi-
tional methods. 

A.  Benefits 
Modular construction has several advantages including sus-
tainability, fire resistance, acoustic insulation, construction 
speed and wastes, energy efficient materials, quality control, 
construction traffic and noise, lower costs (economical aspect) 
and so on.  This section shows a selection of articles and liter-
ature reviews for modular construction illustrating some of 
the benefits and challenges attributed to this construction 
technique in addition to the materials required.  

1) Sustainability: Sustainability is an important aspect of 
modular construction as it offers a wide range of advantages 
compared to traditional construction methods.  Examples of 
such advantages include:  reduction of construction waste in 
modular structures which provides a great opportunity to re-
cycle the waste, transfer of the bulk of transportation is re-
duced up to 70% off-site, reduction of 30-50% of noise and 
disruption on-site which does not affect the surroundings, 
increase in the thermal performance of the building due to the 
tight tolerance of joints produced in the enclosed factory, 
prevalence of light weight material usage, reduction of em-
bodied energy, increase in on-site and off-site safety by plac-
ing protective barriers when lifting the modules [5].               
Sustainable elements include light weight materials that im-
prove the overall performance of the building. These materi-
als are cementitious in nature and consist of fly ash concrete, 
ground granulated blast fume slag and silica fume. Silica 
fumes are usually discarded since they have poor compressive 
and tensile strength as opposed to fly ash and slag mixes [8]. 
Fly ash concrete, consisting of 35% fly ash mix, is best suita-
ble for foundations such as footings, foundation walls and 
slabs [8]. However, using such materials is restricted to mod-
erate amounts due to the fact that large quantities would result 
in higher shrinkage and unworkable mixtures making the ag-
gregates fail to meet graduation requirements [7].   

2) Waste Reduction: Pre-assembly often optimizes the use 
and procurement of construction materials while minimizing 
on-site construction waste and increasing the quality of the 
product to the client.  Since most work on modular buildings 
take place inside an indoor facility, the workers may have 
more than one construction project in a specific location to 
work on simultaneously, for this reason they would need to 
re-store materials that are used for one project stored safely to 
use in another project.  Bulk materials are stored in the manu-
facturing indoor facility where they are stocked in a protected 
environment and secured from larceny and exposure to envi-
ronmental conditions of the construction site [3].  Using mod-
ular construction can increase reduction up to 90% on wastes 

such as cardboards, wood pallets, plaster, concrete, cement, 
bricks and so on [2].  The following table shows estimates of 
waste reduction using modular construction:  

Table 1 Estimates of Waste Reduction through Substitution of Traditional Building 
Methods Source: (Alshayeb, 2011) 

Construction Materials Est. % reduction Level of confidence 

Volumetric building 
systems 

70-90 Reasonable 

Timber frame systems 20-40 Broad estimate 

Concrete panel systems 20-30 Broad estimate 

Pre-cast cladding 40-50 Broad estimate 

Bathroom/shower and 
kitchen pods 

40-50 Broad estimate 

Pre-cast flooring 30-40 Broad estimate 

Insulating concrete 
formwork 

40-50 Broad estimate 

3) Economical Benefits: Modular construction transfers its 
production away from the construction site, thus replacing the 
activities done on-site by more efficient processes done in the 
enclosed factory environment.  This procedure requires a 
fixed manufacturing facility achieved through better economy 
of scale in production [5].  To have a better economical 
method in modular construction the following are requried: (1) 
investment costs in the facility, (2) increase in manufacture 
and material use efficiency, (3) economy of scale through the 
production volume, (4) proportion of in-site construction to 
the total build cost, (5) transportation and installation costs, (6) 
higher speed of installation and lower “snagging” costs, (7) 
savings from site infrastucture and management [5].   

4) Fire Resistance and Acoustic insulation: The fire re-
sistance procedures for modular buildings are affected by four 
features of performance: (1) fire protection of the internal face 
of the walls of the module due to the stability of light weight 
steel and load applied to the walls (in case of a steel building), 
(2) load capacity of the floor of the module is affected by the 
thermal shielding of the ceiling, (3) placement of fire barriers 
between the modules to prevent fire and smoke, (4) double 
leaf wall to limit heat transfer, (5) internal face of the walls 
and ceiling of modules are provided with two 15mm plaster-
board [5].  Moreover, mineral wool is placed between the C-
sections to provide acoustic insulation and the use of double 
layer walls provides resistance against the impact of sound 
with the addition of external sheathing board [5].  

B. Challenges 
Although modular construction can contribute to important 

benefits, there are some concerns about adopting this method 
due to some obstacles that might arise.  These obstacles in-
clude: (1) inertia, acceptance and incentive, (2) need for speci-
fication change, (3) lack of on-site space and storage, (4) lack 
of skilled labor, (5) high overall cost, (6)  lack of standard 
components and hoist equipment capacity, and (7) conflict 
with construction practice and traditional design process [4].  
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II. METHODOLOGY 

 This study intends to investigate the possibility of imple-
menting modular concrete construction in the Middle East.  
Thus, it will determine the efficiency of modular techniques 
while considering the conventional methods and materials 
adopted in the region.  Primary research will focus on a de-
scriptive method by gathering information about the present 
condition on modular concrete construction.  This will be 
done by means of interview questions addressed to experi-
enced professionals from different consultancies, contracting, 
architecture, structural firms in Lebanon.  The interviews will 
provide qualitative insights on the topic at hand to build theo-
ries about its implementation in Lebanon.  The data collection 
from the interviews will focus on four topics which include 
construction methods, waste minimization, benefits and chal-
lenges of modular construction. The interview sessions will 
commence with a brief inquiry of the general information of 
the company as well as the interviewee’s profession and expe-
rience.  Subsequently, the interview will shift to the previous-
ly mentioned topics that revolve around construction time, 
cost, logistics, buildability, use of precast concrete, amount 
and type of wastes reduced, the benefits associated and the 
impediments to its application in the Middle East.  

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSION 

A. Construction Methods 
Upon choosing the construction method, the following fac-

tors were placed in descending order of importance as per the 
interviewee’s opinions:  

1) Developers requirement, 
2) Construction cost, 
3) Construction time, 
4) Constructability in local market, 
5) Familiarity with construction technology, 
6) Availability of resources, 
7) On site labor dependence requirements, 
8) Delivery logistics, and 
9)  Waste reduction. 
 These results proved that the construction industry pays 

less attention towards waste reduction than the other factors.  
The developer’s requirements as well as time and cost were 
ranked among the most important factors that control the se-
lection of a construction method.  

The feedbacks obtained from the interviews revealed that 
the components of construction activities are the most critical 
in generating waste. In descending order of importance the 
following presented: 

1) Formwork, 
2) Finish work, 
3) Masonry work, 
4) Packaging and protection, 
5) Concrete work, 
6) Material handling, 

7) Scaffolding, and 
8) Hoarding. 
The above results verify that the largest quantity of waste 

produced on site is due to temporary work.  In Lebanon, most 
of the construction work is done with traditional cast in-situ 
techniques using timber formwork.  A study conducted in 
2004 in Hong Kong on building sites confirm our results as it 
shows that 30% of waste produced on site, was generated by 
timber formwork [9].  Wet trades, such as tiling, plastering, 
masonry and concrete pouring, come in second place, as they 
account for 20% of waste produced on site.  From this per-
spective, modular construction comes as a beneficial solution 
to limit the major causes of waste during construction. 

B. Benefits of Modular Construction  
A main objective of this study is to emphasize the benefits 

of applying modular construction techniques.  According to 
the interviewees, the advantages of modular construction are 
shown in Figure 1.  It is clear that modular construction is 
considered as a valuable alternative as most perspectives 
demonstrated support to its methods. Specifically, from the 
interviewee’s different points of views, it is obvious that 
modular construction reduces construction waste, cost and 
time, and improves the quality of the end product.  All inter-
viewees agreed that the overall cost per unit floor area ($/m2)
through using precast concrete is 15% to 30% less expensive 
when compared to the traditional in-situ concrete in low-rise 
building projects in the Middle East.  

Moreover, further results show that the interviewees were 

predominantly satisfied when using modular construction as 
shown in figure 2. 

 Besides reduction in construction cost and time, modular 
construction proved to be a sustainable, safer and healthier 
work environment.  A recent study showed that site labor 
consumption could be reduced up to 43% using prefabrication 
instead of cast in-situ, in addition to a 70% increase in time 
saving [10][11].  These results suggest that modular construc-
tion can be applicable to both low and high-rise buildings in 
the Middle East and bring about several benefits, such as a 
reduction in construction cost, waste and time, an improve-

Figure 1. Most important benefits when using modular construction. 
-2: Strongly disagree / 0: Neutral / 2: Strongly agree
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ment in quality, a safety guarantee, and the achievement of 
better management and production control.   

From the previously mentioned study that was conducted in 
Hong Kong, adopting precast concrete reduces the average 
waste reduction level to 52% and that of timber formwork to 
almost 70%. In public housing projects, these estimates attain 
up to 77% reduction levels [4]. 

Therefore, it is clear that if waste reduction is taken into 
consideration when choosing a construction method, modular 
construction would outperform the traditional methods. How-
ever, this is not the case at all in Middle East, as waste reduc-
tion ranks last in terms of deciding on a construction method, 
as shown before in section A. 

C. Impediments to Modular Construction 
Although the results show that modular construction could 

results in significant benefits to the construction industry in 
the Middle East region, the interviewees expressed some con-
cerns regarding the barriers of implementing modular con-
struction.  During the interviews, the following barriers, listed 
in descending order of importance, were suggested for adopt-
ing modular construction the Middle East: 

1) Lack of on-site storage yard area, 
2) Conflict with construction practice, 
3) Lack of incentives, 
4) Need specification change, 
5) Conflict with traditional design process, 
6) Lack of support from client, 
7) Lack of standard components, 
8) Lack of skilled labor, 
9) Lack of hoist equipment capacity, and 
10) High overall cost. 
The impediments to modular construction however, dif-

fered from one perspective to another.  On one hand, the ar-
chitect stated that the architectural shape and the span length 
are major concerns when choosing a construction method.  
The contractor, on the other hand, emphasized that the lack of 
incentives and absence of competition are major barriers for 
the spread of modular construction.  Furthermore, the contrac-

tor confirmed that people’s inertia (resistance to change) is 
another limitation for executing modular construction.  

Moreover, other considerations should be also considered 
during the design phase of the project life cycle including 
transportation limits, site access, on site storage area scarcity, 
and manufacturing deficiencies.  For example, the storage 
area used for prefabricated elements should be around 1 to 5/4 
of the block foot print [12].   

IV. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

In conclusion, this study aims at investigating the likeli-
hood of embracing modular concrete construction in the Mid-
dle East, in addition to assessing its impact on waste reduction. 
The results of this research can be summarized as follows: 
• Modular construction proved to be an effective solution to 
the problems associated with conventional construction as it 
leads to various benefits such as waste minimization (espe-
cially during the design and construction phase), improved 
quality, safety control, and reduction in construction cost and 
time.  Among these advantages, waste reduction proved to be 
of primary importance to modular concrete construction.  
• The major impediments to modular construction are best 
situated in the lack of on-site storage yard area, conflict with 
the construction practice, and lack of incentives.   
• Precast concrete is considered partially modular and widely 
adopted in the Middle East.  For this reason, it can be con-
sidered as an initial step in paving the way for implementing 
modular concrete construction in this region.  
•However, due to ease of transportation and site installation 
precast slabs are becoming very popular and widely used on 
various building construction projects in Lebanon.  

V. FUTURE WORK

 Further investigations and interviews will be prepared 
during the coming few months in order to have better insights 
on this research and examine the technical issues behind im-
plementing modular concrete construction in the Middle East.  
Additionally, a case study will be conducted on a local Leba-
nese prefabrication company in order to assess the obstacles 
that prefabrication might face, and conduct an analysis for 
cost and time impacts on the construction process.  Moreover, 
the case study will follow the design and construction phases 
of a modular project in order to compare these processes with 
the traditional ones.  
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A major concern in the construction of worldwide structural 
systems is the vital need to preserve the ecosystem and provide 
innovative durable and sustainable solutions. The presented 
project is for the design of a green hospital located in 
Mashaghara – Bekaa; the design will be based on the 
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) 
criteria. The architectural and structural aspects of the building 
will be designed in accordance with the green strategy. A large 
void is designed at the core of the hospital to allow natural light 
to enter the building. The facility will have a “Green Roof” 
system which aids in reducing any net heat gain and decreases 
the amount of energy needed to cool the structure. Moreover, 
photovoltaic solar panels will be used to collect sunlight energy 
to warm up water for use by building occupants and to generate 
electrical power. Furthermore, medical wastes will be sorted 
and disposed in a treatment facility located in another region. 
The need to preserve the environment has become significant 
and strategies to do so should be implemented! The solutions 
described can be life-saving in the near future. 

1.0  INTRODUCTION 

The Bekaa region is perceived as one of the most significant 
areas in Lebanon in terms of the percentage of the total 
population it accommodates.  The area held approximately 
twelve percent of the total population of Lebanon in a survey 
conducted by the Ministry of Social affairs in the year 2004.  
 

Table 1: General characteristics about the population in Bekaa 

 

Table 1 above illustrates general characteristics about the 
population in Bekaa.  The percentage of households who are 
65 years and above is 25.3 percent.  In other words, a quarter 
of the population in the Bekaa region are above 65 years old; 
a high number of the elderly population.  Therefore, there is a 
high need for medical health institutions in order to satisfy 
the needs of the Bekaa population.  

Figure 1, below, shows the present number and distribution 
of hospitals in the Bekaa region.  A total of 24 hospitals are 
perceived on the map of the Bekaa area. The hospitals are not 
scattered to encompass the whole Bekaa region; but are rather 
clustered in specific areas depriving certain areas from 
medical health institutions.  

General Characteristics  
Percentage of males 50.7% 
Average household size 4.6 individual 
Age dependency ratio 0.58 

Average population density 
110 
(persons/km2) 

Percentage of household heads in 
Bekaa who are 65 years old and 
above 

25.3 
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Figure 1: Number and distribution of hospitals in the Bekaa region 

 

The hospital is situated in Machghara village laying south-
west of Zahle.   The hospital was designed to exhibit 
advantageous environmental impacts by implementing 
innovative engineering techniques such as the green roof.  
Such innovative techniques will be described in later sections 
of the report. 

2.0  GREEN BUILDING OVERVIEW 

The health facility will be designed in an environmentally 
friendly way following the LEED code.  This code is 
recognized worldwide as the Green buildings design and 
operation manual.  It was created by the US Green Building 
Council, and it offers a certification for any project that 
follows the specific standards for green construction.  It 
consists of 5 sections: sustainable sites, water efficiency, 
energy and atmosphere, materials and resources and indoor 
environmental quality [1].  Each section will be studied 
carefully to see what techniques and innovations can be 
applied to the hospital.  At the end of the design, the checklist 
of LEED healthcare certificate was done and will be 
presented along with the credit summary [2]. 

A)  Sustainable sites 

Alternative transportation is encouraged by the construction 
of a bus stop next to the entrance of the hospital parking to 
promote the use of public transportation in the region [2]. 

In the site chosen to build the hospital, the excavation will be 
limited to the building area to prevent the disturbance of the 
flora and fauna habitat.  Furthermore, some trees and plants 
will be carefully removed with their roots and soil around 
them to be re-planted on the green roof of the hospital and in 
some green spaces around the building.  To maximize open-
space, a garden in the center of the building will be 
implemented for patients and visitors to access directly, as 
well as a green roof that will be discussed in the next section 
[2].  The garden at the core of the health care facility is 
illustrated in Fig. 2.  

Control of storm water quantity is met by the green roof in 
addition to the construction of an underground water tank that 
will be used for irrigation during the dry season.  

 

 

Figure 2: Hospital and land showing green roof and solar panels 
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B) Why green roof? 

Green roofs have a lifespan of 15 to 20 years [3].  After that 
period of time, the plants and growth media should be 
removed and replaced.  The green roof can be used by 
patients if the right measurements were followed to 
accommodate the needs of a garden.  Access to the roof is 
essential, for patients as for maintenance workers.  In 
addition to the staircases, the elevator will reach the roof to 
allow the handicapped or those who have difficulties walking 
to enjoy the roof garden.  

Another function for Green roofs is reducing the storm water 
runoff by the plants absorbance of water, thus preventing 
floods.  Water run-off can be reduced by 50 to 90 % [4].  

The reduction in energy consumption is another important 
aspect of the green roof.  The plants will help in reducing 
heat absorption into the building and decrease the need for 
use of energy to cool the hospital.  As such, the trees and 
plants that are originally located in the land will not be 
destroyed, only elevated to the roof level.  In fact, the soil 
medium and the plants will not be imported from outside nor 
bought.  Only native plants will be placed on the roof, 
especially the ones that don’t need extensive irrigation and 
special treatment to grow.  The green roof will of course be 
checked periodically (twice a year or more) to make sure no 
weeds or diseases are developed, but the use of fertilizers and 
chemicals will be limited as much as possible, not to have 
extra cost for the hospital [3].  

There are two different types of green roofs: the extensive 
roof and the intensive one.  The differences between these 
two types are mainly related to cost, depth of the growing 
medium, the choice of plants and accessibility [3]. 

An extensive green roof has a thin growing medium and the 
plants require little or no irrigation.  Moreover, there is little 
diversity of plants.  On the other hand, the intensive green 
roof main characteristics are that it is accessible, needs an 
irrigation system and requires deep soil medium.  The 
advantages and disadvantages of each type of green roof are 
listed in the figure below [5]. 

 

 

Figure 3: Advantages and disadvantages of extensive versus intensive green 
roof 

 

For the hospital, it is important to have an accessible green 
roof.  Patients and workers can access the roof for 
recreational and quiet time.  It also provides the opportunity 
for horticultural therapy, which is a proven method of 
speeding recovery rates.  It is an effective and beneficial 
treatment for people of all ages, backgrounds and abilities, 
including those recovering from stroke and heart diseases, 
pulmonary problems, dementia as well as other diseases [4].   

 

A comparison between the costs of the two types of roof was 
done.  Table 2 shows the cost of the different components for 
implementing each type of green roof. Note that all values are 
in US dollars, calculated for an area of 100 m2 approximately. 
The extensive green roof is relatively cheaper; however an 
intensive roof will be implemented so that patients, visitors 
and staff would enjoy and use for therapy. 
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Table 2: Cost of implementing extensive versus intensive green roof 

 Extensive Intensive 
Design& Specification 1500 1500 
Project Administration 750 750 

Re-roofing 13000 13000 
Green Roof System 8000 24000 

Plants 2200 5400 
Installation/Labor 5900 14000 

Maintenance 1700 1750 
Irrigation 3200 3200 
Fencing 8000 9500 
Total 44250 73100 

 

Some degree of slope is needed to allow proper drainage.  
Ponding is not desirable since it brings diseases and ruins the 
roofing materials.   The slope should not be too steep so that 
vegetation won’t slide down.  A slope of 2cm/m is 
recommended [3].  

Under the plants and growth media there is a layer of filter 
fabric that prevents the small particles to go with the drained 
water. Under the filter, a granular material (gravels) is placed 
that allows water to move laterally. But this layer of granular 
is heavy and expensive. Another alternative for drainage is 
the Geo-textile drain core products that are lightweight and 
cheap [3].   Fig.4 shows the geo-textile alternative.  

 

 

Figure 4: Geo-textile drainage material (in black) 

 

C) Water efficiency  

The water tank will be designed for collecting storm water 
and irrigate green roof and garden plants thus reducing the 
usage of potable water for irrigation. 

Furthermore, low-flow fixtures will be employed as well as 
aerators on faucets to reduce water loss.  Automated sensor 
taps will be distributed in the hospital toilets [1].  

 

D) Energy and atmosphere 

The reduction of energy usage is done by replacing the 
continuous utilization of HVAC by the employment of 
double glazed glass windows equipped with horizontal and 
vertical mechanical shades that could be opened in winter 
allowing natural light from the sun to heat the rooms and also 
eliminating the use of electrical lights during the day [6].  In 
summer the shades are closed preventing heat from entering 
the room.  

Moreover the exterior wall will be insulated to decrease the 
consumption of energy.  The coefficient U is the rate of the 
overall heat transfer through 1 meter square of area with 1 
degree Celsius difference across the materials of a wall. It is 
expressed in W/m2C°.  It is calculated as the inverse of R, the 
unit thermal resistance [7].  When U is smaller, insulation is 
higher.  

Solar tube panels are a simple technique for heating water 
used in the building; water passes through glass cylinders that 
capture the radiant energy from the sun and transform it into 
heat energy, as the water leaves the tubes, its temperature has 
risen to the specified one.  An insulated storage tank will be 
placed near the panel which can keep water hot for the night. 

Furthermore, electricity in Lebanon has been a major issue 
for the last few years, and citizens are complaining about the 
ongoing cut of electric power every day, that varies between 
3 hours to 6 hours depending on the region.  Besides, on a 
long term view, oil is being exhausted and its price is 
increasing significantly.  A self-sufficient technique is highly 
needed to escape from the high cost of the oil generators and 
to have 24 hours of electricity.  Wind turbines energy is the 
solution.  As a matter of fact, it doesn’t only produce 
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electricity efficiently; it is also eco-friendly as it doesn’t 
generate gases that pollute the atmosphere [8]. 

The different values of R for materials are showed in table 3 
[7]. For a single wall of 20cm Concrete Masonry Unit (CMU) 
blocks, the U value is equal to 1/1.11 = 0.9.  A double wall 
will be consisting of two blocks layer, the first layer is 20 cm 
(8’’) CMU and the second is 10cm (4’’) CMU, separated by 
5 cm(2’’) of air space, so the U value is equal to: 
1/(0.8+1.11+1) = 0.34.  Therefore the use of double exterior 
wall is recommended to allow heat insulation and decrease 
energy used to heat the building in winter and cool it in 
summer.  Furthermore, glass used in the building should be 
double glazed since its U is 0.49, while the single pane glazed 
glass has a U value of 1.1.  A representation of the energy 
flow through the two different types of wall is shown in 
Fig.5. 

Table 3: Values of R for different wall materials 

Material R(m2 C°/W) 
Concrete Masonry Unit – 
4’’ 

0.80 

Concrete Masonry Unit – 
8’’ 

1.11 

Glazing - Single pane – 
0.25’’ 

0.91 

Glazing - Double pane 
with 0.5’’ air space 

2.04 

Air space 0.5’’ to 4’’ 1.00 
 

 

 

Figure 5: Energy flow across a single and double CMU wall 

 

The solar panels should be at an angle of 40°, facing south.  
One panel generates 60 to 80 gallons of hot water per day 
(Energy matters, 2005-2011).  The rate of water usage per 
person is assumed to be 150 L/day/capita, and 30% of this 
water is hot water (showering, washing machines, etc), which 
makes the hot water use 45 L/day/capita.  The hospital 
accommodates 42 beds, so we can assume a total number of 
84 users.  Therefore the number of panels required to 
accommodate the needs is shown in (1) 

               
                                

Fifteen solar panels will be placed on the roof.  The area of 
each panel is approximately 4.4 m2, so the total area needed 
for the 15 panels is:  

                                              

 

In the West Bekaa area, wind average speed reaches 7.5m/s 
[8].  Small 10 kWh wind turbines can be mounted on towers 
of 15 m around the parking lot, away from the facility to 
prevent noise pollution to reach the patients room.  They are 
equipped with batteries to store energy when wind is low.  
Annually, it produces approximately 30000 kWh at the 
specific wind speed of the region or 82kWh/day [11].  For the 
number of wind turbines, the following assumptions and 
calculations were made. It is assumed that the daily 
consumption of electricity per capita is 5.7 kWh/day/c.  As 
mentioned before, the hospital can accommodates 84 persons, 
so the total electricity power needed is 5.7 * 84 = 480 
kWh/day. Therefore the number of 10kW wind turbines is: 

   
                                       

Although the cost of each turbine is significantly high – 
30000 USD – but the benefits it will offer are uncountable, 
and on a long term basis it will be much cheaper than the 
traditional power sources. 
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Figure 6: A 3D model of the medical center 

 

E) Materials and resources  

The materials used in construction are local or regional to cut 
down the travel necessary from product origin to end-use 
application [2].  

Wastes in the facility will need to be separated in different 
bins: recyclable waste (papers-plastics-glass), medical wastes 
and other wastes (organics). A central storage will be located 
away from the hospital entrance, in the back of the building, 
easily accessible to the waste transportation truck [6].   

According to recent studies, hospitals and medical centers of 
Lebanon produce more than 20,000 tons of medical waste, 
with 5,000 tons considered to be hazardous Private Service 
providers and medical centers recently introduced the 
treatment of medical and infectious waste [9].  According to 
approved licenses issued by the Ministry of Environment, 
only about 30% of public and private hospitals in Lebanon 
are treating their infectious waste.  The treatment of medical 
waste, specifically the hazardous part of it is crucial in order 
“to avoid health risks, disease outbreak and environmental 
degradation” [9].  In developing countries, incinerators are 
considered as an environmental friendly solution to treat the 
waste generated by a hospital. Incinerators allow the 
permanent elimination of the waste, reducing the volume of 
wastes up to 99%.  It operates at very high temperature in 
order to eliminate the pollutants that are emitted.  Before 

implementing a similar solution, the management of the 
wastes generated by the hospital is necessary.  In other terms, 
the medical center should separate the infectious waste from 
the non-infectious one.  This will be done through providing 
different trash bins labeled separately for each type of wastes.  
In addition, awareness among doctors, nurses and staff in the 
hospital should be circulated to make sure the separation is 
being effective.  It is important to mention that radioactive 
waste should be sealed in special isolating containers and 
stored above ground to avoid leakage.  

Other alternatives exist for treating and disposing the medical 
waste.  The NGO Arc en Ciel (AEC) is the main service 
provider in this field.  It operates five off-site autoclaving 
treatment centers distributed in different parts of the country.  
Also, it can be done using microwave technologies as an 
alternative of using thermal treatment, steam sterilization as 
well as chemical and mechanical systems.  

The possibility of installing a treatment unit within the 
hospital will be very costly, for it to treat the medical waste 
generated.  As an alternative, the transportation of the 
generated wastes to the centers operated by AEC could be a 
solution.  The final decision will be made based on 
economical, efficiency and availability aspects of the two 
alternatives.  

 

F) Indoor environmental quality  

It is important to monitor the indoor air quality in order to 
promote the patients’ health as well as their well-being.  The 
sick building syndrome is a virus that people get inside a 
building due to bad air circulation and ventilation.  
Ventilation is a simple air exchange where outside air comes 
in to replace inside air.  There exist three types of ventilation, 
which are forced ventilation, natural ventilation and 
infiltration [6]. 

We need to install a proper ventilation system to improve the 
quality of the indoor air quality.  Natural ventilation will be 
the most important component.  Mechanical windows in each 
room and at each side of the corridor should be installed to let 
natural air come inside the health care facility and create sort 
of an air current.  In addition, forced ventilation will be 
employed using fans in the rooms. 
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Moreover, the ETS (environmental tobacco smoke) control 
should be reinforced.  Smoking will be prohibited in the 
building as well as 15 m away from the entrances and 
windows.  Tobacco smoke is a carcinogenic material and 
should be eliminated from inside the hospital.  

For the comfort of patients, full control over lighting, heating 
or cooling will be offered to them; on/off switch for lights 
and fans as well as mechanical windows and shades will be 
implemented.  
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Abstract- Nowadays, the protection of the environment has 

become a leading concern around the Globe. With regards to 
construction, regulations and initiatives have been set to direct the 
industry towards more environmental friendly practices. UNDP 
reports indicate that construction is responsible for 40% of energy 
consumption, 24% of CO2 emissions, and 30% of solid waste 
generation worldwide. In line with efforts placed in steering the 
building construction sector into a “Green” sector, the roadway 
construction sector is moving towards “Green Asphalt Highways” 
by adopting sustainability measures. This is done by implementing 
optimal methods for pavement design and materials selection, use 
of recycled materials, energy saving fabrication and construction 
methods, and effective pavement management practices. 
Considering Lebanon as the scope of study for this project, 
construction is considered as one of the highest growing sectors 
fueled by the rapid economic and population growth occurring in 
a country of limited area. This has necessitated the demolition of 
old, outdated, and mostly small building to replace them with 
modern, high occupancy facilities. The resulting construction 
demolition waste (CDW) in addition to demolition waste generated 
by the 2006 and Naher Al Bared wars have led to a crisis with 
respect to the disposal of the CDW.   

Viewing CDW as a resource instead of a waste, considerable 
amount can be used in roadway construction activities. The 
objective of this study is to evaluate using recycled concrete 
aggregates (RCA) into hot mix asphalt (HMA). The ongoing study 
follows an experimental program that aims at evaluating the 
performance of HMA with RCA based on Marshall Specifications. 
It consists of conducting fundamental material property tests for 
the RCA and the natural aggregates used, preparing samples of 
different mixes containing RCA with varying asphalt contents, 
and testing these samples to determine the properties of each mix. 
Analyzing the results of the tests helps identify the effect of RCA 
on HMA, consequently leading to the formulation of guidelines for 
designing, fabricating, and applying HMA containing RCA. With 
the use of RCA in asphalt pavement layers, sustainability is 
achieved by minimizing both: CDW disposal and consumption of 
natural quarried aggregates used for the fabrication of asphalt 
mixtures. 

I. Introduction 
 

 “„Waste‟: A resource in the wrong place.” 
An old Chinese proverb 

  

Throughout history nations did not have the attention to 
manage different kinds of wastes that resulted from different 
operations they held. This led to the deterioration of the 
environment with cease of essential resources that ensure the 
continuity of the human life. Thus awareness methods have 
been developed to minimize nature consumption and to ensure 
an optimum usage of available resources. As a result, the 
investment in waste is considered a new resource to be 
implemented in applications to improve their functionality as 
much as possible.  
Adapting this logic, the construction sector is considered to be 
the most involved one in initiating strategies that make use of 
waste. These strategies when applied will protect the 
environment, solve current problems, and minimize money 
consumption. This is simply the road towards green 
construction technology. 
This work is a trail to prove the efficiency of using recycled 
concrete aggregates (RCA) in pavements that are nowadays 
interested in being environmental friendly and having the least 
cost.  
Hot mix asphalt (HMA) is simply a loose mixture of aggregates 
bound with an asphalt binder that will be compacted to contain 
a certain percentage of air voids (%Av). The components of 
this mix will be selected properly to provide an adequate 
performance throughout the design life of the pavement. It is 
notable that HMA is highly sensitive; construction procedures, 
material properties, mix design, weather conditions, and 
structural design affect the life cycle behavior of the pavement. 
This sensitivity requires adequate experimental testing to study 
the effect of introducing new materials as RCA.  
 

II. Literature review 
 
Construction Demolition Waste (CDW) 
 
Lebanon with its small land area, high population growth rate, 
and its boost in construction affect the construction sector with 
many problems. In addition to that, the country lacks behind in 
meeting the annual demand of construction material due to 
poor management of the natural resources and quarries. 
Moreover, the high amounts of solid waste material generated 
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notable that HMA is highly sensitive; construction procedures, 
material properties, mix design, weather conditions, and 
structural design affect the life cycle behavior of the pavement. 
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II. Literature review 
 
Construction Demolition Waste (CDW) 
 
Lebanon with its small land area, high population growth rate, 
and its boost in construction affect the construction sector with 
many problems. In addition to that, the country lacks behind in 
meeting the annual demand of construction material due to 
poor management of the natural resources and quarries. 
Moreover, the high amounts of solid waste material generated 

from replacing old buildings and post-war destruction make the 
problem even more critical. The huge amount of solid wastes 
comes from highly populated areas where there is high 
production of construction waste and low availability of land 
adequate for disposal. Currently the management of these 
wastes is poor; eventually they are ending up in uncontrolled 
landfills that are heavily disturbing the country’s environment. 
One of the several reasons that increased the solid waste 
amount is the destruction resulted from the 2006 war, along 
with the destruction of Nahr-El Bared camp.  
Out of these complications, the need to use CDW as a solution 
for the construction materials problem in Lebanon arises. The 
amount of CDW produced in Lebanon is high enough to cover 
a good percentage of the materials needed for new construction 
projects. Thus, this process not only does it provides a better 
management of the solid wastes but it also improves the 
country’s environment and attains the demand of aggregates. 
However, recycling the CDW is critical that only a certain 
percentage of it can be used as a recycled material in 
construction. A cost benefit analysis of recycling is required, 
along with the high level of awareness and extent of performing 
recycling practices amongst Lebanese contractors. 
Today the use of recycling processes in Lebanon is minimal. 
We can only refer to the process of In-situ-Cold Recycling 
which is the only pavement recycling method currently used. 
This process constructs a pavement “with just one single 
machine pass”, to serve as an asphalt base layer. Major benefits 
are: minor disruption in traffic and between 20 to 30 percent 
reduction in construction time, transport costs, and energy”. 
 
Usage of RCA in HMA 
 
The construction and maintenance of the Lebanese roads 
consumes large amounts of quarried aggregates. Therefore, the 
use of recycled materials instead of primary (virgin) materials 
helps easing landfill pressures and reducing demand of 
extraction.  
However, concerns over inferior road performance and 
additional costs have hindered the widespread use of recycled 
aggregates in such applications. Recycled Concrete Aggregate 
(RCA) is different from Natural Aggregates (NA) because of 
RCA’s cement paste and contaminants that cause low density 
and high porosity.  
In a study done to test the application of recycled concrete 
aggregate (RCA) for Hot Mix Asphalt (HMA) base layer 
aggregate, it was observed that the asphalt mixtures with RCA 
show good performance compared to the asphalt mixture with 
NA only in terms of indirect tensile strength ratio, deformation 
strength, rut depth, and IDT strength, whereas mixes which 
consist of coarse and fine RCA, do not exhibit good 
performance. In this research, the performance of HMA 
mixtures with RCA is quantitatively evaluated using various 
tests to verify the applicability of RCA as aggregate for HMA 
material. For this verification, the Indirect Tensile (IDT) 
strength test, Kim test, wheel tracking test, and tensile strength 
ratio test accompanied by fundamental material property tests 

were performed on asphalt mixtures with four types of 
aggregate blends. 

 
LEED 

 
The LEED® Green Building Rating System recognizes 
recycled concrete in its point system. Credit 4 (Materials and 
Resources) states, “specify a minimum of 25% of building 
materials that contain in aggregate a minimum weighted 
average of 20% post-consumer recycled content material, OR, a 
minimum weighted average of 40% post-industrial recycled 
content material.” Using recycled aggregates instead of 
extracted aggregates would qualify as post-consumer. Because 
concrete is an assembly, its recycled content should be 
calculated as a percentage of recycled material on a mass basis. 
 

III. Experimental program and procedures 
 
Materials 

Natural Aggregates 
 
The NA used in the mixes represents the characteristics of the 
aggregates produced in the Lebanese quarries which constitute 
the major source to be used in projects all over the country. To 
be more representative also, asphalt binder is provided by the 
same local contractor knowing that it is the only asphalt type 
used in the country. Thus providing the same material used in 
the field for our study, supports the feasibility of applying this 
project in Lebanon 
On the other side, RCA is obtained by crushing of large blocks 
of concrete brought from Naher Al Bared ruins. CDW is a 
combination of different types of concrete from different 
members of a building including reinforced members, blocks, 
plaster, tiles, etc… For this project, RCA are obtained by 
crushing the bulk of a reinforced column. 
For both types of aggregates, they are placed in the oven for 24 
hours to dry out any water that might be filling the voids. After 
that, they are sieved and sorted in closed bags according to their 
sizes. 
The RCA taken from the same geographical area (Lebanon) as 
the NA ensures that the aggregates in CDW might have similar 
properties to the natural ones. 
The first phase of the experimental procedure consists of 
determining the specific gravity and absorption capacity of both 
types of aggregates used. The specific gravity of the aggregate 
is used to calculate the void content in a compacted HMA. This 
test is done at 23˚C according to ASTM C127 – 07 whose 
results are presented in table 1 below:  
 

Table 1: Specific gravity and absorption of RCA and NA 

Property NA RCA 
Specific gravity 2.619 2.9058 

Absorption capacity 1.3563 % 4.6374 % 

 
It is shown that the % absorption of RA is 3.4 times that of NA 
which shows that RCA has the ability to absorb more binder 
and thus it requires increasing the % AC. 
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Asphalt binder 
 
The asphalt binder’s properties are determined by conducting 
the ductility test according to ASTM D 113, the penetration test 
according to ASTM D 5, and the softening test according to 
ASTM D 36. The results are tabulated in table 2 below: 
 

Table 2 Results of tests performed on asphalt binder 

Test Result 
Ductility 117 cm 

Penetration 51unit (each unit=0.1mm) 
Softening 54 (degree Celsius) 

Mix design 

Mix design is a laboratory simulation. It is meant to simulate 
actual HMA manufacturing, construction and performance to 
the extent possible. Then, from this simulation we can predict 
with reasonable certainty what type of mix design is best for 
the particular application in question and how it will perform.  
Mix designs have developed throughout history where Marshal 
and Hveem methods were the most used before the 1990. These 
mix design methods have performed well for many decades but 
with more traffic and heavier loads it was evident that an 
improved method of mix design is needed. This improved 
system is referred to as Superpave. It can be used to rationally 
design mixtures for various traffic volumes, axle loads and 
environments.  Although Superpave is a method that stimulates 
the real world, the Marshal method will be followed in this 
project because it’s the one in practice in Lebanon.  
Marshall Method can be summarized as the following: 

 Aggregate evaluation to determine the adequacy 
of the selected type  

 Determine the aggregate gradation 
 Asphalt cement evaluation 
 Preparation of Marshal Specimens 
 Density, void analysis, measurement of flow and 

stability 
 Optimum Asphalt Content Determination 

The gradation of the aggregate matrix, as shown in Fig. 1, is 
selected as a result of a previous research done on the same 
type of NA and asphalt in the Pavement Laboratory at the 
American University of Beirut.  

 
Figure 1 Aggregate gradation used in the mix design 

 
Thus it is a mix with ½’’ nominal maximum size and optimum 
asphalt content equals 4.2% as provided by previous projects. 
For the goal of this project, 20% by weight of fine NA (i.e. 
aggregates of size less than #8 inclusive) is replaced with RCA 
of the same size. This means that approximately 11% of the 
total aggregate weight is RCA. For these mixes, 3 different AC 
with a difference of 0.5% (as per Marshal’s recommendation) 
are used in order to determine the optimum one. 

 Preparation of Marshal Specimens 

In order to prepare the marshal samples we need to go through 
several steps according to ASTM D6926-10 Standard Practice 
for Preparation of Bituminous Specimens Using Marshall 
Apparatus: 

A. Preparation of aggregates: 
 Obtain the RCA and crush them to sizes that can fit 

into the crusher machine. 
 Using the crusher adjust its opening so as to crush 

the RCA and the NA respectively. 
 Sieve the crushed material, as for ASTM C136, 

and sort them according to the mix design 
gradation. 

B. Oven dry 
  Place the sieved sample in the oven to dry for at 

least 12 hours as shown in Fig. 2 below. 

 
Figure 2 Sieved samples placed in the oven along with the utensils 

C. Asphalt Binder 
 Heat the asphalt in the barrel and fill the can to use 

it.  
 Place the cans in the over an hour prior to starting 

the mixing process. 
 Add this asphalt binder directly to the hot blend of 

aggregates. 
D. Mixing  

 Mix the aggregates according to the mix design 
gradation determined. 
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 Cover the bowls containing the blends and leave 
them in the oven for at least 12 hours to ensure a 
mixing temperature 165 degrees Celsius. 

 Clean the mixing bowl, mixer, molds, and the 
spoons and place them in the oven with the blends. 

 Place the blend on the balance and add the desired 
weight of asphalt binder. Use the asphalt binder 
corresponding to each mix. Mix manually so that 
the aggregates and the mix are all blended together. 

 Place the blend in the bowl of the mixer and mix for 
3 minutes.  

 Keep heating the bowl while mixing to maintain the 
mixing temperature at 165 degrees Celsius, 

E. Compaction 
 Place the sample in Marshal Mold and compact it 

using the marshal hammer compactor. Keep 
checking the compaction temperature, if it’s less 
than 135 degrees Celsius apply heat.  

 Apply 75 hits on each of the faces of the sample. 
 Leave the sample to cool down before removing it 

from the mold. 

Testing of Marshal Specimens 

Blended Aggregate Specific Gravity (Gsb) 
The Blended Aggregate Specific Gravity is determined 
according to the following equation (1): 
 

                      (1) 
Where  
P1: Percent of RCA 
G1: Specific gravity of RCA 
P2: Percent of NA 
G2: Specific gravity of NA 

Bulk Specific Gravity (Gmb) 
The bulk specific gravity and density of compacted specimens 
is determined according to ASTM D 1188-07. It constitutes of 
measuring the weight of the specimen in dry condition in air, its 
weight in SSD condition in air, and its weight when submerged 
in water. 

Maximum Theoretical Specific Gravity (Gmm) 
The theoretical maximum specific gravity is measured 
according to D2041 / D2041M - 11. The weight of sample for 
Gmm is determined by the specifications provided based on 
maximum nominal aggregate size. In our case, the maximum 
size is 12.5 mm indicating that the minimum sample size 
should be 1500 g   (we considered it 1600 g).  This was done 
first by the old machine as weigh in water method and then by 
new apparatus by the weigh in air method. 
 
Marshal stability and flow 
The stability and flow are measured in accordance with ASTM 
D 6926. Tested specimens are placed in a staggered manner in 
a water bath at 60 degrees Celsius for at least 30 minutes. Then 

each specimen is pat to remove excess water and then placed in 
the Marshall testing head and load is applied at a rate of 2 
inches/minutes. When the load just begins to decrease, remove 
the flow meter, stop ram movement, and record the stability in 
lbs and the flow in mm. 

IV. Results and analysis 

Optimum % AC for mix with 20% RCA 

According to the NAPA, the optimum AC is the content that 
corresponds to the specification median air void content of 4%. 
The results of Gmm and Gmb done for the 3 considered mixes 
determined % Av as presented in the following Fig. 3 below: 
 

 
Figure 3 Percent of air voids as a function of asphalt binder content 

To obtain the corresponding asphalt content (%AC) for an air 
void content (% AV) = 4 %, the equation of a straight line 
plotting %Av vs. % AC ranging between 4.2% and 4.7% is 
determined: 
 
%AV = -6.02254(% AC) +30.6318 for %AC = [4.2, 4.7]  
 
Replacing %AV = 4%, the optimum % AC obtained is 4.42% 
 
Having the optimum asphalt content %AC = 4.4%, the Marshal 
Stability, flow, VMA and VFA are determined for this percent 
by obtaining the equation of a straight line ranging 
between %AC = 4.2% and 4.7% for each of the graphs. Refer 
to Fig. 4, 5, 6 and 7 respectively for the calculation: 
 

 
Figure 4 Stability as a function of asphalt content 
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Stability = -410.2572*(%AC) + 4858.464 for %AC= [4.2, 4.7] 

 
Replacing % AC= 4.42%, the Stability obtained is 3044.3 lbs 
 

 
Figure 5 Flow (0.25mm) as a function of asphalt content 

Flow (0.25mm) = -8*(%AC) + 55.1 for %AC = [4.2, 4.7] 
 
Replacing % AC=4.42%, the obtained Flow (0.25mm) is 20 

 

 
Figure 6  VMA as a function of asphalt content 

%VMA = -3.9952*(%AC) + 30.9838 for % AC= [4.2, 4.7] 

Replacing % AC=4.42%, the obtained % VMA is 13.3% 
 

 
Figure 7 VFA as a function of asphalt content 

 
%VFA =36.8542*(%AC)-92.30554 for %AC=[4.2,4.7] 
 
Replacing % AC=4.42%, the obtained %VFA is 70.7 
 
For the control mix with only NA, the 4% of AV is obtained by 
the use of %AC of 4.2. This indicates that the %AC for mixes 
with RCA should be higher than 4.2% in order to obtain the 
targeted % AV. Thus by plotting the obtained % AV vs. %AC, 
the air voids of 4% is obtained by %AC of 4.42%.  
 
Thus for mixes with 20% RCA and %AC of 4.42%, studying 
different properties of the mix is necessary.  
 
The VMA, which is the total volume of voids within the mass 
of compacted aggregate, consists of volume of void filled with 
asphalt and the volume of voids remaining after compaction 
that is available for thermal expansion of binder during hot 
weather. It affects the performance of the mix where small 
VMA causes durability problem and large VMA shows 
stability problems. It is affected by the nominal maximum 
aggregate size because the total void between smaller particles 
is greater than that between large particles. With 20% RCA, 
the % VMA is 13.3% which is considered according to the 
Asphalt Institute recommendations to be approximately the 
minimum required for a ½’’ mix. Therefore, this mixture has 
enough voids for thermal expansion in hot weather. 
 
With respect to VFA, standards require a value in the range of 
70-85% where the VFA of this mix is found to be 70.7% falling 
within the required range. Thus, with a 20% RCA the VFA is 
not affected. 
 
With respect to stability, that is defined as the maximum load 
carried by a compacted specimen at 60˚C at a loading rate of 2 
inches/minute,  it is a measure of the mass viscosity of the 
aggregate-asphalt cement mixture and is affected significantly 
by the angle of internal friction of the aggregate and the 
viscosity of the asphalt. After compaction by 75 blows for each 
of the sides of the sample, the obtained stability is 3044lb 
which is much higher than the minimum of 1500lbs defined by 
Asphalt Institute. Thus a mix with 20% RCA can be used for 
heavy traffic >106 ESALS. It is known that the Marshall 
Stability and field stability are not necessarily related but 
practitioners assume that the minimum acceptable Marshal 
stability should be increased. In this case it is already greater 
than the double of minimum design criteria which implies that 
no rutting problems will appear.  
 
The flow is defined as the vertical deformation of the sample. 
High values imply a plastic mix that will experience permanent 
deformation under traffic, whereas low flow values may 
indicate a mix with higher than normal voids and insufficient 
asphalt for durability. For this mix, it is 20; this is higher than 
the criteria for high volume roads that are specified in the range 
of 8-16. Thus such a mix can be used on lower traffic volume 
roads.  
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Therefore, asphalt mix with 20% replacement of fine NA by 
RCA is recommended for use in area like the Lebanese 
coast on low to medium traffic volume roads.  
 

V. Conclusions 
It has been proved by this work that the use of solid wastes 
CDW is appropriate towards green and cheaper pavements. In 
addition, it has been demonstrated that CDW will be a good 
component to be used in the Lebanese coastal roads. The 
results found in this work encourage further work on this topic 
to include more tests to study the stripping potentials and 
moisture resistance of mixtures with CDW. This might lead to 
modify such mixtures with other recycled products such as 
rubber of tires and natural material like lime. 
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Abstract- This research paper reports the performance of 

natural industrial hemp fibers when added to concrete to form a 
sustainable material.  The experimental plan followed addresses 
the effects of fiber length, orientation, and proportion on the 
performance of the matrix.  Intensive lab work and testing had 
been undertaken in order to gain an in depth understanding of 
the advantages and disadvantages of Hempcrete. Finally a re-
presentation of the results was performed followed by some con-
clusions. 

 
I. INTODUCTION 

Concrete is a widely used structural material especially in 
the Middle East because of its low cost and high strength in 
comparison with other construction materials.  The main con-
cern today is given to materials that have proved to be envi-
ronmentally friendly and energy efficient. Many studies 
showed that comfort, safety and efficiency of concrete struc-
tures can be easily increased with the help of alternative, in-
novative and sustainable construction materials that lessen the 
negative impact of construction on the natural environment.   

The study focuses on a new construction technique done by 
incorporating sustainable industrial hemp fibers, which are a 
part of the plant Cannabis Sativa L, as in [3], into a concrete 
mixture known as “Hempcrete”. The conducted literature 
review showed that Hempcrete's strength increases with time 
as it cures [1].  Hempcrete also has low thermal conductivity, 
it reduces heat diffusion and thus helps keep houses warm in 
winter and cold in summer.  Besides, Hempcrete can behave 
as a good breathable insulator when used within walls or in-
side floors and roofs since it has the ability to absorb and re-
lease moisture thus helping to regulate internal moisture le-
vels, as in [2]. The use of industrial hemp fibers brings social 
and economic benefits for the farmers in the agriculture in-
dustry along with a reduction in the construction material 
field. 

The reported research aims at assessing the socio-economic 
and environmental benefits of using industrial Hemp fibers as 
an additive to concrete mixes. The research follows an expe-
rimental procedure which starts by casting different cement 
and hemp mixtures into cylinders, plain concrete blocks, ma-
sonry blocks, beams, cubes and plaster. The mixtures consist 

of cement, sand, aggregates, water and hemp in addition to 
superplasticizer in the hemp reinforced mixes. The hemp fi-
bers introduced are of different proportions and lengths in 
order to identify the optimal percentage and length of hemp to 
be used in concrete mixtures. 

 
II. METHODOLOGY 

The first step done in this research was the acquisition and 
preparation of the raw materials required.   The second step 
taken was the initiation of the mixing processes, divided into 
six different sets.  The latter was subjected to various tests 
(discussed in detail in the Methodology section) according to 
ASTM standards.  A detailed analysis and representation of 
the results was conducted in order to examine the behavior of 
the hemp fibers in the concrete matrix in terms of durability, 
lightness, flexibility, compressive strength, thermal and expo-
sure to freeze-thaw cycles. 

TABLE I 
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 

Sets 
Number 

of 
Samples 

% Hemp by 
weight of 
total mix 

Fiber 
Length 

(cm) 
Tests 

Masonry 
Blocks 

8 0.50% 1 Compressive Strength 
(ASTM C39) 

Water absorption(ASTM 
C1585) 

Durability: freezing and 
thawing cycles(ASTM C1262) 

8 0.75% 1 
8 0.50% 3 

8 Control Mix 

Cylinders 

10 0.50% 1 Compressive strength 
(ASTM C39) 

Tensile strength(ASTM C496) 
Modulus of Elasticity(ASTM 

C469) 

10 0.75% 1 
10 0.50% 3 
10 Control Mix 

Plain 
Concrete 

Blocks 

2 0.50% 1 
Thermal Insulation 

(ASTM C518) 
2 0.75% 1 
2 0.50% 3 
2 10% Sand Reduction 

Plaster 
1 0.75% 1 

Shrinkage and cracking 1 10% Sand reduction (1cm) 
1 Control Mix 

Beams 

4 0.50% 1 

Flexure Strength 
(ASTM C78) 

4 0.50% 3 
4 0.50% 20 
4 0.75% 1 
5 0.75% 3 
5 Control Mix 

Cubes 

6 0.50% 1 

Compressive Strength 
(ASTM C39) 

6 0.50% 3 
6 0.75% 1 
6 0.75% 3 
4 Control Mix 
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Note that the amount of hemp introduced in each mix was 
taken as a percentage by total weight of the sample. Also, the 
amount of superplasticizer ranges from 0.5% to 2% by weight 
of cement used only for Hempcrete mixes. Since the w/c ratio 
for all samples was the same, adding superplasticizer to im-
prove the workability for the hemp reinforced samples will 
not affect the strength. 

 The six sets of mixes mentioned earlier are shown in Table 
I above with their respective hemp proportions and the tests 
that are to be done for each set. 

 
III. LAB PROCEDURES 

A. Material Preparation & Specimen Fabrication 
 This section of the report elaborates more on the prepara-

tion of the raw materials required for the mix designs. 
 

a. Hemp 
This research is mainly concerned with Hemp fibers of 

lengths 1cm and 3cm.  After cutting the fibers to the specified 
lengths, they were then soaked in NaOH at 6% by weight for 
48 hours. The treated fibers were washed intensely for re-
moval of NaOH solution. Two stages of fiber lumps separa-
tion were undertaken, once after washing the fibers and 
another time after drying them in the oven. 

 
b. Aggregates 

Course and fine aggregates were washed and cleaned from 
dust and any other undesirable materials that were found in 
them.  Consequently, the latter was dried in the oven for 24 
hours; followed by a sieve analysis test for determining the 
amount of each type of aggregates required in each mix. 

 
c. Sand 

The sand that was provided was wet and contained many 
impurities.  Therefore, the sand used needs to be dried in the 
oven for 24 hours, and then sieved for removing those impuri-
ties.  Other tests conducted on a sample of the sand include:   

i. The Atterberg limit test (ASTM D4318-10): The liquid 
limit is recorded to be 33% whereas the plastic limit is 
17%, 

ii. Sieve analysis test (ASTM C136), 
iii. Specific gravity test (ASTM C128-07a) which was rec-

orded to be 2.7. 
iv. Absorption and Moisture content (ASTM D2216): the 

recorded absorption was 3%. 
 

B. Mixing & Pouring 
Each set of mix has specific mixing processes and mix de-

signs that are to be followed precisely. 
 

a. Masonry Blocks 
The required quantity of Hemp for each of the four mixes 

was added to the prepared mix.  While the mixing was in 
progress, the Hemp was added carefully to ensure a homoge-
neous mix.  The masonry blocks were cast using a piston ma-
chine, and then they were left to dry and cured.  Note that 
according to ASTM C90 and C129, the masonry blocks are 
expected to satisfy a minimum compressive strength of 11.7 
MPa (119.3 Kg/cm2) at 28 days for non-load bearing applica-
tions. 

 
b. Cylinders 

The interior surface of the cylinder molds were coated with 
oil to ensure a smooth surface for the cylinders.  Taking into 
account that the interior wall of the mixer was dry; an addi-
tional half a liter of water was added.  Consequently, aggre-
gates, sand and cement were added and mixed with 2% of 
superplasticizer (Type 1).  While the mixing process was pro-
ceeding, the Hemp fibers were integrated into the mix.  A 
homogeneous mix was obtained after pouring the mixture 
onto a large tray and a slump test was conducted.  A slump 
value that ranges between 7 cm and 10 cm was obtained.  
Hammering the outer surface of the molds and using a vibra-
tor was required after the mix was poured into the molds in 
order to minimize air voids. Finally, the upper surface of the 
cylinders was coated to obtain accurate results when testing. 

 
c. Plain Concrete Blocks  

The molds of the plain concrete blocks were manually fa-
bricated to specific dimensions (30x30x5cm).  The measured 
amounts of raw materials and Hemp, required for every set, 
were mixed and poured into the molds.  For every 5 to 10 cm 
of mix poured into a mold, 25 blows using a rod were con-
ducted to minimize air voids and ensure a homogeneous mix.  
The molds were then left for 2 days to dry before removing 
the blocks and beginning the curing process.  

 
IV. ANALYSIS & DISCUSSION 

A. Flexural Test for Beams 
a. Hemp vs.  Control Beams 

Beams of different mixes were subjected to flexural test.  
According to the results, the effect of fiber length has not a 
significant impact on the strength.  “0.5% Hemp content_1 
cm long fiber” PCC mix beams have an average flexural 
strength of 3.0 kN while “0.5% Hemp content_3 cm long 
fiber” PCC mix beams have an average flexural strength of 
2.9 kN.  However, increasing the amount of Hemp raised the 
flexural rigidity of beams from 2.9 kN (“0.5% Hemp con-
tent_1 cm long fiber” PCC mix) to 3.5 kN (“0.75% Hemp 
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content_1 cm long fiber” PCC mix).  Thus, the increased 
amount of Hemp fibers improves the flexural behavior. 

The flexural test results are graphically represented in Fig.  
1.  As shown in the graph, the best beam flexural behavior is 
produced by “0.5% Hemp content_1 cm long fiber” PCC mix 
which resisted the greatest load of 4.5 kN.  After cutting the 
beam to check its configuration, Hemp fibers were observed 
localized in some areas over the beam but they were grouped 
together into bundles in some spots as if they form reinforcing 
bars.  This distribution explains the maximized flexural beha-
vior of the Hemp beams of this category. The second best 
performance was obtained by “0.75% Hemp of length 3 cm” 
and control beams which resisted a maximum load of 3.72 
KN before the initiation of a crack. The Hemp fibers were 
found dispersed homogenously all over the beam. However, 
the worst flexural behavior was obtained by the Hemp beams 
of mix “0.5% Hemp of 3 cm length”. Some beams of this mix 
were found localized in one location in the beam matrix. This 
unique localization created a weak spot in the beam 

 
Figure 1 Load vs.  Displacement Graph 

 
Some significant results were found during the test and 

need to be illustrated.  The crack formed in all the Hemp 
beams did not cause the split of the beams in two parts.  The 
Hemp fibers helped to keep the beam as one part.  Thus, the 
concrete mix was the reason behind the flexural failure while 
the strength of Hemp fibers is intact.  To investigate more 
about this effect, some beams were prepared by introducing 
one layer of Hemp fibers of length 20 cm.  After testing these 
beams, the layer of Hemp prevented the crack from going 
upward.  The crack started from the concrete matrix and 
stopped at the Hemp fibers; then it started from the second 
weakest zone in the concrete mix and prolonged upward.  
However, the Hemp layer held the two parts of the beam to-
gether and acts as bottom reinforcement. 

 
Figure 2 Layer of 20cm Hemp acting as reinforcement 

 
b. Secant Modulus (Flexural Rigidity) 

 After plotting load vs. displacement graph, the secant mod-
ulus of each beam is calculated by considering only the points 
lying between 30 and 50% of the peak load, representing the 
elastic zone as shown in Fig. 1.  Comparing hemp-concrete 
beams with control, it is observed that the secant modulus 
increases significantly with the length and the percentage by 
weight of Hemp.  From the experimental observation, Hemp 
adds ductility to the beams. 
 
B. Compression Tests 

a. Cubes 
The results from the compression tests show that the con-

trol cubes have, on average, larger compression strength than 
all the Hemp reinforced cubes by approximately 20 %.  The 
Hemp reinforced cubes results were more or less equal for the 
different mixes thus no effect of Hemp length or percentage 
on the compression strength. 

However, significant ductile behavior of the Hemp rein-
forced cubes was noticed, they resisted splitting and remained 
as a whole part while the control cubes were broken into sev-
eral parts after failure as shown in Fig. 3 below.  This illu-
strates the ductile behavior of Hemp fibers and their ability to 
resist large deformation and remaining as one part. The same 
applies for the Hemp reinforced beams. 

 
Figure 3 Hempcrete Cube (left) vs.  Control Cube (right) after compressive 

strength test 
 

b. Cylinders 
The compression test results shown in Fig. 4 for all the 

mixes prepared for concrete cylinders validate what has been 
come out from the cubes compression test.  The control cy-
linders resisted the largest compression stress before failure.  
Their compression stress is larger than the Hemp reinforced 
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cylinders stress by approximately 14% at 56 days.  Further-
more, the Hemp reinforced cylinders remained undamaged 
after resisting the compression load at failure and they resist 
cracking even after after applying a load greater to its failure 
load (post peak load). 

 
Figure 4 Cylinders compressive Strength 

 
Moreover, the compressive strength of the Hemp rein-

forced cylinders has increased significantly between 7 and 28 
days and continued increasing at 56 days.  This means that the 
water absorbed by the Hemp is used later in the cement hy-
dration process which helped increasing the strength at 28 
days.  To confirm that the Hemp helped in the internal curing 
of the cement, different samples were taken from the cylind-
ers at 7 days after performing the compression strength to 
calculate their water absorption percentage. Table II illu-
strates the results. 

TABLE II 
CYLINDERS WATER ABSORPTION 

Mixes Water Absorption (%) 

Control 4.24 
Hemp from Hemp cylinder 16.00 

Aggregates +cement from Hemp cy-
linder 

3.49 

 
The absorption test validates the previous assumption and 

explained the considerable difference between the 7, 28 and 
56 days compressive strength for the Hemp reinforced cylind-
ers. For this reason, the strength of these cylinders may con-
tinue to increase if the water is not completely absorbed from 
the Hemp.  It was noted from the results that the compressive 
strength decreases as the percentage of Hemp increases.  The 
Hemp fiber length does not seem to influence the strength. 

In addition, one of the cylinders was not prepared well due 
to improper treating of the Hemp fibers. The cylinder was 
split into half and the aggregates, absorbing the water of the 
Hemp fiber, were reddish while the other aggregates, in the 
other cylinders, had a normal white brownish color. This was 

caused by insufficient washing of the Hemp fibers after soak-
ing them with sodium hydroxide solution which leaves some 
remains of the sodium hydroxide in the Hemp fibers. Hence, 
washing the fibers needs to be totally sufficient. Besides, this 
incident proves that the water absorbed by the Hemp is re-
used by the cement and the aggregates in the mix. 
 
C. Young's Modulus for Cylinders 

The experimental modulus of elasticity of the control cy-
linder is higher than those of the Hemp reinforced cylinders.  
It is noticed also from Fig. 4 that the stress-strain curve for 
the control cylinder is linear; however, the Hemp-concrete 
stress strain curve has a nonlinear behavior. 

From Fig. 5, we can conclude that the mode of failure of 
control cylinders is brittle compared with the mode of failure 
of the Hemp reinforced cylinders which is ductile (lower 
young modulus).The young modulus of elasticity decreases as 
the percent of Hemp increases in the mix (0.5% vs. 0.75%).  
There is excellent repeatability in the results.  The variability 
is higher between each two Hemp samples for the Hemp 
modified when compared to the control.  However, it is noted 
that the length of Hemp fibers does not have an effect on the 
modulus of elasticity.  It is also observed that in the early 
loading stages, all the Hemp cylinders have the same perfor-
mance.  

 
Figure 5 Stress-Strain Curves 

 
Table III summarizes the different results of computing the 

area under the stress-strain curves by the trapezoidal rule. 
Computing the area is important since it represents the frac-
ture energy, which is the energy required to fail the specimen. 

TABLE III 
AREA UNDER THE STRESS-STRAIN CURVES  

Mix Area under the 
curve % Difference Observation 

Control 0.000521 NA Brittle 

0.5 hp 1 0.00130 59.9 Ductile 

0.75 hp 1 0.00281 81.5 Ductile 

0.5 hp 3 0.00172 69.7 Ductile 
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D. Splitting Tensile Strength 
Testing of plain concrete in tension is a significant task to 

develop the knowledge on Hemp behavior in structural appli-
cations.  It presents a straight comparison with the familiar 
case of ordinary plain concrete in tension.    

 The results show that hemp reinforced cylinders of “3 cm 
long fiber” has a higher splitting tensile strength than shorter 
length of Hemp.  The splitting tensile strength increases as 
fiber length increases for the same percentage of Hemp (0.5 
% by weight).  Furthermore, the tensile strength increases by 
7.5 % as fiber percentage increases for the same fiber length 
(1 cm).  Thus, the effect of fiber length and percent by weight 
affects positively the splitting tensile strength.  The compari-
son of different test results obtained demonstrates that Hemp 
reinforced cylinders have conferred a considerable ductility to 
the material after cracking of concrete for different percentag-
es and lengths of Hemp.  Also, Hemp is distinguished by its 
strength and tearing capacity during the tensile test and post-
cracking phase.  Cylinders with Hemp show a high ductile 
behavior compared with the control cylinders which is split 
into half (brittle behavior).   

Moreover, It is observed that the failure in the Hemp rein-
forced cylinders occurs in the cement matrix: the paste is 
weak, no bond between aggregates.  It is also noted that the 
cement matrix is sandy.  This is due to the presence of fines 
materials which created the failure plane.  However, in con-
trol cylinders, the failure occurs along the surface of aggre-
gates or around them. 
 
E. Thermal Conductivity 

As shown in Table IV, Hemp reinforced blocks provide de-
sirable thermal resistance with a slight change between the 
0.5% and 0.75%.  A 0.75% Hemp-concrete block provides 
0.039 m2K/W (on average) which is not considerably higher 
than the thermal resistance of 0.5 % Hemp-concrete block 
which is 0.039 m2K/W(on average).  However, replacing 10% 
of the weight of sand by Hemp fibers improved significantly 
the thermal resistance of the concrete block (0.051 m2K/W).  
Hence, as the percent of Hemp increases the thermal resis-
tance increases.  Furthermore, a control block has a thermal 
resistance of 0.036 m2k/w; which is 5% less than that of the 
0.5% Hemp-concrete block and 9% less than that of the 
0.75% Hemp-concrete block.  The results prove an excellent 
insulation property of the Hemp fibers which helps saving 
energy to maintain the desired temperature.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

TABLE IV 
AREA UNDER THE STRESS-STRAIN CURVES 

Type 
Thermal 

Conductivity 
(w/m2k) 

Thermal 
Resistance 

(m2k/w) 

Average Thermal 
Resistance(m2k/w) 

0.5% hp1 
1.3 0.039 

0.0375 1.4 0.036 
1.7 0.030 

0.75% hp1 
1.3 0.037 

0.039 1.3 0.041 
10% by weight 

of sand replaced 
by hp1 

0.9 0.051 0.051 

Control 
1.453 0.037 0.0355 1.488 0.034 

 
F. Masonry Blocks 

Fig. 6 shows the compressive strength results of the maso-
nry blocks. 

Control masonry blocks have higher compressive strength 
than the ones with Hemp by approximately 35% at 28 days.  
However, a ductile behavior was observed in the Hemp-
concrete masonry blocks, they remained undamaged after 
failure, against a brittle behavior in the control blocks  

The increased amount of Hemp has no significant impact 
on the compressive strength at 28 and 56 days.  This increase 
in compressive strength is due to the Hemp absorbing water at 
the beginning of the process; with time the water absorbed by 
Hemp is released to be used in the cement hydration process.  
As a result, the compressive strength has increased at 56 days.  

  

 
Figure 6 Compressive Strength Results for Different Mixes of Masonry 

Blocks 
 

One notices the approximately similar values of compres-
sive strength of the control beams at 28 and 56 days.  It is also 
observed that the compressive strength of the control and 
hemp-concrete masonry blocks satisfy the minimum require-
ments for load-bearing applications (ASTM C90).  
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G. Freezing & Thawing 
To evaluate the long term behavior of hemp fibers, maso-
nry blocks, Fig. 7 shows the results of compressive 
strength for masonry blocks with and without freezing 
thawing cycles. The figure shows that the compressive 
strength of all blocks decreased by approximately half. 
The hemp reinforced blocks showed a ductile behavior 
and remained as one part in contrary to the control ones. 
 

 
Figure 7 Compressive Strength Results for Masonry Blocks with and Without 

Freezing & Thawing Cycles 
  

H. Drying and Shrinkage 
All the plasters made on the masonry blocks weren’t 

cracked even after exposing them to heat. However, including 
hemp in the plaster mix will help reduce the amount of sand 
used. 

 
V. PROJECT LIMITATIONS AND CONSTRAINTS 

The study of Hempcrete has its limitations and constraints, 
starting with the preparation of the raw materials, as discussed 
in the lab procedures section, considering the availability of 
time and the quantities of materials needed are not flexible as 
much as one would expect. The lab work required for this 
research is very intensive and several specimen fabrication 
tasks had to be repeated due to errors in the preparation or due 
to the loss of materials in the lab. Given a larger time frame, a 
larger number of specimens would have been tested rather 
than only two for each mix; resulting in a more accurate and 
reliable analysis. 

 
VI. CONCLUSION & RECOMMENDATIONS 

Previous studies and researches have elaborated the role of 
Hemp as a construction material.  After the completion of the 
project, one can conclude that Hemp shows a very ductile 
behavior; failure of Hemp cylinders is limited to the deforma-
tion of the specimen during compression tests.  This implies 
that the use of Hemp in construction materials is an innova-
tive solution to be applied in the earthquake regions to surpass 
the brittle behavior.   

Moreover, while increasing the percent of Hemp fibers to 
10%, the thermal resistance of the concrete block increases 
significantly. Hempcrete has excellent insulation properties, 
which results in saving energy and reducing CO2 emissions. 
In addition, Hempcrete absorbs and stores CO2 during the 
lifespan of the building. Hempcrete is a light weight material 
which means lighter structure, thus its usage reduces the earth 
works needed to prepare the site for construction.  

The problem with the availability of sand in Lebanon was 
taken into account by substituting different percentages of 
sand by hemp. The sand reduction reduces the need for qua-
rries excavations which result in saving energy, reducing CO2 
emissions, and stepping toward saving the environment.  

As for the recommendations, the two percentages used in 
this project (0.5 % and 0.75% by weight) are relatively very 
close to each other so the results of different tests conducted 
are very similar. Then it is recommended to investigate the 
effect of higher percentage of hemp.  

Concerning the beams casted using different percentage 
and lengths of Hemp fibers, it is observed that at early loading 
stages, even though the flexural rigidity of beams is somehow 
similar in the elastic range before failure, the secant modulus 
at early loading stages changes significantly. It is noted that in 
the early loading stages, all the Hemp-concrete cylinders have 
the same performance.  Therefore, future researches should 
study the early behavior of Hemp fibers more thoroughly. 

It is also recommended to cut some Hemp-concrete speci-
mens (cylinders, cubes, beams, etc.) to scan them and study 
the performance of these specimens in accordance with the 
orientation and location of Hemp fibers. In addition, a thermal 
test on Hemp-concrete plaster can be conducted to compare 
the results with a common plaster. 
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Abstract- This paper deals with the improvement of the 

agricultural sector in South Lebanon though the implementation 
of Canal 800. The design of this channel will be included along 
with its environmental and socio-economic impact assessment as 
well as its water quality analysis.    

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Litani River authority (LRA), the United Nations 
Development Program (UNDP) and the Food and Agriculture 
Organization (FAO) launched, in 1974, the plan of a Hydro-
Agricultural Development Project for Quelia and Marjeyoun 
areas [1]. This plan consisted of designing “Canal 800”, a 
series of distribution networks, for the purpose of 
accommodating the irrigation needs of the South Lebanon area. 
This 52 km canal transfers 110 million cubic meters of water 
per year to 20 different reservoirs distributed among 12 
irrigation zones. The 12 irrigation zones are: Zahrani, North 
and South Marjayoun, Nabatiye, Taibe, Srifa, Markaba, Majdel 
Selm, Chaqra, Bent Jbail, Meis El Jabal, Aita Ech Chaab and 
Yarine.    
The project aims to improve the agricultural sector of Quelia 
and Marjeyoun areas, knowing that this sector is the essence of 
economical development in the region. This progress cannot 
occur unless the large volumes of water that are being wasted 
each year are managed responsibly.  
This is a paper that considers the interdisciplinary engineering 
and socioeconomic components of building Canal 800 for 
boosting the regional economic development by improving the 
agricultural sector. The design will take into account the 
topographic and geologic characteristics of the area coupled 
with farmers’ demands.  
 

II. DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT AREA 

A. Georgraphic Location and Topography 
The Canal 800 will serve 105 villages spread over 7 Cazas of 
Nabatiyeh and South Lebanon provinces with an estimated 
total population of 623043 in the year 2005 [2]. The area under 
study is characterized by hills ranging in elevation between 
400 and 800 meters along with the dominance of a clayey soil. 
Table 1 shows the distribution of the irrigated villages. 
 
 
 

TABLE 1 
 THE DISTRIBUTION OF VILLAGES AMONG THE 7 CAZAS 

Province Caza Area (in km2) 
Number of 

villages served 
by the Canal 

Nabatiyeh 

Nabatiyeh 304 14 

Bent Jbeil 264 23 

Marjayoun 265 27 

South Lebanon 

Sour 274 22 

Saida 275 13 

Hasbaya 265 
6 

Jezzine 241 

 TOTAL 105 

 

B. Overview of the Agricultural Sector  
The total arable area in Lebanon is estimated to be equal to 
360,000 ha; out of which 69.4 % are cultivated and only 
28.9 % are irrigated [1]. Between 1964 and 1999, the 
contribution of the agricultural sector to the Gross Domestic 
Product faced a remarkable decline from 12 % to 7 % [1]. In 
addition, the total labor force involved in this sector 
significantly decreased from 38 % to 7.5 % [1]. 
Political conflicts in South Lebanon yielded a deviation from 
the agricultural sector due to security concerns. During the last 
25 years, many orchards and olive groves were not only 
neglected but burnt.  
 

III. DESIGN OF CANAL 800 

The design of a hydraulic channel intertwines many parameters 
that have to fit perfectly together in order to create a practical 
design. The main parameters in the proposed channel design 
are the shape, slope, materials, and horizontal and vertical 
alignment. However, the detailed design must further include 
other hydraulic structures such as culverts and weirs. 

A. Information collected from Dar Al-Handasah 
From the meeting with the Litany River Authority, important 
information was collected such as Dar Al-Handasah (Technical 
Consultant) is also involved in the project. Therefore, a 
meeting was scheduled with Engineer Nabil El Mina who and 
data about the flow of water and the materials used in the canal 
were obtained. In summary, the flow was set to be equal to 9 
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m3/s and the canal is made of concrete. In the next section, the 
validity of these assumptions will be demonstrated. 
 
B. Cross section 
In order to design the cross section of the channel, several 
parameters should be checked.  
Table 2 is taken from Part IV of the final report/executive 
summary of the Hydro Agricultural Development of South 
Lebanon [1] which was conducted by Dar Al-Handasah. It 
represents the outlet design flow for each perimeter.  
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Qelia 402 0 0.226 0.003 0.229 
Marjayoun 
North 

470 0 0.264  0.264 

Marjayoun 
South 

1,725 1.294  0.060 1.354 

Taibe 1,560 1.17 0 0.304 1.474 
Majdel 
Selm 

610 0 0.343  0.343 

Srifa 1,230 0 0.691 0.200 0.891 
Markaba 682 0 0.383  0.383 
Meiss Jabal 1,745 0 0.981  0.981 
Chaqra 1,145 0 0.643  0.643 
Bent Jbeil 1,287 0 0.723  0.723 
Kafra 0 0 0 0.070 0.070 
Aita Chaab 979 0 0.550  0.550 
Yarine 1,395 0 0.784  0.784 
Total 13,230 2.464 5.588 0.637 8.689 

* Peak water requirement during the most critical month/year 
for a continuous demand of 18 hrs/day 
** Peak water requirement during the most critical month/year 
for a continuous demand of 24 hrs/day 
 
The design flow of the Canal 800 is obtained from the sum of 
all the outlet flows: 8.689m3/s. To be more on the safe side, a 
flow of 9m3/s will be used. 
According to the geologic map provided by the AUB GIS 
database, the channel will be passing through clay and 
fractured limestone. Therefore, in order to avoid any seepage 
or loss of water through the soil, the design will consider a 
concrete channel instead of a natural one. This choice may 
incur additional costs to the project since concrete structures 
need construction material and additional labor. But, it is far 
more reliable than waterproofed natural channel located on a 
watershed.   
When it comes to deciding on the shape of the channel, two 
options were considered: rectangular and trapezoidal cross-
sections. Since the channel will be passing through a lot of 
appropriated land, it is a must to minimize the area needed for 
the Right-Of-Way. Thus, a rectangular channel will have a 
smaller top width than a trapezoidal channel. Moreover, a 
rectangular shape is easier to construct than a trapezoidal shape. 

However, it will develop higher frictional losses than a 
trapezoid. This is mitigated by increasing the slope of the 
channel which will surely compensate for any “excessive” 
losses. Also, all concrete structures have a small friction 
coefficient therefore the extra head loss will not create any 
problem.  
The design of the cross section is based on Manning’s 
Equation (1): 
 

                (1) 

Where: 
V = cross-sectional average velocity (m/s) 
k = conversion factor (k = 1 in SI units or 1.49 in U.S. 
customary units) 
n = Manning coefficient (unitless) 
Rh = the hydraulic radius (m) = Area / Wetted perimeter 
S = slope of the water surface or the linear hydraulic head loss 
(Length/Length)  

After several trials, the most suitable dimensions were 2.5m as 
depth and 1.9m as width with a slope equal to 1/1000. By 
adding the freeboard to the channel, the depth will become 3m 
and the width will be rounded up to 2m to facilitate the 
construction process (especially if a small excavator needs to 
enter the channel during excavation). Therefore, the final 
dimensions of the channel are 3m depth and 2m width (Fig.1). 

 
Figure 1: Cross section view of Canal 800 (in metric units) 

C. Horizontal Alignment 

Since the existing GIS Data does not show the location of all 
the buildings that must be avoided in the canal’s path, the 
horizontal alignment was first drawn on Google Earth, in a 
way to satisfy the concerns stated below: 

- Avoiding buildings 
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- Minimizing intersections with existing roads 
- Minimizing intersections with expensive land (to 

minimize the cost of acquiring a Right-Of-Way) 
- Avoiding high slopes and keeping a constant altitude 

(as much as possible) 

The next step was to import the topographic data of the project 
area (mainly the contour lines) from GIS (.shp format) to Auto 
Land Desktop. While the horizontal alignment of Canal 800 
covers a distance of 52 Km, the scope of work of this project 
covers the design of the first 13.8 Km of the canal. Basically, 
the canal alignment extends from the Quaraoun Lake up to Blat 
village. A section of the horizontal alignment is shown Fig. 2. 

 
Figure 2: Snapshot of the designed horizontal alignment of Canal 800 

D. Vertical Alignment 

The crucial design criterion in the vertical alignment of the 
channel is the slope which value was taken as 0.001. The 
design procedure consists of creating the full profile of the 
channel, with its corresponding slope, on the natural ground 
level. The design objective was to bring the volumes of cut and 
fill close to each other. The first trials yield some gaps between 
cut and fill but successive alterations to the horizontal 
alignment can help fine tune the final volumes so that it is 
minimized. A shrinkage factor of 0.9 is multiplied by the cut 
volume in account for the compaction phenomenon that occurs. 

In addition, it is preferable to have cuts greater than fills in 
order not to borrow material and increase the economic cost of 
the Canal 800 project. In the proposed design, the cuts exceed 
the fills approximately by 14,167 m3 as Table 3 shows 
(numbers in red). 

TABLE 3:  
TOTAL VOLUME OUTPUT FOR CUT AND FILL 

 
 

IV. QUALITY OF THE SOURCE WATER 

In order to test the quality of the water supplying the Canal 800, 
a site visit was conducted to take out a sample from the source, 
the Quaraoun Lake. On the 6th of February 2012, the group 
headed to the Bekaa region and filled a specific container 
(given by Dr. Lucy Semerjian from the Environmental 
Engineering Research Center) with water from the lake. The 
exact location of this water sample is shown in Fig. 3. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3: Location of the water sample  

Table 4 shows the results of the laboratory tests on the sample, 
compared with the standards for irrigation water from the Food 
and Agriculture Organization (FAO) and the World Health 
Organization (WHO).  
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TABLE 4 
WATER QUALITY RESULTS FOR THE SAMPLE FROM THE QUARAOUN LAKE  

 

 
Water 

parameter 
Recorded 

values 

Usual 
range in 
irrigation 

water 
(from FAO 
and WHO) 

 
 
   Units 

Does 
the 

sample 
fall in 

the 
range? 

Physical 
parameter Conductivity 0.577 0-3  

dS/m Yes 

Chemical 
parameters 

pH 7.51 6.5-8.4 pH units Yes 
Carbonate 
Alkalinity 0 0-3 mg/L as 

CaCO3 Yes 

Hydroxide 
Alkalinity 0 0 to 122 mg/L as 

CaCO3 Yes 

Bicarbonate  
Alkalinity 238 0-610 mg/L as 

CaCO3 Yes 

Calcium 92.2 0-400 mg/L Yes 
Magnesium 13.1 0-60 mg/L Yes 

Sulfate 66 0-960 mg/L Yes 
Nitrate 24.6 0-30 mg/L Yes 
Nitrate-
Nitrogen 5.6 0-10 mg/L Yes 

Ammonia-
Nitrogen 1.45 0-5 mg/L Yes 

Ortho-
Phosphates 0.46 0-2 mg/L Yes 

Chloride 43.7 0-1063 mg/L Yes 

Solids 
Total 

dissolved 
solids 

291 0-2000 
mg/L 

Yes 

Metals 
Potassium 9.5 0-2 mg/L No 

Sodium 11.6 0-919 mg/L Yes 
 
The table clearly confirms that the sample from the lake 
satisfies all the requirements of irrigation water except for one 
parameter: the concentration in Potassium.  Although it 
bypasses the required standards, Potassium has no negative 
effect on plant growth [3]. However, these results are merely 
an experimental exercise and do not truly reflect the real water 
quality of the source water. In order to have a global 
conclusion about this issue, Dr. Mutassem El Fadel 
(Chairperson of the Civil Department in AUB) provided us 
with the global result of all water quality tests performed at the 
Quaraoun Lake in relation to the Canal 800 project. In 
summary, the water can be used for irrigation purposes without 
any prior treatment, but not for drinking (unless treated). Also, 
there exists an algae proliferation issue due to a high 
concentration in Nitrates and Phosphates. This problem can be 
handled by adding granular or liquid copper sulfate to the inlet 
of the channel, knowing that this solution is “the most cost 
effective” [4]. 
 

V. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

A. During Construction 

Awareness of the environmental implications of constructing 
Canal 800 should be communicated with across the design and 
implementation stages covering design, supply and 
construction. Consideration of environmental issues should 

normally begin at the early stages of conceptual-design of the 
project and should continue to be looked at regularly 
throughout the course of the project. These issues will relate to 
the materials and the methods of construction, and to the 
impacts of the construction activities. The environmental 
assessment will cover the impact on physical surroundings as 
well as on natural habitats and species. The different project 
activities (during the construction process) that cause 
potential environmental problems are discussed below along 
with their suitable mitigation measures. 

 Site occupation: During the design stage of the Canal 
800’s alignment, the group’s concerns were to avoid 
passing through occupied properties such as homes, 
schools and religious buildings.; The alignment of the 
canal did not cross any construction facility except for 
some tool shelters, which costs of replacing is 
minimal. 

 Site clearance and excavation: The construction 
phase can cause the disturbance of the land/landscape 
in the area under study. This problem can be 
prevented by appropriate planning and marking access 
routes and adopting minimum safe operating width. 

 Solid and liquid waste generation from 
construction operations: These wastes cover a wide 
range of material ranging from construction material 
to sanitary facilities. This can result in the 
contamination of soil quality and groundwater 
resources. A plan to contain and treat those wastes 
will be developed to identify the optimal places for 
disposal. 

 Vehicular movement and Equipment operation: 
Such activities will increase the ambient noise level. 
Several solutions include supplying all machinery 
with silencers, limiting the working hours near 
sensitive sites such as schools and selection of 
equipment having the lowest sound power level. 

B. Post-Construction 

In the following part, the environmental impact assessment 
after the implementation of the canal will be discussed. 
For the past years, the south of Lebanon has been experiencing 
a significant water shortage causing a great recession in the 
percentage of cultivated lands. Thus, the implementation of the 
project will have as its primary result an increase in the amount 
of cultivated lands. As for the already cultivated lands, farmers, 
given the additional water supply, will have more varied 
choices in their crops as opposed to the tobacco cultivation 
only. Also, the project will provide a positive feedback to 
climate change by the addition of new green areas. This will 
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Figure 5: Types of crops 

have a direct and positive impact on the environment and will 
improve the area’s landscape.  
However, the excessive use of water will cause two problems, 
over-irrigation and salinity. Salinity is the increase of salt 
content which causes the degradation of the soil and a 
noticeable reduction in crops production. In order to prevent 
such problems, the government must inform the farmers about 
the proper practices of irrigation and the appropriate solutions 
in case such problems are faced. 
Another problem that rises is the infection of groundwater. 
Groundwater is one of the main resources of drinking water for 
the residents of the area. With the increase in irrigation and in 
the use of pesticides, water infiltrating the soil will contaminate 
groundwater. This will directly or indirectly affect people’s 
health. Therefore proper irrigation techniques must be 
implemented, and awareness should be raised about the 
negative impact of pesticides on human health.  
Finally, the water transported in Canal 800 will have a 
tendency to generate algae on its surface due to the excessive 
presence of nitrates (N) and phosphates (P). This will 
discourage farmers from using the canal’s water. Thus, it will 
require special treatment such as adding granular or liquid 
copper sulfate to the inlet of the channel. 
 

C. Socio-Economic Impact Assessment 

A. Survey Analysis and Results 
On Sunday April 1st, a site visit was conducted to Southern 
Lebanon in order to survey random farmers in the project’s 
upstream region. The questionnaire’s objective [5] is to help us 
in determining the impact and importance of our project and to 
which extent it will serve the needs of the farmers. Twenty two 
surveys were conducted in several upstream villages: Blat, 
Yohmor, Khiam, Dermimas and Arnoun.  
The sizes of the surveyed farmers’ land are depicted in Fig. 4 
below: 
 

 
 

Figure 4: Land Sizes 
 

From this figure, one can notice that the majority of the land 
areas exceed 5,000 m2. In addition, 86.4% of the farmers said 
that they use their full land area for agricultural purposes, 
which really shows the importance of this sector in boosting 

the economy of the region. The major types of crops in the 
region are as follows (Fig. 5): 

 

 
Note that the crops varied between seasonal and year-round on 
an alternation basis mostly.  Also, 68% claimed that their 
farm’s production was not profitable, in a sense that their 
agricultural products were not sold in the market and only 
consumed within their families.  
When considering the water source used for irrigation, the 
following results were concluded (Fig. 6). 
 

 
 

Figure 6: Irrigation water sources 
 

Two categories of villages were distinguished. The first 
category includes Khiam and its surroundings which depend on 
underground wells and ponds to irrigate vegetables and fruit 
trees. The second category consists of the remaining visited 
villages in which rain is the main water source for irrigation of 
olive trees and grains. Note that olive trees require irrigation 
only for the first three years, which supports its popularity in 
the area. Also, water shortage is frequent there as 86% of the 
farms faced such lack in the dry summer period.  
When asked about their opinion of new irrigation system, 73% 
of the surveyed farmers encouraged this idea while few were 
against it since they were afraid that their products will not be 
supported enough by the government to enter the market. Also, 
the knowledge about the Canal 800 project was tested among 
the surveys farmers (Fig. 7). 
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Figure 7: Testing the farmer’s knowledge about the Canal 800 project 
 

In order to know more about the impact of the Canal 800 
implementation, several questions were asked related to this 
new irrigation system. Noticeable results are that 95% of the 
farmers think that their agricultural production will be certainly 
enhanced following the increase in the water resources and 
82% are ready to change the types of crops they grow and 
enlarge the variability of their products while the rest were 
only interested in improving their present crops. 
The plantation of tobacco was of particular concern since it is 
popular in the area due to its little water need. 68% of the 
surveyed farmers supported this plantation as it is beneficial 
but requires more labor. However, 95 % were ready to shift to 
other environmental friendly crops after the implementation of 
the canal, which shows the importance of the project on the 
whole agriculture sector and economy of Lebanon as a whole. 
 
B. Recommendations 
Based on the results of the survey, several recommendations 
should be stated. The farmers are facing a dilemma in whether 
to enhance their production or not since they are not sure that 
their products will be marketed. That’s why, to ensure that 
Canal 800 will serve its purpose, the government should 
develop new agricultural policies that complement the 
construction of the Canal. This plan should guarantee that all 
the excess production will make profit either by being exported 
to nearby countries or sold in the Lebanese market.    

D. PROJECT LIMITATIONS 

As in any project, one must acknowledge the possible 
limitations to the project in order to find a way to overcome 
them. The major agricultural water project, which Canal 800 is 
part of, was first presented in the 1970’s. The first study of this 
conveyor was conducted by the Litany River Authority (LRA) 
in 1974. If so, why hasn’t the project been implemented yet? 
Delays are the major limitations hindering the implementation 
of the project. We can distinguish between two causes of delay: 
the political situation in Lebanon and funding problems. 
First of all, a year after the Litany River Authority launched the 
project in 1974; Lebanon went through a 15 years civil war. 
However, even after the ending of the civil war, the 
implementation of the project was not possible due to Israeli 
occupancy (until year 2000) and interference (2006). Now and 

after 42 years of delay, we could finally say that it is possible 
to implement the project.  
Second of all, the cost of Canal 800 is estimated to be around 
217 million dollars: 84 million for the main canal, 51 million 
for the sub channels and 82 million for administration and land 
reclamation. The project is set to be funded by the Arab Fund 
for Economic & Social Development (AFESD), the Kuwait 
fund and the Government of Lebanon. However, the selection 
of companies for construction has been postponed due to lack 
in coordination between the previously mentioned funding 
organizations.  
Finally, we must not forget to mention the obstacles that the 
project might face after completion. As mentioned earlier, the 
major obstacle is to what extent are the farmers going to make 
use of the Canal 800 in order to improve their farming. One 
crucial factor is the need to switch from traditional irrigational 
methods into the use of nozzles or sprinkles. This switch is 
costly and will probably need further funding. Will farmers 
find funding and support or will this be another obstacle that 
will delay the accomplishment of the project’s goals? 
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 As the transport demand is expanding and the available road 
network capacity is failing to serve the increasing population, the 
BPH (Beirut Peripherique Highway) project designed to extend 
from Khaldeh to Dbayeh will be implemented. With the 
opportunity of the Peripherique realization, we have decided to 
focus our paper on studying the feasibility of integrating a BRT 
(Bus Rapid Transit) system within the highway.  

Our study was based on a transportation analysis, an 
environmental assessment, and a socio-economic impact study for 
the integration of the BRT. Based on the results obtained, we 
concluded that the BRT presents several benefits in terms of 
reducing flow, congestion, and travel time for BPH riders as well 
as for commuters on other routes parallel to the BPH. Moreover, 
following thorough analyses, the BRT implementation was found 
to be both economically and environmentally feasible.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Dating back to the 1960s as per the records of Dar Al-
Handasah, the Peripherique is a highway project planned to 
extend from Khaldeh to Dbayeh. It was originally intended to 
connect major highways South, East, and North of Beirut; 
however, over the years, the BPH faced fundamental problems 
regarding expropriation along the designed corridor. Today, 
the existing transport system in Lebanon calls for an 
intervention as the demand is expanding and the available road 
network capacity is failing to serve the increasing population. 
Therefore, the Peripherique project was recently reconsidered 
as it seemed to cater the most for the needs of the commuters 
in the Greater Beirut Area.  

With the opportunity of the Peripherique realization, the 
objective of our paper is to evaluate the feasibility of 
integrating a Bus Rapid Transit system within the highway. 
Throughout this paper, we will present a literature review 
mainly including our findings regarding successful 
implementations of BRT systems in 3 different countries. Next, 
we will define the scope of work and methodology we have 
followed for the successful completion of our study. Moreover, 

we will demonstrate the performed feasibility study for 
integrating the BRT on the Peripherique by conducting a 
transportation analysis, an environmental assessment and a 
socio-economic impact study. Finally, we will focus on the 
limitations and constraints that we have identified in the 
feasibility study and that might be faced in the future. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

“In total, approximately 40 cities on six continents have 
implemented BRT systems, and an even greater amount of 
systems are either in planning or construction” [1]. Below are 
some of the most well-known successful cases: Curitiba’s, 
Jakarta’s, and Bogota’s BRT systems. 

A.  Curitiba’s BRT System (Brazil) 

The first wide-scale development of the BRT concept using 
bus technology occurred in 1974 in Curitiba, the capital city of 
the State of Parana in Southern Brazil. Its busways are viewed 
as a model BRT system resulting from many decisions aimed 
at improving service quickly, pragmatically, and affordably. 
The system includes 57 kilometers of segregated busways and 
340 kilometers of feeder services carrying about 2 million 
people every day. Development costs have been estimated at 
$1.5 million (U.S. dollars) per kilometer with a fare price of 
$0.70 (U.S. dollars) [2]. 

B. Jakarta’s BRT System (Indonesia) 

This BRT system was the first of its kind in Southern and 
Southeast Asia. The BRT lines were implemented in 2004 in 
only 9 months, thereby reducing the travel time over the BRT 
corridor by approximately 1 hour during peak time. Indeed, 
congestion decreased on the streets since around 20% of the 
passengers switched from private motorized mode to public 
transport. As a result, about 49,000 people are transported 
every day at a flat fare of $0.30. This effective and sustainable 
transportation system only cost $1 million per kilometer [3]. 
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 As the transport demand is expanding and the available road 
network capacity is failing to serve the increasing population, the 
BPH (Beirut Peripherique Highway) project designed to extend 
from Khaldeh to Dbayeh will be implemented. With the 
opportunity of the Peripherique realization, we have decided to 
focus our paper on studying the feasibility of integrating a BRT 
(Bus Rapid Transit) system within the highway.  

Our study was based on a transportation analysis, an 
environmental assessment, and a socio-economic impact study for 
the integration of the BRT. Based on the results obtained, we 
concluded that the BRT presents several benefits in terms of 
reducing flow, congestion, and travel time for BPH riders as well 
as for commuters on other routes parallel to the BPH. Moreover, 
following thorough analyses, the BRT implementation was found 
to be both economically and environmentally feasible.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Dating back to the 1960s as per the records of Dar Al-
Handasah, the Peripherique is a highway project planned to 
extend from Khaldeh to Dbayeh. It was originally intended to 
connect major highways South, East, and North of Beirut; 
however, over the years, the BPH faced fundamental problems 
regarding expropriation along the designed corridor. Today, 
the existing transport system in Lebanon calls for an 
intervention as the demand is expanding and the available road 
network capacity is failing to serve the increasing population. 
Therefore, the Peripherique project was recently reconsidered 
as it seemed to cater the most for the needs of the commuters 
in the Greater Beirut Area.  

With the opportunity of the Peripherique realization, the 
objective of our paper is to evaluate the feasibility of 
integrating a Bus Rapid Transit system within the highway. 
Throughout this paper, we will present a literature review 
mainly including our findings regarding successful 
implementations of BRT systems in 3 different countries. Next, 
we will define the scope of work and methodology we have 
followed for the successful completion of our study. Moreover, 

we will demonstrate the performed feasibility study for 
integrating the BRT on the Peripherique by conducting a 
transportation analysis, an environmental assessment and a 
socio-economic impact study. Finally, we will focus on the 
limitations and constraints that we have identified in the 
feasibility study and that might be faced in the future. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

“In total, approximately 40 cities on six continents have 
implemented BRT systems, and an even greater amount of 
systems are either in planning or construction” [1]. Below are 
some of the most well-known successful cases: Curitiba’s, 
Jakarta’s, and Bogota’s BRT systems. 

A.  Curitiba’s BRT System (Brazil) 

The first wide-scale development of the BRT concept using 
bus technology occurred in 1974 in Curitiba, the capital city of 
the State of Parana in Southern Brazil. Its busways are viewed 
as a model BRT system resulting from many decisions aimed 
at improving service quickly, pragmatically, and affordably. 
The system includes 57 kilometers of segregated busways and 
340 kilometers of feeder services carrying about 2 million 
people every day. Development costs have been estimated at 
$1.5 million (U.S. dollars) per kilometer with a fare price of 
$0.70 (U.S. dollars) [2]. 

B. Jakarta’s BRT System (Indonesia) 

This BRT system was the first of its kind in Southern and 
Southeast Asia. The BRT lines were implemented in 2004 in 
only 9 months, thereby reducing the travel time over the BRT 
corridor by approximately 1 hour during peak time. Indeed, 
congestion decreased on the streets since around 20% of the 
passengers switched from private motorized mode to public 
transport. As a result, about 49,000 people are transported 
every day at a flat fare of $0.30. This effective and sustainable 
transportation system only cost $1 million per kilometer [3]. 

C. Bogota’s BRT System (Colombia) 

The TransMilenio system in Bogota, capital of Colombia (7 
million of inhabitants), was the proof that BRT is capable of 
delivering high-capacity performance for the world’s 
megacities. As a part of an urban renewal program, the 
TransMilenio, one of the first BRT systems in the world, was 
implemented in 2000. Running over 52 miles of exclusive 
median busways, the system is composed of 117 stations, 13 
terminals, and approximately 900 vehicles. About 1.26 million 
passengers are transported every day at flat fare of $0.55 [4]. 

Bogota is one of the few cities in the world that is registering a 
significant increase in public transport ridership. According to 
a study by Steer Davis Gleave in 2003, 10% of the persons 
using the BRT system were previously driving private vehicles 
to work. The increase in ridership is mainly due to the high 
quality of bus implemented in this system since even higher-
income travelers are encouraged to utilize this system. 

III. SCOPE OF WORK AND METHODOLOGY 

The main objective of our paper is to study the feasibility of 
integrating a BRT system within the designed BPH based on a 
transportation analysis, a socio-economic impact study, and an 
environmental assessment, as illustrated in Fig. 1.  

 
Figure 1. Components of the feasibility study performed 

The concept design of the BRT system within the Peripherique 
has been decided on: it will have 2 dedicated lanes (one in each 
direction) and will pass underneath the elevated highway.  

The alignment of the Peripherique is shown in Fig. 2. To cater 
for the daily need of reaching the BCD (Beirut Central 
District), several links connecting BRT stations along the 
Peripherique to Martyrs’ Square were added and considered to 
be part of the BRT network. The links shown in Fig. 2 consist 
of dedicating a lane on the existing roads to the BRT, allowing 
us to connect Zalka, Hazmieh, and Khalde to the BCD.  

Taking into account the distances between the different 
regions, the associated demand of each and the minimum 
required distance separating successive stations (that we 
obtained from the BRT Planning Guide [5], we chose our 
stations along the highway to be as shown in Fig. 2.  

 
Figure 2. BRT stations along the Peripherique highway 

A. Transportation Analysis  

The first component of our feasibility study consists of a 
transportation analysis which includes demand modeling and 
congestion and delay assessment.  

A.1. Demand Estimation  

Using an EMME model, we were able to determine the actual 
vehicular demand on the currently existing routes. We worked 
on an Origin-Destination matrix that forecasts the expected 
flows at the AM peak-hour in year 2020 assuming a 2% 
growth rate. Next, the Peripherique alignment was added to the 
model as illustrated in Fig. 3, which helped us estimate the 
demand on the roads after the BPH construction. 
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Figure 3. Peripherique alignment added to the EMME model 

At this stage, to forecast the expected percentage of people 
who are willing to switch to the BRT, we conducted stated 
preference surveys. The sample chosen was composed of AUB 
and LU (Lebanese University) students: they were asked about 
their current mode choice, travel times, travel costs, and 
information pertaining to their socio-economic and 
demographic characteristics. They also had to choose whether 
they would switch to the BRT system given the scenarios 
described in Table I.  

TABLE I 
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 6 SCENARIOS 

 BRT Characteristics 

Scenarios Price of the 
current mode 

Waiting time 
in a station 

(min) 

Price of 
one-way 

trip (L.L.) 

Trip duration 
compared to 

current trip time 
1 Doubles 5 3000 Same 
2 Same 2 4000 25% faster 
3 Same 10 2000 25% faster 
4 Triples 2 5000 50% faster 
5 Triples 5 3000 50% faster 
6 Triples 2 2000 Same 

AUB students were told that free shuttles are expected to be 
available to transport them from the last BRT station at 
Martyrs’ Square to AUB. 

 A.2. Congestion and Delay Assessment  

As time is valuable to most commuters, their decision 
regarding mode and route choice highly depends on the 

expected travel time and delay. For this purpose, we examined 
using the EMME model the delay passengers experience on 
average on the BPH before and after implementing the BRT. 

B. Environmental Assessment  

The study of the environmental impact of integrating the BRT 
within the BPH includes the adjacent and surrounding areas 
depending on the radius of influence of noise and vibration.  

B.1. Air Quality and Pollution  

Evidence to date has shown that the BRT substantially 
improves the state of the urban environment by reducing the 
emission of Greenhouse Gases.  

According to the economist Jad Chaaban, from AUB’s Faculty 
of Agricultural and Food Sciences, about 93% of Beirut’s 
population is being exposed to high levels of air pollution. The 
overall cost of air pollution to health could be exceeding $10 
million a year. A reduction by only 10 micrograms per cubic 
meter would allow the country to gain up to $16 million and 
save up to $3.2 million in hospital visits [6].  

B.2. Noise Emission Assessment  

According to Dar Al-Handasah Environmental and Social 
Impact Assessment, a significant proportion of the 300,000 
cars located in Beirut are poorly maintained, have not been 
subject to annual road testing, or are more than 10 years old. 
These old vehicles do not only produce high levels of 
contaminant emissions but also generate considerable noise 
pollution [7]. Implementing the BRT system will reduce noise 
pollution by:  

- Replacing every 4 to 5 mini busses by 1 larger transit 
vehicle  

- Using quieter engine technology  
- Employing noise dampening devices  
- Encouraging mode shifting from private vehicle to public 

transport vehicle  

Traffic Noise Model 2.5 (TNM) is a software developed by the 
US Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) in order to 
model and predict the noise exposure. It was used in our 
analysis to compare the noise impact generated by the 
Peripherique with and without the implementation of the BRT. 
Our analysis was performed in the Hadath area, and more 
specifically around the LU campus since it is one of the few 
accessible regions on the Peripherique alignment in which we 
could conduct our noise baseline measurement; in other areas, 
the Peripherique passes through dense vegetation or private 
properties.  

BPH 
Alignment 
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C. Economic Financial and Social Impact  

The economic feasibility study and social impact assessment 
play important roles in determining the viability of the project. 

C.1. Economic Feasibility 

In order to estimate the study’s economic feasibility, we 
evaluated the IRR (Internal Rate of Return) based on a year-
by-year tabulation of the net cashflows. We considered that the 
cost disbursements include construction, rolling stock, as well 
as Operation & Maintenance costs whereas the projected 
benefits result from the reductions in Vehicle Operating Costs 
and travel times.  

In our calculations, all the needed travel times, speeds, and 
vehicular volumes on the BPH, in the with and without-project 
cases, were obtained from the EMME model.  

C.2. Financial Feasibility 

The objective of this study is to derive the IRR of the project to 
be able to determine its financial viability. In fact, the cost 
components are the same as those of the economic feasibility; 
however, the sources of revenues are different. Revenues are 
mainly calculated based on collected bus fares from future 
BRT riders. Moreover, 15% of additional revenues were 
assumed to be generated from potential advertisement in the 
stations and along the corridor. In this study, the bus fare and 
potential ridership on the BRT were taken from the stated-
preference surveys (Scenario 3): the fare was set equal to 2,000 
Lebanese Liras and the ridership on the BRT was estimated as 
equivalent to 3334 vehicles per hour. 

C.3. Social and Land Use Impact on the Population  

The greatest concern in social appraisal of major infrastructure 
project is associated with property expropriation and 
involuntary resettlement. In our case, implementing a BRT 
system within the BPH will lead to an increase in the width of 
the highway which implies an increase in the need for land 
expropriation. Consequently, to resolve this issue, the concept 
design that has been chosen consists of having the BRT 
passing underneath the elevated Peripherique highway. 
According to Dar Al-Handasah’s feasibility report, the current 
cost of expropriation required in order to implement the BRT 
corridor will be around $1,200,000,000 which is a lot larger 
than the construction cost of the Peripherique which is equal to 
$880,000,000. Furthermore, the use of land located near the 
BRT stations will be affected whereby small shops and snacks 
will be encouraged to open, boosting the economy in the 
region. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Transportation Analysis  

A.1. Survey Results 

We collected 103 surveys from AUB and 159 from LU. The 
percentage of AUB and LU students who are willing to switch 
to the BRT system is shown in Table II for the 6 scenarios. 

TABLE II 
PERCENTAGE OF STUDENTS SURVEYED WILLING TO SWITCH TO BRT 

Scenarios AUB % Switch LU % Switch 
1 72 50 
2 71 34 
3 67 40 
4 80 37 
5 90 58 
6 80 68 

We decided to estimate the willingness to switch given the 
third scenario because it was found to be one of the most 
unpleasant and critical cases for respondents. Moreover, we 
felt that, if the BRT is implemented, the third scenario will be 
the most representative in terms of bus fare and waiting time.  

Therefore, we concluded that AUB students were typically 
willing to switch to the BRT with a percentage of 67; while LU 
students were willing to do so with a percentage of 40.  

A.2. Demand Estimation  

After analyzing the results of AUB and LU surveys, we were 
able to conclude that students were willing to switch to BRT 
with an average percentage of 50.4. This value was used in 
EMME to represent the willingness to switch of people whose 
trips have origins and destinations close to BRT stations.  

Using EMME, the analysis of the volumes on the BPH before 
and after the implementation of the BRT system reveals an 
average decrease in flow of 80 vehicles per hour in the 
Northbound direction and of 694 in the Southbound direction. 
Furthermore, we were able to deduce that, on average, the 
traffic flow (vehicle-kilometer) is reduced by 8% on the BPH 
after the BRT integration.  

However, on some links, the volumes increased after 
implementing the BRT. This results from the vehicles that have 
diverted from existing routes to the BPH attracted by the 
reductions in travel time and flow on the highway that are 
caused by the switch of some passengers to BRT.  

A.3. Congestion and Delay Assessment  

Based on the EMME model, we studied commuters’ travel 
times before and after implementing the BRT and observed 
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that the travel times in the with-project case have decreased 
compared to those in the without-project case. As a matter of 
fact, the reduction on some links reached around 4%.  

The travel times have not undergone significant reduction; this 
can be explained by the assumption that routes are reassigned 
based on travel time equilibrium. In other words, the diverted 
traffic rebalances the decrease in volume on the Peripherique 
that is caused by the switch to BRT. Indeed, if a certain 
number of BPH users stop using their cars and decide to use 
the BRT, the travel time on the Peripherique will decrease and 
thus create incentives for parallel road users to use the 
Peripherique instead.  

As a result, integrating the BRT on the BPH not only benefits 
riders on the highway who will witness smaller travel times, 
but also those on other existing roads who will experience a  
major reduction in travel time and less congestion.  

B. Environmental Assessment  

B.1. Results of the Study  

Using the results generated by EMME, 3 scenarios were 
considered:  

- Case 1 (without BRT): Average flow of 9836 vehicles 
per hour and average speed of 31 kilometers per hour  

- Case 2 (with BRT): Average flow of 9449 vehicles per 
hour and average speed of 50 kilometers per hour for 
buses 

- Case 3 (with BRT): Average flow of 9449 vehicles per 
hour and average speed of 50 kilometers per hour for 
buses and 80 kilometers per hour for the rest of the fleet 

- Case 4: Maximum fleet volume of 15923 vehicles per 
hour and speed limit of 80 kilometers per hour. This 
case can never happen in real life; however the results 
obtained were considered as a ceiling to our forecasting.  

The results of the study showed that the implementation of the 
BRT would have little to almost no effect on noise generation. 
Again, this is due to the fact that the fleet volume was only 
reduced by 387 vehicles per hour. The noise produced by the 
9449 vehicles per hour is almost identical to the noise 
produced by 9836 vehicles per hour because according to Dr. 
El Fadel from the Department of Civil and Environmental 
Engineering at AUB: “Since the sound is measured using 
logarithmic units, consequently, sound levels cannot be added 
by ordinary arithmetic means. […] Two trucks producing 90 
decibel each will combine to produce 93 decibel not 180” [8]. 

By comparison to the Lebanese Standards issued by the 
Ministry of Environment (1996), our study area is considered 
to be part of urban/residential areas with noise standards 
ranging from 40 to 55 decibel [9]. In cases 1 and 2, the results 
were acceptable as they were smaller than 55 decibel. In the 
third case, the threshold was exceeded by 8.3% and 13% only 
on 2 receptors, yielding values of 59.6 and 62.2 decibel 
respectively. These results are not alarming since the Noise 
Standards are renowned to be of conservative nature. 

B.2. Mitigation Measures  

Some measures can be taken to mitigate the results obtained. 
These include:  

- Adding vegetation along the roadway [8] 
- Placing sound barriers in the form of thick glass along the 

elevated highway at certain critical locations [8] 
- Using electric motors which would substantially reduce 

the noise emitted from buses as compared to diesel 
engines [10] 

- Implementing traffic control measures such as restricting 
the circulation of trucks to certain hours of the day  

- Equipping the elevated highway with dampers with 
rubber bearing support piers.  

C. Economic and Financial Impact  

Looking at the IRR of the economic feasibility study, we can 
say that the project is viable since its IRR is bigger than 8%, 
which is the minimum attractive rate of return set by the World 
Bank.  

As for the IRR of the financial feasibility study, it was found to 
be 17.9%. This indicates that our project is financially viable 
and that revenues are big enough to cover the costs 
encountered as well as to offset these by some additional 
revenues from which the government or any other operating 
entity can benefit in different ways. 

V. LIMITATIONS AND CONSTRAINTS 

We strived to provide the most accurate analyses in this paper. 
Yet, we must acknowledge that some limitations still exist.  

A. Transportation Study Limitations  

The sample that was interviewed for the surveys is composed 
of students from LU and AUB. Thus, it fails to represent the 
whole population. However, due to time constraints, we based 
our study on this convenience sample.  

In addition, the BRT stations should have a facility that allows 
commuters to park their cars and ride the BRT. However, due 
to the complexity of modeling a bus transit in EMME, we 
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restricted our study to the passengers whose trips have origins 
and destinations that are in the vicinity of BRT stations. 

B. Economic and Financial Study Limitations  

The potential increase in comfort and convenience and the 
expected reduction in accidents resulting from the 
improvements made to the road network were not included in 
the evaluation of the benefits of the project.  

In addition, the ridership on the BRT was estimated from the 
stated preference surveys conducted. The values is uncertain 
and might not represent the reality, an issue that will affect the 
outcome of both the economic and financial feasibilities. 

C. Study Limitations  

Some of the limitations of the study include the following:  

C.1. Funding  

The Lebanese government is unable to fund the construction of 
the Peripherique highway. The latter is thus relying on major 
contributions from international financial institutions. The 
World Bank has recently agreed to fund a part of the BPH 
project which represents only one third of the whole highway.  

C.2. Environmental Impact  

The initial plan of the highway was done in the 1960s as per 
the records of Dar Al-Handasah and since then several houses, 
hospitals, religious sanctuaries and businesses were built on the 
designed corridor. The major limitation of the BPH project is 
the relocation of these buildings and facilities away from the 
highway and its right-of-way, which could take a lot of time 
and require several lawsuits. 

In addition, the highway passes through several residential 
areas and an assessment of the noise and air pollution is crucial 
in this case. As previously mentioned, the residential buildings 
and facilities located inside the corridor will be relocated. 
However, those that fall in the area that is adjacent to the 
corridor might be left without relocation and will thus be 
affected by the noise pollution resulting not only from highway 
construction but also from the daily operations.  

C.3. Rehabilitation instead of Expansion  

Some engineers believe that the solution to the heavy traffic 
problems in Lebanon is not in the creation of new roads but in 
the rehabilitation of existing ones. Every time a new highway 
is available, it creates an incentive for people to move around 
and use the new road thereby increasing the travel demand and 
producing the undesired effect: congestion.  

C.4. Travelers’ Willingness to Switch to BRT  

The community could generate a negative stigma related to 
BRT due to previous and current off-putting bus rides in 
Lebanon. Indeed, nowadays, busses are often seen as noisy, 
dirty, and polluting vehicles only available for people who do 
not own a car. Hence, the percentage of travelers willing to 
shift from privately owned cars to a bus service might be too 
low.  
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Abstract-This study was initiated to further understand the 
main reasons that led to the outburst in construction of illegal 
houses in the city of Sour, to assess the adequacy of the structural 
systems, and to understand the opinions and positions of the 
dwellers who ventured into these constructions.  

The study further addresses the issue of safety of the dwellings 
constructed or added to existing houses. It covers different 
elements that contribute to the phenomena of illegal housing and 
basically the social and economical backgrounds of the dwellers. 
The major part will be examining the safety of the structures, the 
extents of defects in each, and the applicable rehabilitation 
methods. In addition, the report will cover a general overview of 
the infrastructure problems and the legal side of the issue along 
with a general recommended policy. The aim from this project is 
to come up with a pilot study of the area that considers a handful 
of representative buildings that reflect the criticality of the 
situation. This study will be a base for any further steps to be 
taken by the government or NGOs who are willing to help the 
dwellers. 

I. INTRODUCTION AND PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

 In April 2011, an outburst of illegal construction occurred in 
several parts of the country, mainly in Beirut and South of 
Lebanon. The very rapid time of construction, along with very 
poor quality of materials used, led the buildings to be faulty 
constructed. These buildings are a concern for being highly 
susceptible to failure, and probably might not provide safe 
residences for the dwellers.  

The city of Sour has experienced this outburst phenomenon, 
specifically the areas of Al-Masaken, Al-Maashouk, and Ziraa-
Al Buss. In these areas most of the new illegal construction 
activities consist of adding extra floors or sections to buildings 
that were founded on the land of others, particularly 
governmental properties. Dwellers originally moved into these 
areas because of poverty, migration, and displacement activities 
due to the different wars that Lebanon had faced. They took 
advantage of the political situation in Lebanon and the presence 
of a caretaker government to build those units. They justified 
doing that as to guarantee a residence for their extended 
families which are not able to rent, buy, or build a house by the 
legal means. 

The project “Informal Housing Assessment and Planning in 
Sour” targets the Ziraa-Al Buss cluster. This project is initiated 
by the Center for Civic Engagement and Community Service 
(CCECS) at AUB in collaboration with the students and faculty 
of the civil and environmental engineering department at AUB. 
The major part will be examining the safety of the structures, 
the extents of defects in each, and the applicable rehabilitation 
methods. In addition, the report will cover a general overview 

of the infrastructure problems and the legal side of the issue 
along with a general recommended policy. Moreover, it covers 
different elements that contribute to the phenomena of illegal 
housing and basically the social and economic backgrounds of 
the dwellers.  

 
 

II. ETHICAL PERSPECTIVE 

Engineers around the world have code of ethics (such as the 
American Society of Civil Engineers) when it comes to 
practicing their profession. However, sometimes it is not 
enough to follow standard codes and regulations. Unexpected 
problems can arise such that no code is set to have solutions for. 
Therefore, engineers should apply their care, knowledge, and 
rational thinking to find compromises between the concerns of 
the two conflicting parties.  
In Lebanon, the case of informal houses in Sour was an 
unexpected problem. The code of ethics of the ASCE states that 
“Engineers shall hold paramount the safety, health and welfare 
of the public in the performance of their professional duties”. 
Hence, engineers need to look for the best creative compromise 
between the two conflicting sides, a resolution in which all the 
demands are at least partially met and not violating the 
fundamental moral considerations. To start one needs to keep in 
mind that the 1st standard to be followed is the right of life. 
That is we need to maintain the safety of the inhabitants, for it 
is the highest tier right in our case, and thus we need to work on 
rehabilitation. 
The 2nd standard is the right of properties ownership that is one 
of the Universal Human Rights. Engineers should preserve the 
right of the inhabitants to keep their property regardless of the 
ways those inhabitants did to acquire their lands. Applying this 
to our case study in Sour, the land acquired by the inhabitants is 
an irreversible error that no matter what cannot be undone. 
However, the division of the land is based on an unfair 
distribution between the inhabitants and the possible people 
who would come to live there. This land could be used for 
beneficial projects for the whole city, such as cultivating the 
land especially that it is classified for cultivation. 
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III. SCOPE OF WORK AND METHODOLOGY 

Proposed Policy for Structural Assessment  
Throughout the following is a general policy that is 
recommended for the assessment of safety in the informal 
clusters’ buildings in Sour. The work will satisfy the needs of 
the dwellers of the informal houses.  
Concrete structure repair system: 
1. Define the defect 
2. Determine the cause(s) of the defect 
3. Evaluate the severity of the defect and the need to 

repair 
4. Select the repair method or proper solution 
5. In case of repairing:  

a) Prepare the existing structure for repair  
b) Apply repair method with the needed cure 

1- Define the defect 
As a starting point, a structural assessment has to be carried out 
by a team of construction professionals. 
The structural assessment used in such houses includes a 
general description of the structural system, preliminary 
assessment of the structural elements, and sketches of the 
buildings. The general description includes determining the 
category of the building (residential or commercial), the 
number of both old and added floors, and whether the newly 
added parts are vertical or horizontal with an estimate of the 
area of each. The team has to collect data about the old part of 
the building presenting its construction date, foundation system 
used, vertical elements presented, main beams, and slab 
systems. The same set of data has to be collected for the new 
part besides determining the duration of construction. If 
applicable, the team should ask about the mixing procedure 
used and the mixing proportions. In addition, data about the 
source of materials especially water and sand. 
In addition, it is required to report cracks, apparent deflections, 
and the quality of concrete in columns, walls, beams, and slabs 
for both the old and new parts. Moreover, the team should 
report any defect appearing at any part of the structure like 
wrong connections between members, settlements, non-
common construction activities. 

2- Determine the cause(s) of the defect 
For systems with defects and damages where repair is a must, 
the initial step will be determining its causes. Systems with 
defects and damages where repair is a must, the starter step will 
be determining its causes. If the original cause of the existing 
problems is not determined, or if an incorrect cause is 
announced, then the repairing process will be a loss of money. 
It is important to differentiate between the cause of the defect 
and its symptoms; for example, a crack is a symptom and not a 
cause. Also, it is common to find that a defect might have 
multiple causes which can be presented by a lack of design, 
selection of material, and poor construction practices.  

3- Evaluate the severity of the defect and the need to repair 
Based on the collected data as described before, the team has to 
subdivide the tested building broadly in one of the classes “0” 
to “IV” as tabulated in table 1 below: 

TABLE I 
CLASSIFICATION OF DEFECTS, ITS CONDITION AND THE REPAIR REQUIREMENT 

FOR EACH 
Class 

of 
defect 

Repair 
classifica

tion 

General findings on the 
conditions of the 

structure 

Repair requirements 

Class 
“0” 

Aesthetic Only final finishes 
disfigured. No structural 

distress observed. 

Redecoration, if required. 
(out of scope of this study) 

Class 
“I” 

Superfici
al 

Final finishes/skin alone 
damaged. No structural 

cracks or defects 
observed. 

Superficial repair of slight damage to non- 
structural finishes.  

Class 
“II” 

Patch 
Repair 

Minor structural cracks 
and defects observed.  

Non-structural or minor structural repair 
limited to crack sealing, restoring the lost 
cover concrete, if any, due to corrosion of 

reinforcement. Carbonation resistance surface 
protective coating, shot-Crete or other repair 
material reinforced with nominal light steel 

fabric. 
Class 
“III” 

Principal 
Repair  

Spalling of cover 
concrete, major structural 
cracks, critical damages, 
including cracks along 
reinforcement due to 

corrosion or otherwise 
leading to substantial 

reduction of load 
carrying capacity. 

Strengthening repair to reinforced concrete in 
accordance with the load carrying requirement 

of the member. Concrete strength may be 
extremely low and reinforcement diameter 

might have been significantly reduced 
requiring check by design procedure. Make up 
reinforcement may have to be provided in case 

of deficiencies due to deterioration.   

Class 
“IV” 

Major 
Repair 

Major structural loss 
necessitating replacement 
of structural member. It 
is critical and requires 
immediate attention. 

Major strengthening repair ignoring the 
original concrete and reinforcement or 

demolition and recasting 

 

4- Select the repair method or proper solution 
It is wrong to select repair methods and materials too early in 
the repair process. There should be enough data and sufficient 
measurements in order to decide a proper, economical, and 
sufficient repair that suits up with the nature and background of 
the informal area. The repair method to be selected has to be 
cost effective and affordable by the dwellers.  
5- Application of repairing 
This includes the following: Saw Cut Perimeters, removal of 
concrete, reinforcing steel preparation, maintenance of prepared 
area, and applying the repair material. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Social and Economic Outcomes 
Most families live in the areas of Al-Masaken, Al-Maashouk, 
and Ziraa-Al Buss since the mid-eighties of the past century. 
After living in these areas for a period of time, those families 
retaliated and initiated construction activities of some houses in 
public lands of Al-Maashouk, and Ziraa-Al Buss. On the other 
hand, others resided in Al-Masaken, which was built by the 
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Lebanese Government prior to the civil war for other purposes. 
In addition, some families from Sour came later on and dwelled 
in those areas during the late eighties of the last century. This 
movement was due to the low economic state and the inability 
to buy houses in other areas. In this context, the series of recent 
infringements is considered an extension of the events that Sour 
has witnessed during the eighties of the last century. 
The total number of illegal buildings in Sour is estimated to be 
500 to 600. The average size of families living in one house is 
between 6 and 7 individuals. The average area of the flat is 
estimated, according to residents, to be about 120m2. 
The occupants also stated that the reason for building is the 
inability to buy a house for their children who will get married 
in the future because of the high prices and the high cost of rent. 
Moreover, the dwellers considered this phenomenon a chance 
to provide houses for their children in the city and were 
welcoming any chance of repeating this process again when 
needed. 
People showed interest in having a third professional opinion 
about the safety of the structures from other engineers. On the 
level of accommodation nature, most people consider that it is 
permanent because of the absence of other options, along with 
the low economic situation that does not allow them to find 
other places to live in. Some of the dwellers were clear in 
stating some of the needs they wanted which are: legalizing 
their residential settlement, allowing them to construct flats 
where the municipality proctors the work, solutions for 
providing future accommodation for their children and 
grandchildren, providing technical assessment to evaluate the 
safety of the structures, and satisfying the basic needs for 
infrastructure (electricity, water, sewage systems, etc…) 
 

SAFETY OF STRUCTURES 
 
Selection of Material 
The boom increased the demand in the market to its maximum 
leading to supplying material disregarding the material 
conditions. The use of excessive mix water in concrete, poor 
construction, improper and inconsistent mixing proportions, 
dirty material, removing forms in a short time, and inadequate 
curing lowered the durability of the structures and their 
resistance to any weathering or loading hazards. The selection 
of material plays a major role in providing enough durability, 
stability, and strength of the structures. By testing a sample of 
sand used in construction in the Material Labs in AUB, it has 
been found out that the percentage of particles passing #200 is 
25%; whereas, the allowed limit in construction codes is 3%. 
Also, the percentage of chlorides in sand is 0.022% while the 
European standards recommend not more than 0.02% in the 
whole concrete mix (from aggregates, sand, and water). This 
shows that the material used is dirty and it is a major reason for 
lowering the strength and durability of the concrete. 
In Ziraa-Al Buss area the water 
network was not able to supply 

many dwellers with enough water for the construction process. 
So many of them used water from the wells they had where the 
water table is located only few meters below the ground level 
knowing that they are only 200 meters away from the coast. 
Thus they used salty seawater in mixing and curing the 
concrete. In addition, their location implies that they will be 
subjected to high humidity rich in salts. The expected short life 
of buildings (not more than 10 years) is due to chloride attack 
where the chloride ions present in the salt (Na+ Cl-) will attack 
the protective oxide film formed on the steel in the highly 
alkaline chemical environment present in the concrete forming 
galvanic cells locally initiating corrosion.  
Preventing the salty humidity from penetrating concrete is not 
enough since the chlorides are already present inside the 
concrete. This problem is classified in class IV where it 
requires a major repair. The whole members will be 
deteriorated on the long term, thus frequent inspections have to 
occur to monitor these deteriorations. In such cases, any further 
repair will be done to delay corrosion and avoid any sudden 
failure due to other defects in the construction.  

 
DEFECTS IN CONSTRUCTION 

Defects in the reinforcement cover   
The major problem in this case is the cover thickness where it 
is null and the steel is visible. This can be classified in class 
“III” where the repair has to be done as soon as possible to 
avoid the initiation of corrosion and thus the column will not be 
functioning right anymore.  
The recommended repair method for such cases is column 
jacketing with an estimated cost of 150-200$/column.  
 
Major cracks in slabs 
Typically, the built slabs in this boom exhibited cracks before 
carrying any live loads. Some slabs have major cracks from top 
starting at each column and stretching to the next one. Another 
mode of cracking is at the top and propagating from one side of 
the slab to the other in parallel.  
Another defect shown is the presence of only 1 layer of bottom 
steel with a minimal cover not exceeding 5 mm where the thin 
cover has already ruptured and thus the reinforcements are 
separated from concrete. The cracks, as examined, have started 
at the top of the slab from the columns knowing that in such 
positions tension is at the top of the slab. Based on the facts that 
concrete is weak in tension and no steel is put at the top to carry 
tension, the failure occurred and the cracks propagated. All 
these failures occurred in a period of 9 months where the slab is 
not loaded yet knowing that in the coming years it will carry 
water tanks. Thus even without loads, the slab is not safe at all 
where it can be categorized in class “IV” requiring a major 
repair where the whole slab has to be demolished. For the mean 
time and until repair occurs, the slab has to be supported totally 
with scaffolds to avoid any sudden failure.   
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Vertical cracks in columns 
In this case the whole member has failed in 
carrying the applied load. This is due to the low 
reinforcement and it can be classified as class 
“IV” where the whole column has to be 
demolished and reconstructed. In houses where 
many columns have this defect, only one column 
can be worked out at a time. The cost of repair of 
each column ranges between 800$ and 1200$.  
 
Horizontal cracks in columns 
Such cracks in the columns are due to the 
inability of the column to support all the 
loads applied to it. It is also classified as 
class “IV” where the column has to be 
changed. Procedure and cost range of 
repairing vertical cracks apply here also. 
 
Masonry block columns used instead of concrete columns  
It is not permitted in building 
structures to have masonry block 
columns where the theory of having 
the composite system of concrete and 
reinforcement is being discarded. The 
masonry block is a non-structural 
elements, thus this column is just 
holding the slab above it without any 
kind of connection making the systems act as distinct parts. It 
can be also classified as case “IV” where such columns have to 
be placed as soon as possible. The procedure to be followed is 
the same as replacing cracked columns, with a cost range of 
800$-1200$/column. Another similar case is extension of an 
existing column with masonry blocks where the same repair 
has to be done as for columns made of masonry only. 
 
Masonry block walls supporting the slabs without reinforced 
concrete columns 
In many situations and for the sake of saving time, many of the 
dwellers built masonry walls without any columns or any other 
reinforced concrete elements in order to support the slabs. This 
practice is unacceptable; there is a slab of 120-180m2 lying on 
masonry walls where they cannot act as one system to hold any 
load or resist weathering conditions. This is extremely 
dangerous and classified as category “IV” which requires a 
major repair where such slabs have to be demolished. One can 
construct columns to support the slab thus transferring the load 
path to the new columns instead of masonry walls. However, 
this needs a professional workmanship and well done designs 
where it will be very expensive reaching 30,000$/ house in case 
the foundation system is acceptable.  
Also in such cases, openings are made without lentil beams 
where the blocks are just supported with 2.5cm steel angles 
from bottom. Damage can occur anytime and thus it is 
classified IV. In case the dweller chooses to build supporting 
columns, all blocks above openings need to be removed and 
lentil beams shall be done. This is estimated to cost 200-
250$/opening. 
 

Honeycombing 
It occurs most frequently in columns, reduces the strength of 
the member, and subject it to rapid deterioration. This can be 
categorized in class “II” to “IV”. In case the honeycombing is 
present only at the level of the cover, jacketing has to be done 
and the cost will be 100-150$/column. Whereas if the 
honeycombing exceeds the cover, the whole member has to be 
demolished and rebuilt with a cost up to 1000$/column.  
 
Foundation built with masonry blocks 
In some cases, the foundation is simply built of masonry blocks. 
This is classified as “IV” where a major repair is required and 
the whole member needs to be demolished as soon as possible.   
 
Porous concrete 
It is a common problem among the majority of inspected 
houses where the rain is easily 
absorbed by the slab and leaked out. 
This case can be categorized in class 
“I” where it requires a superficial 
repair by laying a layer up to 5cm of 
concrete on the slab and then 
waterproofing it after installing a 
proper drainage system. This may 
cost between 60 and 80$/m2.   
 
Non continuous lintel beams 
Many of the dwellers have the openings of the doors and 
windows without lintel. Also, others built beams that don’t 
cover the whole opening. Such cases are classified as “IV”. 
These need to be rapidly repaired by demolishing anything 
above the opening, constructing a new lintel beam, and 
rebuilding the blocks above it. The cost of this will be around 
200$/opening. 
 

Poor connections 
It is between structural components 
namely the existing and added parts 
where this might cause a sudden 
failure in many critical cases. The 
main cause for such cases is the 
rushing of the constructor and his 
recklessness where the only aim was 
to build fast disregarding the quality 
of construction. 
In some cases, slabs were added with 
one column only at one side. At the 
other side, the slabs were anchored to 
the slabs/columns of the existing 
building and the deflection it witnessed is very critical. This is 
critical and can be considered as category “IV” where new 
columns need to be built on the anchored side. These columns 
shall emerge from footings and go up floor by floor. This will 
cost around 1000$/column.  
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Plastic pipes made as columns 
These columns have a small cross section, low steel 
reinforcement, no ties, and no one knows if the concrete is 
poured properly where large air voids might exist. This is 
classified as “IV” where a major repair requires building new 
columns starting from the ground floor going up and then 
demolishing the ones in plastic pipes. This will cost around 
1000$ for columns of ground floor where a foundation is 
needed to be built and 500-800$/column in the floors above. 
 
Failures in existing houses/ground floors where additional 
floors were built 
It is one of the most common major 
failures where one or more floors are 
added leading to the cracking of the 
structural members in the old ground 
floors. These houses can fail suddenly at 
any time, thus they are classified as 
category “IV”. For this, the ground floor 
has to be totally reconstructed and this 
will be highly expensive, up to 400-500$/m2. 
 
Exposed steel at the floors 
It has been inspected that reinforcement is extended out of 
concrete and left for use in the future. Such cases are classified 
as class “I” where the exposed reinforcement has to be either 
cut or covered well and all the steel has to be painted with a 
protective epoxy coat which will cost a maximum of 
100$/house.  
 
Tilted columns 
It is a common problem that columns are tilted where they are 
not perpendicular to the slab. For these cases, the center of 
gravity of the column might be outside its cross section. This 
can be considered as class “IV” where repair and cost are the 
same as those of replacing the whole column.  
 
Extension of floors without joints 
Many of the dwellers added rooms to their existing houses. The 
newly added slab is just beside the old one without constructing 
any joints between both. This is categorized as class “III” 
where the repair should be made by installing plate bonds 
perpendicularly to the line separating both slabs. The cost of 
this repair would be around 50-75$/linear meter. 
 

INFRASTRUCTURE GENERAL ASSESSMENT 
The population of the selected area is around 2500, which 
corresponds to about 10% of Sour’s population. Thus it has a 
critical loading effect on the infrastructure of Sour. 
This area suffers from a very poor infrastructure that was built 
in the 1990’s by some governmental organizations, connecting 
the area to the main sewage, water, and electricity networks. 
However, those networks have not been modified or 
maintained to handle the newly built houses. The capacity of 
the sewage network for example was already reached before 
the new wave of construction began. The problem now is that 
most of the newly built houses have not been occupied yet and 

have not added any load to the network. For this, we expect a 
major problem to occur when these houses will be occupied in 
few years. Also, due to the randomness and the density of the 
construction there is no possibility of expanding this sewage 
network or even building a new one.  
The electricity is provided through a main network line passing 
through the neighborhood.  The bills are paid by the owners of 
electricity counters that are officially obtained from the 
Electricité du Liban (EDL). The problem is that many people 
don’t pay for their bills, and many others hook on the lines to 
get power without being charged. This problem cannot be 
treated for the time being by the state, due to the clear 
weakness of the officials. We suggest the use of prepaid power 
service which limits the violations, along with the use of solar 
panels on the roofs of the buildings. 
Another concern is the solid waste management. For the time 
being, the municipality of Sour covers these areas and collects 
their solid waste although they do not pay any fees to the 
municipality. 

LEGAL PERSPECTIVE 
Construction activities and events must be declared through a 
process of governmental administrative procedures so they can 
be considered legitimate. The term “legitimate” means that the 
owners’ or stakeholders’ rights are protected by the law. 
Moreover, the law protects others’ rights and ensures a safe, 
organized, and comfortable urban environment for all parties.  
For construction to take place a construction permit is a must. 
The approval should be based upon many constraints, of them 
we mention: 
- Documents proving ownership or investment rights 
- Designs approved from A/E firm or personnel 
- Minimum spacing between buildings and roads 
- Maximum number of floors (or maximum elevation) 
- Maximum area of construction per floor 
- Availability of parking places 
The cluster this report is focusing on clearly cannot be 
categorized as legitimate as most of the buildings’ owners do 
not have any construction permits in the first place and thus 
they do not have official ownership documents. 
The cluster is not unique by itself; for this phenomenon is 
found in many places in Lebanon. The main highlights of such 
areas: 
- The lands are owned by governmental bodies 
(ministries or municipalities), and so the dwellers did not build 
on their properties 
- The buildings were not designed and built on 
engineering and scientific bases 
- The buildings do not satisfy the safety and urban 
planning requirements (maximum number of floors, spacing 
from other buildings and roads…) 
These shocking facts indicate how complex the situation is 
from the legal side. The Lebanese government and parliament 
has developed through time many laws and decrees to move the 
ownership of government to dwellers in return for price and 
correct their legal status.  
The “ يقيتقاوىن تسىيت مخانفاث انبىاء ومزاسيمه انتطب ” - law number 324- 
issued by the Lebanese parliament in 1994 provides solutions 
to the illegal housing ownership dilemma. It states that the 
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illegal house owners can follow certain predefined procedure to 
transform the governmental/municipal lands “ اعمش ” into their 
own property.   The migration of ownership is subjected to 
many conditions stated in decree 5603 issued in 1994. The 
main points of this decree are summarized as the following: 
- The dweller will need to pay miscellaneous fees and 
the estimated price of land. The estimate is determined by a 
specified criterion via a committee headed by a judge. 
- The payment of all fees has to be done in a short 
amount of time and several governmental authorities will check 
if all violations are removed and do other health inspections  
- The dweller will need to present his case in specified 
forums to appointed jurisdiction offices describing his 
building’s legal situation (land ownership – construction 
sections that does not satisfy the law and urban planning 
conditions). All construction violations can be settled unless the 
violation is on public roads.  
- Any selling of government land has to be approved by 
an issue from the board of ministries. 
Another important point to highlight is that when dwellers 
build on a piece of land and claim its ownership, they might be 
declaring to secure the ownership of part of the parcel and not 
actually the whole parcel. This fact subjects the parcel to 
annexation and sorting “ضم و فزس” so the dweller can acquire 
the ownership of the land. According to Sour Urban Planning 
Guideline Scheme, the studied cluster is classified as D1- 
Governmental Lands to be subjected to annexation and sorting 
with a minimum area of 5000 m2 per parcel. This fact is very 
frustrating to dwellers because most of them have built on areas 
much less than 5000 m2 and there are no available spaces 
surrounding their buildings. To solve this issue, the Lebanese 
parliament issued law no. 583 in April 2004 in the Lebanese 
budget, paragraph 61. The law grants annexation and sorting to 
areas less than the designated ones in the Urban Planning 
Guideline Schemes. 
On the other hand, if the land ownership does belong to any 
citizen or body then the illegal house owners must obey the 
original owners’ desires. The original owner has the right to 
choose whether to waive his property or not. This right is 
protected by the Lebanese Constitution and if he wishes to take 
the land back he is fully granted by legal measures and 
procedures. 
Theoretically, the dwellers in our cluster can correct the legal 
status of their buildings, but it is impossible to apply correction 
due to many reasons: 
- The very high expense of the process and the 
economic situation of the dwellers 
- Some violations are against public roads 
- Some buildings are unsafe and the architect/engineer 
personnel or firm cannot approve some documents in the 
process unless the building is rehabilitated. Moreover, other 
buildings may be severely damaged and cannot be rehabilitated. 
With all these overwhelming issues legal solutions seem really 
hard. A solution not far from our cluster can be inspiring; 
housing for the fishermen of Sour project is a model of how to 
construct new homes for small expanding communities with 
need of utilities where they used to live in closed and limited 
spaces. The fishermen of Sour were living in the old part of the 

city; their community was increasing in number and thus more 
spaces and utilities were needed. To solve this issue the Greek 
Catholic Church donated a piece of land just outside Sour. 
Many NGOs and personnel helped in fund-raising this 1.8 
million dollars project in addition to fishermen contributions. 
After 15 years the fishermen had their new large houses with 
access utilities and recreational space. All fishermen are happy 
and comfortable with their new homes, however they complain 
about the relatively far distance from their port with respect to 
their old homes. Applying this model to our case would result 
in a permanent solution. This ultimate solution if we wish to 
call it so requires many considerations such as: 
- The fund-raising NGOs and personnel, and their 
willing to dedicate themselves to this very long case 
- The funding authority capabilities  which in here 
would be “مصزف اإلسكان” and how it will help these people get 
easy long term loans and create unique policies to deal with 
these types of communities 
- The possibility of these people to resume their 
business if they were located in a far place and whether the new 
compound can be a host to their businesses 
- The willingness of the dwellers to get out of their 
existing homes. 

V. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The boom already occurred and authorities should pass from 
the level of conviction to work on practical strategies as 
described above. Otherwise, failures will occur between a day 
and the other without having the enough time to excavate 
leading to social problems either by death of people due to 
collapsing or by having many dwellers losing their houses. One 
thing to be aware of is the fact that most areas, in which illegal 
units were built, are congested and a failure of a single house 
will negatively affect its surroundings.  
The solution of this issue will have three main levels. The first 
level requires a rapid assessment and repair of all houses just 
for the sake of avoiding any sudden accident and thus to assure 
the safety of the dwellers. For the meanwhile, the government 
and all other authorities should prevent such booms from 
happening. On the long run, the work should be based on 
finding alternative housing within well studied strategies 
because the durability of the houses is not that long besides 
being difficult to legalize. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

“On the edge of the Bay” project consists of erecting a series of 
suspended apartments connected to a main bridge deck by 
cantilever beams. The group came out with the idea by drawing 
attention to the suspended light fixtures found in the Engineering 
and Architecture Library at the American University of Beirut 
(AUB). The architectural style of the proposed structure falls 
under the category of modern architecture. This kind is based on 
designing unconventional structures which have challenging 
structural design. The location of the project was chosen to be the 
bay of Maameltein city located in Keserwan casa. This location 
was initially chosen in order to combine at the same time the sea 
view of the Mediterranean Sea and the Mountain View to be 
found all around the bay. At the same time, this region is 
considered one of the most visited places by tourists; thus the 
proposed structure will catch the attention of wealthy travelers 
seeking luxurious tourism. Figure 1 below describes the concept: 

 

 
Figure 1 - On the Edge of the Bay - Concept Visualization 

II.  METHODOLOGY 

Optimization and Design Process 
 
Throughout the stage of design, many modifications and 
updates were encountered. These adjustments were the results 
of many interpretations mainly structural and economical. The 
major indicator of structural discrepancies between the initial 
model and the updated model were revealed after modeling the 
project on E-tabs and SAP 2000. Deflection values were the 

main concern; following them was the total mass of the 
structure that has a direct relation to earthquake load and 
resistance. The main constrains were related to the advanced 
design processes that had to be implemented in order to hang 
the apartments by cantilever beams; this fact has emphasized 
on the importance of gravity in structural engineering design. 
The table below compares between the old structural design 
and the revised/updated one. 
 

 
Figure 2 - On the Edge of the Bay - First vision (version 1.0) 

 
TABLE 1 

 COMPARISON BETWEEN THE OLD AND NEW DESIGN (1) 
Old Design  (Figure 2) New Design (Figure 1) 

Description Disadvantages Description Advantages 

The beams 
holding 

 the 
apartments 

had a 
rectangular 

cross-
section 
with a 

depth of 
1.5 m 

Not aesthetical 

2 tapered 
cantilever 

beams 
located 
directly 

above the 
piers which 

are 1.6m 
 in depth at 
the side of 

the pier 
and narrow 
gradually 
to reach 

0.6m at the 
edge of the 
cantilever 

with a 
thickness of 

0.6m 

Aesthetically 
appealing 

Large concrete 
section 

Smaller section, 
smaller self weight 

thus  
less deflection 

Expensive 
(formwork, 

 steelwork and 
concrete 
volume) 

Increase in the 
height of the 

apartment ceiling 

Bulky self 
weight 

affecting both  
deflection and 

earthquake load 
values 

 
More economical 

 

Post tensioned steel 
49 strands divided 
into 2  cables each 
having a diameter 

110mm 

Area of steel 
rebar required 
 was relatively 
high compared 

with 
 the dimensions 
of the section 
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Old Design (Figure 2) New Design (Figure 1) 

One pier 
located at 
the center 
of the deck 

holding 
both 

cantilever 
beams and 
having a 

diameter of 
2m 

Instability of 
the structure  

(see-saw 
dynamic 
behavior) 

4 Piers 
each having 

a 1m 
diameter 

sharing the 
loads held 

by the  
cantilever 
beams and 
the deck 

A more stable 
 structure 

High settlement 
at the  

level of the pier 
(16cm) 

Shorter pier length 
causing less 
moment thus 
smaller lateral 

deflection 

Very long pier 
thus high 

geotechnical 
costs (around 

25m long) 
 

TABLE 2 
 COMPARISON BETWEEN THE OLD AND NEW DESIGN (2) 

Old Design New Design 
Description Disadvantages Description Advantages 

The design of  
Concrete 

Beams 
(50cmx40cm) 

and 
Concrete 
Columns  

(30cmx30cm) 
inside the 

apartments 

High self weight 
affecting both  
deflection and 

earthquake load 
values 

Steel Beams 
(W24x103) 
 and Steel 
Columns 
(W14x90) 

Feasibility 
of 

construction 
which only 

requires 
steel 

connections 

Columns 
blocking the view 
Tensile strength 

of concrete 
 is relatively low 

Higher cost 
(formwork, 
steelwork  

and concrete 
section) 

Reduced 
cross-
section 

Constructability 
issues (especially 
 formwork on the 

hanged 
apartments) 

A lighter 
structure 

The slab of 
the 

apartments 
& parking 
level was 

designed to 
be a Solid 

Slab 

Increase in the 
own  

weight of the 
structure 

The 
apartment 
slabs are 

 designed as 
corrugated 
steel slab. 

Corrugated 
steel sheet of 
7mm thick 
topped by a 

13 cm layer of 
concrete. The 
parking slab 
will be kept 
as concrete 
solid slab 

It is highly 
preferable 

when using 
steel beams 

to have a 
corrugated 
slab above 

it 

Unacceptable 
deflection 

values of 3.22 cm 
at the 

 middle point of 
the apartment 

Less self 
weight thus  

less 
deflection 

(around 0.6 
cm at the 
middle) 
Easier 

construction 
 
In addition to that, many functional aspects of the project were 
discussed: 

 Gray water disposal (Figure 3): The primarily solution was 
to provide a pump next to every apartment to drive the 
water upward. This solution turned out to have many 
drawbacks due to the fact that pumps will be turned on all 
day which will cause noise pollution; besides, pumping 
requires electricity and thus the more time the pump is on, 
the higher the cost is. The second solution was to provide a 

trapezoidal-shape - 2.5 m3 - storage room at bottom of the 
apartments (Length 8.5 m x Width 1 m x Depth 0.3 m). The 
storage room will be concealed in a concrete slab 
constructed beneath. 

 

 
Figure 3 -Gray water storage tank 

 The stairs and elevator:  At first, an additional area of 2 m x 
8 m (width x length) was planned to be constructed to fit 
the stair case, the elevator and an entrance for the door of 
the apartment. Two cases were confronted:  
 To increase the total suspended area to (9x7 + 2x8) = 

79 m2. This option will drastically affect the whole 
design of the structure by increasing the total 
cantilevered area, so deflection will also increase. 

 To reduce the area of the apartment by 2x8 to 
become (9x7 – 2x8) = 47 m2. This option will 
negatively affect the comfort of the users and will 
increase the area of lost and unused space.  

 
The solution that was proposed and followed was meant to 
allow an opening in the slab of the parking and both of the 
apartments at the left corner next to the steel column in 
order to construct a hydraulic elevator that will transport the 
users from the parking directly into the apartments. The 
elevator railway will be welded to the flange of the steel 
column; this procedure renders unnecessary the presence of 
any elevator box (containing pulley, etc). Everything will 
be set and placed at edge of the steel column to make use of 
the lost space in this zone. 
 
To prevent any steel corrosion, it was planned to set the 
glass façade at the contour of the apartment as shown in 
figure 4; thus the steel columns will be protected against 
sea winds containing sulphates.  
 

 
Figure 4 - Section through a single unit  

showing the interior detailing 
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Geotechnical Analysis 
 
Being an offshore structure on rock ground, the type of 
foundation must be drilled piles. In order to design the piles 
required to hold the structure, a soil report is required. The 
image below represents an overlay of the Geologic Map of the 
area and Google Earth with an addition of the location of the 
structure proposed above. Figure 5 shows that the ground 
belongs to the C4 formation that is limestone.  
 

 
 

Figure 5 - Overlay of the geological map and the Google Earth Map 
 

From the image above, we can clearly say that the structure lies 
within a water depth less than 10 meters. It is assumed that the 
structure lies within an average water depth of 5 meters (since 
it is within half the distance from the ten-meter depth and the 
shore). Three boreholes were conducted on a site 1.5 km away 
and reaching a depth of 15 meters. It is assumed that the 
location has similar soil properties. These boreholes reveal the 
overall composite features of the underlying ground as follows: 
 

 One meter depth in average of clayey soil with small 
gravels 

 The rest is made up of moderately strong to strong, 
whitish gray, weathered limestone that is closely 
fractured 

As for our location, based on the above, we assumed the 
following: 
 
 One meter depth in average sand which is neglected 

in our calculations since the rock mass is much stiffer 
and stronger than the overlying sand. 

 Two meters in average moderately strong whitish 
gray, weathered limestone which is closely fractured 
that is also neglected in our calculations. 

 The rest of the depth is strong, weathered limestone 
with fractures.  

The pile diameter was design according to lateral loads and 
moments whereas the length was controlled by the axial loads. 
The results obtained after modeling the pile on “AllPile” 
Software are found in tables 3 and 4. 

TABLE 3 - LOAD TRANSFERRED TO PILE 
Source Loads Values 
E-Tabs Dead + Live 

Load (Axial) 
744 T 

SAP 2000 Wave 
Load(Lateral) 

158 T 

Total 902 T 
Factored load 
 using F.S = 3 

2706 T 

TABLE 4 -  PILE RESULTS 
Pile Properties 

Diameter 1 m 
Quantity 4 
Length 9 m 

f'c 280 kg/cm2 
fy 4200 kg/cm2 

Settlements Due  
to Vertical Loads 0.137 cm Allowable 

 settlement  
 = 2.5cm 

Settlements Due  
to Lateral Loads 

1.13 cm 

B. Steel Design 

As mentioned previously in the optimization process of 
the project, the preliminary design consisted of concrete 
columns on both the compression and tension sides. But 
due to low tensile strength of concrete, the option of 
replacing concrete columns by steel columns was 
considered. This update turned out to have more than one 
positive consequence; the area that was reserved for 
concrete columns was sharply reduced by 73%. After 
constructing and running the model on E-tabs the most 
appropriate section for the columns was W14x90 and for 
the beams was W24x103. Steel design procedures were based 
on Salmon C.G. and Johnson J.E. (1996) “Steel Structures – 
Design and Behavior” 4th edition. The table below 
summarizes the dimensions of all steel sections and 
connections.  

TABLE 5 - SUMMARY OF ALL STEEL SECTIONS DIMENSIONS 
Factored Tensile Force 203.88 kips 

Number of 3/4 in bolts 10 bolts 

Thickness of the flange >0.89 in. 

Thickness of the web >0.93 in. 

Shear force value in the beam 65.76 kips 

Eccentricity 8.39 in. 

Number of 1in. A325-X bolts 6 bolts 

Thickness of the shear plate 0.25 in. 

Width of the shear plate 8.5 in. 

Size of weld 5/32  in. fillet 

Design Load 1120 kips 

Plate area 15 in. X 15 in. 

Plate thickness 1.6 in. 

Lw 84.36 in.  

Total Number of bolts 43 
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C. Post-Tension Design 
 
The design of the cantilevered beams was modeled on 
SAP2000 Version 14 due to the absence of post-tension 
modeling on E-tabs. This model is shown in figure 9. 
In order to reduce the self-weight of the beam, it was designed 
to have a tapered section, which is 160 cm in depth at one end 
and 60 cm in depth at the other end. Post tensioning will 
provide an upward deflection of 3.74 cm (Figure 7) due to a 
jacking force of 745 T applied at both ends of the cables. The 
factored Dead Load of the structure will then cause a 
downward deflection of 3.58 cm (Figure 6) which will 
compensate the upward deflection. Creep deflection was 
computed for an approximate ten-year-period and was found 
less than the allowable deflection.   
 

 
Figure 6 -  Deflection due to dead load 

 

 
Figure 7 - Deflection due to pre-stressing 

D. Concrete Design 
 
The concrete design was performed in accordance with the 
American Concrete Institute (ACI) Building Code (1997). The 
elements designed were the following: 

 The concrete pier (Figure 8) 
o Required Reinforcement 
o Stirrups 

 
Figure 8 - Cross-section of the Pier 

 
 The parking slab 

o Required Reinforcement 
o Temperature and Shrinkage 

 Tapered Section (Figure 9): 
o Length: 8m – Width: 0.6m – Depth: 1.6m-0.6m 
o Shear Reinforcement: T10 at 25cm 
o Temperature and Shrinkage Reinforcement: 

36T12 – 34T12 – 10T12 
o Post tensioning: 2 cables of 110 mm diameter, 25 

strands each 

 
Figure 9 

Section of the tapered beam 

E. Transportation Design  

  
The transportation part of the project focuses mainly on two 
points (shown in Figure 10): 

 Elaborating and checking whether the bridge’s radii 
shown in figure 10 are in accordance with the 
AASHTO for speed limits of 50 km/hr and 60 km/hr. 

 Determine the real length of the path in order to 
calculate the number of units along the whole bridge. 

 
Figure 10 - Bridge dimensions drawn on a Google earth snapshot 

 
Tables 6 to 9 below summarize the details regarding the division of 
the bridge’s path:  

TABLE 6 
 SECTION DESCRIPTION 

 Number 
Straight Section 3 

Horizontal Curvatures 2 
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TABLE 7 – DESCRIPTION OF STRAIGHT SECTIONS 
Straight Sections 

Name Length (m) 

A 290 

B 283 

C 154 

Total 727 

TABLE 8 – DESCRIPTION OF CURVED SECTIONS 
Horizontal Curvature 

Name Length 
(m) 

Radii 
(m) 

1 227 400 

2 122 400 

Total  349 

TABLE 9 - PERCENTAGE OF USED LENGTH 
Percentage Used Length 

Name Percentage (%) Used Length (m) 

A 40 116 

1 100 227 

B 100 283 

2 50 61 

C 0 0 

Total length used 687 

 
The ratio of used length versus total length can be computed as 
in equation (1) as follows: 
 
                             

                   
   

                      (1)             

The total number of units 
Using a ten-meter space between one unit and the other, the 
total number of units can be computed as in equation (2): 
 
                          

                                         (2) 
 
Where 9 m is the width of one unit and 5 m is considered as 
the half distance between two units from each side. Thus the 
total length of one unit is 9+5+5 = 19 meters. As a result the 
total number of apartments to be built is given by equation (3):  
 
                                                             (3)                            
 

F. Feasibility Study, Cost Estimation and Economical Impact 
An approximate financial analysis and cost estimate of the 
suggested project comprises the following elements: 

 
 The Delivery Method 
 The Construction Cost 
 The Service Cost 
 The Expected Revenues and Profits 

Delivery Method: The project delivery method exercised will 
be the BOT (Build Operate Transfer) method where the 
government will be giving a private entity the responsibility to 
design, construct, finance, and operate the facility for a specific 

period. This period is called the concession period where the 
private entity will have to transfer back the project to the 
government by the end of this period. In BOT type of projects, 
the taxes are expected to be reduced since the project will be 
shifted back to government. An approximation of the BOT 
period will be around 50 years.  
 
Construction Cost: The total cost of one unit (4 apartments) is 
divided into categories. The total cost is elaborated in table 10 
and in the pie chart below: 

TABLE 10 - SUMMARY OF CONSTRUCTION COSTS 
Type of work Cost ($) Percentage (%) Ratio 

Geotechnical Works 60900 10.35 0.10 
Concrete Works 39132.3 6.65 0.07 

Steel Works 353682.8 60.09 0.60 
Road 9652.8 1.64 0.02 

Finishing 69836 11.86 0.12 
Electro-Mechanical 7400 1.26 0.01 

Furniture 48000 8.15 0.08 
TOTAL 588603.9 100 1 

 
Service Cost: In order to have an approximate idea of the cost 
of services for the four apartments, it is necessary to know how 
the private entity is expected to run the project: 

- Rent out the apartments to customers on daily basis 
- Provide daily cleaning services for every occupied 

apartment. 
- Be responsible for the maintenance of the structure. 
- Be responsible for the payments of all the 

government’s service taxes (electricity, water…) 
- Food and other additions can be outsourced. This 

option will not be taken into consideration at the 
moment. 

TABLE 11 - ESTIMATE OF THE SERVICE COSTS IN ONE MONTH 

CATEGORIES ESTIMATED TOTAL COST($) / 
MONTH 

ELECTRICITY/ 
TELEPHONE / 

WATER/ INTERNET 
1200 $ 

STAFF WAGES 600$/WORKER/ MONTH * 8 
WORKERS = 4,800 $ 

ROOM SERVICES 
MATERIALS 1500 $ 

MAINTENANCE 1200 $ 

SUM $ 8700 /MONTH /4 APARTMENTS 
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Expected Revenues and Profits: The rate of rental of a single 
apartment is divided into three portions: 

1- Service Cost Portion: As previously seen, the 
estimated total cost of service for one month for four 
apartments is 8700$. In order to compute the price per 
day for one apartment formula (4) is used below: 

 
SERVICE COST PER APARTMENT ($): 

8700$  / 4 APARTMENTS ≈ $2175 PER MONTH 
 

2- Construction Cost Portion: As previously seen, the 
construction cost of the project is $588,603.9. In order 
to construct the project the private entity should take a 
loan from a bank to be paid back after a certain period 
of time with a particular interest rate. As an 
assumption, the number of year required to pay back 
the loan is 12 years with an interest rate of 10% on the 
remaining amount. As a result, the amount that should 
be paid monthly for the bank is given by equation (5): 

 
MONTHLY PAYMENT FOR THE BANK ($) 
(588,603.9*(1.1) ^ 6)/ (12 YEARS * 12 MONTHS)  

≈  $7242/MONTH /4 APARTMENTS                          (5) 
 

3- Profit Portion: Assume that the private entity wants 
to gain as a profit $2,000 per month per apartment. 
The rental cost is given by equation (6). Assume that 
the apartment will be rented for 20 days per month. 
 
RENTAL COST / DAY (RC/D) 
(RC/D) = SERVICE COST PORTION + CONSTRUCTION 
COST PORTION + PROFIT PORTION                                 

= (2175 +1811+ 2000)/20 = 300$ / DAY 

When the private entity finishes paying the entire construction 
loan during the first 12 years of operation, it might consider 
two policies: 

1- The Rental Cost / Day remains the same. This policy 
suggests that the Construction Cost Portion will be 
added to the Profit Portion. 

2- The Rental Cost / Day will decrease due to the 
removal of the Construction Cost Portion from the 
Rental Cost / Day. 

Figures 11 to 14 are photos of the project as a whole: 
 

 
Figure 11 - Proposed Location 

 
Figure 12 - A photo of one unit made out of 4 apartments & parking 

spaces 

 
Figure 13 – A view from below (sea level) 

 

 
Figure 14 - Section of One Unit  
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Abstract - For the past 30 years, Lebanon has been experiencing 
cuts in electricity, and thereby has been compelled to both import 
it and use noisy and extremely unhealthy generators. This quite 
happened at very high prices with even mediocre quality. Hence, 
an adequate solution to this shortage in electricity supply can be 
achieved through the use of renewable energies, in particular 
wind energy or power produced from wind farm turbines. 
However, on-shore wind farm construction process is one of the 
most critical yet under-investigated steps in the supply chain of 
wind turbines and can be a very complicated task due to several 
reasons. Wind farms are typically constructed in undeveloped 
rural areas with challenging topography. The lack of a paved 
road network leading to the site and within the site itself as well 
as the logistics involved with acquiring and managing resources 
in remote locations pose significant challenges to the planning 
and scheduling of wind farm construction. Additionally, the 
impact of wind on the construction process itself represents 
added challenges. In order to address these complexities, this 
paper takes the initial steps and presents work targeted at 
designing and planning the construction process of an on-shore 
wind farm in the region of Falougha, Dahr El Baydar, Lebanon. 
The developed work illustrates the different construction stages 
from rough grading, access roads construction, foundation and 
electrical works, to wind tower assembly and erection while 
optimizing cost and time involved in this process. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
This paper presents the design and construction phases of an 

on-shore wind farm in the region of Falougha, Dahr El Baydar, 
Lebanon. The developed work illustrates the different 
construction stages from rough grading, access roads 
construction, foundation and electrical works, to wind tower 
assembly and erection while optimizing cost and time 
involved in this process along with a rigorous planning and 
scheduling section. 
 

II. METHODOLOGY 

A. Choice Of The Site Location And Turbine Type 
The choice of this particular site at the coordinates 
33°49'4.36", 35°45'41.20" was because it is a public property 
therefore to the benefit of the region as a whole and not 
serving private interests only. In addition, the spot there is 
very suitable and isolated from citizens which prevent the high 
voltage effects from harming people. Moreover, the choice of 
this site in Falougha, Dahr El Baydar seemed the best since 
the wind power is great in this region and wind is the major 
component to success of this wind farm. Also, the non-
vegetated land is an open space with no dwellings, nor 
infrastructure. After choosing the site, the choice of the 

 
 
turbine is an integral part of the design process of a wind farm 
in relation to key landscape and visual characteristics. Large  
wind turbines may appear out of scale and dominant in 
lowland, settled, or smaller-scale landscapes, often 
characterized by the relatively „human scale‟ of buildings and 
features. Although older/domestic wind turbines may relate to 
the scale of buildings, most commercial wind turbines 
commonly used now are over 60 meters in height. As for this 
case, the site is of 2.92 square kilometers and uninhabited 
which can accommodate large turbines. Therefore, the suitable 
turbine chosen for this project is called Vestas V80 with a 
power of 2 megawatts obtained from “Vestas Wind Turbine 
Development”. Each blade is 39 meters long; therefore an 80 
meters rotor diameter (twice the blade diameter.) and the blade 
materials are epoxy and glass fiber. The 3-blade rotor weighs 
35 tons and the nacelle weighs 63 tons. The tower is made of 3 
rolled steel with a total height of 65 meters and weighs 132 
tons [9]. Finally, a total weight of the whole turbine is equal to 
230 tons. The turbine‟s design criteria is as follows: power of 
2 megawatts, turbulence intensity of 18%, climate versions 
(standard of -20º C to +30º C and high of -20º C to +40º C.) 
and heights of 60 to78 meters [12]. 

 
B. Site Geology And Location 

As a first approach to the site investigation process, an 
examination of the geological maps of the site was done. From 
the geologic maps of Lebanon, the various geologic 
characteristics and in the geologic study done by the American 
University of Beirut on Lebanon [20], it is found that the site 
is located above lower-mid Cretaceous formation which is 
mainly composed of a thick layer of limestone. The water 
table is at a depth greater than 200 meters [20]. Consequently, 
the site is adequate for wind turbine construction. 

C. Foundation Design 
Wind turbine footings have to endure the large load of a 

turbine and the moment resulting from wind. The wind hits 
the blades causing them to rotate, as well as the turbine 
structure causing the tower‟s tendency to dip. Therefore, wind 
turbine foundations have specific types of footings which are a 
mechanical device more than a foundation. Concerning the 
design, most design codes are directed towards buildings, so 
there are no procedures in the ACI (American Concrete 
Institute.) Building Code oriented towards the design of a 
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wind turbine foundation. Due to the heavy loads and moments 
endured by turbines, the design should include a safety margin. 
The footing is composed of reinforced concrete to add 
strength and prevent cracking [8]. In addition, the worst 
conditions are taken upon designing a turbine‟s foundation 
[13]. The following conditions apply: 

 The soil pressure under extreme loading should be 
less than the allowable bearing pressure of the soil. 

 The max foundation stiffness (required moment for 
creating 1 degree rotation.) must not exceed the 
foundation stiffness provided by the manufacturer. 

 The inserted base of the wind turbine (pedestal) must 
not lose contact with the foundation. 

 Consider an axial load of 113.5 tons, a shear of 363.2 
tons, and a moment of 6923.5 tons-meters. 
 

Actually, the manufacturer of the wind turbine provides the 
factored loads which can be acted on the supplied foundation. 
Extreme loading conditions are usually considered. The 
provided characteristics are in the form of axial; shear loads 
and bending moment. The axial and shear forces result from 
the rotor shaft and the tower base. The bending moment 
results from the blades rotation and the wind tower interaction. 
The provided loads depend also on the output power, height of 
tower, and to the number and length of blades. To calculate 
the factored loads, the manufacturers use a rain flow count 
algorithm that transforms a complicated set of loads to a 
simpler set of loads (see Figure I).  

 
Figure I 

Design Variables And Minimum And Maximum Constraints 

 
D. Earth Moving Before Road Construction (road grading) 

In order to gain access to the site location, the topography is 
studied to determine the type and extent of earth moving 
works before the road construction proceeds. Therefore, the 
topographic maps of the site and few site visits helped to get a 
clearer and realistic understanding of the area. Once the 
topography was well studied, road grading was performed 
which is the construction of the access roads connected with 
the site. This construction is based on the lines and grades 
specified by design drawings of the access roads. Grading 
activities should be associated with a detailed design of the 
access roads to achieve the optimum cut and fill balance based 
on calculations of the natural existing grade level and the 
profile finished grade line. This balance determines whether 
an amount of borrowed materials is to be transported to the 
site. Therefore, the machinery needed for earth moving and 
site grading can be a bulldozer, grader, water trucks, 
roller/compactor, dump trucks, and four-wheel-drive-all-
terrain vehicles. 

E. Road Construction (access roads) 
When selecting the appropriate area for the wind farm 

construction, the accessibility to the site should be studied. It 
is necessary to have an appropriate transportation and road 
system connecting main roads to the wind farm and roads 
between the turbines. The pavement of the roads is designed 
to bear the heavy loads imposed by large trucks that will 
transport the heavy and large components of the wind turbine 
and the building equipment. Also, this road has adequate 
turning radii with enough vertical clearances for the mobility 
of the trucks carrying the excessive lengths of the wind turbine 
blades. However, a distance of around 1 kilometer separates 
the site from the major road. Hence, an access road needs to 
be designed and constructed with proper grading adequate for 
the large trucks and enough turning radii and vertical 
clearances for trucks mobility. Its pavement should be 
designed to bear the massive loads imposed by the large trucks 
as stated before. On the other hand, in order for delivery 
trucks and equipment to move on site, access roads need to be 
constructed between the turbines. These roads provide 
vehicular mobility for construction and maintenance phases. 
Permanent access roads are also provided for each turbine, the 
substation, operation and maintenance building. Moreover, 
temporary access roads are to be provided during construction 
for the concrete batch plant, the construction parking and the 
lay down yard. 

 
 

F. Electrical Supply 
The wind turbines in a farm -are interconnected with a 

medium voltage - 34.5 kilovolts - power collection system and 
communications network. Each wind tower sends power to a 
substation which steps the wind generated voltage with a 
transformer to reach the voltage in the power grid. Optimally, 
the substation will be placed at the center of the wind towers. 
Well-buried underground wiring connects the towers to the 
substation, and the method of establishing the wiring is crucial 
to protect the design life of the wire from heating threats [10]. 
To continuously monitor the wind turbine performance both 
individually and collectively, the control cables are trenched 
between each tower and the farm operational control building. 
Also, it is necessary to install a secondary cabling from 
turbines to transformers. Soil thermal resistivity, burial depth, 
trench width, soil dry-out, cable layout, shield grounding and 
mutual heating from adjacent power cables affect the 
installation. Cables are usually placed at a depth of 92 
centimeters, but buried utilities, as in the case of wind farms, 
dictate deeper installation. Moreover, as the depth of the 
trench increases, the cables run hotter. The operational control 
building is normally placed near the main entrance of the wind 
farm; however, site configuration might affect its location. An 
appropriate grounding must be provided as well. The electric 
grid connection may present a significant risk to the project, 
because most likely the works need to be executed by the 
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electricity network operator which usually accepts no liability 
for delays [10]. 
 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A. Geotechnical Design 

Upon investigating the site subsurface, it is found that 
limestone is the major component and has very good load 
bearing. Therefore, a spread footing or mat is suggested since 
they are commonly used and relatively inexpensive in 
comparison with other deep foundation types. Moreover, such 
an approach represents a relatively sustainable construction 
method as well, because it prevents the increased carbon 
footprints and other harmful environmental impacts often 
associated with more sophisticated foundation support 
solutions. 

 
B. Footing Geometry And Details 

Wind turbine foundations have, in general, an octagonal or 
hexagonal shape. The diameter of the footing varies from 
15.24 to 19.8 meters with an average depth of 1.22 to 1.83 
meters, and the pedestal is 2.4 to 2.5 meters (including the 
height of the footing.) with a diameter of 5.5 to 6.1 meters 
[13]. The wind turbines base lies on high strength grout and 
has, on the inside and outside edge, 160 or 120 holes [8]. 

 
C. Foundations Specifications And Construction 

The footing is supported by a cast-in-place, post-tensioned, 
61 centimeters thick concrete ring. Each wind tower 
foundation consists of a post-tensioned high-strength concrete 
ring formed usually by two Corrugated Metal Pipe (CMP) 
forms which are highly durable, environmentally harmless and 
cost-effective [8]. After excavation, a rough-terrain crane lifts 
and sets the outside CMP in the hole. The CMP is then 
stabilized using concrete gravity blocks and cables; and then 
backfilled on the outside with 21.1 kilograms-square 
centimeters compressive strength cement-based slurry [7]. The 
120 high-strength bolts, which form the bolt cage, provide the 
post-tensioning for the concrete foundation ring. All but the 
ends of the bolts are encased in a greased covering because the 
bolts serve as the post-tensioning mechanism [13]. The cage is 
assembled in a vertical position by a crew who had first fitted 
the tops of the bolts into a steel ring template which matched 
the bolt pattern in the base of the towers. A crane then lifts the 
bolt cage from the foundation hole, and the bottom steel 
embedment ring is permanently attached by a nut on each rod 
beneath the ring. Next, the inner CMP then the bolt cage are 
lowered into the foundation hole. This assembly is centered 
between two CMPs and adjusted to a proper elevation. The 
center of the inside CMP is then backfilled using the 
foundation excavation soils which are mainly used as a weight 
material for the foundation. Compaction is not always 
necessary. Finally, formwork for a 30.5 centimeters thick 
reinforced concrete floor is put on the footing. The concrete 
foundation ring and tower floor are placed and vibrated to 
develop concrete with 352 kilograms-square centimeters 

compressive strength. Bolts are tensioned in sequence to 
provide the pre-stressing force needed for the concrete 
foundations and to anchor the tower‟s base section [8]. 

D. Access Roads Design 
The project requires constructing an access road extended 

from an entry access point to the site. The optimal road would 
be the one with the most direct path. In addition, internal 
access roads are needed on site to access the turbines for 
construction and maintenance. The roads should be designed 
with sufficient width and depth to support delivery and 
construction vehicles. Internal roads are to be designed based 
on the location of each turbine since they must run to that 
point. Analyzing the design guidelines for access roads 
construction led to the following results. Having a rural road 
on a mountainous area with an adequate speed of 30 
kilometers/hour for trucks, a maximum grade of 12% is to be 
used for the main access road (see Figure II). However, short 
lengths of grade, such as grades less than 150 meters in length, 
one-way downgrades, and grades on low-volume rural 
collectors may be increased by up to 2%. Accordingly, having 
those conditions satisfied, the main access road is designed 
with a maximum grade of 14%. Therefore, an adequate road 
structure will be made of 2 layers: a compacted sub-grade 
layer followed by a 30 centimeters compacted sub-base layer. 
The materials to be used are basically graveled and fill 
materials. The design of the main access road is limited by the 
blade transporter. Accordingly, the road is 5 meters wide and 
has a minimum horizontal turning radius of 11 meters. On the 
other hand, the design of the internal access roads is limited by 
the movement of the crane. A Manitowoc crane will be 
constructed on site. The crane moves to different locations 
during construction, requiring 8 meters wide roads. When all 
turbines are constructed, the crane will be taken down and 
transported off site using a delivery truck. Following the site 
visits, an existing unpaved access road was identified. The 
road is 1160 meters in length and connects the site to the 
Beirut-Damascus International Road. Following the 
topography on Google Earth Pro, the elevation profile shows a 
maximum slope of 10.2% which is acceptable (less than 14%). 
However, the road needs to be widened and compacted to 
meet with the design criteria. In order to access the turbines 
for construction and maintenance, internal access roads have 
to be designed and a total of 7100 meters in length are needed. 
Prior to construction of these roads, the area needed has to be 
cleared. The followed design criteria will be as stated before. 

Figure II 
Exhibit 6-4. Maximum Grades For Rural Collectors 
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E. Laying Out The Turbines 
The layout is set as to distribute 30 V80 turbines over a total 

area of 2.92 square kilometers (see Figure III). The choice of 
30 turbines was based on the area of the site which is 
considered large in this case (see Table I) [12]. 

 
Table I 

Number of turbines chosen according to wind farm size 

Wind Farm Size Number of Turbines 
Small 1–3 
Medium 3 to 20 
Large 20 to 50 
Very Large 50 or more 
   
Turbines can be arranged in many different layouts within a 

wind farm. The layout should relate to the specific 
characteristics of the landscape. To accommodate this site, a 
grid of turbines is taken as the starting point, with the turbines 
spaced at minimum separation distances to avoid turbulence, 
often equating to 4 rotor diameters with a rotor diameter of 80 
meters for the V80 turbine [12]. Irregular layouts are 
appropriate in landscapes of variable elevation and pattern, as 
in this case. The layout has been set in conformity with the 
minimum spacing required between each turbine as follows, 

                                                                    (1) 

 
Figure III 

Proposed Layout Of The Turbines 

F. Planning And Scheduling 
The on-shore wind farm project execution is broken down 

into four main work structures: 
 Construction of main and in-between-turbines roads 
 Geotechnical study covering excavation, steel, and 

concrete works 
 Electrical works of control cables and substations 
 Tower erection works 

Each structure is further broken down into well defined 
activities. Resources are assigned to each activity and their 
respective productivity rates are estimated using RS Means 
2009 with proper adjustments to meet with the local 
conditions [19]. As for durations, they were derived from the 
quantities, daily output, and number of crews as follows, 

                                 
                                      

          (2) 

 
Relations between activities are then assigned to obtain a 

logical flow of work, sequential or concurrent, to best 
minimize the duration of the project and avoid any waste. 
Finally, since the wind farm consists of 30 wind towers, VICO 
Control 2009 is used to integrate all the estimated data to 
provide a time schedule and the total project duration (see 
Figures IV, V, VI, and VII). Hence, if the project has started 
on January 1st 2012, it would end by June 26th 2012. Then, it 
only takes six months to complete the construction process. 

 

 
Figure IV 

Line Of Balance from January 1st 2012 to January 25th 2012 Using VICO Control 2009 

 
Figure V 

Line Of Balance from January 26th 2012 to February 1st 2012 Using VICO Control 2009 

 
Figure VI 

Line Of Balance from February 2nd 2012 to February 29th 2012 Using VICO Control 2009 

 

 
Figure VII 

 Line Of Balance from March 1st 2012 to June 26th 2012 Using VICO Control 2009 
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G. Pricing 
To be able to check if the project is feasible price-wise, data 

was collected from the region. The area around the site 
includes many villages: Ech Chaghrour, Ain El Sihha, Ouadi 
El Delem, Hammana, El Mdairej, El Qammouna, Ras Es 
Saleh, Kroum El Birke, Falougha, Haret El Tahta, Touite, El 
Kalouat and El Mraijet. The total number of households in this 
area account for 25,000 approximately. After interviewing the 
residents, the necessary data was collected to be able to 
calculate the total amount paid in the region to get electricity 
which is not available 24/7 since there are several cuts during 
the day (see Table II). However, it has to be noted that the 
number of residents increases during the summer since the 
number of tourists increases and a lot of Lebanese people 
residing in the major cities, come back to their villages during 
the summer. As for the fees for electricity, it can go up to 
80$/month/household with the use of heating during the 
winter, and with the use of air conditioners during the summer. 
Finally, it is evident that the prices of fuel are increasing 
considerably every year and are expected to increase 
furthermore which will cause the residents to pay even more 
than a total amount of $51,000,000 per year. 

Table II 
Data Collected from the region 

Parameters Data collected 
Total number of households in the area 25,000 households 
Fees for electricity  50$/month/household 
Fees for generators (5 Amperes) 120$/ month/household 
Fees for electricity 600$/year/household 
Fees for generators 1,440$/year/household 
Total fees to have electricity 2,040$/year/household 
Total amount paid to obtain electricity  51,000,000$/year 

 
Then, using RS Means 2009, pricing the project was the 

next step to be able to determine its feasibility (see Table III) 
[19][22]. The implementation of the project will cost 
$51,493,466 but this price is extremely close to what the 
residents are paying yearly for electricity of low quality. In 
addition, the project serves for a long-term basis and therefore 
is considered economically feasible. 

 
Table III 

Project cost 

Activity Name Cost 
Clearing debris and leveling the site for access roads $6,646  
Grading  soil for access roads $2,695  
Watering soil for access roads $888  
Compacting soil for access roads $4,051  
Compacting subgrade for internal roads $1,041  
Placing 30 cm of subbase for internal roads $5,280  
Compacting subbase for internal roads $4,067  
Grading Soil for internal roads $24,000  
Watering Soil for internal roads $5,424  
Compacting Soil for internal roads $36,310  
Compacting subgrade $5,550  
Placing 30 cm of subbase for internal roads $41,980  
Compacting subbase for internal roads $24,700  
Excavating hole for foundation $34,200  
Placing outer & inner ring of footing into excavated  hole $81,900  

Assemble bolt cage of foundation  $78,600  
Attach bottom steel embedment on rods under the ring $44,700  
Center bolt cage between the two rings $28,950  
Backfill outer ring by cement $207,270  
Fill bolt cage with concrete  $931,590  
Trenching for control cables $2,222  
Placing control cables in trenches $13,132  
Electrical Collection System Construction $900,000  
Backfilling of trenches $3,640  
Substations construction $1,000,000  
Connecting control cables $10,000  
Tower erection works $48,000,000  
Cleaning at the end of the project $3,930 
Total cost of the project $51,493,466 
 

IV. IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

By implementing this project, Dahr El Baydar and the 
nearby region specifically can profit from the plan. As well as 
the electricity that it can provide, the people and the 
municipality saw many advantages in the project. Lebanon‟s 
and Dahr El Baydar‟s residents are unsatisfied with the cost-
quality ratio of the electrical supply for the past three decades. 
With the wind power plan, electricity can be provided 24/7. 
This might come as a surprise since wind cannot blow when 
electricity is needed and wind cannot be stored; however 
wind-generated electricity can be if proper control stations are 
built-in. In addition, the fees paid per household for fuel-based 
generators is very expensive and will continue rising with the 
rise of the costs of fuel. The residents in the area will 
definitely benefit financially from the project since wind is for 
free and the fees they will pay for electricity will drop. The 
area chosen for construction is not a vegetated land; hence no 
farmer could be affected during construction, operation or 
maintenance of the project. The municipality and residents of 
the region thought that a wind farm would give a 
technological aspect to the region and this will be give them a 
feeling of  independence and local prosperity. In fact, many 
wind farms around the world are a tourists‟ attraction, some of 
them with visitor centers and observation decks at the top of 
the turbines. Dahr El Baydar‟s economy would then benefit 
from this and the project would definitely make the region 
more alive. However, when asked about their opinion, some of 
the residents were hesitating and concerned about the damage 
that the project can cause. The plan and construction would 
definitely harm the flora and fauna of the area, and the specie 
that will be most affected are the birds. Hunters in the area 
claimed that the project will either kill the birds or push them 
to migrate to other areas. But this biological controversial 
issue can be solved or minimized even avoided since the 
people would be informed about the main advantages behind 
the installation of this farm and the amount of money they 
would be saving after the implementation of the project; after 
all that is the main concern of the Lebanese people nowadays. 
In addition, some complained about the climate change that 
can be caused by the constant rotation of the turbines. The 
spinning blades of the turbines generate turbulence which 
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increases the vertical mixing of heat and water vapor. This 
will affect the meteorological conditions and it will lead to 
warming at night and cooling during the day. Despite these 
complaints, this might not be a negative issue but to the 
contrary, the warming at night could benefit agriculture, 
according to some farmers in the region, by decreasing frost 
damage and hence extending the farming season. Finally, what 
was worrying the residents was noise pollution that the 
gigantic turbines would make while spinning. But since the 
site location is far from residential areas, the noise caused by 
the rotation will be masked by the noise of the wind itself. The 
turbines used in the project can be designed sophisticatedly to 
minimize the noise pollution that they may cause. 

 
V. PROJECT CONSTRAINTS AND LIMITATIONS 

The construction of a wind farm is not like building any 
other facility. The first constraint that seems very evident is 
the availability of space. The choice of an appropriate location 
was very meticulous to make sure there is enough land for this 
type of structure. In addition, the choice of an appropriate site 
is very crucial to withstand this heavy structure since the site 
soil composition can vary widely and affect the construction 
process. Also, the construction of roads is very important. 
Special vehicles are required to transport the turbines‟ 
components and roads have to be selected with adequate 
turning radii and vertical clearances to allow turbine parts to 
pass under down stands. Furthermore, funding the project is a 
main issue. At last, electrical issues are a major problem since 
they are the basis of the wind farm process: the turbines 
generate electrical energy from the wind. In fact, the wind 
power is of 2 megawatts per turbine or 60 megawatts for the 
30 turbines; and this great amount of electrical energy, even if 
the site is uninhabited, can be harmful to the residential areas 
in the region nearby. A spot for the electrical substation 
should be found and it should be central to the majority of the 
towers on site. In addition, the underground power systems 
designed to dissipate heat build-up should be carefully set so 
as not to damage the cables or affect their life span. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Now that the study concerning the construction of an on-
shore wind farm in Falougha, Dahr El Baydar has ended, it is 
clear that this project is highly recommended. In fact, the 
process takes no longer than 6 to 7 months at most to be 
implemented and it saves a lot of money to the residents of the 
region and the nearby villages on a long term basis. 
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Abstract- One of the main issues that companies face while 
dealing with data and converting them to information (i.e. 
meaningful data), is data integration. The main purpose of 
data integrations is combining data coming from different 
sources into one useful and unified source. Dispersed and 
meaninglessness data, called disintegrated data, lead to 
inefficiencies, increased costs, and possible loss of business. 
Data should be integrated in a way as to reach all 
departments on a timely basis and without confusion or 
disintegration. However, the municipality of Beirut is lacking 
data integration in managing infrastructure assets, which 
results in significant inefficiencies in management strategies. 
Building a database for Beirut infrastructure can help the 
municipality to overcome these inefficiencies and improve the 
coordination and cost-effectiveness of asset management 
decisions. This type of database enables on-desk problem 
solving, thus reducing costs in terms of sending surveying 
teams and wasting precious time. Also, it enables contractors 
and consultants working for the municipality to access and 
retrieve utility information from the database. As-built 
drawings submitted by the various contractors in AutoCAD 
format are formatted and prepared for developing a 
Geographic information system (GIS) based data bank. This 
bank is used and managed by the municipality of Beirut. In 
addition to data collection, the project scope includes a study 
of the current situation of some existing networks (current 
capacity vs. expected capacity). Weak areas within the 
networks are highlighted, and mitigation measures are 
proposed accordingly. In this respect, the preparation of an 
electronic database for the infrastructure of administrative 
Beirut helps the municipality in management strategies. 
However, the available type of data imposes important 
limitations on the project process; for example, some data are 
only available in hard copies, are unsorted or outdated. With 
the above in mind, this project is a first step toward building 
Beirut’s database and developing the municipality’s service. 
It is also recommended in the future to create a website 
where this bank of database is published and some 
contractors are allowed to access it. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Municipality of Beirut is lacking data integration in 
managing infrastructure assets that result in significant 
inefficiencies in management strategies. Preparation of 
Database for Beirut Infrastructure can help the municipality to 
overcome these inefficiencies and improve the coordination 
and cost-effectiveness of asset management decisions. These 
data typically exist in disparate formats across multiple data 
sources and software systems. Integrating these data into GIS 
is recognized as a critical step towards successful asset 
management.  

The Project consists of the preparation of an electronic 
database for the infrastructure of Administrative Beirut, 
comprising the utility systems which are being upgraded since 
2002. As-built drawings submitted by the various Contractors 
in AutoCAD format will be formatted and prepared for 
developing a GIS-based data bank, which in turn will be used 
and managed by the Municipality of Beirut. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                             
                  Figure 1: Map of Administrative Beirut 

 
The project also includes design aspects, whereby networks 

within Beirut will be studied in terms of infrastructure-
sufficiency. Water supply, sewage, and drainage networks will 
be hydraulically simulated within certain areas, so as to test the 
design capacity of existing utilities with respect to demands 
and generated flows. Then, Weak areas within the networks 
will be highlighted, and mitigation measures will be proposed 
accordingly. 
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The purpose from this project is to enable contractors and 
consultants working for the Municipality of Beirut to retrieve 
utility information from the database. Therefore, it is very 
important to ensure that all existing utilities are well-defined 
prior to construction works, so as to avoid disruption of 
services and abortive works. 

The following section is a discussion of scenarios where 
municipalities have realized a GIS database for running 
infrastructural work. Then, the scope and methodology are 
presented, followed by the impacts and constraints of the 
project. At the end, results and analysis are discussed. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

The sudden increase of population in some countries had led 
to the expansion of the cities and the development of new 
regions. Infrastructural studies have been done to establish 
these new cities, using GIS analysis. GIS presents useful 
techniques where different networks could be modeled such as 
sewage networks, road networks and pumping stations, 
allowing the users to have access to every single detail. This 
section provides a brief review on few worldwide projects 
whereby GIS has been used by Municipalities cities for 
infrastructure applications. 

A. Case 1 (Abu Dhabi-UAE) 
Reference[3].In 2008, the Municipality of Abu Dhabi 

succeeded in completing a GIS database enhancement project. 
This project includes a large amount of data that is collected 
and updated by the municipality. This data is used in the 
following activities: 

 GPS reference station network project: establishing a 
network of real-time continuously operating 20 GPS 
stations for Abu Dhabi. 

 3D city model: creating a detailed 3D city model for 
Abu Dhabi  

 Assessment of seismic hazard and risk in Abu Dhabi to 
control earthquake risk 

 Geotechnical database used for planning and 
construction activities 

 Mapping of underground storm water, irrigation and 
traffic signal networks  

 GIS enabled mobile inspection management system. 
In 2010, the municipality began with the implementation of 

an internal GIS web portal where employees can easily access 
the data that they need. For example, they only need to enter 
the building ID and a list of information will appear on the 
screen. 

B. Case 2 (Canada) 
Reference[2].Lack of data limits the work of municipalities 

in any expansion or future developments. Therefore, canadian 
municipalities implemented successful management strategies 
that aim to share and manage infrastructural data. This project 
took three years to collect infrastructural data and transform it 
into CAD maps. Good data integration and management can 
increase the efficiency and cost-effective asset management of 

decision-making at three levels: operational, tactical, and 
strategic levels. The different types of data are related to one 
another using a Database Management System (DBMS) which 
allows the municipality to share, integrate, and manage 
services easily. Also, the municipality allows contractors to 
access this data over the internet/intranet. All data was inputted 
into GIS that presents geospatial tools and technologies such as 
global positioning systems, personal digital assistants, mobile 
computing, automated vehicle location, road weather 
information systems, and remote sensing. 

C. Case 3  (Old Fayoun- Egypt) 
Reference[4].Old Fayoun is a desert land located 90 km to 

the South-West of Cairo.  With the high population growth, a 
new city called New Fayoun has been build near the old city.  
With the expansion of this area, the Ministry of housing, 
utilities, and urban communities in Egypt decided to create a 
data model.  The model represents the road network and the 
wastewater network including the sewers, the manholes and 
the pumping stations. The municipality uses this model to 
analyze existing networks and check for better alternatives in 
case of any deficiencies.  

D. Case 4 (New Sohag-Egypt) 
Reference[5].With the rapid growth of population and 

migration of people to urban areas, the Egyptian government 
found that building new urban societies in the desert was one 
of the alternatives to preserve the green narrow valley. New 
Sohag was build to reduce population in Sohag (the old city) 
and create better conditions of living. Detailed plans and 
designs have been converted into GIS data including road 
networks, sanitation, drainage, potable water supply systems, 
pumping stations, treatment plants, and landscape irrigation 
systems. Data was first translated it into CAD drawings then 
implemented into GIS. The main advantage of GIS is that it 
can deal with a wide range of geographic data types while 
CAD systems cannot.  

 
All the above case studies show the importance of a GIS 

database and how this database can increase the efficiency in 
municipalities’ decisions.   

 

III. SCOPE OF WORK AND METHODOLOGY  

The scope of the study consists of the following four stages: 
 Stage 1: Data Collection 
 Stage 2: Data Analysis and Preparation 
 Stage 3: Data Transfer into GIS-Based Software 
 Stage 4: Hydraulic analysis of specified utility sections. 
Figure 1 shows a schematic of the methodology which has 

been adopted throughout the study. 
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Figure 2: Methodology Chart 

The below provides a description of the activities which 
were performed throughout the various stages of the study. 

A. Data Collection  
As-built drawings for the utility systems relating to stage 1 

of the “Beirut Infrastructure Rehabilitation” project have been 
retrieved from the Council for Development and 
Reconstruction (CDR). All drawings are in CAD format, and 
have been prepared by the various contractors working on the 
project. In this regard, it is worth noting that the data has been 
received in a scattered, rather unorganized format, whereby a 
total of 52 DVD’s have been supplied by the CDR. The DVD’s 
only had brief captions on the covers, indicating the type of 
works and name of Contractor. As such, data analysis had to be 
initially performed, by accessing all the DVD’s and folders / 
files within. Data logs were then prepared, indicating the 
contents of the files, in addition to information pertaining to 
the name of consultant, name of contractor, type of network, 
street names, etc. The data was then grouped, whereby layouts 
for the same network were superimposed using AutoCAD 
software. The layouts have been integrated based on the 
Universal Coordinate System (UCS), thus showing exact 
locations of utilities. 
Utility systems include the following: 

 Wastewater networks 
 Water supply and firefighting networks 
 Stormwater drainage networks 
 Irrigation system 
 Telecommunication networks 
 Electrical networks (medium voltage & high voltage) 
 Street lighting 
 Landscaping / hardscaping. 

Data logs have been prepared using Excel tables, indicating the 
following: 

 Name of project 
 Name of consultant and contractor 
 Name of utility system 
 Number & name of drawing 
 Name of road covered by the drawing. 

 

B. Data Transfer into GIS-Based Software 
 

Most CAD systems exhibit limited data management 
functionality, which impedes the ability to efficiently maintain 
the linkages between the spatial objects and their attribute data. 
Therefore, CAD maps have been transferred to GIS models, 
using ArcInfo software. GIS models are more helpful and they 
can enable efficient and automated data verification and 
validation. In order to transfer the data into GIS, datasets have 
been divided into separate classes, comprising pipes, manholes, 
and text information indicating the relevant information for the 
utility system. As such, all pipes, manholes, text, etc. were 
assigned to defined layers in AutoCAD. The respective layers 
within the AutoCAD drawings were then assigned to layers 
within GIS. In this regard, pipes within the sewage network 
were assigned by the following data sets: 

 Name of designer 
 Name of contractor 
 Name of consultant 
 Date of construction 
 Diameter 
 Start invert elevation 
 End invert elevation 
 Date of data entry 
 Length of pipe 
 Slope 
 Flow 
 Material 

 
All data were entered manually, using the data logs 

previously prepared via Excel. As such, the data have been 
categorized into shape files, as per the layers previously 
prepared in AutoCAD (i.e. pipelines, manholes, text) which in 
turn be removed or superimposed onto the drawing when 
necessary.  

The below figures shows a sample of GIS plot where 
information are entered for each pipe. 

 
Figure 3: Sample of GIS database 
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C.  Hydraulic Analysis of Specified Utility Sections 
 

During this stage, certain components within the 
infrastructure systems were selected and hydraulically-tested, 
specifically for water supply, sewage, and storm water 
drainage networks. For example, Hamra network was studied 
and check if the actual capacity of the water network is enough 
or should be replaced by new one. To achieve this, the 
following has been done: 

 Study the capacity of existing networks  
 Estimated population served vs. the population which 

can be supported by the existing network – which can 
define the sufficiency of the networks 

 Proposed solutions for problematic areas in terms of 
increasing certain stretches within the system. 
 

The study of Hamra Network was divided into three parts 
(using reference [6]): 

 
Part I: Calculation of the average sewage Flow, which 

comprises different types: 
 Flow generated by residents living along Hamra street 

and within upstream blocks: 
 

          

Where  
P is the contributing population and the sewage generation rate 
is equal to 195 l/person/day (assuming 230 l/per/day of water 
consumption and 85% of water is sewage). 

 The retail flow is the flow of sewage produced by 
commercial stores located in the network: 

 
 

 
 

Where  
N is the number of buildings 
S is the number of stores/building 
The water demand for stores is assumed to be equal to 1510 
l/restroom/day, and the sewage flow is considered 85% of the 
water demand, i.e. 1283.5 l/restroom/day 

 Commercial flow which is generated by employees 
working in companies within the study area: 
 

 
 
Where  
W is the number of workers. 
The water demand for workers is considered as 60 
l/worker/day, with the sewage generation equaling 85% of 
water demands, i.e. 51 l/worker/day.  
 

Part II: Calculation of Peak Flow: 

While the average flow provides the sewage generated 
throughout the day, a peaking factor has been applied to 
simulate the peak flows throughout the day. In this regard, the 
peak factor for residential sewage flow is given by Babbit’s 
formula: 
 

 
 

Where 
P is contributing population 
If Babbitt peak factor is greater than 5, then it should be 
assumed to be equal to 5. 
The peak factor for retail flow is further considered to be 2, 
assuming that stores within Hamra open for 12 hours a day, 
and as such the daily flow will be discharged – uniformly – 
throughout 12 hours. 
Similarly, flow from workers have been peak via 
multiplication by 3, whereby the average working day totals 8 
hours / day, and assuming 1 shift for the types of offices within 
Hamra. 
 
And therefore the peak flow is equal to  

 
 

Part III: Calculation of the Pipe Capacity using Manning’s 
Equation: 

The flow capacity of the pipe is calculated using the below 
Manning’s equation: 

 
Where 

n is the roughness coefficient 
A is the area of the pipe 
R is the hydraulic radius,  
P is the wetted perimeter,  assuming pipes are 
flowing full (full capacity) 
S is the slope. 
The design capacity of the pipe is assumed to be 75% of 
the full capacity, and as such the wetter perimeter 
comprise to a flow depth = 0.75 x pipe diameter. 
 

Part IV: Calculation of the maximum population that the 
network can serve. 

All the above calculations are repeated assuming that old 
buildings are replaced by towers.  Therefore, the total number 
of floors has increased from 8 to 20 and 30. 

D. Case Scenario 
Mr. X called the municipality of Beirut on April 13, 2012 
complaining that he is not receiving water. The below frame 
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work summarizes the steps that the municipality personal goes 
through to solve the problem. 

 
Figure 4: Case Scenario 

 

IV. IMPACTS AND CONSTRAINTS 

As it can be seen, municipalities need to have an electronic 
infrastructural database that makes their work easier.  
Unfortunately, there is no electronic database in the 
Municipality of Beirut for utility systems, not to mention the 
state of the hard copies which are incomplete and not up to 
date. Such a project will have the following positive impacts: 

 Development of an electronic database for Beirut 
infrastructure, which will be used by municipality 
personal for planning and problem-solving, and by 
contractors working on projects in Beirut, whereby such 
files are essential to define the types and locations of 
utilities within the work areas, thus reducing the 
possibility of hitting or damaging utilities during 
construction. 

 Such database enables on-desk problem solving, thus 
reducing costs in terms of sending surveying teams and 
wasting precious time. On-desk problem solving 
reduces cost and enhances the efficiency of personal, 
note that teams are dispatched after locating the 
problem and after proposing the solution. The same 
man-power is able to handle more projects / problems. 

 Speed up the process of problem-solving and making 
citizens more content. 

At the beginning of the project, types of data retrieved from the 
CDR weren’t specified: whether it is complete or not, sorted or 
randomly saved. Some data were in hard copies and 
unorganized which limit the work. But with the help of 
municipality personal, data has been retrieved and organized 
using the following procedures:  

 Data available in hard copies were entered manually 
into an excel sheet. 

 Data was organized based on different criteria such as 
locations, contractors. 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Economic Benefits 
The preparation of a database for Beirut infrastructure has 
many economic benefits for the Municipality of Beirut and for 

contractors working on infrastructural projects. Those benefits 
might seem intangible in the short run which could raise some 
doubts about the significance of the project itself. However, if 
when looking more into details the whole picture gets clear and 
it becomes easier to perceive the long term savings of both 
public funds and time. 
In any infrastructure-related incident, whether it’s a network 
upgrade or a breakdown case, there are three parties directly 
involved: the government, the contractor, and citizens. It is 
certain that the economic benefits of this project will reflect on 
the above three parties. Realistic dollar values has been 
assigned for some requirements, actions, and consequences 
that would emerge following an infrastructure-related incident 
during the current situation and then compare them with what 
might result from the implementation of our project. 
The government, represented by the Municipality of Beirut or 
the Ministry of Public Works, would have to send surveying 
teams to the site of the incident to collect data about pipe 
elevation, diameter, location of manholes, etc. Site visits would 
cause the government money in terms of gasoline, tear and 
wear maintenance, and overtime expenses for office employees 
to keep up with the incident’s progress. Assuming the cost of 
gasoline is 1.33 ($/L), 100$ for tear and wear maintenance, and 
4 ($/hr) for overtime for employees. On the other hand, having 
a GIS database for Beirut’s infrastructure would enable on-
desk problem solving, reduce visits of surveying teams (or 
eliminate them), and make the team more efficient by having 
more time to focus on more challenging tasks. With the GIS 
database, government person will be able to retrieve any 
needed information about pipes and thus significantly reducing 
the costs of maintenance mentioned earlier and saving precious 
time.  Contractors may face a delay and the liquidation 
damages will be equal to 5% from the contract’s value. The 
GIS database will give the contractor the chance to check the 
layout of the infrastructure of the site before mobilizing and 
initiating work, and thus avoiding delays and possible 
accidents on site (like hitting the wrong pipe).  Due to this 
powerful and useful tool, contractors would charge less for 
their work. 
Also, citizens of Beirut living near the infrastructure-related 
incident site nowadays are compelled to pay for water from 
local suppliers until the works are finished. Moreover, 
infrastructure road works cause traffic jams delaying people 
from their jobs costing them time and money. With GIS 
database incidents are taken care of within a shorter time frame, 
and time is mainly the issue here because time is money and 
the longer it takes to get things fixed the more it’s going to cost 
the Lebanese citizens.  
The municipality of Beirut is planning to award a GIS 
company to complete and manage this database at 500,000$. A 
feasibility study is done for 15 years planning horizon with a 
rate of return (ROR) equal to 10%. The net present value (NPV) 
of benefits (900,881$) is larger than that the NPV of costs 
(500,000$). The value of the internal rate of return (IRR) is 
equal to 26%, higher than the value of ROR (10%). As it can 
be shown, the cost of implementation could be regenerated in 5 
years where the cumulative benefits are larger than 500,000$. 
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Therefore, the project is feasible and it is recommend it to start 
implementation phase. 

B. Hydraulic Analysis of the Hamra Network 

 
The study of the Hamra network shows that the flow capacity 
varies between the upper and lower part of the network. The 
ratio of the peak flow to the full capacity is on average equal to 
120% in the upper section of the street (Near Fransabank and 
Banque du Liban), whereas it is equal to 50% in the lower 
section (Near Crown Plaza Hotel). This large ratio in the upper 
part of the Hamra street is due to the use of 600 mm diameter 
pipes where more than ten financial services companies exist. 
Knowing that about 5000 persons work in this section and that 
the average sewage flow per person is about 51 l/day, the total 
flow produced is equal to 2.951 l/s. This high ratio could be 
also explained by the high sewage flow from retails stores (115 
l/s) that operate 12 hours per day. The lower section is 
overdesigned by the use of 1500 mm pipe diameter and could 
accommodate a greater flow.  
Assuming that old buildings are replaced by towers and the 
average number of floors per building increases from 8 to 20 
floors, the peak flow will increase with the increase in the 
number of people living in this area. It is expected that the 
upper part of the network would fail to support this increase. 
The peak flow/full capacity ratio is on average 200% which is 
not acceptable. The lower part could support this increase in 
the peak flow and the ratio is on average 60%. A further 
increase in the number of floors to 30 shows that the ratio is 
more than 100% in most of the section of the lower part of the 
network. The lower part can tolerate towers of twenty five 
floors on average, as for the upper part it is recommended to 
replace the 600 mm with 1500 mm diameter pipes. Using a 
1500 mm diameter pipe leads to a decrease in the ratio 80% on 
average in the upper part. Calculations show that some sections 
of the network do not support the flow even if 1500 mm 
diameter pipes were installed. This could be attributed due to 
the congestion of retail stores and restaurants. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 
The implementation of a GIS database for Beirut’s 
infrastructure helps the municipality to improve development 
of infrastructure projects. The feasibility study shows that the 
IRR is around 26% which is significantly higher than the ROR 
which is about 10%. This points out that the benefits outweigh 
the costs and that is the aim of any project. The real advantage 
would emerge when on-desk problem solving becomes 
available and this system will allow personal to remotely study 
and inspect the problem without the need of commuting to the 
geographic location; this will save both time and money. Also, 
the study of the Hamra network shows  that the upper area of 
this complex network can accommodate the flow of sewage 
which was under-designed (Peak Flow/Capacity larger than 
100%), whereas the lower section of the area turned out to be 
over-designed (Peak Flow/Capacity less than 100%). Therefore, 
it is recommended to use 1500 mm pipe diameters in the upper 

part section of the network which will allow the support of 
towers as high as 25 floors up. This database should be further 
developed in the future to include other divisions such as park 
meters locations, etc. The initiation of a private website that 
allows contractors to access different sections of the system 
would also count as a useful improvement. 
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Abstract - This project aims at reclaiming traditional water 

practices in South Lebanon with an emphasis on the village of 
Roumine. It highlights the study of establishing a pond in 
Roumine that will serve for irrigation purposes. The study is 
complemented by parallel landscape investigations to provide a 
recreational park near the pond and to present alternative 
agricultural prospects performed by collaborating teams. The 
first part discusses the feasibility of restoring the natural pond 
that was previously dumped in the village and sheds light on three 
alternative site locations to implement a new pond. The second 
part entails comprehensive geological, geotechnical, and 
hydrological investigations, as well as a detailed design of the new 
pond which presents its dimensions and a hydraulic design of a 
network of channels that is used as a backup in maintaining water 
inside the pond.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Being one of the most vital resources for life, water should 
not be neglected and should occupy a major part of every 
country's development agenda. South Lebanon is among many 
regions in Lebanon that has not utilized its water resources. 
Should these resources be exploited properly, the agricultural 
sector in Lebanon could flourish again and hence people would 
be able to reconsider it as a major source of living. Hence, 
possessing water reservoirs in these rural areas has many 
advantages, adds to the development of the region, and reduces 
the migration of villagers to urban areas. 

A natural pond is a “tank” at which water flowing inside a 
watershed will accumulate. South Lebanon is a region rich in 
natural ponds that villagers mainly used, several years ago, to 
fulfill their needs to water. Their lives used to revolve around 
these ponds thus raising their significance. Some of the 
purposes that a natural pond used to fulfill were washing, 
showering, irrigation, and other domestic uses. In addition, 
these ponds are still considered part of the region’s heritage, of 
course, when they are not abandoned as in the case of the 
village “Roumine”. In line with the vision to reclaim traditional 
water practices, the implementation of a similar pond in 
Marwaheen was studied and is now being executed [1]. 

The primary aim from this project was to study the 
feasibility of restoring Roumine’s natural pond and setting it as 
a model for other natural ponds in the South of Lebanon or 
alternatively  to select another location to construct a new pond 

that will serve better to reclaim agricultural practices in 
Roumine. 

II. BACKGROUND 

Roumine is a village in South Lebanon with an average 
altitude of 400 meters above sea level, covering an area of 
5,400,000 square meters. Roumine holds a population of 
around 3,500 individuals where the majority of them (around 
90%) are permanent residents and the rest live outside the 
village. The natural pond that existed in Roumine had a surface 
area of 3,500 square meters with depth ranging between 6 and 
8 meters. Due to several problems such as: mud accumulating 
at the bottom of the pond leading to high turbidity of the water, 
unfavorable odors, and attraction of insects and frogs that 
caused noise and disturbance, the municipality dumped the 
pond using boulders and backfill. The pond is now used as 
football and basketball courts. Then in the year 2,000, the 
Ministry of Communications installed a call center on the side 
of the football court. 

Site visits revealed that most of the villages in the South of 
Lebanon, including Roumine, are rich with olive trees. Some 
of these villages were also known for planting tobacco which 
was subsidized by the government. The fact that both olive and 
tobacco depend mainly on rainwater to grow makes them the 
most common agricultural products in South Lebanon. 
Nonetheless, those products do not generate a good profit so 
people who own lands in Roumine (and the South in general) 
depend on agriculture as a secondary source of income.  

Further investigations of the village revealed that its 
inhabitants depend on a well and a built-up tank (in highest 
point of the village) to satisfy their needs to water. However, 
agricultural practices had been abandoned due to the absence 
of sufficient water for irrigation. The current practices are 
committed to small pieces of lands that are located adjacent to 
every resident’s home. Therefore, constructing a viable water 
catchment in Roumine could rehabilitate the agricultural sector 
so that it serves as an efficient source of living for the majority 
of the villagers without inducing further expenses on the 
residents and the municipality. 

III. SCOPE OF WORK 

The main focus of the project is to provide water for 
agricultural purposes to the community of Roumine. The 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Being one of the most vital resources for life, water should 
not be neglected and should occupy a major part of every 
country's development agenda. South Lebanon is among many 
regions in Lebanon that has not utilized its water resources. 
Should these resources be exploited properly, the agricultural 
sector in Lebanon could flourish again and hence people would 
be able to reconsider it as a major source of living. Hence, 
possessing water reservoirs in these rural areas has many 
advantages, adds to the development of the region, and reduces 
the migration of villagers to urban areas. 

A natural pond is a “tank” at which water flowing inside a 
watershed will accumulate. South Lebanon is a region rich in 
natural ponds that villagers mainly used, several years ago, to 
fulfill their needs to water. Their lives used to revolve around 
these ponds thus raising their significance. Some of the 
purposes that a natural pond used to fulfill were washing, 
showering, irrigation, and other domestic uses. In addition, 
these ponds are still considered part of the region’s heritage, of 
course, when they are not abandoned as in the case of the 
village “Roumine”. In line with the vision to reclaim traditional 
water practices, the implementation of a similar pond in 
Marwaheen was studied and is now being executed [1]. 

The primary aim from this project was to study the 
feasibility of restoring Roumine’s natural pond and setting it as 
a model for other natural ponds in the South of Lebanon or 
alternatively  to select another location to construct a new pond 

that will serve better to reclaim agricultural practices in 
Roumine. 

II. BACKGROUND 

Roumine is a village in South Lebanon with an average 
altitude of 400 meters above sea level, covering an area of 
5,400,000 square meters. Roumine holds a population of 
around 3,500 individuals where the majority of them (around 
90%) are permanent residents and the rest live outside the 
village. The natural pond that existed in Roumine had a surface 
area of 3,500 square meters with depth ranging between 6 and 
8 meters. Due to several problems such as: mud accumulating 
at the bottom of the pond leading to high turbidity of the water, 
unfavorable odors, and attraction of insects and frogs that 
caused noise and disturbance, the municipality dumped the 
pond using boulders and backfill. The pond is now used as 
football and basketball courts. Then in the year 2,000, the 
Ministry of Communications installed a call center on the side 
of the football court. 

Site visits revealed that most of the villages in the South of 
Lebanon, including Roumine, are rich with olive trees. Some 
of these villages were also known for planting tobacco which 
was subsidized by the government. The fact that both olive and 
tobacco depend mainly on rainwater to grow makes them the 
most common agricultural products in South Lebanon. 
Nonetheless, those products do not generate a good profit so 
people who own lands in Roumine (and the South in general) 
depend on agriculture as a secondary source of income.  

Further investigations of the village revealed that its 
inhabitants depend on a well and a built-up tank (in highest 
point of the village) to satisfy their needs to water. However, 
agricultural practices had been abandoned due to the absence 
of sufficient water for irrigation. The current practices are 
committed to small pieces of lands that are located adjacent to 
every resident’s home. Therefore, constructing a viable water 
catchment in Roumine could rehabilitate the agricultural sector 
so that it serves as an efficient source of living for the majority 
of the villagers without inducing further expenses on the 
residents and the municipality. 

III. SCOPE OF WORK 

The main focus of the project is to provide water for 
agricultural purposes to the community of Roumine. The 

current study is complimented by a design of a public space 
consisting of a recreational park that will be constructed in the 
vicinity of the proposed natural pond which will strengthen the 
interaction between the community members. This study is 
currently conducted by a Landscape student at AUB in 
collaboration with the current water study. Further, an 
investigation of alternative agricultural practices with the 
application to the village of Roumine is being carried out by a 
team from the Global Engineering Program (GEP) at Purdue 
University [2] which will feed directly into the current study. 
Both the landscape and the agricultural studies are leading to a 
viable and effective interdisciplinary project that aims at a 
comprehensive economic development of the village. Thus, in 
its most basic phase, this community-based project shall 
provide design recommendations that can fit Lebanese 
standards and that can be implemented in rural areas like 
Roumine. 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

To get started, the community’s attitude was a major concern 
to test the residents’ involvement in the implementation of the 
project. This was completed through detailed surveys. 

Afterwards, a feasibility study was conducted to check the 
possibility of restoring the natural pond through a 
comprehensive hydrological investigation and eventually 
propose an alternative site location. After selecting the 
convenient site, a new hydrological assessment was done to 
reveal the quantity of water reaching the pond. 

A geotechnical analysis followed to examine the 
characteristics of the underlying soil. Having all these data, the 
pond dimensions were revealed followed by a design for the 
culverts and channels that direct excess rainwater into the pond.  

Finally, the pond efficiency was quantified to highlight its 
improvement in affording water for irrigation. All of these 
steps are detailed in the coming sections. 

V. SITE VISITS AND COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION 

Given the nature of community-based projects, site visits 
constituted the main source of information that helped move 
our project forward. Four site visits were conducted, each 
having its objectives. Due to the outcomes of each visit, several 
changes were done in the project’s scope.  

The first site visit was organized to collect information about 
Roumine in general and get familiar with the village’s 
attributes: current practices, soil characteristics, land use...etc.  

In the second site visit, the focus was on the agriculture of 
the village in order to estimate the need for water. Olive trees 
were the predominant type of crop present in the village. Also, 
the possibility of implementing channels to direct rainwater 
towards the pond was investigated. Concerning the villagers, 
their position regarding restoring the old pond was very 
promising.  

During the third site visit, ten-minute long surveys were 
conducted to examine how engaged the community will be if 
the project was to be implemented. Also, it served as a tool to 

reveal the socio-economic impact that will result from the 
execution of the project.  

By the fourth and last site visit, the plan of restoring 
Roumine’s natural pond was concluded to be not feasible 
based on a comprehensive hydrological study that was done on 
the region. Thus, the objective of this visit was to explore and 
collect soil samples from all the possible locations for the new 
pond.  

VI. SOCIO-ECONOMIC STUDY 

Forty permanent residents were interviewed. Among these 
interviewed, there was 16 farmers and 24 non-farmers. Farmers 
were categorized as people whose primary source of income is 
agriculture, whereas, non-farmers are people whose secondary 
source of income is agriculture or people who do not consider 
agriculture as a job. The interviewed people were selected 
randomly, and the overall sample is assumed representative. 
  
A. Survey Results for Farmers 

95% of the farmers practice agriculture as their primary job 
on their own private lands while 5% work on public lands or 
on lands owned by other villagers. Lands owned by farmers are 
mostly inherited from their parents and they do consider 
passing it to their children. In addition, they do not only 
depend on agriculture for their living; they also have secondary 
sources of income such as working as a teacher or having small 
businesses. Farmers’ land areas range from 5,000 to 60,000 
square meters. Fig. 1 shows the distribution and types of crops 
that are planted in farmers’ lands. 

 
Figure 1: Farmers' current crops 

B. Survey Results for Non-Farmers  
45% of the non-farmers used to be farmers, which indicates 

that agriculture was a widespread profession in Roumine. The 
reasons that led them to abandon agriculture included lack of 
adequate water and unprofitability of planting crops due to the 
expensive costs of resources (labor, fertilizers, etc.).  

75% of the non-farmers own agricultural lands that they do 
not seek to invest in agriculture. This is due to the current 
status of agricultural practices in Roumine which suffers from 
a limited source of water. The non-farmers’ land areas range 
from 2,500 to 18,000 square meters. 
 
C. Results Assessment 

Sections VI-A and VI-B of this study illustrated the socio-
economic situation in Roumine. To assess the socio-economic 
feasibility for the execution of the project, additional results 
were collected from the surveys and are represented in Fig. 2.  
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Figure 2: Percent agreement of the interviewed groups for different attributes 

of the project 

Hence, the need for water is confirmed, and the 
community’s engagement in the project looks promising. 
 

VII. ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS: NATURAL VS. NEW POND 

A. Hydrological Study of the “Dumped” Pond 
As a preliminary analysis, the site was modeled using HEC-

HMS as one main sub-catchment, and the new surface area of 
the pond was assumed to be 1,500 square meters. The 
following hydrological characteristics were used: 

 The precipitation data was retrieved from the 
weather services at Beirut National Airport. 

 SCS was used as the loss method. 
 SCS unit hydrograph was used as the transform 

method. 
 The evaporation rates were calculated using the 

simplified Penman equation [3] and were utilized in 
performing the water balance. 

Fig. 3 shows an aerial photo for the natural pond of Roumine 
along with the analyzed sub-catchment.  
 

 
Figure 3: Aerial photo of the existing site conditions and the analyzed sub-

catchment (Source: Google Earth) 

After running the model, the results revealed that the net 
volume of water available for annual irrigation (consumption) 
in the pond is 5,721 cubic meters (not accounting for seepage).  
 
B. Feasibility of Restoring the Natural Pond 

Out of the 113 hectares of agricultural lands in Roumine, the 
volume obtained in the previous section A is sufficient to 
irrigate 0.9 to 3.9 percent of these lands assuming they are all 
planted with Vegetables and Wheat respectively. Using [4], 
these two crops require the maximum and minimum water 
requirements per year out of the farmers’ crops shown in Fig. 1 
in section VI-A. 

Hence, restoring the natural pond was considered not 
feasible and an alternative site had to be proposed.  

 

C. Proposing Alternatives 
The Guidelines for a good alternative included: 

topographical considerations to make sure rainwater moves by 
gravity and has the capability of supplying a quantity of water 
sufficient to irrigate around 25% of the agricultural lands in 
Roumine. Consequently, three new locations were proposed.  
Site 1: 

It is located at the lower part of the village near the artificial 
well. It presents steep slopes that would generate sufficient 
amount of water. Nonetheless, there is a masonry factory 
nearby which could affect the water quality. In addition, the 
land is a private property.  
Site 2:  

The second site location was suggested to be at the lowest 
point of a hill owned by the municipality. This location seemed 
as an acceptable alternative yet it presented two main 
challenges. The first is that the land is best described as a hill 
that has steep slopes at its top and mild slopes at its bottom. 
This presents structural challenges in the design (more steel 
reinforcement is needed). The second challenge is that 
rainwater is expected to drain away from the pond so channels 
have to be included in the design to redirect the flow of water. 
Site 3:  

This site consists of a land facing the municipality’s building. 
The mayor of municipality suggested it as an option because 
the municipality is planning to turn it into a park. This option 
was excluded after analysis since the slopes surrounding the 
land are mild and hence cannot generate the required amount 
of water. 
Fig. 4 shows the three proposed locations. 
 

 
Figure 4: Aerial photo showing the three proposed locations with 10-meter 

contour lines overlaid (Source: Google Earth) 

From the above arguments, it can be inferred that the proper 
site location for implementing a new pond is site 2. 

VIII. ANALYSIS AND DESIGN OF THE NEW POND 

A. Hydrological Study of the New Pond 
A-1. Watershed Delineation  
In order to estimate the area of the watershed that contributes 
flow to the new location, the GIS software was used. For this 
purpose, 10-meter contour lines for Roumine along with a geo-
referenced satellite image for the area were overlaid. Using the 
watershed tool in ArcMap, the software displayed a large 
catchment area. Yet, it was noticed that few regions clearly 
identified during site visits were not shown in this delineation. 
This was due to the fact that these contour lines, based on 
which flow direction was done, only covered Roumine and did 
not extend to neighboring locations, thus leading to inaccuracy 
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of the obtained results. A better estimation of the watershed 
and sub-basins using Google Earth was carried out and is 
explained next.  

 
A-2. Water Flow  
Fig. 5 shows an aerial photo of the watershed together with the 
five sub-catchments and the direction of water flow. 

 
Figure 5: Sub-catchments, channels, and direction of water flow in the 

proposed site for the new pond (Source: Google Earth) 

The Sub-catchments are divided into smaller subs (sub-
catchment 1 for example becomes 1-1 and 1-2). This division 
is function of the drainage of water. Channel C1 holds the 
runoff generated from sub-catchment 1-1. Pipe C1-P takes 
inflow from channel C1 and sub-catchment 1-2 and carries it 
into the pond. The same scenario applies for channel C2-3 and 
C2,3-P, where this latter is to be designed as an underground 
pipe passing through the private land. 
 
A-3. HEC-HMS Modeling and Analysis 

The soil cover for each sub-catchment was determined in 
compliance with the USDA paper for planning, design, and 
construction of ponds (according to USDA classification). 
After estimating the hydrological parameters of the watershed, 
it was modeled through HEC-HMS (using the same methods 
applied in section VII-A) to calculate the quantity of runoff 
obtained. The needed parameters (average slope, length to the 
divide …) were estimated using Google Earth. It should be 
noticed that wet conditions were assumed from December to 
April and dry conditions during all the other months. This is 
because HEC-HMS assumes that the soil in the watershed is 
saturated, which is not the case in reality. The model is shown 
in Fig.6.  

The link between junctions J2 – J3 represents channel C2- 3, 
and that between J1 – Pond and J3 – Pond represents pipes C1- 
P and C2,3-P respectively. This HEC-HMS model assumes 
that the direct runoff generated from each sub-catchment is 
perfectly directed through the channels. It revealed a direct 
runoff of 125,100 cubic meters reaching the pond annually. 

 
Figure 6: Watershed model on HEC-HMS 

B. Geotechnical Investigation 
The geological investigation was carried out to determine the 

type of soil in the region. Utilizing geological maps, C6 
formation (Chekka marlstones) turned out to be the 
predominant type of formation in Roumine.  

To understand the behavior of the soil when loaded, 
geotechnical laboratory tests were carried out to gather its 
properties. A disturbed sample obtained from the field at 1- 
meter depth below the ground was obtained for this purpose. 
The geotechnical tests’ results are elaborated below: 

Sieve analysis and Hydrometer: The sample under study 
has the following particle gradation: 5.8% gravel, 2.5% sand, 
64.5% silt, and 27.2% clay. Since the silt is present in a larger 
percent than clay, the soil is best classified as clayey-silt. 

Atterberg Limits: The clayey soil is highly plastic having a 
Plasticity index (PI) of 30 [5].  
 
C. Pond Design 
C-1. Estimation of Current Consumption  

The best strategy to estimate current consumption is to refer 
to the results of the socio-economic study discussed before. 
The most common crops for the farmers were used to 
approximate the current need for irrigation water. Consumption 
is considered only during the dry period of May to September 
assuming that the crops are being irrigated by direct rainfall 
during the remaining months. Based on the water requirements 
of these crops, a volume of 433,805m3/year is needed to fulfill 
all agricultural water needs. Thus, a total volume of 
108,450m3/year is needed to irrigate 25% of the agricultural 
lands. However, it is not economically feasible to construct one 
pond that has this huge volume and consequently cover the 
needs. This is because it requires a very large depth, an 
enormous surface area, or a combination of both. So, another 
approach should be followed to estimate the new pond’s 
volume. A good estimate could be obtained by looking back at 
the previous pond (before being dumped). Knowing that it used 
to satisfy all the needs of the residents of Roumine, the proper 
solution is to design a new pond having a volume equal or 
greater than that of the old pond. The old pond’s volume was 
estimated to be 24,766 m3 (full capacity; without any seepage, 
evaporation, or consumption).  

 
C-2. Pond Dimensions and Configuration  

Given the restrictions in the adjacent lands that are private, 
the mild slope of the hill, and after several trials, the pond was 
designed to have a surface area of 4,020m2

 and a gross volume 
of 34,170m3. Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 show respectively a 3D model 
of the pond, and its plan and section views. 
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Figure 7: 3D model of the designed pond 

  

 
Figure 8: Plan view and transverse sections at the periphery of the pond (SI 

units) 

The pond’s configuration is best explained in the following:  
 It is a trench having 1 meter levees above the ground 

only. That is, the 34,170 cubic meters have to be 
excavated. 

 The bottom is covered by a reinforced concrete layer 
with minimum reinforcement to prevent seepage. 

 The transverse cross section has a triangular bottom 
representing a dead volume of 2,010 cubic meters. 

 The effective volume of the pond is 32,160 cubic 
meters (34,170 – 2,010).  

 The overflow from the pond should be prevented by 
installing openings (acting as weirs) at the bottom of 
the 1-meter levees. 

 
C-3. Design of Pipes and Channels  
To ensure that the runoff draining from the watershed is 
collected in the pond, a system of channels and pipes is to be 
designed. For the channels, manning equation was used to 
determine the depth required to contain the inflow from direct 
runoff:
                                               

   
 
 √                            (1) 

Where Q is the flow in the channel (m3/s), n is manning’s 
coefficient (taken 0.03) [6], A is the wetted area (m2), R is the 
hydraulic radius (m), and S is the channel’s bottom slope (-). 
The following criteria were strictly followed: 

 The minimum width of the channel was assumed to 
be 25cm for practicality reasons [7]. 

 The peak discharge rates were obtained from HEC-
HMS and increased 10% due to the uncertainty in rain 
data. 

 The flow in the channels was maintained subcritical to 
prevent their damage (Froude’s number     ). 

The flow from channels C1 and C2-3 is diverted into the 
pond through pipes C1-P and C2,3-P respectively. To collect 
the flow from the channels into the pipes, a trench should be 
excavated so that it acts as a temporary reservoir. The distance 
from the top of the trench toward the pipe’s center line is 1 
meter.  

The design of these pipes was conducted by applying the 
Energy equation between two levels to maintain a downward 
slope toward the pond. The pressure between the two levels is 
atmospheric (P=0 Pa), the flow is the same (implying V1=V2), 
so the equation becomes function of Δz and 𝛴𝛴hl .Hereby, the 
entrance and exit loss coefficients of the pipe were assumed to 
be equal to 0.03 and 0.50 respectively [8].  

Finally, D was calculated by iterations with         for 
pipe C1-P and         for pipe C2,3-P. 

Fig. 9 shows the design parameters and section dimensions 
of the channels after iterating (1) and solving for y, as well as 
the pipe diameters and type for each of C1-P and C2,3-P. 

 
 

Figure 9: Section dimensions for Pipes C1 and C2-3 with design parameters, 
and pipe type and diameter for each of C1-P and C2,3-P 

To prevent the blockage of the pipes, it is suggested to put 
screens having at most 5 cm openings so that large objects 
(which are approximately half of the smaller pipe in size) will 
not cause obstructions to the flow. It is noted that the trench, 
through its dead zone below the pipe, can act as a secondary 
filter where objects are stuck at the bottom of this trench. 
However, these screens and trenches need maintenance 
regularly (the rate of maintenance depends on what the flow is 
carrying). 
 
C-4. Cost Estimation 

Elie Turk, a senior engineer at Serhal Consulting Office, 
provided some recommendations on the construction and 
material cost of this project [9]. A rough cost of the project, 
assuming the thickness of the structural retaining walls varies 
linearly between 60 cm at bottom to 20 cm at top, turned to be 
in the range: U.S.D. 900,000 – 1,000,000. 

 
C-5. Water balance  

This section studies the variation of the water depth inside 
the pond. It should be noted that the depth (y) is measured 
from the lowest point in the cross sections, which is the lower 
vertex of the triangular shape in the dead volume region (it is 
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the same in both sections since the bottom is leveled). The 
calculations of the net water available in the pond (after 
evaporation only) yielded the graph displayed in Fig. 10 which 
shows clearly that the pond starts accumulating water properly 
at the beginning of December 2013 assuming its construction 
was done by September 2013. 

 
Figure 10: Variation of water depth in the pond from September 2013 till 

September 2015 (two consecutive years) 

C-6. Pond Efficiency 
The new pond efficiency is evaluated by comparing it to the 
old natural one as follows:  
 

TABLE I  
NET WATER AVAILABLE FOR CONSUMPTION IN THE NATURAL AND NEW 

PONDS (EXCLUDING S EEPAGE) 

Pond Vavailable
1 (m3) Asurface (m2) 

Vevaporated
2

 

(m3/year) 
Vnet

3
 

(m3/year) 
Natural 24,766 3,500 6,630 18,136 

New 31,155 4,020 6,368 24,787 

 
Thus the new pond offers an increase of 37% in total volume 
water available for consumption during dry months (May 1st to 
September 30th).  
Additional benefits of this new design are clarified in the 
following: 

 The old pond’s structure permitted seepage from the 
walls and the bottom since they are made of earth 
material, whereas, the seepage in this pond is 
prevented by the reinforced concrete cover at the 
bottom.  

 Water in the previous pond used to serve for several 
purposes other than irrigation, whereas, this pond is 
designated for irrigation purposes only. 

 The number of farmers has decreased tremendously as 
was shown in the socio-economic study. So, the 
demand on water for irrigation has much decreased 
compared to the previous years (before the initial 
pond was dumped).  

All these facts assure that the increase in availability of 
water from this new pond is much more than 30% compared to 
the dumped one.  

In short, the new design is efficient and capable of 
minimizing the current distance between Roumine’s farmers 
and their lands.  

                                                           
1 Vavailable is the total volume available (excluding the dead volume in the new 
pond). 
2 Vevaporated is calculated utilizing evaporation rates from Penman equation. 
3 Vnet is the available volume after evaporation (excluding seepage). 

IX. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
 

The study showed that the community is highly engaged in 
the project. Should the designed pond be implemented, it is 
capable of partially fulfilling the needs for irrigation in 
Roumine thus enhancing its agricultural practices.  

This pond is a continuity of the series of pond restoration 
practices, which was started last year in Marwaheen, in a trend 
to initiate a network of water resources that is capable of 
maintaining the nation’s demands for water. 
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Abstract- The aim of this project is to carry out a study of struc-
tural rehabilitation and infrastructure development of a sector in 
Burj El-Barajneh Palestinian Camp. 

 We have selected this project because of it covers vari-
ous domains within civil engineering. The importance of the pro-
ject’s integrity lies in the coordination and cooperation with land-
scape team which will add diversity to our team work. This pro-
ject will give us a clear view of real life projects where, as civil 
engineers, we have to make effective decisions and think about 
each and every detail in the project such as: cost, social effects, 
limitations, method of execution, etc. This project is somehow 
different because it will motivate us to optimize our work in order 
to simplify the execution process and minimize cost.  

We started by investigating the people’s pressing needs for util-
ity systems such as water, sewer, electricity, as well as structural 
problems. We also focused on issues of environmental health haz-
ards that result from poor or improper infrastructure and pro-
posed short-term, long-term and remedial measures. 

In fact, there were no design drawings or design criteria de-
tected inside the camp; people constructed their buildings in a 
random way. 

The main objective of this project is to carry out a structural 
rehabilitation on a sample sector in Burj el Barajneh camp, tak-
ing into consideration the main structural issues in order to pro-
vide the minimum safety requirements for people living there. 

Burj el Barajneh camp suffers from the danger of the chaotic 
distribution of electrical wires (networks), in addition to the poor 
reliability of electricity throughout the camp. Almost all house-
holds are connected to an electric network, with various degrees 
of legality. The camp’s electricity is supplied through two provid-
ers: the Lebanese government provides less than half of the camps’ 
electricity demand, while the rest comes from various providers.  

In order for the project to be successful, we should make sure 
that the camp residents cooperate with us so that they help us 
accomplish most of the tasks that we are willing to work on. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In Lebanon, none of the Palestinian camps have any formal 
infrastructure. Some camps were partially destroyed during the 
civil war and the Israeli invasion and were never rebuilt. The 
area of land allocated to the camps has remained the same 
since 1948 [1]. Thus, in the more populated camps, the number 
of refugees continued to increase despite limited capacity. The 

conditions of the camp houses, streets and shops have deterio-
rated.  

When the Burj al-Barajneh refugee camp was established in 
1948, it defied its name. With its one-story zinc-topped shelters, 
the then inappropriately named “Tower of towers” was quickly 
set up south of Beirut without a tower in sight. Now, more than 
60 years later, the camp is beginning to live up to – and even 
outgrow – its name. That is because with a growing population 
and limited space, the camps’ residents have had no choice but 
to build in one direction: up [2]. 

This project aims at contributing to the identification of 
camp improvements in a sector in the Burj El Barajneh camp 
for Palestinian refugees in Lebanon.  It focuses on maintaining 
proper infrastructure, where the sewage and rainwater flow in 
the lanes among the buildings and tin roofed houses that, as a 
result, will lead to critical health problems among the young 
and old. Structural rehabilitation of the houses will allow peo-
ple to feel safe inside their houses and not continuously threat-
ened. Also, the problem of entangled wires that form a net over 
the residential buildings will be taken into consideration.We 
will see that they are organized properly to avoid electric 
shocks and ensure the residents’ safety. 

II. SCOPE OF WORK AND METHODOLOGY 

A. Structural Problems: 
In fact, people construct their buildings in a random way 

without any organized planning concerning the construction 
process. Moreover, people inside the camp still rely on tradi-
tional approaches in construction such as manually preparing 
concrete, for two important reasons: the first is financial, and 
the second is the restrictions placed by the government against 
Palestinian refugees which prevent ready mix concrete, materi-
al that helps produce strong and durable concrete, from enter-
ing the sectors of camp.   

Among these scenarios facing the camp, the residents de-
scribed these conditions as miserable. 
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camp improvements in a sector in the Burj El Barajneh camp 
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and old. Structural rehabilitation of the houses will allow peo-
ple to feel safe inside their houses and not continuously threat-
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A. Structural Problems: 
In fact, people construct their buildings in a random way 

without any organized planning concerning the construction 
process. Moreover, people inside the camp still rely on tradi-
tional approaches in construction such as manually preparing 
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the second is the restrictions placed by the government against 
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ing the sectors of camp.   

Among these scenarios facing the camp, the residents de-
scribed these conditions as miserable. 

Cracks in Columns: It is found in many buildings due to un-
professional construction, inadequate reinforcement, or maybe 
excess loading.  

The proposed solution for this problem is jacketing. 
Strengthening is performed by installing a10-cm reinforced 
concrete jacket. The vertical reinforcing bars of the jacket are 
T16. Strengthening should be conducted according to the fol-
lowing detailed procedure: 

Remove deteriorated concrete: All cracked and delaminated 
concrete covers should be removed. Concrete should be re-
moved around the full circumference of the corroded bars. This 
allows removal of contaminated carbonated concrete, allows 
the repair material to encapsulate the bars thus providing a 
relatively uniform electro-chemical environment, and permits 
the anchorage of the repair material to the substrate. 

Clean the corroded reinforcing bars: All heavy rust and scale 
or other bond-prohibiting materials should be removed from 
the bar surface to promote maximum bond with repair materi-
als. High pressure water could be used to clean concrete and 
steel surfaces and remove unsound material. Special epoxy 
coatings may be applied to the reinforcing bars. If the reinforc-
ing bar has lost more than 25% of its cross-section, then a sup-
plemental bar should be installed over the affected length par-
allel to the existing bar with proper splice length with the unaf-
fected length of the bar. 

a- Installing dowels: Dowels should be provided for every 
column jacket to insure proper stress transfer. The jacket bars 
should be spliced to the dowels for a length of at least 96 cm. 
The installation procedure of a dowel should be according to 
the following steps: 
 Drill a hole at least 5 mm larger than bar diameter using an 
electric Roto-hammer. 
 Clean the hole from any dust. 
 Prepare the epoxy according to the manufacturer’s rec-

ommendation. 
 Pour the epoxy in the hole without trapping any air. 
 Make sure the bar is clean from dust, scale, oil, or any 

such material. 
 Stick the bar in the hole and rotate it a little to get the 
epoxy all around. 

b- Casting the 10-cm jacket (Fig. 1): High-performance 
concrete with specified compressive strength of 25 MPa should 
be used. Proper maximum size aggregate, good quality and 
well-graded fine and coarse aggregates, and a proper dosage of 
high-range water-reducer (super plasticizer), must be used to 
insure a workable mix with a slump of around 15 cm. The sub-
strate should be in a surface dry condition before the jacket 
concrete is cast. The concrete material shall include a proper 
dosage of a corrosion inhibitor admixture. It is essential that 
clear concrete cover over the reinforcement is least 4 cm in the 
Columns which will be ready to be plastered and painted.  

1) Slab excessive viable deflection: Mainly due to con-
structing slabs with unacceptable thickness (very thin) meas-
ured to be 12 cm or slabs poured on zinc sheets. These exces-

sive deflections usually happen at early stages under the slab’s 
own weight, even before having any live loads or superim-
posed loads.  

Proposed solution: This case is so dangerous concerning the 
consequences of any slab that might fail abruptly without any 
warning .In fact, we can’t remove the visible deflection but we 
can stop the increase in deflection of the slabs by putting 
beams in both directions that can share the load and lessen 
down the loads held by the slab. 

2) Poor stair-case connection with the existing slab: 
This can lead to a sudden failure in certain critical cases.  
Proposed solution:  The voids and openings must be filled with 
grout to make sure that the whole structure is working together. 

3) Inadequate lintel beam thickness: The lintel beam 
shows a low thickness measured to be 12 cm which is below 
the acceptable range, thus unable to carry loads, and as a result 
lead to problems in opening of windows/ doors (serviceability 
issue).  

4) Concrete Works: A procedure shall be implemented 
to repair cracked concrete covers and corroded reinforcement 
in the Basement and upper floors structural elements (columns, 
Beams and cover slabs). The procedure shall follow the follow-
ing steps: 

a- Remove deteriorated concrete: All cracked and delami-
nated concrete covers (Fig. 1) should be removed. Concrete 
should be removed around the full circumference of the cor-
roded bars. This allows removal of contaminated carbonated 
concrete, allows the repair material to encapsulate the bars thus 
providing a relatively uniform electro-chemical environment, 
and permits the anchorage of the repair material to the sub-
strate. 

 
 

b- Clean the Corroded Reinforcing Bars: All heavy rust 
and scale or other bond-prohibiting materials should be re-
moved from the bar surface to promote maximum bond with 
repair materials. Special epoxy coatings may be applied to the 
reinforcing bars. If the reinforcing bar has lost more than 25% 
of its cross-section, then a supplemental bar should be installed 
over the affected length parallel to the existing bar with proper 
splice length with the unaffected length of the bar. 

Figure 1.Cracked concrete Cover 
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c- Apply a Repair Material: Adequate bond between the 
repair material and existing concrete is a critical requirement 
for durable repairs. Cleaning and roughening the substrate, as 
explained above, would guarantee an open pore structure. The 
repair material shall include a proper dosage of a corrosion 
inhibitor admixture. It is essential that the repair material is 
applied in such a way to produce a final clear concrete cover 
over the reinforcement of at least 3 cm in all exposed columns 
and slabs which will be ready to be plastered and painted. 

5)  Roof Insulation: The old asphalt layer shall be re-
moved from the top of the roof. The surface should be cleaned 
from dust where a screed layer will be applied. Then a new 
asphalt layer should be applied on the areas of water leakage.  

Also, we will be working on another cheaper waterproofing 
method which can be prepared and applied using household 
and waste material, such as melting plastic bottles and bags.  
B. Water Sewer Problems: 
Problems /Solutions: 

1) Safety: Figure 2 shows both water pipes and electrical 
wires are connected in parallel, thus causing risks of short-
circuits. Accordingly, in 2011 three people died because of this 
improper connection based on UNRWA’s yearly report. 

Solution: We propose elevating the electrical wires and then 
be seated on special type of wood (morina); and then in later 
stages it could be covered by special ducts to be far enough 
from the water pipes, because safety issue is one of the most 
important criterion we are trying to deliver upon working on 
our specified cluster.     

 
 

2) Complexity of water network pipes: It was noticed 
during our site visits that all clusters of Burj-Al Barajneh Camp 
follow up pattern, shown in Figure 3, of water network panels, 
which clearly shows how all the pipes are tied one on the other, 
and thus leading to problems during maintenance. 
Alternative: for this particular problem, we tried to be some-
how practical in offering a gentle solution. Concept of decen-
tralization of water network panels as a real remedy of the cur-
rent situation can be suggested. Consequently, we can lessen 
down this messy network into small and well organized pattern.  
 
 

3)  Saline water: according to the results of the Bore-
holes that were dug by the UNRWA, it shows clearly the ex-

cess amount of saline water, this in turn is causing a lot of 
problems mainly affecting the plumbing of the houses, 
inadditon to the metallic pipeline that is corroded by the act of 
salinity. 

Solution: upon our visit to the Head office of UNRWA, we 
met Mr. Rashid Ajjawi (engineer specialized in water re-
sources), he declared that they are working on a proposal for 
water sweetening by means of Reverse osmosis that shall cover 
all sectors of the camp, reflecting a healthy & clean environ-
ment. 
Expected Outcomes: 

At the end of this project, the following objectives, concern-
ing water-sewer systems, should be achieved: 

1) Every house at Al joora sector should have access to 
potable water. 

2) Reconstruct/Repair sewerage systems according to the 
conditions surrounding to    meet the minimum health require-
ments. 

3)  Storm water drainage systems separated from drain-
age systems. 

C. Electrical Problems: 
Burj el Barajneh Camp has longed suffered from the chaotic 

distribution of its electrical wires, which has claimed many 
lives throughout the years, and as a part of the project objective 
in producing the minimal healthy environment in the area 
which the team is set to work on, consequently providing cer-
tain propositions to this sector (Jourat el Tarashha) which 
could become a prototype for other districts in the camp. 

Burj el Barajneh feeds from five major electrical transform-
ers, which spread out at the boundaries of the camp; each trans-
former is responsible for delivering 1000 KW in power to the 
camp. Each transformer feeds up a group of electric boxes 
which are responsible for the distribution of the electrical wires 
to the houses in the camp. Electrical wires spread out chaoti-
cally and spirally, as shown in figure 4, inside the camp along-
side water pipes (polyethylene). 
 

 
In order to understand the electrical problems associated 

with the Jourat el Tarashha, first one must understand the main 
reasons behind such a devastating problem in the whole camp, 
and throughout our study we came to summarize the reasons 
behind such a problem which turned out to be: 

Figure 2. Interference of water and electrical wires 
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Figure 4. Electric boxes in Jourat el Tarashha 

1) Shortage in electrical supply (voltage and amperes) 
necessitating the increase of electrical transformers. 

2) The chaotic distribution of the electrical network due 
to the low number of electrical boxes and the long distances 
between each one of them, this encourages residents to connect 
electrical wires over a long distance to reach their homes. 

3) Irrational consumption of electrical power, in which a 
lot of power is wasted and no use of any new technology is 
thought about in order to decrease the excess consumption of 
energy. 

4) The existence of electricity at some transformers and 
drop out of others is causing many residents of the camp to try 
and get the electricity needed from the other transformers, 
which is causing an increase on the load of an already over-
loaded transformer. Therefore electrical feeding time should be 
united throughout the whole camp. 

Short Term Solution 
As a first solution and in accordance with the minimal eco-

nomical standards of the refugees living in the camp and the 
urgency of the problem addressed we propose to use the PVC 
pipes as a temporary and a short-term solution. 

One major PVC pipe can be used to gather all the electric 
wires which comes out from the electric boxes (figure above) 
present in the sector, and this pipe should be able to come 
across all buildings and houses present in the sector, in which a 
smaller PVC pipe which would be installed to the major pipe 
would branch out from the major pipe and connected to a 
smaller box on either the roof of each building or on its outer 
wall (depending on the mobility needed), such a box should 
contain an electric meter provided for each house, so that resi-
dents and bill collectors should be able to know how much 
electricity is being consumed. 
 

It should be noted that in order to establish our solution, new 
electric cables in the sector should be installed to be able to 
organize the existing network. Such a solution is being pro-
posed to insure the safety of the residents in that area, in which 
PVC pipes would be able to protect the electric cables from 
either rainfall or water pipes that were inter related with elec-
tric wires, in addition PVC material is able to withstand the 
high temperatures during the summer season.  

Long Term Solution 

A long-term solution might take a long time to be estab-
lished, and that is due to the fact that it needs a lot of funding, 
and this can never be achieved by the small budgets from the 
refugees in the camp. So instead either local or foreign (global) 
organizations should intervene and secure such a large funding. 

As long-term solutions we propose the use of solar energy to 
produce the necessary electricity to each household; in which 
every household should have its own solar panels. In order to 
achieve such a solution, first of all the widely spread electric 
wires should be buried underground so that the safety issue 
will be insured. This kind of a solution should be implemented 
in the future in order to completely eliminate the electrical 
problem in the whole camp (safety issue and poor reliability of 
electricity). Batteries would not be necessary for storing power, 
in which the energy created by the solar panels throughout the 
day can be sent to the main suppliers of electricity (Lebanese 
government), and when needed (especially at night) the main 
supplier turns back the sent electricity to the camp, and any 
extra usage by the camp would then be charged. 

It should be noted that after doing our investigations we rec-
ognized that wind energy can never be used in the camp, espe-
cially in the Jourat el Tarashha sector, and that is due to the 
danger it might cause on the residents (no proper place to put a 
wind mill) in addition to the lack of enough wind in the sector 
(amp) due to the overcrowdings of the buildings in the camp 
which prevents wind to dribble through. 

III. FUTURE WORK 
 

During the coming week, a cost estimation study will be 
conducted on the desired sector, in order to have a better over-
view of the prices of construction work in the camp, specially, 
when taking into account the difference in prices between in 
the camp and outside it. The differences are due to the limited 
construction material that is allowed to enter the camp. 

 Moreover, a documentary video will be finished soon, that 
describes the miserable living conditions of the camp, and 
helps in providing a clear image of the situation in the camp for 
the sake of drawing the attention of interested donors. 

 
IV. Conclusion 

 

This project provided a clear view of the hazardous structure 
and infrastructure conditions in the camp. It suggested simple, 
efficient techniques for resolving the most critical issues,and 
aimed at achieving the desired goals with minimum incurred 
cost. 
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Figure 4. Electric boxes in Jourat el Tarashha 
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If you have ever driven on the roads of Beirut, Lebanon in the 

past ten years, you certainly have figured out that traffic conditions 
do not offer an ease for drivers. There is no doubt that Beirut is 
worse than ever witnessing a traffic jam crisis that needs to be 
quickly addressed. However, this cannot be solely solved by 
constructing more road infrastructure to handle the huge number of 
vehicles. Drivers are urged to adopt other alternatives for 
commuting such as carpooling, shuttle services, taxi, etc. Hence, the 
rehabilitation of the existing Charles Helou station can be a quick 
and direct solution to the problem at hand. 

Charles Helou bus station is an existing structure built in the 
early 1970s, with the purpose of offering citizens the relief from 
long commutes not only to the northern parts of Lebanon such as 
Tripoli but also outside of Lebanon such as Syria, Jordan and Iraq.  
People had the opportunity to park their cars in Charles Helou 
station and ride a bus or a taxi to their destination of choice. For 
reasons that could be traced back to contractual agreements gone 
wrong in addition to low maintenance, the station failed to live up to 
its purpose and is thus functioning at an efficiency of 20%, as 
affirmed Mr. Rachid Achkar, member of the Beirut municipality.  

To address the aforementioned problems, this paper presents 
work aimed at rehabilitating the station from a structural and 
transportation perspectives while best planning and managing the 
process to save time, money and keep the station functional with the 
least environmental impact. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

One will never understand the amount of work needed for 
the rehabilitation of Charles El Helou station unless he visits 
this facility. A visit to the station will show how poorly 
maintained it is, and how inefficiently it functions.  This paper 
studies the possibility of the transformation of the neglected 
Charles Helou into a travel station with high standards.  

First, a literature review will offer explanation on several 
dents found in the station such as structural damages (concrete 
cracks and how to repair them, corrosion of reinforcement and 
how to solve it, spalling concrete, expansion joints and how to 
maintain them…), and the station’s operational performance. 

After, the scope of work and methodology of the 
rehabilitation is determined and broken down to a clear and 
adequate to-do list. The latter will be divided into several parts: 
structural analysis, transportation illustrating the integrated 
parking plan, and the planning, scheduling and cost estimation. 

Finally, a discussion of the results and findings is presented 
offering the concerned parties a sense of the work that need to 
be done. 

 
 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 
A.  Structural Damage 

 
i) Concrete Cracks  

Cracking is the most common phenomenon of deterioration 
of concrete.  Forces causing the cracks vary between internal 
and external factors in addition to several combined ones. For 
instance, cracking may result from internal chemical reactions, 
such as shrinkage and expansion, weathering actions, corrosion 
of reinforcement, or changes in temperature. It may also be a 
result of excessive external loading and traffic [3].  

Cracks could be detected visually or using certain devices 
and they are classified into two major kinds: those with no 
harm on the structural integrity of concrete and others with 
detrimental consequences on concrete structures causing water 
leakage, excessive deflection in addition to aesthetic concerns 
and many other effects[9].  Whenever exposed to the damaging 
type of cracks, repairing techniques are essential. Some of 
these techniques are [12]: 

 Structural Crack Repairs 
These repairs are applied on cracks that affect the structural 

integrity of concrete where the cause of the stress that 
produced the crack must be addressed and corrected so as to 
restore the strength of the concrete.  Some of these techniques 
are Stitching and Dowling, Bandaging, adding steel brackets 
etc.  

 Non Structural Crack Repairs 
Whenever cracking is nonstructural, i.e. whenever the cracks 

are caused by shrinkage freezing, corrosion of reinforcement, 
etc…, these types of repairs are applied. They include Routing 
and Sealing, Hydraulic Cement Based Crack Repairs and many 
other methods.  

 
ii) Corrosion of Reinforcement  

Corrosion in reinforcing steel is normally due to the 
presence of moist and oxygen. For instance, whenever the last 
two are present, steel reacts with the oxygen molecules 
forming ferric oxide that stays in water until it evaporates. In 
the meantime, carbonation, due to the presence of moist, is 
most likely to take place. This leads to a drop in the alkalinity 
of the cement mix featured with the breakage of the chemical 
oxide film protecting the steel bar. Hence, ferric oxide now 
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sticks on the steel element and forms a reddish coating of rust 
on it [3]. 

The steps below are followed whenever corrosion is present. 
 Reinforcing Steel Cleaning 

First, concrete around the circumference of the reinforcing 
bars is removed so as to all the proper cleaning of the steel 
elements. Then the corroded steel bars are cleaned by either 
one of these five cleaning procedures:  The General Procedure, 
Cleaning Using Needle Scalers, High Pressure Water Cleaning, 
Abrasive Blast Cleaning, and Cleaning Using Power Wire 
Bushing[2]. 

 Reinforcing Steel Repair 
Whenever bars corrode, they lose a considerable section thus 

leading to a reduction in their ultimate capacity. Therefore, 
whenever more than 25% of the steel bar cross-section is 
corroded, reinforcing steel repair is required. This includes the 
following two choices depending on the severity of the 
corrosion: Addition of a supplemental bar over the effected 
length only or Complete Bar Replacement [2].  

 Reinforcing Steel Protection 
In some environment, reinforcing steel should be protected 

once cleaned and repaired to ensure that no corrosion will take 
place in the future. The protection techniques include 
Encapsulation (using epoxy resin), Cathodic Protection, and 
Alkaline Slurry Coating [2]. 

 
iii) Spalling Concrete 

Under pressure, most probably due to excessive loading and 
traffic, bits of concrete tend to fall away from the stressed 
element leaving a crater, which defines the fracture surface 
(figure 1 appendix A). This phenomenon is often due to the 
corrosion of the reinforcing steel [10] For whenever corroded, 
the steel volume increases by 7 to 8 times the virgin steel, thus 
resulting in a pressure that causes local fracture of the concrete 
especially in situations where the concrete cover is minimal [2]. 

In case present along with steel corrosion, spalling concrete 
is repaired as follows. First, proceed with the above mentioned 
steps required for reinforcing steel repair. Next, concrete is 
repaired or recasted depending on the volume of the 
deteriorated concrete. Some of these repair techniques are: 
Hand Mortar or Concrete, Recasting using Mortar or Concrete, 
and Repair using Shotcrete[3].  

 
iv) Expansion joints 

 Definition 
An expansion joint is simply a disconnection between 

segments of the same materials. This disconnection is designed 
and implemented since it permits a safe expansion and 
contraction absorption of several construction materials. 
Moreover, in case located between sections of bridges or 
railway tracks, it absorbs all vibrations produced by the 
movement of vehicles on the roadway[8]. Failure to install 
these structures will lead to cracking of the construction 
materials in addition to splitting in case of roadways. 

 Maintenance 

In order to ensure the stability of the building or roadway in 
which the expansion joint is installed, maintenance procedures 
should be applied regularly. These procedures include 
inspection of the present joints in target of detecting defects. 
They also depend on the types of joints in use where several 
types of joints are in practice nowadays. For instance, while 
asphaltic plug joints (JBM) require rehabilitation interventions 
which mostly have to do with the constituent material; 
interventions for reinforced elastomeric cushion joints (JEA) 
and elastomeric flexible strips (BFE) are concerned with the 
replacement of the present sealing of the anchorage [4]. 
 

B.  The Bus and Taxi Station 
The Surface Floor of the Charles Helou Station and the First 

floor are both intended for Bus and Taxi use respectively.  
However, as the Daily Star article shows, the management of 

these two floors is in a terrible condition and it has affected the 
aesthetic as well as the hygienic state of the station. Therefore, 
a comprehensive management plan that lays the broad 
management strategies is a must. 

The use of a Bus Stations Management system can be very 
handy [11]. 

Such Management Systems may include the following: 
 Booking and ticketing in intercity traffic for up to 30 
days in advance. 
 Complaint and cancellation of the wrongly issued 

tickets. 
 Automated records of the vehicle departures and 

arrivals – dairies of buses departures and arrivals 
(Using Barcodes). 

 Data base management (management of the time 
tables, price lists, daily and monthly calculations, 
bus activation, early departures etc…) 

The Stations can be also equipped with travel companies’ 
offices as well as cafeterias and fast-food chains restaurants. 

 

III. SCOPE OF WORK AND METHODOLOGY 

 
As aforementioned, the study of the rehabilitation project 

will include three different aspects (structural, transportation, 
planning and cost estimating). The assessment of the station’s 
structural being and the areas that need to be addressed in order 
to have a safe, appealing, and fully-functioning station is a 
starting point for the rehabilitation. Next, the station’s 
efficiency from a transportation perspective is determined and 
finally the paper will terminate with the planning, scheduling 
and cost estimating for the project. 

The scope of work will cover the following: 
 Determine whether the station is structurally safe and   

list the items that are not functioning and need to be 
changed or renewed or added. 

 Study the possibilities that would help rejuvenate 
Charles Helou: Comfort facilities (benches and 
seating plans), digital signage, mini shops, etc.   
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 Study the different transportation possibilities of the 
station i.e. whether to turn one of the levels to a 
parking lot (most probably the second level) 

 Determine the optimum location of access points and 
exits of the station for both vehicles and pedestrians 

 Decide on how to maximize the number of passengers 
using the same premises  

 List all the activities that needs to be done along with 
their duration and cost. 

 Plan and schedule the construction management of the 
rehabilitation project. 
 

The station is working at 20% of its capacity. The main Goal 
for the rehabilitation is to take advantage of what the Charles 
Helou station has to offer and optimize it in order to find a 
solution for the transportation problem affecting Lebanon and 
specifically Beirut. Hence, the plan should focus on reviving 
the historical usage of this station and use it as it was first 
intended to be used: a parking, a taxi and bus center. This 
could be done by implementing new service techniques, easy 
access and exits points, pedestrian stairs and possibly bridges.  

The parking lot in Charles Helou has a 400-car capacity and 
it is only accessible from Charles Helou Avenue. It is 
somehow a duty to make an optimum use of this parking due to 
the congestion and parking space problems that the city of 
Beirut is currently witnessing. Hence, developing an Integrated 
Parking Plan is a must. This plan will include the following: 

 Scope: Define the geographical scope of plan that 
includes the areas involved, the regions affected, etc. 

 Problems: Define the parking problems. The entrance 
is from a highway, congestion might be 
encountered at the entrance, the serviceability, 
shuttle services abundance, price, etc. 

 Strategic Planning Context: The parking must 
contribute to an overall strategic vision of the 
Beirut area and not serve as another parking lot 
whose sole aim is to provide parking spaces. 

 Evaluation Framework: Basic Structure for analyzing 
the different options. This framework should 
identify the perspective, the goals, the evaluation 
method, and base case evaluation which would 
predict the future consequences in case the parking 
remains closed. 

 Identification and Evaluation of Options: Develop a 
list of potential solutions using ideas from this 
report as well as stakeholder’s ideas and evaluate 
each option with respect to evaluation criteria. 

A similar plan will be laid for the bus and taxi Station. This 
comprehensive plan should include the basic steps used for the 
Parking Lot such as The Scope, The Problems, The Strategic 
Planning Context and The implementation plan. Then, 
according to the Comprehensive Management Plan, 
Management strategies should be laid out in order to operate 
the station efficiently.  

Planning and cost estimation are crucial phases for the 
project. Although the Charles Helou Station is not working at 
full capacity, the facility remains operational and constitutes a 
hub for many travelers each day. Thus, the intended 
rehabilitation and refurbishment works in the station must 
happen in a precise and timely fashion. A mismanagement of 
the schedule and bad planning might halt the daily operations 
of the station and cause severe delays. 

Additionally, funding is one of the major problems that this 
station was dealing with throughout the years. Therefore, cost 
estimation and works pricing are deemed necessary.  

Planning and scheduling will be preceded by a thorough 
phase where all the production activities will be stated and 
identified. By production activities we signify all the works 
that we wish to accomplish in Charles Helou Station from 
structural rehabilitation till refurbishment. Once that is done, 
these works will be broken down into smaller activities and 
grouped with their time duration under packages: Structures, 
Transportation, Communication, Aesthetics, etc. 

Once this phase is done, we can then proceed and create a 
detailed schedule for the rehabilitation process using Primavera.  

 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

A. Structural Assessment  

One of the major structural damages encountered in the 
station was the spoiled condition of all expansion joints. Their 
disastrous state allowed water leakage into the station through 
the second floor in the absence of a suitable drainage system 
hence leading to water accumulation as seen in the picture 

below. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Moreover, due to this water accumulation, humidity and 

moisture conditions were all over the station causing cracks 
and corrosion of reinforcement.  

As a result, the first step toward the rehabilitation process 
will be to replace all the existing expansion joints with new 
waterproofed ones. If then, the water flow inside the station 
was controlled; the moist will eventually dissipate. However, if 
the rainwater was still finding its way into the station then 
waterproofing of the top surface of the station should be 
waterproofed. Since the station is also functioning as a bridge, 
the waterproofing technique should be done in phases, i.e. 
blocking one side of the road (and diverting the traffic) and 
waterproofing it. Then, the other lane will follow with the same 
process. 

    Figure 1-Water leakage from expansion joint 
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Also, the station’s structures were examined in search for 
corroded steel and spalling concrete conditions. They were 
proved present at numerous locations in the station such as 
slabs, drop beams, girders, columns and ramps.  

The curing process adopted for most of the cases, will be as 
follows: 

 Inspection: Hit the surface that is displaying the rust 
stains or spalling concrete with a hammer to be able 
to determine all the area where concrete and steel 
has debonded. 

 Reinforcing Steel Cleaning: Apply high-pressure 
water (about 50 MPA) on the deteriorated section.   

 Reinforcing Steel Repair: Check how much rust is 
present in the steel. If it has lost more than 25 % of 
its cross-section, the corroded bar should be 
repaired (by connecting a new steel bar to the 
affected part of the bar) or replaced. 

 Reinforcing Steel Protection: Spray Epoxy Resin or 
brush it onto the repaired steel bars. 

 Covering the steel: This step depends on the volume 
of the degraded concrete; if the volume was 
relatively small and isolated, grout is applied by 
hand. However, if the volume of concrete to be 
repaired was large, recasting of the whole area with 
concrete is required. 

 Monitoring: a careful inspection of the corrected areas 
should be done to make sure that the solution was 
efficient. It should be noted that this step is very 
important and should not be disregarded to insure 
the well-being of the station. After all, it is the 
absence of surveillance and maintenance of the 
Charles Helou station that enabled its deterioration 
in the first place. 

Structural concrete cracks were mostly traced in the 
elements of the second floor of the station. They were typically 
found in two major places. The first and most common is in the 
drop beams connecting the two columns supporting each of the 
two ramps A and B. These drop beams, which were also, 
situated below the girders, showed shear cracks. The approach 
that is suggested to treat these is adding steel brackets at the 
intersection of the girder with the drop beam. These steel 
brackets will relief the drop beam from any overloads and thus 
limit the shear cracks.  

As for the first floor, two extensive cracking cases were 
spotted. The first was in one of the edge girders of the floor as 
seen in the picture below. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
The second was in a drop beam. Cracks in both cases were 

most probably fatigue cracks due to the overloads the station is 
enduring (possibly due to the water buildup on the second 
floor). These will be cured by recasting the deteriorated 
sections of both the girder and the beam. 

Cavities due to bad finishing were found in numerous 
locations in the station. These could be repaired by filling them 
with grout. As for the flooring, it should be regraded to 
eliminate water ponding and then retiled or finished with a 
heavy-duty coating.  

B. Plantation of the station 

Engineers’ concern about environmental issues is 
relentlessly mounting; all newly designed buildings try to be 
LEED certified, in other words aim to be environmental 
friendly in all possible aspects and means. When it comes to 
the rehabilitation of an old structure, one should try the utmost 
to develop it in a green oriented fashion.  

Located in the heart of urban Beirut and being really tight on 
the space, the only way Charles Helou could be turned into a 
greener structure is through “Green walls”. The latter are 
defined as places where plants are growing on a vertical 
structure.  

Once again, being in a rehabilitation process imposes certain 
conditions by which one has to abide in his design. For Charles 
Helou station the aim should not be to build a green wall in its 
narrow meaning; that is providing a structural, loose or mat 
media. In fact those cannot be even applied since there are no 
existing walls that we want to cover; we want to create these 
living walls between the balconies of the different stories, 
keeping in mind the aeration and lighting of the station 
concerns. This can be generally executed using two methods: 
trellis and cables. 

Trellis is a frame of wood or metal that could be attached 
between the two stories, however in Charles Helou case, and in 
order to be using the maximum of daylight possible, where 
trellis could block some of the daylight; cables or coated wires 
would be a better alternative. Cables are anchored into the 
ground and are attached on the roof, or they could be externally 
attached in the exterior walls of the balconies. Wire spacing is 
decided based on the desired density of foliage, always 
endeavoring to save the maximum energy possible in terms of 
lighting and ventilation. 

Accordingly, pots will be placed all along the station, on the 
edge of the balconies on the first, second and the avenue1, in 
which vines would be planted; trailing from one story to 
another the green walls are elevated. 

C. Functionality of the Station 

The optimum way to fully utilize the station is for each floor 
to have a specific function contributing to the overall 
functionality of the station. 
                                                           
 

Figure 2-Cracked edge girder 
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i. The Ground Floor 

The ground floor is currently used as a terminal for busses 
and taxis. This story serves as a departure and arrival station 
for busses and taxis with destinations such as Lebanon and 
nearby Arab countries like Syria and Jordan. It can be accessed 
from two roads, one coming from Dawra and another from 
Down Town.  

A good utilization of the ground floor is to dedicate it to 
buses only and divide it to 4 main sectors: Green, Blue, Red 
and Yellow. 

 The Green Zone 
The green zone will be dedicated for buses with local 

destinations. Privately owned busses and Lebanese 
transportation companies, such as Anastacia and Connection, 
currently use their buses for the service of daily commuters 
between Tripoli, Bekaa and northern parts of Beirut. Hence, 
stalls in this sector will be leased to these busses, which will be 
carrying out regular journeys between Beirut and local 
destinations. To prevent monopolies, the best solution lies in 
assigning the organization of these trips to the municipality of 
Beirut or the party that will be held responsible for managing 
the station. Hence, this party will negotiate with the owners of 
these busses for trip schedules and taxes and tickets will be 
sold from the main ticketing office (check the ticketing office 
for further explanation).  

 The Blue Zone 
The indicated blue zone will be reserved for busses 

commuting between Lebanon and Syria. Since these buses, due 
to their cheap taxes, are mostly used by Syrians working in the 
construction business, some families and other trenches of the 
society may be deterred by their poor quality of the service. 
Thus, it is necessary to encourage buses with better service 
quality to lease the stalls and make regular trips. Knowing that 
it is hard for monopolies to originate in this case, it is 
redundant to grant the managing party of the station the control 
over the schedule and tariffs of these busses. Hence, companies 
and busses renting the stalls will be allowed listing their own 
schedule of their trips in addition to selling their tickets in the 
main ticketing office for some additional fees.  

 The Red Zone 
The Red zone will be reserved for buses making regular trips 

from and to Jordan, Iraq and other Arab countries. It is 
adequate to group these destinations in one sector due to their 
relatively small number compared with those carrying out trips 
from and to Syria. Similar to the buses in the blue sector, these 
busses will be granted the privilege of selling their tickets, for 
some additional fees, in the main ticketing office and show 
their schedule in the schedule of the station trips. 

 The Yellow Zone 
The Yellow zone overlooks the private road of the station. 

This section will be used for the arrival and departure of the 
buses in the previously mentioned three sectors. For instance, 
before its departure and upon its arrival the bus will be given a 
stall in the yellow sector to handle passengers and baggage 
more conveniently. 

 Operation and Management 
As for the operation of the floor, all the stalls will be 

numbered and busses renting the stalls will obtain a permanent 
space for the duration of their rent. However, some trips to 
Beirut may take place from different regions of Lebanon and 
Arab countries for a weekend or short periods through buses 
having no leased stalls (School buses, tourist buses, etc...). 
Therefore, these buses have the option to contact the station 
and reserve a stall relative to their duration for a certain fee. 
This procedure will ease the process of making trips to Beirut 
without having to worry about the traffic and problems induced 
from busses inside the capital. 

ii. The First Floor  
The first floor serves currently as a parking floor for taxi 

drivers waiting for passengers to approach. Only 10% of this 
floor is used by these cars, leaving its bulk vacant and unused. 
This floor can be accessed through two entrances: from Down 
Town and another from Dawra; not to mention the ramps that 
link it to the ground and second floors. 

In order to enhance its function and make use of its full area, 
the first floor should be exclusive to taxis and divided into two 
sectors. 

 The Green Zone 
The green zone of this floor will be reserved for taxis 

operating inside the Lebanese territory where it will be shared 
by taxis conducting their trips either within Greater Beirut 
Area or outside it. The eastern part of the Green Zone will be 
assigned to taxis with activity limited to Greater Beirut Area 
since these cars are volatile and hence their entrance and exit 
must be quick to eliminate the possibility of any circulation 
problems. For instance, people parking their cars on the 
station’s second floor or even random visitors may find it more 
convenient to take a cab to the different suburbs of Beirut 
rather than enduring the traffic there and finding it hard to park. 
As for the western part of the Green Zone, it will be assigned 
to taxis conducting trips to cities outside Beirut such as Tripoli, 
Bekaa and other northern cities. This part is of significance 
since passengers will find it more comfortable to use these 
taxis especially if they have extra luggage and thus prefer if 
they take a cab that will drop them at their doorstep rather than 
at the main street. 

 The Blue Zone 
Many of taxi cars in Lebanon have Syrian and Jordanian 

plates. Some of these cars use Charles Helou as a waiting area 
for their orders and passengers. Therefore, the Blue zone will 
be allocated to them. These cars will be able to board travelers 
from the station and drop them there.  

 Operation and Management 
Regarding the operation of this floor, whenever the number 

of cars exceeds the capacity of the floor, a draw will be 
conducted between the interested vehicles. The winning cars 
will then be given the permission to rent the stalls. Moreover, a 
tag with a bar code will be provided to them. This tag will 
allow them to enter the station and prevent them from selling 
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the permission to other cars. In addition, vehicles using this 
floor cannot be manufactured prior to year 2000 and must 
contain brochures about the Charles Helou station. 

This floor will be equipped with toilets and a cafeteria. It 
will also include some rest spaces for drivers and passengers.  

iii. Second Floor 
The second floor of this station will be used as a public 

parking. This parking will be accessible for cars from the 
Charles Helou Avenue through an eastern entrance or a 
western one in addition to ramps connecting the first and 
second floor. The parking has a 400-car capacity and two exits: 
a western exit towards down town and an eastern exit towards 
Dawra.  

This parking lot is of importance since, as mentioned earlier, 
it is more convenient for people that make regular trips to 
Beirut to park their car in it and thus commute inside Beirut 
using the taxis or shuttle buses. Moreover, fees of this parking 
are to be as low as possible to compete with other parking lots 
present in Beirut. In case a shuttle system was considered, 
reduction fees and package deals will be offered. An example 
of a deal could comprise a discount on the stall fee in the 
parking lot in addition to a trip to and from a shuttle stop in 
Beirut.  

D. Cost Estimation 

The pricing of the rehabilitation project was challenging 
since the integrity of the columns, slabs and girders could not 
be tested without hammering them and causing damages to the 
station. Thus, the rehabilitating approach could not be 
identified; however, certain assumptions were made in this 
section to be able to get quantity take-offs.  

The roughly estimated quantities and their costs are divided 
in two sections: 

 Quantity take-off and cost estimation for the 
rehabilitation of the station as it is currently. 

 Quantity take-off and cost estimation for newly added 
facilities. 

After summing up the prices of both sections, the total cost 
of the station is found to be close to1.5 million dollars. It 
should be noted that this price is entitled to many changes due 
to the assumptions made. However, it offers a feel of the range 
of the cost for the rehabilitation of Charles Helou. 

E. Planning and Scheduling 

For the planning and scheduling of the project, a division of 
the work to be done into small packages is laid. It should be 
noted that the breakdown could not be very detailed seeing as 
the municipality is requiring minimal specifications and is 
offering the interested bidders flexibility.  

Then, the activities are plugged into a network with logical 
relations joining them. And finally, the scheduling is done 
using the Primavera program. Taking June 1st as a start day for 
the project, the end date turned out to be November 8 of the 
same year (2012). As a conclusion, the Rehabilitation project 

will take approximately five months. This duration is very 
typical for rehabilitation project and is thus acceptable. 
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Abstract
Short term planning is critical in the construction 
industry. This evolving process goes beyond the 
simple interpretation of the project schedule, to 
breaking activities down into the level of operations, 
identifying constraints, assigning responsibilities, and 
making assignments ready by removing constraints. A 
lack of production planning will result in construction 
wastes at the level of production, materials and 
management efforts. Incorporating improvisation in 
the process will cover up failures due to lack of 
planning.  
The goal of this study is to understand the weakness 
and shortcomings in implementing short-term 
planning and suggest methods for improvement as 
well as studying the conditions and requirements for 
effective improvisation to cater for breakdowns in 
planning efforts and uncertainty. 
Look ahead planning is a vital link between front end 
planning and weekly work planning. While the goal of 
Lookahead planning is to make activities ready, task 
execution sometimes proceeds without full removal of 
constraints due to uncertainty, lack of planning, lack 
of information, or pressure for fast action.  
Improvisation is the use of one's ad hoc cognitive 
abilities to come up spontaneously with a resolution 
for an unexpected situation with whatever existing 
resources. Due to the absence of studies on assessing 
improvisation in construction, we performed a 
detailed literature review to realize that improvisation 
is required to cater for breakdowns in planning 
efforts, and to assist sudden actions and predicaments 
(uncertainty).  
This paper will present results from surveys to assess 
the performance level of short-term/ lookahead 
planning and the use of improvisation in 
construction. .Our research will address construction 
projects in Lebanon and the Middle East in order to 
assess the efforts and challenges invested in short 
term planning, as well as the value added of such an 
activity. Several projects will be analyzed as case 
studies to examine the level of short-term planning, 
process wastes, the need for improvisation, and the 
efficacy of the improvisation methods employed. 

I. INTRODUCTION AND PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Construction planning is the basis for successful 
project performance and meeting the project objectives 
of time, cost, quality, and safety. It involves developing 
the following: 1) the engineering and delivery method, 2) 
the organizational and contractual structure 3) the 
schedule, 4) the project cost and cash flow, 5) the major 
equipment plan, 6) site layout and logistics plan, 7) work 
methods, 8) manpower allocation, and 9) materials 
allocation (Laufer et al. 1993).   

These general project plans are linked to on-site 
work activities by short-term construction plans (Laufer 
et al. 1992). Short-term planning or lookahead planning 
goes beyond the simple interpretation of the project 
schedule, to breaking activities down into the level of 
operations, identifying constraints, assigning 
responsibilities, and making assignments ready by 
removing constraints (Ballard 1997, Ballard 2000, and 
Hamzeh 2009). 

Lookahead Planning 
The lookahead planning process is an intermediate 

planning process that follows front end planning and 
precedes production planning. As a first step in 
production control, lookahead planning is a vital link 
between phase schedules and weekly work plans.  
Lookahead planning makes scheduled tasks ready to be 
performed, shields activities on the weekly work plan 
from variations by removing constraints, sizes capacity 
to work flow, produces a backlog of workable activities, 
and designs how operations are performed (Ballard 
2000, Ballard et al. 2003). 

Making-do 
While the goal of Lookahead planning is to make 

activities ready, task execution sometimes proceeds 
without full removal of constraints due to uncertainty, 
lack of planning, lack of information, or pressure for fast 
action. When an activity starts without having all its 
prerequisites ready or its complete kit, a making-do 
waste is generated. According to Koskela (2004), the 
consequences of making-do waste is an increase in lead 
time and a decline in productivity. Making-do waste can 
hurt workers’ motivation who are aware that they are 
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situations, for example a delay in the imported material, 
improvisation was used to solve the problem but only on 
a managerial level. 
However, the foremen and the crew will have to resort to 
the site engineer or field engineer in case of any irregular 
occurrences (failure in any activity, any missing pre-
requisite, and uncertainty). Moreover, based on the 
interviews, it was observed that the project schedule 
involves breaking down activities into the level of 
operations that allows them to monitor the work, remove 
constraints, and reallocate resources. Nevertheless, the 
foremen are only given the part of the schedule they are 
responsible for executing. Not giving them the chance to 
understand the interdependence of their activities with 
others and the effect of their activities on the whole 
project, will impact negatively on their performance 
since they will not be able to assess the level of 
importance of their tasks.  Additionally, few mock 
apartments were requested to be executed and this adds 
to the complexity of the project in order to stay on 
schedule and within budget. Finally, because of the small 
lay down area, mobility on site is an issue that could 
hinder productivity.    

B. Project 2  
Project 2 is an educational complex that is being 

constructed right now in one of the well-known 
Lebanese universities in Beirut. This 10 million U.S 
Dollars project is composed of a 6-storey building of 
around 10,000m2 with two basements of 5,000m2 of 
build up area. The project is of the Design Bid Build 
(DBB) contractual type. The main parties engaged are 
University’s administration as the client, the design firm, 
the contractor, and the project planner firm which takes 
the lead in setting and monitoring the schedule and the 
progress of the project. During the site visits, interviews 
were conducted with   the contractor’s project manager, 
the construction manager and two general foramens.  In 
this particular case, the planning firm, that played quiet 
an important role on site, was somehow causing some 
delay. In addition to that, just after the start of the 
construction, the project was delayed due to funding 
problems. The interviews with the foremen showed that 
site logistics was a quite challenging problem especially 
when it came to decide about the crane’s location. On the 
other hand the entrance of the site was not part of the 
university’s campus thus more flexibility is gained for the 
contractor to act on site. In order to facilitate the 
communication between the different parties on site, 
university’s extension number to all the site offices. A 
special characteristic in this project is the client’s aim to 
achieve a Gold LEED certificate which increased the 
complexities and standards of the project.  

C. Project 3
Project 3 is an educational building at a university 

campus in Beirut city, which is currently in the concrete 
phase and is scheduled to finish by June 2013. The 

parties that are engaged in this project are the client, 
General contractor, architect, engineer, and 
subcontractors.  The project is delivered by the design 
bid build method (traditional approach).  The building is 
not a conventional building due to its special 
architectural features. The idea of the building is to look 
like the head of a Cobra with an S ramp being the tail 
and the body of the Cobra. The façade is inclined with a 
different angle and there are no 90 degree rooms which 
is challenging in design and construction. Furthermore, 
mock up walls are required to ensure the smooth texture 
of the concrete, and all this add up to the density of the 
project complication. Those challenges are instigating 
the need for improvisation due to the necessity to meet 
the requirements that distract from the standard 
operating procedures. Additionally, being constructed at 
a university campus adds to its complexity; the working 
hours are being interrupted constantly due to the noise 
emissions that distract nearby classes. Moreover, the 
strict environmental laws to preserve the greenery at the 
campus affect the freedom in construction. All those 
factors should be taken in consideration and planned 
ahead of time with no minimal flexibility for opposition.  
On the other hand, weekly meetings are conducted with 
the presence of all parties but without the engagement of 
the foremen.   

IV. ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS:

1. Blue Collar Vs. White Collar 
Since the study is based on a set of questions 

that address both blue and white collars people, it will be 
interesting, when analyzing the output data, to compare 
between the answers provided by both entities to these 
questions, since, as we know, the construction people 
perceive things on site in different way from which the 
planning people do.  

Planning
In general we found that blue collar people tend to be 
more realistic when planning and commencing tasks. In 
fact, when asked whether they start or schedule a task 
even though its predecessor is not completed they 
answered that they prefer waiting until the current task 
is finished. This indicates that blue collar people 
schedule tasks based on the possibility of completing it 
within the assigned period where as white collar people 
are more focused on finishing tasks on time regardless if 
this is attainable or not.  As figure 2 shows, white-collar 
specialists are sometimes unaware that the tasks 
scheduled in the weekly work plan are not completely 
free of constraints. Even though blue collar specialists 
tend to be more realistic in planning, white collar are 
more practical when it comes to reducing task 
uncertainty before starting it and this is usually done by 
reviewing the process, its assumptions, and the possible 
outcomes. This can be directly related to the way 
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managerial people look for tasks, since they are 
interested and focused on meeting outcomes and due 
dates, hence they monitor the process from a 
macroscopic view.  

Figure 2: Blue Vs. White collar people 

On the other side, even though blue collar people tend to 
be more realistic in planning, white collar are more 
practical when it comes to reducing task uncertainty 
before starting it and this is usually done by reviewing 
the process, its assumptions, and the possible outcomes. 
This can be directly related by the way managerial 
people look for tasks, since they are interested and 
focused on meeting outcomes and due dates, hence they 
monitor the process from a macroscopic scale.  

Making-do waste was seen in the three sites where 
several activities had to be stopped due to some 
unknown prerequisite increasing the lead time and 
decreasing the worker’s productivity. (Refer to Figure 2)  
For example, in project 3, the complex is located near an 
actual engineering building, excavation works were 
interrupted several times due the noise that was 
disturbing the students during class time.  

One may think that, by planning tasks on a schedule, 
the predecessor tasks will be automatically completed 
generating a constraint free environment. However, 
planning is an evolving process which requires adopting 
flexible approaches to overcoming unexpected problems. 
In case study 2, engineers and workers had to come up 
with innovative solutions in order to construct the 4 
façades of the building which are designed to have 
different inclination angles.

Figure 3: People Involved in the Weekly-work plan 

As a practice done in Lebanon, short-term planning 
meetings are held without the presence of the blue collar 
people as shown in Figure 3,  Still blue collar people 
tend to do their own look-ahead plan at a smaller scale 
and when doing this they tend more to look for 
developing practical methods to execute work. On the 
contrary white collar people focus more on planning, 
setting dates, and scheduling tasks. (Refer to Figure 4)

Figure 4: D Short-term planning focuses more on scheduling 
rather than developing ways to execute tasks 

Not being part of the weekly meetings reflects the way 
white collars people perceive the role of blue collar 
people. Figure 5 shows that the foreman working on 
both case studies strongly agreed on the fact that their 
opinion is taken into consideration when assessing the 
duration of a specified activities. Ironically, almost 50% 
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of the white collars people have disagreed on this 
statement. This might reflect the fact that the engineers 
on site value poorly the foreman’s opinion and do not 
consider very relevant. They may discuss with them 
these matters in order to make them feel “responsible” in 
case of any delay and give them a sort of incentive to 
finish the work on time. After interviewing the white 
collar on site, a feeling of “superiority” was perceived in 
their judgment, regarding any decision, since they are 
the engineers and the other are just simple workers.  
In fact, this mentality forms an obstacle in collaborative 
planning since, most of the time, only the senior 
management, present at the weekly meeting, takes the 
decision about the tasks that will be assigned to the 
workers.

Figure 5: Foreman Being Part of the Decision Making Process 

Improvisation
Based on the interviews and the surveys, a sharp 

distinction was noted between the white collar and blue-
collar attitude, way of thinking, and freedom to be 
proactive at the spur of the moment.  When an activity 
requires further resources to finish on time, both white 
collar and blue collar people tend to adjust the resources 
to meet the requirements; however, the white collar 
people are more pro this adjustment. This is justified by 
the fact that managerial people want to make sure the 
activity will finish as scheduled. Similarly, when errors 
are detected due to time pressure, risks are cooperatively 
shared between white and blue collar workers. However, 
because the blue collar workers are not involved in 
weekly work meetings, they are not given the chance to 
offer any alternatives which deprive them to see those 
errors as opportunities for process improvement, unlike 
white collar people.  

Due to the prevalent systems that do not sustain one's 
autonomy in taking action without having to refer every 
time to the upper managers, blue collar people are not 
given the chance to break from the conventional 
means/methods or develop new procedures even if the 
pre-planned strategies fail to assist a sudden action or 
predicament. This opposition to exercise a new 
innovative method or process also exists, in some 
projects, at the managerial level too due to the inertia 
against anything new.  
On the other hand, in most cases, the foreman meets 
with his crew every morning to adjust the daily plan 
according to current resources and conditions; however 
this control is restricted and oriented to meet the upper 
level employees' instructions who believe they can 
balance the cost of adjustment and its effectiveness.  
Likewise, white collar workers are inclined to adopt the 
first relevant option to save the time for searching for the 
optimal solution; however, blue collar workers do not 
agree fully. This is explained by the fact that blue collar 
workers are more aware of the actual feasibility of 
options in execution and current site conditions.  

2. Sites Interdependent Analysis 

Planning
While looking for sites to study, different criteria 

were taken into consideration mainly the location, the 
functionality and the complexity in order to correlate 
between the project’s complexity and the level of 
planning and improvisation adopted. 
In terms of planning, the three sites were completely 
different and unique. In sites where the design was 
conventional, a good relation existed between the owner 
and the contractor, short-term planning was almost 
executed according to plan and problems were solved 
smoothly and cooperatively. 
On the other hand, for projects that are based on an 
unconventional design requiring a lot of understanding 
to be executed, the contractor will tend to have problems 
in setting and executing his short-term plans, inducing 
more delays to the system. The same problems were 
faced when site logistics and available space were an 
issue. 

Finally, as a matter of fact having a planning and 
scheduling entity on the site will enhance and improve 
the construction process, keeping in mind that extra 
interaction and communication is required between all 
stakeholders to share information and decisions.  

Improvisation
Knowing that projects differ in complexity, in 

the method of delivery, time restrictions, level of rigidity 
of the companies' systems, design challenges, and type of 
projects; all those differences affect their attitude 
towards improvisation, its efficacy, type of improvisation, 
and ways of improvising. In the project where the design 
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is unconventional and architecturally complicated, 
behavioral and cognitive improvisation is practiced to 
change adopted plans and the modification of the 
perception of techniques used, respectively. This is 
justifiable because current standardized procedures and 
interpretations are not applicable anymore. This is 
proven in Figure 6 where in complex projects they tend 
to search more and switch for new operating procedures 
compared to traditional projects. Moreover, in projects 
where they are tight on schedule, they tend to study 
fewer alternatives when taking decision regarding a 
certain process.
On the other hand, the method of delivery of the project 
turned out to affect the need for improvisation. In design 
build projects, where designing, planning, and execution 
happen concurrently, more failure is witnessed in 
methods, deficient availability of pre-requisites, and 
failure in preparation of a complete kit, and thus 
improvisation is doomed to cater for breakdowns in 
planning efforts and uncertainty.  
Likewise, on educational projects, where the building 
comprises lecture rooms and labs, interdependent 
activities and trades tend to clash and unanticipated 
problems show up which necessitate the need to act on 
spot and resolve any occurring problems. Moreover, in 
some companies' systems they fear change and the 
sudden implementation of new methods/techniques so 
they tend to rely less on improvisation even if it's on the 
expense of time and cost. 

Figure 6: Complex versus traditional projects 

Conclusion  
Look ahead planning is a vital part of the construction 
process that should be performed with a delighted care. 
And based on our preliminary case studies we found that 

improvisation is always needed to fill the gap whenever 
plans are not feasible anymore. Thus construction people 
should be aware about the importance of both look 
ahead planning and improvisation as complementary 
components for the success of any project.  
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Abstract - The lack of funds and initiative for a 
solid waste management in Lebanon is 
threatening public health and the environment. 
One of the most common types of solid waste in 
Lebanon is the construction and demolition waste 
(CDW). The increasing amounts of CDW 
produced over the years are both an 
environmental and economic burden. Producing 
recycled concrete aggregate (RCA) from CDW is 
a solution which can make CDW a useful 
material, and at the same time decrease the 
harmful effects on both public health and the 
environment. In Lebanon, this technique has not 
been approved or backed by concerned officials, 

nor have comprehensive studies been conducted 
on the subject. Samples containing varied 
percentages of recycled concrete aggregate and 
masonry aggregate were prepared and tested. The 
samples are constituted of compressive strength 
cylinders, four point loaded beams, and cylinders 
prepared to measure the bond strength of 
reinforcement. The performance of samples 
containing recycled aggregate was found to be 
comparable and better in some instances than that 
of the control samples. An environmental and 
economic assessment of the benefits was 
conducted. It was found that using RCA can be 
both beneficial to the environment and profitable. 

1. Introduction  

In many countries, a plan for solid waste 
management is followed in order to protect public 
health, natural resources, and the environment. In 
Lebanon, however, the lack of funds and initiative 
caused most of the municipalities to pay little 
attention to this issue. This situation led to the wide 
spread of an environmental problem which is doomed 
to get worse if no steps are taken to alleviate it. An 
urgent concern regarding the disposal of CDW is 
arising, yet studies and practices abroad have shown 
that CDW not only can be managed in a safe and 
environmentally friendly way, but can also be 
recycled and used in future structures. In many 
developed countries, CDW is now frequently being 

processed into recycled concrete aggregate (RCA) 
and used mainly in fill, drainage and sub-base 
materials, with a high potential of widening its scope 
of use to include structural and masonry applications. 
On the other hand, in Lebanon, the use of RCA has 
not been studied comprehensively. However, it is 
imperative that such a concept be employed to 
alleviate the threats posed by CDW [7].  

While accepting the urgent need to promote the use 
of RCA, it must be kept in mind that aggregates for 
concrete mixes must meet the requirements set in 
related specifications. Hence, the aim of this project 
is to introduce RCA as an alternative to dumping 
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CDW. This report will tackle previous findings on 
the use of RCA in structural elements and in masonry 
units. Also, it discusses the various tests conducted 
on mixes with RCA collected from different 
Lebanese locations. The tested samples tested contain 
different compositions of recycled aggregate (RA) of 
crushed structural concrete and masonry. This report 
will also focus on the environmental benefits of 
recycling these wastes in addition to the financial 
returns and savings it promises. 

2. Review of Previous Findings 
 

Recycled concrete aggregates are the product of 
recycling fresh or hardened concrete. The 
construction industry and concrete batch plants are 
the parties concerned in dealing with concrete waste. 
In California, for example, CDW materials consist of 
about 22 percent of California's disposed waste 
stream, or approximately 8.7 million tons, of which 
over 977,000 tons (or 2.4%) are asphalt and concrete 
[2]. The CDW originates from the demolition of old 
buildings for the purpose of reconstruction or from 
unexpected events such as wars, earthquakes, etc [5]. 
Moreover, process waste from ready mix concrete 
plants consist of over ordered concrete quantities, 
wash-out of trucks at the end of the day, concrete 
from precast yards, and cylinders that are cast for 
testing. A typical batch plant generates between 20 
and 80 tons of waste concrete per month.  

A. Previous Experimental Tests 

Construction and demolition waste usually contains 
foreign matters in the form of metal, wood, glass, 
plaster etc. Most studies therefore stress that in order 
to produce a high-quality concrete with RCA, such 
embedded items which might negatively affect 
physical properties of the mixture should be 
removed. 

Effects of RCA on Fresh Concrete Mixture: The use 
of RCA in concrete mixture can alter the behavior of 
plastic concrete. Specifically, RCA have a higher 
absorption capacity compared to virgin aggregates 
resulting in a loss in workability. It was reported that 
w/c can be adjusted so to produce similar workability 
as non RCA concrete. 

Effects of RCA on hardened concrete: The 
compressive strength of the concrete decreases with 
increasing amount of RCA. However, when it comes 
to durability properties, no comparable differences 
were found when using RCA in the mixture, if the 
mixes are of equivalent strength, achieved through 
adjustment of the w/c ratio. 

Effects on Mixture Production: The old mortar found 
in RCA not only increases the absorption capacity of 
the aggregate but also weakens the adherence 
between the new cement mortar and the recycled 
aggregate. This can be mitigated by pre-wetting RCA 
in order to fill the cracks by a layer of cement slurry. 

Effects of RCA on Behavior of Structural Elements: 
Different studies showed different results. Although 
RCA-structural beams showed similar flexural 
performance and shear strength as the non RCA 
concrete beams, studies did not agree on whether 
they both show similar or different types of failure. 

Effects of RCA on Hollow Core Blocks: For masonry 
blocks, RCA can be used in any percentage (up till 
100%) and it would still reveal good results in terms 
of reduction of cost, water absorption and 
compressive strength. 

Effects of Recycling CDW: The availability of 
disposal sites is declining in urbanized nations as 
they are being exhausted. Hence, waste is being 
disposed in an illegal manner that harms the 
environment. Recycling concrete would allow 
conserving natural resources from quarries, 
lengthening the lifetime of landfills by reducing the 
amount of waste disposed and preserving the 
environment. 

Regulations in Some Countries: Due to the 
environmental degradation due to CDW and concrete 
waste from batch plants, authorities are requesting 
the construction industry to divert and recycle 
materials and to use them on new projects.  

3. Experimental Work and Discussion 
 

Methodology (concise): 
 Collection of CDW from multiple sources. 
 Aggregate preparation by sieving (three 

sizes:1/2”, 3/8”, #4 sieves) and washing. 
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 Testing for RCA and natural aggregates (NA). 
 Preparation of mix designs: the mix designs were 

prepared using ACI standards with a target 
strength of 30 MPa. The gradation of coarse 
aggregates consisted of proportioning the sieved 
aggregates to produce the most compacted mix 
(ratios of previous sieved sizes: 2:1:3 
respectively). 

 Preparation of control samples of concrete 
cylinders, concrete beam, and cylinders for pull 
out test (elaborated later). 

 Preparation of samples to be tested by changing 
the percentages of RCA and masonry aggregate 
(MA) (replacing NA by 10%, 20%, and 30% by 
weight). 

 Comparing the performance of RCA to that of 
virgin aggregates. 

 All tests performed conform to their respective 
ASTM standards although not mentioned. 

A. Tests on Aggregates: 

After performing the flakey and elongated tests on 
natural and recycled aggregate, the following results 
in Table 1 were obtained. Percent flakiness and 
elongated-ness do not vary greatly between sizes 
across NA and RCA. Thus the shape of natural 
aggregates and RCA is not a factor affecting 
performance. 

 
Sieve Size % Flakey % Elongated 

Natural 

Aggregate 

1/2'' 18.83 15.48 

3/8'' 13.08 26.78 

Recycled 

Concrete 

Aggregate 

1/2'' 17.15 15.6 

3/8'' 12.35 26.78 

Table 1 Particle Shape of Natural and Recycled Aggregate 

Table 2 below shows the results of the absorption, 
density, and LA abrasion test performed on both the 
natural aggregate and recycled concrete aggregate. 
The values obtained for the RCA are averages for the 
test results performed on the four sources. The results 
of each source did not vary greatly from one another. 
Accordingly, the four sources were mixed into one 
stockpile. 

 

 

Natural 

Aggregate 

Recycled 

Aggregate 

Absorption % 2.10 6.58 

Density (Oven 

Dry) kg/m3 
2520.10 1726.12 

% Loss LA Test 26.00 51.38 

Table 2 Properties of Natural and Recyled Aggregate 

Results have shown that recycled concrete aggregates 
exhibit higher absorption capacity, less density and 
higher percentage of mass loss compared to the 
natural aggregates. The higher absorption is a factor 
affecting the reduced workability encountered while 
mixing the concrete samples. 

B. Compressive Strength 

Table 3 shows the results of the compressive strength 
tests conducted on 15cmx30cm cylinders. The 
samples were tested after 14 and 28 days of curing. 
The number of replicated of each sample is shown 
beside the average value of results.  

%RA %MA Reps. 

14 Day 
Comp. 

Strength 
(MPa) 

Reps. 

28 Day 
Comp. 

Strength 
(MPa) 

0 0 2 32 4 30 
10 0 2 35 2 - 
10 50 2 28 3 31 
20 0 2 35 3 35 
20 50 2 32 2 33 
30 0 2 34 1 33 
30 50 3 34 2 34 

Table 3 Average Compressive Strength of Cylinders  

The results above show that the average compressive 
strength does not vary greatly between the control 
mixes and mixes with RCA and masonry. The 
targeted strength used in the mix design is 30 MPa, 
which is in agreement with the results shown. It is 
noticed that the average compressive strength in the 
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RCA mixes is slightly higher than the control mix; 
this could be due to the fact that the recycled concrete 
aggregate contains already cured cement. Another, 
possible reason is that the quality of natural 
aggregates in the RCA is probably substantially 
better given the decline in the quality of materials 
recently. On another note, the strength of the 
cylinders did not decrease with increase of the %RA. 
This shows that if prepared properly the adverse 
effects of RA can be overcome. Moreover, the 
substitution of 50% of the RA by MA did not have a 
substantial effect on the strength of the cylinders. 

C. Flexural Strength 
The beams tested are 15cmx15cmx50cm. They were 
loaded using the four point load test. Table 4 
summarizes the results. All results represent one 
sample except the control, the 20%RA-%50MA and 
the 30%RA-%50MA which have two replicates each. 

%RA %MA 
14 Day 

Flexural 
Strength(KN) 

28 Day 
Flexural 

Strength(KN) 
0 0 26.5  - 

10 0 36  - 
10 50 30  - 
20 0 27 44 
20 50 38  32 
30 0 32 29 
30 50 33 29 

Table 4 Flexural strength of four point test on beams 

The results above show that the control beams and 
the beams with RCA gave varied results when 
flexural strength was tested.  However, in all cases 
the beams containing RCA were stronger than the 
control. Also, the variation of the results is indicative 
of the dependence of the strength of these small 
beams on more haphazard factors such as the 
distribution of the aggregated inside the beams. 
Although, it should be noted that all failures occurred 
through the splitting of aggregates inside the beams, 
as in no failures occurred due to weak aggregate-
cement bonds. 

D. Bond Strength 
The samples prepared for the bond strength 
constituted of 15cmx30cm cylinders with a T12 bar 
embedded into the cylinders. The strength required to 

pull the bars out of the cylinders using a hydraulic 
jack was measured in tons. 

%RA %MA Reps. 
14 day 

strength 
(T) 

Reps. 
28 day 

strength 
(T) 

0 0 2 3.75 2 5 
20 0 1 4.5 2 4.5 
20 50 - - 4 5.6 
30 0 2 4 2 5 
30 50 - - 1 4.5 

Table 5 Bond Strength of Steel Bars in Cylinder  

The obtained pullout test results showed slightly 
higher values for mixes with RCA as compared to the 
control pullout cylinders. However, a complete trend 
cannot be deduced until the rest of the samples are 
tested. All the samples except the 20% RA- 50%MA 
failed by the cracking of the concrete cylinders. 
However, the latter failed by a clean pull out of the 
bars from the concrete. This is due to the fact that 
these samples were capped before testing. The 
uneven load distribution on the other samples 
resulted in the cracking of the concrete prematurely. 
Henceforth, the rest of the samples will be capped 
prior to testing.  

4. Cost Impact Assessment 
The recognition of the benefits of recycling CDW has 
been manifested by the implementation of regulations 
and specifications in various countries of the world. 
However, the lack of awareness, the limited 
documentation and regulations in Lebanon, have 
inhibited the development of management plans for 
recycling CDW.  

In a thesis paper done by Tamraz (2011), a 
management plan for CDW is proposed for the case 
of Lebanon. The researchers considered the 
implementation of an industry for recycling concrete 
aggregates. In this study, the price of recycled 
aggregates was calculated and found to vary between 
2$ to 7$ per Ton, for a gate fee of 0 to 3$ per Ton [8]. 
On the other hand, after interviewing a medium sized 
ready mix batch plant, it was stated that the price of 
natural aggregates is 11.5$/T. 

However, the paper mentioned earlier did not discuss 
the impact of introducing RCA into the mix on the 
total cost of fresh concrete. Therefore, this next part 
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will briefly explain the percentage reduction in cost 
taking into consideration these two criteria: 

- The extremes of 2$ and 7$ per Ton of RCA 
(proposed by Tamraz). 
- The percentage of RCA being 30% of the total 
coarse aggregate portion; since the experimental 
results from the samples containing 10%, 20% and 
30%  RA did show a discernable difference in 
performance. 

Case 1: By considering the price of natural 
aggregates to be 11.5$/T and the price of RCA to be 
2$/T: 

Total quantity of coarse aggregates in mix = 863 
kg/m3.  

Quantity of RCA = 0.3 x 863 = 259 kg/m3 

Quantity of natural aggregates = 604 + 837(fine 
aggregate)= 1441 kg/m3 

Price of RCA = 0.259 T/m3 x 2$/m3 = 0.518 $/m3  

Price of natural aggregates = 1.441 x 11.5 = 16.57 
$/m3 

Total price of aggregates with 30% RCA = 17.1 $/m3 

Total price of aggregates (if 100% natural 
aggregates) = 19.55 $/m3 

Hence, 2.45 $/m3 could be reduced from the price of 
concrete or gained by the batch plant if keeping their 
prices as if recycled concrete was not used. This 
corresponds to a reduction of 12.53% in the cost of 
aggregates. 

If we consider the price of one cubic meter of 
concrete to be 78$/m3 (without VAT) for 30 MPa 
concrete, as stated by the small size concrete batch 
plant, the price of concrete would now become 
75.55$/m3 (without VAT).  

Case 2: When considering the highest cost of RCA = 
7$/T, the results are still satisfying but the savings are 
less. 

By using the same mix design: 

Price of RCA = 0.259T/m3 x 7$/m3 = 1.313$/m3 

Price of natural aggregates = 16.57$/m3 

Total price of aggregates with 30% RCA = 17.88 
$/m3 

Total price of aggregates (if 100% natural 
aggregates) = 19.55 $/m3 

In this case, 1.67$/m3 is saved on aggregates which 
corresponds to 8.54% savings in the price of 
aggregates. Therefore the price of one cubic meter 
could become 76.33$/m3 (without VAT) instead of 
78$/m3 (without VAT).  

5. Environmental Impact Assessment 
A problem lies in the fact that CDW is not allowed to 
be dumped in landfills. They are mostly dumped 
illegally in the sea or left on the side of roads and in 
valleys. Recycling concrete aggregate will therefore 
reduce the negative impacts on the environment; 
specifically it will reduce seawater,  river, and soil 
contamination.  

Studies have also shown that this illegal dumping of 
demolition waste can have negative impact on the 
public since people become exposed to toxic 
materials, contaminated water, soil and air. Hence, 
recycling demolished concrete will definitely reduce 
the negative impact on the public health. 

Quarrying by itself is a polluting mechanism. And the 
rising demand for aggregates results in an increase in 
the number of quarries. Though studies have so far 
limited the RCA percentage in mixes to 30%, this 
percentage can still lead to a significant reduction of 
the quarrying activities. 

6. Constraints 
Constraints are always found in new research 
investigations. In recycled concrete aggregates, 
constraints are both found in the experimental aspect 
and in the impact assessment.  

A. For the experimental aspect: 
o At the inception of the study, the selected 

percentages of replaced aggregates were 
expected to have a more noticeable effect on 
performance. With the results now at hand it 
would have been much more suitable to have a 
larger disparity between the replaced percentages 
to produce more discernible trends. 

o Due to a problem with the large mixer in the lab, 
a smaller mixer with a 50kg capacity had to be 
used; so all the mixes had to be done in small 
batches. This could account for some of the 
variability in the results of the same mixes. 

o There was a difficulty in determining a set 
amount of plasticizer needed to produce a 
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workable mix. Similar mixes had different 
reactions to the same amount of plasticizer 
added. So most of the time the plasticizer was 
added gradually to the mixes as needed. 

o The unknown strength and properties of CDW 
might be a controlling factor. If defective CDW 
is present in important quantities it would affect 
the strength of the concrete with RCA. 

o The CDW could have contained unnoticeable 
contaminants such as steel, plastics, and other 
materials and chemicals.  These contaminants 
could affect the chemical reactions that take 
place when the concrete is hardening and affect 
strength of the samples. 
 

B. For the economic and environmental aspect: 
o Results from the survey that studies parties’ 

willingness to use RCA could be inexact as 
companies could fear that the survey is not 
anonymous. 

o Demolition contractors and individuals 
responsible for the disposal of CDW could still 
dump the CDW in an illegal manner which 
would affect the quantity of CDW estimated to 
be recycled.  

o The study assumes that the law will be 
reinforced and that a fee is imposed on dumping 
which could not be the case. 

o As only 10% to 30% of RCA is replaced in 
concrete mixes, hence quarrying will not cease to 
take place. On the contrary, natural aggregates 
could be sold at a lower price to compete with 
the RCA. 
 

7. Conclusion and Recommendations 
This report tackles the existing technical information 
on the use recycled concrete aggregate in the world. 
It also provides the results of tests conducted in the 
laboratory of the American University of Beirut.  

Based on the experimental work of this research, tests 
have concluded that when it comes to the properties 
of the recycled aggregates, there is no significant 
variation compared to those of natural aggregates. 
Tests have also shown that concrete mixes containing 
recycled aggregate can have comparable and even 
better performance to control mixes with regards to 
compressive strength, flexural strength and 
reinforcement bond strength.  

The issue of recycled concrete aggregate not only 
requires experimental studies, but it also demands a 
feasibility study to show how that it is worthwhile 
and even profitable to implement the use of RCA. 

And so, this report presented two cases, the worst and 
best with regards to prices, for which this new 
industry can be implemented.  

It should be noted that this research discusses only 
the possibility of recycling hardened concrete waste, 
yet more studies should be implemented while 
considering also the possibility of recycling fresh 
concrete waste produced by batch plants. Indeed, 
previous studies have shown that approximately 5000 
m3 of fresh concrete goes to waste each year, which 
is considered a considerable quantity. 

On another note, this study has more parts that due to 
time constraints could not be included. Firstly, more 
samples still did not reach their planned curing date 
and will be tested in the near future. More 
importantly, of the samples to be tested are 10 cm 
masonry blocks containing varied percentages of 
RCA and MA are to be tested to show the impact of 
RA on these elements. 
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Abstract-Current building codes lack explicit 
recommendations on how to simulate the seismic performance of 
high-rise buildings with multiple underground stories. Designers 
are typically basing their analyses on subjective engineering 
judgments and experience. Some model and analyze the buildings 
cropped at the ground floor level, others include a partial number 
of basement floors, while a few include all the underground floors.  

This paper studies the seismic behavior of reinforced concrete 
buildings with multiple underground stories. It seeks to provide 
recommendations on the number or percentage of underground 
stories to be accounted for in the analysis of reinforced concrete 
shear wall buildings. A sensitivity analysis is conducted to 
evaluate the nonlinear seismic response of 5, 10, 15, & 20 storey 
buildings. A base-case where the buildings are modeled with a 
fixed condition at ground level is adopted, and then the number of 
basements is incrementally increased to investigate changes in 
performance. In accordance with the geotechnical map of Beirut, 
two site conditions are considered in modeling subsurface soil 
conditions: stiff clays and loose to medium dense sands. In 
addition, ground shaking levels that are in line with Lebanon’s 
seismic hazard are used in the study. The base shear, inter-storey 
shears and moments as well as the total and inter storey drifts are 
evaluated in order to quantify the effects of soil structure 
interaction on the design process. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Quake proofing, by improving the design processes of new 
structures and the retrofitting of old ones, is gaining huge 
importance. The seismic events during the last decade proved 
to be catastrophic: the 2004 Sumatra, 2010 Chile and 2011 
Tokohu-Japan earthquakes made it to the top 8 largest 
earthquakes in magnitude ever and along with the 2010 Haiti 
earthquake, they caused hundreds of thousands in human 
casualties, hundreds of billions of dollars in damages and a 
widespread panic through the world. 

Earthquakes are mainly caused by plate tectonics: the earth’s 
crust is formed by plates (Eurasian plate, Antarctic plate, 
Pacific plate, North American plate, African plate…) and their 
tendency to move leads to collisions and rifts at their 
boundaries. At these boundaries, faults are created. They are 
characterized by a vertical offset of layers of different types of 
rocks. These faults are a clear indication of an active seismicity 
at the location of their existence [2]. 

Lebanon is located in the interaction zone of two major plates 
(Eurasia and Africa) and one minor plate (Arabia). Lebanon 
has a number of major faults (Yammouneh Fault YF, Serghaya 
Fault SF, Mount Lebanon Thrust MLT…) crossing it as shown 
in figure 1 [1].  

Figure 1: Lebanon Faults [1] 

Based on its location and a very active historical seismicity, 
where many cities were devastated on many occasions, 
Lebanon is classified as a high hazard seismic region [1]. 

The main concern for engineers is to save human lives by 
designing safe structures. A safe structure is one, which, even 
under catastrophic loads and consequently huge deformation, 
avoids failure thus allowing the evacuation of its occupants. 
Despite the relative increase in construction costs associated 
with this structural ductility, laws must be provided to insure 
compliance with the standards. 

In the last few years, Lebanon has adopted a state of art 
seismic design code compiled through the researching efforts 
of a handful of key Lebanese academicians.  In case of a major 
earthquake, this code will prove its mammoth worth by saving 
the lives of many Lebanese citizens [3]. 

Since structural engineering softwares’ usage increased 
exponentially among the design offices, great improvements in 
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the real time structural behavior simulation occurred; thus 
optimizing designs to a big extent. Nonetheless, their use 
created new materials for controversy and debate between the 
professionals regarding modeling techniques and assumptions 
within the software itself. 

One of these controversies is estimating the effects of 
modeling underground stories on the design. The 
professionals’ disagreement on this issue is leading to the 
majority modeling the structure without its underground floors 
and a small minority including them.  

The proposed study has the ultimate goal of finding 
appropriate recommendations concerning the inclusion of 
underground stories in the modeling and analysis of structures 
and optimizing their design. It will utilize a parametric 
approach to best compare the potential scenarios, showcase the 
obtained results and propose the best solution to unify and 
optimize the design process for buildings with underground 
floors. 

II. SOIL PROPERTIES 

The main soil coefficients used in this research are summarized 
in table 1. They were calculated by correlating the parameters 
used in ASCE’s table 20.3-1 (Site Classification) [11] to more 
detailed soil properties. Correlation tables developed by Braja 
M. Das were used [4]. 

TABLE I 
SOIL PARAMETERS 

Property/ Soil Type Sc Sd Se 
φ (friction angle) 42 37 32 
γ (unit weight) 20 19 18 

μ (poisson's ratio) 0.4 0.3 0.2 
Vs (Shear wave velocity) 500 275 180 

Relative Density 90 65 40 
Go ( initial shear modulus) 509684 146470 59449 

Fa 1 1 0.9 
Sxs 2 2 1.8 

Sxs/2.5 0.8 0.8 0.72 
G/Go 0.6 0.1 0.05 

G (shear modulus) 305810.4 14647 2972 
E (modulus of elasticity) 55000 25000 15000 

 

III. SIDE SOIL 

Geotechnical engineers describe side soil behavior using its p-y 
curve. P-y curves are force versus displacement functions 
trailing the soil’s reaction when deformed. 
P-y curves, as shown in figure 2, are generally bounded by a 
maximum of Pp and a minimum of P where Pa and Pp are 
respectively the active and passive earth pressures of the soil 
[6]. 
 

 
Figure 2: Backbone curve of the hysteric lateral pressure-lateral 
deflection for the side soil 

They are in function of the soil type and properties and the 
basement wall’s height: 

 
SAP 2000 requires the curve to pass by (0,0) which renders Pp 
and Pa with opposite signs; one in tension while the other is in 
compression and vice versa. To avoid this, the p-y curves are 
modeled by the superposition of two components as shown in 
figure 3 [6]. These components are: 

 Curve bounded by a maximum of Pp-Pa and a 
minimum of 0  

 Constant active pressure Pa applied to the structure. 

Figure 3: Superposition of active and general p-y curve 
 
 
Using the multi-linear plastic link property of SAP2000, the 
soil can be modeled by inputting the corresponding p-y curve 
characteristics as shown in figure 4. The load-unload path is 
presented in figure 5: the first slope on either side of the origin 
is elastic; the remaining segments define plastic deformation. If 
the deformation reverses, it follows the two elastic segments 
before beginning plastic deformation in reverse direction [7]. 

 

 
Figure 4: p-y curve 

Figure 5: The multi-linear 
kinematic plasticity 
property 
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IV. FOUNDATION SOIL 

The foundation system of the buildings comprises shallow 
spread footings (below internal and edge columns) and strip 
footings (under basement walls) where possible and a mat 
foundation elsewhere. 
The shallow spread and strip footings were designed according 
to Meyerhof’s bearings capacity equations [5], the elastic 
theory settlement equations [5] and the ACI one-way and two-
way shear equations [8]. 
FEMA 356 [9] proposes a method to represent shallow 
foundation by a series of 6 springs corresponding to the 6 
degrees of freedom of a footing. The equivalent spring 
constants are calculated in function of the footing’s dimensions 
and the soil properties. Then, they are assigned a correction 
factor to take account of the embedment length. 
 
The mat foundations are designed to be rigid i.e. no differential 
settlement. 
ACI-C336 [10] permits a rigid design of the mat foundation if 
the column to column spacing is less than 1.75/β. 
β is a factor that is a function of the mat width and moment of 
inertia as well as the elastic modulus of the mat’s materials and 
the subgrade modulus. 
Thus, the mat foundations are modeled as fixed supports. Their 
uniform settlement was checked to have no effect on the 
overall structure response (shears, moments, lateral 
displacements). 
  
 

V. EARTHQUAKE 

The non-existence of recorded strong ground motions in 
Lebanon or the Middle East lead to the search and use of other 
suitable earthquake records. The 1940 El Centro strong ground 
motion was chosen. It was produced by the strike slip imperial 
fault in the southern California region. It had a magnitude of 
6.9 and an epicentral distance of 13 Km [2]. Its time history 
was used in our analyses due to following reasons: 

 The capacity of the Lebanese faults of producing 
earthquakes that have the same magnitude and 
epicentral distances [1]. 

 A number of common characteristics between the 
Imperial strike-slip fault and the Yammouneh strike-
slip fault, the most important fault in Lebanon [1, 2].

The response spectrum of this function was developed in order 
to compare it with the response spectra of Beirut [12] for each 
of its soil types as shown in the figure below. 

 
Figure 6: El Centro response spectrum compared to Beirut response spectra [12] 
 
The Beirut response spectra have a probability of exceedance 
of 2% in 50 years i.e. the MCE. 
 
Two scale factors will be used for each model: 
 

 A scale factor of 1 for all the models as a base case 
and that corresponds to an earthquake with a return 
period of 945 years. 
 

 A scale factor determined as per ASCE 7-05 where 
the ground motion shall be scaled such that the 
average value of the 5 percent damped response 
spectra for the suite of motions is not less than the 
design response spectrum for the site for periods 
ranging from 0.2T to 1.5T (where T is the natural 
period of the structure in the fundamental mode for 
the direction of response being analyzed). This scale 
factor will produce the maximum considered 
earthquake in design (T=2475years).  The calculated 
scale factors are shown in figure 2. 
 

TABLE 2 
SCALE FACTORS 

Floor #/ Soil type SC SD SE 
5 Floors 1.5 2.2 2.6 

10 Floors 2 3.2 4.2 
15 Floors 1.3 2.1 2.6 
20 Floors 1.1 1.9 2.6 
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VI. MODEL 

A. Geometry and structural system 

The building designed is a typical reinforced concrete 
residential building in Beirut with shear walls as the main 
seismic force resisting system. The floor plan is shown in 
figure 7.  
 

Figure 7: Building Floor Plan 
 
The slab is approximately 550m2 with 6 latitude 5m spans and 
3 longitude 6m spans. The slab was designed as a 20cm thick 
post tensioned flat slab. A constant floor height of 3m was used. 
The thickness of the reinforced concrete basement walls was 
taken as 30cm. 
The buildings’ structural elements were designed to resist their 
gravity loads as well as a static earthquake load according to 
the ASCE 7-05 [11] standards.  
 
B. Materials and Loads 
The materials used were selected upon their availability on the 
Lebanese market. Thus, the concrete compressive strength (f’c) 
is 35MPa and a unit weight of 25KN/m3. 
Also, the rebar yield strength (fy) is 420MPa and a unit weight 
of 77KN/m3. 
As for the gravity loads, the superimposed dead loads was 
calculated as 4KN/m2 for the residential areas (accounting for 
plastering, tiling and partitioning) while it was 1KN/m2 for the 
parking areas.  

Also, the live loads were selected according to the ASCE 7-05 
[11] table 4-1 (minimum uniformly distributed live loads) as 
2KN/m2 for the residential areas and 3KN/m2 for the parking 
areas 

 

C. Methodology 

To reach plausible conclusions, a parametric analysis was 
conducted with every possible combination of floors numbers, 
basement floors numbers, soil category, and earthquake load 
and base condition taken into consideration. A nonlinear time 
history direct integration analysis was performed. 

First, the frame of the building along axis 4, shown in figure 8, 
was analyzed as 2D reinforced concrete frame.  The 2D 
analyses will monitor the behavior of 5, 10, 15 and 20 storey 
buildings with, first, fixed base, flexible base (where applicable) 

and then 1 to 5 basements for the 5 and 10 storey buildings and 
up to 8 for the 15 and 20 storey buildings.  

Then, the building is analyzed in 3D in order to confirm the 
previously obtained results. The scenarios considered for the 
2D and 3D analyses are summarized in Table 4. 

TABLE 3 
SCENARIOS 

# of AG Floors 5 10 15 20 
# of UG Floors 0   0   0  0  

  1 1 1 1 
  2 2 2 2 
  3 3 3 3 

  4 4 4 
  5 5 5 

6 6 
7 7 
8 8 

 
 

 
Figure 8: Typical 2D SAP2000 model (left) and 3D model (right) 

 

VII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Some representative results are presented here in form of 
graphs where the envelope story shear and moment demand are 
plotted with respect to the story level. 

The graphs show the story and moment responses of the 5 
storey building on site classes C in figures 9 and 10 
respectively, on site class D in figures 11 and 12 respectively 
and the 10 storey building on site class C in figures 13 and 14 
respectively. 

The ‘fixed’ label indicates the base case (no basements- fixed 
supports) i.e. the method widely used in engineering activities. 
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The ‘0 bas’ and ‘3 bas’ indicate respectively the no basement-
spread footing case and the 3 basements- spread footing case. 

Figure 9: Story shear demand of five story building- Soil class C 

Figure 10: Story moment demand of five story building- Soil class C 

Figure 11: Story shear demand of five story building- Soil class D 

Figure 11: Story shear demand of five story building- Soil class D 

Figure 12: Story moment demand of five story building- Soil class D 

 

Figure 13: Story shear demand of ten story building- Soil class C 

 

Figure 14: Story moment demand of ten story building- Soil class C 
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The results show a trend of the base case underestimating the 
base shear and moment demands of low rise buildings. This 
underestimation decreases with height and  ranges from 10% to 
40% in some cases. 

The common theory that soil structure interaction has a seismic 
decreasing effect for all structures didn’t stand for the tested 
models. 

Underestimations in base shears can lead to unpredicted severe 
damages even in case of mild earthquakes having a relatively 
small return period and most probably total collapse in case of 
any bigger event. 

VIII. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The seismic performance of various reinforced concrete 
buildings was monitored. Different periods, number of 
basements, soil site classes, foundation type and earthquake 
loadings were considered. 

It was observed that the seismic demands of structures with 
underground floors are greater if these underground floors are 
accounted for.  
 
However, as this is an on-going study, the authors will further 
investigate the problem to come up with more definitive 
conclusions. The full 3D models will be analysed, the inelastic 
properties of the structural members will be incorporated and 
more refined results will be reported as and when completed.  
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Abstract- Photogrammetry is the practice of determining 
geometric properties of objects by processing their respective 
images. With the advances in lens technologies and increase in 
computer processing power in the past two decades, the use of 
photogrammetry in civil engineering applications has gained 
popularity. Specifically, photogrammetry has been introduced as 
a tool in measuring stresses and strains in structural elements 
subjected to static or dynamic loading. To achieve this, the 
structural element is systematically marked using markers of 
known configuration, and their spatial variation is monitored via 
snapshots taken prior to, during, and post loading. The objective 
of this study is the development and assessment of such a 
photogrammetric tool using MATLAB. Various image processing 
algorithms that are crucial for the tool are consequently presented. 
The photogrammetric method is then implemented on a 
dynamically loaded beam equipped with LVDTs. Moreover, a 
finite element model of the loaded beam is developed using 
ADINA, and its results along with LVDT results are compared to 
those obtained from the developed photogrammetric tool. 
Recommendations regarding the method are finally presented.   

I. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper, the development of software that detects 
variations in stress and strain of concrete elements is studied. 
Current techniques utilized to evaluate stress-strain 
distributions include running a finite element analysis, or 
relying on using strain gauges attached to the steel 
reinforcement while loading. Both methods entail several 
limitations, for the first lacks the capability of actual physical 
testing while the latter will not provide a reliable source of 
information towards the behavior of the concrete fibers. This 
motivates the usage of image processing and acquisition 
techniques in order to generate real-time stress-strain 
distributions of the face of a beam subject to loading.  The 
setup used in this study includes an HD camera, connected to a 
computer, which captures snapshots at regular time intervals of 
small target circles located on specific locations on the beam 
face. 

The displacement of the center points on these circles is then 
computed to find the strains and stresses as the concrete 
element is subjected to loading, utilizing the image processing 
and acquisition tools of MATLAB, and the developed code.  

In what follows, the various steps that were carried out in 
order to develop the software are presented. These steps 
include the development of algorithms, the use of already 
present algorithms, and the validation of the developed final 
product.  
 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW REGARDING PRESENT 
PHOTOGRAMMETRIC METHODS AND VALIDATION TECHNIQUES 

A. Present Photogrammetric Methods 
The use of phtogrammetry for measuring displacements of 

points (and thus potentially obtaining strains) is a topic 
discussed in recent engineering literature. In a paper by 
Detchev et al. (2007), the authors describe a setup devised 
where seven cameras placed around a dynamically loaded 
beam continuously take snapshots of the beam simultaneously 
[1]. These images are then used and processed to obtain a three 
dimensional numerical reconstruction of the loaded beam, and 
its shape variation with time (thus obtaining deflections at 
certain points at different times/different loading 
configurations). For sake of validation, the authors also install 
3 laser transducers that measure the variation in locations of 3 
points on the beam. The results obtained from the 
photogrammetric setup are compared to the laser transducers’ 
results and a difference ranging between 0.06 to 0.1 mm is 
detected, with standard deviations of ±0.11 and ±0.08 mm. 

The work of Detchev, Habib, and El-Badry was based on 
several previous papers including that of Mills et al. (2001) [2] 
and Jáuregui et al. (2003) [3]. 

  

B. Validation Techniques 
As stated in section 1, the functionality of the 

photogrammetric tool to be developed is assessed and its 
results validated. This assessment is performed via the use of 
the tool on a dynamically loaded beam. For sake of validation 
of the tool’s results, a finite element model of the beam is 
developed using ADINA (Automatic Dynamic Incremental 
Nonlinear Analysis) and a linear variable differential 
transformer (LVDT) is setup on the lower concrete fiber at 
mid-span of the beam. The loading of the beam is performed 
via a Mechanical Testing System (MTS), whereby the beam is 
subjected to two point loads. For further validation purposes 
the deflection obtained by the photogrammetric tool is 
compared to theoretical values for deflection at mid-span (see 
figure 1). It should be noted that value for I in the presented 
equation is to be Ieffective that can be obtained from Branson’s 
equation for: 
 

Ieff = Ig (Mcr / Ma)3 + Icr [ 1 - (Mcr / Ma)3 ]. 
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Figure 1. Deflection at mid-span of a symmetrically two point loaded simply 
supported beam. 

 
 

III. SCOPE OF WORK AND METHODOLOGY 

In this section the different algorithms devised and used in 
the development of the photogrammetric tool are presented. 
More so, the geometric and reinforcement properties of the 
constructed beam are introduced, ultimately describing the 
steps undertaken in developing a finite element model (FEM) 
of the element using ADINA. It should be noted that the use of 
the photogrammetric method entails the installation of markers 
on the tested element, and that the choice of circular markers is 
to be considered in the analysis. The benefit of such marker 
geometry appears in the invariance in shape of a circular 
marker under rotation, causing its detection not to depend on 
its rotational configuration.  

The camera used in the experiment was a Basler pIA2400 
and was purchased for the experiment’s purpose by the 
department of Civil and Environmental Engineering in the 
AUB. The camera’s resolution was given to be 5 megapixels. 

A. The Hough Transform 
The Hough transform is an algorithm invented by Richard 

Duda and Peter Hart in 1972 that finds potential candidates for 
shape centers in a binary image. A binary image is a two 
dimensional array of pixels where each picture has a value of 0 
or 1 (black or white). For the case of a circle, the transform 
performs a voting procedure on each point in an image, 
whereby the results of the voting reflect directly on the 
potential of the point being a circle center (where the radius of 
the circle to be detected is specified). This voting is performed 
by scanning a neighborhood of each pixel and checking if the 

density and distribution of 1s or 0s around this point are 
distributed is such a manner that allows the point being a 
potential circle center. The points of maximum potential are 
then returned by the algorithm.[4] 

 

B. Conversion of an Image to Binary 
As presented in the section A, the Hough transform returns 

potential centers in a binary image. Consequently the 
conversion of grayscale images (those obtained from the 
purchased camera) to binary images is in order.  

MATLAB contains an inbuilt function in its image 
processing toolbox called ‘im2bw’ which takes as input an 
image of any of the standard formats (.png, .jpg, .tif etc.) as 
well as a value k that belongs to the interval [0,1]. The image is 
then converted to a grayscale image where each pixel is 
converted to a value between zero and one (0 is black and 1 is 
white and anything between is a shade of gray). Based on the 
value of k input to the function ‘im2bw’, each pixel is assigned 
a value 0 or 1 depending on whether is belongs to the interval 
[0,k] or ]k,1] respectively.  

Consequently, when choosing the color of the markers to be 
put on the specimen, the color is to be of contrast with the 
specimen’s color. Moreover, a sensitivity analysis on the value 
of k used in the setup is in order. It should be noted that the 
value of k is greatly dependant on the intensity of lighting used 
in the experiment, and that higher amounts of the latter proved 
to cause increased facility in differentiating markers from their 
surroundings. Figure 2 presents a sample input and output to 
and from the ‘im2bw’ function (pictures obtained from setup 
discussed in this paper). 
 

Figure 2. Input and output (A and B respectively) to and from ‘im2bw’. A k 
value of 0.29 was used in the setup. 

 

C. Developed Schemes and Algorithms for Beam Experiment 
As can be seen in figure 2, noise appears to exist in the 

image. This noise can be best described as salt and pepper 
noise, where dispersed randomly located tiny specs exist in the 
image. Even though the Hough transform can capture centers 
in the existence of noise, the filtration of such images is 
desirable. A scheme in which each point’s value is modified 
depending on the values of its surrounding points was devised.  
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As stated in part A of this section, the Hough transform takes 
as input a radius, which it uses in obtaining potential centers. It 
should be noted that if a radius smaller than the radius of the 
circles in the image is used, each circle presents a number of 
candidates (small circles fit within a larger circle with centers 
not coinciding). Consequently a scheme was devised in which 
a range of radii was considered, and the value which returned 
the minimum number of centers was used. Moreover, to 
optimize the runtime of the circle detection algorithm, the 
Hough transform was only implemented locally in 
neighborhoods of the markers. Thus, when running the Hough 
scheme in a neighborhood, the number of centers expected to 
be detected would be unity. It should also be stated that the 
scheme automatically updates a marker’s neighborhood 
depending on the displacement of the center in the previous 
image (thus ensuring that the circle is still totally within the 
neighborhood). Due to possible noise, the number of centers 
detected could be more than 1, consequently, the coordinates 
obtained are to be averaged. 

Figure 3 presents the above described algorithm’s results by 
plotting the detected centers against the initial grayscale image. 

 

Figure 3. The blue marks in the center of each circle are generated by the 
above described algorithm. Note that all centers are detected. 

 

D. Increase In Image Resolution 
Given a movement in a circle’s center, this movement can 

only be detected in an image if the movement is greater than 
the length (or equally width) of a pixel. Consequently, the 
more pixels an image contains, the more accuracy is expected 
in detected displacements. A MATLAB code entitled ‘iir’ is 
used, where the function takes as input an image of any 
standard format, as well as a magnification factor, and returns 
an image magnified in resolution. The increase in the 
magnification factor however, causes a considerable increase 
in runtime of the circle detection routine. In the results 
described in section IV, a magnification factor of 3 is used. 
 

E. Beam Design and Construction 
A beam of 1.8 meter clear span length was built, with a 

rectangular cross section shown below in figure 4. Note the 
reinforcement details are also shown. 
 

 

 
Figure 4. Geometry and Reinforcement of Designed Beam (all values are in 

cm) 
 It should be mentioned that shear and top compression 

reinforcement only are present in the first and last thirds of the 
beam’s span. Moreover, the shear reinforcement is spaced at 
10 cm. We further present a table with parameters significant 
to the beam (values were measured in the lab). 

 
Material Properties 

f’c 
(kg/cm2) 

fy 
(kg/cm2) 

Density of 
concrete 
(kN/m3) 

Ec 
(N/m2) Es (N/m2) 

300 6110 25 2.62 × 
1010 2× 1011 

Section Details 

As (cm2) A’s 
(cm2) Icr (m4) Mcr 

(T-m) 
Pult 
(T) 

Δmax (at 
midspan) 

(cm) 
6.00 4.62 0.0000794 0.688 13.50 2.56 

TABLE I 
BEAM SIGNIFICANT PARAMETERS 

 

F. FEM Model Using ADINA 
ADINA, a finite element package, was used to model the 

constructed beam. In order to complete the finite element 
model, the following characteristics need to be input into the 
software: 

•Geometry: the geometry of the beam was input according to 
the accomplished design. Longitudinal and transverse steel 
were modeled as line elements. 
•Loading conditions: according to the experimental setup 
available in the lab, two distributed line loads were modeled.  
•Boundary conditions: the beam was modeled as a simply 
supported beam. 
•Material properties:  Steel and concrete properties were 
obtained from steel tension and concrete compression tests. 
Figure 5 shows a pictographic representation of the 

implemented FEM. 
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Figure 5. FEM model generated using ADINA  

 

IV. RESULTS 

In this section, results obtained from the tested setup are 
presented.. 

A. LVDT Results Versus Photogrammetric Tool Results 
The photogrammetric method is implemented by pausing the 

MTS machine at a certain load, then taking a snapshot. 
However the MTS machine does no perfectly settle at a load, 
rather oscillates around it. Consequently, when obtaining an 
image, the exact load at which this iamge was taken is not 
exact. Consequently, the best way to compare the LVDT and 
tool’s result is to use the LVDT’s load displacement spectrum. 
Figure 6 shows the desired comparison. 

Figure 6. Photogrammetric versus LVDT Results 
 
A curve is fit to the LVDT spectrum and consequently a root 

mean square (RMS) error is computed and obtained to be 
0.0693mm. 

B. Theoretical Model for Mid-Span Deflection Versus 
Photogrammetric Tool Results 

Branson’s equation is plotted versus LVDT results and the 
following curve is obtained (shown in figure 7). 

An RMS error of 0.0603 mm is calculated. 
 

 
Figure 7. Photogrammetric Results versus Branson Theoretical Model 

 

C. ADINA Results 

Figure 8. Photogrammetric Results versus ADINA FEM results 
 

The above figure depicts plots of deflection versus load for 
both the finite element model (ADINA) results and those 
generated by photogrammetric (through implementation of the 
code) means. Based on the above figure, it can be noted that 
the two plots of are in good agreement, with an R2 = 99.83% 
and a standard error of 15.40%. Adina results tend to slightly 
overestimate the deflections for a given load, and this slight 
deviation from the photogrammetry results is due to adopting a 
concrete model depending on experimental results in the 
analysis. 

V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The use of the developed photogrammetric tool in obtaining 
stresses and strains provides to be fruitful. For not only does it 
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capture results at least in the range of accuracy of an LVDT, 
but proves to be better than the latter in its ability to capture the 
displacements of many points on the beam simultaneously. Of 
the limitations in the discussed system is its incapability of 
measuring internal strains (i.e. strains not on the face of the 
specimen under question). 

The use of the tool in displacement and strain detection 
applications is recommended whereby a magnification factor 
for increase in image resolution is left as a setup specific 
parameter. The further use of the tool in different application is 
also proposed, such as health monitoring of existing structures, 
integrity testing of existing concrete elements, and other 
possible applications. 
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Abstract- The advent of smart mobile devices such as cell 

phones and tablets sparked a major change in the interaction 
between humans and technology. Personalizing these devices, and 
even trying to make them act as “personal assistants” to their 
users is a recent trend in research, encompassing several fields 
such as data mining, artificial intelligence, and pervasive 
computing. This research takes advantage of the increasing 
number of sensors available on these devices to allow more 
complex applications. These sensors allow us to capture more 
information about users’ context, which plays a vital role in 
creating personal applications. 

In this paper, we will describe the design and development of 
a context-sensing platform, which we have named whizSense, on 
an Android tablet. We will illustrate the details of our design 
approach and our implementation of the whizSense platform. Our 
description also includes the different sources of contextual data 
and how this data can be obtained from different sensors and 
applications on the tablet. We will also show the usage of this 
inferred contextual data in making smart personalized 
applications. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The popularity of mobile devices, such as smart phones and 
tablets, is increasing rapidly. For instance, according to a 2011 
Google survey, 43% of 1430 U.S. survey respondents reported 
spending more time using their tablet devices than using their 
personal computers [1]. Tablets are becoming more prevalent 
and used for a variety of applications. With the increasing 
number of sensors and processing ability of these devices, it is 
now possible to personalize these applications by acquiring 
contextual information about the user, and tailoring the 
functionality and output of these applications according to the 
user’s context. Contextual information can play an important 
role in personalizing mobile devices and applications. In fact, 
Justin Rattner, the Chief Technology Officer of Intel, has 
observed that “Context is everything” when it comes to the 
future of computing [2]. 
 

Context-aware sensing is an emerging field in current 
research; it aims to make use of user context for different 
applications such as activity and emotion recognition and 
personalized recommender applications. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1: whizSense as a context-sensing platform for other applications 
 

Our aim is to develop a context-sensing platform that will 
collect data from different sensors and applications on an 
Android-based tablet, and make inferences regarding the users’ 
context, which will aid in making different personalized 
applications such as activity recognition and tailored 
recommendations. This platform collects raw contextual 
measurements from the sensors and applications present on the 
tablet, and uses this information in generating inferences 
regarding the tablet user’s context for use in a personalized 
recommender system. whizSense will act as a base data 
collection and inference platform upon which other 
applications are built (see fig. 1). We are also developing a 
personalized application called MyLifeOrganizer, a student 
activity recommender system, which acts as a plug-in to the 
whizSense platform and uses the inferred data from whizSense 
to make personalized recommendations. We feel that this 
would be useful application due to the increasing popularity of 
tablets among students and the need for having an application 
that acts as a “personal assistant” to students, giving them 
recommendations based on their context. 
 

This paper contains an overview of the architecture and 
design of our whizSense platform, as well as sample 
experimental results of the data collected. We also include the 
results of using this collected data for a personalized student 
activity recommender system. 

 
The following sections of the paper will be divided as 

follows: in section II we present a brief review of the related 
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work in this field, in section III we discuss the proposed 
solution methodology and architecture, in section IV we show 
the experimental results, and in section 5 we end with our 
conclusion. 
 

II. RELATED WORK 

A. Definition of Context Awareness 
Context is a term generally taken, in the English language, to 

mean “current situation” or “surrounding.” However, in the 
areas of ubiquitous computing and recommender systems, 
context is defined as “any piece of information that is relevant 
to a user’s interaction with the system [3].” 

 
Context awareness has become one of the most important 

areas of computing research due to the wealth of information 
that user context can provide in order to make more tailored 
applications. Context aware computing was first introduced by 
researchers at Palo Alto Research Center in 1994. According to 
their paper, “three important aspects of context are: where you 
are, who you are with, and what resources are nearby [4].” 
Anind K. Dey has more recently defined a context-aware 
system as a system that “uses context to provide relevant 
information and/or services to the user, where relevancy 
depends on the user’s task [5].” 

 
Context sensing has been classified by Intel researchers into 

hard sensing and soft sensing. Hard sensing refers to capturing 
contextual data from device sensors like accelerometers, GPS, 
camera, and microphone. Soft sensing refers to extracting 
contextual information from applications installed on the 
device and the user’s activity on the device [6]. Our whizSense 
platform uses a combination of hard and soft sensing to infer 
data about a user’s context. 

 
B. Contextual Data Collection 

Among the notable contextual data collection platforms that 
have so far been developed are Google’s Open Data Kit and 
MIT’s Funf platform. 

 
Google’s Open Data Kit (ODK) is mainly a tool for 

collecting field measurements. One of the components of this 
tool, called ODK Collect, is a platform for Android devices 
that enables the collection of different types of data, such as 
text, images, audio, video, and location, using mostly hard 
sensing techniques. This data is then sent to a server where it is 
aggregated and stored for use [7]. The aim of this tool is to 
help companies (mainly in developing nations) collect field 
data (for example, health surveys) and make better decisions 
using this data, and this tool has been deployed in several 
developing nations [8]. 

 
MIT’s Funf tool is a research tool developed by MIT Media 

Lab. It is an open source platform for Android phones, 
composed of a phone component that collects and stores raw 

data, and a desktop component where this data is exported, 
managed, and analyzed [9]. The tool uses “probes” that collect 
data from phone sensors such as GPS, accelerometer, and 
Bluetooth. The tool also employs soft sensing techniques to 
obtain what applications are installed and running on the 
devices, as well as other features such as call log, SMS log, 
and browser history [10]. 

 
Our whizSense platform, combined with the 

MyLifeOrganizer recommender application, collects contextual 
information from the Android tablet and makes inferences 
regarding this information. It also provides the capability of 
viewing the collected data on the device for quick preliminary 
analysis. The raw and inferred data can then be exported to 
desktop for further analysis. 

 
C. Context-Aware Recommender Systems on Mobile 

Platforms 
There are several mobile applications that make use of 

context-sensing in order to perform recommendations. These 
context-aware recommender systems recommend a variety of 
things, such as mobile applications, music, or venues to visit. 

 
An example of a mobile application recommender system is 

the Android-based appazaar. Appazaar is a context-aware 
recommender system for Android mobile applications. It 
consists of three functional units: a logger that traces and logs 
the applications that are being used by the user; an inference 
engine which is the core unit that actually performs the 
recommendation; a friendly interface that simply displays the 
computed recommendations to the user [11].  

 
There are different examples of mobile applications that 

recommend activities, locations, restaurants, and other venues. 
One such application is COMPASS, described in ref. [12], 
which is a context-aware mobile tourist application. Another 
example is the Magitti mobile leisure guide, developed by 
researchers at Palo Alto Research Center. The application 
works as an “activity-centered mobile leisure-time guide [13].” 
It gathers data about the user such as context and behavior and 
matches them to the corresponding activity from the database 
of recommendable items to automatically do the 
recommendation. The system also deduces data about the user 
from their log history, browsing, and interaction with other 
users. Another application that recommends activities and 
venues, mainly restaurants, is Alfred, which is based on the 
Clever Sense platform [14]. The platform infers user context 
from different sensors as well as the user’s online social 
interactions to recommend different restaurants tailored to user 
context and interests [15]. 

 
Our whizSense platform is similar to these applications since 

it provides the capability of extracting and storing contextual 
information. However, our aim is to create an independent 
sensing platform that relies on a combination of hard and soft  
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Figure 2: Layered architecture of whizSense and MyLifeOrganizer 
 
sensing, analyzes the data, and makes inferences regarding the 
user’s context. We aim to demonstrate the usefulness of this 
platform by implementing a student activity recommender and 
personal assistant application, which makes use of this inferred 
context to perform recommendations. The description of the 
design and architecture of these applications is given in the 
following section. 
 

III. PROPOSED SOLUTION METHODOLOGY 

A. General Architectural Overview 
Fig. 2 shows the architecture of the whizSense platform and 

the MyLifeOrganizer application. We have chosen to model the 
system under a typical layered architecture with an interface 
layer, application layer, and database layer. Since whizSense is 
a base platform consisting mainly of background services, it 
will not have a full separate interface with which a user may 
interact. The functionalities of whizSense will be integrated in 
the MyLifeOrganizer interface to be viewed by the user. 

 

B. System Description: whizSense and MyLifeOrganizer 
Interaction 

Fig. 3 is a block diagram that illustrates the main 
components of whizSense and MyLifeOrganizer, along with the 
interaction between these two systems. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

C. whizSense Functional Units 
whizSense is the base data collection platform that gathers 
contextual data from the tablet and makes inferences regarding 
the user’s context from this data. The main functional units of 
whizSense are as follows: 

 Data Mining Unit: The Data Mining unit extracts the 
relevant features from the inputs such as applications, 
sensors, and the internet. For example, it would 
extract the dynamic range of the ambient sound 
transmitted by the microphone sensor, or the day’s 
events from the calendar application. Figure 4 shows 
the relevant features extract from each of the inputs 
by the Data Mining Unit. 

 Logger and Database: The logger stores the 
information extracted by the Data Mining Unit into 
the database every five seconds. The database stores a 
history log of the extracted contextual data of the user 
at five-second intervals. 

 Inference Unit: The Inference unit consists of an 
intelligent agent that translates the features extracted 
by the Data Mining unit and stored in the database 
into inferred context that helps determine user 
activity. For example, it would infer the activity of the 
user (running, walking, sitting, etc.) from the 
accelerometer information extracted by the Data 
Mining Unit. Figure 4 shows the inferences that the 
Inference Unit could make based on the information 
from the Data Mining Unit. 

D. MyLifeOrganizer Functional Units 
MyLifeOrganizer is a recommender system we are currently 

developing that acts as a plugin to the whizSense platform. It is 
a system that provides activity recommendations for students 
based on their course schedules and other contextual 
information collected by the whizSense platform. This 
recommender system relies on different contextual information 
obtained by the whizSense platform to recommend activities to 
students and act as an organizer for the user, with different 
reminders and recommendations. MyLifeOrganizer relies on 
information such as weather condition, course schedule, and 
different inferences from the accelerometer, GPS, and calendar  
services to perform its recommendations. The main functional 
units of MyLifeOrganizer are as follows: 

 Recommender Unit: The Recommender unit uses a 
hybrid recommender algorithm to give personalized 
activity recommendations to the user. These 
recommendations are based on the inferred context by 
the Inference unit in whizSense, along with the user’s 
interests, which are gathered from profile information 
entered by the user. 

 Databases: The User Profile Information database 
contains data that is entered by the user through the 
MyLifeOrganizer interface. The Context History 
database contains a history of all previously inferred 
contexts. The Recommendation History database 
contains a history of all previous recommendations 
and their ratings by the user. 

Figure 3: Block Diagram of whizSense and MyLifeOrganizer 
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E. Data Management and Inter-Process Communication 
For data management and storage, we needed a mechanism 

to achieve persistency, whether raw or inferred, in order to 
allow querying the data later on, whether by the user, or by 
other components.  We were presented with several options: 
files, content providers, or databases. For this purpose, we 
chose to use SQLite databases, since they allow us to 
efficiently store and retrieve large amounts of data, and since 
they achieve data independence.  We designed a database for 
each of the services we have, and inside each table we added 
attributes specific to the service, as well as date and time 
attributes, to allow joining of the data later on.  
As for inter-process communication, between the background 
services and the main activity, we were presented with many 
options: either to use pure java constructs, or using the SQLite 
databases to exchange data between processes, or alternatively 
to use Android constructs. We decided to use Android 
“intents”, which are constructs designed specifically to allows 
processes to communicate, and exchange data with each other. 
Each service writes its data to an “intent,” and broadcasts the 
intent. It also writes a string field, which will allow the main 
activity to determine from which service each intent originated.  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5: Levels of inference in whizSense and interaction with 
MyLifeOrganizer 

 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION AND TESTING 

A. Implementation of Raw Data Collection 
We were presented with two alternatives for designing this 

application. The first alternative would be to implement the 
platform completely as a single class, or in Android 
terminology as a single “activity”. Alternatively, we could 
design different units, each performing a specific function, i.e. 
either collecting sensor measurements, or reading data from 
applications. In order to retain a modular structure of 
programming for the whizSense platform, and to allow the 
possibility of adding more functionality to the whizSense 
platform, we chose to the second option, which is to implement 
the platform as different separate units. For that, we decided to 
implement whizSense as a set of Android “services”. These 
services allow the platform to run in the background and 
periodically capture information, according to different 
sampling intervals.  

 
Examples of services that have so far been implemented and 

integrated into the whizSense platform are the following: 
 
1- GPSService: this service periodically collects the 

longitude and latitude of the user’s current location from 
the GPS sensor that is available on the tablet device. It 
stores these coordinates inside a database, and it 
broadcasts the coordinates, using an Android “intent,” to 
the main Activity. 

2- AccelerometerService: this service captures the user’s 
acceleration components, along the x, y, and z axes, 
from the accelerometer sensor that is available on the 
device. It stores these coordinates in a database (as raw 
data). It also puts these components in “intent”, and 
broadcasts the intent.  

3- CalendarService: this service captures all the events 
put by the user, inside his Calendar application. It 
queries the user’s calendar events and it places the 
events inside a database.  For this purpose, it uses 
Android’s Content Providers, which allows different 
applications to exchange their data. It repeats this 
process every 60 seconds, and for this purpose it uses a 
timer. It also places the user’s calendar events inside 
arrays, it places the arrays inside an “intent”, and it 
broadcasts the intent to the main activity. For each event, 
it captures the following: title, description, location, start 
time, and end time. However, we have assumed here 
that each user has a single calendar, and that the 
calendar application is personal and used only by one 
user. 

4- SMSService: this service captures and stores the user’s 
SMS inbox every 60 seconds, using a timer. For each 
message in the inbox, it stores the following information: 
number of sender, and body of the message. However, it 
does not broadcast any intent until now, since we are not 
using it to infer information. 

5- EmailService: the service fetches all the unread E-mail 
messages, from the user’s Gmail account. The user has 

Figure 4: Inferring Contextual Information from Relevant 
Features Extracted from the Data Mining Unit 
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to specify his username and password. It stores the 
contents in a database. For each unread message in the 
user’s inbox, it stores the following: date sent, date 
received, sender’s email address, and subject. For this 
purpose it relies on a Java API, which is java mail API.  

6- WeatherService: it stores the current temperature. It 
determines the user’s current location, and then it 
performs reverse geo-coding to determine the city. It 
goes to Google weather and it determines the 
temperature at this city. The result is an XML file. It 
parses the XML file and determines the: temperature, 
wind speed, and weather condition. 
 

We chose to follow an iterative process in developing our 
applications. After defining the system deliverables, we design 
the system architecture, specifying the system components. We 
then build these components, validate them each individually, 
and integrate them. At this point, we test whether the entire 
system is functional. If it is not, we refine the design by 
rebuilding some of the system components.  
 
B. Inferences in Main Activity 

The main activity initially starts all of the background 
services, and then it creates a broadcast receiver. The broadcast 
receiver implements the inference engine functionality. This 
receiver, which is constantly listening to incoming intents, 
extracts the source field of an intent when it detects one. Based 
on the value contained inside this field, it can determine which 
service had broadcasted the intent, and then infers accordingly.  

We decided to implement simple inference algorithms, 
which consume less processing power and allows us to add 
more services to whizSense. For example, if the source is the 
GPS service, the inference engine performs reverse geo-coding, 
in order to determine the user’s city and street address, and it 
stores the result in a database. If the source is the accelerometer 
service, it computes the magnitude of the acceleration, 
compares it to certain threshold values, and based on this 
comparison it can determine the state of the user: whether 
walking, idle, or running. However, if the source is the 
Calendar, it performs keyword spotting, whereby it extracts the 
received arrays, it searches sequentially the title field, to check 
if any title matches certain keywords such as “quiz” or “exam”. 
If so, it breaks the loop and stores this event in global variables. 
The weather service does not require any inference, since we 
can simply extract the “weather condition” field, which is 
sufficient for the sake of weather inference. The modular 
architecture of whizSense allows us to later modify these 
inference algorithms and include more complex inferences, 
thus enhancing the overall output of the inference engine. 
The Inference engine, which is implemented by the Broadcast 
Receiver, has a three-tiered architecture (see fig. 3). The first 
level of inference uses the raw data produced by the low-level 
services, in order to perform unit inferences, as described in the 
previous section. The second level of inference performs 
aggregation: it uses the inferred data, obtained by the first level, 
in order to perform joined inference on them. Finally, the top-
most layer is the recommender system layer. This layer takes 

the inferred data, obtained from the first and second level, and 
provides users with context-aware recommendations. 

We have yet to implement the second layer of inference; 
however, it can easily be achieved, since our code is very well 
structured and organized. The recommender system is 
implemented as part of MyLifeOrganizer and is not a part of 
the whizSense platform. It makes use of contextual inferences 
from whizSense to perform context-aware activity 
recommendations for the user, typically a student. 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK 

The plugin applications, that are dependent on the context-
aware sensing platform (whizSense), perform better when the 
platform integrates with more inputs and collects more 
contextual information. In our case, our application, 
MyLifeOrganizer can give better recommendations when the 
contextual data is numerous and various.  
We are currently working on adding services for additional 
applications and sensors, such as Facebook API (to infer some 
data regarding the user’s interests), and Camera API (can be 
used to make different inferences, such as number of people 
present with the user). These additional services are still in 
development and have yet to be integrated with the whizSense 
platform. 
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Abstract-Technical, financial and institutional deficiencies are 
keeping the Lebanese Electric Power System (LEPS) from 
functioning properly and efficiently, thus incurring losses to the 
government in terms of subsidies, as well as to the whole national 
economy. A policy paper has been proposed by the Ministry of 
Energy and Water and approved by the government, aiming to 
rescue the electricity sector from a drastic collapse, and to revive 
the system by making it reliable and sustainable. However, 
although recommended by the World Bank, coal has never been 
considered as a possible source of energy. The purpose of the 
paper is to assess the impact of building 600 MW of reciprocating 
engines and 1250 MW of coal-fired power plants from 2016 
through 2025. The different types of coal and coal-based 
electricity generation are reviewed in order to design feasible 
scenarios. Using the Load Modification Technique (LMT), a 
technical analysis is undertaken in order to evaluate the impact of 
adding the new power plants on the whole system in terms of 
reliability and efficiency. The economical implication of every 
designed scenario is studied through a financial model that 
computes the subsidy, the value of lost load and the private 
generation losses. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The main goal of a power system is to meet the ever-
growing energy demand while maintaining minimal cost of 
production. Planning and optimization tools are very important 
for developing countries like Lebanon, and are challenged by 
the uncertainty about future growth of demand, constraints and 
risks on the investments, political instability and the difficulty 
of grid strategy planning in the regional area. 

Other planning and optimization techniques have been 
advanced for expansion and restructuring in developing 
countries. One example is Al-Shaalan (2011) focusing on the 
most important criteria taken into account for power system 
planning in developing countries. The author lists the repetitive 
challenges that electric power systems are facing and proposes 
solutions based on the reliability and cost of the system. D’sa 
(2011) discusses an integrated resources planning (IRP) 
methodology that is particularly useful for developing 
countries to improve their energy utilities. The method takes 
into account supply- and demand-side options to meet the 
energy demand while keeping minimum costs for the energy 
utilities. Under market economy and environmental constraints, 

Avetisyan et al. (2006) suggest a mathematical model for the 
optimization and expansion tool for developing a power system. 
The model considers a technical and economic analysis of the 
electric power system. 

As for coal, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (2007) 
study describes the different technologies for coal-fired power 
plants. The paper also focuses on the cost and performance 
with or without carbon capture. It also assesses transportation 
and carbon capture and storage (CCS). The Council for 
Development and Reconstruction presents a preliminary 
analysis that outlines the positive and negative aspects of a 
coal-fired station at a site partially owned by EDL in Salaata. 

Expansion and restructuring plans have been advanced for 
the LEPS, based on technical, financial and environmental 
appraisals. An integrated approach has been proposed by El-
Fadel et al. (2009) to assess the system’s sustainability in terms 
of technical, economic and environmental properties of the 
system. The results of this study show that the LEPS is 
suffering from a weak performance in all the evaluated aspects. 
A generation expansion-planning tool based on dynamic 
programming, probabilistic production simulation and 
environmental assessment has been developed by Karaki et al. 
(2002), to find the optimal scenario for investing in additional 
units. In addition to this, a socio-political approach has been 
advanced by Badelt and Yehia (2000) for the LEPS as a 
restructuring plan, setting ground for privatization and 
deregulation. On an environmental level, El-Fadel et al. (2003) 
presented a study on the contributions of GHG from the 
different economic sectors of the country. The energy sector 
constitutes the primary source of emissions (74%), and the 
author recommends mitigation scenarios based on renewable 
energy to solve the problem. 

This paper assesses the implications of building a coal-fired 
power plant on the whole Lebanese Electric Power System. 
The purpose of the paper is to assess a certain scenario of 
building 600 MW of reciprocating engines and 1250 MW of 
coal-fired power plants from 2016 through 2025. The different 
types of coal and coal-based electricity generation are reviewed 
in order to design the mitigation scenario. Using the Load 
Modification Technique (LMT), a technical analysis is 
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Other planning and optimization techniques have been 
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countries. One example is Al-Shaalan (2011) focusing on the 
most important criteria taken into account for power system 
planning in developing countries. The author lists the repetitive 
challenges that electric power systems are facing and proposes 
solutions based on the reliability and cost of the system. D’sa 
(2011) discusses an integrated resources planning (IRP) 
methodology that is particularly useful for developing 
countries to improve their energy utilities. The method takes 
into account supply- and demand-side options to meet the 
energy demand while keeping minimum costs for the energy 
utilities. Under market economy and environmental constraints, 

Avetisyan et al. (2006) suggest a mathematical model for the 
optimization and expansion tool for developing a power system. 
The model considers a technical and economic analysis of the 
electric power system. 

As for coal, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (2007) 
study describes the different technologies for coal-fired power 
plants. The paper also focuses on the cost and performance 
with or without carbon capture. It also assesses transportation 
and carbon capture and storage (CCS). The Council for 
Development and Reconstruction presents a preliminary 
analysis that outlines the positive and negative aspects of a 
coal-fired station at a site partially owned by EDL in Salaata. 

Expansion and restructuring plans have been advanced for 
the LEPS, based on technical, financial and environmental 
appraisals. An integrated approach has been proposed by El-
Fadel et al. (2009) to assess the system’s sustainability in terms 
of technical, economic and environmental properties of the 
system. The results of this study show that the LEPS is 
suffering from a weak performance in all the evaluated aspects. 
A generation expansion-planning tool based on dynamic 
programming, probabilistic production simulation and 
environmental assessment has been developed by Karaki et al. 
(2002), to find the optimal scenario for investing in additional 
units. In addition to this, a socio-political approach has been 
advanced by Badelt and Yehia (2000) for the LEPS as a 
restructuring plan, setting ground for privatization and 
deregulation. On an environmental level, El-Fadel et al. (2003) 
presented a study on the contributions of GHG from the 
different economic sectors of the country. The energy sector 
constitutes the primary source of emissions (74%), and the 
author recommends mitigation scenarios based on renewable 
energy to solve the problem. 

This paper assesses the implications of building a coal-fired 
power plant on the whole Lebanese Electric Power System. 
The purpose of the paper is to assess a certain scenario of 
building 600 MW of reciprocating engines and 1250 MW of 
coal-fired power plants from 2016 through 2025. The different 
types of coal and coal-based electricity generation are reviewed 
in order to design the mitigation scenario. Using the Load 
Modification Technique (LMT), a technical analysis is 

undertaken in order to evaluate the impact of adding the new 
power plants on the whole system in terms of reliability and 
efficiency. The economical implication of every designed 
scenario is studied through a financial model that computes the 
subsidy, the value of lost load and the private generation losses. 

 

II. PROJECT BACKGROUND AND PROBLEM DEFINITION 

Electricite du Liban (EdL) is a public company owned by the 
state. It controls the Lebanese Electricity Power Sector.  

However, EdL is unable to supply 24/7 electricity. This has 
led to the establishment of self-generating units known as 
private generators. Hotels, schools, universities, hospitals, 
factories and residential buildings either own, or are subscribed 
to a private generator. According to the World Bank (2008), 
33% to 38% of electricity consumption is met by private 
generators. 

The power system was heading to a collapse if it wasn’t for 
the policy paper. The sector suffered from various problems: 
inability to meet the demand, low tariffs compared to fuel and 
operating costs, expensive Diesel Oil (DO) used in some 
modern plants, high specific oil consumption, and low 
efficiency in old power plant. By enhancing the use of natural 
gas and increasing the percentage of renewable energy in the 
energy mix, the policy paper’s objectives are to save the 
situation and remedy the problems that are keeping the system 
from functioning properly.  

However, the policy paper stops in 2015 and does not take 
coal as a possible source of energy; although recommended by 
the World Bank.  

III. MODELING AND METHODOLOGY 

The methodology used in this paper, as well as in the 
Ministry’s policy paper, combines both technical and financial 
appraisals to assess the system, based on key performance 
indicators. The technical analysis is based on both the 
generation model and the load model. 

 
A. The Generation Model 
 All units simulated in this model belong to the following 
categories: 

. Thermal units with unlimited energy supply 

. Thermal units with limited energy supply  

. Hydro units with limited energy storage  

. Import units 
 
The Capacity Outage Probability Table (COPT) (Billinton 

and Allan, 1996) is used to model the units. Units with energy 
limitation are modeled using the energy probability distribution 
matrix. 

 
B. The Load Model 
 The reliability indices and the 
energy generated per unit are 
calculated using the Load Duration 

Curve (LDC). Theoretically, the LDC contains 8760 points 
corresponding to the number of hours per year. However, 
starting with an LDC of 8760 points would lead to a huge 
amount of simulation time, considering the fact that the 
number of points increases exponentially with each added unit. 
For example, a baseline scenario of 23 units starting with 20 
points for the LDC would result in a final LDC of 18,528 
points. Therefore, after checking the accuracy of the results for 
both 8760 and 20 starting points, the error margin was ~0.5%. 
It was decided in the policy paper, as well as in our paper, to 
start with 20 points. 
 
C. The Load Modification Technique 
 In order to evaluate the reliability of generating systems, the 
Load Modification Technique (LMT) (Billinton and 
Harrington, 1978) is taken into account. The Expected Energy 
Supplied (EES) and the Expected Energy Not Supplied (EENS) 
are computed for each unit by convolving the COPT with the 
previous LDC. Each convolution will yield a new LDC to be 
used by other units in the priority list.  

Units with energy limitation are incorporated by taking the 
capacity modified LDC, and modifying it using the energy 
distribution probability matrix. 

 
D. Off-Peak Scheduling 
 In order to model off-peak scheduling of energy resources 
and incorporate energy imports from neighboring countries, the 
traditional LMT was slightly modified (Hamdan, 2010).  

The LMT is applied starting from the midpoint of the curve. 
From the curve’s peak to the midpoint, no changes are made. 
This model takes into account that wheeled energy is available 
during off peak times. In fact, during peak times, and 
especially during summer, neighboring countries face 
shortages and are consequently not able to export energy. 

IV. BASE LINE SCENARIO 

A. Base Year (2009): Energy and Reliability Appraisal 
    The simulation takes into account both the generation and 
load models. Units are organized in a priority list by ascending 
order of their average cost of production. The EES and EENS 
of each added unit are then calculated (Hamdan 2010). 
 
B. Base Year (2009): Financial Appraisal 
     In 2009, technical and non-technical losses amounted to 
15% and 20% respectively. From the total energy distributed to 
customers, 5% are uncollected bills. This leads to 60% of 
energy produced, responsible of $712 million revenue to the 
government. The average tariff is 9.58 $/kWh; almost half of 
the cost of production and operation which is 17.14 $/kWh. 
This leads to financial losses of $818.65 million. Adding the 
capital amortization of older investment in the sector 
amounting to $381 million, the deficit in 2009 becomes $1.2 

billion. This deficit is volatile because of 
the inelasticity between the tariff and oil 
prices (Ghajar and Hamdan, 2011). 

TABLE 1: COAL TECHNOLOGIES: 
CHARACTERISTICS AND COSTS 
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C. Establishing the Base Line Scenario (2010-2015) 
     After simulating the base year, a base line scenario was 
established to analyze the sector’s performance in case no new 
investments were made. This scenario will be useful to 
compare the results after policy implementation. The following 
assumptions were taken:  
 
. The peak load increases by 7% every year; 
. Because of the lack of maintenance, the forced outage rate 

(FOR) is taken to increase by 2% every year; 
. Because of aging, the capacity of each unit decreases by 2% 

every year; 
. Starting from a value of $80 per barrel, the price of crude oil 

barrel increases by 3% every year. 

V. GENERATION EXPANSION PLANNING FOR THE LEPS 

 Three strategic areas are covered in the energy policy: 
 
(I) Infrastructure: generation, transmission, and distribution.  
(II) Supply and demand: fuel sourcing, renewable energies, 
demand side management/energy efficiency, and tariffs. 
(III) Legal framework: norms and standards, corporatization of 
EDL, and legal status (Ministry of Energy and Water, 2010). 
 
 The main concern in this paper is the infrastructure; more 
specifically, the generation part. 
 
A. Infrastructure 
 The objective of the generation plan is to reach a total 
capacity of 3947 MW by 2015. With a peak demand forecast 
of 3640 MW, around 8% of the capacity would remain in 
reserve. This capacity will be installed by commissioning new 
plants, based on the Combined Cycle Gas Turbine (CCGT 400-
500 MW) and Reciprocating Engines (200-300 MW) 
technologies. Using the modality of Independent Power 
Producer (IPP), 1500 MW will be installed by means of 
building new power plants. Renewable energy will also have a 
bigger share in the energy mix. Hydro power capacity will be 
increased, and wind farms as well as waste to energy power 
plants will be introduced.  
 After rehabilitating and maintaining both the transmission 

and distribution systems, technical and non-technical losses  
 
would amount to 13% and 3% of the energy produced, 
respectively for the years 2015 and above. 
  
B. Fuel Sourcing 
 The fuel mix by year 2015 consists of Natural Gas (NG 
67%) and fuel (HFO 33%). This will improve diversity, as well 
as energy security. A gas pipeline will connect all onshore 
power plants starting from the Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) 
terminal. 

VI. BEYOND THE MINISTRY’S PLAN 

A. Planning Horizon  
 Although recommended by the World Bank, coal has never 
been considered as a possible source of energy. This paper 
assesses the implications of building a coal-fired power plant 
on the whole Lebanese Electric Power System. The purpose of 
the paper is to assess a certain scenario of building 600 MW of 
reciprocating engines and 1250 MW of coal-fired power plants 
from 2016 through 2025. The different types of coal and coal-
based electricity generation are reviewed in order to design the 
mitigation scenario. Using the Load Modification Technique  
(LMT), a technical analysis is undertaken in order to evaluate 
the impact of adding the new power plants on the whole 
system in terms of reliability and efficiency. The economical 
implication of every designed scenario is studied through a 
financial model that computes the subsidy, the value of lost 
load and the private generation losses.   
 The planning horizon comes right after the government 
policy; it begins in 2016 and ends in 2025. We are interested in  

 
Figure 1. Supply and demand as a function of the planning years after the 

implementation of the policy plan. 

TABLE 2: TECHNICAL ANALYSIS FOR YEARS 2016-2025 
 

TABLE 3: FINANCIAL ANALYSIS FOR YEARS 2016-2025 
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C. Establishing the Base Line Scenario (2010-2015) 
     After simulating the base year, a base line scenario was 
established to analyze the sector’s performance in case no new 
investments were made. This scenario will be useful to 
compare the results after policy implementation. The following 
assumptions were taken:  
 
. The peak load increases by 7% every year; 
. Because of the lack of maintenance, the forced outage rate 

(FOR) is taken to increase by 2% every year; 
. Because of aging, the capacity of each unit decreases by 2% 

every year; 
. Starting from a value of $80 per barrel, the price of crude oil 

barrel increases by 3% every year. 

V. GENERATION EXPANSION PLANNING FOR THE LEPS 

 Three strategic areas are covered in the energy policy: 
 
(I) Infrastructure: generation, transmission, and distribution.  
(II) Supply and demand: fuel sourcing, renewable energies, 
demand side management/energy efficiency, and tariffs. 
(III) Legal framework: norms and standards, corporatization of 
EDL, and legal status (Ministry of Energy and Water, 2010). 
 
 The main concern in this paper is the infrastructure; more 
specifically, the generation part. 
 
A. Infrastructure 
 The objective of the generation plan is to reach a total 
capacity of 3947 MW by 2015. With a peak demand forecast 
of 3640 MW, around 8% of the capacity would remain in 
reserve. This capacity will be installed by commissioning new 
plants, based on the Combined Cycle Gas Turbine (CCGT 400-
500 MW) and Reciprocating Engines (200-300 MW) 
technologies. Using the modality of Independent Power 
Producer (IPP), 1500 MW will be installed by means of 
building new power plants. Renewable energy will also have a 
bigger share in the energy mix. Hydro power capacity will be 
increased, and wind farms as well as waste to energy power 
plants will be introduced.  
 After rehabilitating and maintaining both the transmission 

and distribution systems, technical and non-technical losses  
 
would amount to 13% and 3% of the energy produced, 
respectively for the years 2015 and above. 
  
B. Fuel Sourcing 
 The fuel mix by year 2015 consists of Natural Gas (NG 
67%) and fuel (HFO 33%). This will improve diversity, as well 
as energy security. A gas pipeline will connect all onshore 
power plants starting from the Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) 
terminal. 

VI. BEYOND THE MINISTRY’S PLAN 

A. Planning Horizon  
 Although recommended by the World Bank, coal has never 
been considered as a possible source of energy. This paper 
assesses the implications of building a coal-fired power plant 
on the whole Lebanese Electric Power System. The purpose of 
the paper is to assess a certain scenario of building 600 MW of 
reciprocating engines and 1250 MW of coal-fired power plants 
from 2016 through 2025. The different types of coal and coal-
based electricity generation are reviewed in order to design the 
mitigation scenario. Using the Load Modification Technique  
(LMT), a technical analysis is undertaken in order to evaluate 
the impact of adding the new power plants on the whole 
system in terms of reliability and efficiency. The economical 
implication of every designed scenario is studied through a 
financial model that computes the subsidy, the value of lost 
load and the private generation losses.   
 The planning horizon comes right after the government 
policy; it begins in 2016 and ends in 2025. We are interested in  

 
Figure 1. Supply and demand as a function of the planning years after the 

implementation of the policy plan. 

TABLE 2: TECHNICAL ANALYSIS FOR YEARS 2016-2025 
 

TABLE 3: FINANCIAL ANALYSIS FOR YEARS 2016-2025 
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having an off-peak more than 12% in the supply/demand curve 
(after the policy) shown in Fig. 1, by the end of 2025. Note that 
the demand starts exceeding the supply as of 2018. 
 
B. Power Plants 
 The objective of the planting strategy is to reach a total 
installed capacity of 5797 MW. With a peak demand forecast 
of 5134 MW, more than 12% of the capacity will remain in 
reserve. If no additional capacity is installed from year 2016 to 
2025, the supply demand gap would reach 1187 MW in 2025. 
Therefore, a total of 1250 MW capacity are to be added. In 
fact, peak demand is expected to increase by 4% on a yearly 
basis from 2016 to 2020; this amount drops to 3% for the years 
2021 to 2025.  
 The plan consists, first, in adding twelve reciprocating 
engine power plants, each of 50 MW capacities, in the years  
2016, 2017, and 2018. In other words, 200 MW of 
reciprocating engines will be added every year (four power 
plants a year). Second, 250 MW coal-fired units will be 
commissioned on a yearly basis from 2021 to 2025. This 
planting strategy will allow the supply curve to remain above 
the demand curve. 
 The reason behind the 250 MW coal-fired power plants is 
that the Lebanese transmission and distribution system cannot 
withstand the addition of more than 250 MW per year. And, 
since the average time of building a 250 MW coal-fired power 
plant is ~5 years, reciprocating engines are to be added for the 
short run. It would be the best solution as a short-term initiative 
for such an increase in demand. 
 Note that the availability and capacity of each unit remain 
constant for the years 2016 to 2025. This is mainly due to 
regular maintenance. 
 
C. Incorporation of Coal 
 The site at Salaata (see Fig. 2) is a potential location for the 
coal-fired power plants. Three options have been conceived to 
supply the coal. The first one consists of a dedicated terminal 
from the southern part of the site. The second is to use the port 
facilities currently being constructed for the induction furnace. 
The third option would be to supply coal through the existing 
but obsolete terminal, that is about 3 km to the south of the 
site. 
 The feasibility report of the site of Salaata shows that there 
are positive aspects for building a coal-based power plant in 
this area. For example, the site’s closeness to the deep water is 
an advantage. In addition to this, there is low utilization of the 
site and low population density. There are also good chances of 
marketing ash, and reasonable alternative options for ash 
disposal. However, the negative aspects are that the site is 
somewhat restricted, and the topography would be a 
complicated process. 
 The coal type to be used is the sub-bituminous coal which 
has a high heat content (HC) of 20000 KJ/Kg, and is affordable 
compared to other types. This type was also recommended by 
the Ministry. 
 As for the technology, we have chosen the Ultra Super 
Critical Air Blown Pulverized Coal with CO2 capture, which 
has the lowest HR and the highest efficiency among all other 

technologies (with CO2 capture). In addition to this, its capital 
cost and  O&M are relatively good. Note that the technology is 
chosen with carbon capture for environmental consideration. 
 Table 1 shows the different coal technologies along with 
their Heat Rate, Generating Efficiency and CAPEX and O&M 
costs. 

VII. PLANNING SIMULATIONS   

 The software for technical analysis takes into account 4 
types of generating units: 
 

 Thermal units with unlimited energy supply  
 Thermal units with limited energy supply  
 Hydro units with limited energy supply  
 Import units 

  
 The Load Modification Technique (LMT) is used to 
evaluate the reliability of the generating system. The Capacity 
Outage Probability Table (COPT) of each unit is convolved 
with the Load Duration Curve (LDC) to create a new Load 
Duration Curve for the rest of the simulation. This allows 
calculating the Expected Energy Supplied (EES) and the 
Expected Energy Not Supplied (EENS) due to the Forced 
Outage Rate (FOR). The LDC points are computed as follows: 

  
 Here, the duration D(L) corresponds to the load demand L 
on the new Load Duration Curve. N is the amount of capacity 
states a power plant unit can have. Pi is the probability of a 
power plant unit to operate at a certain capacity state. The 
duration di(L) corresponds to the load demand L on the old 
Load Duration Curve, reduced by the output capacity of the  
 

 
Figure 2. Satellite image of the potential site in Salaata.  

 
Figure 3. Supply and demand as a function of the planning years after adding 

the reciprocating engine and coal-fired power plants. 
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Figure 4. Load Duration Curve in 2025 for the 58 units. 

 
power plant unit.  
 To take into account the units with limited storage energy, 
the new LDC is then again energy modified using the energy 
distribution matrix according to the following equation: 
 

 
 After completing the technical analysis from year 2016 
through 2025, the new supply/demand curve is shown as in 
Fig. 3, having added the new 600 MW reciprocating engine 
and 1250 MW coal-fired power plants capacities. The 
percentage off-peak in the supply/demand curve in Fig. 3 is 
~13%. 
 Fig. 4 shows the LDC after adding 58 units in 2025. Table 2 
shows: Peak Demand, Power Generated, Energy Demand, 
Expected Energy Not Supplied (EENS), Expected Energy 
Supplied (EES), Energy Index of Reliability (EIR), Loss of 
Load Probability (LoLP) and Loss of Load Expectation 
(LoLE). 
 The same Load Modification Technique (LMT) used to 
evaluate the Ministry’s policy was used in this paper. The 
technical analysis is simulated by means of both the generation 
and load model. Two things are to be noted. First, even though 
no units are added in years 2019 and 2020, the Expected 
Energy Supplied (EES) increases. This is because the duty 
cycle of each unit increases when the curve is shifted up, due 
to the growth in demand. Second, although the installed 
capacity is always greater than the peak demand, the Expected 
Energy Not Supplied (EENS) is never zero. This is because the 
availability of each unit never reaches 100% and outage 
probabilities are taken into consideration. 

VIII. FINANCIAL ANALYSIS 

 The financial model was developed using Excel, to calculate 
the subsidy, the Value of Lost Load (VoLL), and Private 
Generation (PG) losses over the simulated years. The equation 
for calculating the subsidy is the following: 
 
Subsidy ($) = Revenues – Costs – Old project capital 
amortization 

 The costs consist of several parts: 
 

 The capital investment present and future value  
 Fuel cost of thermal plants, which is the product of 

the Specific Fuel Oil Consumption (SFOC), the 
Expected Energy Supplied, and the fuel price  

 Fixed and variable costs are all taken under Operation 
and Maintenance (O&M) costs) 

 Renewable and import costs 
 
 Revenues are computed as follows: 
 
 Revenues = Tariff * Energy after losses 
 
 Fuel price depends on the type of fuel and the Crude Oil 
(CO) barrel price. The cost of crude oil starts at $98.39/barrel 
in 2016 and increases by 3% for every subsequent year. 
Technical losses and non-technical losses are 13% and 3% 
respectively. Considering the best and worst price scenarios 
described by the Council for Development and Reconstruction, 
the price of coal is taken on average to be $110/ton in 2016, 
and increases by 3% for every subsequent year. Cost of coal 
may vary depending on source and transportation. Tariff is 
taken to be 14.99 cent/KWh (as in year 2015, after tariff 
correction). In addition to this, private generation is assumed to 
be nonexistent since the supply is always exceeding the 
demand. Finally, all bills are assumed to be collected. Table 3 
shows the financial analysis from year 2016 through 2025.  

CONCLUSION 

To sum up, incorporating coal in the energy mix of the LEPS 
improves diversification as well as energy security. The whole 
plan costs the government a cumulative amount of $14 billion. 
However, a slight increase in tariff would convert losses into 
profit. 
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Abstract-A significant portion of greenhouse gas emissions at 
present come from the transportation sector. Hybrid electric 
vehicles rely on hydrogen which is an environmentally clean 
energy source that can replace the traditional gasoline and diesel 
oil. In this paper, a virtual laboratory environment is built to 
simulate the performance of hybrid electric vehicles. The virtual 
lab which emulates real conditions is based on simplified 
mathematical models and is developed using LabView software. 
The hybrid car drive train is composed of hydrogen fuel cell, 
battery, super capacitor and the electric motor. To enable 
simulation of car driving, a model of road conditions is developed 
along a simple energy management system/controller to enable 
switching among different energy supply sources. This project is 
mainly done for educational purposes.

I. INTRODUCTION

We are witnessing the transition from conventional fossil 
fuel energy to more environment friendly technologies. The 
main reasons for this transition are the global warming, the 
shortage in petroleum resources and the constant increase in its 
prices. “Since the early 1970's, serious efforts have been put 
into reducing the emission of polluting gases that destroy the 
ozone layer. The automotive market has been encouraging the 
development of electric vehicles (EVs) to replace cars 
currently propelled by combustion engines”[1]. The simple 
motivation behind this project is to be a part in this change 
which is occurring worldwide and to contribute in the 
implementation of a virtual lab for a hybrid electric vehicle or 
HEV. The fuel cells are the main source of energy supply in 
the HEV where hydrogen gas is used instead of fossil fuel. The 
batteries and ultra-capacitors provide additional power when 
the fuel cell is not able to satisfy the car needs. The design 
should also include a control system that coordinates the usage 
of these three resources depending on the road inclinations and 
the car speed. In order to assess the benefits and measure the 
performance of this type of vehicles, we decided to design a 
virtual lab for simulating Hybrid Electric Vehicles. This lab 
will consist of assembled individual models that function 
simultaneously. The system should be modeled to mirror a real 
car, in other words the variation in the track or a speed increase 
should be verified by the design system. It is important to note 
that sophisticated models of the car’s components are not 
necessary since the objective of the project is neither to 
enhance the performance of the car nor to develop new models, 

but rather to visualize the outcome. Moreover, certain blocks 
for the car are not considered such as the transmission gear box 
and the braking system which can be used not only for 
lowering the speed but also to generate energy. Therefore to 
summarize the purpose of such a design is to test the 
performance of an electric vehicle and see how it can operate 
while meeting the requirements of the user. This will 
eventually help us evaluate the HEV efficiency and whether it 
can replace fuel combustion vehicles; thus leading to a huge 
reduction in CO emissions and environmental revolution.

II. SYSTEM MODELING

Figure 1: System Model

Based on the schematic shown in the figure 1, the electric 
motor will be acting as the input power, it will demand a 
certain torque to satisfy the load torque of the road. This 
demand will be supplied by the three main components of the 
system. The hydrogen fuel cell will be the main one in this 
case; if more power is needed then the battery can supply the 
difference. Whereas the super capacitor will be used for that 
extra small boosts in power.

1. Hydrogen Fuel Cell: [2]

Voltage per cell:

V�� = V��� − b × log � ���
���
� − R�� × I�� − m × e

�
����
���

�
       (1)

Voltage of a stack:
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V����� = V�� × N��  
              (2)

Volume of hydrogen consumed:

𝑉𝑉�� = 0.0167 × 𝐼𝐼��       (𝑁𝑁𝑚𝑚�/ℎ)            (3)

2. Battery:

A lead acid battery will be used in our design with the 
following characteristics. The battery modeling can involve 
many complex equations including the change in electrolyte 
temperature, the losses due to main branch resistors and the 
parasitic branch losses. In our model we opted for a simpler 
approach and these equations were neglected. The following 
are the mathematical equations we’ll follow throughout this 
project [3],[4]

Charge extracted for a constant current and a given time 
period:

Q�(t) = ∫ −I�(τ)dτ�
�         (4)

State of Charge: (The Charge left in the battery):

S. O. C = 1 − ��
�

              (5)

Terminal voltage supplied by the battery:

E = E� − K�(273 + θ)(1 − S. O. C)         (6)

3. Super Capacitor:

This is the model for the ultra capacitor which will be used 
in the HEV along with its parameters: [5]

𝑉𝑉� = �
� ∫ 𝐼𝐼�𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

�
�         (7)

When charging

𝐼𝐼� = ����������
�

→ 𝑉𝑉� = �
� ∫

����������
�

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑�
�         (8)

When discharging

𝐼𝐼� = ��
����

→ 𝑉𝑉� = �
� ∫

��
����

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑�
�                       (9)

In our model we used 4 stacks of capacitors which are 
connected in parallel with each stack constituted of 200 
capacitors connected in series.

4. Electric Motor:

A DC motor will be selected for our model due to its 
simplicity, although it is rarely used nowadays in such 

applications. The shunt DC motor offers an easy way for 
simulation and the following mathmetical models represent its 
characteristics.[6]

Field Current:  

𝐼𝐼� = ��
��

     (10)

Induced Torque:

𝜏𝜏 = 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝐼𝐼�       (11)

Induced Voltage:

𝐸𝐸� = 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘       (12)

Terminal Voltage:

𝑉𝑉� = 𝐸𝐸� + 𝐼𝐼�𝑅𝑅�   ⇒ 𝐼𝐼� = �����
��

      (13)

5. Load Torque:

Since we are simulating through a virtual lab, we need a user 
controlled input that represents this variety. The load torque is 
the most convenient way to model this input. It is the 
theoretical torque that should be developed by the motor in 
order to move the car. The load torque consists of three main 
factors which are: air resistance (AR), rolling resistance (RR) 
and gradient resistance (GR). Below is a list of equations with 
parameters tables that represent the components of the load 
torque. [7]

a. Air resistance:

𝐴𝐴𝑅𝑅 = �
�
𝜌𝜌𝐶𝐶�𝐴𝐴�𝑣𝑣�   (𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑘𝑘𝑑𝑑𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁)      (14) 

Where:𝐴𝐴� = 𝐶𝐶ar’s frontal area = 0.8 × 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑ℎ × 𝐻𝐻𝑁𝑁𝑊𝑊𝐻𝐻ℎ𝑑𝑑
   v is the car’s speed
𝜌𝜌 = 𝑎𝑎𝑊𝑊𝑎𝑎 𝑑𝑑𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑊𝑊𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = 1.202 Kg/m3 

b. Rolling Resistance:

                 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = 𝑓𝑓�𝑊𝑊 = 𝑓𝑓�𝑚𝑚𝐻𝐻    (𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑘𝑘𝑑𝑑𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁)        (15)

c. Gradient Resistance:

𝐺𝐺𝑅𝑅 = 𝑊𝑊𝑁𝑁𝑊𝑊𝑁𝑁𝑊𝑊 = 𝑚𝑚𝐻𝐻𝑁𝑁𝑊𝑊𝑁𝑁𝑊𝑊    (𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑘𝑘𝑑𝑑𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁)        (16)

In here 𝑊𝑊 represents the roads angle inclination with respect    
to the horizontal axis.
Total resistance is given by: TR = AR + RR + GR
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The torque that should be developed by the electric motor of 
the car is given by:

       𝑇𝑇 = (𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 + 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚) × 𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑒 𝑤𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒             (17)

III. DESIGN OF VIRTUAL LAB

A. Input/output Modeling and Testing

1. Hydrogen Fuel Cell:

The Hydrogen fuel cell component takes hydrogen gas and 
transforms it to current and voltage. It takes two inputs, the 
current and the voltage, which should be supplied by the cell to 
the motor. The model, depending on the inputs, determines 
how much hydrogen is being consumed and provides a meter 
that displays the amount of hydrogen gas left in the tank. The 
user also has an input push button that allows for the refill of 
the tank after it is emptied.

Figure 2 shows the hydrogen fuel cell front panel where we 
can see that the user controls the hydrogen consumption which 
in return controls the current flowing and the output voltage. 
Also according to the rate of hydrogen usage, the tank is 
gradually decreased until it reaches empty state where the LED 
turns on and a sound track is played saying the following 
“Please Refill”.

2. Battery:

The battery supplies an additional current to the motor when 
the current exceeds the rated value of the fuel cell. Thus the 
additional current input will be equal to the motor current 
subtracted from the maximum hydrogen fuel cell current. 
Therefore, the battery model takes as an input this current 
difference and the voltage that should be supplied by the 
battery. On the other hand, the output should display the state 
of charge of the battery and the battery usage. The reason that 
we included a battery in our system rather than increasing the 
size of the HFC is due to its fast response. A sudden load 
change will lead to a sudden current change that the HFC 
might not be able to provide. The battery’s characteristics 
enable it to supply directly the needed current. On the other 
hand, the fuel cell current increases to reach the maximum 
current value that can be supplied by the HFC.

Figure 3 shows the SOC of the battery, its output voltage and 
the battery usage. The state of charge (SOC), Qc(Charge), 
Qd(Discharge) and the output voltage are related to the 
charging and discharging currents. Charging is allowed for 
SOC less than 0.9 and discharging is allowed for SOC greater 
than 0.2. The maximum voltage of the battery is 16.5V while 
the minimum voltage is 12.5V. The battery usage displays the 
intensity of the utilization of the battery and in which direction 
(charge or discharge).

3. Super Capacitor:

The Capacitor which is the last resource, acting as an excess 
energy source that should supply additional power to the motor 
whenever the motor requires a current higher than the rated
values of the battery and the hydrogen fuel cell currents. The 
capacitor takes the new current difference as an input, in 
addition to the voltage needed to operate. Our model displays 
how much charge is left in the capacitor.

Figure 4 shows the ultra capacitor front panel. The graph 
displays the output voltage while the program is running. The 
button “Enable Charging” allows the charge of the capacitor 
when a negative inclination occurs.

4. Motor:

The motor takes as an input the load torque and according to 
it, the model calculates the output speed as well as the current 
required to operate this motor. Note that this current will be 
used as an input to the other block models. The motor also 
requires a voltage input.

The speed control will be manipulated through the change in 
the field resistance. Discussing this matter further an increase 
in the field resistance will decrease the field current which will 
cause the flux to decrease. This will cause the internal voltage 
to also decrease, leading to a large increase in the armature 
current. This large increase in current dominates the original 
decrease in flux, which leads to an increase in the induced 
torque greater than the load torque causing the motor to speed 
up. The torques eventually line up again due to the increase in 
the induced voltage which was caused by this increase in 
speed. The armature current then falls leading to a decrease in 
the induced torque to match the value of the load torque but 
this time at a higher speed. An opposite scenario takes place if 
the field resistance was increased. [6] Note that the machine 
has a negligible armature reactance.

Figure 2: Hydrogen Fuel Cell Model
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Figure 3: Battery model

Figure 4: Super Capacitor Model

Figure 5: System Design
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B. System Design

Figure 5 shows the overall system design of the car presented 
to the user. The left most knob controls the road inclination, 
limited by: -60 and +60 degrees. Although these two values are 
very extreme the car design was modeled in order to move at 
an acceptable speed at those extremes. Below the knob we can
see another controller that allows the user to choose the mass 
of his car since the mass is affected by the number of 
passengers inside the vehicle as well as the vehicle 
manufacturing design itself. The “Stop” button allows for 
stopping of the program.

To the right side we can see several outputs varying form 
gauges, fillers and push button. In the middle the speed gauge 
displays the speed for the user in km/hr. To the right of the 
speed gauge we find the torque gauge which shows how much 
load the car is giving and that can overcome. Below the torque 
gauge the battery usage shows how much of the battery we are 
using, the full green bar indicates that it is fully charged. To the 
right of the SOC bar, an indicator displays the form of battery 
usage in process; a positive value indicates charging while a 
negative one indicates discharging. The maximum values ±2 
represents the maximum charging or discharging phase, related 
to the maximum current being fed into the battery or extracted 
from it. Below the SOC bar we find a slider representing the 
field resistance of the electric motor, which allows the 
acceleration of the car. This slider can be visualized as the 
acceleration pedal in our model.

To the left of the speed gauge, the fuel tank indicator shows 
how much hydrogen gas is still present in the tank. The push 
button next to it is used to allow the user to refill the tank when 
it is empty. Note that when the tank is empty an alert sound is 
played repeatedly indicating to the user the need to refill the 
tank. Below the tank indicator, the capacitor voltage bar 
indicates which the amount of available voltage is left in the 
capacitor. Capacitors give fast pulses so it is used analogous to 
a kick down in real vehicles.

IV. CONCLUSION

A virtual lab for Hybrid Electrical Vehicles was developed, 
to allow the simulation of HEV performance based on car mass, 
road inclination, and acceleration pedal. An important feature 
of our design is that it uses an advanced graphical interface that 
allows full control by the user on all mechanical parts. All the 
parameters used in our design were taken from real 
applications and the results were numerically verified.

Here are few recommendations for future work:

- Upgrade the system to give a transient response, as it 
currently outputs steady state values when parameters 
are changed.

- Replace the DC motor with an AC inductive one, as it 
offers a more realistic approach to such applications. 
DC motors are rarely used in vehicle application 
nowadays.
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Abstract—Taxis play a vital role in modern public transportation 
networks, especially in countries where public transportation 
services are still underdeveloped. Street hailing is the current 
common method for getting a taxi. Taxi drivers currently rely on 
a simple first come-first serve approach, with a high coefficient of 
luck controlling their profit. Problems arising from the current 
system are low taxi utilization, long passenger waiting times, road 
safety issues, and traffic congestion. In this paper, we present a 
system that improves the shared taxi service by benefiting both 
the taxi drivers and the passengers. The proposed system is based 
on a server that receives requests from passengers and effectively 
relates information to taxi drivers using smart phones with GPS 
capabilities and Internet access (3G/WIFI hotspots). In 
particular, information extracted from the passengers and the 
taxi drivers are sent to the server, which runs a novel scheduling 
algorithm that identifies the optimal taxi to pick up each 
passenger: the assigned taxi is provided with an optimal route 
that includes the sequence of drop-off and pickup locations. The 
server also monitors taxi movement patterns to gain insight into a 
city’s general congestion levels. The presented system proposes a 
solution in the form of a reliable, efficient and inexpensive 
transportation service.  

Keywords- Taxi systems; scheduling algorithms; 3G/WIFI; 
GPS;  TraCI;  SUMO 

I.  INTRODUCTION  
Taxis are the heart of public transportation networks in 

countries where bus, train, and subway services are either 
unavailable or unreliable. In developing countries, like 
Lebanon, where the public transportation sector consists of 
about 33,300 red plates (taxi-services) [1], sharing taxis by 
street hailing is the most common method of public 
transportation [2]. Although the service is relatively cheap, it 
is inefficient and has several major problems. Taxi drivers 
mainly suffer from congestion, wasted mileage and a high risk 
of accidents. Whilst, passengers often wait for extended 
amounts of time before finding a taxi driver that is willing to 
take them. 

Taxi drivers and passengers alike are continuously 
demanding new solutions that improve the service. The 
proposed design in this paper streamlines the daily operation 
of each individual cab driver and makes the profit distribution 
among drivers fair and equitable without imposing any 
additional cost on passengers. The passenger’s waiting time is 
also significantly reduced due to the smart taxi allocation, 
scheduling, and routing algorithms. The overall system is 
expected to reduce traffic congestion levels, risks of accidents, 
wasted mileage and pollution. 

 
In the rest of the paper, Section II provides an overview of 

related and similar designs, while Section III describes the 
system, before presenting a prototypical implementation of the 
design in Section IV. The experimental results are discussed in 
Section V, while future work is discussed in Section VI. 
 

II. OVERVIEW OF EXISTING SYSTEMS  
Several research projects have tackled the problems of pre-

arranged booking systems, aircraft scheduling systems and 
similar topics. However, the research in street hailing methods 
has been very limited mainly due to the fact that most taxis are 
independent and self-employed. Therefore, coordination and 
cooperation between taxis has been very limited given that 
they do not respond to a centralized source. In the following, 
we provide an overview of approaches that have been 
discussed in the literature. 

TABLE I.  SIMILAR IMPLEMENTED SYSTEMS 

Name of 
Application 

Supported 
Operating 

system 
Description and Features mentioned 

GetTaxi [3] 
 

iPhone 
Android 
Symbian 
BlackBerry 

 Not shared 
 Acquires source via GPS, select 

destination 
 Passenger can see the taxi arriving in real 

time on the map 
 Rating of drivers 
 Additional options such as smoking or 

non smoking environment 

Fare/Share [4] 
 

iPhone 
(Application)  
Android 
Palm 
BlackBerry (web 
access) 

 Shared 
 Select source and destination 
 Common meeting point 
 Select from available rides or create new 
 Drop off point can be anywhere 
 Rating of drivers and passengers 
 Picture of the passengers to recognize 

each other 
 Ride is prepaid or paid in cash 

CabCorner [5] 
 

iPhone 
(Application) 

 Shared 
 Select source and destination 
 Select from available rides or create new 
 Drop off point can be anywhere 

 
Table I provides a summary of taxi systems employed 

around the world, however the design that is proposed in this 
paper has unique features that distinguish it from other popular 
systems. While the proposed approach allows passengers to 
request a shared taxi ride from any geographical location to 
any other location, “Get Taxi” [3] assumes a private taxi for 
one or more customers going in a group while “Fare/Share” 
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[4] and “CabCorner” [5] employ a grouping on people having 
a common starting point and adjacent destinations. 

The currently adopted “Service” transportation method in 
Lebanon is very primitive. It relies mainly on taxis that roam 
randomly around the city.  In order to get a taxi, a passenger 
must be on a main road to hail for a passing taxi and then 
inform the driver about the destination. The taxi driver then 
uses his intuition to decide whether it is within his best 
interests to accept or reject that potential passenger. 

III. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK 

A. Objectives 
Our goal is to implement a dynamic system that allows 

taxi drivers to pick up and drop off potential passengers 
without imposing any increase on the currently adopted low 
fares that taxi sharing makes possible. Shared taxis base their 
decisions on shortsighted knowledge of their environment. 
Our aim is to improve this system by allowing a centralized 
server to calculate, evaluate and recommend the most efficient 
allocation of taxis to passengers. Our scheduling algorithm 
will take into account the costs associated with serving a 
certain passenger but will also maintain a certain level of 
fairness as to reduce significant variations in profit between 
competing taxi drivers. The overall profit of taxi drivers has to 
be maximized whereas the overall waiting time of passengers 
has to be minimized. 
 

B. Process Overview 
As shown in Figure 1, the system is composed of taxis, 

passengers, and a server. The latter runs a highly dynamic 
algorithm that keeps track of the movement of all taxis in the 
system and has to efficiently allocate a newly arrived 
passenger to a taxi. The client applications of the taxis and 
passengers utilize 3G/GPRS wireless networking to connect to 
the central server. 

 
Figure 1: System Architecture 

C. Model Design 
The proposed system was built while taking into 

consideration some validated assumptions. First, we assume 
that all taxi drivers and passengers have Wi-Fi or 3G and GPS 
enabled phones. “Rogue taxi drivers” who are not enrolled in 
the system will not hoard passengers who have received an 
assignment from our system. The passenger will wait for the 
assigned taxi, meaning that the probability of a missing 
potential passenger is 0.  

At the user level, two Android phone applications were 
developed. The first application is used by passengers to 
request taxis. The second application is used by taxi drivers to 
obtain the location of their assigned passengers (as shown in 
Figure 1). Both applications make use of specific protocol 
messages that allow for a smooth phone-server 
communication. The designed applications are reliable, secure 

and user friendly and can be easily ported to different 
platforms such as iOS or WindowsOS. 

The server on the other hand, receives information 
continuously from both taxis and passengers. In other words, 
the taxi-application periodically sends the GPS location of the 
taxi to the server. Hence, the latter has to keep updating the 
whereabouts of all taxis. When a potential passenger uses his 
phone application to request a taxi, the passenger-application 
asks for the user’s desired destination area and automatically 
extracts the user’s current GPS location and sends it to the 
server.  At this point, the server has the location of all taxi 
drivers as well as the destination area of a potential passenger 
and the current whereabouts of that passenger. This is where 
the server runs the scheduling algorithm to determine which 
taxi should be allocated to this passenger. Once that taxi is 
determined, the server sends the location of the user that needs 
to be picked up to the taxi and sends the location of the taxi, 
the estimated wait time, and taxi recognition information to 
the passenger. 

The core of this system is the scheduling algorithm that 
mediates between the server and the clients. Throughout the 
design phase, several factors that influence the operation of 
the system were studied. These included the associated 
incremental cost to serve a certain passenger and the fairness 
factor. A simulator built on top of SUMO (Simulation of 
Urban MObility) [8] is used to test the efficiency of our 
proposed solutions.  

D. Cost Model 
A vital part of the design is the estimation of the 

incremental cost associated with serving a passenger. Every 
passenger is modeled by a pair ),( ii DS , where 

iS  is the source 
and iD  is the destination. Cost is shared when passengers 
have overlapping paths. For example, Figure 2 (b) shows that 
passenger 2 requests a taxi after passenger 1, with a cost that is 
partially shared with passenger 1. Also, Figure 2 (c) shows 
that passenger 2 does not impose any additional cost on the 
taxi, since its cost is shared with passenger 1 (when the second 
passenger’s path is fully included in the first passenger’s 
path). To generalize to more than two passengers, the 
following representation of the incremental cost of the nth 
(additional) passenger was developed, by letting P(n) be the 
proposition    ( ) max max ,i n ii n i n

incCost n D S D
 

  . In the 

following, we prove P(n) by induction: 
a) Base case: n = 2, where three possible combinations of 

passengers are shown in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2: Three possible scenarios for 2 passengers 

 
b) Next, assume ( )P n  is true for n, and suppose the time 

diagram for the n passengers is as shown in Figure 3. 
Hence,  1 1,n nS D   can be in 3 different positions in 
time, shown as (a), (b), or (c) in the figure: 

 Figure 3 (c): disjoint, where there is no cost sharing. In this 
case, incCost(n+1) should be the cost Dn+1Sn+1. 

 Figure 3 (a): Full subset of at least one of the previous 
paths. Here, incCost(n+1) should be zero, i.e., DkDk=0.  

 Figure 3 (b): Partial subset of one of the subsets that has the 
highest cost: In this case, incCost(n+1) should be the cost 
Dn+1Dk. 
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For all 3 cases, the given equation validates the expected cost. 
Hence, P(n+1) is true. This is a proof by induction that the 
incremental cost can really be obtained from the formula: 

   ( ) max max ,i n ii n i n
incCost n D S D

 
   

 
Figure 3: Three cases for Passenger (n+1) 

E. Provisions for Fairness 
Another major feature in the proposed design is the fair 

distribution of customers amongst taxis which is accounted for 
in the scheduling algorithm. The fairness factor is dependent 
on the profit of a certain driver compared to the profits of all 
taxis that had operated that day. Assuming that the best 
solution is called utopia, where all taxi drivers are granted 
their fair chance to be assigned a customer, MaxUtopia can be 
expressed as follows: 




T

i pi fFcincCc
1 21 ))(Rev(MaxUtopia  (1) 

where 1S  and 1T and where J is total number of taxis, 
revenue is set to 2000 LBP which is considered to be 2, c1 and 
c2 are weights assigned to both incremental cost  piincC  and 
fairness factor   . Supposedly 21 cc   since the cost is more 
important than the fairness factor. Thus, the profit per 
passenger of a specific taxi t, 

tiP , can be represented by the 
following equation: )incRev( tt CP                              (2) 
The total profit per taxi so far, will be represented by:  

t
0

opTime))((



S

i
ttot it

PP  (3) 

where S is the number of previously served passengers during 
that working day. The operating time the taxi spent is 
calculated by:

ropTimeSoFa
hours 24opTime                                      (4) 

 Hence, the average profit of all taxis will be calculated by: 

T

P
P

T

t
tot

av

t
 1mean   

(5)    

where T is the total number of taxi drivers. Thus, the fairness 
factor is: fF = max(

�difti

psd
, 0)  where 

avtot
PP

t
tidif  

and  where 



T

1t

2
ti

dif
T
1St.DevProfit psd . 

F. Scheduling Algorithm 
We propose a novel scheduling algorithm based on 
optimization models and integer programming in order to 
assign taxis to passengers. The presented approach takes into 
account the demand for taxis, the preference of taxi drivers, 
the routes taken by the taxis and the destinations of the 
passengers. In the following we present the three models that 
relate to disseminating taxis to different regions and assigning 
them to incoming pickup requests.  
 

1) Model 1: Number of Taxis Needed Per Region 
The following model determines the number of necessary 
taxis needed to cover the demand in a certain region. It mainly 
depends on the historical data that is continuously being 

retrieved and updated by the system and the number of 
available taxis at the time the process is initiated. This helps in 
making the system more dynamic and responsive to changes 
whilst making the distribution of taxi drivers across several 
regions proportionate to the demand for taxis in those regions. 
To formulate the problem, we define the following 
parameters: 

s
d =demand in a demand area d under scenario s 

sp =probability of scenario s occurring 
and the following variables: 






otherwise 0 

dregion   toassigned K taxis are  thereif 1k
dx  

The problem formulation follows: 








Ss Dd Kk k

k
dxs

dsp 
max  

(6) 

1.. 
Kk

k
dxts  (7) 





Dd

T
Kk

k
dx  (8) 

}1,0{k
dx  (9) 

The objective function (6) evenly distributes taxi drivers to 
specific regions according to the historical demand of those 
regions. Constraint (7) indicates that k taxis are assigned to 
each region d and Constraint (8) ensures that there are exactly 
T taxis assigned to the region. 
 

2) Model II: Taxi Deployment  
The following model assigns a specific taxi to a particular area 
taking into account the preferences of the taxi drivers, the cost 
of reallocating certain taxis and the number of taxis needed in 
each region. It is a periodic process that will run every time a 
new taxi joins the system and at preset time intervals when the 
demand for taxis in certain regions changes. To formulate the 
problem, we define the following parameters: 

jregion   toi by taxi  expressed  preferenceiju  

jregion   toi  taxiassigningby   sufferedpenalty ijp  
and the following variable: 






otherwise 0 

jregion   toassigned is i  taxiif 1
ijx  

The problem formulation is as follows: 







Ii Jj

ijxijpiju ][max  (10) 





Ii

jjdijxts ,..  (11) 

 
j

iijx ,1  (12) 

}1,0{ijx  (13) 

The objective function maximizes the overall preference with 
the least cost. Constraint (11) makes sure to assign the 
necessary number of taxis to each region j. Constraint (12) 
makes sure to assign each taxi to a single region. 
 

3) Model III: Taxi Allocation  
In the following, an integer programming formulation for taxi 
routing is presented. The aim is to find the minimum cost 
route to deliver passengers to their destinations. The 
formulation also models the pickup of an additional passenger. 
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This problem is solved when a new passenger requests a taxi. 
In other words, this integer program is solved to find the new 
minimum cost route that needs to be taken by the taxi driver to 
pick up the new passenger in addition to driving all the current 
passengers to their destination. The formulation therefore 
implicitly models incremental cost where if the incremental 
cost of the new route is higher than the fare price, the new 
passenger is not picked up and the route is not changed since 
otherwise loss is incurred. The problem is modeled as a 
directed graph G = (N;A) with N nodes representing the 
geographical locations that include the current location of the 
taxi which we denote as node T, the destinations of the current 
passengers 1,…,m, the pickup location q of the new passenger 
h, and the destination n of the new passenger. The arcs A 
represent the routes connecting the geographical locations 
where each arc (i; j) has a capacity w representing the capacity 
of the taxi and a cost cij representing the cost of going from 
location i to location j, as shown in Figure 4. 

 
Figure 4: Diagram for model III 

 
To formulate the problem, we define the following variables 








otherwise 0 

j node  toi node
 from going  taxiin the is ppassenger   theif 1

p
ijx  






otherwise 0 

j node  toi node from goes  taxiif 1
ijy  

The problem formulation is as follows: 
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The objective function (14) minimizes the cost of the route. 
Constraints (15) indicate that there is 1 passenger going to 
each destination p in the current taxi. Constraints (16) indicate 
that there is 1 passenger that needs to be picked up at location 
q. Constraints (17) indicate that there are p passengers that 
need to be dropped at location i. Constraints (18) force route 
(i; j) to be selected if the taxi is going from i to j without 
violating the maximum capacity w. Constraints (19) state that 
the taxi should go to the pickup location from one of the other 
locations. Constraints (20) state that the taxi cannot leave to 
more than one location. Constraints (21) state that the taxi 
cannot reach a certain location from more than one other 

location. The above problem is solved for each taxi that is 
candidate to picking up the new passenger. Candidate taxis 
can be identified as taxis in the assigned areas and satisfy 
fairness requirements. The taxi that achieves the minimum 
cost, i.e. maximum profit, is assigned the new passenger. It 
can be noted here that the objective can be changed to model 
CO2 emissions in a green transportation setup. 

IV. PROTOTYPICAL IMPLEMENTATION 
The designed system is dynamic where new taxi drivers 

and passengers enter and leave the system. Furthermore, 
drivers and passengers periodically send their GPS location to 
the server. A highly realistic and reliable simulation of the 
system is needed to optimize the model based on tangible data. 
The simulation studies congestion, taxi profit and passenger 
waiting time. The simulator shows how individual taxi drivers 
are moving across the map and where the passengers are 
waiting to be picked up. The simulator allows us to simulate 
the scheduling process with a potential passenger that can 
board a certain taxi and then exit the system as soon as he 
arrives to his destination. 

A. Calculation of Traffic Congestion on Roads 
Provisions about traffic congestion are extremely 

important in modeling efficient algorithms. The calculation of 
traffic congestion on the roads is described as follows:  
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where 125.0 in (ii) to smoothen out instantaneous 
velocities, and Vhis in (iii) is the previously updated speed 
profile on the road, w1 and w2 are to be decided on after the 
simulation is conducted. Both w1 and w2 ]1,0[ , where w1 
>>0.5 since current speed input is more valuable (for our 
purposes) than historical speed input. Also w2 0.7 because 
as we are calculating the new  Vhis ,we are appending current 
data with historical data. Initially, we could calculate Vhis after 
conducting some statistics about congestion, which generally 
takes into account peak hours and densely populated areas. Q 
is the queue window where we take the previous    averages 
measured as a window and assign them different decreasing 
weights. 

B. SUMO and TraCI 
1) SUMO (Simulation of Urban MObility) 

The created simulation deals with traffic on a microscopic 
level. Each vehicle on the map must be considered as a 
specific entity that can be controlled and queried. SUMO is a 
reliable open-source program that is used for traffic simulation 
[8]. Two inputs are fed to SUMO:  

 
 Network File 
The NETCONVERT tool that comes with the SUMO 

package generates an XML file that describes a network using 
edges, lanes, nodes, and connections/junctions. The input 
provided to NETCONVERT for our simulation is an XML 
network exported from an OpenStreet map. Nodes in both 
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SUMO and OpenStreet have (x, y) position attributes, but. 
OpenStreet uses geocoordinates and SUMO uses Cartesian 
coordinates to indicate node position. NETCONVERT offers 
the user the choice of choosing which projection to use on the 
coordinates and will handle it using its Proj library. In addition 
to the projection, it adds an offset that it specifies in the XML 
output. Getting the original node coordinates from the SUMO 
coordinates will be done by calling the inverse function of the 
projection and adding the given offset.  

 
 Route File 
The route file is an XML file that contains a description of 

vehicles present in the simulation with information (maximum 
speed, maximum acceleration, id, etc), vehicle types that give 
information about the vehicles used and routes available 
described by an ordered series of edges to follow. Routes and 
vehicles will be added and removed dynamically by the 
system via python queries to the TraCI server running the 
SUMO simulation.  
 

2) Traffic Control Interface 
TraCI offers an interface that permits real-time coupling of 

the traffic simulator with another program via a client server 
approach. By enabling the TraCI server to run on SUMO, the 
simulation becomes dependent of the TraCI client [9]. The 
simulation is divided into simulation steps. A step occurs only 
when the client issues a command to the server telling it to go 
on. A whole set of TraCI client commands exist that enable it 
to get or set data about any vehicle’s state at any given time. 
Thus enabling the client application to have full control and 
full knowledge of the simulation in real-time. For our 
purposes, we will use the TraCI client Python API available 
with the SUMO package and enrich it with some higher-level 
functions to make cleaner and more readable code. 

3) The system simulator 
The system simulator is a program written in the Python 

programming language that communicates with SUMO using 
the TraCI client API. The simulation is comprised of three 
agents. The normal cars are static agents controlled by SUMO 
with only predetermined routes defined in an XML file by the 
previously mentioned bootstrapping framework. Those cars 
function is to have life-like traffic in the city. Without them, it 
would be impossible to have a good evaluation of the system. 
The taxi cars are vehicles represented in SUMO but bounded 
to Taxi objects in the system simulator. The passengers are 
independent of SUMO; they are instances of the Passenger 
object in the system simulator. As such, the simulator is made 
up of a main program that creates Taxi objects, distributes 
them on the map in a pseudo-random manner, instantiates a 
PassengerFactory object which periodically creates passengers 
in a user-set frequency, and instantiates the SystemServer 
object that handles the main computations and communicates 
with the TraCI server. The first simulation will be simple; no 
communication with the SystemServer is established. The 
second one will be with communication with SystemServer 
running our algorithm. The difference between these two 
simulations will give us a realistic evaluation of the system. 

C. Front-End Application and Communication Protocol 
As mentioned before, the main purpose of the front-end or 

phone application is for passengers to order taxis and for taxis 
to pick up passengers. The applications communicate with the 
server via a set of protocol messages found in Table II.  

TABLE II.         COMMUNICATION PROTOCOL 
Message Arguments Reply 

1. GETSUBAREAS Main area List of sub areas 
2. ADDSUBAREA Main area + New 

suggested sub area 
Empty string OR New 
suggested sub area 

3. ORDERCAB Main Area + Sub area 
(might be empty string) + 
Number of people + Fee + 
Luggage + Phone ID + 
User GPS coordinates  

Taxi GPS coordinates + 
Estimated wait time + Car 
model + Car color + Plate 
number 

4. CANCELORDER Phone ID  
5. GETCABLOC Phone ID Taxi GPS coordinates 
6. DROPPASS Phone ID  
7. PICKUPPASS Phone ID  
8. UPDATELOC Phone ID + User GPS 

coordinates 
 

9. GETPASSLOC Phone ID Passenger(s) GPScoordinates 
For instance, when a passenger goes through the different 

steps of placing a request on the application, an 
“ORDERCAB” message (#3 in Table II) is sent to the server 
along with all entered input such as: main destination area, 
destination subarea, number of people requesting the taxi, the 
amount that the passenger is willing to pay and whether or not 
the passenger is carrying any luggage. The phone ID, which is 
required to identify passengers and the user’s GPS coordinates 
are extracted and piggybacked along with the request as well. 
The server will then have to run the scheduling algorithm 
Model III, to determine the best taxi for that passenger. The 
servers answers the confirmed passenger with the taxi’s GPS 
coordinates, the estimated wait time on arrival and some 
information that will allow the passenger to identify his taxi 
when it reaches him (car model, car color and plate number).  

Figure 6 shows the last screen that appears in the 
passenger phone application after the passenger places the 
request. This screen makes use of the Google Maps API [10] 
to display on a map the location of the passenger and the taxi. 
It also shows the taxi recognition information and the 
estimated wait time. The passenger can observe his own taxi 
moving towards him on the map.  

 
Figure 6: Map screen in the passenger phone application 

V. RESULTS 
This section provides simulation results that verify the 

validity of the proposed models and algorithms.  

A. Testing Incremental Cost Model 
According to the Incremental Cost discussion, the 

additional cost associated with serving a new passenger was 
modeled. The model constitutes 100,000 passengers, a 
maximum of 7 passengers per car, an average trip time of 25 
time units with the probability of finding a passenger at a 
particular time unit at 10%. Figure 7   confirms the validity of 
our incremental cost model by showing that the average 
incremental cost per person decreases as the number of 
passengers in the car increases.  
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Figure 7: Incremental cost per passenger vs. number of passengers in car 

B. Testing Fairness Factor Algorithm 
To verify the validity of the fairness factor equation 

deduced above, 300 passengers and 40 taxis were simulated. 
Figure 8 shows that the coefficients affecting incremental cost 
and fairness factor were varied to check which would provide 
us with the most distributed average profit per working day. 
The average standard deviation was around 96.86 in the case 
where fairness factor was not accounted for, thus an 
unacceptable variation of profit among taxi drivers. This 
proves the need of such a fairness factor to correct the uneven 
distribution of profit among taxi drivers.  

 
Figure 8:  Variation of total profits vs. the Round number 

 
In Figure 9 the resulting values for different rounds show the 
low yielded standard deviation which is an indicator of the 
equal distribution of profits among taxi drivers. In the second 
round with c1=0.9 and c2=0.1 the fairness factor had a small 
coefficient and high variations in profit naturally appeared. 
The average standard deviation within the later four rounds 
was much smaller. Thus the fairness factor was kept to a bare 
minimum as to not jeopardize the scheduler’s optimality, i.e. 
c1=0.8 and c2=0.2. 

 

 
Figure 9:  Variation of Average standard deviation of total profits for different 

values of c1 and c2 
 

C. Running Time of Optimization Model III 
The run time of optimization Model III was tested for graphs 
of different sizes. The smallest graph possible is the simplest 
one made of the taxi node T, the pickup location of the 

requesting passenger and the drop-off location of that 
passenger. This graph has N = 3 nodes. As shown in Fig. 10, 
as we increase the number of nodes N, the running time 
increases exponentially. The maximum value of N however 
was chosen to be 7 because a taxi car can have up to 4 
passengers in the car (Taxi node + drop-off nodes of 
passengers in taxi + pickup node of requesting passenger + 
drop-off node of requesting passenger = 1 + 4 + 1 + 1 = 7). 
The results show that even for the largest graph, the running 
time reaches around 70 milliseconds. This proves the 
efficiency of the Model and its practicality.  

 
Figure 10: Running Time of Optimization Model III 

VI. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we have illustrated a fair and efficient taxi-

scheduling algorithm that tackles the pervasive problem for 
inexpensive public transportation. The system utilizes smart 
phones and a server that runs the scheduling algorithm which 
benefits both taxi drivers and commuters. The results 
generated by the conducted simulations prove the efficiency of 
the scheduler and the system as a whole. Our future work will 
revolve around studying the running time of the algorithm as 
well as taking into consideration the distribution of the 
computational load on the server to offer the fastest response 
possible.  
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Abstract— In this paper, we address the problem of minimizing
energy consumption of mobile phones. We propose a noble mobile
application that makes use of heterogeneous networks in order
to save energy. These heterogeneous networks allow the mobile
to connect to multiple available wireless interfaces one at a
time. Assume that a mobile device is requesting some data to
be downloaded from the Internet, and it is detecting several
available wireless interfaces to perform this download process.
Instead of choosing any interface without checking its conditions,
the proposed application searches for the most energy efficient
interface to perform this download. Moreover, our proposed
application will switch between the different wireless technologies
available according to the less energy consuming criteria without
corrupting the downloaded data. We develop several modules
that lead to the development of the main application. A set
of measurement campaigns were conducted to investigate the
relationship between energy cost and several wireless parameters
and to derive an analytical energy model. We show using our
implemented test bed that our proposed application leads to
significant energy reduction.

I. INTRODUCTION

One key challenge in hand-held devices is to deliver new
applications to users while minimizing the energy cost. In
smart-phones and other advanced mobile platforms, a major
component of power consumption is the wireless communica-
tion subsystem [1], [2]. Moreover, most mobile devices have
multiple radio interfaces embedded to handle different con-
nections, such as Bluetooth for small area connectivity, Wi-Fi
for local-area connectivity, and cellular networks for wide-area
connectivity [3]. These capabilities of mobile devices facilitate
the implementation of advanced techniques to reduce energy
consumption by making use of heterogeneous networks.

In this work, we present the design and implementation
of a novel mobile application that exploits the advantages of
heterogeneous networks to reduce the energy consumed during
a download process. In order to make use of heterogeneous
networks, we prove that the conventional thought [4] that Wi-
Fi is always more energy efficient than 3G is not always
valid. The proposed mobile application switches dynamically
between Wi-Fi and 3G wireless interfaces to reduce the energy
consumed by the device during data download. Moreover, it
allows the mobile device to seamlessly continue data download
on an alternative wireless interface (e.g., 3G) if the primary
network interface (e.g., Wi-Fi) disconnects.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we provide a summary of related literature. In Section III, we
describe our experiments and our findings. In Section IV, we
propose an energy model for both 3G and Wi-Fi. Section V
describes the development of our application. We validate our
algorithms and architecture in Section VI. Finally, we conclude
in Section VII.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

There are several powerful tools available for optimizing
the mobile power consumption; however, none of those tools
currently makes use of heterogeneous networks to decrease
the amount of energy consumed by the mobile device. Perhaps
closest in spirit to our work is an approach in [5] by Rahmati
et al. In their approach, they assume that the phone is always
connected to a primary network which is the cellular network
and an occasionally available network which is the Wi-Fi
network. Many methods that predict the availability of Wi-
Fi are proposed. They show that an ideal selection policy can
more than double the battery lifetime.

In [4], energy consumption models of mobile wireless tech-
nologies: 3G, GSM, and Wi-Fi are developed. This paper in-
troduces TailEnder; a protocol used to reduce energy consump-
tion of common mobile applications. They claim that the tail
energy in 3G and the overhead in Wi-Fi are comparable and
constitute the biggest percentage of the total energy consumed
during a download process. In [6], a relationship between
signal strength and power consumption is proposed. The paper
claims that communication should be made when the signal
is strong to realize a significant energy saving. Bartender, an
advanced download scheduler, uses dynamic programming-
based procedure for computing the optimal communication
schedule and save energy.

Concerning the choice of the appropriate network selection
mechanism, several mechanisms have been proposed in [7],
[8], [9] where different algorithms and decision parameters
have been considered. A conventional fuzzy logic based al-
gorithm proposed in [7] by Majlesi et al. uses signal strength
and users speed as selection factors. In our case the selection
is based on the power consumption which to the best of
our knowledge was not mentioned in any of the papers as
a decision factor.
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III. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

A. Experimental Setup

We have used two different mobile phones for the mea-
surement campaign. To measure and document the amount of
power consumed, PowerTutor [10] is used; it is a software
that measures the power consumed by Android mobile de-
vices [11]. As presented in [12], PowerTutor is an application
for Android-based phones that displays the energy consumed
in joules by major system components such as CPU, network
interface, display, and GPS receiver for each running service.
It has an accuracy of 5% of actual values.

The mobile devices we used are Android phones as de-
scribed in Table I.

TABLE I
MOBILE PHONES’ CHARACTERISTICS

Phone OS CPU
Motorola DEFY Android OS, v2.1 800 MHz Cortex
HTC Desire HD Android OS, v2.2 1 GHz Scorpion

1) FTP Web Server Application: A public FTP web server
was used along with a public access point to do the measure-
ments. A free web hosting service provider called was used to
host our web page that contained a number of PDF files with
different sizes then we downloaded these files using a browser
on the mobile phone and recorded the energy consumed.

2) Measuring Network Conditions Applications: In order to
quantify the Wi-Fi and 3G network conditions, we developed
a mobile applications that present network characteristics such
as the SSID (service set identifier), IP address, MAC address,
transmitter and effective bit rate in Mbps, and the RSSI
(received signal strength indicator) in dBm. These applications
will attempt to send and receive a specific amount of data to
and from the wireless access point to be able to specify those
values (refer to section V.B)

B. Energy versus Signal Strength

Figure 1 shows the energy consumed by Wi-fi versus the
data size for both good (distance to router < 5m) and bad
(distance to router > 15m) channel conditions. The general
trend of these curves is linear. This figure shows the effect
of signal strength on the energy model of Wi-Fi. As the user
gets farther from the access point (i.e. as the signal strength
decreases), the energy consumed increases.

Similar measurements conducted for 3G show similar
results but with different slope and energy values.

C. Energy versus Load Congestion

Since the signal strength is not the only factor that affects
the energy model, we performed the same measurements at
two different times to capture the effect of load congestion on
the amount of energy consumed for Wi-Fi.

In a scenario as the one shown in Figure 2, the user of
the target mobile device is trying to download some file
from the internet. The user is standing within a Wi-Fi access

Fig. 1. Energy consumption of Wi-Fi for both channel conditions

Fig. 2. Connection scenario

point coverage area, and at the same time, the device is
within the coverage range of a 3G base station. However, in
typical conventional scenarios the download process will be
established using Wi-Fi connection even if it is congested as
shown in Figure 2. So the major question here is whether 3G
consumes less energy at the device in such cases where Wi-Fi
is in bad conditions?

In Experiment B, energy measurements are conducted at
two different times where the number of connected devices
was increased from 1 to 5 in order to affect the load as shown
in Figure 4. The load effect on 3G is not shown here since it is
hard to control the number of active users in a public cellular
network.

Concerning the load, as the number of users increases, the
resources available for each user become less and the rate per
user becomes lower. The green circles show the region where
3G might be more energy efficient than Wi-Fi. Thus, Wi-Fi
technology does not have an absolute advantage over 3G. And
this gets more obvious when recording the effect of both signal
strength and load congestion as shown in Figure 4 bottom.

D. Energy versus Bit Rate

In Experiment C, the channel conditions (signal strength
and load congestion) were captured in one value which is
the bit rate. As shown in Figure 3, when the signal strength
decreases on the right vertical axes form -40 to -85 dB, the
effective bit rate at the receiver end for both technologies will
decreases on the x axis which increases energy consumption.
Similarly, as the load increases form low (< 2 users) through
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Fig. 3. Energy consumption vs. bit rate

Fig. 4. Wi-Fi vs. 3G energy consumption; Top: low load; Bottom: high load

medium (2<users<5) to high (>5 users), the effective bit rate
will decreases following the same pattern, and thus increasing
energy consumption. Hence, in this experiment the bit rate,
which reflects channel conditions, is the variable affecting
energy consumption.

E. Energy versus Device Class

If we repeat Experiment C with other devices with different
processing speeds as shown in Figure 5, we notice that phones
behave the same way (same effect of the effective bit rate at
the receiver end on energy consumption), but the models are
shifted either to the right or to the left. In spite of this, the
effect of bit rate on energy consumption remains the same.

Fig. 5. The effect of phone’s class on energy and bit rate

IV. PROPOSED ENERGY MODEL

We next present our problem formulation for data transfer
at a given bit rate through 3G or Wi-Fi interfaces. Using
the energy profiles of 3G and Wi-Fi, we will first analyse
theoretically the architecture for energy saving when selecting
between 3G and Wi-Fi. We will then present our mobile
application that should exploit this energy saving architecture.

A. Data Transfer Through the More Energy Efficient Network

First of all, let’s assume that the mobile device is covered
by both 3G and Wi-Fi. As we saw in Section III, Wi-Fi does
not have absolute advantage over 3G; thus, the problem that
we propose to solve is stated as follows:

If the device needs to download some data, which wireless
interface is more energy efficient? And when should the device
switch to an alternative interface which is more energy efficient
to complete the download process?

To solve this problem, we should first derive the energy
models for both 3G and Wi-Fi to estimate the expected energy
to be consumed by each of these interfaces given the bit rate
and the data size. Then, we should compute the expected
amount of energy saved when switching from the current
primary network to the more energy efficient one.

In general, the expected energy to be consumed while
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downloading M KB of data is:

E = f(M,R) (1)

R is the bit rate in Kbps and M is the data size in KB.
Hence, there are two models; the first relating energy to

data size while the other relating energy to bit rate. To combine
those two models, we will illustrate the equations we obtained
for each model and for the two models combined as well.

B. Energy Model versus Data Size

Analysing the previous experiments, we notice that the
relation between energy and data size is almost a linear relation
for fixed channel conditions (i.e., fixed bit rate: � 1500 Kbps
for Wi-Fi, � 2500 Kbps for 3G). Hence, we vary the data
size from 100 KB to 5000 KB while conserving the same
channel conditions to get the equation relating energy to data
size. Figure 6 shows the obtained curves.

Fig. 6. Energy consumption vs. data size for both 3G and Wi-Fi

Using Matlab, the equations of the regression lines shown
in Figure 6 relating energy to data size are:

E = A ·M+B (2)

M is the data size in KB, E is the energy in Joules, A and
B values differ between Wi-Fi and 3G as listed in Table II.

These models show linear relationships between energy
consumption and data size in the Wi-Fi and 3G cases. But,
the slope in the 3G case (0.003) is almost double the slope in
Wi-Fi case (0.0017), i.e. any change in the data size will shift
both models up but the effect of the data size on the 3G model
will be double the effect on Wi-Fi (3G model shifts twice as
Wi-Fi model does)

So, as the data size increases the gap between Wi-Fi and
3G increases, and an energy efficient switch will become less
probable.

C. Energy Model versus Bit Rate

To obtain the energy model relating to bit rate, we will
consider the values we obtained for the download process of
1MB to be the standard that will normalize our values for other
data sizes. Hence, Figure 7 shows the regression of Wi-Fi and
3G values. It is almost a perfect regression. Figure 7 shows
the relation between energy and bit rate for downloading 1MB
file at different channel conditions. We varied the bit rate by

varying both the signal strength and the load at the router. The
Figure below shows the effect of signal strength and load on
the bit rate which affects the amount of consumed energy.

Fig. 7. Energy vs. bit rate regression

Using Matlab, the equations of the regression lines shown
in Figure 7 relating energy to bit rate are:

E =
C

R+D
(3)

R is the bit rate in Kbps, E being the energy in Joules, C
and D being some parameters given in table II.

D. General Energy Model

Now, the two models obtained above should be combined
into a single model representing the effect of data size and bit
rate on energy.

Combining equations (2) and (3), to get the following
energy model after normalizing that of 1MB using shift scales
obtained from the slopes of Figure 6 :

E =
C

R + D
+ (M − 1000) · A (4)

All parameters are tabulated in Table II.

TABLE II
PARAMETERS

Parameter Wi-Fi 3G
A 0.0017 0.003
B 1.386 1.746
C 5901 2.038 ·104
D 161.2 857.7

The obtained model is accurate for bit rate > 250 Kb/sec.

E. Validation of Energy Model

To make sure the above models derived in equation (4)
is correct, we plot the energy versus bit rate for the 2MB
download file. See Figure 8. The regression equations we
obtained from 2MB download are almost the same as the
energy models we derived.
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Fig. 8. Energy vs. bit rate for 1MB and 2MB data size

F. Theoretical Analysis

To estimate the energy benefit out of our proposed applica-
tion, several scenarios can be considered.

The maximum amount of energy that could be saved is at
the extreme scenario when switching from Wi- Fi with bad
conditions to 3G with good channel conditions. Consider M
to be 2MB and consider the bit rate RWiFi is 300 Kbps and
R3G is 2500 Kbps. The estimated energy to be consumed is:

EWiFi =
CWiFi

400 + DWiFi
+(2000−1000) ·AWiFi = 14.5J (5)

E3G =
C3G

2500 + D3G
+ (2000− 1000) ·A3G = 9.07J (6)

The energy saved is Esaved = EWiFi−E3G = 5.45J . This
amount of saved energy proves that 3G might be more energy
efficient that Wi-Fi in some scenarios.

V. APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT

The main aim behind our project is to develop a mobile
application that runs in the background and implements an
intelligent algorithm that dynamically switches between 3G
and Wi-Fi in a seamless way to decrease the energy consumed
from the battery during data download.

The application takes into account two main parameters:
the size of the data to be downloaded and the data rate. The
application calculates the energy spent during 3G and Wi-
Fi download according to the parameters provided and the
energy model used to estimate the battery consumption, and
finally it switches between the two technologies according to
the switching algorithm used. This means that the application
uses the two technologies in a single download session; it
downloads data using the technology that requires less energy
consumption in each time frame.

A. Download Manager Module

One of the important challenges is to download the data
without corrupting it in the switching process since the down-
loaded data may not be tolerant to any loss; this means
that each time the application switches from one network to
another it should resume the download exactly from the same
point where it stopped, to guarantee the full data transfer.

Hence, we built an Android application that resumes the
download of any file when we lose the connection for some

time. This application resumes the download session at the
same point where it stopped. Handling the connection in the
mobile download manager is more challenging than the im-
plementation of a desktop download manager. The download
process is handled by the UI thread as a background process.

B. Effective Bit Rate Estimation Module

The important inputs for the main application are the bit
rates of both 3G and Wi-Fi. The bit rates of both technologies
are supplied periodically through another developed Module.

Bit rate module computes the effective bit rate. For the
interface where the download is running, the effective bit rate
is computed using the downloaded data. For the alternative
interface,a small size of bytes is requested periodically from
the same download source and divided by the required time
to receive the data; thus, calculating the effective rate.

C. Switching Algorithm Design

Given two wireless interfaces X and Y , plug in the ap-
propriate R and M in its corresponding equation to find EX

and EY. The difference between EX and EY should decide
whether to switch or not. Let this difference be denoted as:

D = EX − EY (7)

Thus, our algorithm works as follows; given the two net-
works; 3G and Wi-Fi, the system calculates the energy E for
both. Then it calculates the difference D.

if the phone were connected to X , then:

when D > α => switch to Y (8)

if the phone were connected to Y , then:

when D < −α => switch to X (9)

The threshold α is the energy cost of switching and es-
tablishing a new connection. This variable can be called the
guarding energy factor: it assures that any switch is energy
efficient and it avoids frequent switching.

D. Editing the Connectivity Service

By default, in the Android OS the 3G interface shuts down
when a Wi-Fi connection is available. However, maintaining
both connections at the same time is a need for our application
since it should be able to detect the conditions of both
networks. So the device should be able to connect to both
networks at the same time as long as those networks are
still available. On the mobile phone, wireless connections are
managed by a system service called the ConnectivityService;
hence, this is a hard coded policy, and the application itself will
not be able to break this policy. The solution is to prevent the
connectivity service from detecting which interface is ON, by
modifying its message handler. This solution was implemented
by a project called the COIN project [13]. After editing the
ConnectivityService, the source code should be compiled to
build this modified version of Android.
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VI. EVALUATION

To evaluate and test the efficiency of our Android applica-
tion, we will consider a scenario where the user is covered by
both technologies and downloading data size of 3 MB while
walking between two Wi-Fi routers. Our application divides
the download session into multiple time slots. At the beginning
of each slot, the application determines the bit rates for each
of 3G and Wi-Fi; and accordingly, calculates the expected
energy for the next 500 KB. Finally, it decides which wireless
interface to use in this time slot. Consider the duration of each
time slot to be 10 sec which represents the average download
time for 500 KB. We summarize the download process of 3
MB in Table III.

TABLE III
DOWNLOAD 3 MB

Slot RWiFi EWiFi R3G E3G Choose
1 1460 2.79 1980 5.68 Wi-Fi
2 690 6.08 2920 3.89 3G
3 1180 3.55 2230 5.10 Wi-Fi

The energy presented in Table III is obtained using the
energy models presented in Section IV. The expected energy to
be consumed if the download in the three time slots occurred
using Wi-Fi is 12.42 J; and that of 3G is 14.67 J. However, the
expected energy using the heterogeneous application is 10.23
J. Hence it saves 2.19 J (18%) with respect to Wi-Fi and 4.44
J (30%) with respect to 3G.

To estimate the approximate daily saved energy, we refer to
mtctouch website [14] to obtain Table IV.

TABLE IV
ESTIMATED DAILY USAGE

Service Usage
Receive 10 emails 0.2 MB

10 min of video/music streaming 20 MB
Social media (6 posts/photo upload) 2.93 MB

1 app/song download 4 MB
TOTAL 27.13 MB

Using our heterogeneous application, the expected amount
of energy saved is equivalent to 4.58 MB (18% if Wi-Fi) and
8 MB (30% if 3G).

VII. CONCLUSION

The driving vision of our work is to show that switching
between the different wireless interfaces available will save
energy and extend the phone’s battery lifetime. We showed,
using findings from our field study and experiments, that
the phone’s energy is affected by data size and bit rate.
Moreover, the bit rate captures in it the effect of signal
strength and load congestion as well. Therefore, we proposed
proposed the design and implementation of an Android mobile
application that uses heterogeneous networks to save energy
as much as possible. We presented our energy models and
the algorithm that we implemented in our application. We
validated our energy models using several measurements. In

addition, evaluating our experiment using real scenario showed
that it can save up to 18% compared to Wi-Fi and 30%
compared to pure 3G.
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Abstract-Given the scarcity of the fossil fuels resources, it is 
now important to resort to alternative ways of generating 
electricity without harming the environment. This paper 
presents a symbolic contribution toward this shift in green 
technology. It includes the implementation of a micro 
renewable energy system on a bike that would convert the 
mechanical energy produced by the user’s motion to 
electricity. This project takes an interdisciplinary dimension 
and consists of a mechanical system that will increase the
cyclist input speed and transmit it to the electrical system that 
will convert it to electricity to charge a battery. Added 
components were meticulously chosen so as to result in an 
efficient design that generates the maximum power while 
taking into consideration several factors such as safety, the 
added pedaling resistance and the machine produced noise 
level. At this stage of the project, the mechanical design has 
successfully been implemented and the electrical system 
remains to be adapted to the bike. The final design will 
generate about 100W that will supply several devices such as 
laptops, iPods or lighting bulbs.

I. INTRODUCTION

The idea of harvesting energy from exercise bike is a pondered 
idea that has been the focus of study of several PhD thesis and
renewable energy companies in the last few decades. Today, 
the energy harvesting technology is implemented in several 
sports clubs’ facilities in the USA like the Green Microgym in 
Portland and in most of the outstanding universities’ gym 
facilities including Oregon State University, California State 
University and Yale University but has not been implemented 
yet in the Middle East [7]. 
The objective of “Fat To Electricity” concept is to design a 
harnessing system that presents the double advantage of being 
environmentally friendly and promoting healthy athletic 
lifestyle. The system will convert the mechanical energy of a 
fitness bicycle into electrical energy. This energy will be used 
to power multiple applications such as laptops, iPods or 
lighting bulbs. It is estimated that a human with a decent shape 
can generate about 100W so our estimated generated power 
from our design will be in this range. Another objective is to 
raise sustainable and environmental awareness among the users 
who will be more conscious about the renewable energy 

concept and will be more engaged and less wasteful when it 
comes to energy consumption and environment degradation. 
Therefore, our goal behind this project is promote a healthy 
living, educational awareness and energy saving among the 
gym members. 

II. THE MECHANICAL SYSTEM

The mechanical system includes an existing training bike in 
addition to several components: the bearing, the intermediate 
shaft, the added pulley and the belt. Those added components 
were chosen and designed according to three main factors: the 
power required by the generator, the geometrical specifications 
of the existing bike and the average cyclist speed. 
A complete 3D representation of the system using Pro engineer 
is represented in Fig.1 

Figure 1 3D representation of the mechanical system using Pro/engineer

A. Bearing
The bearing is mounted on the shaft to reduce the surface area 
that is rotating and therefore to decrease friction losses. The 
choice of the bearing is such that its bore diameter matches the 
shaft diameter and its outer side diameter matches the bore 
diameter of the intermediate pulley, see Fig.2 [2]. A stress 
analysis showed that the chosen bearing should have a bore 
diameter of 10 mm, an outer diameter of 30 mm and a width of 
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9 mm. 

Figure 2 Implementation of the row deep-groove bearing

B. Intermediate shaft 
The design includes three shafts, the front shaft where the 
cyclist pedals (already implemented in the existing bike), the 
middle shaft where the flywheel is located, and finally the shaft 
of the motor. The front and middle shafts are already 
implemented in the existing bike and the generator shaft 
depend on the selected generator. However, given that the 
middle shaft is being subjected to additional torque, we’ve 
substituted it with another one that matches a safety factor 
greater than 1[4]. The designed shaft has a length of 13.2 cm, a 
bore diameter of 10 mm and is made of AISI 1030 CD steel. 

C. Belt 
The belt is needed to transmit the power efficiently from the 
intermediate pulley to the generator shaft. Note that to avoid 
slipping and high noise, the use of a chain was not considered 
in our design. After analyzing the different types of belt, the 
flat one seems to offer a good compromise between low 
slippage and high lifetime. The adapted flat belt is a 1.5 inch 
polyamide F1 belt having a total length of 50 cm..

The implemented belt is shown in Fig.3.

Figure 3 Implementation of the belt (on the flywheel side)

B. Generator’s pulley
In order to provide the generator with a sufficient speed, a 
generator pulley should be added. The dimensions of the pulley 
are chosen so as to achieve a sufficient ideal mechanical 
advantage that will convert the 80 rpm cyclist average 
rotational speed to 2750 rpm, the desired rotational speed of 
the generator. The diameter of the generator pulley, shown in 
Fig .4, is found to be 3.5 cm which is applicable since the 
generator’s shaft amount to 12.7 mm..

Figure 4 Implementation of the generator's pulley

The values of the different pulleys in our design are presented in table  1.

Table 1 Diameters of the different belts in the design
Belts Diameter (in cm)

Flywheel 44

intermediate Pulley 7

generator Pulley 3.5

pedaling pulley 21.5

III. ELECTRICAL SYSTEM

The electrical system aims to efficiently transform the 
mechanical motion of the generator’s pulley into electrical 
energy. The target output power is 100W. The system consists 
of four components: the generator, the charge controller and 
the battery that are connected as shown in Fig.5.

Figure 5The components of the electrical system
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A. Generator 
After analyzing different types of generator, we chose the 
PMDC brushed type. This generator, formed by a permanent 
magnet and a moving coil has several advantages. First, the 
absence of mechanical drive losses provides it with a better 
efficiency. Second, it requires a minimal maintenance (no need 
to lubrication system). Finally, it’s more compact than other 
types of generator [8].
Given an average cyclist pedaling speed of 80 rpm and an ideal 
mechanical advantage of 34, the input power speed of the 
generator is 2750 rpm. 
The first screening criterion in the choice of the generator is a 
PMDC generator that can deliver 100 watts for a load of about 
13.8 V (the average voltage at the battery terminal is assumed 
to be 13.8 volts since we don’t have the speed-voltage graph of 
the different generators).
The selected PMDC operates between 2500 to 3,000 rpm at 
12V and generate an output power of about 100 watts at 2750 
rpm.
After doing some testing at hostler gymnasium, we concluded 
that during 90% of the workout, the speed of the cyclist was 
between 60 and 100 rpm with an average of 80 rpm.
The mechanical system should therefore provide an ideal 
mechanical advantage of  2750

80
≅ 34

Figure 6 Generator output power curve, adapted from [1]

The implemented generator is shown below:

Figure 7 Implemented generator

B. Battery
The battery is needed to store the energy produced by the 
generator and supply it to a load. The most suitable battery to 
our design is the 12 V lead deep cycle AGM (Absorbed Glass 
Mat). In fact, this battery has high conversion efficiency, a 
relatively low self-discharge rate and requires no maintenance. 
Moreover, the electrolyte is supported by fiberglass plates 
which make the battery resistant to external vibrations and 
chocks caused by high pedaling speed [5].
To increase the lifetime of the battery, the battery should be 
used with a depth of discharge of 50% which implies that its 
power rating is greater than 200 watts [3]. This said the 
selected battery Konica PT12260D has a voltage rating of 12V 
and a current rating of 26 AH. 
Note that as the battery charges, the voltage at its terminals 
increases and the current it draws decreases.

C. Charge controller
The charge controller is connected between the generator and 
the battery. Its primarily role is to stop further current flow into 
the battery when it is fully charged which protect the battery 
from overheating and damage. The chosen charge controller is 
nc25a that can handle up to 25A which is totally suitable for 
our design (referring to the below graph, the maximum current 
delivered by the generator is 20A at 3000rpm). It has a 
charging efficiency of 99.5% and an operating efficiency of 
98%. It is designed for extensive transient voltage protection 
and high steady state voltage protection. It is not affected by 
the continuous charging input of up to 100V, the case where 
the transient voltage protection is activated. Additionally, the 
selected charge controller comprises a system protection that 
prevents polarity reverse at the battery connection which 
avoids that the generator functions as a motor at low speed. It 
includes a charge divert feature that allows us to use the excess 
source energy for other tasks when the battery is fully charged.

Figure 8 Generator output current curve, adapted from [1]

IV. RESULTS

The implemented overall design is shown below:
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Figure 9 The implemented overall design

At this stage, we still have to connect the charge controller and 
the battery and do a testing for the overall design.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a design adapted to an existing training 
bike that will convert the cyclist mechanical motion into 
electrical power that will be stored in a battery. The “Fat to 
Electricity” project provides the double advantage of 
generating energy in an environmentally friendly way and 
fostering healthy lifestyle. At this stage, the mechanical system 
has been successfully executed. The electrical system still 
needs to be implemented in order to test the overall design. 
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Abstract- Haptic systems are used increasingly in various 
applications. The effectiveness of such systems depends greatly on 
the human perceptual characteristics, and the nature of the 
application being implemented (precision needed, speed and 
movement type involved, etc.). This study assesses the variations 
in perceptual limitations of the dominant and non-dominant hand, 
when engaged in a synchronous movement. Results showed that 
both hands are less sensitive to force variation when operating 
together. Statistical analysis showed a high confidence in the 
significance of the results obtained for the non-dominant hand 
versus the low confidence for the dominant hand.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

The evolution in haptic technologies, combined with the 
increasing capabilities of the Internet and telecommunications 
opened new horizons to develop novel applications such as 
telesurgery, telemedicine, remote navigation systems, and 
virtual presence [1].  

However, the fidelity of the feedback received, and the 
stability of the control systems involved in the haptic 
environment require a high sampling rate and real-time 
feedback. Different compression methods were proposed to 
compress haptic signals while meeting these requirements. 
State of the art compression schemes are the ones relying on 
limitations of human perception of force variations [2]. 

According to Weber’s law, the minimum change in stimulus 
magnitude that is detectable by humans is proportional to the 
stimulus magnitude itself and it's called the Difference 
Threshold or the Just Noticeable Difference (JND) [3]. As such, 
the deadband compression approach and its variations [2] 
apply Weber’s law to achieve a reduction in packet rate by 
dropping any haptic signals unperceivable by humans and only 
transmitting data to the network when the sampled data value 
is above a certain threshold (JND).  

However perception limitations are still not fully assessed as 
they vary according to movement scenarios and muscles 
involved in the movement. Moreover, studies on perceptual 
limitations in a bimanual scenario are very few, despite the 
growing interest in bimanual interactions in haptic systems. 

This paper investigates human psychophysical limitations of 
force perception in a synchronous two-hand movement, and 
assesses the difference in perceptual limitations between a 
unimanual and a bimanual scenario, for the dominant and the 
non-dominant hand. 

II. PREVIOUS WORK 

Many studies are targeted at defining the JND of the hands, 
fingers or wrists, and their influence on perceptual 
compression methods. Allin et al. determined the JND (around 
10%) of the force magnitude applied on the index finger [4]. 
Authors in [5] have studied different joints in the human body 
(e.g. elbow, wrist, and shoulders’ joints) in order to identify the 
human capabilities and map them into mechanical design 
requirements. Elhajj et al. assessed the sensitivity of humans to 
force direction changes and found that the perception of forces 
depends on the quarter of the plane in which the direction 
changes are taking place [6]. 

Pongrac et al. showed that the JND varies depending on the 
direction of the force perturbation, as it increases or decreases 
with the direction of the force perturbation [7]. The experiment 
designed to obtain these values required from users to move 
the stylus of the haptic device with their dominant hand, while 
force perturbations are applied in the desired directions. 

In all of the above mentioned studies, the JND was studied 
without any consideration or focus on hand movement. 
However, real world applications require interaction with the 
remote environment and performance of specific tasks, 
involving hand motion and coordination. Studies showed that 
the force magnitude JND [8] and force direction JND [9] were 
both influenced by the hand movement regardless of 
movement speed, as humans were found to be less sensitive to 
force changes while they are performing a task that involves 
movement. 

On another level, studies conducted in [10] highlight the 
growing importance of bimanual manipulation in haptic 
designs, especially in what concerns perception discrimination 
between unimanual and bimanual operations. In this study, the 
authors evaluated unimanual and bimanual weight perception, 
when lifting virtual boxes of different weights. Experimental 
results showed that weight is perceived lighter when two hands 
are involved in the lifting.  

Systems have been implemented for bimanual applications. 
However, no study has attempted to determine the effect of a 
bimanual movement on the JND of each hand. This study 
presents the design of an experiment where the two hands are 
engaged in a synchronous simultaneous movement. Results 
obtained from this experiment would help in designing more  
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Figure 1.  Experimental setup 
 

accurate bimanual systems and more efficient compression 
methods. 

III. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION  

An experiment was designed to isolate the influence of one 
hand on the other hand during a bimanual movement. This 
experiment employs two SensAble PHANToM OMNI® haptic 
devices, and is modeled after the one described in [8] for a 
single hand. During the experiment, participants are required to 
hold the stylus of the PHANToM devices like they were 
holding a pen in each hand and adjust their arms in a way to 
minimize stress on the wrist and shoulders during the 
movement. Visual feedback is displayed on a monitor placed 
around 60 cm in front of the participants as shown in Fig. 1. 
Placing it at this distance (not too close) reduces the 
participant’s switching attention from one hand to the other. 
Participants were asked to indicate their dominant hand 
without conducting any specific tests. 

The experiment is divided into three phases preceded by a 
practice phase of around 10 min, and includes a 20 min break 
after the first two phases to eliminate fatigue effect. Each phase 
is divided into blocks of three trials, forming a three-
Alternative Forced Choice paradigm (3AFC).  

In each trial, participants are required to move one or both 
hands -depending on the phase- from a start to an end position, 
and to keep an approximately constant speed of 10 mm/s 
indicated to them visually (described later)  along the x-axis 
(horizontal left to right for the left hand, and right to left for the 
right hand). During the hands movement, a force is applied on 
the PHANToM® stylus away from or along the movement 
direction (on the x-axis).  

Two of the 3AFC forces magnitude is equal to RF (reference 
force of 1 N), and the remaining force is equal to the test force 
TF = RF ± ΔF, where ΔF is a positive number calculated using 

a one-up-two-down adaptive staircase method [11] at the end 
of each block based on the participant’s response. After each 
block, participants are required to identify the trial in which 
they felt the test force TF.  

The force value in the experiment is ramped up from 0 to the 
target value (RF or TF) within 1sec of the trial start and 
ramped down to 0 within 0.7sec of the end of the trial. This 
ramping is used to avoid a sudden force rendering on the 
participants’ hands. Furthermore, each phase is divided into 
two consecutive staircase runs. The first one contains 5 
reversals, while the second contains 10 reversals. Initially ΔF is 
set to 0.1N. In the first staircase run, it is increased by 0.1N 
after each incorrect response and decreased by 0.1N after 2 
consecutive correct responses. In the second staircase run, ΔF 
is varied by 0.02N. 

Regarding the procedure and visual interface, as mentioned 
previously, the task involves moving the stylus horizontally 
from a start position to an end position (40 mm). The stylus 
position is represented by a spherical cursor (2mm diameter) 
within the virtual environment. To assist the participants in 
keeping their movement along a straight trajectory, a virtual 
cylinder is displayed between the start position and the end 
position. The cylinder is transparent so that the participants 
would see the cursor move inside it. The participants are 
instructed to move the cursor from the cylinder’s start point to 
its end point while keeping the cursor inside the cylinder. A 
vertical and horizontal axis is rendered inside the cylinder at 
the cursor’s position to give the participants further indication 
of the cylinder’s center (the lines’ intersection point) and the 
cursor’s position inside it. A circle is also rendered to define 
the plane containing the cursor. Furthermore, the color of the 
lines and the circle will gradually change from yellow to red as 
the cursor drifts away from the lines’ intersection point. To 
facilitate velocity control, a progress cylinder (the green 
cylinder in Fig. 2) that moves at the required speed (10 mm/sec) 
was rendered where the participants have to maintain the 
cursor within it. The progress cylinder is 8mm long. The visual 
interface is shown in Fig. 2. 

 

Figure 2. The visual interface 
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The participant starts a trial by pressing the “blue button” of 
the PHANToM® stylus causing the progress cylinder to start 
moving. The participant is required to move the cursor along 
with the progress cylinder and he/she has to make sure that the 
cursor stays within the boundaries of the progress cylinder and 
as close as possible to the center.  

In each trial, the participant’s hand movement will be 
analyzed to check if it coincides with the progress cylinder’s 
movement at least 70% of the time. If not, the whole block is 
restarted. 

At the beginning of each block, one of its trials is randomly 
chosen for the test force TF to be rendered. In each trial the 
current trial number (1, 2, or 3) is clearly displayed on the 
monitor. At the end of the block, participants are required to 
indicate in which of the three trials they felt the test force TF 
by pressing the “white button” of the PHANToM® stylus a 
number of times corresponding to the trial’s number and then 
to submit the answer by pressing the “blue button” as shown in 
Fig. 3. Responses will be recorded and used to recalculate the 
value of ΔF (as described earlier) for the following block. 

The experimental procedure is composed of three phases: 
Phase 1 (Right hand alone) objective is to find the JND of 

the force magnitude when using the right hand alone. This 
phase takes about 15 minutes.  

Phase 2 (Left hand alone) objective is to find the JND of 
the force magnitude when using the left hand alone. This phase 
takes about 15 minutes.  

The resulting JND from phases 1 and 2 will be considered as 
a reference JND to be compared with the results of the third 
phase.  

Participants are asked to take a 20 minutes break after the 
first two phases to eliminate fatigue effect.  

Phase 3 (Both hands together) objective is to find the JND 
of each hand while they are both moving at the same time with 
forces applied on them. This phase is a combined version of 
phases 1 and 2, where forces are applied simultaneously on 
both hands. Corresponding test forces TF (RF ± ΔF) are 
applied on each of the hands in one of the block’s trials. No 
correlation exists between the trials on which the test force is 
applied for the right or left hand. In fact, the trials were chosen 
randomly and separately for each hand. After each block the 
participant has to determine in which trial the test force was 
applied on each hand as illustrated in Fig. 3. The new values of 
ΔFR and ΔFL are calculated similar to previous phases and are 
used to calculate the test forces of each hand for the next block. 
This phase takes between 25 to 30 minutes.   

Phases were presented in this order to allow participants to 
get more familiar with the experiment using each hand alone 
before attempting the most challenging phase (phase 3). If the 
phases' order had been randomized among participants, for 
cases where they start with both hands any effect on JND 
might be attributed to lack of familiarity with the experiment. 

 
 
 

Figure 3. Screenshot of the interface used to identify the test force. 
 

IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

The participant's JND for each phase was calculated by 
averaging the force variations of the second staircase run of the 
corresponding phase. Furthermore, the resulting participant's 
JNDs of each hand (in the unimanual and bimanual scenarios) 
were analyzed using t-Test for correlated samples in order to 
assess the significance of the difference between the unimanual 
and bimanual movements. The average JND value of each 
hand is obtained by averaging all the participant's JNDs for 
each phase. Two scenarios were assessed: 

─ Scenario 1: 9 participants (three left-handed) participated in 
the experiment when the force direction was against the 
hands’ movement (on the x-axis). 

─ Scenario 2: 7 participants (all right-handed) participated in 
the experiment when the force direction was along the hands 
movement (on the x-axis). 

Table 1 shows the JND values obtained for phase one and 
two noted by "Non-dominant/Dominant Hand (Alone)" and for 
phase three noted by "Non-dominant / Dominant Hand 
(Both)". Results obtained indicate that the average JND when 
both hands are involved in the movement is higher than the 
JND for each hand alone. This indicates that bimanual studies 
are required to identify the actual JND. In addition, participants 
showed higher sensitivity to forces applied along the hand 
movement, which is in accordance with results reported in the 
literature. 

Tables 2 presents the results of the t-Test analysis for 
correlated samples, where sample "a" is the JND of a hand in 
case of a one-hand movement, and sample "b" is the JND of a 
hand in case of a two-hands movement. Based on these results, 
the difference between the force JND for the non-dominant 
hand when using it alone, and the force JND for the non-
dominant hand when both hands are engaged in a synchronous 
movement task is considered to be significant (P < 0.05) 
independently of the force direction applied. As for the 
dominant hand this difference is considered to be statistically 
insignificant (P > 0.05) independently of the force direction 
applied. 
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TABLE I 
 Average Thresholds and JNDs for Both Scenarios 

 

Average 
Non-dominant 
Hand Dominant Hand 

Alone Both Alone Both 
Scenario 1 0.302 0.433 0.317 0.49 
Scenario 2 0.19 0.325 0.267 0.305 

 
TABLE II 

 t-Test Results 
 

Scenario Hand Meanb - 
Meana 

t P 

  1 Non-dominant 0.1306 2.51 0.036 
Dominant 0.173 1.96 0.085 

2 Non-dominant 0.1314 +∞ <0.0001 
Dominant 0.0384 0.99 0.36 

 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

This paper presented an experimental study of the human 
perception limitations in case of a synchronous two-hand 
movement. Results obtained showed that the JND for both 
hands increased when engaged in the two-hands synchronous 
movement, independently of the direction of the force applied. 
Statistical analysis supported this conclusion for the non-
dominant hand, as they indicated a high confidence in the 
significance of difference in JNDs, whereas no conclusive 
judgment could be taken on the influence of the two-hands 
movement on the force perception of the dominant hand. More 
subjects will be included in the study to validate the results 
obtained. In addition, the study will be extended to include 
additional force directions.  
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Abstract- Current sedation techniques in the Intensive Care 
Units (ICU) are reliant on the subjective decisions of the medical 
staff present on duty. A study on the outcomes of the current 
method showed that more than 69% of patients in an ICU were 
found to be inappropriately sedated [1]. A system developed uses 
the Bispectral Index (BIS) to objectively assess the level of 
sedation of the patient and accordingly controls the flow of 
sedatives to the patient in order to reach optimal sedation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Patients undergoing sedation in ICU range between 50 to 90% 
[2]. Patients who require mechanical ventilation are sedated. 
ICU sedation is performed by the nurse through manually 
controlling the pump which provides the desired concentration 
of the sedative. The evaluation of the patient’s sedation level is 
done through following certain subjective assessing protocols. 
The project consists of devising a system that continuously 
senses the level of sedation of the patient and accordingly 
makes decisions to modify the rate of infusion of the drug on 
the pump.

Long term stays in the ICU is strongly disadvantageous for 
the patient, nurse, and hospital. Patients on mechanical 
ventilators are irritated by the artificial airway which is 
introduced into their esophageal track [3]. In addition, this 
artificial airway creates noxious stimuli that constantly irritate 
the patient [4]. The administration of sedatives based on the 
currently used scales leads to oversedation thus increasing the 
time spent in the ICU, thus increasing the time spent on 
mechanical ventilation. The longer a patient stays in the ICU, 
the more he is prone to infections due to the decrease in wound 
healing; especially since he/she is in poor health conditions [1].

Figure 1: Sedation status pie chart [1]

Subjective sedation also causes undersedation which in turn 
has many implications. The main disadvantage of 
undersedation is the psychological problems that trouble the 
patient [1]. The patient feels trapped inside his own body and 
becomes anxious. The consequences of undersedation would 
still be felt by the patient even after his stay in the ICU. A pie 
chart describing the sedation status of subjective assessment is 
shown in Figure 1.

The nurse often faces difficulties in maintaining the desired 
sedation level. The time spent performing this task can be 
spent in a more beneficial way if an automated system was 
provided. 

According to [5], one day in the ICU costs $1,522 in the US.
Moreover, the cost significantly increases when using 
mechanical ventilation. Therefore the longer a patient stays in 
the ICU, the higher the cost is on the patient and hospital.

The ICU automated sedation system prevents oversedation
and decreases the time spent by the patient in the ICU. The 
system’s control part is based on a fully automated closed loop 
algorithm which controls the patient’s level of sedation
independent of his/her medical conditions. The system does 
not require any human interference unless either the nurse or 
physician decides to interfere. The system keeps the patient in 
the desired level of sedation which as previously provided by 
the physician.

II. OVERVIEW OF EXISTING SYSTEMS

ICU automated sedation is targeted in institutions all over 
the world. It is currently under research and development by 
professionals in the field of Biomedical Engineering.

A) Expert System Based Control 

Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta is currently tackling 
the automated sedation issue. Four of their engineers and 
medical doctors presented an approach to build a closed loop 
control system for ICU automated sedation. Their assessment 
is based on expert systems including a set of heuristics in 
combination with Bayesian networks. 

The role of expert system is to imitate the steps taken by the 
ICU nurse in order to evaluate the depth of sedation. Such 
systems use facial expression processing, agitation detectors 
and Biosensors in a machine learning process which correlates 
to the human expert judgment. Based on probability theories, 

54%31%

15%

More than 69% of patients
are inappropriately sedated!!

Oversedation
On-target
Undersedation
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the system is able to deal with real clinical conditions that 
constantly challenge ICU specialists [4].

The inconsistency existing between one patient and another 
on one side, and within the same patient on the other side, 
introduces new variables. As the number of these variables 
increases the computational complexity increases along with 
the difficulty of modeling the patient’s situation [4]. Thus, the 
decision process becomes more challenging and prone to 
random errors.

B) BIS Based Control

Another paper addressing the closed loop controlled ICU 
sedation can be found at the American Society of 
Anesthesiologists. In paper [6], a closed-loop titration of 
propofol using the Bispectral index is compared against 
subjective methods. This control method is called Target 
Controlled Infusion Anesthesia (TCIA). 

The sedation level assessment is based on BIS index. The 
latter provides an estimation of the sedative concentration in 
the blood. Hence, the appropriate sedative rate is adjusted 
according to the feedback error between the desired BIS index 
and the measured one.

In [7], an experiment was done in order to compare TCIA 
with Manually Controlled Infusion (MCI). TCIA systems 
enable fast recovery and lower propofol consumption. Hence, 
automatic control systems reduce the side effects of longer 
recovery time such as hemodynamic instability and awareness 
[6]. Doctors’ overall satisfaction also ensures that TCIA is 
more efficient than MCI [7].

Since this control system is only used in surgery and 
exclusively for the titration of propofol, it cannot be directly 
implemented in the ICU.

The existing sedation systems have proved to be either 
complex, patient dependent, or based on one type of sedative. 
Most importantly, none of the existing systems is 
recommended for use in the ICU. Our system is designed to 
operate in the ICU environment. It also enables the nurse to 
choose the sedative that best suits the patient (midazolam or 
propofol).

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

A) Overall Design

The ICU automated sedation system monitors the patient`s 
level of awareness and adapts the sedative flow rate in order to 
reach a desired level of sedation. 

The system is divided into measuring, analyzing, and acting 
parts. A model of the above system is presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Overall system design model

Figure 2 shows the design model were three off-the-shelf 
components are being used. The first one is the measuring 
component that measures and returns the patient’s current 
sedation level to the analyzing component. The latter 
objectively decides on the proper modification in the sedative 
flow rate and sends a command to the acting component that
injects the patient with the right amount of sedative.

B) Measuring component

Several methods can be used to measure the level of sedation. 
However, an automated system requires the use of an objective 
method to assess the patient’s level of sedation. Therefore, the 
choice was restricted between using one or more objective 
measuring methods. The commonly used objective methods 
are the EEG, Auditory Evoked Potential (AEP), Heart Rate 
Variability (HRV), Provoked Lower Esophageal Contractility 
(PLEC) and image processing.

An analysis of the above alternatives done by [8] led to 
choosing the BIS monitor, which relies on the EEG signals, as 
our measuring component.

Figure 3: Hardware setup

The BIS monitor shown in Figure 3 (Measuring Component) 
measures and processes the EEG signal through a sensor 
installed on the forehead of the patient in order to obtain an 
index from 0 to 100. The index represents the patient’s level of 
sedation [9]. A BIS index of 0 to 40 indicates deep sedation; an 
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index of 40 to 60 indicates a moderate sedation level and an 
index of 60 to 100 indicates increasing awareness. The BIS 
eliminates Gaussian noise which makes it appropriate for an 
ICU environment.

C) Acting Component

Our acting component consists of a syringe pump. It has a
serial-in port that accepts commands specifying changes in the 
flow rate as well as other functionalities.

The Fresenius Pilot C pump is shown in Figure 3 labeled as 
“Acting Component”. The Fresenius pump comprises many 
safety measures that in a way restrict some features of a fully 
controlled system. Although the pump allows remote shutdown 
or turn-off, it does not permit remote turn-on. Therefore, before 
any communication is started, the pump should be turned on 
manually.

D) Analyzing component and control algorithm

I) Analyzing Component

Among many available alternatives the PC (Figure 3: 
Analyzing Component) seems to prevail over others due to the 
features and capabilities that it can provide for the user. The 
PC provides error-handling and testing facilities for the 
designer as well. Moreover the PC provided us with the ability 
to add RS232 ports which are a necessity to connect the 
components of the system together. The PC was the most 
general-purpose alternative proposed for our analyzing 
component design. Moreover, it offered us multiple ready-to-
use features and capabilities that facilitate building a more 
specialized graphical interface that could be easily grasped by 
the medical staff.

II) Sedation Algorithm

The ICU automated sedation system has the ability to adapt 
to different commonly used sedatives (Midazolam and 
Propofol). The sedation algorithms for Midazolam and
Propofol were provided by Dr. Hassan Chami from the internal 
medicine department and Dr. Chakib Ayoub from the 
anesthesiology department in the AUBMC. LabVIEW 2010 
was used to implement the sedation algorithms that utilize the 
values sent by the BIS monitor to control the syringe pump.
These algorithms are presented in the following subsections 
and were implemented in the control component of the ICU 
automated sedation system.

i) Midazolam Sedation Algorithm
Midazolam (chemical formula C18H13ClFN3) is used in most 

hospitals for sedation purposes. Thus, we have chosen to 
include Midazolam-based sedation in our system. The 
algorithm is shown in the flowchart below.

Midazolam
Sedation

Start Rate: 2mg/hr

Check BIS, SBP,
HR

SBP<90mmHg
or

HR<50bpm

No

BIS>60Yes

No

15 minutes
elapsed?

Bolus:
2mg

Yes

BIS<40

No

Yes
Hold Sedation and 
wait for the Nurse/
Doctor to restart

Yes

Restart?

Reduce
infusion rate 

to ½ its 
previous

value

Yes

1 hour elapsed 
and rate<19mg/

hr?
Yes

Increase
infusion rate by 

1-2mg/hr

No

Rate>10mg/
hr

Notify MD 
on-call

Yes

No

No

Figure 4: flowchart of the Midazolam sedation algorithm

Figure 4 shows the algorithm used for the Midazolam-based 
sedation. Each necessary adjustment of the sedative flow rate 
shown in the flowchart implies that the control unit would have 
to send a command to the pump ordering it to adjust its flow 
rate. Similarly a continuous connection between the BIS 
monitor and the control component must be kept in order for 
the BIS index to be retrieved continuously.

ii) Propofol Sedation Algorithm
Propofol is also widely used in ICUs for its short half-life 

and its faster effect. However, the use of Propofol is avoided 
with patients having cardiovascular instability.

Figure 5 below represents the sedation algorithm 
implemented in the control component of the ICU automated 
system. As for Midazolam, the decision taken are based on BIS 
index values directly retrieved from the BIS monitor and the 
decisions are applied on the syringe pump that is directly 
connected to the patient.
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index of 40 to 60 indicates a moderate sedation level and an 
index of 60 to 100 indicates increasing awareness. The BIS 
eliminates Gaussian noise which makes it appropriate for an 
ICU environment.

C) Acting Component

Our acting component consists of a syringe pump. It has a
serial-in port that accepts commands specifying changes in the 
flow rate as well as other functionalities.

The Fresenius Pilot C pump is shown in Figure 3 labeled as 
“Acting Component”. The Fresenius pump comprises many 
safety measures that in a way restrict some features of a fully 
controlled system. Although the pump allows remote shutdown 
or turn-off, it does not permit remote turn-on. Therefore, before 
any communication is started, the pump should be turned on 
manually.

D) Analyzing component and control algorithm

I) Analyzing Component

Among many available alternatives the PC (Figure 3: 
Analyzing Component) seems to prevail over others due to the 
features and capabilities that it can provide for the user. The 
PC provides error-handling and testing facilities for the 
designer as well. Moreover the PC provided us with the ability 
to add RS232 ports which are a necessity to connect the 
components of the system together. The PC was the most 
general-purpose alternative proposed for our analyzing 
component design. Moreover, it offered us multiple ready-to-
use features and capabilities that facilitate building a more 
specialized graphical interface that could be easily grasped by 
the medical staff.

II) Sedation Algorithm

The ICU automated sedation system has the ability to adapt 
to different commonly used sedatives (Midazolam and 
Propofol). The sedation algorithms for Midazolam and
Propofol were provided by Dr. Hassan Chami from the internal 
medicine department and Dr. Chakib Ayoub from the 
anesthesiology department in the AUBMC. LabVIEW 2010 
was used to implement the sedation algorithms that utilize the 
values sent by the BIS monitor to control the syringe pump.
These algorithms are presented in the following subsections 
and were implemented in the control component of the ICU 
automated sedation system.

i) Midazolam Sedation Algorithm
Midazolam (chemical formula C18H13ClFN3) is used in most 

hospitals for sedation purposes. Thus, we have chosen to 
include Midazolam-based sedation in our system. The 
algorithm is shown in the flowchart below.

Midazolam
Sedation
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Figure 4: flowchart of the Midazolam sedation algorithm

Figure 4 shows the algorithm used for the Midazolam-based 
sedation. Each necessary adjustment of the sedative flow rate 
shown in the flowchart implies that the control unit would have 
to send a command to the pump ordering it to adjust its flow 
rate. Similarly a continuous connection between the BIS 
monitor and the control component must be kept in order for 
the BIS index to be retrieved continuously.

ii) Propofol Sedation Algorithm
Propofol is also widely used in ICUs for its short half-life 

and its faster effect. However, the use of Propofol is avoided 
with patients having cardiovascular instability.

Figure 5 below represents the sedation algorithm 
implemented in the control component of the ICU automated 
system. As for Midazolam, the decision taken are based on BIS 
index values directly retrieved from the BIS monitor and the 
decisions are applied on the syringe pump that is directly 
connected to the patient.
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Figure 5: flowchart of the Propofol sedation algorithm

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND TESTING

After receiving the Fresenius Pilot C pump, we started testing 
its functionality and its behavior for different inputs. 
Additionally, we examined and recorded the pump responses 
under various scenarios so that we can know how to properly 
implement the algorithm for PC-pump communication. Some 
of the scenarios include sudden power outage, improper 
syringe placement, syringe removal during infusion, exceeding 
infusion pressure limit, and exceeding infused volume limit, 
etc...Similarly the BIS monitor was connected to the PC and 
tested in order to retrieve the BIS index. Afterwards the 
complete system was integrated using a PCI that handles two 
simultaneous RS232 connections.

A) Hardware Setup

I) Pump to PC RS232 connection

Fresenius pump communication interfaces uses an 
asynchronous, full duplex standard RS232 but with a specific 
connection between the serial ports of the PC and the pump. 

Figure 6: RS232 connection configuration between pump and PC [10]

The 9 pin connection between Pilot and PC is shown in 
Figure 6. Accordingly, the special RS-232 cable was handmade 
to meet the corresponding configuration.

II) BIS to PC RS232 connection

The BIS monitor communication interface uses an 
asynchronous standard RS232 with specific connections 
between the serial ports of the PC and the BIS monitor as 
shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7: RS232 connection configuration between the BIS monitor and PC

B) Software setup

I) Pump to PC Communication

The algorithm for hardware interfacing exists at the core of 
the system. Then the pump is set to PC control mode where we 
are able to send various commands in order to control it 
remotely according to the algorithms specified in Figures 4 and 
5.

Programming the Fresenius pump via the interface requires a 
special attention to the protocol it runs. A reliable 
communication system with the pump must be established in 
compliance with its 4 communication layers: the physical layer, 
data link layer, simplified session layer, and application layer 
[10].

Using NI-VISA in LabVIEW, the physical layer settings 
such as baud rate, parity, starting bits and many others are set.

In the data link layer, the PC and the pump must exchange 
messages having the same frame construction mechanism, such 
as format and frequency of exchanging information. The frame 
format is built using the following format [STX] message cks 
[ETX]. The [STX] and [ETX] characters delimit the beginning 
and ending of a frame respectively. The message is a string of 
characters specifying a command or a response. The cks is the 
frame checksum represented as two hexadecimal ASCII 
characters. Additionally, the hardware interfacing software
follows an acknowledgment protocol for reliable 
communication with the host. Any errors in the link layer can 
be detected by the generation of a [NAK] character. If the 
received frame complies with the format above, an [ACK] 
character is sent by the receiver [10].

A break in communication between the PC and the pump can 
be easily detected by the interruption of the regular exchange 
of control characters [ENQ] and [DC4]. In such a line 
monitoring system, the pump continuously sends the [ENQ] 
character every 500ms and the PC must reply with [DC4] 
character. If the PC takes longer than 500ms to reply the pump 
considers that the link is disconnected and automatically closes 
the communication session [10].
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To ensure reliable communication, the LabVIEW software 
developed is designed to always read from the serial input, so
that the program is aware of any messages the pump sends. 
Such message may include line monitoring control characters, 
requested information or even spontaneous generation of alerts 
and data. 

In the simplified session layer, establishing and closing 
communication takes place. Prior to any message exchange, 
the PC opens a communication session with the pump and 
closes it before disconnecting. Besides, the pump mode must 
be changed from PC control mode to manual mode prior to 
closing. The pump generates an error message when failing to 
abide by these steps which leads to stopping the infusion 
process.

The application layer is the only visible layer, where sending 
and receiving of commands are displayed on the front panel of 
the program.

II) BIS to PC Communication

The communication with the BIS monitor is done using the 
basic Read-Write NI-VISA VI in LabVIEW similar to the one 
used to establish communication with the syringe pump. 
However, different baud rate, parity, starting and ending bits 
are specified to establish proper communication on the 
physical layer.

The BIS monitor enables the retrieval of the EEG data from 
the monitor using two protocols, the ASCII Protocol and the 
Binary Protocol. In the ASCII Protocol which was used in our 
system, the EEG data are retrieved in the form of ASCII 
characters. The BIS monitor sends the data needed at a 
constant frequency every 5 seconds, which is more than 
enough to monitor the sedation level.

The control algorithm retrieves the BIS index along with the 
Signal Quality Index (SQI) indicating its reliability. If the SQI 
is less than 15 then the BIS index should be set to zero and 
disregarded. An SQI between 15 and 50 represents a poor 
signal but the values of the BIS are usable. An SQI value 
above 50 indicates that the signal is good and the BIS index is 
reliable.

V. CONCLUSION

The ICU Automated Sedation system measures the patient’s 
level of sedation and applies the appropriate algorithm to keep 
the patient in the target range. The system is compatible with 
various sedatives and its friendly user interface requires simple 
training of the medical staff.

We are in the process of submitting a proposal for IRB 
approval. This enables testing on animal and possibly human 
subjects. The proposal is being formulated in coordination with 
Dr. Hassan Chami.

The ICU Automated Sedation system promises the birth of a 
new generation in the field of anesthesia. It increases the 
patient to nurse ratio, while ensuring an optimal sedation 
process.
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Abstract—This paper presents a MEMS sensor that is 
capable of indentifying the presence of very low vibration 
frequencies without the use of computation and with minimal 
use of power. For acceptable operation, it is needed to 
selectively damp mechanical vibrations of certain components 
while unaffecting other components. The presence of a fluid for 
fluidic damping is therefore undesirable. This paper focuses on 
a technique to electrically damp vibrations of mechanical 
structures in MEMS sensors and actuators. The technique is 
based on a simple electro-mechanical circuit that consists of a 
comb-drive transducer, a zener diode, and a voltage source. 
During a vibration half-cycle the voltage across the comb-drive 
is at a different level than the following half-cycle. This 
difference in voltage induces a difference in applied force on 
the vibrating mass creating a damping effect. The damping 
system is modeled analytically and using ANSYS. The 
simulation results demonstrate the damping effect. 

I. INTRODUCTION

Machine health monitoring requires the detection of very 
low frequencies. Sensors to detect those frequencies, such as 
accelerometers, require external power and computation. 
Resonant MEMS sensors are not currently possible due to 
the fact that micro-scale structures tend to have very high 
resonant frequencies. The overall objective is to design a 
sensor that can detect very low frequencies without off board 
computation and with minimal use of power. This paper will 
focus on a novel damping mechanism which is essential for 
this sensor’s operation. 

The current trend in MEMS design is to use structures that 
exploit fluids in order to damp mechanical motion. X. Zhang 
and W. Tang investigate the effect of air damping of micro-
resonators driven in the lateral direction [1]. They state that 
vertical motion is usually damped via the squeeze film effect 
and lateral motion is usually damped via the viscous drag 
effect. The team also elaborates on the contribution of the 
“comb fingers” geometry to the damping process. R. Forke 
et al. optimally damp a structure which is used to pick up 
vibrations in a wide range of frequencies below the natural 
frequency while having a gain independent of the vibration 
frequency [2]. The design employs comb fingers to create 
the squeeze film effect between the fingers. The above 
designs all use air as the fluid but C. Marxer et al. in [3] go 
further by filling the package of a MEMS device with oil. 

The device they describe is a variable optical attenuator for 
optical fibers. 

In this sensor’s case as for other cases MEMS designs 
require the absence of a fluid. M. Bao and H. Yang highlight 
damping in rarefied air by presenting Christian’s model, the 
Energy Transfer model, and some experimental results [9]. 
Both models suggest that micro systems exhibit damping 
factors orders of magnitude less than 10-4 at pressures near 
100Pa. The experimental results on the other hand show a 
damping factor in the vicinity of 5×10-5. According to Pu Li 
et al., thermo-elastic damping (TED) is critical for energy 
dissipation in vacuum-operated micro-resonators and 
therefore must be taken into consideration while designing 
high-Q resonators [4]. Pu Li et al. also state several equations 
pertaining to TED which depend on the dimensions of the 
MEMS element. For typical micro scale dimensions, it is 
shown that the damping factor is very small in the order of 
10-5 to 10-4. H. Sumali and T. Carne measure damping under 
different values of air pressure and then compare the values 
with existing theory of air-drag damping [5]. Experimentally 
they show that the non-gas damping factor is in the order of 
10-4. 

Where non-fluidic damping effects are too weak to be 
used, electrostatic transducers become an option. Such 
devices are also being studied for use in energy harvesting 
devices. As an alternative to fluid and thermo-elastic 
damping this concept is attractive as the conversion from 
mechanical to electrical energy leads to mechanical damping. 
Current charge control circuits are complex and optimized 
for energy harvesting [6]. G. Sheu et al. also present a comb-
drive energy harvesting device but without detailing the 
charge control circuitry [7]. The design presented in this 
paper has the sole purpose of mechanical damping. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II 
describes the operation of the sensor. Section III presents the 
basic theory of the electric damping operation and discusses 
the reason for the damping effect. Section IV presents the 
differential equations that govern the damper’s dynamics and 
discusses the models of the comb-drive and zener diode 
used. Section V presents the MATLAB and ANSYS 
simulation parameters and results. Section VI summarizes 
and concludes this work. 
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II. SENSOR DESIGN

The low frequency vibration detection MEMS sensor 
consists of two main mechanical components (Fig. 1). 
External vibration translates into an acceleration waveform 
which in turn translates into a pseudo-force acting on the 
internal components of the sensor. A bistable structure first 
responds to this force by switching states when the value of 
this force is above a threshold. Therefore this response is 
harmonic and takes the form of pulses that have a pulsing 
frequency equal to that of the external vibration. Those 
pulses are transferred to a component having two oscillators 
with slightly different natural frequencies. This difference is 
equal to the vibration frequency to be detected. When this 
component receives impacts from the bistable structure at a 
certain frequency, the oscillators vibrate. Only if the 
frequency of the pulses is equal to the difference in natural 
frequencies of the oscillators, both oscillators will have the 
same amplitude. This effect can be used to identify the 
presence of the frequency the system is designed for. 

The problem addressed in this paper is that when the 
bistable component switches, it vibrates around its second 
state undergoing multiple collisions with the double 
oscillator component where only one collision per switch is 
desired. Fluidic damping should not be used as it degrades 
the performance of the double oscillator detection scheme. 
Thus the need for the electric damping system presented in 
the following. 

III. ELECTRIC DAMPER OPERATION

The damping system studied in this paper consists of a 
mass-spring oscillator having a spring constant k and 
viscous damping constant c, a comb-drive, a zener diode, 
and a voltage source as illustrated in Fig. 2. When the block 
of mass m is moving downwards along the positive x-
direction, the capacitive comb-drive of capacitance C is 
being charged at a voltage E-Vf where E is the supply 
voltage and Vf is the forward voltage drop across the diode. 

Figure 1. Simplified schematic of the MEMS sensor components.

Figure 2. Simplified schematic of the proposed damping system. 

In this case, the capacitance C is increasing linearly with the 
amount of displacement x and the stored charge Q is raising. 
During the phase when the mass is moving upwards or in 
the negative x-direction, the voltage across the comb-drive 
V is forced to rise in accordance with Q=CV. When this 
voltage reaches E+Vz, where Vz is the zener voltage of the 
diode, the charge Q starts dropping while the capacitor 
voltage stays at a relatively steady level. This cycle is 
presented in Fig. 3. The diagram in Fig. 3 is the well known 
Q-V diagram used in the literature regarding capacitive 
energy harvesting. The area within the cycle is directly 
proportional to the quantity of mechanical energy 
transduced. 

The presence of a voltage between the two sides of the 
comb-drive gives rise to an attractive electrostatic force 
applied on the mass in the positive x direction (Fig. 1). 
Some theory regarding comb-drives is presented by R. 
Legtenberg et al. [10]. During the charging phase, when the 
mass has a positive velocity, (1 in Fig. 3) the comb-drive’s 
attractive force causes an increase in mechanical energy as it 
is acting along the displacement direction of the mass. This 
electrostatic attraction force is directly proportional to the 
square of (E-Vf). During the discharge phase, when the mass 
has a negative velocity, (3 in Fig. 3) the comb-drive’s 
attractive force causes a decrease in the mechanical energy 
as the force is now acting in the opposite direction of the 
displacement. Since in this phase the voltage (E+Vz) is 
larger, the mechanical energy absorbed is greater than that 
provided in the charging phase. Part of this energy is 
returned to the source as the current I through the circuit, in 
this phase, is reversed. The other part is dissipated as heat in 
the zener diode because of the non-zero biasing voltage. 

IV. SYSTEM MODEL

Since the following governing equations of the system are 
difficult to solve, the approach taken is simulation-based 
using two simulators. MATLAB code is first used to 
conveniently debug simulation runs and to identify 
acceptable system parameters. ANSYS is then used to verify 
results obtained in MATLAB. 
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Figure 3. Cycle representation on a Q-V diagram. 

A. General Governing Equations 
In order to model the system a set of governing equations 

are derived. The electrostatic force Fel posed by the comb-
drive is of the form: 

2V dC(x)F =el 2 dx
 (1) 

Note that the capacitance C is a function of x hence the 
notation C(x). The system’s mechanical equation is then 
formed of the differential terms of a mechanical oscillator 
(LHS) with the expression of the electrostatic force (RHS): 

2V dC(x)mx cx kx
2 dx

+ + =ɺɺ ɺ  (2) 

In order to derive the differential equation governing the 
electrical circuit one must first take into consideration the 
partial derivatives of the charge Q with respect to C and V: 

(CV) (CV)dQ dV dC CdV VdC
V C

∂ ∂= + = +
∂ ∂

 (3) 

The current passing through the zener diode I is a function 
of the biasing voltage E-V and is the same current that is 
charging or discharging the capacitor, therefore we get: 

dQ dC(x)I(E V) C(x)V V x
dt dx

= − = +ɺ ɺ  (4) 

Equations (2) and (4) constitute the governing equations of 
the system. 

B. Comb-Drive Modeling 
In order to realistically represent the capacitance of the 

comb-drive as a function of displacement x, a model is 
constructed in ANSYS and an electrostatic simulation was 
run for different values of displacement. The stored 
electrostatic energy is used to derive the capacitance. The 
comb-drive model has the dimensions shown in Table 1. 
The minimum feature size is chosen to be 2µm with a wafer 
thickness of 50µm for compatibility with some MEMS 
manufacturing techniques such Bonding and Deep Reactive 
Ion Etching (BDRIE). The resulting capacitance is 
presented in Fig. 4 where the x-axis represents the algebraic 
amount of overlap. 

TABLE I. COMB-DRIVE GEOMETRY

Description Value 
Finger length 50 µm 
Finger width 2 µm
Wafer thickness 50 µm
Gap distance 2 µm 
Number of fingers per side 70 

Figure 4. Comb-drive capacitance as a function of overlap distance. 

C. Zener Diode Modeling 
The analytical model of the zener diode is used where the 

current I-V characteristic is a concatenation of two curves 
with one corresponding to the forward biasing and blocking 
voltage range (5) and the other curve corresponding to the 
zener breakdown voltage range (6). 

z s
t

E VI I (exp 1)
V

 −= − 
 

 (5) 

z
z s

t

E V V
I I exp

V
 − +

= −  
 

 (6) 

Is is the inverse saturation current and Vt is the thermal 
voltage of the junction. 

V. SIMULATION

A. MATLAB Simulation and Results 
A Newton-based method is used to simulate the dynamics 

of the system by taking the governing equations and their 
Jacobian into consideration. The system is simulated for 
10ms with a time step of 2µs. Convergence criteria for 
voltage, current, displacement, and force are used.

The capacitance C(x) is modeled by a MATLAB function 
which interpolates a set of values obtained from the 
electrostatic analysis in ANSYS (Fig. 4) to come up with a 
description of capacitance at any displacement. The 
capacitance for the same displacement is doubled in this 
function as two parallel 70-finger comb-drives are used 
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instead of one set of fingers as in the ANSYS simulation. 
The system’s other parameters are shown in Table 2 and are 
chosen, as with those of the comb-drive, to be realistic while 
providing a good performance of the system. The viscous 
damping constant c for this simulation is set to zero as it is 
shown later in ANSYS that its introduction has a negligible 
effect. It is worth noting that when the comb-drive is placed 
such that the algebraic finger overlap distance varies 
between negative and positive values, the electrical damping 
effect is more effective. As shown in Fig. 3, the larger the 
difference between the values of the capacitance the more 
mechanical energy is absorbed. Also Cmax depends on the 
maximum overlap created by the vibration. The vibration 
amplitude reached in this simulation is 3µm and is 
considered to produce a relatively small value of Cmax. 

Simulation of the above system yields the plots of voltage 
V and displacement x in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. Note that the plot 
in Fig. 6 represents the response of the system if the diode is 
a normal diode and the avalanche voltage is not attained. In 
both Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 the comb-drive voltage rises when the 
displacement drops. This is expected as the smaller the 
value of displacement the smaller the capacitance. Therefore 
the charge is concentrated to create a higher voltage. In the 
zener diode case, when this voltage attains E+Vz, it is 
limited as expected. 

TABLE II. SYSTEM PARAMETERS

Parameter Value 
Is 100 pA 
Vt 24.8 mV
Vz 2 V
M 100 µg 
K 2.22 N/m 
E 5 V 
Initial speed 0.014137 m/s 

Figure 5. MATLAB simulation results with zener effect. 

Figure 6. MATLAB results without zener effect. 

In both cases, it is clear that the displacement amplitude is 
being attenuated over time. Although the voltage rise is 
higher when a normal diode is used, a quick comparison 
between Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 reveals that a zener diode is more 
effective at damping mechanical structures. The reason 
behind this is that in the normal diode case, the voltage 
waveform lags the displacement waveform by about 90°. 
The higher voltage level not only damps the system for 
decreasing displacement but also reenergizes it to some 
extent during the increasing displacement phase. In the 
zener diode case, the higher voltage level is more situated in 
the decreasing displacement phase so that the overall 
damping phenomenon is more effective. Therefore it is good 
practice to design a zener diode that can limit voltage rise in 
the comb-drive for targeted vibration amplitudes. 

B. ANSYS Modeling and Results 
In order to validate the results obtained in the MATLB 

custom solver, ANSYS, which is a commercial finite 
element analysis software, is used. One of the limitations 
faced is that ANSYS can only represent a zener diode 
characteristic by a three piecewise linear function which has 
the following parameters: forward voltage, zener voltage, 
forward resistance, zener resistance, and blocking 
resistance. Four parallel ANSYS zener diodes are used to 
represent the analytical characteristic in a piecewise manner 
as illustrated in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. Each of the diodes is given 
a different set of parameters in such a way to obtain an I-V 
characteristic which best fits the actual analytical model. 
Due to complications in electromechanically representing 
the full comb-drive model, the TRANS126 element is used. 
According to its documentation, this element is a reduced 
order model of an electrostatic transducer and is well suited 
to model comb-drives. To represent capacitance, this model 
takes as input the coefficients of a function which relates 
capacitance to displacement. The coefficients are derived 
using a curve fitting technique applied to the values of 
capacitance obtained in the electrostatic analysis (Fig. 4). 
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The simulation in ANSYS is run with the same system 
parameters as those used in MATLAB. Fig. 9 and Fig. 11 
show the displacement x for the zener diode case and 
normal diode case respectively. Comparing both figures also 
shows that using a zener diode results is more effective 
damping. Comparing results from MATLAB with those 
from ANSYS further validates both simulations as the 
corresponding plots very closely resemble each other. 

Figure 7. Model constructed in ANSYS. 

Figure 8. Four zener diodes to represent closely the analytical 
characteristic. 

Figure 9. ANSYS simulation results with zener effect - displacement. 

Figure 10. ANSYS simulation results with zener effect - voltage. 

Figure 11. ANSYS simulation results without zener effect - displacement. 
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Figure 12. ANSYS simulation results without zener effect - voltage. 

To demonstrate that the damping effect is indeed mainly 
due to electrostatic force and damping from non-fluidic 
sources, such as thermo-elastic damping, is negligible in the 
time span of the above simulations, a simple mass-spring-
damper system is simulated. The resulting displacement 
waveform is presented in Fig. 13. The mass, spring, and 
initial velocity all have the same values used for the 
previous simulations. Additionally the damping factor is 
chosen to have the typical value of 10-4. Neglecting this 
source of damping is reasonable as the amplitude drop is not 
evident. 

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper presents the design of a circuit which can be 
used to electrically damp mechanical vibrations in MEMS 
devices where fluidic damping is not desired or feasible.  

Figure 13. Damping effect from non-fluidic sources. 

This scheme can be used in the low frequency vibration 
sensor to damp the vibrations of the bistable component 
allowing it to impact the double oscillator component only 
once per switch. This circuit consists of a zener diode in 
series with an electrostatic comb-drive. Using a zener diode 
instead of a regular diode and allowing the zener voltage to 
be attained makes damping more effective. Simulation 
results, both in MATLAB and ANSYS, validated the 
operation of the design in providing a damping effect. 
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Abstract— The recent data explosion in wireless networks,
boosted and maintained by the introduction of highly capa-
ble smartphones, increased the load on mobile operators thus
pushing their capacity to its limits. Therefore, in order to deal
with this important demand for data and ensure good service
quality, an operator must deploy additional base stations and/or
increase their transmit power. However, both solutions turn to
be economically and physically not feasible since adding new
macrocells is expensive and induces higher maintenance to the
operators and power cannot be increased indefinitely. A potential
solution to this problem, whose popularity is increasing, is
the introduction of femtocells in the network. The purpose of
our work is to develop a planning tool, oriented toward LTE
technology or 4G, that would provide the mobile operator with
the means to anticipate the impact of femtocells on its network
and thus optimize the distribution of its macrocells, an option
not yet supported by any existing network planning tool.

I. INTRODUCTION

Due to the fast growth of the telecom market and the
explosion of the smartphone use, mobile network operators
are continuously searching for new methods to ensure good
quality of service and higher bit rates while reducing com-
plexity and operating costs. Increasing the transmit power or
the number of base stations are both inefficient and expensive
especially that data usage and voice calls are done more
indoor than outdoor. A better solution for this problem is the
deployment of femtocells or Home eNode B (HBS), which
are compact inexpensive base stations installed by end-users
at their household and connected to the core network through
the current Internet technology used such as DSL, as seen in
Figure 1. For the mobile operator, this solution leads to lower
transmit power, cost and complexity along with a reduced load
on the regular base stations and for the user, this solution yields
full coverage and higher speed.

In this work, we aim at developing a network planning
tool for Long Term Evolution (LTE) networks with femtocell
deployments. The motivation behind the development of this
tool lies in the fact that, so far in the market, there are
several network planning tools for LTE, but none of them
deals with femtocell deployments in a proactive approach.
Consequently, the tool will provide the mobile operator with an
optimized deployment configuration of a new network, taking
into consideration the prospective deployment of femtocells.
This planning tool is composed of three main parts. First,
the Graphical User Interface (GUI) allows the user to input

Fig. 1. Femtocell Architecture

a map for the geographical area to be planned and specify
several design parameters to be used in the planning process.
Second, the graphical module reads the map, extracts from it
the needed information and adds to them the input parameters
entered by the user in order to deliver the locations of the
base stations based on the femtocells and users distributions.
Third, the computational module uses a proactive approach
that anticipates the presence of femtocells in the network,
provides a minimal number of macro-base stations and assigns
their corresponding locations. In order to do so, the tool
must compute accurate path loss, interference and outage
probabilities to generate a network plan that mimics a real
situation.

However, the randomness of the potential locations of
the femtocells renders the analysis of the impact of HBSs
challenging. Indeed, interference modeling, which is a major
component of any planning algorithm, is heavily affected by
HBS deployment: different combinations of femtocell access
modes (open or close) and frequency allocation schemes
generate different interference models. Therefore this paper
proposes a potential solution that permits the tool to optimally
generate the number of BSs needed as well as their locations.

In Section II, femto network architecture and femtocells
functionality will be briefly described. In Section III, in-
terference problems introduced by femtocells are presented
as well as a possible approach to deal with them in our
planning algorithm. In Section IV, an overview of the planning
algorithm is sketched while in Section V we present an
overview of the GUI.

II. FEMTOCELLS OVERVIEW

HBSs (name of a femtocells in 4G networks) networks need
to follow the nodes’ specifications stated in [1] in order to
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abide by the 3GPP standards. A HBS is connected to an HBS
Gateway (HNB GW) via a security gateway (SeGW) that will
ensure secure connection between the HBS and HBS GW and
which can be implemented as part of HBS GW. An HBS GW
acts as a concentrator of HBS control plane and user plane
connections.

Concerning the functionality of an HBS, an HBS provides
the connection between the UE and the core network via
a 3GPP air interface. Moreover, it also supports HBS GW
discovery, NodeB and most of the RNC function. Concerning
the deployment and resource allocation, the standards specify
different frequency partitioning schemes and different access
groups. In fact two main access modes are defined: Open
access or closed access configuration. In open access mode any
user belonging to the operator running the HBS can use the
femtocell. Indeed, in this situation, the HBS acts as a regular
BS but with some modified properties (such as maximum
transmit power). In closed access mode, also known as closed
subscriber group, only a limited number of users can use the
HBS. These users are the ones granted access by the owner
of the femtocell: they form a closed subscriber group (CSG).
Moreover, frequency spectrum allocation can follow one of
the two modes: dedicated channel or co-channel distribution.
In the dedicated channel mode, the HBS is assigned a spectrum
outside the spectrum used by the macrocell. Hence there is no
co-channel interference between macrocell and femtocell. In
co-channel mode the HBS uses the same spectrum as the one
used by the macrocell. As noted in [2], “This is considered
the worst case interference scenario; consequently this is the
highest risk deployment. Power levels used by the Home
Node B and all attached UE’s must be set as appropriate
for the deployed environment”. It is worth noting that “fixed
maximum transmit power is not considered feasible for co-
channel deployment”.

III. INTERFERENCE MODELING

As it was stated above, interference modeling plays a
major role in our work as it will help create accurate and
realistic simulations of different scenarios. In fact, after the
increase in mobile networks’ traffic, the network topology has
dramatically changed. Mobile operators used to distribute a set
of BSs of similar configurations over a specific geographical
area; however, now, an additional challenge is added to the
previous task: the introduction of numerous BSs of different
powers and different configurations which are randomly placed
in the network without any control from the operator. In a
LTE network with femto deployment, additional interference
scenarios exist. In this section, the interference scenarios in
a usual LTE network are briefly summarized. Then, the new
interference scenarios created by the deployment of femtocells
will be discussed. After that, it will be shown why it is tedious
to mathematically model the interference, and, finally, this
section presents our approach to deal with this issue.

A. Interference In LTE Networks

1) Inter-Carrier Interference ICI: In any OFDMA system,
inter-carrier interference exists between adjacent sub-carriers.
The central frequency of each subcarrier cannot be accurately
matched at the receiver side and at the transmitter side due to
hardware imperfection. However, different techniques are now
used to suppress ICI or reduce its effect.

2) Multipath Interference: Interference due to multipath in
LTE networks exists. In the downlink, delayed copies of the
previously emitted signals can be ignored or can be considered
as weak interferer. In fact, OFDMA systems were designed
with large OFDMA symbol duration and with a guard interval
between two consecutive OFDMA symbols to reduce the
effect of multi-path interference. In the uplink, even though
there is a cyclic prefix CP to separate between two consecutive
OFDMA symbols, the obligation to send using contiguous
sub-carriers has the same effect on the ISI as if the signals
were sent over a large bandwidth. Hence the effective symbol
period is smaller than in downlink and ISI impact is more
pronounced.

B. Interference In LTE Networks With Femto Deployment

Since, according to the standard references, femtocells can
be deployed either on a carrier different from that used by the
marco BSs or they can be deployed on the same carrier (co-
channel deployment), two different cases are analyzed below.

1) Different carrier deployment: In this case, the network
can be considered as a group of LTE networks operating
independently from each others. Here, interference is reduced
since the number of operating users is divided among the
different sub-networks. Macro BSs are less loaded and each
femto is handling a limited number of users.

2) Co-Channel deployment: In the case of co-channel de-
ployment, the frequency reuse is one, and, at the same time,
the standard references do not define a cooperative scheme for
the transmission and reception at the different BSs. Therefore,
a direct consequence of this is the added interference caused
by the different active Tx/Rx in the network. In the downlink,
macro BSs, in addition to interfering among each other, they
will interfere on the femto served users. Also, femtocells will
interfere on each others users and on the macro served users.
Similarly, in the uplink, macro users will interfere on other
macro users and on other femto users. Also, femto users
will interfere on other femto users and on the macro users.
However, the added interference scenarios are not all similarly
severe.

According to Figure 2, some interferers could be considered
weak interferers. Femto users, since they are at a close distance
from their serving HBS, they will be transmitting at relatively
low power. The interference they cause on an active macro
BS is very low and could be neglected especially if these
users are located at a distance larger than r from the macro
BS where r is the transmission radius of the femtocell. In
the same manner, the interference caused by femto users on
other femtocells can be ignored if their serving HBS and
the other HBS do not have an overlapping transmission area.
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Fig. 2. Frequency partitioning among Femtocells

Similarly, the interference caused by the femto on the macro
users can be ignored especially if these users are outside the
transmission area of the femto. In fact, in closed access mode,
it is possible to have macro users within the coverage area of
the femtocells. These users will experience high interference
from the femtocells. But, in the open access mode, there is
a very high chance that macro users are definitely outside
the transmission area of the femtocells. Thus, the interference
caused by these femtocells can be ignored. In the same manner,
the interference of the macro BSs on femto users located at the
boundary of the macro cell can be ignored. More accurately,
if the power factor exponent in the specific area is large, the
power of the transmitted signal by the BS will be severely
attenuated. This signal will reach the femto user at a power
relatively small compared to the power of the transmitted
signal by the serving femtocell.

C. Interference Modeling: Numerical Approach

To model the interference, several assumptions were made
in our work. First, empirical model for the path loss and
shadow fading components were used. Second, the transmis-
sion powers of the BSs conform to the standard references:
20 W for the macro BS and 200 mW for the femtocell. To
take the worst case into consideration, it is considered that
all the BSs in the network are transmitting at their rated
power over all the time slots and the same frequency. It is
also considered that all the transmitted signals are i.i.d. It was
decided to mathematically model the interference. It is the
sum of all the interfering signals on a user x receiving from
the BS k at a point in time. According to the assumptions
stated above, the random component in the model would be
the distance d between a transmitting BS and user x. For
this specific reason, the model for the interference was not
derived in an abstract fashion. It turned out that a feasible
way to model the interference is to distribute the users over the
area according to some distribution. Similarly, it is required to
distribute the femtocells and the BSs over the area according
to some distribution. Based on [3], using a Point Poisson
Process to model the femtocells and the macro BSs distribution

would give a realistic scenario. The users could be distributed
according to a uniform distribution or a PPP. Then, using [3],
the interference is modeled indirectly in a way that is sufficient
to do planning. In fact, considering the different assumptions
they made, a user has an SINR above the target from at
most one operating BS (SINR target was set to 1 to get this
limitation), all events are mutually exclusive, and an event is
that a user x is receiving from a BS k with a SINR > 1. The
coverage probability is the sum of all the occurring events
which means it is the sum of mutually exclusive PPP. The
results from this paper are the outage probability (1-coverage
probability) which turns out to be the CDF (1-CCDF) of the
effective received SINR.

D. Interference Modeling: Simulation Approach

To model the interference, we adopted simulation approach
in our work. To get the value of the outage probability as
taken from [3], it is required to set some parameters according
to the density λ of the distribution of the different BSs, the
target SINR, the transmission powers and the distance between
transmitters and receivers. The first three variables could be
fixed in a specific scenario since they would be taken from
a survey on the specific geographical area and depending on
the operator’s choice. The variable that we can vary is the
distances between the receivers and the transmitters by running
the experiment different times, fixing the locations of macro
BSs and users, and redistributing the femtocells over the area.
Getting the results after running the experiments many times
and averaging them will allow to get close to the realistic
outage probability given by [3] in (1).

Pc({λi}, {βi}, {Pi}) =
K∑
i=1

λi

∫

R2

exp

(
−C(α)

(
βi

Pi

)2/α

||xi||2
∑
m=1

KλmP 2/α
m

)
exp

(
−βiσ

2

Pi
||xi||α

)
dxi (1)

where C(α) = 2π2csc( 2πα )α−1, α is the pathloss exponent,
βi is the threshold SINR for each femtocell, Pi is the trans-
mitted power from each femtocell, K is the number of tiers
(in our case K = 2), λi is the Poisson density for tier i, xi

is the coordinate vector of the position of the BS or femtocell
with respect to the origin (here taken to be at the user) and
σ2 is the thermal noise.

This final value will be used in the planning algorithm at
the end. Finally, few remarks should be made about these
simulations. There is no one unique path loss model that is
used in all locations. The model is selected depending on the
transmitter (marco or femto), distance from the user to the BS,
location of the user (indoor or outdoor). In addition to this, it
should be noted that this simulation approach does not neglect
any signal, however, as mentioned in the previous section that
some simplification can be made. Moreover, this simulation
assumes omni-directional antennas, but it could be extended
to sectored antennas by extending the derivation of the outage
probability. To also mention, that, in the above adopted model
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for the outage probability, the two cases of open access and
closed access mode is taken into consideration. In the closed
access mode, randomly a user is allowed to communicate with
a limited number of femtocells.

IV. PLANNING ALGORITHM

Since our main objective is mainly planning a LTE network,
distribution of macro BS constitutes an essential feature in our
tool. Therefore, we started developing a planning algorithm
based on [4]. However, [4] deals only with LTE radio planning
without taking into consideration the possible deployment of
femtocells. In fact, the algorithm proposed in [4] takes as input
the number of users, the initial number of BS and the dimen-
sions of the map and then returns the smallest set of BS that
are needed in order to cover all users (which are distributed
uniformly over the area). The decision to eliminate a BS from
the original set is based on value of the SINR (signal-to-
interference-noise-ratio): a user is considered in outage (i.e.,
not covered) whenever its SINR is less than a threshold. The
general expression of the SINR for the subcarrier k is:

SINRk =
Pb(i),i,k

σ2 +
N∑

j=1,j �=b(i)

Pj ,i,k

(2)

Where Pb(i),j ,k is the power received by the user i from
its serving base station b(i) over the subcarrier k, σ2 is the
thermal noise variance and Pj ,i,k is the interference power
received by user i on subcarrier k from neighboring BS j.
Therefore if the removal of a BS will cause more than 10%
of the users to be in outage, it will be placed in the infeasible
set and hence cannot be removed. Otherwise it is placed
in the feasible set and constitutes a potential candidate for
elimination. Moreover, all BS can serve a given maximum
number of users. Once all existing BSs have been examined
we remove from the feasible set the base station whose total
SINR (the sum of the SINR of all its users) is the biggest. We
keep iterating the above tasks until the feasible set becomes
empty (the algorithm has converged) which means no base
station can be further removed. This algorithm has only a
limited application in our case since we need to take into
consideration the possible deployment of femtocells. In fact
the SINR expression for a macro user becomes:

SINRk =
Pb(i),i,k

σ2 +
F∑

f=1

Pf ,i,k +
N∑

j=1,j �=b(i)

Pj ,i,k

(3)

Where Pf ,i,k is the interference power received by macro
user i on subcarrier k from neighboring femtocell f . As for
the SINR for a femto user it is:

SINRk =
Pf (i),i,k

σ2 +
F∑

f=1,f �=f(i)

Pf ,i,k +
N∑
j=1

Pj ,i,k

(4)

Where Pf (i),i,k is the power received by femto user i from
serving femtocell f(i) over subcarrier k. Moreover, since

femtocells can be deployed randomly without any control
from the operator then any proactive planning scheme for a
network with non-zero femtocell distribution depends greatly
on the resource allocation mechanism adopted by the operator.
In fact [5] propose multiple resource allocation techniques
to minimize the impact of co-channel interference. Although
we will try to implement most of these schemes in our tool,
we have started with the following two: Scheme I where the
femtocells are assumed to be CSG, use dedicated channels and
transmit at fixed power and Scheme II where the femtocells
are considered open access, use co-channel and transmit at
fixed power.

A. Implementation of Scheme I

In the first scenario, all femtocells are considered to be
in closed access mode, operating on an orthogonal frequency
spectrum with respect to the macro BS and transmitting at a
fixed maximum power. In addition to these conditions we as-
sumed that the percentage of subcarriers assigned to the macro
BS (which total number was fixed to 1200 subcarriers) is equal
to the percentage of macro users. In this context, since femto
users and macro users are operating over different channels
then there will be no co-channel interference and (3) reduces
to (2) while (4) will not affect the BS distribution. Therefore,
planning the above scenario can be seen as performing normal
LTE planning but for a certain percentage of the total number
of users depending on femtocell penetration.
Figure 3 presents the results of our simulations. In each
simulation we have changed the percentage of users served by
femtocells so that we can study the variations in the number of
BSs needed to cover all macro users. Moreover, we assumed an
area of 10000 m2, an average number of 3 users per femtocell,
1000 total mobile users, two vertical and two horizontal roads
in the map with each road having a width of 2 pixels. The
first simulation assumes, in addition to the above quantities,
that 30% of the users are served by femtocells and hence
70% are served by BSs. Figure 3(a) displays the result of
this simulation: we need 16 BSs (represented as stars on the
map) to cover all macro users. However, if we increase the
percentage of users served by femtocells to 70% then the
number of needed BSs drops to 11 (as shown in Figure 3(b)).
According to these simulations, a higher femtocell penetration
leads to a remarkable reduction in the number of BS needed by
the operator to cover a defined area which helps in decreasing
the investment cost as well as the operational cost of this op-
erator. That explains one of the main advantages of femtocell
from an operator point of view. However, the above resource
allocation scheme presents a major drawback: the higher the
femtocell penetration the lower the amount of subcarriers
assigned to the BS and hence the smaller the reduction in
the number of BS deployed given the decrease in the number
of macro users. In fact, since the femtocells and macrocells
are using dedicated channels (the femtocells transmit over
orthogonal frequency bands with respect to the macrocells and
to each others) then each additional new femtocell will be
assigned a dedicated frequency band taken from the spectrum
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(a) BS distribution for 30% femtocell penetration (b) BS distribution for 70% femtocell penetration

Fig. 3. Simulation results for Scheme I

reserved to the macrocell. Hence, the number of subcarriers
available to the macrocell decreases which means that each
macrocell can now serve a smaller number of users.

B. Implementation of Scheme II

In this scenario, the femto layer as well as the macro layer
use the same spectrum. Hence heavy interference is generated
on the macro user close to a femtocell. However, since the
HBSs are assumed to have open access mode then this reduces
the interference level significantly. In fact, the macro user
will always be connected to the station from which he/she
receives the highest power. Therefore, if the power received
from the serving macro BS becomes weaker than that received
from a neighboring femtocell, the UE’s SINR (given by (3))
decreases dramatically so the macro user switches to this
femtocell canceling the heavy interference impact that it might
have encountered had it stayed being served by the BS and
boosting its SINR (now given by (4)). Such a process not only
attenuates the interference level on the macro user but it also
reduces the load on the macro BSs and hence a lower number
of BS is needed to cover a certain area.

In order to implement this important scenario some mod-
ifications on the previous approach are needed: in an inner
loop, we remove one macro BS from the set of available BSs
and then we retrieve the SINR of each user according to (3)
and according to (4) where the user is now served by the
closest femtocell. These calculations are performed for a given
macro BS and macro users distribution using the simulation
method described in Section III. If the second SINR is bigger
than the first, the user is considered to be served by the
closest femtocell and not by the macro BS anymore. Outage
probability is then calculated in each cell, for the remaining
macro users, according to (1) and if all cells have their outage
probabilities smaller than a certain threshold (5% for example)
the BS that was initially removed from the set of BSs is added
to the feasible set of the algorithm discussed previously. The

feasible BS whose removal gives the lowest overall outage
probability in the network is permanently removed. We keep
iterating the aforementioned steps until the feasible set is
empty and all BS have outage probability less than a given
threshold.

V. TOOL DEVELOPMENT

Our graphical user interface, developed using Java, consists
of a simple, easy-to-use interface that allows the user to create
a project to perform the planning for a certain geographical
area. Once the new project is created, a folding with the same
name of the project will be created in the chosen directory to
hold all files pertaining to the project including the map, its
different layers and the results of the planning process. The
user can import a map as an image into that project and switch
to one of several layers which are the clutter, building and the
elevation layers. For the planning process to be accurate, other
essential input parameters are also needed including the base
station parameters, the femtocell parameters, etc. Then, the
user can perform coverage capacity and interference analysis
and view the computations results, graphs and numerical
output. These results will be stored in a database so that the
user can access and check in the future. Results such as the
locations of the base stations will be displayed graphically onto
the map so that the user can clearly visualize the outcome of
the planning process.

In addition to these features, we provided the user with
a set of additional tools which give an added value for the
tool. One of these tools is the Femto Estimator tool that gives
estimation for the number and distribution of femtocells and
users that are expected to deploy femtocells at their home. This
estimation is be done based on the type of the area i.e. rural or
urban, the density of the population, the average income of the
users in the area taken into consideration, etc. The GUI also
comprises a toolbar where the user can easily access tools
that are frequently used in a network planning tool such as
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Fig. 4. A map imported into a project

selecting a specific geographical area, drawing a polygon on
the map, adding a base station, moving a base station and
measuring the distance between two points. Moreover, a user
manual and documentations will be provided with the tool to
ensure ease of use of the tool. This will allow the user to learn
and perform all the tasks in a fast and easy manner and deal
with any problems or difficulties that might be encountered.
As previously mentioned, the tool uses a map to extract
information to be used in the planning process. A three
dimensional map that represents the area to be planned will be
imported into the tool using the graphical user interface as seen
in Figure 4. This GUI will then call Matlab where all the map
manipulations will be done using the Mapping Toolbox. The
3D map is then converted into a 2D map and all the needed
information including the locations of the roads and elevation
values is extracted from it. All the computations and analyses
are thus done on the resulting two-dimensional map. This 2D
map represents the layout of the considered area showing
the roads, the residential areas, the potential locations of
femtocells and users. After performing the planning algorithm,
the results will be sent back to the graphical user interface
where they are given to the user in two ways: as numerical
results stored in files and graphs and graphical results that are
displayed on a 3D map.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper presented the design of a planning tool whose
objective is to build an operator’s network in an optimized
way. However, multiple challenges accompany such design.
These difficulties are essentially due to the added complex-
ity in interference modeling brought by the deployment of
femtocells in the network and, as we have seen, interference
modeling is a key concept in calculating an accurate SINR
and outage probability. Moreover, the last two quantities were
relied on in the planning algorithm in order to decide whether a
certain BS should be added or removed. In fact, two different
scenarios were discussed and potential planning algorithms
were proposed for each one of them: the first scenario assumes
all femtocells are closed access, are reserved dedicated channel
and have fixed transmit power while the second deals with

open access HBSs which share the same spectrum as the
one used by the macrocell layer. Finally, an overview of the
tool development was given as a precursor to a more detailed
description that will be presented in the final version of this
paper.
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Abstract- Cooperative positioning techniques provide better 
performance and higher accuracy than non-cooperative 
techniques since they allow the increase of space diversity by 
transmitting another replica of the signal. Nowadays, they also 
allow positioning in rough environments where GPSs fail to 
operate.  

In this paper, we propose a novel positioning algorithm based 
on hybrid cooperative techniques. The proposed algorithm is 
divided into three main categories: ranging, initial positioning, 
and tracking. Ranging is done by broadcasting periodic 
sequences to acquire an estimate about the distances of an un-
located mobile user by measuring the Received Signal Strength 
(RSS) and Time of Arrival (TOA). In this paper, we propose 
novel sequences defined by multiplicative law and implemented 
at the input of the Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) of 
any Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) 
based system like LTE and WiFi. Initial positioning is achieved 
via triangulations and Recursive Maximum Likelihood 
estimator. The recursive estimation is achieved by dividing the 
studied region into a grid of possible locations. After having 
initial estimated measured positions at different time stamps, 
those positions can be enhanced via an Extended Kalman Filter 
(EKF) in the tracking part. Simulation results show that the 
proposed positioning technique performs very well, even in 
shadowed regions. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Cooperative techniques are attracting a lot of attention in 
positioning and localization due to its extended capabilities. 
They increase the efficiency of data transition by decreasing 
the signaling overhead and thus decreasing the cost and 
increasing the channel’s capacity. They also allow 
positioning of mobile terminals that lack GPS devices, and 
they allow the positioning in harsh environments where even 
GPS isn’t fully functional such as indoor scenarios  [1]. 
Cooperative localization also allows the positioning of un-
located mobile terminals in the absence of close anchor 
nodes; this is feasible by the aid of near located mobile 
terminals which would serve as anchor nodes.  

Concerning cooperative location, the presented work in [2] 
shows that the links between mobiles are involved in 
computing unknown positions. As a result, the advantages 
are attained by improving the accuracy of the final position  

 
via spatial diversity and information redundancy, enhancing 
continuity and coverage of the location service, or resolving 
the local geometrical uncertainties. Hence, centralized 
algorithms have been taken into consideration in order to 
deal in positioning with such mobile-to-mobile data. The first 
group that has been considered from those algorithms consist 
latest solutions like Weighted Least Squares (WLS) 
(e.g. [2] [3]) advanced Multi Dimensional Scaling (MDS) 
(e.g., [4]), and numerous of their alternatives functioning 
under meager and robustly biased measurements  [5] [6]. 

However, distributed algorithms are proposed in  [5] [6] as 
a replacement for the centralized ones in order to cope with 
recent scalability topics and better allocation of the 
cooperative and coordinated context. Contrasting centralized 
cooperative solutions, these positioning approaches imply 
that the locations of a mobile device are computed by its own. 
Basically, the Belief Propagation (BP), a distributed type of 
positioning algorithm in wireless sensor networks, leads to 
an efficient sensor location based on a suitable uncertainty 
level [7]. Nevertheless, BP hardly applies for mobile context 
due to the nonlinear relationships and the vastly non-
Gaussian uncertainties in the sensor localization; hence, 
corresponding adjustments should be attained. In addition, 
the work presented in  [8] [9] shows other works based on 
distributed solutions and the replacement of positional 
information that is locally anticipated at the mobile side. 
Based on the example presented by  [10] for indoor robotic 
applications, we can infer that the purpose of tracking and 
estimating mobile targets in distributed tracking by making 
use of an algorithm that involves message-passing only 
between neighbors is dissimilar from the case where the 
communication of a node with all the other nodes can occur 
in the network.  

Furthermore, achieving the victory of cooperation in 
mobile networks is based on selecting the most dependable 
path that can last as long as possible. However, radio link 
may break frequently due to the terminal mobility. Hence, 
the path with broken link has to be either replaced by a new 
path or repaired by discovering new path [11]. In this domain, 
shortest path, that is measured in terms of number of hops, 
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prediction models that anticipates the movement pattern of 
each node in a given neighborhood  [12], associability, that is 
the degree of stability of connection between two mobile 
nodes, signal stability, that is based on signal strength, and 
other metrics have been recommended to judge the reliability 
of a path. Conversely, little number of those positioning 
techniques could be simply utilized for heterogeneous 
networks knowing that most of them are appropriate for 
homogeneous networks. 

In this paper, the objective is multifold. Firstly, we 
propose new positioning sequences implemented at the input 
of the Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) of any 
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) based 
system like LTE and WiFi. These sequences chips are 
uniformly distributed over the whole IFFT spectrum and 
related through a multiplicative law. This allows for any easy 
implementation and positioning parameters estimation. 
Secondly, we propose a recursive maximum likelihood 
estimation based on the division of the area of interest into a 
grid of possible points. Finally, we combine the Received 
Signal Strength (RSS) and Time of Arrival (ToA) to 
implement a hybrid tracking solution by using the Extended 
Kalman Filter (EKF). 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
presents a brief overview on positioning. In section 3, we 
discuss precisely the proposed methodology. Then, section 4 
presents the results of certain simulations. Finally, 
conclusions are drawn in section 5.  

II. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

In this paper, we assume that the positioning techniques are 
implemented using OFDM-based techniques such as LTE, 
WiFi, WiMAX. A set of M subcarriers out of N are used in 
the OFDM system to compose the sequences of each user 
designed. Those sequences are designed to estimate the 
distances of each user. Using the Maximum Likelihood 
estimator, we propose to apply a recurse algorithm to derive 
the exact locations of the different users. The accuracy of 
these locations can be improved by applying a hybrid 
tracking using Extended Kalman Filter (EKF). 

A. Sequences Design 
OFDM technology is the state of art in the wireless 
communication systems due to its numerous advantages. 
Mainly, N subcarriers holding k users are used by the model 
in an OFDMA communication system.  

To allow an efficient distance estimation, each user should 
transmit (or receive) a sequence of data such that it is 
orthogonal to other sequences. In our work, we propose to 
use the same sequences as proposed in  [17] for other targets. 
The chips of each users’ sequences are uniformly  distributed 
over the whole spectrum. To satisfy the orthogonality criteria 

between users sequences, frequency shift and a phase 
rotation is applied on each sequence. Moreover, as shown in 
Figure 1, a multiplicative law is applied among the different 
chips.  Without loss of generality, let us consider a sequence 
of user 1. Therefore, the chips of this sequence in frequency 
domain, i. e., at the input of the IFFT, could be written as: 

𝐶𝐶𝑘𝑘 𝐶𝐶𝑘𝑘 𝛺𝛺 ∀ 𝑘𝑘 ∈  … 𝑀𝑀 −  or 
equivalently  𝐶𝐶𝑘𝑘 𝛺𝛺𝑘𝑘𝐶𝐶  

where Ω ∆ denotes the step between two consecutive 
pilots and 𝐶𝐶 j∅ is the first pilot symbol. 
The time domain signal at the output of the IFFT could be 
easily written as is the sum of geometric series of initial term 
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Figure 1: Multiplicative Law Scheme 
 
Hence, the resulting sequences have the following properties: 

 Property 1: the number of peaks = 





M
N

. 

 Property 2: the peaks’ positions have a 
periodicity equals to M. 

 Property 3: the position of the nth peak is given 
by:  Peak (n) = M-q-1.  
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These properties are very important. Indeed, changing 
the value of the initial phase  and/or the phase step , a new 
sequence orthogonal to the previous one(s) could be 
generated. Moreover, the periodicity of the peaks allows an 
averaging process in the distance estimation. 

After the sequences are generated, the average power for 
the resulting peaks for a given sequence is calculated. 
Depending on the positioning estimation technique, i.e Time 
of Arrival (ToA) or Received Signal Strength (RSS), the 
locations of the user’s mobile terminal could be easily 
estimated. In this paper, the RSS technique based on path 
loss model is used to evaluate the performance of the 
proposed  sequences. 
The pathloss equation used in dB is as follows: 

sh
O

pO X
d
dnLL  )log(10  

where  
 L= ratio of the transmitted power and received power 
in dB.  

 )4log(20

 O

O
dL   

 pn  is a path loss constant 

 Od  is the reference distance 

 shX  is a log-normal distribution shadowing variance in 
dB. 

 
B. Recursive ML Positioning Estimation 
This estimation is based on the concept of triangulation. 
Mainly, triangulation is a geometry based algorithm that 
estimates the position of a point in a two dimensional space. 
The estimation is feasible if there are three points of known 
positions, called Anchor Nodes (AN), that have knowledge 
of the distances between each of them and the corresponding 
unknown point. 
If a serving point knows the distance between itself and the 
unknown point, then the locus of the unknown point is a 
circle whose center is the serving point and radius equal to 
the corresponding distance that’s why we need three circles 
to remove the ambiguity and to have an explicit position. 
Enhanced triangulation is needed due to the fact that 
positioning of a mobile terminal is not the ideal case where a 
simple triangulation technique leads to the position of the 
MT. As shown in Figure 2, The distances between the AN 
and the Unknown MT (UMT) are usually erroneous while 
the error depends on the distance estimation technique and 
hence on the sequences design. Moreover, the three circles of 
the triangulation technique do not intersect in a one point 
since the distances are not explicit. Rather there becomes a 

region of interest where the three circles are close to each 
others. Our proposed algorithm returns the most probable 
position of the Unknown MT via a ML filtering technique. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The proposed positioning technique is implemented as 
follows: 

 Increase the region of interest: The UMT may not be 
in the convex set formed by the three serving AN. Hence, 
we decided to increase the region where we will be 
searching in for the MT.  Since we have three points as 
AN, we decided to complete the three possible 
parallelograms formed by these three AN obtaining three 
extra points. The region inside these extra three points 
will be the new region of interest. 
 Subdividing the current region: Locate the centroid of 
the current triangular region. Now, the current region is 
divided into three sub triangular regions each formed of 
two points of the original region and the centroid (Figure 
3).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Choosing the most promising region: This is done via 
sampling an adequate number of locations inside each 
region and assuming that each is the true location. For 
each sample inside its corresponding region, the sum of 
the error squared inversely proportional to the variance is 
calculated according the ML algorithm. Now each region 
would be represented by the sample that has the 
minimum sum inside it. The region with the lowest sum 

Ambiguity

True Position

R1
R2

R3

Figure 2: Ambiguity vs. True Position 

Figure 3: Recursive division algorithm 
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will be chosen  as the most promising region. Thus we 
are going to call the function recursively by going to Step 
2 again, but now the region of interest would be the  new 
chosen  region.  
 Converging Break: Once the region of interest is 
relatively small to search in, the algorithm will return the 
centroid of the given region. This is depended on the 
number of recursive calls of the algorithm. In our 
experimental studies, we returned the answer after 15 
recursive calls. 

 
C. Hybrid Tracking using Extended Kalman Filter 
The UMT is usually moving next to a given pathway, and 
correlations among the UMT positions exist  [18]. Thus, a 
tracking filter can be applied in this case. The tracking filter 
chosen in our work is the EKF. It predicts the next state of 
the UMT and then updates this prediction with innovative 
measurements  [19]. In order to improve the performance of 
our tracking filtering, we propose to combine in a non linear 
way the measurements from the ToA and RSS models. 
Indeed, it is the main reason behind our selection of the EKF.. 
The non-linear process is given by  [21]: 

),(s 1k kk wsf  

k k kz =h(s ,v )  

where 𝑤𝑤𝑘𝑘  represents the process noise, kv  represents the 
measurement noise,  𝑓𝑓  relates the consecutive steps 
together (non-linear function),  ℎ  relates the current state 
to the measurement (non-linear function) 
The state is represented by  Tyx vvyxs   where 𝑥𝑥 𝑦𝑦  

are the coordinates of the MT and  𝑣𝑣𝑥𝑥 𝑣𝑣𝑦𝑦 , yv ) are the 
velocities with respect to the x and y axis respectively.  
On the other hand, the state transition model between 
consecutive time steps, with time difference 𝑇𝑇 and random 
acceleration ku , is obtained by [17]:      

2
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2x k

Tx k x k Tv k u       

( 1) ( ) ( )x x kv k v k T u      
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2y k
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( 1) ( ) ( )y y kv k v k T u      

ku is a random acceleration between 0 and 1. However, the 
acceleration coefficient  is the parameter that set the range 

of ku . 

III. SIMULATION RESULTS 

In this section, we provide some simulations results of the 
proposed techniques. Table 1 shows the different parameters 
considered in our work.  

Table 1: Simulation Parameters 
Length of the room 100 m 
Width of the room 100 m 
Total Number of Carriers 1024 
Number of Data Carriers 64 
Lambda_sequence 2 
Lambda_pathloss 0.12 
d0 1 m 
Delta 31*MuDelta 
Cyclic Prefix 0 

pn  2.5 

 
A. Sequences Performance 

Figure 4  shows the Mean Square Error (MSE) results od the 
estimated distances using RSS model versus Signal-to-Noise 
ratio (Eb/N0 (dB)) in an Additive White Gaussian Noise 
(AWGN). At Eb/N0= 10dB, the MSE is less than 0.1. Figure 
5 describes the relation between the MSE and the shadowing 
variance in dB. Based on this figure, we can observe that 
MSE increases as the shadowing variance increases. A 
shadowing variance of 3-4 dB is still acceptable in our 
simulation since this would lead a distance error of 7-8 

Figure 4- MSE vs Eb/N0 (dB) 
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meters. We would like to mention that the RSS scenario is 
worse than the ToA hence using the ToA estimation would 
lead to much better results. 

 
B. Recursive ML Estimator Performance 
Based on the given dimensions for the room (100mX100m), 
we have chosen three base stations (BS) with the following 
coordinates: 

 BS#1: (0,100) 
 BS#2: (100,100) 
 BS#3: (50,0) 

To calculate the MSE of the proposed algorithm, 25000 MT 
positions were randomly generated inside the room along 
with their corresponding distances from each base station. 
Three scenarios were tested. Two distance estimations were 
kept true, while one distance had a normally distributed error 
whose variance was varied from 0 to 5.  
In the second case, one distance estimation was kept true 
while varying the other two. And finally in the last scenario, 
all distances included errors whose variance was varied. The 
results are shown in  Figure 6. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The proposed algorithm in the initial position phase has 
promising results. If 1 distance is inaccurate, the estimation 
is always accurate with an MSE of 3. This is because the two 
accurate circles intersect at one point, and those  two circles 
have much higher weights in the estimation filter. As for 
varying both two and three variances simultaneously, the 
MSE increased almost linearly. If the three distance 
estimations were inaccurate having a error around 5 meter 
each, the filtering technique provides a position which is 
almost 4.5 meters away from the true position.  
 
C. EKF Performance 
The EKF algorithm was implemented as described in section 
2. For the system performance, we computed the MSE over 
1000 realizations by varying first the RSS measurement 
variance.  
 
Aslo, we have added another three measurements coming 
from the ToA. We observe that, at a given measurement 
variance, the MSE (for hybrid measurements – RSS and 
TOA) is lower than that for RSS measurement alone. For 
example, for a measurement variance equal to 16, the MSE 
is approximately equal to 39.6 m2 for RSS measurements 
alone. However, the MSE is approximately equal to 10.1 m2 
for RSS and TOA measurements together. Figure 8 shows 
the MSE of the EKF when setting the time-difference 
between the measurements to T=100 ms. 

 
Figure 7: MSE vs. Measurement Variance – TOA&RSS 

 
IV. CONCLUSION 

 The purpose of this paper is to implement a cooperative 
positioning algorithm and analyze its added value on existing 
cooperative and non-cooperative positioning techniques. 
 Higher accuracy in positioning is achieved using 
cooperative techniques rather than non-cooperative 
techniques.  In this paper, we have proposed novel sequences 

Figure 5: MSE vs. Shadowing Variance (dB) 

Figure 6- Recursive ML Performance 
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suitable for positioning techniques, and shown that these 
sequences present very good performance results. Moreover, 
we have proposed a recursive ML solution along with a 
hybrid tracking algorithm. We have shown that combining 
the different phases leads to efficient results. More 
investigations are expected in the future on the hybrid 
techniques.  
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Abstract-Decisions made during the design and construction 
phases of a building affect the level of sustainability of that facility. 
The environmental impact of the built facility is a major element 
of sustainability that is often assessed in terms of the carbon (CO2)
emissions, often  referred to as carbon footprint, of various 
activities (e.g. material extraction, fabrication, transportation, 
installation etc). Several tools (e.g. Build Carbon Neutral, 
Faithful-Gould Construction, GaBi) provide an estimate of this 
amount depending on building characteristics such as type, 
location, and site attributes. The amount of estimated CO2 can 
vary, even using the same building characteristics, depending on 
the calculator used. Moreover, most calculators conceal 
information about their estimates and methods used, which 
hinder comparison and validation. This paper compares a set of 
carbon footprint calculators for construction buildings. The 
comparison relies on a set of criteria which include data 
requirements, level of detail, potential for customization, and 
comprehensiveness. Although carbon calculators help assess the 
impact of construction on the environment, this paper reveals the 
need for improved consistency and transparency in the 
calculators, which will allow practitioners to make unbiased 
decisions and thus fulfill their professional duties to the wider 
community.

I. INTRODUCTION

The growing concentration of carbon dioxide (CO2) due to 
human induced release of green house gases (GHG) into the 
atmosphere is a long-term and large scale problem contributing 
to global warming. The imbalances caused in the ecosystem 
due to warming are already being signaled in the form of 
climate change and severe weather events [1, 2]. These threats 
correlate with the increased rates of depletion of natural 
resources, which are, in turn, the result of increased rates of 
consumption of raw materials in various industrial processes. 
According to the world green building council, the building 
construction sector is responsible for a significant amount of 
this consumption. The US commercial and residential 
buildings consume more energy than the transportation and 
industrial sectors, accounting for nearly 40 percent of the total 
national demand [3]. The building construction sector is also a 
major source of CO2 emissions, and is responsible, in the US 
and the European Union, for about 40 percent of the 
environmental burden [4].

In an effort to increase the understanding of the 
environmental impact of construction buildings, numerous 
tools have been developed to estimate the carbon footprint of 
buildings. This is defined as the amount of CO2 emissions that 

a building is directly and indirectly responsible for, over a 
given period of time. These calculators typically divide the 
building's profile into stages covering its entire lifecycle; and 
based on differing formulations of user input, they generate a 
quantified amount of CO2 or CO2 equivalents emitted, 
generally in units of mass of CO2 per year. These calculators
are provided by private companies (e.g., Faithful-Gould 
Construction, Nzwood), and non-governmental organizations 
(e.g., Build Carbon Neutral, Carbon Calculator V3.1.2). Other 
tools like Gabi can be used to model the stages of a product 
from a life cycle perspective and to help users choosing their 
raw or processed materials of a manufactured item. Although 
Gabi looks at the impact of products on the environment, 
construction specific carbon footprint calculators are designed 
to calculate the carbon footprint of a building as a whole unit. 
However, Gabi can be a very useful tool to capture, in a 
systematic way, the GHG emissions of construction products 
and raw materials [5].

Some of these organizations help reduce the emissions or 
offsetting the carbon footprint by promoting sustainable 
methods (e.g., investments in renewable energy technology) to 
mitigate or reduce the carbon footprint of buildings. Even 
when calculators are not coupled with policy measures, by 
providing estimates of building contributions, they play a 
fundamental role in promoting carbon emission reductions 
through efficient building material selection and design. In 
addition to policy matters, the corporate world has sensed a 
carbon constrained economy, where carbon footprint 
influenced the way business is made. Consequently a rush to 
calculate the carbon footprint has begun worldwide and 
companies started to cut down their emissions so as to take 
competitive advantage [6]. However, most carbon footprint 
calculators have been accompanied by discrepancies in output 
values given the same inputs for a building, where values can 
vary by several metric tons of CO2. These carbon emission 
variations could influence the decisions architects and 
engineers make to reduce CO2 emissions during the pre-
construction phase of the project (e.g., focus on changing the 
concrete mix versus adding more steel bars) as well as the level 
of efforts required to offset the total amount of emissions once 
the building is constructed [7]. The variations in the 
calculators’ results may be due to the conversion factors used
that are country/region specific or to the different calculating 
methodologies employed in each calculator. In many cases, the 
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I. INTRODUCTION

The growing concentration of carbon dioxide (CO2) due to 
human induced release of green house gases (GHG) into the 
atmosphere is a long-term and large scale problem contributing 
to global warming. The imbalances caused in the ecosystem 
due to warming are already being signaled in the form of 
climate change and severe weather events [1, 2]. These threats 
correlate with the increased rates of depletion of natural 
resources, which are, in turn, the result of increased rates of 
consumption of raw materials in various industrial processes. 
According to the world green building council, the building 
construction sector is responsible for a significant amount of 
this consumption. The US commercial and residential 
buildings consume more energy than the transportation and 
industrial sectors, accounting for nearly 40 percent of the total 
national demand [3]. The building construction sector is also a 
major source of CO2 emissions, and is responsible, in the US 
and the European Union, for about 40 percent of the 
environmental burden [4].

In an effort to increase the understanding of the 
environmental impact of construction buildings, numerous 
tools have been developed to estimate the carbon footprint of 
buildings. This is defined as the amount of CO2 emissions that 

a building is directly and indirectly responsible for, over a 
given period of time. These calculators typically divide the 
building's profile into stages covering its entire lifecycle; and 
based on differing formulations of user input, they generate a 
quantified amount of CO2 or CO2 equivalents emitted, 
generally in units of mass of CO2 per year. These calculators
are provided by private companies (e.g., Faithful-Gould 
Construction, Nzwood), and non-governmental organizations 
(e.g., Build Carbon Neutral, Carbon Calculator V3.1.2). Other 
tools like Gabi can be used to model the stages of a product 
from a life cycle perspective and to help users choosing their 
raw or processed materials of a manufactured item. Although 
Gabi looks at the impact of products on the environment, 
construction specific carbon footprint calculators are designed 
to calculate the carbon footprint of a building as a whole unit. 
However, Gabi can be a very useful tool to capture, in a 
systematic way, the GHG emissions of construction products 
and raw materials [5].

Some of these organizations help reduce the emissions or 
offsetting the carbon footprint by promoting sustainable 
methods (e.g., investments in renewable energy technology) to 
mitigate or reduce the carbon footprint of buildings. Even 
when calculators are not coupled with policy measures, by 
providing estimates of building contributions, they play a 
fundamental role in promoting carbon emission reductions 
through efficient building material selection and design. In 
addition to policy matters, the corporate world has sensed a 
carbon constrained economy, where carbon footprint 
influenced the way business is made. Consequently a rush to 
calculate the carbon footprint has begun worldwide and 
companies started to cut down their emissions so as to take 
competitive advantage [6]. However, most carbon footprint 
calculators have been accompanied by discrepancies in output 
values given the same inputs for a building, where values can 
vary by several metric tons of CO2. These carbon emission 
variations could influence the decisions architects and 
engineers make to reduce CO2 emissions during the pre-
construction phase of the project (e.g., focus on changing the 
concrete mix versus adding more steel bars) as well as the level 
of efforts required to offset the total amount of emissions once 
the building is constructed [7]. The variations in the 
calculators’ results may be due to the conversion factors used
that are country/region specific or to the different calculating 
methodologies employed in each calculator. In many cases, the 

reasons behind these variations are unexplained, due to the lack 
of details and transparency, required to make a clear judgment.

II. METHODOLOGY

Construction carbon calculators usually operate by asking 
the user to input certain characteristics of a building, and in 
return, it will calculate the carbon dioxide emitted during its 
construction, its operation and sometimes during its total life-
cycle. This paper examines five construction specific carbon 
footprint calculators currently available, as shown in table 1. 
These calculators have the same target, which is to calculate 
the carbon footprint of a construction project, though each 
calculator provides different methodologies with different 
input parameters while maintaining enough similarity to 
facilitate comparison.

TABLE I
CONSTRUCTION CALCULATORS USED IS THIS ANALYSIS

Construction carbon 
footprint calculator Internet Link

Build Carbon Neutral http://buildcarbonneutral.org/
Faithful-Gould 
Construction http://www.fgould.com/carbon-calculator/

Green footstep http://www.greenfootstep.org/
Nzwood http://www.nzwood.co.nz/carbon-calculator/

Carbon Calculator 
V3.1.2

http://www.environment-
agency.gov.uk/static/documents/Business/Ca

rbon_calculator_v3_1_2.xls

These calculators were selected to have the embodied CO2
and other coefficients incorporate into the software of the 
calculator. In other words, the user can directly use the 
calculator without having to perform surveys and researches to 
get the CO2 coefficients for the different materials. The 
calculator should be self-contained and only require project 
related information to calculate the total carbon footprint. In 
this study, the calculators were chosen from a variety of 
sources; some are intended to help designers and other project 
stakeholders set carbon emission goals and design targets (i.e. 
Green footsteps). One of the calculators (i.e. Faithful-Gould 
Construction) is developed by an international consultancy 
firm, and provides project management as well as building
surveying and offers services for construction projects in 
regeneration, transport and industry. Whereas some other 
calculators (i.e. Nzwood and Aggrgain) are used to highlight 
the effect of using wood and recycled aggregates on the carbon 
footprint of a building in a construction projects. The last 
calculator (i.e. BuildCarbonNeutral) is a cooperative effort led 
by Mithun architects, designers and planners and the Lady Bird 
Johnson Wildflower Center at the University of Texas at 
Austin with assistance from the University of Washington 
Program on the Environment.

Each calculator is divided into sub-categories where users 
are prompted to input the characteristics of the construction 
project. 

The BuildCarbonNeutral calculator is divided into 3 parts: 
Building size, primary structural system above ground and site. 
The calculator requires the total built up area of the building as 

well as the number of stories above and below ground. The 
user have to choose the type of structure between wood, 
concrete, steel and mixed and then different parameters to 
determine the carbon released due to ecosystem degradation or 
sequestered through landscape installation or restoration [8].

The Faithful-Gould construction calculator is divided into 
four steps to calculate the carbon footprint of a project. The 
user starts by choosing the type of building between hotel, 
retail, school, warehouse, and flat and then input the total built 
up area. After that, the user has to specify the nature of the 
ventilation system and the average depth between windows and 
the working area (i.e. narrow plan versus deep plan) [9].

Green footstep is more detailed than the above two 
calculators; it starts by asking the user to choose the unit 
system to be used (i.e. US versus SI) then the project location, 
and display the average emissions coefficient for this location 
in Kg CO2e/KWh. The user can either accept this value or 
input his value. The second step asks for information on the 
site characteristics (size in square meter) and on the local 
ecosystem (ecological type, domain, zone, underdeveloped or 
previously developed). The last step is dedicated to determine 
the building characteristics (building type, average floor area, 
expected total building lifetime and project completion date). 
Unlike other calculators, green footstep allows users to account 
for another GHG emissions source by adding its emissions rate 
in tons of CO2e/year [10].

Nzwood is a simple calculator that provides a simplified 
carbon footprint for a range of building designs using only the 
building type and total built-up area. Then the user can 
compare the previously chosen option with a ‘build-in-timber’ 
option. The carbon footprint is calculated by employing Life 
Cycle Assessment (LCA) principles to the production, 
manufacturing of the building materials and components of the 
building designs (steel, concrete and timber structure), often 
referred to as ‘cradle to gate’ assessment. The assessment is 
not a full life-cycle assessment and does not include emissions 
for transportation from the manufacturing plant to the 
construction site, emissions during construction, the use and 
maintenance of the building over its operational life-time, nor 
emissions from demolition, recycling, disposal and
transportation to landfills at the end-of-life of the building [11].

Carbon Calculator v3.1.2 is an excel spreadsheet carbon 
footprint calculator, that measures the GHG impacts of 
construction activities in terms of carbon dioxide equivalency 
(CO2e). This tool was developed by Environmental Agency 
aiming to calculate construction activities emissions and help 
contractors and consultants assessing their own projects. It 
calculates the embodied CO2e of material and the CO2e
associated with their transportation, as well as personnel travel 
and site energy. The spreadsheet is divided into eleven sheets; 
the project information sheet records basic information about 
the project. The construction input sheet estimates the carbon 
footprint from construction materials and activities on site. The 
report sheet presents the results in standard form and includes 
reduction tips for carbon intensive materials. The remaining 
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sheets provide further information as well as space for relevant 
background calculations, but they are not involved in the report 
[12].

After going through a brief description of the calculators, 
their methods were evaluated based on the information 
provided on their websites. To compare emissions outputs for 
specific input behavior across calculators, a random residential 
building located in Beirut-Lebanon was used to represent the 
baseline case for our study. A description of the project 
characteristics is summarized in Table 2.

TABLE II
PROJECT CHARACTERISTICS

Project description
Project type Residential

Project category Luxurious Apartments
Location Beirut

Site area (in m2) 1200
Sub-structure BUA (in m2) 5532
Sup-structure BUA (in m2) 10686

Number of floors underground 3 basements
Number of floors above ground 10 floors and a Roof

This study provides a description of construction carbon 
calculators, which will highlight the differences in each 
calculator with the aim to explain the output variations. The 
study focused on two main elements. First, construction 
calculators often provide inputs for average behavior (i.e. 
landscape disturbed, ventilation system, construction material 
used) if practitioners are unsure of their input values. When 
applicable, therefore, the analysis compares what each 
calculator considered average behavior and whether or not the 
approximations made were justified. Second, CO2 emissions 
per annum associated with the construction project 
characteristics shown in Table 2 were compared across 
calculators. The analysis also evaluated the difference in 
results, if any, and evaluated the above calculators based on
selected criteria.

III. CALCULATOR COMPARISON

Carbon footprint, being a quantitative expression of GHG 
emissions from an activity or a process helps in carbon 
emission management and evaluation of mitigation measures 
[4]. Thus, having a calculator to assess the impact of 
construction on the environment is essential to alleviate the 
carbon footprint of a building. Once quantified, the important 
sources of emissions can be identified, highlighting areas of 
emission reductions and increasing efficiencies.

In order to study the strengths and weaknesses, each 
calculator will be used to calculate the carbon footprint of the 
same building. Build Carbon Neutral has stated clearly on its 
website the assumptions taken to calculate the carbon 
emissions of a certain project; the calculator has an accuracy of 
plus or minus 25%, and takes into account site excavation, core 
and shell (structural systems, building envelope and building 

systems) however tenant improvements, interiors or furniture, 
fixtures or equipment have not been included in this calculator. 
Table 3 below shows the input and results obtained while using 
the Build Carbon Neutral when applied to the base case.

TABLE III
BUILD CARBON NEUTRAL CALCULATOR APPLIED TO THE BASE CASE 

Building characteristics Case study results
Total square feet 174569

Stories above ground 11
Stories below ground 3

Primary structural system above ground Concrete
Eco-region Mediterranean

Predominant existing vegetation Shrubland
Predominant installed vegetation Short Grass

Landscape disturbed 21528
Landscape installed 19375
Net embodied CO2 7714 metric tons

The total carbon footprint obtained is 7714 tons of embodied 
CO2 emitted during the construction of the building. According 
to the assumptions mentioned previously, this result may vary 
from 5785 to 9642 tons of CO2 with a maximum difference of 
3857 tons of embodied CO2. This calculator does not account 
for operational carbon emissions generated once the building 
construction is completed and does not state whether the 
equivalent CO2 is taken into account or only CO2 emissions are 
calculated. It also provides a list of references and background 
information concerning carbon offset, to help practitioners 
lower their construction emissions. On the other hand, Faithful-
Gould Construction calculator estimated the embodied 
emissions in tons of CO2e as well as the operational emissions 
in tons of CO2e/year. However, this calculator doesn’t specify, 
neither the assumptions, nor the methodology used to calculate 
the carbon emissions. Table 4 below summarizes the inputs 
and results obtained while using the Faithful-Gould 
Construction calculator when applied to the base case.

TABLE IV
FAITHFUL-GOULD CONSTRUCTION CALCULATOR APPLIED TO THE BASE 

CASE

Building characteristic Case study results
Type of building Residential

Total area 16218
Type of ventilation Air conditioned

Building depth Narrow plan
Embodied CO2e 9062 metric tons

Operation CO2e/year 1179 metric tons

The total embodied CO2 emissions obtained is 9062 tons of 
CO2e whereas the operational emissions are 1179 tons of 
CO2e/year. The embodied CO2 emission from this calculator is 
within the upper range of CO2 emission obtained from Build 
Carbon neutral calculator. In this calculator, the building 
expected lifetime is not specified, making the comparison with 
other calculators difficult. Green Footstep calculator is a more 
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detailed calculator than the two previously mentioned, taking 
into consideration the country emissions of the construction 
project. Results are shown in table 5, and the values returned 
show an embodied emission of 6554 tons CO2e and 1560 tons 
CO2e/year for the operation emission over 60 years. 

TABLE V
GREEN FOOTPRINT CALCULATOR APPLIED TO THE BASE CASE

Building characteristic Case study
Building type Residential: multifamily

Size of construction site 1200 m2

Site characteristic Previously developed
Approximate floors area 16218 m2

Expected building lifetime 60 years
Construction CO2e 6554 metric tons

Operation CO2e/year 1560 metric tons

Green Footstep also provides the ability to input a 
customized average emission coefficient for the location in 
Kg.CO2e/KWh and has the option of letting the user choose the 
baseline for construction and operational emissions; the user 
can select the U.S. economic input-output LCA or enter 
directly a user value in tons of CO2e. In contrast, Nzwood only 
require three criteria to calculate the construction emissions of 
a building. Table 6 lists these criteria and the value returned 
shows a construction emission of 5767 tons of CO2.

TABLE VI
NZWOOD CALCULATOR APPLIED TO THE BASE CASE

Building characteristic Case study
Type of building Commercial multi-storey
Total floor area 16218 m2

Building structure Concrete
Construction CO2 5767 metric tons

Unlike the previous calculators, Carbon Calculator V3.1.2 is 
a spreadsheet showing materials used in the construction of a 
building. This calculator provides a user guide, carbon 
reduction tips, a list of uncertainty and assumptions and shows 
the sources of the data used. This calculator is more detailed 
than the previously mentioned calculators and has the 
advantage of listing specific construction materials, where the 
user has to input the quantities for each material used in the 
construction process. The total carbon emissions generated is 
9115 tons CO2e including the embodied and transportation 
CO2e emissions with a plus or minus 25% of the true value.

IV. DISCUSSION

Although these calculators were used with uniform inputs 
(i.e. same case study), their results often vary even when 
similar approached to CO2 estimations were employed. These 
variations may be due to differences in conversion factors, 
carbon equivalent coefficients and differing methodologies and 
assumptions. However, it is difficult to assess the accuracy and 
relevancy of the calculation, without having transparency in 
calculations, which make it hard to determine the reasons for 

theses variations. For the embodied carbon footprint emission, 
three calculators, Faithful-Gould, Green Footstep and Carbon 
Calculator V3.1.2 specified that all GHG emissions are taken 
into consideration and emissions are calculated in CO2e, with a 
maximum difference of 2561 tons CO2e. This difference is 
likely because Carbon Calculator V3.2.1 accounts for the 
transportation emissions in his calculations. The operation 
carbon footprint from Faithful-Gould and Green Footstep 
differs by 381 tons CO2e/year, which is around 32% of 
variation. This difference might be due to the use of various 
methods for computing the operational emissions, thus 
resulting in different levels of CO2e emissions per year. Only 
one calculator attempts to account for the geographic location 
by offering country dependent estimates for electricity related 
emissions. Two calculators, Green Footstep and Carbon 
Calculator V3.1.2 allow users to override the individual CO2
coefficients. The remaining calculators use embedded 
coefficients, which make it difficult to track the origin of these 
variations in results. Table 7 below summarizes some of the 
difference between calculators.

A scale from 1 to 5 was used to select the level of 
transparency of each calculator based on the following:

1- The source of the data is not mentioned
2-The source of data is mentioned but not clearly.
3-The source of the data is stated but cannot be viewed
4-The source of data is stated and we can view some items
5-The source of data is stated and we can see any 

data/coefficient if needed.
Notably, table 7 shows a lack of uniformity among 

calculators. These differences may be a result of distinct 
conversion factors used or various methodologies employed to 
compute these estimates of carbon emissions. These variations, 
even when negligible, they can produce considerable variation 
in results when compounded in calculations.

In addition, the reasons for using different methodologies are 
unclear. The lack of background information in some 
calculators emphasizes the need for greater transparency, 
which will allow practitioners to better understand the 
calculations and results. The variability observed here does not 
necessarily imply invalid results, however, the discrepancies in 
output do have potential effects. A difference of several tons of 
emissions in a building’s carbon footprint calculation may 
induce different responses. For example, if a carbon calculator 
gives a lower value than the expected value, the owner may be 
induced to opt for less energy efficient equipments. Similarly, 
if the carbon footprint of a building is higher, the 
owner/consultant may put a greater effort into a range of 
reductions or offset purchases or both. These variations also 
may influence the extent to which policymakers support 
different types of building reduction measures.
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TABLE VII
COMPARISON OF CALCULATORS

V. CONCLUSION

This study provides a description of construction carbon 
calculators, which highlighted the differences in each 
calculator. The dissimilarities found in this study reveal the 
need for further research and standardization in the field of 
construction carbon calculators. There is also a need for a 
methodology, a tool that will help practitioners to understand 
and assess the impact of construction on the environment. 
Accurate and transparent results will allow users to make 
unbiased decisions and fulfill their professional duties to both 
their clients and to the wider community. 
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Abstract—Developing countries competing to attract offshore
software business outsourcing opportunities face the problem
of determining the right portfolio of projects that suits the ca-
pabilities of their industry and academia. Projects range from
data entry applications that require simple skills, to standalone
high tech solutions. In this paper, we formalize the capabilities
of a country including industry, academy, and skills and feed
that to integer linear programs that determine the optimal
project selection and resource allocation at the skill level. We
then use the models to simulate and analyze the industry
and to determine its efficiency. The framework we propose
also provides corrective actions in the form of recruitment
advices. We apply our framework on the Lebanese industry
and conclude that the industry as a whole needs a restructure
and several companies should revise their recruitment criteria
to better perform.

Keywords-software; industry structure; resource allocation

I. INTRODUCTION

India, that used to focus on commodity software devel-
opment and customer service call centers, is now becoming
business leader in outsourced software research and devel-
opment activities [1]. Several other developing countries
like Estonia, Jordan and Sri Lanka are competing to attract
offshore software outsourcing from US and west Europe
based companies [2]. These countries lack a formal analysis
framework that helps them position themselves well for such
opportunities.

In this paper, we present a framework composed of a skill-
based analysis methodology and associated mathematical
models. The methodology allows the analysis of a country’s
software potentials based on its academy and industry. The
academy is a collection of curricula related to software
engineering. Each curriculum encapsulates a set of courses
that generate a mapping between graduating students and
software development skills. The industry is formed of
companies, where a company encapsulates a set of talents
that are formed from skills. On the other hand, each software
project requires a set of skills for its successful completion.
Our methodology uses the skills as a common thread that
cuts across the three analysis domains of academy, industry
and market, i.e. available projects.

The mathematical models in the framework make use
of the skill-based analysis methodology to generate several

managerial insights that optimize potentials for offshore
software outsourcing.

The profit maximization model (PMax) optimally selects a
portfolio of projects and allocates the human resources such
that the allocated skills satisfy the selected ones guaranteeing
that for each project, the team working on it has experts
in a set of critical skills for its completion. The results of
this model determine the optimal performance of a company
given its human resources and given the potential projects
that the country can attract.

Furthermore, the lean company model (LCom) takes the
portfolio generated from PMax for an actual company and
determines the optimal talent and skill resource composition
of a virtual company that satisfies the portfolio. Comparing
the profits and human resource compositions of a company
and its lean virtual version allows us to determine its
efficiency and to offer corrective measures in the form of
recruitment advices.

While general resource allocation problems are popular in
the project management literature [3][4], software oriented
applications are scarce [5]. Some researchers investigated the
topic of software resource allocation. In particular, [5][6][7]
present skill based approaches to match people to tasks
and to software roles. We compare our framework to their
findings in the related work section.

In this paper we make the following contributions:

1) We present a novel granular skill-based analysis
framework that links academy, industry and market.

2) We introduce the concept of critical skills in the
project allocation formulation and we describe it in
details in section 4.

3) We evaluate our framework with a case study of the
Lebanese developing software industry.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: section 2
summarizes the related work. The framework is analyzed in
sections 3 and 4 such that section 3 discusses the analysis
methodology and section 4 details the mathematical models.
Section 5 shows how to apply the framework on a real case
study based on Lebanon and section 6 concludes.
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II. RELATED WORK

The proposed mathematical framework is based on
resource allocation formulations for selecting software
projects. Several researchers investigated both software re-
source allocation decisions and project selection decisions
and offered various solution approaches. Problem represen-
tations include integer programs [5][6], genetic algorithms
[8][9], constraints satisfaction [10] and desirability func-
tions [11]. All these models share the common objective
of making the allocation or the selection that generates
the highest possible value. Otero et al. [5] presented a
system that associates with each software task a set of
required skills for its completion. The system tries to assign
the available human resources to the required tasks for
the completion of the project. Otero’s work addresses the
situation when the resources cannot span all the required
skills and tries to minimize learning time based on the
relationships between the missing skills and the possessed
ones. While the concept of skills relationship is interesting,
providing accurate relationships that are permanent across
projects is difficult to do. Our framework borrows the idea
of matching skills but extends it to projects instead of tasks
and defines how parameters can be estimated. On the other
hand, Xiao et al. [9] presents a genetic algorithm to get
near optimal project scheduling in order to maximize the
total value of the schedule taking into consideration cost
and time factors. Similarly, our model considers maximizing
profit and satisfying projects deadline constraints.

Other researchers focused on defining for each job po-
sition a set of required skills that must be satisfied by the
resource fulfilling it [6][7]. Each post in the hierarchy of
technical teams is mapped to a list of skills that define
it and that include in addition to the technical skills, a
representation of general skills that are required such as
communication skills or team management. The idea of
matching people to roles is further pushed to determine
what psychological traits are most likely to be needed from
people fulfilling certain positions. Acuna et al. [12] present
some sort of correspondence between personality factors and
proposed capabilities.

All of these aspects can be modeled as skills and fed to our
proposed optimization models. In the case study in section
5, we base our analysis on the skill set determined in [13]
which presents technical skills of software developers based
on analyzing academic curricula and what the university
students learn. In addition to resource allocation and project
selection, what mainly makes our framework different from
earlier research is how it can be used to generate insights
about industry efficiency and structure based on the mathe-
matical results.

III. ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY

The methodology we present models companies and
projects at the skill level after analyzing industry and

academia. As shown in Fig. 1, we consider the universities to
be the providers of skills. They offer software curricula that
teach different courses. Each course has specific outcomes
that can be mapped to either developing existing software
skills or teaching completely new ones to the students.
Once all the software courses are analyzed, we compile a
comprehensive list of all the software skills that are taught
in the universities of a certain country. Developers working
in local companies are most likely the graduates of local
universities, thus they possess a subset of the global skills
taught in the country. In addition, two developers might
possess a certain skill but with different strength levels that
might be due to different educational tracks or to different
work experiences. Thus, each developer possesses strength
values in the compiled list of skills that determine his/her
proficiency in each one of them. We classify developers into
different talent classes reflecting their skills and experiences.
Developers belonging to the same talent class possess the
same strengths in all the skills. For example, all developers
belonging to talent class A possess a strength of 5 in human
computer interaction (HCI) skill and a strength of 4 in
object oriented programming (OOP) skill. It follows that
each talent class has different salary rates that define the
cost per time period of hiring one person from it. Companies
hire developers belonging to the different talent classes in
order to complete their projects and operate. Therefore,
analyzing industry permits to obtain the human resources
of the different companies and to classify them into the
various talent classes. On the other hand, analyzing projects’
requirements permits the retrieval of the required skills for
their successful completions. As shown in the right most
part of Fig. 1, each skill is also mapped to a strength level
that must be available in the development team in order to
complete the project during the estimated duration before its
deadline. For example, if project ‘Navigate’ requires strength
of 10 in HCI and 7 in OOP, then it can be covered by 2
developers from talent class A.

The skill-based representation of the projects and the
classification of developers into talent classes are used as
inputs to the mathematical models we present.

IV. MATHEMATICAL MODELS

In this section we present the different mathematical
models and show how they can be used to tackle the resource
allocation problem and to perform industry analysis.

A. Profit Maximization Model

Given P potential software projects and a set of avail-
able software developers distributed over K software talent
classes, our objective is to select the portfolio of projects that
maximizes profit and allocates resources optimally amongst
them so that all selected projects are successfully completed
in up to T yearly quarters. We use yearly quarters as discrete
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Figure 1. Skill-based Analysis Methodology

time steps such that the allocation of resources occurs at each
quarter; i.e. resources may be re-allocated quarterly.

Table I presents a list of the symbols used throughout this
section. Skills are at the base of the model. The K×J matrix
MMM , where J is the number of skills, maps talent classes to
their strengths in each skill, i.e. MMM [k][j] ∈ [0, H] represents
the strength of a developer from talent class k in skill j,
where 1 ≤ k ≤ K, 1 ≤ j ≤ J , and H represents a high
expertise in a skill. Similarly, P × J matrix WWW maps the
projects into the total nominal strengths required for each
skill such that the project be successfully completed, i.e.
WWW [p][j] represents the nominal total strengths required in
skill j to complete project p in a nominal duration δδδ[p]. The
vector δδδ of size P maps a project p to the nominal duration
δδδ[p] where project p was active. The critical skills P × J
matrix ΘΘΘ maps projects to strength levels in selected skills
that are critical to the successful completion of the projects,
i.e. project p must have at least one developer allocated to
it with strength more than ΘΘΘ[p][j] in skill j.

The vectors nnn and ccc of size K denote the number of
developers nnn[k] categorized into a talent class k, and the
cost ccc[k] associated with hiring one developer from class
k, respectively. The cost encapsulates all associated running
costs including the salary and is expressed per year quarter.

The revenue vector πππ of size P maps a project p to the
revenue πππ[p] in monetary units associated with the successful
completion of the project. Vector ddd of size P is the deadline
vector that maps a project p to the number of quarters ddd[p]
available at time 0 for project p to be completed successfully
before the deadline. Note that T is the total number of yearly
quarters and thus T = max(ddd[1], . . . ,ddd[p], . . . ,ddd[P ]).

The resource allocation P ×K AAAt matrix denotes the re-
sources allocated to projects in a given quarter t, 1 ≤ t ≤ T .
Specifically, AAAt[p][k] denotes the number of developers from
talent class k working on project p during yearly quarter
t. We denote by the P × J matrix BBBt = AAAt.MMM the total
allocated skill strength matrix.

The binary indicator vector γγγ of size P denotes the

Table I
TABLE OF SYMBOLS

J Total number of skills
K Total number of talent classes
T Allocation horizon in quarters
P Total number of projects
R Total revenue
nnn Resources vector of size K

ccc Cost vector of size K

δδδ Nominal duration vector of size K

ddd Deadline vector of size K

πππ Revenue vector of size P

γγγ Project selection vector of size P

bbb Busy quarter vector of size T

MMM All talent classes matrix of size (K × J)

WWW Nominal total strengths matrix of size (P × J)

ΘΘΘ Critical skills requirement matrix of size (P × J)

SSS Project selection matrix of size (P × T )

AAAt Resource allocation matrix per quarter t of size P ×K

BBBt Total allocated skill strength matrix during quarter t of size
(P × J)

ε Very small positive number

selected projects, such that γγγ[p] is 1 if project p was selected
and 0 otherwise. The binary selection P × T matrix SSS
denotes projects selected per yearly quarter. That is, the entry
SSS[p][t] is 1 if resources were allocated to project p in quarter
t and 0 otherwise.

Our objective is to maximize profit with optimal re-
sources. Our decision variables are the entries of the AAAt

matrices. We also present the variables in SSS and γγγ, that
are computable from AAAt, as decision variables to make the
problem linear and we constrain them to AAAt. The total
revenue R =γγγ.πππ is the revenue associated with the set of
the selected and completed projects.

The binary indicator vector bbb of size T denotes the busy
quarters, i.e., bbb[t] is 1 if the resources were allocated in
quarter t and 0 otherwise.

The total cost of development is defined as
ζ =ccc.nnn.

∑T
t=1bbb[t] and is calculated as the sum of the
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costs of each quarter. In our model, we assume that all
employees receive salaries whether they are busy or not
given that the company is working on at least one project
during a chosen quarter. Thus the profit Q becomes:

Q = γγγ.πππ − ζ (1)

Constraint C1 below ensures that projects selected for
work during a certain quarter have enough allocated re-
sources in terms of total strengths.

∀p, ∀t, (SSS[p][t] = 1) ⇒ (∀j,BBBt[p][j] ≥WWW [p][j]) (C1)

Constraint C2 below ensures that projects not selected for
work during a quarter have no resources allocated to them.

∀p, ∀t, (SSS[p][t] = 0) ⇒ (∀k,AAAt[p][k] = 0) (C2)

Constraint C3 below guarantees that when a project is
selected, it is actually completed. That is the number of
quarters allocated to work on the project is at least equal
to the number of nominal quarters needed to complete the
project.

∀p, (γγγ[p]) ⇒
( T∑
t=1

(SSS[p][t]) ≥ δδδ[p])
)

(C3)

Constraint C4 guarantees that we do not work on projects
that are not selected.

∀p, (γγγ[p] = 0) ⇒
( T∑
t=1

SSS[p][t] = 0
)

(C4)

Constraint C5 ensures that allocated resources do not
exceed available resources.

∀k, ∀t,
P∑

p=1

AAAt[p][k] ≤ nnn[k] (C5)

Constraint C6 ensures that the total number of quarters
spent to complete all the projects is the ceiling of the
deadlines.

T = max
p

ddd[p] (C6)

Constraint C7 ensures that a project has no resources
allocated to it after its deadline.

∀p, ∀t,
(
t ∈

(
ddd[p], T

])
⇒ (SSS[p][t] = 0) (C7)

Constraint C8 guarantees that the allocated talent classes
for a project contain at least one talent class that satisfies
the critical skills required to complete the project.

∀p,j, t, (SSS[p][t] = 1 ∧ΘΘΘ[p][j] > 0) ⇒(
∃k, (AAAt[p][k] > 0 ∧MMM [k][j] ≥ ΘΘΘ[p][j])

) (C8)

Constraints C9 and C10 enforce the relation between the
busy vector and the project selection matrix.

∀t, (bbb[t] = 0) ⇒ (∀p,SSS[p][t] = 0) (C9)

∀t, (bbb[t] = 1) ⇒ (∃p,SSS[p][t] = 1) (C10)

Constraint C11 dictates the types of all the decision
variables.

∀t, ∀p,∀k,AAAt[p][k] ∈ N,SSS[p][t] ∈ {0, 1},
γγγ[p] ∈ {0, 1}, bbb[t] ∈ {0, 1}

(C11)

Our objective is to select a portfolio of projects that
we can complete successfully with maximum profit Q and
minimum effort subject to constraints C1-C11. Note that
effort E =

∑T
t=1

∑P
p=1AAAt[p].ccc is different from cost ζ since

cost considers the cost of employees for each quarter while
effort ignores the cost of an employee in quarters where he
is not allocated to a project. Thus we formulate the objective
function as:

OF = γγγ.πππ − ζ − ε.E (2)

Where ε is a very small positive number. Constraint C2,
C4, and C10 are subsumed by the optimization as proven
in the following theorem, and consequently we relax our
problem and solve for

max
C1,C3,C5−C9,C11

(2) (PMax)

instead of maxC1−C11(2).
Theorem 1: Let System1 be PMax and let E1 be the set

of solutions to System1. Let System2 be maxC1−C11 and
let E2 be the set of solutions to System2. We have E1 = E2.
Intuitively, maximizing profit and minimizing effort proves
this theorem1.

The objective function and the constraints can be written
as a linear integer program using standard linearization
techniques [14].

B. Lean Company Model

Given a set of projects to complete denoted by vector eee
of size P , our aim is to compute a lean company that can
complete the required projects successfully with the least
cost and maximum profit. eee[p] is 1 if project p must be
completed, and is 0 if no resources should be allocated for
project p. For this problem, vector nnn denotes the available
human resources from which the company can hire.

Decision vector ηηη of size K determines the allocated
resources from nnn. Constraint C12 guarantees that ηηη[k] is
the maximum number of people across quarters that the lean
company will use from talent class k in a single quarter. This
is necessary since the company must secure the resources it
needs until the projects are done.

∀k,ηηη[k] = max
t

( P∑
p=1

AAAt[p][k]
)

(C12)

1Please email me at mbo01@aub.edu.lb to inquire about the complete
proof
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Constraint C13 ensures that the project selection vector γγγ
is equal to eee.

γγγ = eee (C13)

The cost ζ ′ =
∑T

t=1 ccc.ηηη.bbb[t] contains a product between
decision vectors ηηη and bbb[t] and is non-linear. In order to
linearize ζ ′ we introduce the K × T decision matrix η′η′η′ and
the cost becomes ζ ′ =

∑T
t=1

∑K
k=1 ccc[k].η

′η′η′[k][t].
Constraints C14 and C15 ensure that η′η′η′[k][t] is equal to

ηηη[k] when bbb[t] is equal to one, and η′η′η′[k][t] is equal to zero
when bbb[t] is zero.

∀t, ∀k, (bbb[t] = 1) ⇒ (η′η′η′[k][t] = ηηη[k]) (C14)

∀t, ∀k, (bbb[t] = 0) ⇒ (η′η′η′[k][t] = 0) (C15)

The new objective function becomes.

OF ′ = γγγ.πππ − ζ ′ − ε.E. (3)

So, we solve for:

max
C1,C3,C5−C9,C11−C15

(3). (LCom)

Constraints C14 and C15 can be transformed into linear form
using standard linearization techniques [14].

C. Efficiency Analysis

We define the efficiency of a company as the discrepancy
between the cost of its current resource vector nnn and the
cost incurred by ηηη, the resource vector of the lean virtual
company that can successfully complete the same set of
optimal projects. Given a company z, we use PMax to
compute the optimal portfolio of projects γγγ, then we use
LCom to compute the lean version. We define the company
efficiency as:

ε =
ζfromPMax

ζ ′fromLCom
. (Eff)

The vector ∆n∆n∆n = ηηηfromLCom − nnnfromPMax acts
as the hiring advice vector. ∆n∆n∆n[k] indicates the number of
people from talent class k that the company should recruit.
Negative numbers indicate firing decisions.

V. CASE STUDY AND RESULTS

We evaluated our proposed framework using the Lebanese
software industry as a case study. We populated the matrices
MMM and WWW , and the vectors nnn, ccc, πππ, ddd and δδδ using two
surveys that covered the Lebanese academy and industry
and followed the method illustrated in Fig. 1 [13].

The academic survey covered the 9 major academic insti-
tutions that offer programs related to software development.
The survey mapped graduating students of average, good
and excellent academic caliber to talent classes and skills
therein through the curriculum of each covered academic
institution. The curricula consisted of required major courses
and optional elective courses. Each course is defined by a

syllabus that details the outcomes of the course in terms of
acquired skills. We inferred 12 talent classes and mapped
them to 197 software development and related skills [13].

As for the industry survey, we contacted 34 software
companies out of 104 registered companies in Lebanon
according to the Association of the Lebanese Software In-
dustry (ALSI) [15] and 11 companies completed the survey.
The survey mapped the software development resources of
the companies into the 12 talent classes derived from the
academic survey.

The survey also covered information about projects built
and maintained by the companies including the required
strengths in all skills, development duration, deadlines, cost,
and return on investment. Finally, the critical skills of each
project depended on the nature of the project.

We generalized and extended the set of projects collected
from the surveys by aggregating the required skills and the
revenue and formed a total of 35 projects that represent
the Lebanese industry. In particular, for each project p,
we generated a bounding range of two projects p1 and p2
where p1 required less skills and returned higher revenue
and p2 required more skills and returned less revenue. We
also generated two virtual projects to model the projects
that the Lebanese industry might attract, one constituted an
upper bound on revenue with associated maximum skills
requirements and the other, reflected minimum overhead
with freelance developing skills working for 1 yearly quarter.
The revenue associated with the latter is set to a small value
that reflects market conditions.

For solving PMax and LCom we used the CPLEX op-
timization software on a 64-bit machine with 32 GB of
memory and 2 quad-core CPUs clocked at 2.26 GHz. The
problems were of the order of 100,000 decision variables
and took from 40 seconds to 5 hours with an average time
of 15 minutes to be completed.

A. Companies’ Efficiencies

For the 11 surveyed companies, we run PMax to deter-
mine the optimal project selection vector γγγ and the optimal
resource allocation matrix AAA. PMax provides us with the
best performance of the real companies with their maximal
profit. The left part of table II shows the cost and the
selected projects for each one of the 11 companies after
running PMax on them. Additionally, we input the project
selection vector that resulted from PMax into LCom. We
also allow LCom to generate the lean virtual companies by
hiring developers from the combined human resources of
all the real companies. To the right of table II the cost
associated with LCom is shown. We note that each pair
of (real, lean) companies is selecting the same projects.
Therefore the resulting revenue is the same while the cost
of the lean company is always at most the cost of the real
company. The last column in table II shows the efficiencies
of the surveyed companies. They range from 16% to 68%
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Table II
EFFICIENCIES

Company ζ(PMax) Selected projects ζ′(LCom) ε
Comp. 1 215,440 1,35 146,484 68%
Comp. 2 1,158,075 1,2,3,31,32,35 690,984 60%
Comp. 3 752,400 1,28,31,35 270,535 36%
Comp. 4 213,116 31,35 89,696 42%
Comp. 5 353,464 31,35 89,696 25%
Comp. 6 604,104 7,35 246,186 41%
Comp. 7 510,524 31,35 89,696 18%
Comp. 8 1,575,512 1,7,28,31,32,35 811,496 52%
Comp. 9 901,948 1,35 146,484 16%
Comp. 10 2,265,528 1,2,7,28,29,35 916,848 40%
Comp. 11 1,561,340 1,2,35 312,168 20%

with an average efficiency of 38%. The results show that the
efficiencies of the Lebanese companies can be improved.
One way to improve them is to calculate ∆n∆n∆n for each
company and make hiring and firing decisions from each
talent class accordingly.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we presented a framework that countries can
adopt to analyze their potential for attracting offshore soft-
ware outsourcing. The framework consisted of a skill-based
methodology and mathematical models. The methodology
presented a formal way of retrieving software related skills
based on analyzing the academic programs of a country.
It showed, then, how developers belonging to the industry
can be classified into talent classes based on the skills they
possess. It also mapped the available projects in a country
into sets of skills required for them to be completed. The
first mathematical model PMax determines the portfolio of
projects that maximizes profit and allocates resources among
the projects to minimize effort. Model LCom determines the
lean company that can perform a set of required projects.
PMax and LCom can be used to analyze the efficiency of
a software industry and to offer hiring firing advices. We
applied the proposed framework to the Lebanese industry
based on two surveys implemented at the academy and
industry levels. The results showed that the surveyed com-
panies are inefficient. Furthermore, we presented for each
company its lean version and offered recruitment advices to
increase its efficiency.

our future work will address the computational complexity
of PMax and LCom and will propose a heuristic for solving
larger problems at a fast speed.
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Abstract- Fast-track construction projects have become more 
popular in recent years in response to growing industry 
demand. By allowing a downstream activity to start with 
incomplete information from its upstream predecessor activity, 
fast-tracking allows for shortening the project duration at the 
expense of an increased likelihood of rework. This leaves 
practitioners with the challenge of determining the optimal 
fast-tracking strategy, which meets project schedule 
requirements, and does not cause excessive amounts of rework. 
This paper presents an optimization based model, which serves 
as a decision support tool in scheduling fast-tracked 
construction Activities. The model takes into consideration 
information exchange between upstream and downstream 
activities. The objective function of the model is to maximize 
the net benefits from fast-tracking. Rework time and cost are 
deducted from real construction projects through a 
questionnaire. The model is illustrated on a small scale case 
study in an ongoing construction project in Beirut. The paper 
concludes with a discussion of the applicability of the model on 
complex construction projects. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

 
Traditionally, construction projects were executed in a 

sequential manner, i.e. an activity starts only when its 
predecessors are fully completed. This method is time 
consuming and, therefore, cannot meet the obligation of 
emerging sharp deadlines. Fast-tracking, through 
overlapping activities, is a replacement to the sequential 
approach, and has become more popular in recent years in 
response to growing industry demands as in [1]. It consists 
of starting the downstream activity before the completion of 
its upstream (predecessor) activities. Therefore, the 
downstream activity starts based on unfinished information 
exchanged from the upstream activities and effectively 
resulting in overlapping between upstream and downstream 
activities, thereby reducing the total project execution time 
as in [2]. 

Nonetheless, starting a downstream activity based on 
unfinished information introduces the risk of downstream 
rework should there be a change in upstream information. 
Future upstream information modifications require rework in 
the downstream activity to address the changes of the initial 
information or assumptions, based on which the downstream 
has started. The resulting rework usually consumes 
resources (e.g. time and money), and is disruptive to the 
flow of the downstream work. A practical example is in 
residential type projects, where end users tend to modify the 
interior design of their apartments to suit their expectations 
and needs, which are often different from the Engineer’s 
specifications. End users’ modifications typically arise in the 

last few months of the project’s construction period. This is 
due to several reasons. The majority of residential 
apartments are not sold until construction is well ahead; and 
therefore, there is limited chance to incorporate end users’ 
expectations in the project design. Also, the end users often 
change their opinion regarding various features (e.g. 
mechanical and electrical systems, finishing), as they gain a 
better understanding of the built facility. In most cases, the 
interior distribution of rooms is modified whereas the shell 
remains intact. Modifications can entail additional 
engineering work, construction, and demolition. The project 
manager who is often given tight schedule requirements, has 
to decide whether to wait for the revised design package to 
be delivered, or start earlier with a risk of downstream 
rework. Therefore, the challenge is to identify the optimal 
overlapping strategy which meets the project’s deadlines and 
does not cause excessive amounts of rework. 

In Ref. [12], rework is defined as an unnecessary effort or 
work performed to redo or correct the execution of a certain 
task. Quantifying the cost and time impact of rework in 
projects, as well as identifying the causes behind this 
rework, become a true challenge. Ref. [4] identified two 
major causes of rework: owner changes and design errors. 
Ref. [10], [11] and [12] added another set of terms 
including: site management and contract documentation. 
Similarly, Ref. [13] measured the percentage of cost growth 
which is the original contract value subtracted from the 
contract value on practical completion and divided by the 
original contract value. 

Various tools and methods have been proposed to reduce 
rework while scheduling overlapped activities, thereby 
avoiding unnecessary expenditures. Ref. [11] presented a 
conceptual procurement model to reduce rework in 
construction projects. Their model relies on the feedback 
loops among different sets of activities. Ref. [15] used the 
concept of dependency structure matrix (DSM) as a platform 
for predicting change. This tool helped identify the 
relationships among activities and, therefore, the risky 
activities which cause rework. Ref. [6] used the buffering 
approach to reduce rework. Time buffers are unnecessary 
durations added to the original duration of each construction 
activity - either at its beginning or at its end - in order to 
contain a possible increase in the activity’s duration due to 
rework. Ref. [2] presented a qualitative study based on the 
work of Ref. [5] in the product development literature on 
how to overlap traditional dependent sequential construction 
activities using the concepts of upstream evolution and 
downstream sensitivity. 

The concepts of sensitivity, evolution, and dependency are 
at the core of the discussion of rework and overlapping 
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upstream and downstream activities. Dependency refers to 
the information exchange that takes place between an 
upstream and a downstream activity. Sensitivity is the 
difference in percent progress of an activity divided by the 
perceived progress after a change is introduced due to a 
change in upstream information as in Ref. [1]. Evolution is 
defined as the rate of generation of design information from 
the start until the fulfillment of an activity. Ref. [9] added a 
fourth relevant term, i.e. uncertainty in terms of the number 
of changes that can take place in the upstream activity while 
causing changes in the downstream activity. The occurrence 
of these changes was assumed to follow a non-stationary 
Poisson arrival process with a variable rate. The resulting 
mathematical model is a non-linear program (NLP) and has 
three decision variables: pre-communication intensity, 
expected communication frequency, and amount of overlap. 
The objective function consists of assessing the benefits of 
the overlapping period against the additional cost of rework 
generated from uncertainty in the information as well as the 
cost of frequent meetings. Ref. [7] and [8] followed a similar 
approach by assuming a non-homogeneous Poisson process 
for the upstream changes occurrences and the dependency 
function. The proposed model is also non-linear and 
includes five decision variables. These are start time of the 
downstream stage, number of information exchanges, time 
interval between two successor information exchanges, time 
of the ith information exchange, and information exchange 
policy. 

With the exception of few studies (Ref. [1], [2] and [3]), 
none of the aforementioned studies examined overlapping in 
the context of the construction industry. Ref. [3] presented a 
theoretical model to evaluate time savings versus rework 
resulting from overlapping sequential activities. Their 
model, which was not illustrated on a case study, does not 
take into consideration the concepts of sensitivity and 
evolution. Ref. [1] and [2] advocated the use of sensitivity 
and evolution concepts while making overlapping decisions. 
However, their work fell short of examining tradeoffs 
between the amounts of time saved versus rework for fast-
track construction projects. The goal of this paper is to 
develop an optimization based model that serves as a 
decision support tool in scheduling fast-tracked construction 
projects. This tool is particularly useful for contractors, 
either in the close-up phase or at the beginning of the 
project’s construction life cycle. Usually, non-critical 
activities become critical during this phase, especially in 
schedule driven projects. In turn, contractors tend to catch 
up on the cumulative delays from the planned schedule 
during this phase to meet schedule deadlines. This can be 
achieved through overlapping some sequential activities 
which are on the critical path, and thereby reducing 
activities’ duration. The model is applied on pairs of critical 
activities. Benefits at the level of the whole project are 
obtained by aggregating similar pairs over the entire 
schedule. The model takes into consideration information 
exchange to account for the dependency between upstream 
and downstream activities. Time and cost impacts of rework, 
which result from the occurrence of a change in the 
upstream activity, are deduced from a real ongoing 
construction project. The proposed model assesses the total 
cost and benefits at each point in time during the maximum 
allowable overlap period and maximizing the net benefits 

resulting from overlapping. The model provides the optimal 
earliest time at which downstream activity may start. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next 
section we define and explain the generic formulation of the 
model which is then applied on a real ongoing construction 
project in Lebanon under different scenarios. Finally, we 
close the paper with a discussion of the applicability of the 
model on complex construction projects. 

 

II. STUDY OBJECTIVES AND PROPOSED MODEL 

 
A. Problem presentation 

We consider a generic construction process consisting of I 
upstream activities and J downstream dependent activities as 
shown in Figure 1. In each upstream activity 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼 (e.g. 
design development), the design team is capable of releasing 
partial information to dependent downstream activity j. This 
uncertain information is subject to future change, and could 
thus lead to downstream rework as illustrated in Figure 1. 
Grey squares in Figure 1 represent the expected rework 
durations. For instance, the expected rework duration in 
downstream activity j resulting from changes in the entire 
subset of upstream activities is illustrated in the grey square 
next to downstream activity j and is denoted by: 
∑ 𝑟���
��� . Table 1 summarizes the problem’s parameters, 

constants and decision variable. 
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Figure1. Upstream and downstream activities 
 
The overreaching goal of the proposed model is to 

maximize the projects’ net benefits from overlapping. The 
objective function is divided into two main parts as shown in 
equation 1. The first part consists of the time saved from 
overlapping, multiplied by an estimate of the monetary value 
of time. We consider the liquidated damages, L, which 
represents the dollar value of time as perceived by the 
project owner, a reasonable approximation of the monetary 
value of time. The time saved is equal to the difference 
between the duration of overlap and the duration of rework 
in the downstream activity due to modified information in 
the upstream activity (see Figure 1). The second part of the 
objective function, H, is equal to the cost of rework which is 
related to the level of uncertainty associated with the 
information exchanged at each point in time. We assume 
that the likelihood of change, which is the remaining un-
evolved information from the upstream activity, is a good 
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proxy for the probability of recording modified information 
as in Ref. [14]. 

 
TABLE 1 

PARAMETERS, CONSTANTS AND DECISION VARIABLE 
 

Decision 
variable 

Description 

t Time at which the overlap starts relative to the start time of 
the first upstream activity 

Indexes Description 
𝑖 Index of upstream activities that  allow partial information 

exchange 1<i<I 
𝑗 Index of downstream activities 1<j<J 
  
Constants Description 
𝐷 Total duration of upstream (design) phase 
𝑀 Total duration of downstream (construction) phase 
𝐷�  Duration of upstream activity i 
𝑀�  Duration of downstream activity j 
𝑎�  Lag between the ith and the (i+1) th upstream activities. 

𝑎� = 0 
𝑏� Lag between the j th and the (j+1) th downstream activities. 

𝑏� = 0 
L Money value of time, assumed to be equal to the liquidated 

damages 
  
Parameters Description 
G Objective function 
𝐸�  Evolution function of upstream activity i 
𝑃�� Probability of having rework in downstream activity j due 

to modifications in  upstream activity i (continuous 
function) 

𝐶� Total execution cost of the whole downstream activity j 
𝐹�  Progress function of downstream activity j 
𝑆�� Sensitivity function of downstream activity j due to 

changes in upstream activity i 
R Expected rework duration 
𝑟�� 
 

Partial rework duration in downstream activity j due to 
changes in upstream activity i 

H Expected Rework cost 
x Continuous variable representing the time at which the 

objective function is evaluated 
𝛼�� Amount of downstream work leveraged in downstream 

activity j if the whole upstream information in upstream 
activity i is modified 

β�� Calibrating constant of 𝑟��function 

 
The objective function, which is the net benefits from 

overlapping, becomes: 
 

Max
�
𝐺 = (𝐷 − 𝑡 −𝑅) ∗ 𝐿 − 𝐻                  (1) 

 
“D” and “L” are usually known constants while “t” is the 

major decision variable (min{0;𝐷 − 𝑀} ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 𝐷) . The 
following section explains the remaining two terms, the 
expected rework duration “R” and the expected rework cost 
“H”. 

 
B. Problem parameters and functions 

The expected rework cost, H, is directly related to the 
evolution 𝐸�  of upstream activity i, the progress 𝐹�  of 
downstream activity j, and the sensitivity 𝑆��  of downstream 
activity j to changes in upstream information i. It is also 
dependent on the probability 𝑃��  of having rework in 
downstream activity j resulting from changes in upstream 

activity i, which is in turn, expressed as a function of the 
evolution of upstream activity i. Similarly, the expected 
rework duration R, is dependent on the same set of 
previously mentioned parameters. 

Equation (2) denotes the mathematical expression of the 
expected rework duration “R”. "𝜑�" and "𝜑�" are the upper 
and lower bounds of the integration of the elementary 
rework duration "𝑟��" respectively. "𝜑�" is the sum of the 
time at which the overlap starts and the total lags of 
downstream activities."𝜑�" is the minimum of two 
expressions. The first expression,(∑ 𝑎����

��� ) + 𝐷� , is the 
sum of the lags1of upstream activities and the duration of 
upstream activity i. The second expression, t +
�∑ b���

�
��� �+ M�, is the sum of the time at which the overlap 

starts, the lags of the of downstream activities and the 
duration of upstream activity j. We consider a minimum of 
two expressions in the upper bound of the integration to bind 
it to the intersection of the upstream and downstream 
activities. Thus, we do not allow integration outside the 
intersection of an upstream activity i and a downstream 
activity j. “R” is the integration of the elementary rework 
duration "𝑟��"over the aforementioned bounds. "𝑟��" is 
evaluated at 𝑥 added by the sum of lags of upstream 
activities ∑ 𝑎����

��� . 
  

𝑅 = ����� 𝑟�� �𝑥 +�𝑎���

�

���

� . 𝑑𝑥

��

��

�
�

���

�

���

�         (2) 

  
Similarly, equation (3) represents the expression of the 

expected rework cost H in downstream activity j resulting 
from changes in upstream activity i. The integration which 
has the same bounds as the previous expression calculates 
the expected value of cost for two dependent activities.  

 

𝐻 = ����� 𝑃�� �𝑥 + �𝑎���

�

���

� ∗ 𝐶� ∗ 𝑆�� �𝑥 + �𝑎���

�

���

�

��

��

�

���

�

���

∗ 𝐹� �𝑥 − 𝑡 −�𝑏���

�

���

� .𝑑𝑥��                   (3) 

Equations (2) and (3) represent two dependent functions 
which are shown to be dependent later in the numerical 
application. We use different parameters to calculate 
equations (2) and (3) such as evolution, sensitivity, and 
progress. The following section illustrates the method 
adopted to evaluate these parameters.  

Evolution is the rate at which the information in the 
upstream activity accrues until it reaches its final value. A 
rate which decreases over time indicates that the (upstream) 
activity has a high evolution. In other words, in an upstream 
activity with high evolution, most of the work is performed 
in the early phases. Conversely, activities with increasing 
work rates have a slow evolution. (e.g., shop drawings 
issuance which relies on the composite layout of 
superposition of all trades). In the proposed model the 
evolution of upstream activity “i” is denoted by 𝐸� and is a 

                                                        
1 Time difference between the start dates of two 
consecutive upstream or downstream activities. 
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function of time. We assume two types of evolution 
functions: low evolution and high evolution which are 
represented in a generic exponential expression. 

Progress has the same definition as evolution but it applies 
to the downstream activity. In the proposed model, progress 
of downstream activity j is denoted by 𝐹� , which is 
represented by the previously discussed evolution functions. 
and also represented in equation (4). We introduce an 
exponential generic function 𝑸 in equation (4) to account for 
the different types of evolution and progress functions. This 
increases the flexibility of the model by allowing for 
different combinations of functions (i.e. low and high 
progress). 

 
𝑸(𝜸,𝜹,𝒙) = 𝜸 ∗ �𝟏 − 𝒆𝜹∗𝒙�                       (4) 

 
"𝛾" and "𝛿" are constants that define the shape of Q and 

are estimated based on the problem’s conditions. 
"𝛾" indicates the magnitude of the function and "𝛿"indicates 
the slope of the function. The method of defining these 
constants is finding the best fit function for the evolution or 
progress, using two data vectors representing the time of the 
activity and the corresponding amount of work done. 

Sensitivity  𝑆��, is the amount of rework in a downstream 
activity j during the overlap period as a result of a unit 
change in the amount of upstream information released by 
activity i. In other words, sensitivity is the percentage 
amount of downstream work to be reworked as a result of 
modified information. Thus, 𝑆��  is a function of the 
probability 𝑃��  of having rework in downstream activity j. 
Since we use the un-evolved information at each point in 
time as a proxy for this probability, then we assume 
sensitivity to be a linear function of the likelihood of having 
rework: 

 
𝑆��(1− 𝐸�) = �1− 𝛼��� ∗ (1− 𝐸�)             (5) 

 
𝛼��  is the amount of downstream work leveraged despite 

the changes in the upstream activity. Equation (5) suggests 
that the sensitivity function and the evolution function have 
opposite slopes. However, we argue that the sensitivity 
function is only related to the generic function of the 
evolution and not the specific value of the function in an 
example. Thus, one could have a high evolution and a high 
sensitivity by only using the generic function of low 
evolution in the sensitivity expression. 

As mentioned earlier, rework duration is the sum of the 
rework durations in downstream activity j, generated from 
changes in the upstream activity i which is denoted by "r��". 
"r��" is a function of the sensitivity and progress functions of 
downstream activity j and upstream activity i, because 
rework duration increases as the amount of work to be 
performed increases. Thus, its mathematical expression is 
expressed in equation (6). 

 
𝑟�� = 𝑓�𝑆�� ;𝐹� ;𝑃��� = 𝛽�� ∗ 𝑃�� ∗ 𝑆�� ∗ 𝐹�               (6) 

 
"𝛽��" is a constant used to calibrate the rework duration 

function. The following section illustrates how "𝛽��" can be 
estimated. 

The presented model is a non-linear program with a single 
decision variable t which is the time at which the overlap 
starts. A global optimal solution can be identified for 
instance, using the 1st and 2nd order conditions. However, the 
difficulty of the problem lies in the reliance of the different 
functions, on the specific problem environment. Thus, we 
use a numerical solution to illustrate the model. We then 
conclude with a discussion of the applicability of the model 
on complex construction projects. 

 

III. NUMERICAL APPLICATION 

 
To illustrate the proposed model, we consider a simple 

example with two activities, one upstream and one 
downstream. The example is taken from an ongoing 
construction building project in Beirut, Lebanon, with a total 
built up area of 35,000 m2. The upstream activity is the 
issuance of mechanical shop drawings, and the downstream 
activity is the execution period of the related mechanical 
works. In the following, we address the possibility of 
overlapping the execution activity with the issuance of shop 
drawings.  

 
A. Model formulation: 

In the following section, we apply the proposed model to 
solve the overlapping problem. This requires, first, 
estimating the rework cost H and duration R. This, in turn, 
requires estimating evolution 𝐸�, progress 𝐹�, sensitivity 𝑆��, 
and elementary rework duration 𝑟��.  
B. Estimating parameters: 

We begin by defining the example indices, 𝑖 = 𝑗 =
1, 𝐷� = 3 𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑠, 𝑀� = 7 𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑠, 𝐿 = 65,000 $/𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑘. To 
estimate the cost of the downstream work, we assume that 
the dollar amount of the work performed until a certain point 
in time is equal to the value of the progress function at that 
point multiplied by the total cost of the whole activity. This 
is due to the assumption of the linear relationship between 
progress and project expenditures. In turn, the cost figure in 
the presented case study is a constant, and thus 𝐶� =
45,000 $. Substituting the indices by their values yields the 
following mathematical expressions for H and R. 

 

𝐻 = � �𝑃�,�(𝑥) ∗ 𝐶� ∗ 𝑆�,�(𝑥) ∗ 𝐹�(𝑥 − 𝑡) ∗ 𝑑𝑥�

��

�

       (7) 

 

𝑅 = � 𝑟�,�(𝑥)
��

�
                                      (8) 

 
Examining equations (6), (7) and (8) we conclude that, 

since 𝐶� and 𝛽�,� are two constants, thus H is a function 
of   𝑟�,�, 𝐶� and 𝛽�,�. In turn, H is a function of R. We 
consider a low evolution function for the upstream activity, a 
high progress function and a low sensitivity function with 
only 15 percent of downstream work leveraged. We use the 
methodology discussed earlier in equation (4) to numerically 
evaluate the constants in equations (9), (10), (11) and (12). 

 
E�(x) = 0.035 ∗ (𝑒�.���∗� − 1)                 (9) 
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𝑃�,�(𝑥) = 1 − 𝐸�(𝑥) = 1.035− 0.035 ∗ 𝑒�.���∗�    (10) 
 

𝐹�(𝑥 − 𝑡) = 1.067 ∗ �1− 𝑒��.���∗(���)�         (11) 
 

𝑆�,�(𝑥) = 0.85 ∗ �1− 0.035 ∗ (𝑒�.���∗� − 1)�   (12)      
 
As shown in equation (11), the progress function is 

expressed in terms of "𝑥 − 𝑡". This is because we consider 
the start of the upstream activity as the origin of all time 
variables. 

 Estimating the only remaining parameter in the 
model, 𝑟��, requires a closer examination of actual rework 
durations and costs incurred in the case study due to an end 
user initiated design change. For this purpose, data was 
obtained from the contractor through an interview with the 
project lead engineer. Table 2 summarizes the cost of rework 
including demolition and wasted material.  

TABLE 2 
REWORK COST BREAKDOWN FOR AN “RR” REPLY 

 

Labor  

N
um

ber  

D
uration 
(D

ays) 

W
age 

(U
SD

/day) 

T
otal 

labor cost 
(U

SD
) 

Engineer 1 7 500 3,500 
Foreman 2 17 150 5,100 
Skilled 
plumber 3 17 100 5,100 

Helper 4 17 50 3,400 
Skilled 
pipe fitter 2 12 100 2,400 

Helper 4 12 50 2,400 
Skilled 
ductman 1 12 100 1,200 

Helper 2 11 50 1,100 
Skilled 
insulator 1 8 100 800 

Helper 2 8 50 800 
Total labor cost   25,800 
Demolition cost   2,000 
Wasted material cost  2,900 
Total cost impact 30,700 
 
Table 2 shows that 2.5 weeks of rework costs 30,700$. 

This corresponds to a sensitivity of 57 percent (i.e., (30,700-
2,900-2,000)/45,000). Demolition and wasted materials 
costs are removed from the equation in order to get the exact 
amount of work reworked. 

As mentioned earlier, "𝑅", the duration of rework, is a 
function of sensitivity and progress. We assume a linear 
dependency between rework duration and sensitivity; in 
addition, no work is required when sensitivity is equal to 
zero. A sensitivity of 57 percent corresponds to 2.5 weeks of 
downstream rework having 90 percent of downstream work 
performed. Thus, 𝛽�,� is equal to 4.9. Substituting the 
functions and parameters by their algebraic values yields the 
following expression of the elementary duration of 
downstream rework: 

 
𝑟�,�(𝑥, 𝑡) = 4.9 ∗ �0.85 ∗ �1− 0.035 ∗ (𝑒�.���∗� − 1)��

∗ �1.067 ∗ �1− 𝑒��.���∗(���)��
∗ �1− 0.035 ∗ (𝑒�.���∗� − 1)�          (13)  

 

C. Problem solution 
The proposed simple model was implemented and solved 

in MATLAB. The first derivative " ��
��

" of the objective 
function is calculated and equated to zero, which yields a 
potential solution of the problem. To demonstrate that the 
obtained solution is a local maximum in the interval of 
variable “t”, the second derivative is evaluated. Setting ��

��
 to 

zero yields a “t” of 1.4 𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑠 which corresponds to 1.6 
weeks of overlap (53 percent) and net benefits of $70,500. 
The second derivative �

�(�)
���

 has negative values in the 
allowable domain of the decision variable, which confirms 
that the obtained solution is a global optimum. Figure 2 
shows the objective function in the allowable domain as a 
function of the percentage of overlap which is deducted 
from the decision variable “t”, since G is a function of “t”. 
“t” is converted into percent of overlap between the 
upstream and downstream activities to make the result more 
generic. 𝑡 = 0 and 𝑡 = 𝐷 corresponds to 100% and 0% 
overlap respectively. 

 
Figure 2. Objective function 

D. Sensitivity Analysis 
To test the flexibility of the proposed model, we present a 

sensitivity analysis on all problems’ parameters (e.g. 
evolution, sensitivity and progress). We investigate the 
change in the optimal value of the decision variable and the 
objective function. Table 3a illustrates the percent overlap 
for the case of high sensitivity whereas 3b shows the case of 
low sensitivity. The percent of overlap is deducted from the 
value of the solution of the decision variable “t” having t=0 
corresponds to a 100% of overlap period. 

 
TABLE 3.a and 3.b 

VALUES OF OPTIMAL SOLUTION UNDER VARIOU SENARIOS 
 

Low High Low High
Low 100% 100% Low 100% 100%
High 53.3% 83.5% High 88.4% 100%

Evolution

Progress

High Sensitivity Low Sensitivity
Evolution

Progress

% Overlap % Overlap

 
 
Table 3a shows that, for high sensitivity functions and, for 

low progress functions, the optimal solution is to proceed 
with the two activities in parallel.  In the presented case 
study, the percentage of work done after three days in a low 
progress pattern is nearly 10 percent, this is because the 
duration of the downstream activity is seven days, which is 
approximately twice the duration of the upstream activity. 

100%84%67%50%34%17%0%
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Even if a high sensitivity function is addressed, as shown in 
table 3.a, this amount remains a very low amount to be 
reworked and not very costly with respect to the money 
saved due to this overlap, which explains the reason why the 
model calculated a 100% overlap. Similarly, as shown in 
table 3.a, for high progress functions, high evolution patterns 
enhance the amount of overlap (83.5%) more than low 
evolution patterns (53.3%). In fact, this is due to the 
probability of having rework. We assumed in the proposed 
model that the amount of un-evolved information is a good 
proxy for this probability, i.e. one diminished by the value of 
evolution at each point in time. Thus, higher evolution 
values generate lower probability values, and in turn, entail 
lower amount of rework which contributes finally to a 
higher overlap. Correspondingly, Lower evolution values 
will contribute to a lower overlap. 

 Table 3b shows that, for low sensitivity functions and, for 
low progress functions, the optimal solution is to proceed 
with the two activities in parallel.  As shown earlier, in the 
presented case study, the percentage of work done after three 
days in a low progress pattern is nearly 10 percent. Also, as 
shown in table 3.b, a low sensitivity function is addressed 
which is in the advantage of higher overlap because the 
lower the sensitivity function is, the lower rework is and 
thereby more overlap is advisable. The amount to be 
reworked remains very low and not very costly with respect 
to the money saved due to this overlap, which explains the 
reason why the model calculated a 100% overlap. Similarly, 
as shown in table 3.b, for high progress functions, high 
evolution patterns require a parallel pattern of the activities, 
i.e. 100% amount of overlap, whereas low evolution patterns 
only require 53.3% of overlap. As shown earlier, this is due 
to the probability of having rework. Thus, higher evolution 
values generate lower probability values, and in turn, entail 
lower amount of rework which contributes finally to a 
higher overlap. Correspondingly, Lower evolution values 
will contribute to a lower overlap. Tables 3a and 3b also 
suggest that the more sensitive downstream work is, the less 
overlap is advisable (e.g., case of high sensitivity and 
progress, and low evolution). This outcome is predictable for 
the reason that, higher sensitivity function will enlarge the 
amount of downstream work to be reworked and thereby 
increases rework cost and duration. This, in turn, results in 
lower overlap scenarios. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

 
This paper presented and illustrated a mathematical model 

for maximizing benefits of overlapping dependent 
construction activities. The model incorporates the concepts 
of evolution, progress and sensitivity in making overlapping 
decisions. The application of the model on the case study 
showed promising results. The amount of suggested overlap, 
varied between 53 and 100 percent depending on the speed 
of evolution, progress and sensitivity. 

The obtained results can be extrapolated for multiple 
dependent activities. The author is currently investigating 
the application of the proposed model for the case illustrated 
in Figure 1 where overlap is likely to occur among several 
dependent activities. This requires the identification of the 
most critical dependent activities, which are typically on the 

project’s critical path, and examining the nature of their 
dependency (e.g., progress, evolution, sensitivity). This will, 
in turn, allow for estimating the overall time savings on the 
examined path and the impact on the overall project 
schedule.  

The model relies on several assumptions. For example, as 
mentioned earlier, the model assumes a linear relationship 
between sensitivity and the likelihood of rework. Also, the 
model assumes unlimited resource availability to complete 
downstream and upstream activities. We consider that 
overlapping does not have any effect on the resource loading 
of the upstream and downstream activities, i.e. the upstream 
team is different from the downstream team. Future work 
should address these assumptions. 
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ABSTRACT 
Integrated product development (IPD) requires the incorporation of 
downstream concerns during the execution of upstream activities. In 
this paper, we develop a mathematical model based on dynamic 
programming (DP) to determine the optimal partial information 
exchanges between activities in an IPD environment. We provide a 
novel formulation to optimize the flow of information in a set of 
sequential activities of any cardinality and show how rework cost can 
be reduced in an IPD environment. Furthermore, a simulation model is 
developed to study the effect of integration on the behavior of 
upstream activities in terms of the frequency and timing of considering 
partial information. The simulation helps draw out a series of 
observations about partial information usage, which could be used as 
general guidelines in an IPD environment. The most important 
observation is that mid-stream activities should consider more 
information, typically earlier in the development process, as 
downstream concerns are accounted for 
 
(Keywords: Product development, Information exchange, 
Overlapping, Dynamic programming). 
 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Due to the coupling between subsystems, downstream decisions 
made by one subsystem team will likely affect upstream design 
decisions made by other teams. So, integrating downstream con-
cerns into upstream activities by sharing development information 
on timely basis (between various subsystem teams) is critical for 
improved development performance (Clark and Fujimoto, 1991). 
That is, timely information exchanges reduce the potential and 
impact of design iteration and rework (Ha and Porteus, 1995).  

Once the architecture has been selected and subsystems have 
been identified, teams in charge of detailed subsystem designs are 
formed. These teams are related to each other through shared 
design variables as represented by the resultant interfaces from the 
product architecture (Hauptman and Hirji, 1999). In a traditional 
development process, these teams normally work sequentially. In 
an integrated product development environment, the teams can 
work concurrently with each other; however, they need to 
occasionally share information (about the shared design decisions) 
to avoid (a) expensive rework during detailed design and (b) severe 
integration problems during “testing and Integration” (Nambisan, 
2003).  

It is worth noting that sharing too much information may not 
necessarily be beneficial to other teams as it may hinder the rate of 

progress due to frequent evaluations of the received information 
(Joglekar et al. 2001). On the other hand, withholding information 
from other teams until the completion of a detailed subsystem 
design may result in a complete redesign for some subsystems. So, 
there must be a tradeoff that achieves optimal performance (e.g. 
minimum development time and cost) for all subsystem teams 
(Yassine et al. 2003).  

In this paper, we develop a mathematical model based on 
dynamic programming (DP) to determine the optimal partial 
information exchange policy between a set of activities in an IPD 
environment. Unlike previous literature which focuses on 
information exchanges between two activities only, in this paper 
we present an information exchange model that can accommodate 
any number m >2 activities.  In this case, we were not able to 
derive a threshold policy, but we can solve the dynamic 
mathematical program to obtain an optimal information exchange 
policy. However, when simulating a large set of 3- and 4- activity 
IPD processes, we were able to gain useful insights regarding the 
frequency and timing for considering incomplete upstream 
information to incorporate downstream concerns.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next 
section, we present a quick review of the relevant literature. In 
section 3, we introduce the m-activity model formulation. The 
computational results and insights from the proposed model are 
discussed in Section 4. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 5. 

 
II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Many mathematical models of overlapping utilizing the concept of 
incomplete or partial information exchange exist in product 
development (Krishnan and Ulrich, 2001; Gerwin and Barrowman, 
2002). One of the earliest models is the one proposed by Krishnan 
et al. (1997). In their model, they developed an overlapping 
framework for two sequential development activities based on a 
downstream rework formulation that depends on upstream 
information evolution and downstream sensitivity. Based on these 
two constructs, they were able to find the optimal time to start 
overlapping. The concepts of sensitivity, evolution, and 
dependency are at the core of the discussion of overlapping 
upstream and downstream activities within the product 
development literature. Dependency refers to the information 
exchange that takes place between an upstream and a downstream 
activity.  Sensitivity is described as the difference in percent 
progress on the activity divided by the perceived progress after a 
change is introduced in the activity due to a change in upstream 
information. Evolution, on the other hand, is defined as the rate of 
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generation of design information from the minute of the activity 
initiation until the fulfillment of the activity.  

Loch and Terwiesch (1998) described uncertainty in terms of 
the number of changes that can take place in the upstream activity 
while causing changes in the downstream activity. The occurrence 
of these changes was assumed to follow a non-stationary Poisson 
arrival process with a variable rate defined all along the duration of 
the upstream phase. The resulting mathematical model is a non-
linear program (NLP). The model has three decision variables: “the 
pre-communication intensity”, “the expected communication 
frequency” and the “amount of overlap”. Pre-communication 
intensity is the total number of meetings which are to be held 
throughout the whole overlapping period. Expected 
communication frequency is the rate at which these meetings 
should be held. The objective function consists of assessing the 
benefits of the overlapping period against the additional cost of 
rework generated from uncertainty in the information as well as the 
cost of frequent meetings.  

Lin (2010) followed a similar approach by assuming a non-
homogeneous Poisson process for the upstream changes 
occurrences and the dependency function. The proposed model is 
also a non-linear program (NLP). However, in this case there are 
two decision variables: start time of downstream work and 
functional interaction duration. To derive estimates of the rates of 
the non-homogenous Poisson process, project engineers first 
examined the documents which contain all the details of the 
changes, such as the root causes, the severity, and the closure date. 
After that, project engineers jointly estimated the rates of 
engineering changes for different points in time. Similarly, the 
rework impact on downstream rework was also estimated using 
interviews with experienced engineers in the company. 

Yassine et al. (2008) developed a dynamic programming 
model that provides optimal timing and frequency of information 
exchange for a single activity in order to minimize its development 
time/cost. In this model, the planned duration of the design activity 
is divided into periods (e.g., days, weeks, or timing of design 
reviews). At the beginning of each period, the team checks whether 
new information (from other activities) has arrived, and then after 
assessing it, a decision is made whether to use this new 
information or not. If the new information is used, then a rework 
penalty is incurred. Else, the team proceeds with its normal course 
of development. Then, the problem becomes how to divide the 
rework packages along the detailed design time-line such that total 
development time/cost is minimized.  

In a sequel paper, Yassine et al. (2012), the authors considered 
uncertainty in the quality of exchanged information and 
successfully created a threshold policy for the two activity model. 
They also analyzed a three-activity model.  However, the 
complexity of the three activity model made it impossible to find a 
threshold solution. They resorted to simulation, instead, in order to 
understand the dynamics of the problem. The simulation was done 
in two steps, first all possible scenarios of the integrated model are 
enumerated for given parameters and stored in memory. In the 
second step, the interaction between the midstream activity (B) and 
the downstream activity (C) is simulated using values obtained 
from the first step to decide on whether to consider the information 
or not. The simulation resulted in three insights: (i) Activity B 
considered more information in the integrated model than in 
isolation in an effort to help (C) in reducing its rework(ii) Activity 

(B) in the integrated model tends to consider more information 
earlier in order to improve the quality of the information as early as 
possible, And (iii) when the fixed costs of considering information 
for either activity (B) or  (C) were high, then the integration is 
costly and prohibitive, which implies that (B) behaves the same in 
integration and isolation. In this paper, we confirm these insights 
with more downstream activities, and draw additional 
observations.   
 
 

III. THE PROPOSED MODEL 
In this section, we develop a dynamic programming model to 
minimize the overall time of the IPD process of m activities. The 
model is based on the DP formulation devised by Yassine et al. 
(2012) yet it is extended to m activities. All activities can be 
executed sequentially after the completion of the preceding 
activity, in which case the overall duration of the development 
process becomes the sum of the nominal durations of all activities. 
Alternatively, as we assume in this paper, in an integrated 
development environment, all downstream activities can be 
executed concurrently, over a given time interval related to 
upstream activities completing a minimum amount of work, as 
discussed in Yassine et al. (2012). We divide the duration of any 
activity into two parts: “nominal” activity duration and the 
“rework” activity duration. The nominal duration of an activity is 
the time needed for the activity to complete its assigned work 
assuming that it is either independent of all other activities (i.e., 
does not need information from other activities), or all its requisite 
information is available at its start time. The rework duration is the 
extra time needed to perform rework in case the activity starts with 
missing or incomplete requisite information. The nominal duration 
of an activity is assumed to be known and fixed; however, rework 
duration is stochastic and depends on the fraction of nominal work 
performed prior to the arrival of the incomplete information. Thus, 
the minimization of the completion time of the development 
process is equivalent to the minimization of the cumulative rework 
durations performed by the downstream activity. Figure 1 shows a 
diagram of the model we have in mind for m = 4 activities. 

We adopt a discrete time framework with n time periods.  The 
upstream activities continuously (i.e., at every time interval i =1, 
…, n) send information to the downstream activities. The 
downstream activities have the ability to consider the information 
sent or to ignore it. At every time i, the decision maker has two 
options: either not to consider the information at this time which 
will lead to an accumulation of rework and extra rework at later 
time, or to consider the information at this time with a risk of 
rejecting it (i.e., not performing rework) due to low information 
quality.  It is mandatory that at the last time interval (denoted by n) 
the decision maker considers the information in order to finalize 
the integration of the downstream activity with the upstream 
activity. This assumption is legitimate since the relation between 
all activities is of the finish-to-start type. 

The earlier the downstream activities consider upstream 
information, the less rework is required. However, considering the 
information at early stages has a high probability of rejection since 
the quality of information might not be high enough to justify 
performing rework.  We define pi

k(rk−1) as the probability of not 
performing rework at time i for activity k,   k = 2, …, m, rk = 0, 
1…, i, where rk is the last time activity k did rework, where.  By 
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definition,  pi
2(r1) = pi

2, as activity 1 performs no rework and rk = 0 
denotes that activity has not performed any rework yet the 
probability pi

k(rk−1) is non-decreasing in i, meaning that the quality 
of information improves with time. and non-increasing in rk−1, 
relating the information between activities k−1 and k.  That, is the 
more the preceding up-stream activity (k−1) does rework the better 
the information sent to the down-stream activity (k). We also 
assume that information flows from activity k−1 to k,  for all k = 1, 
…, m, at the same time instant I, meaning that information flows 
occur simultaneously. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1: IPD model with m = 4 activities 
 
Additionally, delaying the evaluation of upstream information 

carries some penalty due to (i) the increase of nominal work 
complexity as the development evolves, and (ii) the increase in the 
rework complexity of the unfinished work performed downstream 
without input from upstream, as delaying the consideration of 
information will increase the backlog of activities requiring input 
from upstream. In other words, the more we delay considering the 
information, the more we delay potential rework, and thus the 
more rework we have to perform due to increase of complexity of 
both the nominal work and rework. Therefore, the potential rework 
at time i of activity k is a non-decreasing function of time i 
reflecting the added complexity of nominal work, and of the 
amount of backlog,      i – rk, where rk is the last time rework is 
done. To reflect this we define αk

iγk(i – rk) as the potential rework 
at time i for activity k where αi is non-decreasing  in i while γk(i – 
rk)  is a convex non-decreasing function of i – rk with γk(0) = 0. The 
convexity requirement is realistic as it implies that the rework 
complexity increases at an increasing rate in the backlog amount. 
Finally we define fk  as the set up cost for considering the 
information, and βk as the setup cost for performing rework by 
activity k. 

At every time period i = 1,..., n, and depending on the amount 
of rework previously performed as measured by the last times 
rework is done  defined by the “state” vector                    r = (r2, 
…, rm), the model examines 2m−1 cases to minimize the total 
rework for all the activities. The cases represent all possibilities of 
the decision. For example, when m = 3, then we have three 
activities where the first activity generates the information and a 
midstream activity and a downstream activity that receive the 
information. The last two activities will have to decide whether to 
consider the information from the upper-stream activities or not. 
So the set of cases would be 23−1 = 4, the first case being that no 
activity would consider information, the second case would be that 
only the second activity would consider information, and the third 
case would be that the third activity alone would consider 
information, and finally the fourth case would be that both the 
second and third activities consider information. See Yassine et al. 
(2012) for a more detailed ad-hoc discussion and analysis of the 

three-activity model. Going back to our general m-activity 
formulation, the DP devised below valuates each decision for the 
corresponding state, r, and stage, i, and chooses the least costly 
alternative. A general compact formulation of the m-activity DP 
shown in (1) with the boundary conditions given in (2). 

Let Jk = 1 if activity k considers information and 0 otherwise 
and let Zk= 1 if activity k does rework and 0 otherwise. Note that Jk 
are our decision variables where Zk are independent Bernoulli 
random variables with parameters pi

k(rk−1). Then, the minimum 
expected rework between time i and the end of the concurrent 
development, n, Ri(r), when the system is in state    r = (r2, …, rm), 
is given by the following DP optimality equation.    
 
                

       

      
    

  [               −    
    ⋀  ⋀ − ] ] , (1)                         
 
            −        

            ,                         (2)                                                                                    
 

where Ek[.] is the expectation operator over Zk, Ek[g(x, Zk)] = pi
K(rk 

− 1) g(x, 0) + (1 − pi
K(rk − 1)) g(x, 1) , for any function g(.) and scalar 

x, J = (J2 , …, Jm), Z = (Z2 , …, Zm), and  ⋀  is a type of vector 
product,   ⋀    (v2w2 , …, vmwm), for any two vectors v and w,  
and i = (i, …, i).    

The first term in (1) is the penalty from  considering the 
information at time i by all activities, while the second term (inside 
the nested expectations) reflects the expected rework penalty at 
time i by all activities, and the third term is the minimum expected 
rework between time i + 1 and n in the state,      ⋀   ⋀  −   , 
resulting from decisions J. To understand how formulation (1) 
works, assume there are two activities only, i.e., m = 2, Then, the 
DP in (1) reduces to   
 
          

      
       [             −         

                                                             −     ] 
             = min{Ri+1(r2),  f2 +             
                             −     [       −               ]}.         
 

This two-activity formulation reflects that at every time i, 
either information is not considered (J2 = 0) at no additional cost, 
or information is considered (J2 = 1) is considered, then (i) a fixed 
cost of f2 is incurred, and (ii) a rework cost of        −        is 
incurred (with probability   −    ) and the system moves to state i 
or no rework is performed and the system remains in state r2 . An 
identical two-activity formulation is derived on an ad-hoc basis by 
Yassine et al. (2012).  The reader is referred to Yassine et al. (2012) 
for more details on the two-activity model. In Appendix 1, we also 
show how the DP formulation in (1) can be expanded for the case 
of three activities yielding an identical formulation to the ad-hoc 
one developed by Yassine et al. (2012).  A three-activity decision 
tree is also shown in Figure 6 of Appendix 1. This figure further 
facilitates the understanding of the DP in (1).  
    The DP formulation in (1) provides a compact, mathematically 
elegant, and computationally effective way (i.e., easy to program 
through iterative nested loops) to manage the flow of information 
in an IPD environment with any number of activities m  2. This is 
one of the main contributions of the current paper. This 

A 

B 

C 

D 

Partial information 

Final information 
Time    1      2          …       i   …            n-1      n 
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contribution is significant given today’s computing power where 
large storage and efficient retrieval is possible. We are currently 
experimenting with projects having as large an m = 10 activities, 
utilizing a specialized offline storage approach.  Note that to utilize 
the DP in (1) in practice, one needs to store the corresponding 
decisions J at every time i, and in every state r, in a large hyper 
matrix. Then, as the system evolves dynamically over time, 
starting from state r = (0, …,0) at time i = 1, one retrieves the 
optimal decision from the matrix.     
 

IV. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS & INSIGHTS 
In this section we study the behavior of the model as more 
activities are added. Our study is limited to the analysis of the two 
(A-B), three (A-B-C) and four (A-B-C-D) activities models.1 We 
utilize a Monte-Carlo simulation model for the two, three and four 
activities models. The simulation is made up of two parts. First a 
decision matrix is computed for all possible stages and states. Then 
as the simulation is run we generate information qualities 
according to the probabilities pi

B , pi
C(rB), and pi

D(rC), when needed 
and using the stored policy to decide on considering the 
information or not. The analysis focuses on comparing the 
behavior of both activities B and C in isolation and in integration. 
Accordingly, we draw out some important insights that can be used 
in an IPD environment. 

The Percentage Variation of Information (PVI) stated below is 
used to compare the actions of the activities B and C as more 
activities are added.  
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where k = B, C denote the activity, m is the number of integrated 
activities in the model, and ns is the number of simulations, and 
Jikl

m is the number of times activity k considers information at time 
i of simulation l in an m-activity model. We use m = 2 and 3, 4 for 
B, i.e., we compare the amount of information considered by B in 
two-(A-B)-, three- (A-B-C)-, and four-(A-B-C-D)-activity model. 
For example, if PVIB

2,3 > 0, then B considers more information, on 
average, in the three-activity (A-B-C) model then in the two 
activity (A-B) model. For C, we use m = 3 and 4. In the 
simulation, Jikl

m is determined based on an exhaustive a priori 
storage of the values of the decision policy. 

We define a base IPD process that has 10 periods (n =10) and 
the following data. For activity B the setup cost for considering the 
information and the costs of performing rework are fB = 0.1 and βB 
= 0.2, respectively. The values are the same for both activities C 
and D. All activities  have the same “nominal” rework rates αi

k, and 
quality of information probabilities pi

k, k = B, C, D, which are 
shown in Table 1. The “backlog” rework functions are assumed to 
be linear for B, C and D i.e., k(i – rk), k = B, C, D,. For simplicity, 
we assume that at a given time i, pi

C(rB) and pi
D(rC) are the same 

for all rB and rC except for time i,   where pi
C(i) = pi

D(i) = 0. 
 

 
                                                           

1 We abuse the notation and use A, B, C and D, instead of activity 1, 2, 3, 
and 4, respectively, to simplify the presentation. 

Period, 
i 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

αi
K 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 

pi
K 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1 0 

Table 1. BASE CASE INPUT DATA 
 

We have simulated an extensive amount of cases for all three 
models and below we present a set of chosen cases, summarized in 
Table 2, that we use to draw useful insights.  
The Monte-Carlo simulation is run for a series of  ns =  50,000 runs 
thus yielding tight confidence intervals on PVI.   
Case  Change To Base Case 
Base Case None 
Case 1 fc= 0, βc= 0, fD=0, βD = 0 
Case 2 fc= 0, βc= 0, fD= 0.3, βD=0.4 
Case 3 fc=1.5, βc=1.5,  fD=0, βD= 0 
Case 4 fc=0.2, βc= 0.3, fD = 0, βD = 0.4 
Case 5 fB = 0, βB = 0, fc= 0, βc= 0, fD= 0, βD = 0 
Case 6 fB= 0, βB = 0, fC = 0.1, βC=0.2, fD= 0, βD= 0 

Table 2. SIMULATION CASES  
Our simulation results are summarized in Figures 2-5. Figure 2 
shows PVIB

2,3 and PVIB
2,4 reflecting the change in the amount of 

information considered by B between the three-(A-B-C)- and two-
(A-B)-activity models, and between the four-(A-B-C-D)- and two-
activity-(A-B)-activity models.  Figure 3 shows PVIC

3,4 the change 
in the amount of information considered by C between the four-(A-
B-C-D)- and two-activity-(A-B)-activity models. Figures 4 and 5 
report on the change in the timing of considering information as a 
result of integration.  We consider that information is exchanged 
“early” in periods 1-5, and “late” in periods 6-9. Figure 4 reports 
on the “early difference”,         −        

   
  
    , and “late 

difference”,         −        
   

  
   , for B between the three- and 

two-activity model. These are labeled “3-activity early” and “3-
activity late” respectively  in Figure 4. A similar comparison is 
done in Figure 4 between the four-activity and two-activity 
models, with the results labeled “4-activity early” and “4-activity 
late”.  A similar analysis for C is shown in Figure 5. 
 

 
Figure 2. FOR ACTIVITY B, 

 PVIB
2,3 (Labeled 3 Activity) and PVIB

2,4 (Labeled 4 Activity)  
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Figure 3. PVI FOR ACTIVITY C, PVIC

3,4 

Figures 2-5 reveal the following insights: 
 
Insight  1 Frequency of considering information: Midstream 
Activities B and C tend to consider more information as more 
activities are added. The amount of information considered is 
inversely proportional to the fixed costs of the downstream 
activities. 
 
In the two-activity model, activity B is not concerned with 
activities C and D and its behavior is to minimize its own expected 
rework. In the three-activity integrated model, the behavior of B 
changes to help C in reducing its rework by considering more 
information. Likewise in the four-activity integrated model B 
considers more information to help both C and D to reduce their 
rework. This is reflected in Figure 2 as PVIB

2,3 and PVIB
3,4 are 

significantly positive in most cases. Similarly, activity C tends to 
consider more information in the four-activity than the three-
activity model to help D reduce its rework. This is reflected in 
PVIC

3,4 being nonnegative in most cases of Figure 3. Both 
activities B and C tend to consider more information when the 
fixed costs for considering information and doing rework for the 
downstream activities are low relative to upstream. This is 
reflected in the behavior of B in Cases 1 and 2 of Figure 2, where 
downstream fixed costs are negligible (e.g. fc= βc = fD = βD = 0 in 
Case 1). A similar observation is made on the behavior of C in 
Case 6 of Figure 3 (having fD = βD = 0)   It is to be noted that a 
similar insight has been observed by Yassine et al. (2012) for a 
similar three-activity IPD model. Here we generalize this insight to 
four-activity IPD.  
 
Insight 2 Complex multi-activity dynamics: Intuitive insights like 
Insight 1, integration increases information, may not hold for 
every activity of a complex multi-activity system. 
 
The only case which appears counter intuitive, and does not 
conform to Insight 1, is Case 2 in Figure 2. Here B considers less 
information in the four-activity model than in the three-activity 
one. That is, adding the fourth activity D to the system has led to B 
considering less information. This is perhaps due to the fact that in 
Case 2, D has high fixed costs (fD= 0.3 and  βD= 0.4) with respect 
to C which has negligible fixed costs. It is as if B sees C and D as 
acting together as one downstream activity with a high fixed cost 
in the four-activity model.  This, and similar issues, are currently 
undergoing further investigation.   
 
 

Insight  3 Timing of considering information:  Activity B and C 
tend to consider the information earlier in integrated systems. 
 
Since the downstream activities must consider the information at 
the terminal time period n, then it would be more beneficial for the 
upper-stream activities to consider the information at the early 
stages of the integration. Doing so, the upper stream activities 
would help increasing the probability of good information at the 
beginning of the integration when that probability is low.  Figures 
4 and 5 confirm this insight, and show that when more information 
is considered it is typically considered earlier.  Obvious cases are 
Cases 1 and 2 for B in Figure 4 and Case 6 for C in Figure 5. 
(Related to Insight 2, note that B considers less information later in 
Case 2 of the four-activity model.)   This insight also generalizes 
Yassine et al. (2012) observations for a similar three-activity 
model. 
 
 
Insight  4 High fixed costs: When the fixed costs for rework and 
considering information is low activities tend to always consider 
information. When the fixed costs of considering information 
and doing rework are high the integration is costly and 
prohibitive. 
 
When the fixed costs are low compared to the total nominal rework 
the activities tend to always consider information because the more 
information they consider earlier the less rework is accumulated 
for later stages (e.g., Case 5, where activities B, C and D always 
consider the information). Yassine et al. (2012) prove this fact 
formally for a similar two-activity IPD model with no fixed costs. 
It seems that this result continues to hold in a multi-activity 
environment. On the other hand if the fixed costs are high 
compared to the nominal work of the activity then the activities 
would tend to not consider information and the integration 
becomes costly and prohibitive (e.g., in Case 2, C did not consider 
more information to help D because this last has high fixed costs). 
 
Insight 5 Fixed costs of midstream activities:  If these fixed costs 
are high then the integration will be blocked and the upstream 
activities will no longer help lower-stream activities in their 
rework. 
 
When fc and βc were both high (e.g. Case 3) B was not affected by 
the addition of the fourth  activity D (having (low fixed cost) 
because C “blocked” any help from B to D by its high fixed costs. 
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 Figure 4. DIFFERENCE IN CO NSIDERING INFORMATION 
FOR THE EARLY AND LATE STAGES FOR BOTH THE 3 
AND 4 ACTIVITY MODELS OF ACTIVITY B 
 

 
Figure 5 DIFFERENCE IN CONSIDERING INFORMATION 
FOR THE EARLY AND LATE STAGE FOR 4 ACTIVITY 
MODEL FOR ACTIVITY C 
 
 

V. SUMMARY & CONCLUSION 
The goal of this paper is to develop insights for managers working 
within an IPD environment. The paper builds on the concepts of 
information exchange that was introduced by Yassine et al. (2012) 
for a three-activity model and extends these concepts to an m-
activity integrated product development model, for any m > 2, 
through a compact, easy to understand and computationally 
effective DP formulation. 

We then used the DP in a simulation experiment to study the 
effect of multi-activity integration on information exchange 
policies.  The main insights observed were that under integration, 
as downstream concerns are accounted for, more information is 
considered and early-on in the development process.  These were 
observed for a four-activity IPD model, and are similar to results 
on a similar three-activity model analyzed by Yassine et al. (2012).  
However, some interesting “complex multi-activity dynamics” 
were observed in the four activity model, where for example a 
midstream activity  could consider relatively less information as a 
result of integrating a high fixed cost of a downstream activity.  
These complex dynamics are worthy of further investigation in 
larger systems (with more than four activities). We are currently 
working on this.  

Two other issues are worthy of future research. First, it is 
worth to utilize our multi-activity IPD to investigate the effect of 
variability in information upstream on the decision policy 
downstream.  This is inspired by the bullwhip effect observed in 
serial supply chain inventory models, where demand variability 
downstream significantly affects ordering policies upstream (e.g. 
Lee et al. 1997). It is interesting to verify if a similar amplification 
of variability (leading to an inverted up-bottom bullwhip) is 
exhibited in a multi-activity IPD. Second, for the practical usage of 
our DP approach in large projects, involving maybe tens or 
hundreds of serial activities, computationally efficient heuristics 
that capture integration approximately are needed. Decomposition 
heuristics are a natural choice here, which would cluster a stream 
of consecutive activities into one. However, the amount of 
clustering depends on the magnitude of the inverted bullwhip 
effect, which should be investigated first. 
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Abstract-Asian options are one of the most difficult options to 
price and hedge as they do not have closed-form analytical 
solutions. The main reason for this difficulty is that the payoff 
depends on the finite sum of correlated lognormal random 
variables, for which there is no recognizable distribution. The 
literature on Asian options has explored a large variety of ways to 
price arithmetic Asian options, including, Monte Carlo 
simulations, bounds, and analytical approximations. The last class, 
to which this paper belongs to, is the most desirable because most 
of the other approaches are very complex and time consuming. 
This paper is mainly composed of two sections. First we develop 
an approximate pricing formula, based on approximating the 
probability density function of the sum of correlated lognormal 
random variables to a compound gamma distribution. The 
formula is shown to perform well over a wide range of parameter 
values while maintaining its ease of implementation. In the second 
section of the paper, in an effort to improve the accuracy of our 
original approximation, we develop a new ad-hoc orthogonal 
polynomial and introduce a novel approach for pricing Asian 
options, and possibly other exotics, by matching higher moments 
via these polynomials. The resulting option formula is in closed-
from and our numerical results show how it is extremely accurate 
ranking first, in terms of accuracy, in almost all of the cases for 
both continuous and discrete options. 

I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION 

Asian options are one of the most difficult options to price 
and hedge as do not have closed-form analytical solutions. 
Two main types of Asian options exist, the arithmetic and 
geometric, having payoffs that are a function of the arithmetic 
and geometric average price of the asset over a specified period 
of time. In terms of the geometric Asian option, Kemna and 
Vorst [14] developed an exact closed form pricing formula. 
However, geometric options are relatively uncommon and not 
used in practice. Arithmetic options, on the other hand, are the 
most common type of Asian options (e.g. Milevsky and Posner 
[16]). The averaging associated with Asian options makes 
them less risky than plain vanilla European options and as a 
result are much cheaper (e.g. Hull [10]). Consequently, they 
are very attractive especially for thinly traded assets or 
commodities such as gold or crude oil, since extreme price 
manipulation is inhibited (e.g. Kemna and Vorst [14]). In 
addition, arithmetic Asian options are used by company 
treasurers who want to hedge the risk of the exchange rate of 
money flowing over a given period (e.g. Hull [10]). 

While significant research exists on pricing arithmetic 
Asian options (e.g. Ju [12], Kemna and Vorst [14], Levy [15], 

Milevsky and Posner [16, 17], Turnbull and Wakeman [20], 
Zhang [22]), no exact closed form formula has been developed 
for this purpose. The difficulty arises from the fact that the sum 
of lognormally distributed asset prices, following a geometric 
Brownian motion, defining the arithmetic average, has no 
recognizable distribution. In this paper, motivated by the 
findings of Milevsky and Posner [16], we utilize an 
approximate compound gamma distribution1 for this sum. We 
then develop a novel closed-form approximate pricing formula 
based on matching the first three exact moments of the 
arithmetic average with this distribution. Our extensive 
numerical study shows that this formula performs well, with an 
average absolute relative error (AARE) of 0.028% for short 
maturity and 0.0521% for long maturity. When compared to 
approximations in its league, those which can be considered 
closed-form (namely, [12], [20], [16] and [15]), our 
approximation is consistently ranked among the top-two in 
terms of accuracy, while being easy to use and understand. Our 
approximation performs its best for low volatility and short 
maturity, as we observe in our numerical study. 

In an effort to improve the accuracy of our approximation 
we utilize the concept of orthogonal polynomials2 to develop a 
generalization of the compound gamma distribution with a 
large number of parameters. This allows us to develop a 
refined approximation that matches higher moments. The 
addition of correction factors, resulting from higher moment 
matching via orthogonal polynomial, improves the accuracy of 
our approximation, with a new AARE of 0.0040% for short 
maturity and 0.0467% for long maturity, and with a higher 
ranking among similar approximations. Specifically, this 
approximation ranks first in all cases except for cases with high 
maturity and high volatility where it ranks second after Ju [12]. 

Our main contributions are 
 Developing two novel closed-form expressions for the 

price of a fixed strike, European style, arithmetic Asian 
call option with high accuracy, especially when the 
volatility is low.  

                                                           
1 A compound Gamma random variable has a Gamma distribution where the 
scale parameter another Gamma distribution (e.g. Dubey [7]). 
2 An orthogonal polynomial is a family of polynomials such that any two 
different polynomials in the family are orthogonal to each other under some 
inner product. 
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 Develop a new ad-hoc orthogonal polynomial and 
introduce a novel approach for pricing Asian options, and 
possibly other exotics, by matching higher moments via 
these polynomials.  

 Show that matching higher moments significantly 
improves the accuracy, which is an important insight.  

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 
2, we briefly review the related literature. In Section 3, we 
present our model and assumptions. In Section 4, we discuss 
the compound gamma distribution and derive our approximate 
pricing formula. In Section 5, we propose an improvement of 
the pricing formula using orthogonal polynomials. In Section 6, 
we present numerical results comparing our approximate 
pricing formulas to other approximations in the literature. 
Finally, in Section 7 we conclude the paper and discuss ideas 
for future research.  

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

The literature on Asian options has explored a large 
variety of ways to price arithmetic Asian options; such as finite 
difference, analytical approximations, bounds, and Monte 
Carlo methods. The literature, however, can be classified to 
three main streams. The first stream uses Monte Carlo 
simulation and numerical techniques; see Boyle [3], Kemna 
and Vorst [14], Joy [11], Boyle et al. [4], Zhang [22], Rogers 
and Shi [18]. Even though simulation and numerical 
techniques are very accurate pricing tools, especially for path 
dependent securities, they are extremely time consuming and 
require a significant amount of computational effort. This 
yields the need for fast closed-form approximations and 
bounds, similar to ours. 

The second stream focuses on finding bounds for the price 
of arithmetic Asian options. Examples of such research are 
Curran [5, 6], Rogers and Shi [18], and Thompson [19]. 
Excellent lower-bounds have been derived by Rogers and Shi 
[18]. However, they restrict the options maturity to exactly one 
year. Moreover, numerical techniques are required to obtain 
the bounds. This implies that one cannot rely on the bounds as 
an efficient alternate pricing tool, and motivates the need for 
accurate closed-form approximations.  

The third stream, to which this paper is mostly related to, 
develops approximate pricing formulas by approximating the 
probability density function of the arithmetic average and by 
relating it to the sum of lognormal random variables. Examples 
of such research are as follows. Turnbull and Wakeman [20], 
use the Edgeworth 3  series expansion to approximate the 
arithmetic average using a lognormal distribution as the base 
distribution in the expansion. Even though a closed-form 
formula is developed, the accuracy of the approximation 
deteriorates for long maturity and high volatility. Similarly, 
Levy [15], uses the lognormal approximation. He, however, 
does not use the Edgerworth expansion in [20]. His 
                                                           
3 The Edgeworth series is a series that approximates a probability distribution 
in terms of its cumulants; a set of quantities that provide an alternative to the 
moments of a distribution. 

approximation is shown to be more robust than that of [20], 
although it suffers from similar inaccuracies.  

Milevsky and Posner [16], motivated by analytical results 
on continuous averaging, use an approximate reciprocal 
gamma distribution for the arithmetic average. A closed-form 
pricing formula is attained which outperforms both [20] and 
[15] in terms of overall accuracy. What is interesting about 
[16] is its insight on the true distribution of the arithmetic 
average being “close” to a reciprocal gamma distribution. In 
this paper, we build on this insight and propose the compound 
gamma as a refined distribution of the average. Numerical 
results show that our approach is more accurate than [16]. 

 Posner and Milevsky [17] approximate the distribution of 
the average to the Johnson family of distributions. The main 
advantage of this approach is the ability to equate higher 
moments because of the Johnson’s four parameter structure. 
Even though an accurate pricing formula is obtained, 
numerical techniques are often required. Our enhanced pricing 
method generalizes the compound gamma via orthogonal 
polynomials which allows matching higher moments similar to 
Posner and Milevsky [17]. However, unlike their approach we 
typically match higher moments beyond the fourth order.  

Ju [12], alternatively, uses perturbation theory; wish is 
widely used in other disciplines such as quantum physics, and 
Taylor series expansion to approximate the distribution of the 
average. Again he uses the lognormal distribution as the base 
to his approximation. The pricing formula attained is in closed-
form and is identical to the formula developed by Levy [15] 
with added correction factors. His method performs well 
especially for long maturity. Our approach for developing our 
second approximation is similar to that of Ju [12]. However, 
instead of using the characteristic function and Taylor series 
expansion, we use higher moments and orthogonal 
polynomials to add corrections factors to our already accurate 
first approximation. 

III. MODELS AND ASSUMPTIONS 

In this paper we consider the standard risk-neutral, 
geometric Brownian motion, model, 

                   
         

 
  
           

where r is the risk-free interest rate,   is the volatility,    is the 
Brownian motion and t is the time measured in years. The 
stock prices, thus, follow a lognormal distribution with a 
location parameter            and a scale parameter    . 
The arithmetic average of the asset prices are defined as 
follows,  

   
                  

     
where    is the asset price at the ith observation and N is the 
total number of observations. For equal weight and equal time 
interval the average becomes, 
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 Develop a new ad-hoc orthogonal polynomial and 
introduce a novel approach for pricing Asian options, and 
possibly other exotics, by matching higher moments via 
these polynomials.  

 Show that matching higher moments significantly 
improves the accuracy, which is an important insight.  

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 
2, we briefly review the related literature. In Section 3, we 
present our model and assumptions. In Section 4, we discuss 
the compound gamma distribution and derive our approximate 
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form and is identical to the formula developed by Levy [15] 
with added correction factors. His method performs well 
especially for long maturity. Our approach for developing our 
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where r is the risk-free interest rate,   is the volatility,    is the 
Brownian motion and t is the time measured in years. The 
stock prices, thus, follow a lognormal distribution with a 
location parameter            and a scale parameter    . 
The arithmetic average of the asset prices are defined as 
follows,  
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where Z is the standard normal random variable and      . 
In this paper we use the compound gamma as an approximate 
distribution for the average. Next, we discuss the motivation 
behind selecting such a distribution. Define    as, 

   
 
  
     
 

 
  
  
      

Milevsky and Posner [16] prove that              follows a 
reciprocal gamma distribution. This holds if the stock has 
negative drift, i.e.          . They then continue by 
pricing the continuous and discrete cases by using the 
approximate reciprocal gamma distribution for the arithmetic 
average. We, however, notice that    can be written as follows, 

   
 
  
     
 

 
  
  
     
 

 
   

As result, according to Milevsky and Posner [16],    can be 
seen as the difference of two reciprocal gamma random 
variables. According to recent research by Dufrense [8] this 
distribution is related to the reciprocal Beta-Product 
distribution which, in terms, is related to the reciprocal Beta 
distribution. In our study we use the generalization of the 
reciprocal Beta distribution known as the compound gamma 
distribution. This distribution has a three parameter structure 
which gives us the ability to match the first three moments. 

IV. OPTION PRICING WITH THE COMPOUND GAMMA  

In this section we present our basic pricing model. In 
subsection A we present some characteristics of the compound 
gamma distribution and then, in subsection B, we use this 
distribution to develop an approximate pricing formula. 

A. The Compound Gamma Distribution  

Following Dubey [7], the compound gamma distribution has 
the following probability density function (PDF), 

            
      
         

    
   

      
    

        

where           are positive parameters. Its cumulative 
distribution function is given by, 

                    
                
 

                
 

 

where            and          is the regularized 
incomplete beta function. This distribution will be our 
approximate distribution for the arithmetic average. Following 
Dubey [7] the moments of this distribution are given by, 

         
            

         

This is true if     otherwise the moments are not defined. 
In Lemma 1 we match the first three moments of the 
compound gamma distribution to the exact three moments of 
the arithmetic average. This gives the values of the parameters 
α, β and q. 

Lemma 1 The three parameters of the compound gamma 
distribution having first three moments matching those of    
are, 

                
    

               
   

                  
    

            
   

          
                           

                              
   

 
where       is the ith exact moment of the arithmetic average. 
Proof. Available upon request. █ 

The exact moments for both discrete and continuous cases, are 
adopted from Turnbull and Wakeman [20] and Geman [9] 
respectively. The results of Lemma 1 show how easy it is to 
compute the parameters of the compound gamma distribution 
given the first three moments of the arithmetic average. 

B. Pricing via Compound Gamma 

Having established the parameters of the approximate 
compound gamma distribution in Lemma 1, we present in the 
following theorem our pricing formula for arithmetic Asian 
options. 

Theorem 1 (CG3) Under an approximate compound gamma 
distribution of the arithmetic average, the price of a fixed 
strike, European style, arithmetic Asian call option is given by 
 

        
 

                      

                        
where             is the cumulative distribution function of 
the compound gamma distribution and is given in (2) and α, β 
and q are the parameters of the distribution given by Lemma 1. 
Proof. Available upon request. █ 

 
Note that even though the volatility, σ, is not present in the 
pricing formula in Theorem 1, the parameters α, β and q are all 
functions of σ. Moreover, the pricing formula has a 
resemblance to the Black-Scholes European call option pricing 
formula (Black & Scholes [1]). Instead of the cumulative 
distribution function of the standard normal random variable 
we have the cumulative distribution function of the compound 
gamma distribution      . The latter is available in many 
software packages, including excel. 
The pricing formula given by Theorem 1 is our base 
approximate formula. It is easy to implement and, as shall be 
seen later, accurate over a wide range of parameter values 
ranking second when compared to four other well known 
approximations. We refer to this approximation as CG3, to 
denote first three moment matching via compound gamma, in 
the sequel.  
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V. ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS AND THE COMPOUND 
GAMMA DISTRIBUTION  

In this section, in an effort to improve the accuracy of our CG3 
approximation given in Theorem 1, we utilize the concept of 
orthogonal polynomials to develop a generalization of the 
compound gamma distribution with a large number of 
parameters. This allows us to develop a refined approximation 
that matches higher moments. A similar approach was used by 
Bowers [2], who used the Laguerre polynomials and the 
gamma density function to approximate the behavior of a 
random variable with unknown distribution but having known 
and well-defined moments. 
To apply this method we must have an orthogonal polynomial 
whose weight function is related to the probability density 
function of the compound gamma distribution. To the best of 
our knowledge, such a polynomial does not exist in the 
literature. In this section, we construct an orthogonal 
polynomial that has the desired properties. Define the 
following three-parameter polynomial and weight function 
 

                     
   

    
  

   
 

  

        
     

    
  

      
    

 

         
   

    
  

    
  

 
The following lemma establishes an orthogonality property of 
the polynomial in (8) with the weight function in (9). 
 
Lemma 2 The orthogonality property of the polynomial in (8) 
with respect to the weight function in (9) is given by, 

                           
 

 
              

Proof. Available upon request. █ 
 
To simplify the analysis, we write the orthogonal polynomial 
in (8) in an alternate form, which is given in Lemma 3. 

 
Lemma 3 The polynomial defined in Lemma 2 can also be 
represented as follows, 

                            
 

   
   

where, 

                   

        
        

          
      
         

 
Proof. Available upon request. █ 

 
Having defined the orthogonal polynomial, we now define the 
generalized probability density function used to approximate 
the distribution of the arithmetic average, as follows, 
 

                               
 

   
 

where       is the probability density function of the compound 
gamma, given in (1). The coefficients Ai are determined by 
using the orthogonality property, defined in Lemma 3, of the 
polynomials. We next focus on finding the coefficients Ai, 
which are given in the following lemma. 
 
Lemma 4 The coefficients Ai are given by, 
 

         
                    

   
                                 

   
 
   

 

 
where       is the ith exact moment of the arithmetic average, 
        is  the  ith moment  of  the compound gamma given in 
(3), and       is the coefficient of the polynomial given in 
Lemma 3. 
Proof. Available upon request. █ 
 
The interesting point of equation (11) is that the Ai’s may be 
calculated from ones knowledge of the moments of the 
arithmetic average even thought the exact form of       is 
unknown. Notice, however, by looking at the denominator of 
   we have the moments of the compound gamma distribution 
which are only defined when  

   
     

The condition of (12) must always hold. Having defined the 
orthogonal polynomial and the approximate probability density 
function we can proceed with the option pricing which is 
shown in theorem 2. 

 
Theorem 2 (CGn) Under an approximate distribution given 
by (10) of the arithmetic average, the price of a fixed strike, 
European style, arithmetic Asian call option is given by 

                                                            
 

   
 

 

   
 

                                              
 

   
 

 

   
   

where                 and       is given in (2),    is given 
in (11),       , is the jth moment of the compound gamma 
distribution, which is given by (3), and n is the order of 
expansion and the number of matched moments. We denote this 
equation by (13). 
Proof. Available upon request. █ 

 
Equation (13) gives the price of an Asian option as a function 
of the expansion order n; the number of matched moments. 
However, due to restriction imposed by the compound gamma 
moments, we have an upper bound on n, given by (12). This 
limits the accuracy of (13) in some cases.  However, as shown 
in the next section, (13) performs extremely well. We refer to 
this approximation as CGn, to denote first n moment matching 
via orthogonal polynomials, in the sequel. 
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VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS 

Figure 1, plots equation (13) as a function of n. Figure 1 (a), 
with low volatility, displays how the price is tending to the 
exact value as the number of matched moments increase. 
Figure 1 (b), on the other hand, displays an option with higher 
volatility and thus it would have more restriction on the value 
of n according to equation (12). We can clearly see the limit on 
n, in (b), restricted us from tending to the exact value as in (a). 

 
Figure 1 Value of a continuous Asian option as a function of n 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Price of continuous Asian option with (a) low volatility, (b) high volatility. The 
dotted line represents the exact value obtained from Zhang [22]. 
 
In this section, we numerically compare both of our pricing 
formulas, from Theorems 1 and 2, to three other 
approximations denoted by TE6 [12], LN [15], and RG [16].  
In the case of equation (13) the value of n is chosen when the 
difference of two consecutive prices is smaller than ε 4.  Table 
1 gives the results for weekly averaging Asian call options.  
We use a Monte-Carlo simulation to generate the benchmark 
values. We implement a variance reduction by using the 
geometric Asian option as the control variate (e.g. Kemna and 
Vorst [14]). We have run 5 million simulations for each case of 
Table 1. The results clearly show how our CGn approximation 
is superior, ranking first in almost all of the cases and having 
an AARE of 0.005% which is 5 times smaller than the next 
best approximation. Our base approximation (CG3), on the 
other hand, performs notably well ranking second among the 
other four approximations with an AARE of 0.034%. 
                                                           
4 The values of        is used because no observable difference would be 
seen between two consecutive values. 

Table 1 Values of Weekly averaging calls (S0 = 100, T = 1) 
 K σ r MC SD CG3 CGn TE6 LN RG 
95 0.05 0.05 7.1780 0.00005 7.1780 7.1780 7.1780 7.1782 7.1778 
100   2.7130 0.00005 2.7130 2.7130 2.7130 2.7151 2.7117 
105   0.3338 0.00005 0.3338 0.3338 0.3338 0.3319 0.3353 
95  0.09 8.8101 0.00008 8.8101 8.8101 8.8101 8.8101 8.8100 
100   4.3080 0.00008 4.3080 4.3080 4.3080 4.3095 4.3070 
105   0.9545 0.00008 0.9543 0.9545 0.9543 0.9541 0.9548 
95  0.15 11.0974 0.00008 11.0974 11.0974 11.0974 11.0974 11.0974 
100   6.7975 0.00008 6.7975 6.7975 6.7975 6.7978 6.7974 
105   2.7446 0.00008 2.7444 2.7447 2.7444 2.7465 2.7431 
90 0.1 0.05 11.9507 0.0001 11.9507 11.9507 11.9507 11.9530 11.9494 
100   3.6325 0.0001 3.6323 3.6326 3.6323 3.6388 3.6284 
110   0.3266 0.0001 0.3266 0.3266 0.3267 0.3191 0.3311 
90  0.09 13.3862 0.0001 13.3861 13.3861 13.3861 13.3872 13.3855 
100   4.9091 0.0001 4.9090 4.9090 4.9090 4.9174 4.9037 
110   0.6243 0.0001 0.6242 0.6243 0.6243 0.6170 0.6286 
90  0.15 15.4021 0.0001 15.4021 15.4021 15.4020 15.4023 15.4019 
100   7.0271 0.0001 7.0270 7.0271 7.0270 7.0344 7.0222 
110   1.4070 0.0001 1.4069 1.4070 1.4070 1.4041 1.4087 
90 0.2 0.05 12.5852 0.0002 12.5857 12.5850 12.5856 12.6203 12.5641 
100   5.7438 0.0002 5.7423 5.7434 5.7426 5.7641 5.7291 
110   1.9743 0.0002 1.9729 1.9741 1.9736 1.9542 1.9843 
90  0.09 13.8241 0.0002 13.8248 13.8239 13.8245 13.8554 13.8051 
100   6.7606 0.0002 6.7595 6.7603 6.7598 6.7878 6.7417 
110   2.5305 0.0002 2.5288 2.5302 2.5295 2.5178 2.5358 
90  0.15 15.6396 0.0003 15.6404 15.6394 15.6399 15.6639 15.6246 
100   8.3974 0.0003 8.3968 8.3970 8.3970 8.4305 8.3744 
110   3.5410 0.0003 3.5393 3.5409 3.5399 3.5416 3.5381 
90 0.3 0.05 13.9301 0.0004 13.9310 13.9297 13.9306 14.0180 13.8746 
100   7.9163 0.0004 7.9120 7.9158 7.9128 7.9646 7.8794 
110   4.0464 0.0004 4.0404 4.0454 4.0427 4.0298 4.0478 
90  0.09 14.9641 0.0004 14.9660 14.9638 14.9653 15.0509 14.9091 
100   8.8022 0.0005 8.7988 8.8016 8.7994 8.8612 8.7584 
110   4.6718 0.0005 4.6661 4.6712 4.6681 4.6692 4.6650 
90  0.15 16.4998 0.0004 16.5024 16.4993 16.5012 16.5808 16.4473 
100   10.1885 0.0004 10.1866 10.1880 10.1869 10.2594 10.1367 
110   5.7076 0.0004 5.7022 5.7070 5.7039 5.7256 5.6875 
90 0.4 0.05 15.5883 0.0005 15.5898 15.5861 15.5876 15.7473 15.4828 
100   10.0966 0.0005 10.0884 10.0961 10.0892 10.1940 10.0199 
110   6.2368 0.0005 6.2239 6.2376 6.2280 6.2476 6.2108 
95  0.09 13.4757 0.0006 13.4741 13.4740 13.4729 13.6185 13.3743 
100   10.8874 0.0006 10.8811 10.8866 10.8813 10.9988 10.8016 
105   8.6941 0.0006 8.6840 8.6941 8.6859 8.7657 8.6306 
90  0.15 17.7752 0.0006 17.7812 17.7729 17.7777 17.9337 17.6683 
100   12.1025 0.0006 12.0989 12.1010 12.0983 12.2301 12.0051 
110   7.8748 0.0006 7.8636 7.8748 7.8663 7.9307 7.8185 

RMSE 
   

 0.00397 0.00068 0.00303 0.05898 0.04246 
AARE     0.034% 0.005% 0.025% 0.455% 0.321% 
Columns 4-10 represent the Monte-Carlo Simulation, standard deviation, 
compound gamma approach of this paper, the compound gamma with 
orthogonal polynomials approach of this paper, the Taylor expansion of Ju [12], 
the lognormal approximation of Levy [15], and the reciprocal gamma 
distribution method  of Milevsky and Posner [16]. RMSE is the root of mean-
squared errors and AARE is the average absolute relative error. 

 
Figure 2 displays an Efficiency-Effectiveness plot (EE-Plot), 
which plots the CPU time as a function of the absolute relative 
error for all approximation except CGn. The reason why we 
excluded CGn from the plot is because it required much more 
CPU time than the other approximations. The times are 
obtained by pricing each option one million times. Both figures 
(a) and (b), for short and long maturity respectively, show that 
the most accurate approximation, out of the other four, is the 
TE6 approach. However, it is also the least efficient. Our 
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approach, CG3, on the other hand, proves to be reasonably 
accurate with lower computational time. 
In order to better see the results we will adopt a new measure 
that we call the EE-Value which is the product of the average 
CPU time with the average error. The EE-Value captures both 
the accuracy and efficiency of every approximation in one 
measure. According to this measure our base approach, CG3, 
ranks first for both maturities while TE6 ranked third for short 
and second for long maturity. 
In terms of CGn, however, the average CPU time required to 
price one option is around 0.68 seconds. It is less efficient then 
the other approximations although this extra effort is justified 
by its accuracy as shown in Table 1. 
 
Figure 2 Efficiency-Effectiveness plot for different approximations. 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
EE-Plot for (a) short maturity, and (b) long maturity. The y-axis represents 
CPU time in seconds and the x-axis represents the absolute relative error. 

 

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In this paper we presented two approximate pricing formulas 
for fixed strike, European style, arithmetic Asian call options5.  
The first is based on approximating the average with a 
compound gamma distribution while the second approximation 
                                                           
5Levy [15] derived put-call parity for discretely sampled Asian options. As a 
result, the valuation for all types of European Asian options can be reduced to 
finding the value of fixed strike, European style, Asian call options. All other 
variation can be obtained from this value. 

utilized the concepts of orthogonal polynomials to generalize 
the compound gamma distribution in order to match higher 
moments.  Our base approximation, CG3, ranked second 
compared to four other approximations while the improved 
approximation, CGn, proved to be superior, ranking first in 
almost all of the cases in Table 1. 
We hope that the concepts developed in this paper would open 
a gateway for future research such as, pricing other exotic 
options with orthogonal polynomials, and utilizing a different 
distribution that has no restrictions on its moments.  Finally, 
our research shows that matching higher moments significantly 
improves the pricing accuracy of the approximation thus one 
could utilize the concept of phase-type distributions to match 
higher moments and develop an approximate pricing formula.  
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Abstract- Reserve stocks are needed in a wide spectrum of 
industries from strategic oil reserves to tactical (machine buffer) 
reserves in manufacturing. Setting the appropriate level of 
reserve helps a nation survive an energy crisis and allows a 
manufacturing plant to function smoothly. One important aspect 
under-looked in research is the effect of deterioration, where a 
reserve stock, held for a long time, may be depleted gradually due 
to factors such as spoilage, evaporation, leakage, etc. We consider 
the common framework of a reserve stock that is utilized only 
when a supply interruption occurs. Supply outage occurs 
randomly and infrequently, and its duration, the down time, is 
random. During the down time the reserve is depleted by demand, 
diverted from its main supply.  We develop novel mathematical 
models for a reserve stock which deteriorates exponentially, and 
develop optimal stocking policies, which balance typical economic 
costs of ordering, holding, and shortage, as well as additional costs 
of deterioration and preventive measures. Our main results are 
showing that (i) deterioration significantly increases cost (up to 
5%), and (ii) a preventive replenishment policy, where the reserve 
stock is replenished periodically, can offset some of these 
additional costs.  

Keywords: Reserve Stock, Supply Interruption, Deterioration, 
Preventive Replenishment, Inventory Control. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
An implicit assumption in traditional inventory control 

models is the continuity of supply, where the potential for 
supply interruption is not considered in the problem 
formulation. Supply interruptions can occur due to internal 
random incidents such as machine breakdown, or due to 
external random events such as worker strikes or political 
crises. For example, the internal operations of a factory can be 
disrupted if an upstream operation fails in a tandem factory 
layout; thus, starving the downstream machine. External 
random occurrences of natural disasters, wars, or strikes could 
also disrupt the incoming flow of material and render simple 
inventory control techniques inapt. A natural remedy to such 
situations is to resort to multi-sourcing solutions or simply 
carry a strategic / operational reserve stock that hedges against 
such random occurrences of internal and external disruptions. 
However, another complicating factor that is usually ignored in 
research is the deterioration of reserve stock.  Deterioration, 
which could take place to any reserve stock (strategic or 
operational), is more pronounced in situations where the 
storage amounts are large and storage periods are long. 
Frequent monitoring of such reserves is necessary to ensure 
that the quality and the quantity of these reserves are 
maintained during long storage periods and are available when 
needed. 

Strategic oil reserves are important examples of reserve 
stock where deterioration can be an important factor. In 
manufacturing, large reserves are kept, and deterioration may 
occur.  

We propose to combine both factors of random disruption 
and reserve stock deterioration, to build new models, which are 
more sensible in such uncertain environments. The rest of this 
paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present a 
concise review of the related literature. In Section 3, we 
present a base model adapted from Hansmann [10] but with an 
additional variable ordering cost, which we found to have an 
important effect on the optimal stock level and the total cost. 
Our core contribution is in Section 4 where we account for the 
effect of exponential deterioration on the reserve stock.  In 
Section 5, and in an effort to mitigate the effect of deterioration 
on reserve stock, we assume that a periodic preventive 
replenishment policy is adopted and we analyze the cost 
implications. In Section 6, we present numerical results and 
managerial insights. We find that neglecting deterioration can 
increase costs up to 5%, and that preventive replenishment can 
offset a significant part of these additional costs. Finally, 
Section 7 concludes the paper and suggests directions for 
future research.Left- and right-justify your columns. Use tables 
and figures to adjust column length. On the last page of your 
paper, adjust the lengths of the columns so that they are equal. 
Use automatic hyphenation and check spelling. Digitize or 
paste down figures. 

II. LITTERATURE REVIEW 
Our proposed research relates to three streams of research on 

inventory models with (i) supply disruption, (ii) deterioration, 
and (iii) corrective and preventive actions. In the following, we 
briefly review the research in these three streams. 

First, on supply disruption, a seminal work is that by 
Hansmann [10]. He determines the optimal stock level by 
minimizing a cost function composed of holding and shortage 
costs. Our models are based on Hansmann’s work. However, 
we account for additional costs related to ordering, 
deterioration and preventive replenishment. More recent works 
on supply disruption include Parlar and Berkin [19] who 
analyze an inventory control problem with exponential ON 
(supplier available) and OFF (supplier unavailable) periods and 
deterministic demand, as we assume in this paper. In addition, 
Parlar [18] introduces a model with random demand and 
random lead-time assuming that supply may be disrupted. 

Few papers model supply disruptions as they relate to 
strategic reserves. Oren and Wan [17] determine the optimal 
size, fill up, and drawdown rates for a strategic petroleum 
reserve under a variety of supply and demand conditions using 
numerical methods. They assume random on/off supply and 
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deterministic demand, as we do in this paper. However, our 
model mainly differs in that we consider the additional factor 
of reserve deterioration, which is not studied in [17]. Wu and 
Wei [26] develop a reserve stock policy that minimizes the 
expected average insecurity cost to the Chinese economy 
arising from uncertainty in the supply of imported oil using a 
dynamic programming model. Zhang and Li [27] develop a 
multi-objective model for managing strategic reserves with the 
objectives of minimizing storage equipment investment, 
storage expenses material value loss, and shortage risk. Both 
[26] and [27] also ignore deterioration, unlike our models in 
this paper.  

In a recent work, Shen et al. [24] develop a model for a 
manufacturer of deteriorating medical supplies used as a 
strategic reserve by the US government in the event of a public 
health emergency. This is work is the most similar to our 
proposed paper. However, Shen et al. [24] work is different in 
two aspects (i) they take the point of view of the manufacturer, 
while we take the point of view of the reserve keeper (e.g. the 
government), and (ii) they assume that deterioration occurs 
after a fixed lifetime, while we assume a random lifetime, as 
discussed below.  

Second, on deteriorating or perishable inventories, it has 
been early recognized that special control policies are needed 
for such systems (see Nahmias [16] for background and 
literature review). Random lifetime perishables, such as the 
one we consider in this proposal, are characterized by an 
uncertain lifetime. Some of the products in this category 
include oil produce, meats, and many other food products. One 
main ingredient of the research in this direction is the 
probability distribution of lifetime. The exponential lifetime 
distribution, which we adopt in this paper, is the most popular 
in the literature. The first known work that considers 
deterioration is by Ghare and Schrader [6] who consider the 
classic economic order quantity model for items with 
exponentially distributed lifetime. Several papers extend the 
work of Ghare and Schrader [4] to account for backordering 
and finite production capacity (e.g., Mak [14], Misra [15], and 
Shah [23].) More recent reviews on perishable inventory 
models are presented by Raafat [20] and Goyal and Giri [9]. 
This literature deals with perishable products within an 
inventory control setting under continuous demand. However, 
in this paper, we investigate the effect of deterioration on a 
reserve stock where demand occurs sporadically when supply 
is disrupted, which constitutes a novel contribution. 

Finally, inventory models on corrective actions typically 
relate to repair. For example, Chakrababorty et al. [3] consider 
production lot sizing with machines which are prone to failure. 
They differentiate between corrective repair, which is done if a 
breakdown occurs during a production run, and preventive 
repair, which is done on a regular basis to minimize the chance 
of failure. Similar corrective/preventive repair models are 
considered by many other authors (e.g. Abboud [1, 2], Giri and 
Dohi [8], and Lin et al. [13]). Lin et al. [13] also consider 
exponentially deteriorated items, similar to our case. However, 
their focus is on a production lot sizing rather than on a reserve 
stock, like our case. A recent work which is more related to 
this paper is by Lee and Wu [12] who consider statistical 
process control (SPC) based replenishment. This is shown to 
be effective in reducing the bullwhip effect in a two-echelon 
supply chain. The SPC based replenishment is somewhat 
similar to our proposed preventive replenishment scheme as 
both policies are triggered by signals related to the supply 

process (in our work, the signal is the reserve stock dropping 
below a certain level). 

III. BASE MODEL 

Consider a reserve stock which is held to hedge against 
supply interruption. Supply availability time, i.e. “up time”,  X, 
is a random variable with mean 1/λ.  Likewise, supply 
interruption time, i.e. “down time”, Y, is a random variable 
with mean 1/μ.  We make the reasonable assumption that down 
time is short relative to up time, Y << X.  A base stock policy is 
adopted; a reserve stock of level S is kept at all times when 
supply is available.  In the event of a supply interruption, this 
reserve stock is consumed at a known fixed rate D per unit 
time. In the event that demand during the down time exceeds 
supply S, excess demand is lost.  At the end of the supply 
interruption the reserve stock is replenished instantaneously up 
to S.1 .  Figure 1 shows a typical profile of stock level over 
time. 

Figure 1: Typical Stock Level for the Base Reserve Stock with Supply 
Interruption Model 

The company’s cost structure entails (i) a holding cost 
proportional to average inventory with a unit cost of h 
$/unit/unit time, (ii) a shortage cost proportional to shortage 
time with a unit cost π $/unit time, and (iii) a variable ordering 
cost proportional to the amount ordered at the end of supply 
interruption with a unit cost c $/unit time. The variable 
ordering cost must be accounted for because excess demand 
during down time is lost.  Previous literature (e.g. Hansmann, 
[7]) ignores this important fact and neglects accounting for the 
ordering cost. Under the assumption that Y << X, the drop in 
inventory during down time can be ignored. It follows that the 
expected holding cost per unit time is  

                              ( )    .                                    (1) 
We define a cycle as the time between two consecutive 

supply restorations. Then, with the assumption that   Y << X, 
the expected cycle duration is approximately 1/λ . The shortage 
cost depends on whether demand exceeds supply during down 
time. Therefore, the expected shortage cost per cycle is  

  ( )    ∫ (    ⁄ )
 

   
  ( )     

where fY(y) is the probability density function (pdf) of Y .  
Applying the renewal reward theorem (Ross, [15], p. 78), it 
follows that the shortage cost per unit time is   

                                                           
1 The assumption of instantaneous replenishment is not 
restrictive. We adopted it here to simplify the presentation.   
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                        ( )     ∫ (    ⁄ ) 
     ( )   .            (2) 

Similarly, the variable ordering cost depends on whether 
demand exceeds supply during down time, with an expected 
value per unit time given by 

   ( )     (∫      
   ( )   ∫   

     ( )  )         (3) 

Combining (1), (2) and (3), the total expected cost per unit 
time is  

  ( )  
     ∫ (    ⁄ ) 

     ( )      (∫      
   ( )   

∫   
     ( )  ) .                                                                 (4) 

 
The company’s objective is to minimize expected cost. This 

can be written as  
                                            ( )                                  (5) 

The following theorem establishes that the expected cost, 
Cu(S), is convex in the reserve level S, and gives a closed-form 
expression for the optimal reserve stock S*. 

Theorem 1 If (π − cD)λ > hD, then Cu(S) is convex in S and 
the optimal reserve stock is        

                           (  
  

(    ) ) ,                      (6) 

where FY
−1

 (.) is the inverse of FY(.) which is the cumulative 
distribution function (CDF) of Y. 

IV. MODEL WITH DETERIORATION 

Considering the base model in Section 3, we now assume 
further that reserve stock is subject to deterioration at an 
exponential rate θ per unit time. That is, starting with the base 
stock S at the beginning of a cycle,  the stock level decreases to 
Se−θX at the end of up-time, as a result of deterioration, and 
then decreases further, during down time, as a result of both 
demand and deterioration as shown in Figure 2. To simplify 
the analysis, we make the reasonable assumption that stock is 
consumed only by demand during down time.  This assumption 
is highly justified in practice where the deterioration rate, θ, is 
commonly small with respect to the demand rate, D.  

Following a similar analysis to that in Section 2, the 
expected holding cost per unit time is     

   ( )    ∫ (∫         
 ) 

   ( )     ∫ (  ⁄ )(  
 
 

                                                      )  ( )   ,                                   (7) 

where fX(.) is the pdf of X.  In addition, under the assumption 
that the stock is consumed only by demand during down time, 
the expected shortage cost per unit time is                           

        ( )     ∫ [∫ (       
 ) 

     
 

  ( )  ]   ( )  
 
  ,            (8) 

and the expected ordering cost is 

   ( )     ∫ [∫ (          )
     
 

   ( )   
 
 

                                     ∫    ( )  
 
     
 

]   ( )    .                            (9) 

The expected cost per unit time is  Cu(S) = Chu(S)  +  Csu(S) +  
Cou(S) .  Analyzing Cu(S), we establish in the in the following 

theorem that it is convex in S under the nonrestrictive 
assumptions similar to those in Theorem 1. The theorem also 
gives a single-variable equation which can be solved with any 
search method to obtain the optimal reserve stock. 

Theorem 2 If π > cD,then the expected cost under 
exponential deterioration is convex in the reserve level, S, and 
the optimal reserve stock,    , is the unique solution of  

  (   )  (    )∫ [    (
     
 )]       ( )  

 
   ̃        (10) 

where   [    ]  ∫       ( )        ̃   
 
      . 

Our numerical experimentation (see Section 6) indicates that 
solving the first-order optimality condition is (10) and 
obtaining the optimal reserve level     is straightforward. Note 
that when there is no deterioration, θ = 0, the FOC in (10) 
reduces to (4).  

 
Figure 2: Reserve Stock with Deterioration 

V. MODEL WITH DETERIORATION AND PREVENTIVE 
REPLENISHMENT 

Our numerical results (see Section 6) on the model in 
Section 4 indicate that deterioration can significantly increase 
the cost of maintaining a reserve stock. In an effort to mitigate 
the effect of deterioration on cost, we add preventive 
replenishment, where the stock level is replenished periodically 
up to a base level. This allows avoiding having low reserve 
when a sudden supply outage occurs. Specifically, during the 
up-time (when supply is available) the reserve stock level is 
replenished to S each    units of time (e.g., every month, 
quarter, six-month, year, or 3-year period etc.). This is 
equivalent to the well-known (s, S) policy, with          ;  
whenever the stock level drops down to s, the stock is 
replenished up to S. The profile of the stock level in this 
situation is shown in Figure 3. The cost structure is the same as 
in Section 4 here, with an additional fixed replenishment cost 
due to the preventive replenishment. Specifically, we assume 
that each preventive replenishment costs kr.  

Finding an exact expression for the expected cost is 
complex, and leads to intractable results, as one needs to keep 
track of the residual (remaining) time in the last preventive 
replenishment cycle before supply interruption.  In the 
following, we develop a simplified approximate model which 
works well under reasonable assumptions, and, as such it is 
highly suited for practical applications.  

We define the average stock level during a replenishment 
cycle as 

                         ̅   ∫          
     (  )                      (11) 

where  (  )   
(       )

   
    Our main approximating 

assumption in this section is to use the average stock  ̅ as a 
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base stock, similar to the base model in Section 3, for 
determining the holding, ordering and shortage costs. This is a 
reasonable assumption as, in practice, the deterioration rate, θ, 
is small, and any logical choice of a not-too-long 
replenishment period tr would make s and S close.  In the 
following, we write the expected costs in an alternative form as 
a function of  ̅ and tr.  Once the optimal values of these 
alternate decision variables are found, an equivalent “optimal” 
(s, S) is easily determined as illustrated at the end of this 
section. If we consider that replenishment time tr is less than  
the mean average cycle time λ then, the holding and shortage 
costs per unit time are respectively    ( ̅   )    ̅ and 
   ( ̅   )    ∫ (   

 ̅
 

 ̅
 )  ( )  .  

The ordering cost (at the end of down time) requires a slight 
modification from Section 3, as the stock is assumed to drop 
from  ̅ at the beginning of the down time and is replenished 
back to     ̅  (  ) at the end of this time, where  (  ) is as 
defined in (11). Therefore, the expected ordering cost per unit 
time is 

   (   )      (  ̅
 (  )

  ∫ ( ̅     )  ( )  
 ̅
 
 ) . 

 
Finally, we add the expected ordering cost during the up-

time. This has two components, a fixed cost component, equal 
to       

 per unit time, and a variable cost component accounting 
for the variable cost of stock purchasing during the up time at 
the end of each replenishment cycle;  at   (        )  
  ̅    per replenishment cycle.  

 
Therefore the expected cost per unit time if replenishment 

time tr is less than mean average cycle time λ is 

  (  ̅   )       ̅    ∫ (   
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 ̅
 )  ( )      ( ̅     ̅

 (  )
 

 ∫ ( ̅     )  ( )  
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 )           
If replenishment time is greater than mean average cycle 

time λ the model should converge to the previous model with 
deterioration and hence the expected cost per unit time is 
  (  ̅   )     

  ∫ (
 ̅
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]   ( )      

The total unit time cost function considers cases where 
replenishment time is smaller and greater than mean average 
cycle time λ. Therefore it is an average weighted function of 
both  previous resulting functions with the weight being the 
probability of t   . 
Therefore, the expected cost per unit time is 

  (  ̅   )  (       )  (  ̅   )    
        (  ̅   )                                       (  ) 

It is hard to analyze the expected cost in (12) over both   ̅ 
and    especially that   ̅is a function of    as indicated in (11). 
Our approach is to analyze the cost first for a given tr , and then 
to build on this to do a joint analysis.  Since the expected cost 
is not typically too sensitive in    (as the major costs are 
incurred due to supply interruption), one can do analysis on   ̅ 
for handful of typical values of tr (e.g., a month, a quarter, six 
months, a year, etc.) and develop a suitable reserve 
management policy. For an exogenously determined tr, the 
following theorem establishes the convexity of the expected 
cost in   ̅and gives an optimal value,   ̅   . 
Theorem 3  If π > cD and the preventive replenishment period 
is fixed at tr , then the expected cost under exponential 
deterioration and preventive replenishment is convex in the 
average reserve level,   ̅, and the optimal average reserve is 
the solution of: 

(       ) [ (   )   (    )∫ [    (
 ̅

 (  )
      

 
 )]       ( )     ̃]        [     

           
  

       
 (    )     (

 ̅
 )]     

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND INSIGHTS 

In this section, we present the results of our numerical study.  
Much of the numerical study is a sensitivity analysis from a 
base case. The base case has the following reasonable 
parameter values. The Demand rate is D = 18,000 units/year.  
The cost structure entails a unit ordering cost c = $1/unit, a 
holding cost h = $0.15/unit/year, and a shortage cost π= 
$45,000/year.  In the case of preventive replenishment (see 
Section 5), each preventive replenishment costs kr = $1.  The 
supply process involves an up-time which is exponentially 
distributed with mean 1 /λ  = 1 year, and a down time which is 
also exponentially distributed with mean 1 /µ  = 7 / 365 year (1 
week). Finally, the deterioration rate is θ = 5% .  
Table 1: Results for Base Model and Comparison with Hansmann. 
Base case 

Case 
Variation 
from Base 

Case 
       (   )        (   ) ΔH 

1 None 239 $157 416 $162 4.0% 
2 h = 0.05 619 $117 795 $119 2.0% 
3 h = 0.3 0 $173 156 $184 6.0% 
4 c = 0 416 $114 416 $114 0.0% 
5 c = 0.8 283 $150 416 $114 24.0% 
6 c = 1.74 5 $173 416 114 13.0% 
7         0 $121 293 135 11.0% 
8         431 $185 543 188 1.3% 

 
For the base model in Section 2, where deterioration is 

assumed away, the optimal reserve stock is given from (6), 
with     ( )    (   )   (   ),     = 795, with an expected 
cost    (   )   $516 / year, given from (5). If instead of using 
our optimal base model, one utilizes Hansmann’s [10], which 
ignores the variable ordering cost as discussed in Section 3, the 
resulting reserve stock level from (7) is     = 971 with a 
corresponding actual cost of     (   )   $522 / year. That is, 
the regret (penalty) from using Hansmann’s model instead of 
our optimal model is ΔH ≈ 1% , where        (   )  
   (   )     (   ) . Table 1 shows further comparison between 
our base model and Hansmann’s model. Each entry in Table 1 
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involves the variation of one or more parameters from the base 
case while keeping other parameters at their base values. The 
major insight from Table 1 is that the penalty from utilizing 
Hansmann’s model instead of our base model can be 
significant reaching 15% in some cases where the shortage 
cost is low, e.g. Case 8 in Table 1. Table 1 also indicates that 
Hansmann’s model always recommend a higher reserve stock, 
   , than the optimal one,     .  By comparing, we observe that 
the optimal reserve levels and their corresponding costs 
decrease with the duration of up-time, which is intuitive. 

 
Next we analyze the effect of exponential deterioration on 

the reserve stock policy. For the base case given at the 
beginning of this section, the optimal reserve stock under 
deterioration is obtained by solving (10) as     = 730 with a 
corresponding annual cost      (   ) = $554. If one ignores 
deterioration, and utilize the optimal reserve level of the base 
model,     = 795, the actual annual cost is    (   ) = $555.  
That is, the regret (penalty) from using the base model instead 
of the optimal deterioration model (Model 1) is    ≈ 0.2% , 
where        (   )     (   )     (   ).  In this case, the 
penalty from ignoring deterioration     is not too high, because 
the deterioration rate is somewhat small (at 5%) and the 
reserve level is not high.  This is not always the case.  

Table 2 show several other cases where the penalty from 
ignoring deterioration,     is high especially when (i) the 
holding cost is low (e.g. Case 2 with    = 1.3%), (ii) the 
shortage cost is high , or (iii) the ordering cost is high (e.g. 
Case 4 with    = 0.9%). In these cases, there are higher reserve 
levels in (i) or (ii) or high unit deterioration cost, and 
consequently higher total deterioration cost. Finally, of course, 
a high deterioration rate θ increases the penalty from ignoring 
deterioration (e.g. Case 12 with    =  10%).  . The main insight 
from Table 2 is that the penalty of ignoring deterioration can 
be significant, reaching 5%. 
Table 2:  Results for Model with Deterioration and Comparison with 
Base Model 

Case 
Variation 
from Base 

Case 
       (   )        (   ) Δb 

1 None 730 $554     $555 0.2% 
2 h = 0.05 928 $ 465 1,174 $471 1.3% 
3 h = 1 148 $ 826 140 $826 0.0% 
4 c = 0 986 $ 190 971 $190 0.0% 
5 c = 1.8 386 $ 776 532 $783 0.9% 
6  

       
261 $ 452 329 $453 0.2% 

8  
       

891 $ 578 986 $580 0.3% 

9      780 $ 524 795 $524 0.0% 
10        743 $ 530 795 $530 0.1% 
11       633 $ 557 795 $565 1.5% 
12       582 $ 567 795 $625 10% 

 
In terms of the effect of deterioration on the reserve level, 

Table 2 indicate that the reserve level decreases with 
deterioration, as          in all cases of these tables. This may 
seem counter-intuitive at first sight, as one expects the reserve 
stock to increase to avoid shortages resulting from the reserve 
stock depletion as a result of deterioration. However, keeping a 
high reserve stock will significantly increase the deterioration 
cost, as under exponential deterioration, the deterioration 

amount is a percent of the on-hand reserve. Therefore, the 
reserve stock is decreased to avoid excessive deterioration 
costs. A similar behavior is observed in the classic inventory 
control literature (e.g. Nahmias [16]).  

Finally we see the effect of replenishment on the cost. Table 
3 shows the results of the sensitivity analysis when varying the 
fixed replenishment time, the deterioration rate, shortage cost 
and setup costs. A comparison with the previous model is 
presented to highlight the importance of replenishment. We 
denote by     the optimal stock level and    (   ) its corresponding 
cost. The regret penalty from using the model with deterioration is 
       (   )     (   )     (   ).   
Table 3:  Results for Model with Replenishment and Comparison with 
Model with Deterioration 

Case 
Variation 
from Base 

Case 
       (   )        ( ) Δd 

1       
       
         

704 $280 854 $283 1.06% 

2       
       
         

976 $335 1200 $343 2.33% 

3       
       
          
     

963 $338 1200 $343 1.46% 

4        
       
         

668 $298 871 $306 2.61% 

5       
       
         

634 $316 112 $328 3.66% 

6         
       
         

603 $332 118 $350 5.14% 

 Table 3 shows that with increasing deterioration rate, 
improvement over model with deterioration increases to reach 
5.14% in case 6. Cases 1 and 2 proves that shortage cost has an 
increasing effect on the total unit time cost.  

VII. CONCLUSION 

This paper presented three models to calculate the optimal 
stock level while minimizing the cost. The first model (i.e. 
base model) accounted for, other than shortage and holding 
cost, the ordering cost. We assume that down time is short 
relative to up time and that the shortage cost per unit time is 
greater than the product of the ordering cost per unit per unit 
time and the demand rate (π > cD). We find the optimal stock 
level by minimizing the cost function. Comparison of our base 
case analysis with previously published results, such as 
Hansmann’s model, suggests that our approach is more 
accurate and can provide a useful improvement in evaluating 
the cost of holding inventory or reserve stocks.  

Although most of the existing inventory models in the 
literature assume that reserve stocks can be stored indefinitely 
to meet the future demands, deterioration impact on inventory 
models cannot be ignored and hence our second model 
accounted for the deterioration rate. Following a similar 
analysis to the base model, we found out that the optimal stock 
level is the solution to the derivative of the cost function when 
set to zero. We noted that when deterioration rate increases, 
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initial stock level decreases to avoid high deteriorated 
inventory loss the second model with deterioration showed that 
neglecting the deterioration effect can increase cost up to 5%.    

And finally, the third model accounted for preventive 
replenishment. In every cycle and after a fixed given time, 
whenever the stock level drops down to a value, we replenish 
the stock back to its initial level.  We also accounted for the 
fixed setup cost at each replenishment cycle. We came up with 
a form for the average optimal stock level. We wrote the cost 
as a function of the average stock level and we optimized it 
over the replenishment time and got the optimal time to 
replenish. Finally we found the optimal stock level. The last 
model showed improvements in cost for deteriorating stock. 

Further analysis with our approach could take into 
consideration a stochastic demand with known or arbitrary 
probability distribution. Reserve networks in supply chain, can 
also be studied in the future extension to our proposed models.  
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Abstract- This paper extends the work of Moukalled et al. [1] 

for predicting the performance of a Roof-Top AC unit 
investigated under nominal air conditions. Recently, Moukalled et 
al. [1] studied the thermal and hydrodynamic characteristics of a 
10 Ton AC packaged unit by investigating the air zone separately 
and considering the condensation of water vapor at the coil 
surface. This step was considered a recent work and was not 
adopted by previous researchers. However, in this work, a novel 
contribution is considered, where the refrigerant cycle is 
integrated; thus, the coil temperature and heat transfer 
characteristics are simulated and obtained with the solution 
prediction. The model is defined as a conjugate heat transfer 
problem and accounts for predicting simultaneously the thermal 
and hydrodynamic characteristics of air and refrigerant flow 
streams. A parametric study is considered based on varying 
certain thermal and hydrodynamic conditions of air at the unit 
inlet section. The aim was to assess the robustness and validity of 
the CFD model applied on the considered physical domain.  
Results indicated to the existence of high turbulence intensity as 
the air field crosses the evaporator cooling coil. 

Keywords: CFD, Conjugate Heat Transfer, Air Flow Maldistribution 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the last few decades, the world has witnessed a great 
revolution in many sectors including industrial, commercial, 
and residential fields. Unfortunately, this development was 
achieved at the expense of available energy resources required 
to cover certain needs. The depletion of energy resources has 
become an extremely sensitive issue; and thus, forcing the 
world to impose new ways and strategies by finding innovative 
approaches to reduce energy consumption and improve 
efficiency. Energy resources are becoming more expensive and 
essential for different applications involved in several 
engineering fields, and therefore its use patterns should be 
evolved by managing its employment on one hand and by 
exploring new methods for enhancing the efficiency of end-use 
machines relying on these resources on the other hand. 

Energy speaking, HVAC applications constitute one of the 
major sectors responsible for high  energy consumption in 
residential and non-residential buildings required for achieving 
good air quality and thermal comfort. However, the whole 
world is witnessing a real depletion in available energy 
resources followed by an increase in the demand of these 
resources. Therefore, alarms should sound high and urge for 

reducing the operating cost of HVAC units by enhancing their 
efficiency. Most of the times and during the design process of 
such units, no consideration for the various components 
assembly is taken industriously, while at the same time, their 
allocation serve well in flow disturbances and thus affecting 
the overall prescribed capacity of the machine. So in most of 
the cases, with respect to manufactures, reducing the 
geometrical size of a produced AC unit by following a bad 
arrangement assembly of the various components constituting 
the unit seems to be economically efficient, however, at the 
expense of reducing the cooling capacity and efficiency 
without attention. Accordingly, this leads to reducing the 
performance of the machine during its operation by promoting 
air flow disturbances and creating recirculation and separating 
regions at the core of air flow. 

In this work, a numerical analysis was performed to predict 
the performance and air flow maldistribution of a roof-top AC 
unit using CFD codes. This is done by building a reliable, low 
computational cost, and robust CFD model for a physical 
domain representing what’s happening in the actual unit, and 
by performing numerical simulations taken under realistic 
environmental and operative conditions. 

Few studies were reported in the literature based on 
investigating the flow in an AC unit. Z.G.Xu et al. [2] 
investigated the turbulent incompressible flow in an industrial 
air conditioning unit following a two-dimensional numerical 
analysis. In their work, fine modeling of the turbulent flow 
through the evaporator coil tubes was considered by selecting a 
central symmetrical plane at the coil to predict the pressure 
losses, assuming that the flow is two-dimensional. Gotham et 
al. [3] modeled the turbulent flow following a three-
dimensional analysis where the main components in the unit 
were included. The three dimensional modeling of the 
evaporator coil was modeled artificially by integrating the 
porous medium approach. This situation is limited to a 
uniformly distributed flow resistance where the porous factor is 
defined which represents a geometrical parameter depending 
on the fin and tube configuration. Moreover, the Darcy 
coefficient was introduced to consider pressure losses across 
the coil. An experimental study was conducted also by Z.G.XU 
et al. [4] in an attempt to validate the solution of the turbulence 
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models for an air conditioning unit. The aim of their 
experiment was to compare between predicted and measured 
velocity profiles and turbulence characteristics for an 
incompressible isothermal flow. Experimental investigations 
were also done by Aganda et al. [5] on heat exchangers to 
capture the effects of maldistribution in the air flow and report 
its impacts on the refrigerant circuit. Their attempt was based 
on assuming a uniform mean velocity distribution on each 
refrigerant circuit on one hand, and by varying it on the other 
hand after undergoing experimental measurements within the 
unit. Recently Moukalled et al. [1] developed a more 
sophisticated model for predicting and enhancing the 
performance of a roof-top air conditioning unit operating in its 
actual environment. In their study, Moukalled et al. [1] 
integrated a new feature for computing the water vapor 
condensation at the surfaces of the coil following Fick’s Law 
[6] and latent heat capacity of the unit through a user defined 
function which uses built-in macros of Fluent and compiled 
into the code. 

 

II. OBJECTIVE STATEMENT 

This work is done for achieving the following purposes: 
1-Build a robust CFD Model for simulating the base case 
physical model representing the AC unit by integrating air and 
refrigerant zones simultaneously. 
2-Integrate the condensation of water vapor at the coil surface 
and evaporation of the working refrigerant in the circuits 
simultaneously via Multi-Phase/Multi-Species modeling. 
3-Predict air flow maldistribution and turbulence regions in the 
vicinity of the cooling coil. 
4-Assess the reliability of the Model by undergoing parametric 
studies based on varying the wet bulb temperature and mass 
flow rate of air entering the unit. 
 

III. PHYSICAL MODEL DESCRIPTION 

In this study, the evaporator compartment of the packaged 
unit is modeled. The evaporator compartment depicted in Fig. 
1 is basically composed of: the evaporator coil, centrifugal 
blower with its casing, motor assembly, condensate tray, and 
the air filters for fresh and return air. The evaporator coil 
consists of 3 rows of pipes, with each row containing 28 
parallel pipes. The pipes are modeled with their exact geometry 
given their thickness of (1 mm) and connected by elbows to 
ensure the continuous flow of refrigerant. The evaporator coil 
is covered with 650 fins of rectangular type having a 
distribution of 14 fins per inch with a total coil surface area of 
48.3 m2. Air enters the compartment from two inlets, mixed 
before the evaporator coil, and then passes through the coil 
during which heat is exchanged with the cold surface of the 
pipes and fins. The refrigerant flowing inside the pipes will 
gain the heat rejected from the air causing a raise in its 
enthalpy and forcing more amount of liquid refrigerant to 
evaporate under low pressure. The evaporation process 

terminates once the refrigerant reaches its saturation point and 
additional heat will be absorbed by the vapor refrigerant to the 
superheated region before being sucked by the compressor. 
The air continues its flow towards the blower by changing its 
direction progressively, making an angle of 180º with respect 
to its inlet direction. The blower forces the cold air to flow 
through the duct until reaching the outlet section of the unit. 
The air flow path inside the evaporator compartment is shown 
in Fig. 1. 

Figure 1. Evaporator Compartment Main Features. 
 
Due to physical memory limitations and available 

computational power, the geometry of the physical model is 
reduced in a way to preserve the same air flow path. The 
evaporator cooling coil characteristics for the considered 
physical model are given in table I. 

TABLE I 

Evaporator Coil Physical Characteristics 
Coil Construction Dimensions and Specs 

Fin Spacing (measured from mid-centers)          
Length of individual fin in direction of air flow          
Number of fins in direction of air flow     
Fin height           
Fin thickness           
Total number of fins        
Pipe Outer Diameter              
Pipe Inner Diameter             
Tube spacing in direction of air flow (x)               
Tube spacing in transverse to air flow (y)            
Total number of tubes       
Number of refrigerant circuits       
Number of tubes/circuit         
Number of tube rows       
Number of passes per row (for each circuit)       
Number of connecting elbows/circuit        
Tube arrangement Staggered 
 

IV. MATHEMATICAL MODEL  

The conservation equations describing the air and refrigerant 
flow includes the mass conservation equation, momentum 
equation, and energy equation associated for each defined fluid. 
In addition, other scalar equations are integrated to account for 
turbulence and species transport. 

 
A. Governing Flow and Energy Transport Equations 

In the following, the flow and energy equations are 
presented for the two phase mixture model 
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-Continuity 
 

     
                                                                                   
 
The mass-averaged velocity of the mixture is given by 
 

      
         
   
  

                                                                          
 
The density of the mixture is given by the following model 
 

         
 

   
                                                                                 

 
-Momentum 
The liquid and vapor phases share the same pressure field; 

therefore, a combined momentum equation is obtained for the 
mixture, which is written in a vector form as 

 
         
                   

                        

                      
 

   
                              

 
The stress tensor is computed from the following model 
 

                          
 
                                             

 
Where    is the molecular viscosity computed from 
 

         
 

   
                                                                                 

 
The drift velocity of the secondary phase   is given by 
 

                                                                                                
 

-Energy 
The energy equation for modeling the heat transfer and 
temperature distribution of the fluid is defined as 
 
 
           

 

   
                     

 

   
                                                         

 
The coupling between the velocity and pressure fields is 

resolved following the SIMPLE algorithm [7]. It is based on 
deriving a pressure correction equation from the continuity 
equation which is used to update the pressure field. The 

momentum equation is then discretized and integrated to solve 
for the velocity components in 3-dimensions. Finally, the 
temperature distribution of the flow field is computed from the 
energy transport model given by equation (3). 
 
B. Turbulence Model 

Turbulent flows are evolved when fluctuations in velocity 
fields exist. These fluctuations are generally caused by high 
velocity fluid flow or by disruption of the flow by obstacles. 
One of the objectives of this work is to predict and investigate 
the effect of air flow maldistribution in the vicinity of the 
evaporator coil on the overall heat transfer and capacity of the 
investigated unit. Therefore, it is essential to model these 
turbulent effects and predict their location, intensity, and rate 
of variation in order to suggest new designs able to reduce 
these effects, and consequently enhance the performance of the 
unit. The selection of the turbulence model depends mainly on 
the physics of the application under study. Therefore, the best 
turbulence model to predict turbulence regions and intensity 
for this problem is the Realizable     model given by the 
following two transport equations 

 
 
       

 
   

       
 
   

         
      

                        

 
       

 
   

       
 
   

        
      

           
  

      

    
 
                                                                          

 
C. Volume Fraction and Species Transport Models 

To model the mass transfer mechanisms occurring due to 
water vapor condensation at the coil surface and the 
evaporation of liquid refrigerant in the coil circuits, multi-
species should be defined, each with its associated phase. The 
mass balance of specie     in a phase is given by the following 
mathematical model 

 
         
                                                             

 
The volume fraction      equation for the secondary phase 

    is written as 
 
 
                                                          

The mathematical modeling for the mass transfer 
mechanisms is given by the following 
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V. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

In this section, the boundary conditions required to close the 
system of equations presented previously in the “Mathematical 
Model Section” are presented for the base case simulation. 
These include the following: 
-Air Inlet: This is modeled as a velocity inlet with a uniform 
normal velocity of 3.99 m/s, dry temperature of 300 K, and wet 
bulb temperature of 292.59 K. 
-Air Outlet: This is modeled as a pressure outlet with a 
backflow temperature of 290 K, gauge pressure of 588 Pa, and 
0.0055 % by mass of H2O(v) species. 
-Refrigerant Inlet: This is modeled as a mass flow inlet with 
gauge pressure of 706500 Pa and saturation temperature of 281 
K. For phase 1, mass flow rate of vapor refrigerant is 0.00298 
kg/s, mass fraction of vapor refrigerant is 1. For phase 2, mass 
flow rate of liquid refrigerant is 0.01194 kg/s, mass fraction of 
liquid refrigerant is 1. 
-Refrigerant Outlet: This is modeled as a pressure outlet with a 
backflow temperature of 286.49 K and gauge pressure of 
706400 Pa. For phase 1, mass fraction of vapor refrigerant is 1. 
For phase 2, mass fraction of liquid refrigerant is 1 and 
backflow volume fraction is 0. 
-Other walls: No slip conditions are used with zero heat flux. 

 

VI. NUMERICAL METHOD AND SIMULATION 

The finite volume method [7] is adopted to generate the 
numerical model of the defined problem. First the topological 
domain of the physical problem is generated using the ANSYS 
MESHER software. A total number of 12,000,000 control 
volumes are considered with an average quality and skewness 
of 0.75 and 0.35 respectively. The partial differential equations 
are then integrated over each control volume and profile 
approximations for the convective and diffusion terms are 
considered to interpolate variables at the faces with the 
variables at the geometric center. A sequence of algebraic 
equations is then obtained for the general variable      having 
the following form. 
           

  
                                                                

Where   and     are 3-D matrices whose coefficients are 
related to the partial differential equations that has been 
integrated, on the type of schemes applied on the derivative 
terms appearing in the convective and diffusion terms, and due 
to the adopted deferred correction procedure.    is the original 
source term contribution 

The Guass-Seidel algorithm is implemented to solve the set 
of discretized equations, with the SIMPLE method integrated 
to solve for the pressure correction. 

 

VII. BASE CASE SIMULATION 

A. Solution Prediction 
The solution is properly initiated and patched for each of the 

defined zones in the domain. The simulation was performed on 

an 8-core single machine processing (SMP), and the total 
physical memory required was 28 GB out of 31 GB available. 
This fact is due to the complex nature of the problem where 
Multi-Phase/Species-Transport modeling is adopted, in 
addition to the coupling between all interfaces common for 
fluid/solid and solid/solid zones in conjugate heat transfer 
computations. 

In this part, the air zone is considered for the physical model 
defined previously in “Section III”. 10 planes are constructed 
for measuring the flow properties as the air crosses the cooling 
coil until the unit outlet. Fig. 2 shows the inclined planes 
locations from the coil inlet to the unit outlet section. 

Figure 2 Constructed Planes for Measuring Physical Properties. 
 
The density of the mixture was handled using two different 

methods. In the first one, the Volume-Weighted-Mixing Law 
(VWML) was implemented and predictions were performed 
only for the base case. In the second approach, the Ideal Gas 
Law (IGL) was set to account for the mixture density. Table (II) 
presents the computed mass weighted average of the density 
and velocity magnitude, volumetric flow rate, and mass flow 
rate at the inlet and outlet sections of the considered physical 
model. It has been shown that the mixture density computed by 
the IGL model is less than by 2.7 and 1.25% the one computed 
by the Volume-Weighted-Mixing Law measured at the unit 
inlet and outlet sections respectively. Consequently, this has 
altered slightly the air mass flow rate flowing in the unit, where 
the computed mass flow rate decreased by 2.8% as compared 
to the case of the Volume-Weighted-Mixing Law. Slight 
deviations were also recorded in the mass weighted average of 
the velocity at the outlet face of the investigated model, with a 
decrease by 1.8% for the case of the Ideal Gas Law. 

TABLE II 

VWML vs IGL. Comparison Between Base Case Results for Same Volumetric 
Flow Rate 

Unit Inlet Face (area = 0.022 m2) 
Parameters VFR Density Velocity MFR 
VWML 0.0886 1.20890 3.99 0.1071 
IGL 0.0886 1.17565 3.99 0.1041 

Unit Outlet Face (area = 0.046 m2) 
 VFR Density Velocity MFR 
VWML 0.0886 1.20890 2.1933 0.1071 
IGL 0.0886 1.19420 2.1590 0.1041 
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B. Model Validation 
The results predicted by the CFD model are validated with 

numerical simulations obtained by Moukalled et al. [1] and 
with limited experimental data in the literature. For the same 
operating conditions (dry bulb and wet bulb temperature of air 
entering the unit), the predicted sensible heat ratio (SHR) was 
75.9 %. This result matches well with the one obtained by [1] 
(72.4 %). Moreover, the pressure drop across the evaporator 
coil and the heat transfer coefficient predicted by the current 
model agrees with the one measured experimentally by [8] for 
similar coil construction. The obtained differences were 9 and 
3 % respectively. 

The rest of the results in this chapter are obtained following 
the Volume-Weighted-Mixing Law of the Mixture Density and 
using the mass weighted average to compute the flow 
properties at different sections in the unit. Two different 
parametric studies were investigated presented in the following 
section. The first one was based on varying the humidity 
content of air entering the unit; and the second one was based 
on varying the velocity inlet of air. 

VIII. PARAMETRIC STUDY 

A. Varying Humidity Content 
In this study, the humidity content of air entering the unit 

was gradually increased, and its impact was investigated on the 
coil performance. All other parameters, including the dry bulb 
temperature and air velocity, are kept constant as in the base 
case. Three different values of air humidity ratio were 
considered, 0.0128, 0.0145, and 0.0165 kg H2O(v)/kg dry air. 
Consequently, the dew point temperature was altered based on 
air psychometric conditions. Table (III) shows the defined 
input parameters for the three simulated parametric cases. 

 
TABLE III 

Defined Input Parameters of Air at Unit Inlet for the Parametric Cases 
Varying Humidity Content at Air Inlet 

 Tdb [K] Twb [K] Tdew  [K] w [kg H2O vapor /kg dry air] 
Case 1 300 293.8 291 0.0128 
Case 2 300 295.05 293 0.0145 
Case 3 300 296.37 295 0.0165 

 
The rate of change of H2O(v) species revealed different 

variations among the simulated cases. The decrease in H2O(v) 
species measured between plane Z32 and the unit outlet face 
was 0.0006, 0.0011, 0.0017, and 0.0023 kg H2O/ kg dry air for 
the base case, case 1, case 2, and case 3 respectively. However, 
these variations are dominant between planes Z32 (point zero 
on x-axis of Fig. 3) and Z22 (point 6 on x-axis of Fig. 3), and 
this is due to the fact that the air flow still passes across the 
cold coil surface where the rate of change of H2O(v) species 
appears higher than the rate measured between planes Z22 and 
the unit outlet as depicted in the figure. After plane Z22, the 
mass fraction of H2O(v) species in the air mixture is almost 
stable. The calculated % difference in the rate of change of 
H2O(v) species compared to the base case is 0.055, 0.101, and 
0.169 % for cases 1, 2, and 3 respectively. 

Figure 3. Variation of H2O(v) Species for the Base and Parametric Cases. 
 

Fig. 4 shows the variation of the latent capacity, total 
capacity, and sensible heat ratio (SHR) predicted for the base 
case and parametric cases. It is obvious that the increase of the 
total capacity is related to the increase in the latent capacity of 
the simulated cases. Consequently, a drop in the sensible heat 
ratio (SHR) is obtained from 75.95 % (base case) to 62.79, 
53.93, and 46.22 % for cases 1, 2, and 3 respectively. 

Figure 4. Variation of Latent Capacity, Total Capacity, and SHR for the Base 
and Parametric Cases. 

 
B. Varying Air Inlet Velocity 

In this study, the velocity of air entering the unit was 
gradually decreased, and its impact was investigated on the coil 
performance. All other parameters are kept constant as in the 
base case. Table (IV) shows the defined input parameters for 
the three simulated parametric cases. 

TABLE IV 

Defined Input Parameters of Air at Unit Inlet for the Parametric Cases 
Varying Inlet Air Velocity 

Parameters Tdb [K] Twb [K] Tdew  [K] Vinlet [m/s] 
Case 1 300 292.59 288.799 3 
Case 2 300 292.59 288.799 2 
Case 3 300 292.59 288.799 1 

 
 Higher velocity magnitudes are regarded in the air flow at 

the coil entrance (from Plane Z32 till Plane Z26) for all the 
simulated cases. After then, the velocity magnitude decreases 
rapidly as measured at Plane Z24 and increases slightly at 
Plane Z22. These fluctuations indicate to the turbulent nature 
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of the flow as it passes the cooling coil. The velocity then 
decreases as measured from Plane Z20 to the unit outlet. 
However, significant differences in the rate of change of 
velocity as the air flow crosses the coil are seen among the 
simulated cases (Fig. 5). For instance, the rate of change of 
velocity magnitude is higher for the base case (velocity 
changes from 2.9323 at the coil inlet to 2.1933 at the outlet 
section of the unit) compared to cases 1, 2, and 3 where the 
variation in velocity magnitude between the coil inlet and the 
unit outlet sections is 0.5485, 0.3432, and 0.1401 m/s 
respectively. Variations in the dynamic pressure (Fig. 6) are 
relative to the variations that appear in the velocity magnitude.  

Figure 5. Variation of Velocity Magnitude for the Base and Parametric Cases. 
 

The variation in the static pressure as the flow crosses the 
cooling coil possesses a chaotic phenomenon regarding the 
base case. Similar profiles are also predicted by the parametric 
cases; however, for lower velocity magnitudes, these variations 
are damped (Fig. 6). The drop in static pressure is higher at the 
coil inlet as measured from Plane Z32 to Plane Z28 due to the 
coil resistance as the flow hits its boundaries. This 
phenomenon is obvious for higher velocity magnitudes at the 
coil inlet (as in the Base Case and Case 1); however, the 
variations are lower for Cases 2 and 3. After this point, the 
variations in the static pressure are small compared to the ones 
that occurred at the coil inlet. This fact is due to the decrease in 
momentum as the flow passes the first set of pipes of the 
cooling coil. 

Figure 6. Variation of Static and Dynamic Pressures for the Base and 
Parametric Cases. 

Fig. 7 shows the turbulent kinetic energy and turbulent 
dissipation rate for the base case and parametric cases. A large 
fluctuation in the turbulent kinetic energy and its dissipation 
rate is noticed as the flow crosses the coil (from Plane Z30 till 
Plane Z20). To understand more the strength of these induced 
turbulence effects in the vicinity of the cooling coil, a light is 
shed on the turbulence intensity variation of the flow as 
depicted in Fig. 8. It is clear that for the higher mass flow rate 
(Base Case), the turbulent intensity possesses higher values 
where it reaches its maximum (45.146 %) at the Plane located 
at Z = 26 cm. A similar profile is obtained for Case 1, but with 
lower effect, where the maximum turbulent intensity is 36.008 % 
located at Plane Z26. However, for Cases 2 and 3, the obtained 
maximum intensity is shifted and occurs at Plane Z28. The 
reason behind that is the lower momentum carried by the flow 
compared to the Base Case and Case 1, where the velocity 
gradients are lower for Cases 2 and 3 as the flow passes from 
the coil inlet to the unit outlet section leading to a lower 
turbulent flow. 

Figure 7. Variation of Turbulent Kinetic Energy and Turbulent Dissipation 
Rate for the Base and Parametric Cases. 

 

Figure 8. Variation of Turbulent Intensity for the Base and Parametric Cases. 
 

IX. CLOSING REMARKS 

This paper reported on a novel study for predicting the 
hydrodynamic and thermal characteristics of a roof top AC unit. 
The numerical model considered, for the first time in the 
literature, the integration between air and refrigerant flow 
fields for a real case with no drag models added. The problem 
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was defined as a conjugate heat transfer and multiphase flow 
modeling with species transport was considered to account for 
condensation of water vapor at the coil exterior surface and 
evaporation of refrigerant within the coil circuits. The CFD 
model was validated with available experimental studies 
reported in the literature for similar coil construction. 
Moreover, the SHR of the new physical model was compared 
with the one obtained numerically by Moukalled et al. [1] for 
the same operating conditions. A good agreement was obtained. 
High turbulence regions were predicted in the vicinity of the 
cooling coil. The future step is to generate new coil design and 
simulate them by the current CFD model for the aim of 
improving the unit performance and capacity. Two parametric 
studies were then investigated to assess robustness and 
accuracy in the predicted results. The first was based on 
varying the wet bulb temperature of air entering the unit and 
the second was done by varying the inlet velocity of air. The 
CFD model revealed a very good prediction performance. 
Finally, this model could be effectively considered as a 
platform for various numerical investigations of a real AC unit. 
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Nomenclature 
     velocity vector (m/s) 
  pressure (Pa) 
  total energy per unit mass (J/kg) 
  gravitational acceleration (m/s2) 
   stress tensor (N/m2) 
     external body force (N) 
  temperature (K) 
  viscosity (N s/m2) 
  density (kg/m3) 
  time (s) 
  turbulence kinetic energy (m2/s2) 
  turbulence dissipation rate (m2/s3) 
   turbulent Prandtl number for   
   turbulent Prandtl number for   
  volume fraction 
  mass fraction 
  source term per unit volume 
  diffusion flux (N s/m3) 
  
Subscripts  
     drift velocity 
      phase 
  mixture 
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Abstract - This paper introduces operational design charts for 
a proposed integration of combined Chilled Ceiling-Displacement 
Ventilation and Personalized Evaporative Cooler ventilation 
system (CC/DV-PEC). These charts present all the possible 
combinations of operational design parameter values that ensure 
attainment of thermal comfort of the occupant. The design 
parameters considered are DV supply air conditions, CC 
temperature, and PEC’s flow rate and entrainment which 
depends on its distance and elevation with reference to the human 
subject’s face. To achieve such an objective, comprehensive 
numerical simulations are conducted. The numerical modeling 
comprised of a thorough three-dimensional CFD simulation via 
ANSYS-FLUENT; in addition to, an integrated one-dimensional 
multilayer space thermal model and a segmental bio-heat model 
in order to study the human thermal response. The validated 
model of the CC/DV-PEC system was used to develop design 
charts by performing a large number of simulations for operative 
load ranges from 58 to 70 W/m2. These design charts are based on 
the main parameters of: the ratio of the CC cooling load to the 
total load (R), CC temperature, the thermal comfort represented 
on the scale of -4 (very uncomfortable) to +4 (very comfortable), 
DV stream temperature, and the derivative of the total load over 
DV mass flow rate identified as the amount of displaced air 
parameter (P). 

Keywords: Personalized evaporative cooler; Displacement 
ventilation; Chilled ceiling; CFD; Thermal comfort; Design chart.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays there is no doubt that integration of Personalized 
Ventilation (PV) with total-volume ventilation system provides 
occupants with better thermal comfort, perceived air quality, 
health, and self-estimated productivity compared to total-
volume ventilation unaccompanied. However, there are some 
concerns involved in the design of such a system as excessive 
increase in flow rate and in temperature difference between the 
PV stream and environment can cause draught and thermal 
discomfort, respectively due to local cooling of the occupant. 
Personalized Evaporative Cooler (PEC) humidifies the air and 
drops the air temperature by acceptable limited degrees; hence, 
an integration of combined Chilled Ceiling-Displacement 
Ventilation (CC/DV) system and PEC is proposed in order to 
minimize the aforementioned design risk and to provide a 
superior micro-environment around the human upper body and 
breathing zone in particular. 

In an invaluable study by Berglund and Cain in 1989 (1), the 
air was perceived fresher in lower temperatures and humidity, 
with the former showing stronger effect than the latter. 
Although temperature and humidity do not have a strong 
impact on odour intensity, they do have a significant effect on 
the perception of air quality and this impact diminishes with 
the increase in pollution level (2). This can be explained by the 
indispensable impact of cooling the respiratory tract on 
human’s perception. Furthermore, Fanger verified that the 
acceptability of air quality linearly decreases with the increase 
in the enthalpy of the air; thus, sustaining an appropriate 
temperate-air enthalpy strategy results in notable energy saving 
in ventilation (3). 

Although displacement ventilation provides a better air 
quality compared to other total volume ventilators, if not 
properly designed, it can give rise to local discomfort due to 
vertical temperature difference in the room and high air 
velocities near the floor. In addition, the perceived air reaching 
the breathing zone in summer conditions has usually a 
relatively high temperature. Accordingly, almost half of 
occupants can still be unsatisfied; thus, providing a controllable 
local environment for each occupant may significantly 
decrease this number and also lower the energy consumption.

Melikov’s investigations show that: firstly, increase of the 
airflow rate can only raise the quality of inhaled air to a certain 
value; secondly, temperature of the inhaled air usually 
diminishes with a rise in the flow rate and an increase in the 
temperature difference between the personalized air and the 
room air. However, increasing the flow rate and the 
temperature difference more than a certain amount can cause 
draught and thermal discomfort due to local cooling of the 
occupant as well as a decrease in the amount of personalized 
air reaching the breathing zone due to buoyancy effect, 
respectively (4).

Chakroun et al. developed a simulation model to integrate 
the personalized cooler with the ascending thermal plume of a 
total ventilation system. The thermal model of the conditioned 
room air around the person is integrated with a segmental bio-
heat and thermal comfort model to predict the human thermal 
comfort. He showed the expected improvement in thermal 
comfort of the occupant as well as the expected decrease in the 
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energy consumption (5). Makhoul et al. estimated energy 
savings of up to 20% that resulted from using higher supply air 
temperature in the DV system aided with cooler PV while 
maintaining thermal comfort (6). Their findings show that 
energy savings of up to 20% can be achieved over systems that 
do not use the PEC while having equal comfort level. 

In this project we are proposing that integration of combined 
Chilled Ceiling-Displacement Ventilation with PEC (CC/DV-
PEC) as the ventilation system for the room is potent to a 
superior microenvironment for the occupant and therefore 
provide a better thermal comfort. A comprehensive numerical 
analysis is conducted in order to assess this proposal. A CFD 
ANSYS model predicts the room temperature, humidity, and 
velocity distribution, air quality in the occupied zone; 
moreover, a One Dimensional (1-D) MATLAB model 
combined of a multi-layer space thermal model and a Bio-heat 
and Segmental Thermal Comfort Predictive code calculates 
occupant’s thermal comfort as a function of the DV supply and 
PEC jet flow rate conditions and CC temperature. The 
validated model of the CC/DV-PEC system will be used to 
introduce design charts in order to show the appropriate ranges 
of operating parameters that provide thermal comfort. The four 
design parameters considered are temperature and flow rate of 
the DV supply stream, temperature of CC, and velocity of PEC 
airflow. The considered operative load range is 70 W/m2 and 
below, which is the conventional peak load of an office.

II. METHODOLOGY

The methodology is firstly, presenting the CC/DV-PEC 
Multi-Layer Space Thermal model developed by Ghaddar et al. 
(7) and secondly, introducing the modified version of Bioheat 
segmental model carried out by Ghali et al (8). These two 
codes were used along with a Three Dimensional (3-D)
simulation model in order to perform the necessary analysis to 
assess the associated OTC of the person. Subsequently, this 3-
D model is presented. The results of the work will associate 
comfort condition of air quality to four different design 
parameters to determine the most efficient operational settings. 
As mentioned before the design parameters considered are:
• Flow rate of DV stream (Inlet Velocity)
• Temperature of DV stream
• Temperature of CC
• Flow rate of PEC stream (Inlet Velocity)

Previous researchers have not addressed this connection 
between localized air distribution characteristics and thermal 
comfort for CC/DV-PEC system. The fact that 3-D CFD model 
is set up for testing the effectiveness of the system supported 
with 1-D modeling is an important aspect of the methodology. 
The modeling tools can then be used in design and further 
investigation of such systems. Extensive study of all design 
parameters separately facilitates development of the desired 
design charts for the proposed ventilation system.

A. The CC/DV-PEC Multi-layer Space Thermal Model
The CC/DV space model accurately estimates wall plumes, 

stratification height, and vertical distributions of wall and air 
temperatures. In the first step of calculations the Multi-layer 
Thermal model was used in order to calculate the room 
conditions based on the desired operative variables for overall 
loads below 70 W/m2.  A baseline load of 69 W/m2 was chosen 
for this study as it is considered to be the highest load for a 
typical office. This baseline load was produced by a fixed 
internal load of 9 occupants dressed in typical office clothing 
including trousers and long sleeved shirts as well as four 100 
W lamps. For these operative conditions, room air temperature 
for the upper body and lower body is calculated, and 
consequently used to calculate the air temperature leaving the 
PEC and the air temperature reaching the face in order to 
calculate the skin temperatures and level of Overall-Thermal-
Comfort (OTC) for different PEC flow rates via Bio-heat 
model. This model is a predictive tool based on clothed 
segmental human model capable of predicting segmental skin 
temperature and heat loss from ventilated clothed body 
segments integrated with local and global thermal comfort and 
thermal sensation models to foresee corresponding comfort and 
sensations. The Bioheat model divides the body into 17 
segments; however, in this work they have been clustered into 
3 groups of head, upper-body (chest, back, pelvis, buttocks, 
lower arm, upper arm, and hands), and lower-body (thigh, calf 
and feet) to simulate the physiological responses of each 
cluster in steady thermal environment.

The main parameters are the skin and core temperatures that 
were considered in order to validate the 3-D simulation model.

The considered range of values of supply air temperature 
(Ts) is between 17⁰C and 26⁰C.The supply mass flow rate is 
constrained by risk of cold draft in the occupied region (air 
velocity should be less than 0.254 m/s to reduce draft for 
thermal comfort (10)) and necessary stratification height range. 
CC’s temperature (Tc) is in the range of 16⁰C and 22⁰C; its 
minimum is defined in order to avoid air vertical temperature 
gradients above 2.5 K/m as well as water vapor condensation 
on the CC.

The most important qualifying criterions are OTC and 
Stratification Height. OTC is set to have a minimum value of -
0.5, which in the absence of PEC, eliminates lots of operating 
points. OTC is measured on the scale from very uncomfortable
(-4) to very comfortable (+4). Traditionally, one of the main 
design conditions was to have a stratification height above 1.1 
m, above breathing zone. This is mainly because DV’s nature 
is to supply cool air at low level and stratify the room air 
temperature and contaminants as a result of the natural 
buoyancy forces created by the heat sources. Thus, the air 
temperature is actively controlled only in the occupied zone 
and supply airflow rate is adjusted to a level that makes the 
airborne contaminants rise above the breathing zone. However, 
in this work due to presence of PEC, occupant is already 
protected from air-borne transmission; accordingly,
stratification height is limited between 0.8 and 1.6 m. The 
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upper limit of 1.6 m is set only to assure that the cooling 
system would make economical sense.

B. 3-D Simulation Method
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is a very promising 

tool for the simulation of heat, air and moisture transport in 
buildings. The potential of ANSYS 13.0 in precise and 
efficient calculation of interior climatic variables of a 
ventilated indoor space makes this software the best option for 
this research. Although most CFD studies had been based on 1-
D models; this project has chosen to add the 3-D approach in 
order to not only, compare their results but also, to control and 
monitor velocity and temperature distribution pattern of air in 
room and specifically in the micro-environment around the 
occupant.

The assessment was founded on wall temperatures, DV and 
CC load, and average air temperature for two layers below 
stratification height, room air temperature, and OTC of the 
occupant. The simulations are performed on a specific 
geometry and mesh for three different PEC volumetric-flow 
rates of 0, 5, and 10 l/s.

In any CFD simulation, the first step is to model the 
geometry of the compartment. After building the geometry and 
meshing, the file is imported to FLUENT where the modeling 
equations and boundary conditions are set. Once the model is 
setup, a grid-refinement exercise is carried out. After the 
preliminary setup and grid refinement was complete, the actual 
simulations are run using different initial or boundary 
conditions. The following describes these steps in more detail.

The developed geometry for the enclosure is consistent with 
Fig. 1. In order to cut the calculation expenses into half, the 
three-dimensional climatic chamber (5 x 5 x 3 m) is divided by 
a symmetry z-y plane (2.5 x 5 x 3). Air is introduced to the 
room through a 0.2 x 2.9 m grill, positioned at the middle of 
the front wall adjacent to the floor, at temperature of 22 ⁰C, 
velocity of 0.3 m/s (mass flow rate of 0.2 kg/s), and relative 
humidity of 50 %. The exhaust grille is located in the middle of 
the same wall, 1 m from its edge and 0.2 m below the ceiling 
level. The walls thicknesses are 0.1 m; left and right walls are 
external walls and exposed to a fixed outside temperature of 34 
⁰C; front and back walls are internal walls, having a fixed 
outside temperature of 28 ⁰C; moreover, they all have inner 
surface radiation to all the objects inside the enclosure. The 
wall conductance is set to 1.0 W/K-m2, which conducts the 
external heat load through the walls. 

The internal heat sources comprised of one seated occupant, 
in middle of the room, and 8 lamps, with heat generation of 1 
metabolic rate per area and 100 W, respectively. This setting
would result in the same baseline load considered in the other 
simulation.

The mesh structure is performed by tetrahedrons method and 
patch conforming algorithm. It benefits from inflation on all 
external walls with growth rate of 1.2 which at the end 
provides us with a mesh with 106119 elements.. 

At this stage, the file is imported to FLUENT in order to set 
the modeling equations and boundary conditions. The problem 

is set as steady with Surface-to-Surface radiation model turned 
on for all the objects. In the numerical solution, a second-order 
discretization method was used for convection terms, and the 
SIMPLE algorithm was chosen for pressure–velocity coupling. 
The standard k−ε model picked for modeling the turbulent 
flow. This turbulence model is generally used for such 
calculations because of its stability and precision (9). Standard 
Wall Functions is used for Near-Wall Treatments. Species 
transport is used in order to model the fluid mixture of air and 
water vapor. Properties of air are defined as incompressible-
ideal-gas.

The default under-relaxation parameters are set to high 
values. In order to stabilize the solution, some experimentation 
may be necessary to reduce these values to an optimal value. In 
the solution control section, the under-relaxation factors were 
kept as their default values, except the two essential parameters 
of pressure and momentum which were customized to: 0.6 for 
pressure and 0.4 for momentum. Wrong setting of these two 
factors would result in physical instability of the flow. The 
momentum equation benefits most from relaxation because of 
the inter-linked velocity dependent coefficients. 

A zero gradient (zero-flux) boundary condition was applied 
for the water vapor at all solid surfaces. At the outlet vents, 
pressure outlet boundary condition was used. Turbulent 
intensity was set to 5% at the inlet and outlet vents.  
Initialization was done considering velocity-inlet. The solution 
is initialized based on all zones. All these values were 
recognized after grid and solution convergence analysis. The 
convergence criteria were 10-3 m/s for the flow and 10-6 W for 
energy. Convergence was achieved after 250-300 iterations.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Mesh Independence Study and validation
Grid refinement plays a critical role in assuring the accuracy 

of a CFD model. The purpose of the grid refinement is to 
determine what size mesh will give enough accuracy for the 
model to valid while minimizing simulation time. Once the 

Figure 1: Schematic of the problem and positioning of heat sources
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model was set up, a test simulation was run using a number of 
different mesh sizes. The results of each trial were then 
compared against each other and the 1-D simulation. In this 
research, the main parameters are the skin temperatures that 
were considered in order to validate the 3-D simulation model.

Table 1 presents the final mesh’s results, which compares the 
segmental skin temperature of the occupant for the two 
different modelings. This shows relative error of less than 2%; 
thus, the agreement is very good and the results are credible.
TABLE 1: COMPARISON OF THE TWO MODELING RESULTS FOR SEGMENTAL SKIN 

TEMPERATURE OF THE OCCUPANT

Body 
Segment

1-D Space Thermal 
Model

3-D Simulation 
Model

Relative 
Error %

Head 34.561 34.141 1.21
Chest 35.264 34.703 1.59
Back 35.264 34.988 0.78

Abdomen 35.478 35.059 1.18
Buttocks 35.488 35.07 1.17

Upper Arm 35.029 34.489 1.54
Lower Arm 34.561 33.893 1.93

Hands 34.561 33.893 1.93
Thighs 34.985 34.575 1.17
Calves 35.040 34.648 1.12
Feet 34.753 34.188 1.62

B. Flow Characteristics
The validated model was later on used for modeling two

more conditions induced with two PEC volumetric-flow rates. 
Maximum calculated scaled residual gets smaller smoothly 
during iterations, which suggests that the solution is 
converging in a stable manner.

Fig. 2 shows the velocity vectors on the symmetry wall in 
the absence of PEC, which provide an excellent visualization 
of the flow around the occupant, depicting details of the wakes 
structure.

Temperature field binds with expectations, displaying a 
better stratification by getting further from the DV inlet and 
closer to the external wall. The peak temperatures in the room 
appear where the heat is generated. Fig. 3 is contrasting the 

impact of various PEC flowrates. The temperature distribution 
is pretty much independent of PEC flow rate on the room scale; 
on the other hand, in the microenvironment of the occupant it 
slightly decreases and stabilizes the temperature reaching the 
face. 

Temperature increases by raise in elevation until the height 
of heat sources and decreases afterward. There are two 
interesting patterns that were predicted before: one, is the 
significant decrease in the air temperature in the last layer close 
to the CC; and two, is the significant impact of PEC in micro 
level around the human.

C. Design Charts
The successful designed CC/DV-PEC Multi-layer Space 

Thermal model was combined with the Bioheat model in order 
to predict the OTC of the occupant for various operating 
conditions and cooling load values. These results are presented 
as design charts for the proposed ventilation system in Fig. 5 
based on load ranges. Two parameters of P and R were used 
inorder to present the charts independent of the room size and 
conditions. P is the ratio of total load over DV mass flowrate 
(m̊s) and R is the ratio of CC load to total load. The charts are 
plotted as a function of R for constant P-lines. The P-lines give 
low value of R at high Tc and high Ts.

The considered minimum value of -0.5 for OTC eliminated 
the operative points that were providing cooling loads below 
52 W/m2. It also eliminates all the points that were resulting in 
stratification heights below 0.83 m which means studying OTC 
alone is enough to satisfy the required comfort. Restriction put 
for the maximum value of stratification height, on the other 
hand, is a weighty operator that eliminates about 2500 points 
related to high m̊ s (m̊s>340); It also eliminates all the low total 
cooling loads, below 58, which are consecutive of high Ts
(above 26). This is because high Ts increases the room 
temperature, so it also increases the upward thermal plumes 
flowrate which would cause high stratification height values . 

Figure 2: Velocity vectors on the symmetry wall in the absence of PEC
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These points have relatively high m̊ s and low P values. To 
conclude, the upper limit value of stratification height  
eliminates all points with P equal to three and about 2100, 300, 
and 30 points with P equal 4, 5, and 6 respectively.

In the four graphs of Fig. 5, effect of various PEC flow rates 
are depicted. For cooling load ranges below 58 W/m2, the 
integrated cooling system is not capable of providing comfort. 
For the cooling loads below 67, in the absence of PEC, only 
two P values would provide comfort for a very limited range of 
Ts (24-25) and Tc can rise to the maximum value of 25. For 
these low load ranges the comfortable region expands by 
increase in PEC flowrate, however for higher load ranges the 
region of comfort stays the same while the amount of comfort 
increases. Combination of chillers with high cooling load is 
capable of providing comfort for a much broader grouping of 
operative conditions.

Combination of CC/DV is hardly capable of providing 
comfort without PEC; while addition of PEC with volumetric 
flow rate of 5 l/s and 10l/s allows the occupant to feel slightly 
comfortable and pleasant, respectively.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Operational design charts for combined CC/DV-PEC system 
have been developed in order to be used for prediction of 
thermal comfort based on the design parameters for four 
different cooling load ranges of 58-61, 61-64, 64-67, and 67-70 

W/m2 (Fig. 4). Three-dimentional simulation and analysis were 
performed to validatethe accurcy of the predictions at different 
PEC volumetric flow rates, which showed a great aggreement 
with the other simulation’s results.

Since the PEC is capable of lowering the air temperature few 
degrees, a higher DV supply temperature can be tolerated to 
provide the desired comfort level which leads to energy 
savings; Thus, the overall thermal comfort level is the most 
important parameter when talking about energy consumption 
and thermal sensation of the occupant.

Results show that by increase in PEC’s flow-rate level of 
thermal comfort increases. For cooling load range below 58, 
comfort is unachievable even when the PEC flow-rate is at its 
maximum value. In high load ranges the total volume 
ventilators are perfectly capable of providing a very good level 
of comfort and as the room temperature goes below 22.5 
comfort would diminish, however the occupants would still be 
satisfied. As in these cases we are dealing with high supply 
mass-flow-rates, meaning high P values, and low temperatures, 
addition of PEC would not be in favor; specially, for 
temperatures below 22 it would cause discomfort.

Studying the data points for low load ranges shows that DV 
supply temperature is the most determinant operative condition 
which its maximum value, here is 26, determines the minimum 
values for CC temperature and supply flow-rate. This is due to 
the limited load range which would dictate a relatively high 
range of Ts and Tcc; consequently, this load range deals with 
very high room temperatures and as a result, low OTC. 

The boundaries of comfort are justified with the fact that we 
have a very limited opportunity for having impact on OTC as 
we have a limited PEC flow-rate and temperature change. 
There are so many other factors in providing comfort which are 
out of the scope of this research.

V. NOMENCLATURE

CC Chilled Ceiling
CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics
DV Displacement Ventilation
m̊ Air flow rate [kg/s]
OTC Overall Thermal Comfort

Figure 4: The four comfortable regions divided based on the cooling load on 
CC/DV system

Figure 3: Filled contours of static temperature on the symmetry plane



P Ratio of cooling load to supply mass flow rate P=(Q/m̊) 
[kJ/kg]

PEC Personalized Evaporative Cooler
PV Personalized Ventilation
Q Cooling load [W]
R Chilled ceiling cooling load to room total load R=Qc/Q
T Air Temperature
1-D One Dimensional
3-D Three Dimensional

D. Subscripts
c Chilled Ceiling
s Supply
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Abstract-This paper presents a comprehensive approach for the 
design of an ethylene plant that aims to produce one million tons of 
pure ethylene per year using the computer based simulation 
program, Aspentech HYSYS. The ethane found in the recently 
discovered natural gas reservoirs located in the Lebanese territorial 
waters, supplies the feedstock of this plant. The conversion of ethane 
to ethylene is achieved through steam cracking in a thermic free 
radical mechanism. The reactions are evaluated based on a kinetic 
scheme suggested by Sundaram and Froment, which substantially 
reduces the computational and experimental effort involved in the 
numerical evaluation of kinetic parameters. The conversion in the 
crackers reaches 89% with the use of 4 parallel plug flow reactors. 
After cracking, the reactor effluent is passed through a quenching 
system, after which it is separated into the major product, ethylene, 
and unreacted feedstock that is recycled back to the feed stream. 
The separation, modeled with a distillation column, is developed to 
achieve a 99.96% recovery yielding 125,000 Kg/hr of pure ethylene.  
The design is circumscribed by the need for acceptable optimization 
but not at the expense of the desired production and separation. 
With estimated total sales of $1.1 billion and net earnings of $530 
million, the plant is expected to break even in 1.1 years.  

I. INTRODUCTION 
The history of ethylene production dates back to the early 20th 

century. The recovery of ethylene began in the 1930 when it was 
identified as the product of coke-oven gas. The 1940s defined the 
beginning of deliberate ethylene production that came from the 
processing of ethane in gas refineries. Currently, ethylene is the 
largest volume petrochemical produced globally. Although, it 
possesses no direct end use, it is a highly demanded intermediate 
that is further processed to yield an array of market products such 
as agricultural packaging, solvents and coatings, plastics, 
construction materials, and antifreeze. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
The most common route for ethylene production in the 

petrochemical industry is thermal cracking. Cracking is the 
breaking of large molecules into smaller ones, either by a 
catalytic or non-catalytic scheme. The catalytic schemes include 
fluid cracking, which is mainly used in gasoline production, and 
hydrocracking which is used in the production of saturated 
hydrocarbons, jet fuels, and diesel. Olefins, however, are mainly 
produced by non-catalytic steam cracking.  

Ethylene, being an olefin, falls into the non-catalytic steam-
cracking category. Other recently implemented routes for 
ethylene production are the pyrolysis of ethane in the presence of 
steam and steam cracking through auto-thermal partial oxidation. 
The pyrolysis of ethane pathway necessitates extensive energy 
requirements and has thermodynamically limited equilibrium 
conversion. Auto thermal partial oxidation, on the other hand, 
eliminates the need for a preheating step, but it requires in 
addition to ethane, a stream of pure oxygen, which results in 
more expensive raw materials. Thus, the relative simplicity of the 
steam-cracking route and its requiring less raw material due to 
the absence of catalyst make this method an attractive selection 
[1].  

 
III. FEEDSTOCK SELECTION 

The feedstocks generally used to produce ethylene are either 
ethane or naphtha; in some cases, a mixture of propane and 
ethane is used for greater ethylene yield. For this study, the 
feedstock selected is pure ethane, as it is readily available from 
the natural gas reserves discovered in Lebanese waters. This 
selection plays a major role in determining the energy 
requirements of the process. Lighter elements such as ethane are 
cracked at a lower temperature. The yield of ethylene decreases 
with increasing molecular weight, while simultaneously, the 
amount of by-products increases. For the production of one tone 
of ethylene: 1.5 tonnes of ethane, 2.2 tonnes of propane, or 3.2 
tonnes of naphtha is required. In other words, the use of pure 
ethane as opposed to an ethane propane mixture provides greatest 
yield at minimal energy expenses, less raw material cost, and 
minimal byproduct formation [8,17]. 

In general, an inert gas is mixed with the ethane to dilute the 
feed; dilution lowers the pressure of the feed and thus makes it 
suitable for the conditions of the cracking process: high 
temperatures and low pressures. However, numerous studies 
reveal that substituting the inert gas with steam results in a 
greater ethylene yield [20]. Furthermore, the use of steam as an 
inert is highly recommended since it represses the formation of 
coke through the water-gas reaction [6]: 

𝐶𝐶 𝐻𝐻 𝑂𝑂 → 𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂 𝐻𝐻  
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A. Chemistry of Ethylene Production 
The chemistry of ethylene production is characterized by 

decomposition via the free radical mechanism. In this paper the 
kinetic scheme of the reaction distribution is investigated to 
predict the occurrences of the reactions accounted for in the 
process. 

B. Thermodynamics of Ethylene Production 
The three thermodynamic parameters that are most considered 

in the analysis of ethylene production are reactor residence time, 
the temperature distribution profile, and the partial pressure of the 
reactants. Decreasing the time that the reactants spend in the plug 
flow reactor, known as residence time, reduces the production of 
other undesired byproducts [17]. The activation energy of the 
first reaction listed in Table 1, which is the primary source of 
ethylene produced, is very high. Other reactions have lower 
activation energies. Therefore, reactor temperature must be 
increased rapidly to favor the primary decomposition to ethylene 
over other reactions [17].This high temperature guarantees a 
higher yield of hydrocarbons; however, it also leads to coke 
formation. In addition, the partial pressure of the reactants should 
be low to favor the primary reaction over the secondary ones. To 
achieve this, steam is fed into the reactor to dilute the reactants 
and thus decrease their partial pressure [7]. 

The temperature at which the reaction yields high 
hydrocarbon conversion is estimated from the standard free 
energy values of the reactants and the desired product. Using the 
thermodynamic properties, a temperature range for the favorable 
activity of the process can be determined. As the Gibbs Free 
energy is a function of temperature, its value is used to determine 
the temperature range at which the reaction should occur to yield 
satisfactory conversion [5].  

C. Kinetics of Ethylene Production 
The development of the kinetics for ethylene production 

comes from the five main reactions as proposed by Sundaram and 
Froment [5]. In these reactions, byproducts such as methane, 
ethyne, propene, and butadiene are formed [7]. From the 
reactions listed in Table 1, it can be noticed that in terms of the 
activation energy (EA) requirements, the values for the third and 
fourth energy requirements are of lower magnitude and thus 
require higher temperatures to activate. Hence, maintaining the 
operating temperature within a specified range, 750 to 950°C, 
will provide the energy needed to instigate the first two reactions 
and avoid the occurrence of the other ones. Using the parameters 
listed in the Table 1, the rate constant for each reaction can be 
computed from A, the pre-exponential factor, and EA using the 
Arrhenius exponential relation. 

 

 

Table 1: Chemical Reactions Producing Ethylene [6] 

Reaction A EA (kcal/kmol) 

 𝑪𝑪𝟐𝟐𝑯𝑯𝟔𝟔
𝑘𝑘 𝑘𝑘−    𝑪𝑪𝟐𝟐𝑯𝑯𝟒𝟒 𝑯𝑯𝟐𝟐 4.65*1013 sec-1 

3.49*108 L∙mol-

1∙sec-1 

65,210 

32,630 

 

(     𝑪𝑪𝟐𝟐𝑯𝑯𝟔𝟔
𝒌𝒌𝟐𝟐→ 𝟎𝟎 𝟓𝟓𝑪𝑪𝟑𝟑𝑯𝑯𝟖𝟖 𝟎𝟎 𝟓𝟓𝑪𝑪𝑯𝑯𝟒𝟒 3.85*1011 sec-1 65,250 

 𝑪𝑪𝟑𝟑𝑯𝑯𝟔𝟔
𝑘𝑘 𝑘𝑘−    𝑪𝑪𝟐𝟐𝑯𝑯𝟐𝟐 𝑪𝑪𝑯𝑯𝟒𝟒 9.81*108 sec-1 

3.81*108 L∙mol-

1∙sec-1 

36,920 

35,170 

 

 𝑪𝑪𝟐𝟐𝑯𝑯𝟐𝟐 𝑪𝑪𝟐𝟐𝑯𝑯𝟒𝟒
𝒌𝒌𝟒𝟒→ 𝑪𝑪𝟒𝟒𝑯𝑯𝟔𝟔 1.03*1012  L∙mol-

1∙sec-1
 

41,260 

𝑪𝑪𝟐𝟐𝑯𝑯𝟒𝟒 𝑪𝑪𝟐𝟐𝑯𝑯𝟔𝟔
𝒌𝒌𝟓𝟓→ 𝑪𝑪𝟑𝟑𝑯𝑯𝟔𝟔 𝑪𝑪𝑯𝑯𝟒𝟒  7.08*1013 L∙mol-

1∙sec-1 

60430 

The high operational temperature in the reactor at the 
cracking stage makes coke formation inevitable. Quasi steady 
state conditions are assumed since coke formed is treated as an 
intermediate that does not change on the time-scale of product 
formation, i.e. coking rate is slow relative to cracking rate [18]. 
Therefore, the rate of coke formation at these conditions is 
expressed as: 

𝜕𝜕𝐶𝐶
𝜕𝜕𝑡𝑡 𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡 − 𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐

𝛼𝛼𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐
𝜌𝜌𝑐𝑐

 

Where, 𝐶𝐶 is the coke accumulation term (m), 𝑡𝑡 the time (h), 𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡  
the tube diameter 𝑚𝑚 , 𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐  the reaction rate of coke formation 
(Kg/m3s), 𝜌𝜌𝑐𝑐  the coke density (Kg/m3), and 𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐  coke thickness 
(m). 

Such formation requires the plant to be shut down for 
maintenance in order to remove the coke from the walls of the 
furnaces and reactors. This step is essential as it assures that the 
actual production outcomes meet the predicted ones, which were 
based reactor parameters such as the volume and temperature 
distributions. Although coke formation can be a big source of 
hindrance on the operational level, it can augment the economical 
profits of the plants. The coke formed is known as petroleum 
coke, which can be benefited from in other industrial 
applications, such as the manufacturing of dry cells and 
electrodes. This method of dealing with the coking phenomena is 
the easiest of several others present. Other methods suggest that 
coke be used to provide the required heat for the furnaces and the 
reactors. The models in such alternatives are more complicated as 
they include many integrated processes and controls [16].  

III. DESIGN PARAMETERS 
In meeting the specified production rate, different parameters 

should be accounted for in the design of the ethylene plant. These 
parameters are defined in terms of the mass, energy, and heat 
balances. The following is a discussion of the theoretical 
descriptions of these parameters. In the HYSYS simulation, 
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certain parameters are developed and assessed to determine their 
correlation with theory. 

The overall mass balance of the process in the reactor is 
defined as the sum of the different components in the process 
relative to their reaction rates and the reactor tube area [2, 5]. 

𝑑𝑑𝐹𝐹𝑗𝑗
𝑑𝑑𝑧𝑧   𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗

𝑖𝑖
𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖  

𝜋𝜋𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡  

Where 𝐹𝐹 is the molar flow rate (mol/hr), 𝑧𝑧 is the axial reactor 
coordinate (m),  is the  tube diameter (m),  is the 
stoichiometric factor (dimensionless), and  is the reaction rate 
of pyrolysis (mol/m3)  

The overall energy balance accounts for system internal 
energy, reaction enthalpies, and heat generation that occurs as a 
result of the exothermic reaction [2, 5]: 

 𝐹𝐹𝑗𝑗𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝𝑗𝑗
𝑑𝑑𝑇𝑇
𝑑𝑑𝑧𝑧 𝑄𝑄 𝑧𝑧 𝜋𝜋𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡

𝑗𝑗

𝜋𝜋𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡  𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖 −∆𝐻𝐻 𝑖𝑖
𝑖𝑖

 

Where: 𝑇𝑇: temperature (K), 𝑄𝑄: heat flux (W/m2) 𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝𝑗𝑗 : heat 
capacity (J/mol K), and ∆ : heat of reaction (J/mol) 

The general heat transfer model is of the form [5]: 

𝑟𝑟
𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝑟𝑟  𝑘𝑘𝑟𝑟 𝜕𝜕𝑇𝑇

𝜕𝜕𝑟𝑟 𝑟𝑟
𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝜃𝜃  𝑘𝑘 𝜕𝜕𝑇𝑇

𝜕𝜕𝜃𝜃 𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝑧𝑧  𝑘𝑘 𝜕𝜕𝑇𝑇

𝜕𝜕𝑧𝑧 𝜌𝜌𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝
𝜕𝜕𝑇𝑇
𝜕𝜕𝑡𝑡 

Where, 𝑟𝑟: tube radius (m), 𝑘𝑘: tube thermal conductivity 
(W/m.K), 𝜃𝜃: angle of orientation (radian), and 𝜌𝜌: density 
(Kg/m3). Assuming temperature in each small element is 
constant, the temperature profile becomes [5]: 

∇ 𝑇𝑇 𝜕𝜕 𝑇𝑇
𝜕𝜕𝑟𝑟 𝑟𝑟

𝜕𝜕𝑇𝑇
𝜕𝜕𝑟𝑟 𝑟𝑟

𝜕𝜕 𝑇𝑇
𝜕𝜕𝜃𝜃   

IV. HYSYS SIMULATION 
Aspen HYSYS is the simulation program used to design the 

ethylene production plant. HYSYS is a powerful engineering 
simulation tool, which evaluates any model from an integrated 
steady state and a dynamic perspective. This software is based on 
a strong thermodynamic foundation categorized into different 
fluid packages. Selecting the fluid package is perhaps the most 
critical step in the simulation as it dictates the thermodynamic 
model upon which the design will be based. The fact that the 
steam cracking of ethane yields a binary mixture to be separated 
suggests the use of the NRTL (Non-Random-two-Liquid model) 
Fluid Package. A process flow diagram of the plant design is 
shown in Figure 1, 

A. Inlet Conditions 
The ethane stream coming from a natural gas refinery is 

available at -53.81°C and 5 bars; the steam stream is available at 
118.6°C and 1.9 bars. The flow rates are dictated by the specified 
steam to ethane ratio, a major parameter affecting the yield of 
ethylene obtained. A 0.2/0.8 ( mole fraction)  steam to ethane 
ratio, as specified in the simulation, requires less water, reducing 
expenses related to expulsion of water out of the system. In 
addition, the higher ethane ratio is necessary to achieve the 
desired production rate. Prior to entering the reactors, the mixture 
is heated by a matrix of furnaces that cuts massive costs in the 
energy requirements of the overall process.  

The reactor system designed for this chemical plant is 
composed of four PFRs connected in parallel. The number of 
PFRs is decreed by a balance between the capital cost and the 
conversion desired. The main reasoning behind the parallel 
distribution is an increase in the desired ethylene production 
balanced at a more feasible reactor dimensions, for such a layout 
also divides the inlet flow so that a smaller PFR tube diameter 
can be used. Each PFR has 10 tubes and is 80 m long with a 
diameter of 0.108 m. These dimensions were specified based on 
industrial values. The inlet and outlet temperatures are 730°C and 
850°C, respectively, with a pressure drop of 2 bars and a 
conversion of 84.4 % for the first reaction. However, in the real 
industrial process the fraction conversion ranges between 60 and 
70% and that is due to the formation of coke, which is not 
accounted for in HYSYS and due to the non-ideality of the 
reactors. The other reactions undergo negligible conversion as 
they are prevented from occurring by the introduction of a 
quenching system after the reactors to decrease the temperature 
from 850°C to -259°C, and hence prevent the overcoming of the 
required activation energy. 

After cooling, the first separation step consists of removing 
the hydrogen gas produced by the first reaction. Around 8,984 
kg/h of hydrogen are separated from the product stream by two 
separators connected in series to provide an effective separation 
of 98.85% as opposed to the separation of 85.5% achieved using 
one separator. The remaining ethane-ethylene-water mixture is 
then introduced to a distillation column composed of thirty stages 
with the feed stage situated on the 21st stage. Ethylene liquid exits 
the distillation column in the distillate stream with 99.96% 
recovery. 

Neglecting coke formation in the simulation, results in huge 
amounts of water after the first distillation column, which would 
disturb the process if recycled. To resolve this, an efficient 
“theoretical distillation column” is placed to separate the ethane 
from water such that each component is separately recovered 
using two recycle streams. By doing so, the ethylene fraction 
conversion of the reactors drops to 66% -similar to the fraction 
conversion found in industry- and the amount of ethylene 
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produced increases from to 108,610 kg/h to 114,150 kg/h. 
However, these changes correspond to an increase in the amount 
of ethane entering the system; the increase in incoming ethane 
changes the mass fraction distribution of the mixture entering the 
reaction system from 0.2 (steam) and 0.8 (ethane) to 0.15 and 
0.85 respectively. Consequently, more steam should be added to 
the system to maintain the original ethane steam ratio. Doing so 
increases the ethylene fraction conversion to 89%, corresponding 
to the desired ethylene production rate of 125,020 kg/h. 

 
A. Mass Balances 

The plant’s capacity is specified to be 1 million ton of 
ethylene per year. To identify the required amount of raw 
materials needed to reach this production capacity, a mass 
balance is conducted around the plant, taking into account the 
recycle stream; the plant is assumed to operate at 8000 hours per 
year. Therefore, the plant is upgraded every 11 months and 
scheduled for one month of maintenance each year.  

The required feed rate depends on the recovery system 
requested. This recovery is set in the distillation column to be 
99.96% for ethylene and 75% for ethane. The amount of ethylene 
recovered in the distillate stream is then obtained multiplying the 
molar flow of ethylene in the product stream by 0.9996. The 
amount being recycled into the feed stream depends on the 
recovery set in the distillation column, which is 75% for ethane. 
The bottom stream of the distillation column to be recycled has 
0.20 % of ethylene and 0.47 % of water. Thus, the composition of 
the feed stream, after accounting for the recycled stream in the 
mass balances is summarized in Table 2. The values calculated 
manually agree well with the values obtained in the simulation. 

B. Parameter Distributions In Reactor 
To better assess the industrial feasability of the process, it is 
essential to evaluate the product, temperature and pressure 
distributions in the reactor. These distributions are readily 
obtained from the simulation.  

Table 2: The Composition of the Feed Stream Including the Recycle Stream. 

Component Feed 
kgmole/hr 

Recycle 
kgmole/hr 

Total  
kgmole/hr 

Mole fraction 

Ethane 4589 422 5005.5 0.695 
Ethylene - 0.789 0.789 0.000124 

Water 2198 - 2198 0.305 

1. Product Distribution 
A product distribution is essential for proper economic evaluation 
as to determine whether the benefit from the increase in product 
selectivity exceeds the cost of the fractionation unit. The product 
molar flow increases with reactor length as the reactant molar 
flow decreases, a natural consequence of the mere occurrence of 
the reaction. Ethylene is the major product produced over the 
length of the reactor, due to the fact that only reactions 1 and 2 
occur in the simulation. In general, the conversion of the reaction 
increases over the length of the reactor. With an increase in the 
conversion, the yield of ethylene increases, reaching a maximum 
in the middle of the reactor after which it stabilizes at the 
maximum conversion value of 89%. 

2. Temperature and Pressure Distributions 
The temperature increases along the length of the reactor, 
because moving down the reactor corresponds to an increase in 
reaction conversion. With greater conversion, the exothermic 
nature of the reaction results in a greater release of heat, and a 
bigger increase in temperature. The pressure distribution is that of 

Figure 1: Ethylene Production Process Flow Diagram 
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decreasing nature with respect to reactor length and this comes 
about due to the gaseous phase of the reaction. 

V. DESIGN CONSTRAINTS 
The design of an ethylene plant is constrained by non-

industrial limitations that arise from politics, plant site selection, 
the business market, safety concerns, and the environmental 
footprint.  

A. Politics 
The recent discovery of underwater natural gas fields in the 

Mediterranean Sea has caused considerable rife between Lebanon 
and Israel in claims regarding the territorial water boundaries 
[10]. Furthermore, the ever existing and ongoing political dispute 
between the two countries only exacerbates the situation. 
Moreover, a third party, Cyprus, has begun taking action in the 
exploration and drilling of its claimed share of the discovered 
reserves [12]. The resulting stressed regional political landscape 
imposes a considerable constraint on the implementation of the 
project. 

B. Selection of Plant Site 
In addition to considering the capital cost of the land, the 

plant site selection is based on a number of factors. Optimally, 
the plant should be close to the raw material source. In this case, 
the plant location should be in the South of Lebanon where the 
natural gas wells are located, near the sea to minimize the 
distance between the source and the plant, and to allow for 
importing and exporting the raw materials and product. A 
suggested area would be the Zahrani area in south, which is near 
a freshwater source that can provide the plant with the water 
needed as a steam diluent.  

C. Market 
Regardless of the economic downturns, the chemical industry 

in the Middle East continues to thrive due to the presence of large 
gas reservoirs. It is noted that industry plans to shift to naphtha 
based production processes especially in “gas poor” countries. 
However, most of the important chemical products come from 
ethane and propane with more significant product yields.  
Therefore, in areas where natural gas is abundantly available, the 
production of ethylene is still based on light hydrocarbons as it 
results in easier plant control and lower building costs. Another 
aspect to be considered is that the attractive products are those 
produced in the early steps of a petrochemical production 
process. Later steps decrease the potential return on investment 
from the use of advantageous feedstock in that further processing 
requires additional labor and more raw materials. For instance, an 
ethylene glycol plant attracts less investors when compared to an 
ethylene plant [13]. Herein comes the advantageous role of the 
huge gas reservoirs in the Middle Eastern region and especially 
those recently discovered in Lebanon.  

D. Safety 
Ethylene exhibits flammable and explosive properties and is 
considered a physical hazard when exposed to heat, flames, or 
sparks. It is easily ignited and can quickly form a flammable 
mixture in air. On a scale of ascending danger from 0 to 4, safety 
assessment studies conducted by the National Fire Protections 
Association rank ethylene with a 1 for health hazards, 4 for 
flammability hazards, and 2 for reactivity hazards [14]. The 
American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists 
(ACGIH) sets the time weighted average of the threshold limit 
value for occupational exposure to ethylene at 200 ppm. When 
ethylene gas or vapor is present in a confined space, it can 
displace the oxygen in air and spread long distances. ACGIH 
regulations require that surrounding oxygen content be above 
19.5% [14]. Studies conducted reveal that low toxicity arises 
from a single acute exposure to ethylene; studies of long term 
exposure show that it has low chronic toxicity with no known 
adverse health effects except for minor effects on the respiratory 
system. No mutagenicity, teratogenicity, or embryotoxic effects 
have been described for ethylene; in addition, no biological 
exposure index has been classified and there is insubstantial 
evidence for the carcinogenicity of ethylene in humans [4].  

E. Environment 
A result of its physical and chemical properties, release of 
ethylene from industry is mainly dispensed into atmosphere. The 
lifetime of ethylene in the atmosphere is highly dependent on the 
amount of sunlight such that degradation occurs more rapidly in 
the presence of more light [14]. The low toxicity and low 
exposure potential of ethylene classify ethylene as a substance for 
which there is little to no concern for potentially adverse effects 
in terrestrial wildlife. Ethylene, being highly volatile, is not 
anticipated to remain in water or on soil surfaces. Thus the 
minute amounts of ethylene in water are of little environmental 
threat to aquatic life [14]. Studies reveal that bioconcentration is 
not an important fate for ethylene in aquatic organisms and thus 
does not usually undergo bioaccumulation [4]. 

F. Storage 
Regarding the storage of ethylene, the vessels it is contained in 
should be stored in cool, dry and well-ventilated areas that are far 
from any heat source, ignition, and direct sunlight; the storage 
area should not have a temperature that exceeds 52 0C [3]. 
Adequate ventilation is required to maintain oxygen levels above 
19.5%, which can be monitored by equipment to detect oxygen 
levels and presence of flammable mixtures [3]. Local ventilation 
is preferable to prevent ethylene dispersion by removing its 
source. 

VI. ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 
The plant design was subjected to an economic evaluation and a 
profitability analysis to determine its investment potential. This 
evaluation is based on the Total Capital Investment analysis 
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(TCI) carried out using the Module Costing technique [19]. The 
TCI helps in determining the necessary fixed capital investment 
for equipment and facilities indispensable for operating the plant. 
The free on board cost data is obtainable from preliminary cost 
estimates that utilize graphs available for various types of 
equipments. These costs are a function of volume for vessels and 
reactors, duty for furnaces, and area for trays. The PFD of the 
process is used in the estimation of costs as it includes equipment 
material and energy balances, size, type, and capacity. Since the 
economic analysis is intended for a new chemical plant, the 
equipment module costing technique, introduced by Guthrie 
(1969), is adopted [19]. This technique relates all costs to the 
purchased cost of each equipment. Multiplying factors are used 
account for deviations from base conditions that would affect the 
evaluation of capital cost. These factors take into consideration 
the material required for installation, which includes all piping 
and insulation, labor associated with installing the equipment, 
freight and taxes including all transportation and shipment costs, 
construction overhead, and engineering expenses [19].   

A. Cost Analysis 
The most important determining factor in the economic 

analysis of any plant is the capital cost of equipment as all other 
costs are determined in terms of this factor. Applying all the set 
of equations included in the adopted approach yields an 
estimation of the cost of all equipment used [19].  

B. Profitability Analysis 
 The target market from which raw materials are obtained is 
the Middle East, where ethane is obtained at a cost of 0.29 $/kg 
this same market, the product of this plant, ethylene, is sold at 1.1 
$/kg [19]. Producing 1 million ton of ethylene per year, the total 
sales of this plant would be $1.1 billion. The gross earnings or 
pre-tax earnings are determined by subtracting the operating costs 
from the total sales. However, it is more accurate to calculate the 
net earnings as they are the earnings after deducting the federal or 
state income taxes [19]. Assuming that the rate of taxes in 
Lebanon is 20%, = 0.2 [11], and taking into consideration the 
location of the plant, the net earnings in the plant would be $530 
million. It is essential to calculate the profit gained after a 
minimum acceptable return on investment, in addition to several 
other parameters that are summarized along with their values in 
Table 3. 

Table 3: Profitability Measures in the Ethylene Plant 

Parameter Value 
Gross Earnings $663,437,347 
Net Earnings $530,749,878 

Return on Investment (ROI) 90.7% 
Payback Period (PBP) 1.1 

To estimate the number of years required for the plant to break 
even, the following equation is used, TCI is divided by the net 
earnings [15]. The commercial interest rate at which money is 

returned to the investors for the use of capital, i, is set to be 20%. 
An ROI value higher than 20%  makes the plant and attractive 
venture. In addition, since an ethylene plant is considered a high-
risk venture, the maximum acceptable PBP would be 2 years 
[15]. Hence, the values of ROI and PBP are sufficient to merit 
interest in this plant. 
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Desalination using solar energy, a concept first conceived in 
ancient times, is considered a promising option for the provision 
of fresh water in remote locations. In this work two types of solar 
driven desalination units are investigated. The first unit is a 
conventional (passive) solar still which relies on direct solar 
energy i.e. evaporation/condensation occurs within the confines of 
the unit to produce potable water. The second unit is a modified 
version of the first where the conventional unit is coupled with a 
fan, controller and condenser, and desalination is expected to 
occur via humidification of the air flowing through the still and 
dehumidification in the external condenser. Mathematical 
modeling of the two stills (conventional and modified) is carried 
out to simulate the performance of the units (i.e. to determine the 
water output of the two units) for the weather conditions of Beirut 
Lebanon over a one year operation period. The two stills are
constructed and experimental work is conducted for two months 
to test the validity of the mathematical models and to investigate 
the effect of various parameters (such as humidity, solar 
incidence, wind speed, air flow rate) on the performance of the 
two stills. The quality of water produced from the two is
investigated.

I. INTRODUCTION

The increase in the world population, massive 
industrial expansion, over-exploitation, pollution, and abuse of 
water bodies are crucial water supply challenges. “There is a
severe shortage of fresh water in the world today. Along with 
depletion and pollution of existing water supplies, the growing 
world population leads to the assumption that two thirds of the 
population will lack sufficient fresh water by the year 2025. 
The areas with most severe water shortages are the warm and 
arid countries in the northern Africa and southern Asia within 
the regions bounded by latitudes 15-35ºN.” [1].

Knowing that potable water is a vital need for survival 
of humanity, engineers have implemented potable water 
generation through the process of “Solar Desalination”. Having 
the solar irradiation as an input to the system imposes the 
evaporation process through which water will be drawn via 
condensation.

The aim behind having such an application, although 
of limited output, is to provide local needs especially for areas 
where solar irradiance is available almost all year and where 
electricity supply is not guaranteed. Such a project is very 
beneficial to implement because it is realistic and simple to 
construct in terms of materials, and it contributes partially in 

providing potable water. “Desalination processes require 
significant amount of energy and was estimated as annual 
production of 365 million tons of water requires 10 million 
tons of oil. For this reason thermal desalination processes 
should be the most promising application of renewable 
energies to seawater desalination.” [1] 

Outcomes have shown that solar desalination was 
found to be a promising option, and should be given priority in 
terms of research and development. [1]

Higher temperature difference could be attained 
between the saline water to be evaporated and the glass surface 
temperature where condensation occurs. Besides, humidified 
flowing air through the still is forced to flow in the external 
condenser where dehumidification occurs and consequently 
water condensate on the inner tube surface is driven down by 
gravity and collected. 

Simulation of a mathematical model over a one-year 
period would help predict the water output of the two stills.
“Still efficiency, defined as the ratio of the useful energy used 
to evaporate water to the solar energy incident on the still, is 
usually low and rarely exceeds 50%, with an average value of 
30-45% with a solar still production of about 3-5 L/m2.day. 
For these reasons, the method of direct solar desalination is 
mainly suited for small production systems in regions where 
the fresh water demand is less than 200 m3/day” [1]

Experimental work on the two stills is conducted to 
verify the simulation results concerning the output of water. 
The effect of various parameters (such as humidity, solar 
incidence, and mostly important air flow rate) on the 
performance of the two stills will be conducted. The quality of 
distillate is also investigated through a general physico-
chemical and microbial assessment is to be conducted, 
including the following parameters: pH, TDS, Electrical 
conductivity, Salinity, Alkalinity, Hardness, Fecal coliform and 
-total coliforms.

II. DESIGN AND FABRICATION

Conventional Solar Still: The solar still cover is single-
sloped possessing lower convection and radiation heat losses. 
The basin area is 1.11 m2. “Galvanized Iron” (GI) sheets, base 
for the two solar stills, are resistant to salt water and to 
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corrosion. The stills are covered with “Marino Plywood” as 
being resistant to water damage (rain etc...). A layer of 
“Styrofoam” acts as a thermal insulator. The lower base is 
painted with “Black-Mat Epoxy” to enhance the absorptivity 
coefficient of the steel base. “Plexiglas” usage as an upper still 
cover is due to its high transmittivity coefficient and its 
flexibility.  Rubber films are introduced between glass cover 
and steel base to prevent air leakage. The Glass cover was 
tilted by 33 degrees as being the latitude angle of irradiance for 
Beirut, Lebanon; on the basis of the whole day period, the 
latitude angle provides the highest solar irradiance. As 
mentioned earlier, two stills are constructed. The conventional 
still and the fan-driven still are described in the following 
schematics.

Figure 1: Schematic Diagram for Conventional Solar still

 
Figure 2: Setup of Conventional Solar Still

Modified Solar Still: It has the same design as the 
conventional one, with two parallel air openings at the front 
and the back of the still. The areas are imposed by the fan
according to specific air flow rate. A small duct connects the 
backward opening with the fan.  The other end of the fan is 
connected to a 115 L chilled water condenser via a flexible 
material. The condenser is covered with “Rockwool insulation” 
combined with “aluminum foil” coating, as an excellent 
thermal insulation.

Figure 3: Modified Solar Still Schematic Diagram

Figure 4: Setup of the modified solar still
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III. COST ANALYSIS

The total cost of operating the conventional solar still 
includes the fabrication, maintenance, operational (labor) and 
salvage value return.

- Maintenance and Operational Cost: 8 % of the 
construction cost (32 $ annually); these include 
regular filling of seawater and removal of salt deposits  

- A salvage value of 5 % gives 20 $. 
- The inflation-adjusted interest rate is equal to 8.2 %

for a 4 % interest rate and 3% inflation rate. 
- Total Annual Cost = 412 $

TABLE I
DETAILED COST ANALYSIS OF THE CONVENTIONAL STILL

The average annual productivity of single-sloped solar 
stills is 1.51 m3 / m2 [2]. Our setup has a basin area of 1.11 m2,
which means that we should produce 1.67 m3 of distillate 
annually. 
Cost = [(Total Annual Cost)*(inflation adjusted interest rate) $] 
/ Amount of Distillate (m3) = 267 $ / m3                                (1) 

For comparison, the annual average cost of bottled potable 
water = 1000 $ / 1 m3, assuming potable water cost of 1 $ / 1 L. 
A more complete analysis would include the degree of 
treatment of distillate to become potable. 
Note that a cost analysis of the modified solar still will be 
conducted.

IV. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF SYSTEM 
COMPONENT MODELS

4.1 Air-Assisted Solar Still

The governing equations of the controlled air flow still 
are derived by means of heat transfer and mass balances. 
Air is sucked -by the aid of an implemented variable 
fan- from its lower end where it gains heat by 
convection from both glass cover and heated water and 
by evaporative heat transfer. It becomes theoretically 
now saturated with vapor –humidified air- as it exits the 
solar still.

The system of equations for the solar still are derived 
based on the following assumptions:

1) Water and the basin have the same 
temperature (small depth).

2) The glass temperature is lumped (one 
dimensional heat transfer).

3) Heat loss from still by conduction through 
base and internal walls is neglected 
(insulation).

4) Heat loss by conduction across the thickness 
of the glass cover is neglected (negligible 
thickness of the glass cover).

There are four transient variables to be modeled and simulated 
with respect to time:

1. Temperature of the glass (Tg).
2. Temperature of the water (Tw).
3. Temperature of the flowing air (Tair).
4. Evaporative mass flow rate of water (ṁw).

4.1.1 Glass Cover
The transient temperature of the glass cover can be 
represented by:

𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈
𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈
𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅

= 𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰(𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅)𝜶𝜶𝜶𝜶𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈 + 𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓�𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘 − 𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈�𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘
− 𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄−𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈�𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈 − 𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓�𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈 − 𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓�𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈 − 𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔�𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈
− 𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄−𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂(𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈 − 𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻∞)𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈

                                                                                      (2)
The terms on the right hand side represent respectively: 

1. Absorbed energy by the glass (Intercepted 
solar Irradiation).

2. The radiative heat transfer between the 
water and the glass. 

3. The convective heat transfer by the flowing 
air. 

4. The radiative heat transfer between the glass 
and the sky.

5. The convective heat transfer by the ambient 
air.

4.1.2 Water Mass: 

The transient water basin temperature can be 
represented by:
𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘 × 𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘 × 𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘

𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅
= 𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰(𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅)𝝉𝝉𝝉𝝉𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈𝜶𝜶𝜶𝜶𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘 − 𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓�𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘 − 𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈�𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘 −

𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄−𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘(𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘 − 𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓)𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘 − �̇�𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒇𝒇𝒇𝒇𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈                                (3)

The terms on the right hand side represent respectively: 

1. The absorbed -transmitted by the glass cover-
energy by water.

2. The radiative heat transfer between the water and 
the glass.

PART 
Material Cost                 

($) 
Transmitter Plexi-Glass 110 
Frame of Transmitter Wood 12 
Base Sealing Rubber 11 
Wood Cover Marino Plywood 88 
Insulation Styrofoam 32 
Steel Base bottom Galvanized Steel  116 
Valves Steel 5 
Hinges Steel 6 
Paint Epoxy 10.5 
Stand Stones 10 
 Fabrication Cost                 400 $ 
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3. The convective heat transfer by the flowing air.
4. The evaporative heat transfer.

4.1.3 Flowing Air:

Spatial variation of the temperature of the air can be 
neglected since air is low capacity fluid; thus the 
transient temperature of the flowing air stream can be 
modeled as gained energy flow by convection energy 
exchange with both the water basin and glass cover and 
energy of the evaporated water to the air stream passing 
through the solar still:

1. Energy Balance:

𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄−𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘(𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘 − 𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓)𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘 + 𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄−𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈�𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈 − 𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓�𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈 +
�̇�𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓 + �̇�𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒇𝒇𝒇𝒇𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈 + �̇�𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓 −
�̇�𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓 − �̇�𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓 = 𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎                   
                                                                                   (4)

2. Mass Balance:
The dry air remains the same while the vapor within the 
flowing air increases according to the flowing relation:

�̇�𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓 + �̇�𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘 = �̇�𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓

𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓 = 𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓 +  
�̇�𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘

�̇�𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓
                                                                                                                                        

(5)
               4.1.4 Evaporated water:

The rate at which water is evaporated can be obtained 
from the correlation developed Al-Shamiri [3] which 
take into account the water salinity: ṁw (kg/s)
�̇�𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘 = (𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏.𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓 × 𝑽𝑽𝑽𝑽𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓.𝟒𝟒𝟒𝟒𝟒𝟒𝟒𝟒𝟒𝟒𝟒𝟒 × 𝑿𝑿𝑿𝑿−𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎.𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏 × ∆𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎.𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟔𝟔𝟔𝟔𝟒𝟒𝟒𝟒)𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘 (6)                                

This correlation is valid over the following parameters:
 3<V<4 m/s
 26<X<68720 ppm
 0.29<ΔP<12.37 Kpa
 25<Tw<60oC                                       

Where V is the velocity of flowing air (m/s), X is the 
salinity concentration (g salt/ kg solution, and ∆P is the 
water vapor difference between the flowing air and the 
water basin vapor (kpa).

After initializing the transient temperatures and given 
the solar radiation along with dry bulb and wet bulb 
temperatures (AUB weather data), evaporated water will 
be calculated. Then the four transient variables: Tair, Tw,
Tg and �̇�𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 are coupled and the solution of the resulting 
equations is performed using the explicit Euler’s 
method. The time step used for this method is one hour.

4.2 Conventional Still

The governing equations of the conventional solar still are 
derived by means of heat transfer and mass balances which are 
quite similar to the assisted model except for the absence of 
sucked air. In such a model, evaporated water will condense on 
the glass cover and flow by gravity to be eventually collected.
Same assumptions stated in the modified model are applicable 
here.

There are three transient variables to be modeled and simulated 
with respect to time:

1. Temperature of the glass (Tg). 
2. Temperature of the water (Tw). 
3. Evaporative mass flow rate of water (ṁw). 

 
4.2.1 Glass Cover: 

The transient temperature of the glass cover can be represented 
by:

𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈
𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈
𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅

= 𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰(𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅)𝜶𝜶𝜶𝜶𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈 + 𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓�𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘 − 𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈�𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘
+ 𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄−𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘�𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘 − 𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈�𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘 − 𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓�𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈 − 𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔�𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈
− 𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄−𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂(𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈 − 𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻∞)𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈 + �̇�𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒇𝒇𝒇𝒇𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈
                                 Dunkle [4]    (7)

4.2.2 Water Mass: 

The transient water basin temperature can be represented by:
𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘 × 𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘 × 𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘

𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅
= 𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰(𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅)𝝉𝝉𝝉𝝉𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈𝜶𝜶𝜶𝜶𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘 − 𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓�𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘 − 𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈�𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘 −

𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄−𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘�𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘 − 𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈�𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘 − �̇�𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒇𝒇𝒇𝒇𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈           Dunkle [4]                  (8)

4.2.3 Evaporated Water: 

The rate at which water is evaporated can be obtained by 
analogy to convective heat transfer: ṁw (kg/s): 

�̇�𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘 = 𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎.𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝟒𝟒𝟒𝟒𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄−𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘(𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘 − 𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈) Tiwari [5]             (9)

After initializing the transient temperatures and given the solar 
radiation along with dry bulb and wet bulb temperatures (AUB 
weather data), evaporated water will be calculated. Then the 
three transient variables: Tw, Tg and �̇�𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 are coupled and the 
solution of the resulting equations is performed using the 
explicit Euler’s method. The time step used for this method is 
two seconds.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS (MODIFIED STILL)

The following graph demonstrates the temperature distribution 
of the glass, water, and flowing air as a function of time in 
hours throughout the day. It’s clear that water temperature is 
dominant, and this is expected because of the black body basin 
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3. The convective heat transfer by the flowing air.
4. The evaporative heat transfer.

4.1.3 Flowing Air:

Spatial variation of the temperature of the air can be 
neglected since air is low capacity fluid; thus the 
transient temperature of the flowing air stream can be 
modeled as gained energy flow by convection energy 
exchange with both the water basin and glass cover and 
energy of the evaporated water to the air stream passing 
through the solar still:

1. Energy Balance:

𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄−𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘(𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘 − 𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓)𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘 + 𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄−𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈�𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈 − 𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓�𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈 +
�̇�𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓 + �̇�𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒇𝒇𝒇𝒇𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈 + �̇�𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓 −
�̇�𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓 − �̇�𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓 = 𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎                   
                                                                                   (4)

2. Mass Balance:
The dry air remains the same while the vapor within the 
flowing air increases according to the flowing relation:

�̇�𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓 + �̇�𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘 = �̇�𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓

𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓 = 𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓 +  
�̇�𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘

�̇�𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓
                                                                                                                                        

(5)
               4.1.4 Evaporated water:

The rate at which water is evaporated can be obtained 
from the correlation developed Al-Shamiri [3] which 
take into account the water salinity: ṁw (kg/s)
�̇�𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘 = (𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏.𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓 × 𝑽𝑽𝑽𝑽𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓.𝟒𝟒𝟒𝟒𝟒𝟒𝟒𝟒𝟒𝟒𝟒𝟒 × 𝑿𝑿𝑿𝑿−𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎.𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏 × ∆𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎.𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟔𝟔𝟔𝟔𝟒𝟒𝟒𝟒)𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘 (6)                                

This correlation is valid over the following parameters:
 3<V<4 m/s
 26<X<68720 ppm
 0.29<ΔP<12.37 Kpa
 25<Tw<60oC                                       

Where V is the velocity of flowing air (m/s), X is the 
salinity concentration (g salt/ kg solution, and ∆P is the 
water vapor difference between the flowing air and the 
water basin vapor (kpa).

After initializing the transient temperatures and given 
the solar radiation along with dry bulb and wet bulb 
temperatures (AUB weather data), evaporated water will 
be calculated. Then the four transient variables: Tair, Tw,
Tg and �̇�𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 are coupled and the solution of the resulting 
equations is performed using the explicit Euler’s 
method. The time step used for this method is one hour.

4.2 Conventional Still

The governing equations of the conventional solar still are 
derived by means of heat transfer and mass balances which are 
quite similar to the assisted model except for the absence of 
sucked air. In such a model, evaporated water will condense on 
the glass cover and flow by gravity to be eventually collected.
Same assumptions stated in the modified model are applicable 
here.

There are three transient variables to be modeled and simulated 
with respect to time:

1. Temperature of the glass (Tg). 
2. Temperature of the water (Tw). 
3. Evaporative mass flow rate of water (ṁw). 

 
4.2.1 Glass Cover: 

The transient temperature of the glass cover can be represented 
by:

𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈
𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈
𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅

= 𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰(𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅)𝜶𝜶𝜶𝜶𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈 + 𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓�𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘 − 𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈�𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘
+ 𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄−𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘�𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘 − 𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈�𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘 − 𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓�𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈 − 𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔�𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈
− 𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄−𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂(𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈 − 𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻∞)𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈 + �̇�𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒇𝒇𝒇𝒇𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈
                                 Dunkle [4]    (7)

4.2.2 Water Mass: 

The transient water basin temperature can be represented by:
𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘 × 𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘 × 𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘

𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅
= 𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰(𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅)𝝉𝝉𝝉𝝉𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈𝜶𝜶𝜶𝜶𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘 − 𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓�𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘 − 𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈�𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘 −

𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄−𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘�𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘 − 𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈�𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘 − �̇�𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒇𝒇𝒇𝒇𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈           Dunkle [4]                  (8)

4.2.3 Evaporated Water: 

The rate at which water is evaporated can be obtained by 
analogy to convective heat transfer: ṁw (kg/s): 

�̇�𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘 = 𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎.𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝟒𝟒𝟒𝟒𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄−𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘(𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘 − 𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈) Tiwari [5]             (9)

After initializing the transient temperatures and given the solar 
radiation along with dry bulb and wet bulb temperatures (AUB 
weather data), evaporated water will be calculated. Then the 
three transient variables: Tw, Tg and �̇�𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 are coupled and the 
solution of the resulting equations is performed using the 
explicit Euler’s method. The time step used for this method is 
two seconds.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS (MODIFIED STILL)

The following graph demonstrates the temperature distribution 
of the glass, water, and flowing air as a function of time in 
hours throughout the day. It’s clear that water temperature is 
dominant, and this is expected because of the black body basin 

and negligible water depth. Also, note that the highest 
temperature is attained at the peak load hour (13 p.m.)

Figure 5: Temperature Profiles

The following graph shows the mass of water remaining in the 
still throughout the day, and it’s clear that the results are 
promising because of the air flow factor which seems to 
enhance water evaporation rate.

Figure 6: Mass of water remaining

.

Figure 7: Simulation Algorithm of the Air Assisted Model

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

TABLE II
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF THE CONVENTIONAL STILL

Date Water 
Source 

Input Water 
Volume (L) 

Distillate 
Volume (L) 

Average 
Temperature (C) 

April 
16-18 

Tap water 30 2.5 21 

April 
22-25 

Sea Water 30 2 23 

April 
26-29 

Sea Water 30 1 22 

The distillate from tap water source is larger than that from sea 
water. This is due to the fact the sea water is more saline which 
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affects the vapor pressure that will result in a lesser amount of 
distillate from sea water input.

TABLE III
WATER QUALITY ANALYSIS DATA

Sample Input Conductivity 
(μSiemens/cm)

Distillate Conductivity 
(μSiemens/cm)

Tap Water 643 89
Sea Water 38800 382

The distillate’s conductivity is reduced to a level that is 
considered potable, awaiting the bacteria test results.

VII. CONCLUSION

The aim behind having such an application is to provide local 
needs especially for remote areas, using solar energy. We hope 
to conclude the following: 

- The mathematical model is validated (water output). 
- Performance of the conventional still is improved by 

the air flowing through the still 
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NOMENCLATURE

m      Mass
Cp       Constant specific heat 
T       Temperature
t        Time
I        Intercepted solar irradiance by the glass cover
A       Area
hc-g Convection heat transfer coefficient between flowing air 
and glass
hc-a Convection heat transfer coefficient between ambient air 
and glass
hc-w Convection heat transfer coefficient between flowing air 
and water
hr1 Inner radiative heat transfer coefficient between water 
and glass
hr2 Outer radiative heat transfer coefficient between glass and 
sky
Fwg View factor between water surface and glass
Fgs View factor between glass and sky
v      Wind velocity
ṁ Mass flow rate
hfg Latent heat of vaporization
w Specific humidity ratio

V     Velocity of the flowing air
X     Salinity
ΔP   Water vapor difference between the flowing air and the 
water basin vapor
Pw Partial pressure of water at the water surface temperature
Pg Vapor pressure of water at the glass cover temperature
Pws Vapor saturation pressure at the water surface temperature
Pa Pressure of water vapor at the bulk air

Subscripts

g     Glass Cover                                                                                                                    
∞ Ambient air
w    Water                                                                                                                               
v Water vapor
air  Flowing air inside the still                                                                                            
1 Inlet
sky Sky medium                                                                                                                     
2 Outlet
t     Total 

Greek Symbols

α Absorptivity                                                                                                                 
τ Transmissivity
e Emissivity
σ Stephan-Boltzmann Constant
θ   Incident angle
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Abstract- We believe that behind every effort stands a 
motivation; our motivation, after four years of undergraduate 
Mechanical Engineering, is to invest our knowledge for the 
welfare of our society. 

Taking a fast glimpse at the present status of the global 
trends of ‘green house’ effects is enough to prove that ‘doing 
business as usual’ is no longer a viable option for sustainable
energy sources; thus, this calls for the creativity of the ethical 
engineering mind. Being aware of that fact, a good choice is to 
re-design very familiar objects, used in our daily lives, to 
become power harvesters. Eco-brella is a hybrid 
environmentally friendly redesigned umbrella for power 
conversion. This device is capable of harvesting both solar and 
wind energy and converting such renewable forms of energy 
into useful output for the umbrella-carrying individual. During 
hot days, this energy will provide cooling for the user; while on 
cold days, it acts as a heating device. Furthermore, it shall 
provide humans with the capability of charging their batteries, 
i-pods, cell phones and other applications…Thus; the device 
combines two main sources of renewable energy technologies 
to provide humans with an efficient, safe, affordable, and 
marketable product.

I. ENGINEERING SPECS AND TECHNOLOGIES

In windy climates, the Eco-brella is designed to rotate 
taking advantage from an extension, the design of which is 
based on aerodynamics principles. This rotation feeds into a 
dynamometer module that converts mechanical energy into 
electrical energy. In addition, thin solar film is shaped into an 
umbrella-like configuration with power conversion.

Power generation from wind or from solar are channeled 
through an elegant power management module designed either 
to 1) charge a battery from which other batteries on carried 
devices (i-pods, cell phones, etc.) may be charged or 2) provide 
thermal comfort for the individual (cooling on hot days or 
heating on cold days). This latter is provided by utilizing the 
hot or cold sides of a thermoelectric (TE) module, respectively.  

Furthermore, a home docking station is also designed so as 
to harvest wind/solar power even when the individual is not 
actually carrying the Eco-Brella. A larger version of Eco-
Brella may be designed for commercial, stationary applications 
such as restaurant, beach, balcony, or roof applications. 

Several engineering technologies have been utilized 
throughout this truly multidisciplinary project: Mechatronics 
for power management, materials for TE and solar film, fluid 
dynamics for aerodynamic fins design, computer-aided design 
for the design of Eco-brella, and heat transfer for human 
comfort.

II. APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY

Having established a clear goal, it is of utmost importance 
that a proper methodology be set. For that reason, the 
methodology shall employ, in parallel, both the theoretical and 
experimental approach. In other words, the first step 
commences in forming different types of prototypes from very 
simple material to observe and experiment with a wind-rotating 
umbrella; this will provide a feeling of how the optimized 
design will be. Then, and with the aid of computational 
programs, it is possible to study the strains, forces, and torques 
on different designs and to search computationally for an 
optimized design. As this is being done, major components of 
the system will be researched and experimented on. These 
elements are: solar thin films, micro modules thermo electrics, 
dynamo, and mechatronics charging system. As for the wind 
airfoils, they shall be manufactured after the best design is 
selected. The research is very essential because it highlights the 
most efficient products with certain specifications such as 
lightweight, safety, and efficiency. Solar thin films will either 
form the outer cover of the umbrella or simply be attached on 
the outer surface. The airfoils could be either an add on-feature 
to be attached upon need, or it is possible to have the solar thin 
films and the airfoils as one template; by this method Eco-
brella will have one rotating cover. In either case, generation 
of electricity could be directed to the thermo electrics attached 
to the inner surface. With the aid of a fan and heat sink, the 
thermo electrics will function properly in cooling and heating. 
Furthermore, when not used, the power will go in charging a 
battery or a small electronic device such as the user’s cellphone.
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III. PROTOTYPES

Several prototypes were constructed to test the feasibility of 
rotation with respect to wind. Precisely, three major prototypes 
were finalized and tested as shown in Fig. 1. Also, they were 
documented with movies showing how they rotated.

Figure 1. Three Major Prototypes

The prototypes proved to be a reliable source in providing 
design concepts and particular considerations such as the 
weight of umbrella.

IV. PRO-ENGINEERING MODELS

Based on the above-mentioned prototypes in Fig. 1, an 
umbrella drawing was generated on pro E using true 
dimensions as shown in Fig. 2 in light of which wind turbines 
are positioned on top.

Figure 2: Umbrella’s Standard Orientation

The first prototype consists of 4 blades. Taking into 
consideration that lightweight is necessary and wind direction 
is random and arbitrary, the usage of void blades arises as 
shown in Fig. 3. In the second prototype we used the Vertical 
Axis Wind Turbines (VAWT) aerodynamics concept; a series 
of blades with various airfoil shapes have been extruded to 
different length and placed on the top of the umbrella as shown 
in Fig. 4.

Taking advantage of proE 
functions, a manikin was 
placed to display a realistic 
view of how our model will be 
once manufactured as shown 
in Fig. 5.

Figure 5. Maniken using Eco-brella

V. AERODYNAMICS ANALYSIS

Considering the advantages of VAWT such as their ability 
to be used near ground level and believing that they provide a 
primary step for proper analysis and guidance, computations 
on MATLAB were conducted to test the different VAWTs to 
study which could be a possible design. Particularly, the test 
was conducted on National Advisory Committee for 
Aeronautics (NACA) standards: NACA 0018, NACA 2215, 
NACA 4415 and NACA 5515.

From the airfoil coordinates, the Coefficient of Lift (CL) 
was calculated and was plotted at different Angles of Attack 
(AOA) in Fig. 6;this curve indicates the AOA at which the 
VAWT will stall corresponding to maximum CL. A second 
graph, Fig. 7 is necessary to show the simulated Coefficient of 
Drag (CD), which is important to indicate where the maximum 
Lift divided by Drag (L/D) would occur. The final graph, Fig.
8, will show the L/D versus AOA. This graph is the essential 
graph that will show the highest L/D between the four airfoils.
The airfoil with the highest L/D is, from an aerodynamically 
point of view, the best airfoil for the VAWT.

Figure 3. Design II with 4 vertical
Figure 4. VAWT Turbine Design

Figure 6: CL Versus AOA
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Based on Fig.8, NACA 4415 has the best aerodynamics 
characteristics among the four studied airfoils. In our case, the
NACA 4415 proved to be the best airfoil for VAWT; thus it 
shall be further studied in more detailed analysis.

VI. COMPUTATIONAL FLUID ANALYSIS: ANSYS FLUENT
Having gained insight on available designs, it was time to 

further study those conventional strategies and testing other 
hopefully innovational designs. Through ANSYS FLUENT
major designs, initially drawn on Pro-E, were tested.

Major simulations were conducted and preliminary results 
were to some extent promising; however, rechecking 
simulations for validation gave different outputs! Confused 
which to include within the report we decided to discard both 
for now and run further tests before setting a final answer. 
Concerning this aspect, we shall be updating this paper in a 
week and presenting detailed ANSYS simulations whether on 
poster or in presentation.

VII. SOLAR THIN FILMS

In order to obtain quantitative numbers concerning thin 
film solar cells and their application, data gathered and 
obtained from Dr. Nisreen Ghaddar were very helpful. Plotted 
in Fig.9 is the Horizontal Radiation at the 21st day of each 
month and precisely at 13:00 pm, the daily peak value. Then 
based on our application, the radiation reaching the umbrella 
and its efficiency was plotted (efficiency shown in Fig.10). The 
results revealed that the efficiency ranges from 10 to 20 
percent, typical values for thin film solar cells; however, 
relative to the application these numbers are not sufficient to 
reach a significant conclusion. The true concern lies in the 
output. The film chosen supplies around 30 Watts (W), 1.8
Amperes (A), and 15 Volts (V). These numbers are not only 
significant but also satisfying concerning the application 
because such specs are sufficient for the thermo electrics and 

for charging small applications. In short, the selection of these 
films is supported by quantitative analysis.

Figure 9: Horizontal Surface Radiation

Figure 10:. Efficiency Of Selected Thin Film

VIII. WIND MEASUREMENTS

The solar radiation orientation and irradiance varies in a 
uniform repetitive manner during each hour throughout the day 
and daily throughout the year since it depends directly on the 
location of Earth with respect to the Sun; however, the wind 
velocity and direction is unpredictable, random and arbitrary; it 
varies between one location and another within the same 
country. Based on the AUB weather data [1], 8760 
measurements distributed on hourly bases for 365 days are 
used to determine the wind’s velocity statistical distribution, as 
summarized in Table 1. Therefore, our optimal region of 
operation is the range between [1.13 – 6.35] m/s.

Velocity (m/s)
Maximum 26.20
Minimum 0.00

Mean 3.74
Standard Deviation 2.61

Table 1: Wind Velocity Statistical Data

IX. MECHATRONICS AND POWER SYSTEMS

One of the main challenging parts of this project is to 
design and implement a Mechatronics system designated to 
charge external systems such as cell phones, batteries and 
laptops in order for the user to benefit from the power 
generated from wind energy and solar energy. The power 
generation will perform three main tasks: the first is to switch 
all the power to provide cooling/heating, the second task is to 
define the source of power that will drive the system, i.e. solar 
or wind, while the final task is to allow the user to choose 
either to switch the power to cooling/heating operation or to 

Figure 7: CD Versus AOA

Figure 8: L/D Versus AOA
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charge the external systems. Consequently, a Mechatronics 
system is needed to provide a control process that allows these 
two tasks to occur. The circuitry of the system is shown in Fig. 
11.

 

Figure 11. Power Distribution and Battery Control Charging Circuits

The Solar panels are designed to provide 15.4V Direct 
Current (DC) and a maximum current of 1.8 A while the
dynamo, second power source, can supply maximum power of 
30W, voltage of 15V DC, and current of 2A. Two mechanical 
dual switch buttons are used; the first will allow the user to 
choose either to use the Photovoltaic (PV) cells’ power or the 
dynamo power where the two outputs are connected to the two 
inputs of the second button. The thermoelectric sensor, which 
is the main source of heating/cooling, requires 12V and 1A to 
deliver its optimal efficient temperature difference. A Lithium
(LI) Battery of 12V 6.5Ah (Ampere Hour) will play the role of 
a connecting terminal or link that will distribute the power to 
three parallel ports: the first one, if plugged, will directly 
charge the users cellphone via a USB connection, while the 
second one, when plugged, will allow the user to charge any 
cell phone battery via a multi charger USB, a laptop via a DC 
converter, or any other rechargeable power source such as a
battery. The third port will be connected to the battery charger 
control system.

The battery Charging Control System is a newly developed 
system similar in objective to the charging systems in cell 
phones or laptops. When the system is turned ON, the user will 
have the choice of charging the LI battery or use the 
thermoelectric for cooling/heating. The PIC18F4520 with its 
features (Timers, A/D conversion, USART…) will provide the 
charging control mechanism for Eco-brella. The PIC is the link 
between all interacting devices in our system. A C-Code is 
developed to perform a full control on the charging of the LI 
battery. Three cases were considered to perform the 

aforementioned tasks, i.e. assures to switch the power off the 
battery when it detects that the battery is dead, detects when 
the battery is fully charged like in cell phones and laptops, and 
informs the user and finally the system will allow charging 
only when the battery is in the specifying ranges that permit
charging.

X. QUALITATIVE RESULTS FOR THE MECHATRONICS 
SYSTEM

The Mechatronics system was built using a breadboard for 
testing. The system built used a rechargeable battery as one 
power source, a replacement for the PV cells and the dynamo 
for testing purposes.

Fig. 12 below shows that there are two LEDS lighting 
when the charging push button is not pressed. One of those two 
LEDS (green) indicates that the thermoelectric is the driven 
unit, while the other LED (orange) replaced the thermoelectric 
unit. The red LED that is OFF is the charging LED.

Figure 12: Test Circuit with the Thermoelectric ON

Fig. 13 shows the test circuit components when the 
charging button is pressed. As seen, the red LED is now ON 
indicating the charging state. The small battery shown in Fig.
14 is now being charged and controlled by the PIC. A cell 
phone is shown in the upper part of the Fig 10. It is connected 
through a multi charger to the output port of the charged 
battery. Fig. 11 shows a closer look to the cell phone and the 
multi charger. It clearly shows how the phone begins to charge 
when the circuit is charging (red LED in ON).

Figure 13: Test Circuit with the 
Battery Charging ON

XI. THERMAL COMFORT

One of the important aspects of the umbrella is that it offers 
thermal comfort to the user; it provides cooling in the summer 
and heating in the winter. As mentioned above, thermoelectric 
plates serve this purpose since it possesses a cold surface and a 
hot surface. Results will be based on Fanger’s assessment of 
man’s thermal comfort. This method is based on six major 
criteria: air temperature; mean radiant temperature, relative air 

Figure 14: Mobile Charging
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velocity, humidity, activity (or metabolic rate), and thermal 
resistance of clothing (or clothing factor). The aim of this 
technique is to minimize the predicted percentage of 
dissatisfied (PPD) and to keep the predicted mean vote (PMV) 
as close to zero as possible, usually the target is to keep it 
between -0.5 and 0.5. The PVM varies on a physiological scale 
between -3 and 3, -3 meaning that the person feels cold, and 3 
meaning that the person feels hot [2]. Fig. 15 is a graph 
plotting PPD vs. PPM with the accepted range highlighted in 
green.

Figure 13: Plot showing PPD vs. PMV

Applying this to Eco-brella, the analysis is divided into two 
possible applications: the summer application and the winter 
application. Certain logical assumptions were taken to proceed 
in the analysis. In summer, the average temperature will be 
taken as 27°C, the average humidity as 75%, the activity factor 
as 2.6 (factor for a person walking at a normal speed), and the 
clothing factor as 0.6 (factor for light summer clothing). The 
fan used dictates the air velocity; here it is assumed equal to
0.8 m/s (this value will be perfected after tests are done on the 
fan). The only remaining factor is the radiant temperature. To 
stay in the target zone, the mean radiant temperature has to be 
between -18°C and -4°C. Of course, due to weight constraints, 
a certain number of thermoelectric panels can be utilized. A 
reasonable number is ten thermoelectrics placed in the 
umbrella’s interior. A quick calculation that takes into account 
the thermoelectric panel temperature (10°C), the ground
temperature (29°C) and the ambient temperature (27°C) gives 
a mean radiant temperature of about 24°C. Fig. 16 shows the 
PPD vs. PVM graph without the use of thermoelectric panels 
and Fig. 17 shows the graph with thermoelectric panels.

Figure 14: PPD vs. PVM in Summer with no thermoelectric panels

Figure 15: Plot of PPD vs. PVM in Summer with thermoelectric panels

Comparing these plots, a decrease of 10 PPD and 0.2 PMV 
is evident.

For the winter application, the average temperature will be 
taken as 10°C (average temperature in January and February), 
the average humidity as 65%, the activity factor as 2.6 (factor 
for a person walking at a normal speed), and the clothing factor 
as 1 (factor for average winter clothing). The fan used dictates 
the air velocity; again a speed of 0.8 m/s will be applied. When 
using thermoelectric panels, the average radiant temperature is 
approximately 14°C. Fig. 18 and Fig. 19 display the 
characteristics with and without thermoelectric panels
respectively.

Figure 16: PPD vs. PVM in Winter with no thermoelectric panels

Figure 17: Plot of PPD vs. PVM in Winter with thermoelectric panels

As a conclusion, in winter, the addition of thermoelectric 
panels is not as efficient as it is in summer. Note also that 
without thermoelectric panels, thermal comfort is reached in 
the winter; the addition of the thermoelectric units pushes the
application nearer to the ideal thermal comfort point.

Thus ten thermoelectric panels make a difference in the
application, especially in the summer. Results would be more 
satisfying if more panels are to be added, but the weight of the 
umbrella remains a constraint.
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XII. PRELIMINARY COST ANALYSIS

This section aims to depict a very simple and preliminary 
cost analysis for Eco-brella.

Table 2 summarizes the total cost of components based on 
the equipment bought to manufacture our umbrella.

Cost (USD TTC)
Solar panels 250
Foam Blades 30
Dynamo 20
Thermoelectric 30
Other components (electrical 
connections, metal sheet works, 
umbrella material)

20

Total: 350 $ TTC/Umbrella

Table 2: Cost Analysis

In a typical application for charging a mobile phone having
standard electrical characteristics of 5V/0.3A, The total load 
power of  𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 × 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = 66 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 is required, with V equal to 
220V in Lebanon. Consequently, assuming a charging time of 
2 hours/day, we get a consumption of 132×10⁻ ³ KWh per day.
On the other hand, charging a laptop with standard electrical 
characteristics of 19V/ 1.6 A. Similar calculations yields to a
consumption of 704×10⁻ ³ KWh per day.

As a result, we obtain a total consumption of 836×10-3

KWh per day, which is equivalent to 25.08 KWh per month.
According to the Lebanese Electricity Tariffs summarized in
Fig. 18 [3] and taking into consideration a regular household 
500 KWh are usually exceeded, we will use a tariff of 200LL 
per KWh.

Figure 18: Lebanon Electricity Tarrifs 

For our applications, a consumption of 25.08 KWh per 
month is required, therefore 5,016LL must be paid to EDL at 
the end of the month. For these specific applications,
disregarding the pleasure of coolness / warmness and energy 
dissipated in this regard, we will be saving 60,192 LL per year ,
hence a return of investment on the initial cost (350$) is 
targeted  over 8.722 years with no operational and maintenance 
cost during that period. In addition, cost analysis for huge bulk 
production will yield a lower payback period. 

XIII. FUTURE PROGRESS PLAN

-Finalizing ANSYS results.
- Manufacturing of the optimized airfoils in addition to the 

whole umbrella.
- Conducting tests on the manufactured umbrella to compare 
theoretical and experimental values.
-Additional developments of the design through ANSYS 
computations in order to further optimize our design to fit daily 
use and provide maximum efficiency.
-Extensive cost study for umbrella including payback period.
-Setting a marketing plan and strategy upon reaching a 
preliminary final product.

XIV. SUMMARY

Though the application is far from being accomplished, step by 
step analysis does not only show that such an application is 
helpful to humans but it is feasible as a preliminary product.
The feasibility and efficiency of the hybrid Eco-brella
increases with the size of the application. In other words, 
producing a day-to-day usage umbrella which is light weight, 
visually appealing and highly efficient requires much expertise 
and care; therefore, we suggest that the first generation of Eco-
brella target restaurant, balcony, roof or beach use before 
gradually moving towards smaller applications.
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Abstract-In this study, steady turbulent natural convection 
heat transfer in trapezoidal enclosures is investigated numerically 
under winter-like boundary conditions. These enclosures 
represent attic spaces with pitched roofs that are widespread in 
Lebanon. A two-dimensional model of the attic space is used to 
study the effect of the walls and ceiling conductivities on the 
natural convection heat transfer within the attic. The maximum 
height of the attic is considered to be 2 m with a span of 15 m. 
With the prevailing weather conditions in Lebanon, during winter 
the base wall is heated at 295 K whereas the vertical and inclined 
walls are exposed to an ambient wind stream at 276 K.The 
thermal and geometrical conditions that are considered here lead 
to Rayleigh numbers in the order of 109. Different walls 
conductivities are studied for two ceiling assemblies having U-
values of 3.12 and 0.49 W/m2°K, representing, respectively, 
conventional non-insulated and recommended roof by the 
Lebanese thermal standard. For computational analysis, 
turbulence is modeled using a low-Reynolds number k-omega 
model with the governing equations discretized using a finite-
volume approach. The Semi-implicit method for pressure linked 
equation (SIMPLE) algorithm is employed to resolve the 
pressure-velocity coupling with the convection terms discretized 
using the second order upwind scheme. For every case studied, 
the average heat transfer rate and Nusselt number at the 
boundaries are calculated and presented to underscore the 
differences. Moreover flow patterns and isotherms are also 
reported. The model was validated by comparing temperature 
profiles with available experimental data. Good agreement was 
observed.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Pitched roof buildings are considered a unique part of the 
Mediterranean traditional architecture. These building were 
well spread in rural, urban and sub-urban, in all geographical 
environments. This type of roofing consists of an assembly of 
mechanical flat tiles, manufactured industrially with 
homogeneous clay. This roofing rests on an assembled frame, 
generally wooden, metal beams, or even concrete flooring. The 
wooden frames are assembled onto wooden ceilings with paint 
and decorations. Despite urban development, considerable 
numbers of these building types still exist in rural areas. 
However, modern Lebanese architecture somehow preserves 
the traditional design but with different material assembly. In 
heat transfer perspective, the pitched roof is considered an 
additional cover for the building which can reduce heat losses 
from the house. Nevertheless natural convection heat transfer 
exists in the enclosed space under the pitched roof due to the 

temperature difference between the upper (inclined) roof and 
the lower (flat) ceiling. At present, energy efficiency is 
considered a global issue. Consequently, energy-efficient 
house is a major aim to be achieved whereby every type of heat 
losses is required to be investigated and studied.  

Natural convection heat transfer in enclosures has been an 
attractive topic for many researchers. Natural convection heat 
transfer in many geometrically shaped enclosures subject to 
different boundary conditions was tackled. . Enclosures 
representing attic spaces of houses/buildings were given some 
attention because if well designed they may help protecting the 
building from external conditions. As energy efficiency is a 
current topic of primary concern, all causes for heat losses in 
buildings are considerable issues. Due to the fact that space 
heating and air conditioning represent an important portion of 
energy consumption in a building, investigating and optimizing 
heat loss/gain in buildings is crucial. Heat gain/loss through 
attic spaces is a part of the building envelope load and is 
greatly increased by the natural convection phenomena that 
takes place within the enclosure as a result of the temperature 
difference between the upper and lower boundaries. In winter 
like conditions floor of the attic is hot due to room heating 
while the upper inclined surfaces are cold due to the external 
cold weather conditions. Many studies on natural convection 
heat transfer in square, rectangular and inclined enclosures 
have been reported in the literature. The subject has been 
tackled by a considerable number of researchers thoroughly 
investigating the different parameters and boundary conditions 
affecting the heat transfer rates. Some workers focused on the 
physical properties of the fluid and nature of the flow in the 
space while others focused on the enclosures geometry. In 
1982, Aknisete and Coleman [1] numerically analyzed, using 
the finite-difference method, the natural convection of air in a 
two-dimensional laminar half isosceles triangular enclosure. 
The enclosure, with insulated vertical walls, was cooled from 
the bottom and heated through the inclined walls.. By varying 
the aspect ratio (height/width) and the Grashof number (800 to 
64000), steady state solutions were obtained. Results showed 
that the amount of heat transfer through the base of the cavity 
is significant in the region where the inclined and base walls 
intersect. In 1988, Del Campo et al. [2] used the Galerkin finite 
element method with a stream function/vorticity formulation to 
model natural convection in a triangular enclosure for different 
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values of the enclosure aspect ratio, different Grashof number 
values (103 to 106), and different thermal boundary conditions. 
For an enclosure with an aspect ratio of 1, heated from the 
bottom and cooled from above, symmetric velocity and 
temperature profiles across the vertical centerilne were 
obtained. Flack et al. [3] numerically investigated the natural 
convection in triangular enclosure heated from the bottom and 
cooled from above without assuming symmetrical flow 
patterns. By varying the aspect ratio and the Grashof number 
(103 to 105), they noticed that the flow goes through transition 
from symmetric to asymmetric structure depending on the 
value of Grashof number. As long as the Grashof number is 
below a critical value, symmetric flow structure is maintained. 
On the other hand as the Grashof number increases above the 
critical value, asymmetric solutions are obtained. They 
concluded that the Grashof number is the factor to determine 
whether the geometric plane of symmetry is also the plane of 
symmetry for the flow. Numerical and experimental results 
reported by Holtzman et al. [4] and, which Lei et al. [5], 
respectively, confirmed the existence of symmetry breaking 
bifurcation above a critical Grashof number, in isosceles 
triangular enclosures heated form below and cooled from 
above with its value being dependent on the enclosure’s aspect 
ratio. Moukalled and Acharya [6] conducted a numerical study 
of laminar natural convection heat transfer in symmetrical 
trapezoidal roofs with baffles attached to the bottom and top 
walls for summer-like and winter-like boundary 
conditions .The parameters involved in this study were the 
baffles' height, baffles' location, and Rayleigh number. They 
reported that convection heat transfer dominates in winter-like 
conditions at Rayleigh numbers lower than those in summer-
like conditions. Results were displayed in the form of 
streamlines, isotherms, and local and average Nusselt number 
values. In a follow up work, Moukalled and Darwish [7] 
investigated natural convection in a trapezoidal enclosure 
heated from the side with a baffle mounted on its upper 
inclined surface. Results demonstrated that for situations with 
baffles located close to the cold walls stronger convection is 
obtained. Moreover, the flow strength was found to decrease 
with increasing values of Prandtl number and/or baffles' height. 
Ridouane and Campo [8,9] performed computations of buoyant 
airflows confined in triangular attic spaces under opposing hot 
and cold conditions. Generated results indicated a 
nonsymmetrical flow structure with contribution of convection 
to total heat transfer being more pronounced in winter. Results 
also demonstrated that at low Rayleigh number the flow 
structure is symmetrical about the vertical plane while at high 
Rayleigh number the flow symmetry disappear in a partitioned 
or baffle-free enclosure. 

Varol et al. [10,11,12] reported on several natural convection 
studies in attics of different geometries. In [10], they conducted 
a numerical investigation of laminar natural convection in a 
gambrel roof subjected to summer and winter boundary 
conditions. Their results indicated higher convection rates in 
winter then in summer. Results reported in [11] are for a 

saltbox roof type.  The use of a saltbox type roof resulted in 
higher convection rate in winter while during summer both 
roofs resulted in almost the same heat gain. Results reported in 
[12] are for the effect of the geometrical roof shape (saltbox-
gable-gambrel) on natural convection heat transfer in winter. 
Generated results indicated that conduction heat transfer 
dominates in all roof types Rayleigh number values less than 
105, while convection contribution to total heat transfer starts 
to become important at higher Rayleigh number values. 
Moreover, On the other hand, they showed that at low Ra 
gambrel obtained the lowest heat transfer and at higher Ra 
almost same heat transfer is obtained in saltbox and gable. 
Kent [13] numerically analyzed different cases of steady 
laminar natural convection in an isosceles triangular cross 
section enclosure under winter-like condition by changing the 
base angles, aspect ratio and Rayleigh number (103-105). 
Results were displayed in the form of streamlines patterns and 
temperature distribution. Report showed that roofs having low 
base angles are not suitable for winter-like conditions due to 
the high rate of heat transfer rates.  

All the above stated reports in literature studied and focused 
on laminar natural convection in enclosures. However, 
turbulent natural convection in enclosure has been also an 
interest but not as laminar cases. Ampofo et al. [14] presented 
an experimental benchmark data for turbulent natural 
convection in an air filled square cavity. The thermal and 
geometrical conditions presented in the experiment lead to 
have a Rayleigh number of order 109. Ridouane et al. [15] 
investigated numerically two-dimensional turbulent natural 
convection in an air filled isosceles triangular enclosures for 
two values of Rayleigh number(1.58 x 109 and 
1.58x1010).The enclosure was heated from the bottom and 
cooled from the above inclined walls. The y reported that high 
portion of the heat transfer takes place by conduction at the 
low base corners, where convection heat transfer dominates 
away from the corners.   

Though there are many studies on natural convection in roof 
attic spaces with different physical properties and geometrical 
parameters in winter condition, the number of studies on 
turbulent natural convection heat transfer in roofs is still 
limited. According to our knowledge, effect of wall 
conductivity on turbulent natural convection in roof attics has 
not been studied yet. As a result, the aim of this study is to use 
a two dimensional model to analyze the turbulent flow inside 
the attic space and investigate the effects of wall conduction on 
the natural convection heat transfer in roof attics as per the 
Lebanese winter weather conditions. Since this work mainly 
targets the Lebanese inclined roof building, practical 
recommendations will be presented to reduce heat losses 
through ceiling taking into consideration building and material 
cost. 

Objective Statement 
Investigating the effect of wall conduction on natural 

convection heat transfer in roof attic spaces using CFD 
commercial code.  
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II. PHYSICAL MODEL  

The geometrical configuration of the proposed model is 
presented in figure 1 which represents the roof attic space filled 
with air (Pr=0.7). The boundaries Ti1 and Ti2 are the outer 
inclined surface temperature of the roof where Tv1 and Tv2 are 
the outer vertical surface temperatures. During winter 
conditions the mentioned surfaces are assumed to be 
convective-type boundary condition  exposed to cold free air 
stream(wind) of temperature 276 ºK which represent a cold 
weather day in February.The heat transfer coefficient for all the 
outer surfaces designated by ho is taken 30 W/m2. ºK based on 
ASHREA task group results presented in Cole work [16]. 
Noted that geometrical effect on the external convective heat 
transfer coefficient and the external radiation heat transfer are 
assumed to be neglected. Tbase is the roof base temperature of 
the house which is assumed to be constant (295 ºK) due to air 
conditioning systems used to conserve thermal comfort 
conditions for the house occupants. 

 The bottom wall length is designated by L, the height of the 
roof space is designated by H and the height of the vertical 
wall is designated by h. As a result the aspect ratio 
(height/Length) is 0.13.Since this study tackles the effect of 
wall conduction on the natural convection in this space, both 
ceiling and wall thickness are considered to be varying 
depending on the material assembly consisting of. 

Concerning the thermo-physical properties of the fluid in the 
flow, only density is considered to be changing affected by the 
temperature changes. Boussinesq approximation is used to 
relate density change to temperature change and is valid [17] 
when  temperature difference less than 28.6 ; which is our case 

here. 
Figure 1. Physical Model. 

 

III. METHODOLOGY 

The computer computational software Fluent-ANSYS 13.0 
is used in our study. Since we are dealing with relatively 
simple geometry, the two dimensional geometrical shape 
presented in figure 1 is designed and meshed using Gambit. 
Wall boundaries are treated using fine mesh near walls inorder 
to help ensure y + at the wall-adjacent cell less than 5. 
Regarding the material definition, both walls and ceiling are 
defined as solids having various thermal conductivities in each 
case studied. No heat storage is considered in all the wall 
boundaries due to steady state conditions assumption. The 
internal attic zone is defined as fluid (air) having thermal 

expansion of 0.0033 (1/K) where Boussinesq approximation is 
considered. 

The thermal boundary conditions of the external surfaces of 
the roof are defined as follow: 

TABLE I 
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

Surface Type Winter Description 
Ceiling Constant  Temperature 295 Kelvin 
Inclined and Vertical 
Upper Walls 

Convective boundary 
Wind stream 
temperature 

30 
276 

W/m2. ºK 
Kelvin 

 
For computational analysis, turbulence is modeled using a 

low-Reynolds number k-omega model for its preference in 
solving transitional flows which may exist in our case 
inaddtion to solving near wall regions. The governing 
equations are discretized using a finite-volume approach. The 
Semi-implicit method for pressure linked equation (SIMPLE) 
algorithm is employed to resolve the pressure-velocity 
coupling with the convection terms discretized using the 
second order upwind scheme. 

IV. BUILDING MATERIALS 

Since this paper’s focus is on the Lebanese architectural 
buildings, walls and basement presented in this model will be 
according to the most common material used in existing 
buildings in Lebanon. In order to reach our aim in investigating 
the effects of wall conduction on natural convection heat 
transfer, we intended to take two different case assemblies of 
concrete ceiling representing an insulated and un-insulated 
ceiling. For each case, three different wall structures having 
different thermal conductivity will be studied for comparison 
purposes. 

The ceiling and walls considered in our study are as follow: 
TABLE II 

CEILING MATERIALS 
Material Thickness 

(m) 
R-Values 
(m2/K.W) 

Case 1 Case 2 

Cement pavers 0.025 0.1 X X 
Mortar 0.04 0.056 X X 
Concrete 0.25 0.14 X X 
Plaster 0.02 0.26 X X 
Polystyrene 0.05 1.72 X  
Overall R-Value   2.04 0.322 

 

TABLE III 
WALL MATERIALS 

Material Thickness 
(m) 

R-Values 
(m2/K.W) 

Wall 
1 

Wall 
2 

Wall 
3 

Clay Roof Tiles 0.04 0.052 X X X 
Air Resistance 0.02 0.16 X X  
Wood Board 0.2 0.21 X X  
Polystyrene 0.05 1.72 X   
Concrete 0.25 0.14 X X  
Plaster 0.02 0.026 X X  
Metal Frame Intermittent    X 

Overall R-Values   2.38 0.58 0.06 
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V. MODEL VALIDATION 

In order to validate our model and the numerical results 
obtained by the k-omega model used, results are compared 
with experimental data provided by Ampofo and Karayiannis 
[14].In 2011, C.A.Rundle and M.F. Lightstone [18] validated 
using the same experimental data the low turbulent models (k-
epsilon-omega) in ANSYS CFX for solving natural convection 
in geometries. The thermal and geometrical conditions of the 
attic space we are investigating results similar Rayleigh 
number (109) of the experiment conducted by Ampofo and 
Karayiannis. Thus numerical simulations were done for two 
geometries. The first one is typical of that used in the 
experiment while the second is adjusted to be more similar to a 
roof attic geometry.Figure 2 shows good agreement between 
obtained numerical results and experimental results. 

Figure 2. Validation of Numerical Model. 
 

VI. RESULTS 

A. Case 1 
In our study,it is predicted to have different thermal and 

physical properties for the air filled in the attic space. By 
changing the external walls having different conductivity, 
different amount of heat lost through the ceiling is also 
expected. In our study, numerical computations are carried out 
for two different ceiling case assemblies where three different 
walls are implemented for each case. The Rayleigh number is 
predicted to be in all cases in order of 109 due to the 
considerable height of the attic space and the temperature 
difference. 

The structure of the solution in the attic space for case 1 is 
given in figure 3 in form of isotherms.  

Figure 4 shows the asymmetric flow structure due to high 
Rayleigh number in our case. The different structure in each 
case is due to the change in the external wall conductivity 
which changes the internal surfaces temperatures; thus change 
the temperature difference between ceiling and walls. These 
results also show that upon having Grashof number more than 
the critical Grashof number, asymmetric structure is observed. 
While computing the problem, symmetric structure is first 
observed, but when decreasing the residuals to 10-8 
asymmetric structure exists.  

 
Figure 3. Structure of the solution of case 1 in form of isotherms: (a) wall 1, 

(b) wall 2, (c) wall 3 
 

Figure 4 represents the temperature gradient along the 
vertical line in the middle of the attic roof. The results show 
high temperature gradient at the boundaries (bottom-upper) 
and temperature saturation at middle region for the three cases 
investigated. It is well known that the internal surface 
temperature will decrease as the wall conductivity is decreased 
due to its exposure to ambient cold wind. Moreover, internal 
ceiling temperature also decreases as the wall conductivity 
decrease. It was noticed that there was no considerable 
difference on the temperature profile between wall 2 and wall 
3.On the other hand,significant difference is observed between 
wall 1 and wall 2&3 due to the thermal insulation used in wall 
1. 

Figure 4. Temperature Profile along the Normalized Mid-Vertical Height. 
 

Figure 5 represents the heat flux along the ceiling for the 
three wall assemblies. The results show high amount of the 
heat lost from the ceiling to the roof attic space takes place at 
the boundaries (vertical walls).Heat flux increased significantly 
near the vertical cold walls (50 W/m2) then decrease 
drastically as we move far from the vertical cold walls to reach 
low heat flux (7.5 W/m2).It was noticed that same trend is 
observed for the three cases with having slight difference in the 
heat flux amount and small fluctuation at the intersection of the 
two air circulations. Only the insulated wall (wall 1) presents 
difference in the heat flux compared to other two walls. 
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Figure 5. Heat Flux Lost along the Ceiling 

 
Figure 6 represents the area weighted average for the heat 

flux along the ceiling. As expected wall 1 presents the lowest 
heat flux (6 W/m2) due to the insulation, where wall 3 presents 
the highest due to its light structure. However there exist a 
slight difference between wall 2 and 3(7.78 W/m2&7.93 
W/m2).The above results show the considerable heat lost 
through ceiling in winter conditions. By applying simple 
calculation and assuming house ceiling surface area of 150 m2, 
heat lost for the three cases are as follow respectively: 900 W-
1167 W-1190 W. The obtained values show the major effect of 
wall conduction on the heat transfer from the ceiling to the 
attic space. 

Figure 6. Average Heat Flux Lost through Ceiling 1 
 

B. Case 2 
Same computations are solved with having different ceiling 

assembly having higher conductivity than case 1. Asymmetric 
flow structure is also obtained since large Rayleigh number is 
conserved. 

 
 
 
 

 
Figure 7. Structure of the solution of case 2 in form of isotherms: (a) wall 1, 

(b) wall 2, (c) wall 3 
 

Figure 8 represents the temperature gradient along the 
vertical line in the middle of the attic roof. The results show 
high temperature gradient at the boundaries (bottom-upper) 
and temperature saturation at middle region for the three cases 
investigated. Compared to case 1 shown before (figure 4), 
higher ceiling internal surface temperature (294 K) due to the 
insulation absence. It was also noticed that there was no 
considerable difference on the temperature profile between 
wall 2 and wall 3.On the other hand, obvious significant 
difference is observed between wall 1 and wall 2&3 due to the 
thermal insulation used in wall 1.  

Figure 8. Temperature Profile along the Normalized Mid-Vertical Height. 
 
Figure 9 represents the heat flux along the ceiling (case 2) 

for the three wall assemblies. As expected same trend is 
observed compared to case 1 (figure 5). Heat flux increased 
significantly near the vertical cold walls (92 W/m2) then 
decrease drastically as we move far from the vertical cold walls 
to reach low heat flux (10 W/m2).In this case, higher heat flux 
is observed compared to heat flux presented in case 1.This 
difference is justified by the absence of the thermal insulation 
in the ceiling assembly which increase the amount of heat lost  
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Figure 9. Heat Flux Lost along the Ceiling. 
 
Figure 10 represents the area weighted average for the heat 

flux along the ceiling. Wall 1 case presents the lowest heat flux 
(8.6 W/m2) due to the insulation, where wall 3 presents the 
highest due to its light structure. However there exists a slight 
difference between wall 2 and 3(12.86W/m2&13.32 
W/m2).The above results show the considerable heat lost 
through ceiling in winter conditions. Similarly to case 1 and by 
assuming also a 150 m2 house ceiling area, heat lost for the 
three cases are as follow respectively: 1294 W-1930 W-1999 
W. 

Figure 10. Average Heat Flux Lost through Ceiling 2. 
 

VII. CONCLUSION 

A numerical investigation of two-dimensional turbulent 
natural convection in an air filled enclosure representing roof 
attic space was conducted .Three different walls conductivities 
were studied for two different ceiling assembly .It is important 
to notice that asymmetric flow structure was obtained for all 
cases tackled due to high Rayleigh number. As expected 
considerable amount of heat lost through ceiling to the attic 
space especially in the case of un-insulated ceiling. Moreover 
large portion of the heat lost are observed at the corners near 
the cold vertical walls. On the other hand, upon changing the 

wall conductivity different flow structure is observed with 
slight difference in heat flux between wall 2 and wall 3. 
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Abstract- This paper reports on handling source terms of non-
linear partial differential equations integrated in fluid flow 
problems using User Defined Functions. Computational Fluid 
Dynamics (CFD) is a field in Fluid Mechanics which studies the 
thermal and hydrodynamic behavior of fluids under various 
conditions by solving numerically a set of partial differential 
equations governing mass and energy conservation laws. 
Commercial CFD codes generally comprise a set of built-in finite 
volume based solvers for predicting the solution of simple to 
complex type problems. However, these codes still lack some 
models and features used to predict various physical phenomena. 
Fortunately, User Defined Functions (UDF) are employed to 
achieve this purpose. These functions are hooked from an external 
source (.c file), compiled or interpreted internally in Fluent. The 
UDF source code is then looped across the cell or face threads, 
and Fluent uses its function to compute specific variables and 
properties as been assigned in the UDF body. 

In this paper, a UDF is developed on a Single Machine 
Processor (SMP) using C++ Visual Basic to model the mass and 
heat transfer during phase change. A case study is conducted, 
based on solving the transient evaporation of water in a 2-D tank, 
imposed to uniform temperature as a boundary condition to 
validate the model. The UDF predicted results were compared 
with a recently integrated lumped model in Fluent; a very 
reasonable agreement was achieved. 

Keywords: UDF, Source Terms, CFD, Evaporation 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The prediction of mass and heat transfer processes due to 
phase change is one of the research topics that is still not 
clearly identified. These processes are incorporated in various 
engineering and industrial applications including refrigeration, 
and air conditioning, chemical reactions involving species 
transport, petrochemical processes, nuclear reactors, etc…  

This study reports on handling source terms during phase 
change using user defined functions. Phase change processes 
evolve a chaotic nature; thus their prediction remains one of 
the complex issues urging researchers to accomplish accurately. 
A very limited number of numerical studies dealing with 
source term modeling were reported in the literature. Yang et 
al. [1] investigated the boiling of R141B in coiled tubes 
following the VOF multiphase flow model. The flow modes 
evolution and transport phenomenon including transport 
mechanisms were investigated. Recently, Moukalled et al. [2] 
investigated numerically the thermal and hydrodynamic 
characteristics of air flow in a 10 ton roof top AC unit. In their 

study, Moukalled et al. [2] integrated a new feature for 
modeling the condensation of water vapor at the coil surface. 
This was done by adding two sources in the volume fraction 
and energy transport equations to model mass and heat transfer. 
The condensation rate was predicted following Fick’s law [3] 
and it is based on computing the water vapor mass fraction at 
the geometric center of the cell nearest to the wall and then 
comparing it with its value at saturation. 

 

II. USER DEFINED FUNCTION ROLE 

The concern of integrating user defined functions is to model 
the source terms which appear in the mass conservation and 
energy equations accounting for mass and heat transfer. Of 
course these functions have various implementations applied 
for different purposes (for instance specifying a variable 
boundary condition, defining properties of certain materials, 
modeling source terms, etc…). The structure of a user defined 
function is very complex and requires a good care in 
developing its code. This is basically done via built-in macros 
adopted in Fluent Library, and are referred also as DEFINE 
macros. Definitions for DEFINE macros are contained in the 
“udf.h” header file and they are developed in Visual C++. User 
Defined Functions possess important advantages, such that 
their ability in handling source terms, define variable boundary 
conditions, material property definitions, in solution 
initialization, and other important applications. Another 
important advantage of integrating UDF’s in a CFD code gives 
the opportunity in partitioning the source term into sub-sources, 
by defining a user defined memory for each component 
(UDMI), and treating each with a specific mathematical model. 
Moreover, mathematical non-linear correlations could be 
accompanied within the body of a UDF and this for instance, 
adds an important feature in considering the variability of a 
certain property with the solution. In some cases, Fluent allows 
only in considering all source terms in an equation as a lumped 
source by either defining it as a constant or by using built-in 
models. 

 

III. GRID TERMINOLOGY 

Most user-defined functions access data from the Fluent 
solver. Since the solver data is defined in terms of grid 
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components, basic grid terminology should be understood 
before developing a UDF code.  

A mesh is broken up into control volumes, or cells. Each cell 
is defined by a set of grid points (or nodes), a cell center, and 
the faces that bound the cell as shown in Fig. 1. Fluent uses 
internal data structures to define the domains of the mesh, 
assign an order to cells, cell faces, and grid points in a mesh, 
and establish connectivity between adjacent cells. A thread is 
the internal name of the data structure in Fluent that is used to 
represent either a boundary or a cell zone. Cell threads are 
groupings of cells, and face threads are groupings of faces. A 
domain is the internal name of the data structure in Fluent that 
is used to represent a grouping of node, face, and cell threads 
in a mesh. 

Figure 1. Grid/Mesh Components. 
 

Cells and cell faces are grouped into zones that typically 
define the physical components of the model (e.g., inlets, 
outlets, walls, etc…). A face will bound either one or two cells 
(identified by c0 and c1) depending on whether it is a boundary 
face or an interior face. The cells on either side of a face may 
or may not belong to the same cell thread. If a face is on the 
boundary of a domain, then only c0 exists. (c1 is undefined for 
an external face). If the face is in the interior of the domain, 
then both c0 and c1exist. Based on its defined structure, the 
UDF source code is looped across the cell or face threads and 
Fluent uses its function to compute specific variables and 
properties as been assigned in the UDF body. 
 

IV. UDF CONSIDERATIONS IN MULTIPHASE FLOW 

While dealing with multiphase type problems, properties of 
each of the defined phases and the mixture are stored for all the 
available multiphase models presented in Fluent (Mixture, 
VOF, and Eulerian models). This adds further features when 

developing the UDF code through the use of special thread and 
domain data structures. For instance, when solving for a certain 
multiphase flow problem, two main definitions exist for 
dealing with either the mixture or with each phase 
independently. The top-level domain is referred to as the 
“superdomain”, while the other phases occupy each a 
“subdomain”. When certain properties of a mixture are needed 
in the solver, the superdomain is used to obtain the mixture 
quantities, while in the subdomain an individual property will 
be obtained for each phase. For a single phase flow, the 
properties of the mixture are obtained by the sum among the 
various species, while in a multiphase flow it is obtained by the 
sum among the phases. 

 

V. USER DEFINED FUNCTION STRUCTURE 

In this part, a description of the UDF structure in modeling 
source terms will be presented. First, a heading syntax 
(#include "udf.h") is introduced at the beginning of the 
udf code. This header file contains definitions for DEFINE 
macros and compiler directives for C library function header 
files. The function of (#include "udf.h") is to translate the 
DEFINE */ /* and other macros into C, which is what the 
compiler understands. Another syntax is added when dealing 
with multiphase flow, which is (#include "sg_mphase.h"), 
and this contains macros for use in multiphase models. The 
next step is based on Global Variables declaration, and these 
include all variables that are used by all the integrated 
functions integrated in the udf code. Then, the source terms are 
modeled by integrating the DEFINE_SOURCE macro which 
posses the following structure: 

 
DEFINE_SOURCE(name_src, cell, pri_th, dS, eqn) 

 
The arguments of the DEFIEN_SOURCE macro represent 

the following: 
 

name_src is the name of the udf. 
cell is the data type for a cell ID, or the index that identifies 
the cell. It is an integer index that identifies a particular cell 
within a given thread. 
pri_th is the thread data type which contains the data 
common to the group of cells belonging to the primary phase. 
It is a pointer to the cell thread. 
dS is the derivative of the source term. 
eqn is the transport equation defined for the dependent 
variable. 
 

The name of the user defined function that is specified in the 
DEFINE_SOURCE macro argument will become visible in the 
User-Defined Function Hooks panel in Fluent. The rest four 
arguments (cell, pri_th, dS, eqn) are variables that are 
passed by the Fluent solver to the developed UDF. The passed 
variable pri_th is a pointer to the cell thread and cell is an 
index that identifies the cell on which the source term is 
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applied. Array dS specifies the derivative of the source term 
with respect to the dependent variable of the integrated 
transport equation eqn. 
 

VI. DATA REDUCTION 

A. Governing Mass, Momentum, and Energy Equations 
A case study is considered showing a comparison between 

an Integrated Evaporation Model (Fluent built-in model) and 
the model developed using UDF. The transient evaporation of 
water is investigated in a 2-D tank. The details of the physical 
model and case description are presented in a later section. The 
governing equations describing the two phase flow in the 2-D 
tank are represented by the following “Mixture Model”: 

 
-Continuity 
 

     
                                                                                

 
The mixture velocity and density are given by respectively 

 

    
        

  
              

 
                                            

 
-Momentum 
The momentum equation for the mixture is given by 

 
       

                                             
 

            

 
-Energy 
The energy equation for the mixture is given by 
 

 
          

 
                   

 
                                    

          
 

                     
 

    
                                 

 
B. Scalar Transport Equations 

The standard     model is adopted to model fluctuations 
that appear in the velocity field during evaporation. The 
turbulence kinetic energy   and its dissipation rate   are 
obtained from the following transport model 

 
 
        

   
        

   
       

  
   
   

                        
 
        

   
        

   
      

  
   
   

     
 
                

  

 
                                                                                              

The turbulent viscosity is computed by combining   and   as 
follows 

      
  

                                                                                         

The model constants have the following values 
 

                                                   
The volume fraction transport equation is given by 
 

       
                                                    

 
   is the source term accounting for the evaporation of water, 
[kg/m3 s]. 

 

VII. SOURCE TERM HANDLING 

A. Mass and Heat Transfer Mechanisms 
The source term in the volume fraction equation      is 

modeled following Lee’s Model [4], where the evaporation 
process occurs at a quasi thermo-equilibrium state, with the 
mass transfer dependent on the saturation temperature at the 
interface separating both phases. The model is represented as 
follows 

 
                                                                        
                                                                         
 
   and    are coefficients corresponding to the frequencies of 
phase change process, and are set to 0.1. 
   is the temperature of the liquid phase which is also equal to 
the temperature of the super-domain (mixture), [K]. 
     is the saturation temperature of the mixture, [K]. 
 

The saturation temperature is defined as a global parameter 
in the UDF, and it is given a constant value based on the 
pressure. In case the saturation temperature varies as a function 
of other variables (for instance atmospheric pressure), it is 
declared as a local variable and will be expressed as a function 
of the independent variable and computed with the solution. 

 
The source term in the energy equation (4)      is modeled 

as the evaporation process evolves and is proportional to the 
volumetric evaporation rate written as 

 
                                                                                                  
 

Where   Is the latent heat of evaporation of water, [J/kg]. 
 

B. Source Term Linearization 
The source term (  ) integrated with the volume fraction 

transport equation is given as a function of the volume fraction 
( ). To handle this relationship between the source and the 
corresponding transport variable, and to maintain stability in 
the numerical solution, the source is linearized following 
Picard’s Method [5] integrated in conjunction with the Finite 
Volume Method (FVM) [6]. 
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Source term linearization is initiated by writing the source as 
a function of an explicit part (constant) and an implicit part 
(dependent on the transport variable  ) as follows 

 
                                                                                              

The coefficients   and   of the source term are computed 
following Picard’s Method. Assuming that the value of the 
source term   prevails over the control volume, and thus, its 
integral for a given control volume will be the product of the 
source multiplied by the volume of the control volume, the 
source term is then treated as follows: 

 
Let      represents the value of     at a current iteration. 

The Taylor series expansion of the source   is written as 
 

                   
 
                                                     3  

 
Equating equations (12) and (13), the coefficients   and   of 

the source term are then given by 
 

               
 
                                                                     

         
 
                                                                                        

 
The source term regarding the energy equation      is 

treated in a similar way as for the volume fraction equation. 
 
In this paper, a UDF is developed on a Single Machine 

Processor (SMP) using C++ Visual Basic to model the mass 
and heat transfer mechanisms during phase change. These 
transfer processes are integrated with their associated partial 
differential equations as source terms. The UDF structure is 
based on calling built-in macros defined in Fluent Library and 
are developed in C++ console. The main advantage in 
modeling these source terms using UDF relies on subdividing 
the source into parts, where each part is accompanied with a 
User Defined Memory (UDMI). For instance, the source term 
is written as a sum of sub-sources represented as follows 

 

                  
 

   
                                                

 
By this step, a CFD engineer can access each part of the 

source via a User Defined Memory enabled in Fluent. This also 
serves in analyzing the contribution of each part on the lumped 
source, and then by deciding on optimizing the problem if 
possible. However, User Defined Functions possess a complex 
structure and their understanding and implementation requires 
a careful care by the engineer. The UDF source code is then 
looped across the cell or face threads, and Fluent uses its 

function to compute specific variables and properties as been 
assigned in the UDF body. 

 Figure (2) shows a block diagram for UDF development and 
implementation in Fluent. 

Figure 2. UDF Block Diagram Development and Implementation. 
 

In the following section, a description of the case study is 
presented to assess the robustness and validity of the UDF 
model.  

VIII. CASE STUDY 

A case study is conducted, based on solving the transient 
evaporation of water in a 2-D tank imposed to a uniform 
temperature as a boundary condition. The UDF predicted 
results were compared with a recently integrated lumped model 
in Fluent; a very reasonable agreement was achieved. 

 
A. Physical Model Description 

The physical domain is composed of a 2-D (10cm x 25cm) 
tank filled 40% of water. The geometrical configuration of the 
case is shown in Fig. 3. The mesh of the domain was generated 
with quadrilateral elements in the MESHER integrated in 
ANSYS 13.0. The grid is read by Fluent as shown in Fig. 4. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3. 2-D Tank Model in Design Modeler ANSYS 13.0. 
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Figure 4. Mesh and Initial Phase 1 Volume Fraction. 
 

 Two materials are defined in the material database available 
in Fluent [2], and these include water liquid and water vapor. 
Table I presents the used materials in the model with their 
properties. 

TABLE I 
Materials Properties Used in CFD Model 

Material  , kg/m3   , J/kg K  , W/m K  , kg/ m s    , J/kg 
Water 
Liquid 998.2 4182 0.6 0.001003 2263073 
Water 
Vapor 0.5542 (correlation) 0.0261 1.34e-05 - 

                                                                                               
                                                                                                   

 
B. Boundary Conditions 

The boundary conditions defined for this simulation are 
summarized by the following 
-Bottom wall: Defined as a stationary wall with uniform 
temperature input of 374 K. 
-Tank Outlet: Defined as a pressure outlet with zero gauge 
pressure and 373 back flow temperature for the mixture. 
Backflow Turbulent Intensity is 10 % with 0.1 m Backflow 
Turbulent Length Scale. For phase 2, Backflow Volume 
Fraction is set to zero. 
-Side Walls: Defined as stationary walls with zero slip 
condition and zero heat flux. 
 
C. Solution 

In this section, predicted results obtained by the UDF and 
Integrated Models for modeling the transient evaporation of 
water are reported for every 100 time steps (time step size = 
0.1 s). The Mass-Weighted Average of several variables is 
reported at the pressure outlet boundary of the tank as a 
function of time. It is obtained by integrating the variable at a 
certain plane or face multiplied by the density, velocity, and 
differential face area of each control volume, and then taking 
its average by dividing over the total mass flow rate crossing 
the considered plane. This is represented mathematically by the 
following integral function 

 

                 
  

          
  
               
   

             
   

                           

A comparative analysis is done between the UDF and 
Integrated Model predictions. A very reasonable agreement is 
achieved. The percentage absolute/relative difference for 
several variables is computed by equation (17) for several time 
steps to compare between both predictions. 

The decrease in the mixture temperature (Fig. 5) as the time 
evolves is explained by the fact that the mixture tends to reach 
a steady state situation at the end of the evaporation process 
where it appears to approach the temperature imposed at the 
bottom of the tank (373.15 K) at the beginning of the 
simulation. The reported maximum absolute temperature 
difference between the Integrated Model and the UDF is 2% at 
t = 200s. For the rest time steps, the maximum absolute 
difference decreases to 1%. 

Figure 5. Static Temperature at Pressure Outlet. 
 

The mixture density decreases as the process evolves and 
tends to approach the water vapor density at the end of the 
process. The rate of decrease in the mixture density is high for 
the first 10 time steps (i.e. until the computational time reaches 
100s). After this time, the rate of density variation decreases 
with time. This fact is drawn back to the decrease in the mass 
transfer rate during phase change; thus, affecting the rate of 
change of all predicted variables as the flow time progresses. 
The maximum relative absolute difference between the 
Integrated Model and the UDF is 5%. This difference also 
decreases with time as shown in Fig. 6. 

Figure 6. Mixture Density at Pressure Outlet. 
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The volumetric mass transfer rate variations are depicted in 
Fig. 7. As the figure shows, it is obvious that the mass transfer 
rate decreases as the process time evolves. This is justified by 
the fact that water liquid film thickness with respect to the 
bottom wall of the tank decreases with time, thus leading to a 
lower rate of evaporation. The obtained maximum difference 
between the Integrated Model Predictions and UDF is 0.14%. 

Figure 7. Volumetric Mass Transfer Rate at Pressure Outlet. 
 

The variations of the mixture turbulent kinetic energy and 
dissipation rate are depicted in Fig. 8. The turbulence effects 
vanish with time as the mixture approaches its steady state 
situation. The absolute maximum difference between the 
predictions obtained by the Integrated Model and the UDF is 
2.5 and 8% respectively. These differences are damped as the 
flow time progresses. 

Figure 8. Turbulent Kinetic Energy and Turbulent Dissipation Rate at Pressure 
Outlet. 

 
The water vapor volume fraction increases with time, while 

the liquid volume fraction decreases. The absolute maximum 
difference between the Integrated Model and UDF predictions 
is 0.6% as shown in Fig. 9 After t= 100 s, this difference 
vanishes. 

 
 
 
 

 

Figure 9.  Phases Volume Fraction at Pressure Outlet. 
 

IX. CONCLUSION 

This paper presented a numerical method for handling 
source terms integrated in transport partial differential 
equations accounting for mass and heat transfer processes. 
Picard’s method was demonstrated and used to linearize these 
source terms for the aim of maintaining stability in the 
numerical algorithm. A user defined function was developed in 
C++ Visual basic by calling built-in macros in Fluent Library 
to model the transfer processes. The code was then read by 
Fluent and interpreted to generate the assembly code. A case 
study was considered based on modeling the transient 
evaporation of water imposed to a uniform temperature 
distribution to assess the robustness and accuracy of the model. 
Predictions agreed well with a recently integrated model in 
Fluent. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Physical activity is very important in every human being’s life 
since it affects both a person’s health and psychology. Our 
Integrated Exercise Chamber (I.E.C) will help people become 
more active in their busy daily life. Another advantage 
provided by the I.E.C is the ability to convert the mechanical 
power generated by the user to useful electric power to operate 
the electronics and ventilation system. This room is the first of 
its kind, it is the first machine that converts effort into useful 
energy and contains multiple exercise machines hybridized 
into a single point of activity. The design we have invented can 
be easily implemented in houses of different sizes. This will, 
enable the maximum number of people to benefit from the 
advantages of physical activity. 
                           
                                II. Design & Mechanism 
  
A.  Pull-up/Chin-up Machine 
 
Most people are unable to lift their entire weight, even if they 
can they are unable to perform many repetitions, that is why is 
pneumatic chin-up/pull-up machine was built into our I.E.C. 
The machine is constructed from the following equipment; a 
pneumatic cylinder, a manual compressor, check valve, a 
pressure relief valve, and two tanks. To comply with design 
constraints, this machine will consume zero energy; on the 
other hand, it will generate energy by spinning a dynamo. 
Though the power supplied will not be enough to fully power 
the room, it will suffice to power the basic operations. 

Mechanism  

(Please Refer to Fig.1 & 2 for Annotations) 

The user operates a compressor until the pressure inside the tank 
system (Tank A and B) reaches the desired value which can be read 
via a pressure sensor. The user then sits on the chair which in turn is 
connected to a pneumatic cylinder (Pull Up Cylinder). The weight of 
the user pushes the piston down thus compressing the air. The user 
then grabs two bars located overhead and proceeds to pull up. The 
shaft is attached to a gear set that converts the up down motion of the 
machine into rotational motion to spin a dynamo. One of the problems 
that occurred during the design; the machine could not provide a 
constant force output for the user. This was remedied by adding 
another tank (B) which is connected to the main tank (A) via two lines. 

The first line contains a check valve that allows air to flow only from 
A to B. The second line contains a pressure relief valve that opens 
when the pressure inside tank A drops below a certain minimum. 
Though initially the force provided might be more than the required 
force, this design guarantees that the pressure does not drop below a 
certain value. 

 
                Figure 1: View of the whole pull up - stepper system 

 
               Figure 2: Close Up view for valves. 

Harvesting Mechanical Energy 
 

A portion of the piston shaft will be a rack, the rack spins a 
pair of gears that will convert the up and down motion of the 
shaft to cyclic motion, more will be explained in the renewable 
part.  
The purpose of the following mechanism is to produce 
electrical energy from the mechanical energy provided by the 
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person who is using the pull up machine. During the design of 
this mechanism we encountered a problem. The problem was 
that the dynamo is designed to rotate in a single direction only. 
Therefore, the shaft which we want to connect to the dynamo 
should also be rotating in this direction. If we use a single shaft 
for upward and downward motion of the pull up machine, we 
would be generating power only in one direction of rotation; 
thus, wasting mechanical energy from which we benefit.  
To design this mechanism we used the idea of gears which 
rotate in a single direction. We used the concept of the gear 
present in the bicycle. When driving a bicycle, it will move 
only if the cyclist is pedaling in a certain direction usually the 
clockwise direction. We used this idea in our design since we 
needed some gears to rotate in a single direction only.  
To know more about this mechanism we did a research about 
it. We found out that it depends on 2 main components which 
are the pawls and the dents. If the gear is rotated in the correct 
direction pawls will fill the dents and the gear will move in the 
required direction. However, if the gear is rotated in the 
opposite direction pawls will slide freely inside the gear 
without filling the dents therefore the gear rotates freely in its 
place without moving the shaft.  
In our mechanism we had 2 shafts, 4 gears, and one rack. Each 
of the shafts has two gears attached to it. 2 gears are in mesh 
with a rack (name them A and B), and the other 2 (C&D) are in 
mesh with each other. One of the shafts is connected directly to 
the dynamo (main shaft) while the other shaft is only 
connected to the main shaft. Gears A and D are located on the 
main shaft and rotate in a clockwise direction only whereas 
gears B and C are attached to the other shaft and rotate in the 
counterclockwise direction only.  
To better understand how this mechanism works we will 
assume 2 possible cases: upward and downward motions.  
During the upward motion the rack will move upwards thus 

rotating A in the clockwise direction therefore rotating the 
shaft in the clockwise direction leading to the desired 
clockwise rotation of the dynamo.  

Now we consider the case of downward motion. In this case 
the rack will move downwards; therefore, B will rotate in 
counterclockwise direction. C is rotating in the same direction 
since it is located on the same shaft as B. Now, B will rotate C 
in the clockwise direction leading to a counterclockwise 
rotation of the shaft to which the dynamo is connected. This 
will lead to clockwise rotation of the dynamo. 
          Figure 3: Mechanism used for energy harvesting 

The gear mechanism transforms the up-down motion 
into rotational motion; this motion goes into a dynamo 
which converts it to AC voltage. The voltage will vary 
according the weight and strength of the user; however 
it will not drop below the minimum 5 volts required to 
operate the room. A full wave rectifier with a 
smoothing capacitor is used to transform the AC 
voltage into DC 

 

Figure 4:  Full Wave Rectifier with smoothing capacitor. 
 

Calculations were made to prove that the design is durable and 
safe. The following conclusions were made based on the 
design and performed calculations:  

 Material to be used for piston shaft is AISI 1040  
 Material to be used for other shafts is AISI 1080  
 Gear Shafts have been changed from 1 cm diameter to 

3cm diameter  
 Piston shafts for stepper will be made of AISI 1080  
 No need for tank analysis due to low stresses and 

pressures 
 

It should be noted that both the stepper and pull-up machine 
are integrated and use the same resistance source (pressure in 
the tanks). The two steppers are almost 30 cm apart, and each 
pad is 25 cm long; enough to fit almost any human foot. In 
short the user applies force to one pad; this force causes the 
pressure inside the tank to rise, thus forcing the second pad to 
rise with it. The user then proceeds to apply force to the second 
pad while relieving the already applied force on the first pad. 
Below is the ProE design for one pad. 
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B.  Rowing/Biking/Treadmill Machine 
 
Next to the Stepper & Pull up/ Chin up machine, there will be a 
shared space located for the Rowing, Biking and Treadmill 
machine.  Fig. 8 is an approximate representation of the 
machine joining the biking and rowing system together. The 
pedals in front are designed for the rowing part of the machine 
where the user holds his legs stationary while working out. The 
pedals located in the front upper part of the machine are 
designed for the biking system (Fig. 7). When the system is 
folded into two like in Fig. 9, the new floor space available 
now is actually designed for the treadmill belt.  
 

 
Figure 7:  Exerciser using the biking System 

 

 
                           Figure 8:  Rowing/ Biking Parts. 
 
  
               
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 9:  Folding the Rowing/Biking Machine. 
 

 
Mechanism 

 
In order to combine the Treadmill, Biking and Rowing into 

one mechanism (one dynamo) we decided to rely on the 
concept of Epicyclical gears. As it can be seen from  Fig. 10 
there are 3 small gears (planet gears) some designs have 4 
planet gears but it is only required for our design 3 planet gears 
and 1 Sun gear. To each planet gear is connected a shaft that is 
making the gear rotate. Therefore there are 3 shafts. One shaft 
that rotates because of the pedaling in the bike system, another 
one is rotating because of the pulling motion of the handlebar 
related to the rowing part and finally the last planet gear rotates 
because of the running activity on the treadmill. When the user 
of the chamber is using the machine, he is going to make one 
of the planet gears rotate and therefore the Sun gear will start 
its rotation which will eventually make the output shaft 
connected to the Flywheel turn too. The Flywheel has a shape 
of a gear; it is connected to a way smaller pinion. The Gear 
Ratio here should be of course as large as possible since we 
want the pinion to rotate at a maximum speed (High RPM). 
The conversion of mechanical energy to electrical energy is 
similar to the the pull-up/chin up & stepper machine since we 
are also using here a dynamo. 

 
 

                    Figure 10 : Epicyclic Gears 
 

                   
III. Energy Requirements and Room Specifications 

 
Room Components & Power Requirements 

 
The maximum dimensions of the room can be found in 

Table 1. The energy consumption of the equipments used in 
the room are also specified in Table 2.  
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Table 1 : Room Dimensions 

 
Product  Product 

Dimensions  
         Power  
Consumption  

2 Tube Light     1200 mm     
Length each  

100 Watt  

Mini Air 
Conditioner 

(9000 Btu/hr) 

0.43*0.32*0.6  
   (W x D x H) 

1000 Watt  

Electronic 
Devices  

Various 
Components 

200 Watt  

Total Power 
Consumption 

  1300 Watt  

 
Table 2 : Power Requirements 

 
Concerning the Air-Conditioner we had to choose a portable 

air conditioner since the cooling load required for our chamber 
is relatively not high (9000 Btu/Hr).  
In order to compute the cooling load we had to also find the 
heat dissipated from the human body . We basically used the 
model developed by Fanger, in order to compute this value  
                           
After a lot of calculations performed, we found that  
                            
We also had to estimate the heat being added to the room from 
the partitions walls. The Walls of the chamber are basically 
made out of plastic with thermal conductivity k=0.22 W/m. K. 
To find the overall coefficient (U)  
 
 
  

 
       

  
         

                                                            
 
                                                  

         
       

    
                                                   
                                 
If we apply (1) we get a value of U equal to 2.45. 
                               where A is the total 
area of walls and roof and    corresponds to the maximum 
temperature difference between the inside of the room and the 
outside of the room.  
During summer we assumed       taking as a design 
temperature 23 Celsius. 
                                                     

                               
 

                                    
                       

The portable air-conditioner that  we chose for this room 
basically has a cooling load equal to 9000Btu/Hr which is more 
than enough to ensure thermal comfort . The provided airflow 
of the chosen AC is equal to 223.5 CFM . This criteria along 
with the design considerations ( desired room temperature     
and desired humidity ratio      ) allowed us to find the supply 
temperature (   ) as well as the supply humidity ratio (    ) 
 

Figure 11 :  Heat Gain is compensated by the Cold Supply Air  
 

                                                                   
                                                                
 
 The only latent heat added to the room is the one supplied by 
the excerciser when using the room. We took this value from 
ASHRAE standard book  
 
                                           
                                    
If we use (2) , (3) and plug into them the values of these known 
paramaters       ,     ,   ,    &   . We will get the 
following desired supply conditions: 
 
                   
           

  
       

 
Energy Balance  

 
Since the room needs around 1300 Watts we decided to use an 
alternator which is very efficient in producing electrical energy 
out of mechanical energy. This Alternator that we have chosen 
produces 100 Watt at 12 Volts meaning that the required 
current is 8.3 Ampere. Indeed we picked that Alternator 
because our total energy consumption in the room is equal to 
1300 Watt . The equipments in the room however need 220 
Volts so if we divide 1300 by 220 , the necessary current will 
be equal to 5.9 Ampere , if we account for the energy losses 
the current necessary to make these components function will 
be around 8 Amperes and that explains why we picked the 
alternator we have specified before. Of course , a DC/AC 
convertor is neccesary to increase the voltages output from 12 
Volts to 220 Volts. The chosen Alternator only requires 450 

Room Dimensions Radius Height 

Metric (meters) 1.25 2.5 
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RPM for it to fucntion properly , so we have designed our 
machines in a way to make the gearing system provide us with 
450 RPM output. 

Figure 12 :  Flow Chart Explaining the Energy Harvesting 
Method 

 

Figure 13: The Approximate Final Product 
 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

This integrated exercise chamber will lead to a revolution in 
the exercise machines’ world, for this chamber not only offers 
the user the optimum exercise experience taking into 
consideration his thermal comfort but also it plays an 
environmentally friendly part through the energy harvesting 
mechanisms embedded in the design. Moreover, this chamber 
can be placed in any room inside the house because of its small 
size. Therefore, the user will be able to exercise in a safe and 
comfortable environment gaining all the benefits of the 
exercise machines present in there and saving time and money 
which he would spend on a gym membership. 
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Abstract- Nowadays, as renewable energy is quickly becoming 

the main focus of many studies and inventions, new mechanisms 
are being developed in an attempt to harvest mechanical energy 
from natural motion and transmit it in a fast and efficient way to 
be used in further applications. This is what made the project of 
an energy-converting seesaw really appealing. It was perceived as 
an innovative and brand new way to make use of a preexisting 
motion, that most take for granted, and turn it into useful energy. 
In addition to the mechanism’s scientific appeal, it also promotes 
the feeling of responsibility and interest in conservation of energy 
and environment protection in children, which many are trying to 
promote in schools today, by directly involving them in the 
process. In this paper, we present our devised mechanism: a 
gearbox that derives unidirectional rotational energy from the up 
and down motion of children on a seesaw, where it will be utilized 
to power a shading fan above it. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

With non-renewable energy sources becoming scarce, 
it is projected that they will not be able to sustain the world’s 
ever increasing demand for energy to power up all sorts of 
applications. To further illustrate, Energy Bulletin states that 
“Of the 65 largest oil producing countries in the world, up to 
54 have passed their peak of production and are now in decline, 
including the USA in 1970, Indonesia in 1997, Australia in 
2000, the UK in 1999, Norway in 2001, and Mexico in 2004.” 
[1] In response to that, renewable sources, such as solar energy, 
water, and wind energy, have been exploited and invested in 
through a substantial amount of research and development. 
According to Bloomberg New Energy Finance [2], investments 
in renewable sources are forecast to double by 2020, reaching a 
worth of $395 billion per year. Given that, and in attempt to 
maximize the exploitation of natural energy generating sources, 
we have extended the scope of our search to human movement.  

 
To identify all the required elements that lead to the 

success of converting human motion into usable energy, we 
decided to base our study on a simple-scaled model, which is 
represented by a children seesaw. The nature of this game, 
manifested by the rotation of a bar on one single point, frees 
our study from any extraneous factors that could bias or alter 
the accurate results. To clarify further, the main motion is 
restricted to one moving element, the pivot point, making the 
source of energy harvesting concentrated in one location. This 
allows us to vary the conditions we want to convert energy 
from, such as size, speed, and plane of action (in this case, 
transmitting horizontal rotation to vertical rotation), with 

higher accuracy, due to the absence of interference of 
irrelevant sources that could disturb our mechanism.  

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 This project combines an array of different subjects 
and presents many focal points crucial to research. Conversion 
of mechanical motion using gearboxes is far from being a new 
research area. However, the use of such mechanisms to extract 
energy from a children’s playground equipment is.  

 
Gears being the main components of a gearbox, an 

extensive study was performed to explore which mechanism 
would be ideal in converting two simultaneous and opposing 
motions in the same plane into a uniform rotation in a plane 
perpendicular to it. Since the plane of motion is to be shifted 
from horizontal to vertical, we settled on the use of bevel gears 
aided by freewheels in order to transmit motion. Bevel gears 
have long been used in mechanical gearboxes to transmit 
motion between intersecting shafts, and many studies have 
been conducted on their usage and the specificity of their stress 
analysis and mounting requirements [3]. 

 
The adopted gear system is in fact an efficient 

transmission of the reciprocating linear movement into rotation, 
as it makes use of both strokes of the up-and-down motion of 
the seesaw. No mechanism having these exact characteristics 
has been found during our research. However, similar 
gearboxes pertaining to different applications and having a 
similar setup have been investigated. The closest application 
relating to the scope of this study was a gear set invented by 
Jesse Morin, Tom West and Alberto Dequarti, which is a 
patent application publication. The assembly includes a rack, a 
spur pinion, a bevel pinion, and a bevel gear. It translates the 
vertical motion of the racks into rotary motion, as shown in 
Figure 1 below [4]. 

 
Figure 1: Compact Gearbox mechanism 
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The preliminary design was very similar to the system 
shown above. However, the usage of racks was not 
recommended, since they require delicate meshing and cannot 
account for angular stresses and moments. Therefore, motion 
had to be extracted from the pivot point of the seesaw. 
Nevertheless, the difficulty was turning the oscillating rotation 
from left to right of the pivot point into continuous rotation in 
one direction. Linkages, which can be used to convert 
continuous rotation into oscillation or reciprocation (or the 
reverse), with a constant or variable velocity ratio [5] were also 
studied. However, the latter are not practical in this specific 
application due to locking. This being the case, freewheels 
were the final attempt to solve the problem. 

  
A freewheel fits the chosen system design perfectly 

since it is “a device in a transmission that disengages the 
driveshaft from the driven shaft when the driven shaft rotates 
faster than the driveshaft”, as shown in Figure 2 below [6]. 

 

 
Figure 2: Freewheel Mechanism [6] 

Two freewheels are incorporated in the adopted 
mechanism, one inside each bevel gear. However, they will be 
used in reverse. The driving motion is the inner race, and the 
driven shaft is the outer race connected to the gear. When the 
inner shaft is spinning in one direction, it engages and the outer 
race spins. When it reverses, it disengages and rolls freely. 
This system will be used to rotate the fan via the bevel gear in 
a single direction. One bevel will be active while the other will 
be free, enabling continuous motion of the fan during both 
strokes of the seesaw cycle. 

 
A kid-powered seesaw project to convert mechanical 

energy to electrical energy and power up a school in Africa has 
just been funded and is on its way to be implemented [7].  
Many research papers have been written with the goal we are 
trying to reach, which is to tap into the energy of children in a 
playground.  Shunmugham R. Pandian, in his paper entitled A 
Human Power Conversion System Based on Children’s Play, 
proposes a new method for harnessing energy from children’s 
play on different playground equipment like seesaws, merry go 
rounds and swings. He mirrored the power outputs of typical 
human activities with the energy consumptions of homes, and 
in doing so, he showed skeptics that the energy that is being 
tapped into is not negligible but worth the research. More 
specifically, his seesaw design used two pneumatic cylinders 
on the sides of the seesaw instead of springs.  The setup is 
shown in a simplified manner in Figure 3 below. 

 

 
Figure 3: Air compression in the seesaw [7] 

 The air compression due to the motion will provide an 
electrical output using the pneumatic circuit, which is shown in 
Figure 4. 
 

 
Figure 4: Electricity generation from compressed air [7] 

 
Basing our primary research on such literature helped 

steer us in the right direction. Seeing previously setup 
gearboxes and their applications led us to the model we are 
currently working with. Reading about the applications of 
using children’s play to power up classrooms or homes 
inspired us to push our design further. However, there has been 
no evidence of powering up a seesaw just by converting 
reciprocating motion into mechanical energy. Therefore, this 
project is the first of its kind and offers potential in developing 
further mechanisms to store energy and not only transmit it on 
the spot. 

III. GEARBOX DESIGN 

A. Requirements and Specifications  
The fact that the apparatus will be exposed to the 

elements handled by children has to be taken into account. 
Therefore, the design factors in weather conditions that might 
hinder the performance of the seesaw as well as rough-play and 
abuse by kids. 
 

Since children are the main users of the seesaw, child 
mentality has to be taken into consideration and extreme 
precautions against safety hazards must be made. There should 
be no pinch points, no exposed gears or rotating elements, and 
the fan blades should be out of reach. 
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As any design, this mechanism is controlled by technical 
constraints that ensure its feasibility and optimal performance.     
 

a) Gear performance: Bevel gear alignment  
constitutes a main concern since it is imperative that the bevel 
gears stay aligned to allow continuous and uninterrupted 
rotation of the fan shaft, especially since severe misalignment 
can cause the gear teeth to be destroyed or abraded.  

 
b) Size and weight: Our aim is to produce a gearbox that  

is as light and as compact as possible. This is because the 
gearbox has to be attached to the seesaw pivot; therefore, it has 
to be lightweight so as not to hinder the pivot motion. Another 
factor is the size; the gearbox has to be compact so as not to 
take a large amount of space when placed near the seesaw, 
since each game is given a limited area of space in a 
playground.  
 

c) Manufacture capability: The gearbox should be  
manufactured in the least complex method. Since it contains an 
intricate gearing and bearing system, the mechanism has to be 
designed in such a way so as to permit its construction within 
the boxed frame, and at a high accuracy.  

 
d) Efficiency: The gearbox has to be highly efficient 

in motion transmission. Our system taps into both the up and 
down motion of the seesaw so as to prevent any loss of energy 
produced. Yet, the gearbox has to be efficient in that the losses 
of energy incurred in the assembly have to be kept at a 
minimum. The assemblies between the seesaw pivot and the 
pivot shaft, freewheels and bevel gears, and pinion and fan 
shaft have to be firmly fit so as to prevent slipping. Increasing 
the inertia of the fan shaft and decreasing friction at the 
bearings also maximize the overall efficiency. That way, the 
fan would keep spinning when the seesaw is switching strokes, 
and the children would encounter minimal resistance as long as 
the fan is continuously spinning. 

 

B. Mechanism Design  
The gearbox performance is greatly related to the size 

of the seesaw it is mounted on. In this design, the gearbox is 
optimized for a seesaw length of 3 meters, which sets the pivot 
point at a distance of 1.5 meters from both ends and a height of 
0.8 meters from the ground. It is made to withstand a 
maximum weight of 40kg per child.  

 
The maximum angle (αmax), determined using 

equation 1, is taken when the seesaw is at its highest position, 
and is found to be:   

αmax =tan-1 (0.8/1.5) = 28.07°           (1) 
 

As for the torque generated on the pivot, it is 
considered to be that induced by the downward component of 
the weight of the child going down (W), since it is assumed 
that the impulse given by the child on the opposite side will 

counteract his own weight and not contribute to any additional 
torque. 
This being the case, the resulting torque is computed by:  
 
                Tchild = W*cos(αmax)*distance                           (2) 

 
Which is found to be 529Nm. For extra safety, the maximum 
torque generated on the pivot will be considered to be 600Nm.  
 

This mechanism consists of making use of the two-
way rotation of the pivot point once the children go up and 
down in seesaw motion. Therefore, the best way to do that was 
to mount two bevel gears on the pivot shaft, supported by two 
freewheels that are to be inserted in opposite directions. This is 
done to enable the fan to rotate in one direction even though 
the pivot rotation is changing directions at every stroke. 
However, since the pivot shaft cannot bear the gears, bearings, 
and fan because of size restrictions, its length will be extended 
to accommodate the whole gearbox at an offset from the actual 
seesaw. To illustrate the mechanism better, Figure. 5 below 
shows the stepped pivot shaft fixed to the housing by two roller 
bearings. The bevel gears are placed equidistantly from the 
ends of the shaft, enabling a perfect engagement with the fan 
shaft pinion. Two freewheels are screwed to the gears, and held 
in position by shoulders and axial bearings for better alignment. 

 
                     Figure 5: Complete Gearbox 

Since the pivot shaft is subjected to a considerable 
amount of torque generated by the motion of the kids in a 
cyclic pattern, it has to be designed against fatigue failure, due 
to stress concentrations at the bearing shoulders.  
 

The shaft is made of hollowed 1020 hardened carbon 
steel having a total length 220 mm, an outer diameter of 30 
mm, a hollowed inner diameter of 20 mm and a step between 
the bevel gears of 40 mm diameter. As for the bevel gears, a 
set of 4:1 gears is chosen.  
 

C. Shaft Stress Analysis  
Drawing a free body diagram on the shaft, we account 

for the support bearing reactions caused by the weights of the 
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bevel gears on the shaft (each weighing 1 kg), resulting in an 
upward reaction force of 10N on each bearing.   
 
In addition to the support bearing reactions, the shaft 
experiences a bending moment due to the tangential force on 
the two bevel gears. This tangential force is equal and opposite 
for the two gears, resulting in an alternating bending moment 
on the shaft.  
 
Since the gear reduction ratio is 4:1, then the 600Nm torque is 
an effective tangential torque of 140Nm, as demonstrated by 
equation 3. The Pressure angle is taken to be ! = 20°.  
               !! =   

!"#$%&∗!"#  (!)
!"#$  !"#$%

= !""!"#$!(!")
!

= 140!"        (3) 
 
In turn, this tangential torque Tt constitutes a resulting 
alternating bending moment of twice its magnitude on the shaft. 
The magnitude of this moment is 280Nm.   
 
The critical stresses are calculated about the mounting shoulder, 
since it contains a stress concentration and the entire load on 
the shaft is concentrated in that area.  
 
To determine the stress concentration factors and the design 
factor of safety, Shigley’s Design book [8] is used.  
 
Taking a mounting diameter of 35 mm, the material has to be 
hardened steel to be able to support the freewheels.  
 
The shoulder is of 40 mm diameter with a fillet radius of 5 mm.  
Considering the adopted bevel gears, the Marin factors, notch 
sensitivity, and fatigue stress-concentration factors for bending 
and torsion (Kf and Kfs respectively) are computed. Taking the 
maximum torque on the pivot to be 600Nm (fully reversed) we 
obtain an alternating torque of 600 Nm and no midrange torque. 
As for the moments, the value for both the alternating and 
midrange moments is 280 Nm. 
 
Having these settled, the alternating and midrange stresses and 
torques are computed and shown in equations 4 through 7.  
  
For the alternating stress:  
            !! = !!

!!!
!
= !!

!"!!
!!!

= 100.69  !"#                     (4) 
For the midrange stress:  
            !! = !!

!!!
!
= !!

!"!!
!!!

= 100.69  !"#                   (5) 
For the alternating torque: 
            !! = !!"

!!!
!
= !!"

!"!!
!!!

= 71.63  !"#                       (6) 
For the midrange torque: 
            !! = !!"

!!!
!
= !!"

!"!!
!!!

= 0  !"#                            (7) 
 
By using the Modified Goodman Failure criteria, the safety 
factor guarding against fatigue failure is found to be 3, making 
the main shaft safe.  
 
 

IV. POWER TRANSMISSION 

Since the main aim of the mechanism is to power up a 
shading fan using conversion of mechanical energy, it is 
necessary to mention how the gearbox output is expended and 
how much power is expected to be extracted from it at 
optimum conditions. 
 

A. Fan Design  
  The shading fan is designed to be retractable, whereby 
each blade, connected to the shaft metal cap by a hinge, has a 
100g plastic weight attached to it at its end. The weights are 
used to keep the fan closed while not operated, where the 
centrifugal force produced by the rotation of the fan shaft upon 
driving the seesaw is responsible for lifting up the blades and 
opening the fan. The blades are made of nylon, which in turn, 
is supported by an aluminum wire rim. For a better illustration, 
the complete fan design is shown in Figure 6 below.    

 
 

  
           Figure 6: Fan blades 

 
 

The fan is connected to the gearbox by a fan shaft that is 
directly linked to the pinion using a linking rod. The fan shaft 
might be subjected to a certain pushing force by a child; 
therefore, it is designed to withstand moments generated by 
this force at its base.  For this purpose, a double angular 
bearing is mounted on the shaft to bear the thrust loads.  

 

 B. Power Output  
As this mechanism is converting energy, then there is a 

power transmission involved. It is useful to know the amount 
of power that can be extracted from this gearbox through the 
fan shaft. For minimal power, and assuming no losses due to 
friction inside the gearbox, the seesaw is considered to be 
operating at the slowest rate, having a stroke of 2 seconds. 

 
At this rate, the seesaw will need 4 seconds to go up and 

down, making the pivot shaft rotate at a speed of 4.7 rd/s, i.e. 
0.74 rotations per second.  Power being the product of torque 
and angular speed, the minimal torque generated by two kids 
having a weight of 20kg each is used, generating a torque of 
300 Nm. This results in a power of 1.41 kilowatts, which is a 
considerable amount for such a gearbox, and is enough to 
power up small light bulbs and applications of a similar or 
lower power rating. 
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Abstract- This paper reports on four finite volume-based 
numerical methods developed for predicting the two-phase flow of 
pure refrigerants in evaporators and condensers during change of 
phase processes. The methods differ in the physical assumptions 
considered at the interface separating the liquid and vapor phases 
and in the model used to predict the variation of the refrigerant 
flow quality during change of phase. In all methods, numerical 
predictions are obtained via a locally iterative marching-type 
solution algorithm.  

The models also permit the prediction of the size of the pipe 
needed to achieve full evaporation/condensation of the saturated 
refrigerant. Hence, they could be integrated in the design of heat 
exchangers involving phase change. The effectiveness and 
robustness of the numerical procedures in predicting the flow and 
heat transfer characteristics are assessed by comparing results 
with published experimental data. Good agreement is obtained. 
The numerical results for the condensation phenomenon obtained 
with the four methods did not show any differences; however, 
some discrepancies were obtained at the last 4% of the 
evaporation process predicted by the four methods. 

Keywords: Finite Volume Method, Two-Phase Flow, Evaporation, 
Condensation 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Evaporator and condenser coils consist of a network of pipes 
whose primary function is to efficiently transfer heat between 
two media. Therefore a thorough understanding of the two 
phase flow features and evaporation/condensation heat transfer 
characteristics of refrigerants in pipes is a prerequisite to 
properly designing these coils. 

This study reports on the prediction of hydrodynamic and 
thermal fields of pure refrigerants in evaporators and 
condensers following four finite volume-based developed 
algorithms. The annular flow is considered to be the 
dominating flow regime of the liquid and vapor phases during 
the change of phase process. Two different formulations of the 
flow quality are developed, which account for drop in pressure 
due to inertial and frictional effects. 

Kunkelmann and Stephan [1] implemented a nucleate 
boiling model in the volume-of-fluid solver of OpenFOAM 
and used it to simulate the sucking interface problem and the 

growth of a spherical bubble. Hu and Zhang [2] used a 
modified     turbulence model for gas-liquid two-phase 
flows to simulate the heat transfer between steam vapor and 
cooling water in tube-and-shell condensers. Lee and Son [3] 
studied numerically the bubble dynamics and heat transfer 
associated with nucleate boiling in a micro channel. In their 
work, the liquid-vapor interface was tracked by a modified 
level set method which included the effects of phase change 
and contact angle. Zhang et al. [4] investigated numerically the 
heat and mass transfer with condensation in porous media. A 
modeling experiment was conducted to partially validate the 
calculation. Louahlia-Gualous and Asbik [5] presented a 
mathematical formulation of forced-convection condensation 
of pure fluid and binary mixtures in pipes. The numerical 
algorithm was used to study the effects of tube diameter on 
several hydrodynamic and heat transfer parameters. 

On the other hand, some studies have reported on the heat 
transfer coefficients and pressure drops of refrigerants 
undergoing evaporation and condensation processes. An 
experimental investigation was conducted by Grecoa and 
Vanoli [6-8] to measure the heat transfer coefficient and 
pressure drop of pure and mixture type refrigerants flowing in 
a smooth horizontal tube (6 mm inner diameter, 6 m in length) 
during evaporation. Their measured pressure gradients and heat 
transfer coefficients were compared with available pressure 
drop and heat transfer correlations reported in [9-10], 
respectively. Jong-Taek et al. [11] investigated the effect of 
mass flux, heat flux, saturation temperature, and inner tube 
diameter on the boiling heat transfer coefficient of five 
refrigerants flowing in horizontal tubes of small diameters. 
Dalkilic [12] experimentally studied the two phase pressure 
drop characteristics of R410a, R502, and R507a during 
condensation in a horizontal tube-in-tube heat exchanger 3.81 
m long. Measurements were compared with available data and 
correlations in the literature to find the best combination of 
experimental and predicted results. Bhramara et al. [13] 
numerically examined the frictional pressure drop of three 
refrigerants flowing in a horizontal tube during condensation at 
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different operating conditions of saturation pressure and mass 
flow rate. Their study was performed using a commercial CFD 
code with the two phase flow modeled as a pseudo single 
phase with average properties expressed as functions of the 
flow quality. 

In this paper, solutions of the two phase flow are limited to 
the region within the saturation curve with the aim of 
predicting the flow characteristics in evaporators and 
condensers. To the best of the author, the majority of studies 
reported in the open literature investigated the characteristics 
of refrigerants during evaporation and condensation relying 
greatly on experimental studies and existing correlations for 
pressure drop and heat transfer coefficients. The current work 
provides a broader solution methodology, where the 
conservation equations are discretized using the control 
volume method and the resulting equations are solved by 
implementing four different numerical approaches that are 
detailed in a later section. The performance of each approach is 
assessed in terms of accuracy and computational cost by 
solving several test problems. 
 

II. OBJECTIVE STATEMENT 

This work is done for achieving the following purposes: 
1-Investigate numerically the two-phase flow behavior by 
solving a set of transport equations governing mass, 
momentum, and energy. In addition mass and heat transfer 
mechanisms are integrated to account for phase change. 
2-Investigate the hydrodynamic and thermal characteristics 
variations of pure refrigerants undergoing evaporation and 
condensation. 
3-Assess the prediction performance of four finite volume-
based developed algorithms in terms of accuracy and 
computational cost. 
4-Develop a comprehensive and robust model that can be 
incorporated in the design of heat exchangers. 

 

III. PHYSICAL MODEL AND PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 

Schematics of the physical situation showing a side view of 
the control volume to be modeled and its cross-sectional area 
are depicted in Fig. 1. The current study is limited to 
investigating pure refrigerants flowing in the two-phase flow 
regime with the fluid saturation temperature assumed to be 
uniformly distributed and its variations are affected only by 
pressure drop due to frictional and acceleration effects. The 
transition to different flow morphologies is not adopted and the 
flow is considered to be of the annular type for the whole phase 
change phenomenon with liquid flowing in the area adjacent to 
the pipe wall and vapor in the core region. Each phase is 
considered to possess its own velocity field and 
thermodynamic and transport properties with an interface 
region captured between the two phases without mixing (i.e. no 
liquid droplets exist in the core region and no vapor is present 
in the liquid film). The interaction between the liquid and 

vapor phases is considered to occur at the interface region 
separating them. 

Figure 1. Schematic of a Control Volume Showing the Differential Heat, 
Volume fraction, and Mass Balance of the Refrigerant Constituents. 

 

IV. MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

A. Governing Mass and Momentum Transport Equations 
The general continuity equations for the vapor     and liquid 

    phases during evaporation are written as respectively 
 

   
                                                                                     

 
   
                                                                                     

 
With    representing the source term accounting for the mass 

transfer rate per unit volume between the liquid and vapor 
phases. During condensation, the negative and positive signs of 
the source term in equations (1) and (2) are exchanged. 

Since the liquid and vapor phases share the same pressure 
field, a combined momentum equation is obtained by adding 
the liquid and vapor phasic momentum equations, which is 
written in a vector form as 

         
                           

                        

 
The wall shear stress is computed as 
 

      
    

   
 
                                                                                  

 
The frictional pressure gradient is calculated from 
 

   
   

 
     

    
   

  
                                                                          

 
B. Heat and Mass Transport 

Energy conservation over a control volume can be expressed 
in terms of the change of the refrigerant total enthalpy during 
change of phase; and in differential form is written as 
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Where    is the differential heat at the wall of a control 
volume and      is the absolute differential enthalpy due to 
phase change. 

In modeling the flow and heat transfer at the core of the fluid, 
two different physical assumptions are investigated. In the first, 
the sensible heat transfer at the liquid-vapor interface is set to 
zero. Therefore the liquid and vapor phases are assumed to 
possess the bulk saturation temperature of the refrigerant 
(                  ), computed recursively in REFPROP 
[14]. 

In the second assumption, sensible heat transfer is assumed 
to occur at the liquid-vapor interface due to temperature 
gradient; therefore the liquid and vapor phases are at different 
temperatures  (           ). In this case, the temperatures of 
the liquid and vapor phases are established from the general 
relations between the specific heat capacities derived from 
Maxwell relations given respectively by the following model, 

 

      
           

 
                                                                  

 

    
  
           

 
                                                                  

 

                 
 
                                                       

 

                 
 
                                                       

 
The volumetric coefficient of thermal expansion    and the 

coefficient of compressibility   are defined respectively as 
 

            
 
                  

       
 
                                    

 
Due to the low thermal conductivity of the vapor and liquid 

phases, the conductance between the two phases is neglected. 
Hence, convection is assumed to be the dominant heat transfer 
mode accounting for the transport of sensible heat between the 
two phases. Therefore, the sensible heat transfer at the liquid-
vapor interface is calculated as 

 
                                                                                             

Where    is the convective vapor heat transfer coefficient 
calculated from 

 

                
                         

  
    

                                

 
In equation (10)    is the friction factor at the interface 

between the liquid and vapor phases and is computed using the 
Whalley and Hewitt equation as 

              
  

 
   

                                                     

 
The mass transfer rate during the change of phase process, 

appearing as a source term in the phasic continuity equations (1) 
and (2), is calculated using the following expression 

       

           
   

                                                                  

 
The variation of the void fraction is calculated using the 

general expression suggested by Zivi given by 
 

                                                                                        
 

        
    

  
    

  
                                                           

 

          
    

  
    

  
 
   

 
 
 
         

  
    

  
 

        
  

  
 
 
 
   

              

 
C. Flow Quality Model 

To predict the evolution of the flow quality during the 
change of phase process two approaches are considered. The 
equation for the flow quality in the first method is derived from 
energy conservation; in the second model it is developed from 
mass conservation. Following are descriptions of the two 
models developed. 

 
Model I: Flow quality equation derived from energy 

conservation 
Conservation of energy over the differential control volume 

shown previously in Fig. 1 requires that the rate of change in 
the refrigerant enthalpy over the control volume be equal to the 
heat transfer at the element’s boundary. Mathematically, this is 
given by equation (6) presented earlier. In the finite volume 
method, the physical domain is subdivided into a number of 
control volumes similar to the one shown in Fig. 1. If dx 
represents the length of the control volume, then the total 
heat,    crossing its surface area can be expressed in terms of 
the heat flux and geometrical parameters as 

 
                                                                             

 
Using the new expression for the term   , equation (6) can 

be rewritten as 

     
                                                                                       

 
The discretized form of equation (15) is obtained by 

integration over the control volume shown in Fig. 1. The first 
step in the derivation is to transform the volume integral of the 
convective term into a surface integral through the application 
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of the divergence theorem. Then, expressing the specific 
enthalpy of the mixture in terms of the flow quality and 
specific enthalpies of both phases; the resulting discretized 
equation is obtained as 

 
                         
     

                                

 
Model II: Flow quality equation derived from mass 

conservation 
The second model is derived from mass conservation based 

on the variations of the mean liquid and vapor phase velocities 
that are given by 

 

   
   
   

       
 
    
    

     
 
  
 
    
    

                                 
 

    
   
   

       
  
    

    
  
    

                                              
 
Referring to the mass conservation equation of the liquid or 

vapor phase [equations (1) and (2)], a transport equation for the 
flow quality is derived by substituting the variables in these 
equations with their equivalent expressions as given in 
equations (17), and (18). The final form of the equation is 
obtained as 

 

          
 

     
 
 
 
 
 
    

 

                
     

 
 
 
 
 
             

 
The differential equation (19) is solved using the finite 

volume method, with the gradient term interpolated at the 
control volume faces and the source term integrated over the 
entire control volume. 

 

V. NUMERICAL MODELS AND ALGORITHMS 

The two approaches for the calculation of the flow quality 
presented earlier, in addition to whether or not heat transfer at 
the interface between the two phases is considered, resulted in 
the development of four different methods and numerical 
algorithms for predicting the hydrodynamic and heat transfer 
characteristics of the two-phase flow problem under 
consideration. In all methods, numerical predictions are 
obtained via a locally iterative marching-type solution 
algorithm. Computations are initiated by providing the 
necessary input data and boundary conditions discussed in later 
sections of the paper. Computations are then iteratively 
performed until a converged solution is obtained at exit from 
the control volume. The same sequence of events is repeated 
until the last refrigerant droplet has either evaporated or 
condensed. Therefore, the algorithm terminates once the flow 

quality appears to be equal to one, signifying that the 
refrigerant has totally evaporated; or equal to zero, indicating 
the end of the condensation process. In what follows is a 
description of the numerical algorithms for the solution 
prediction. 

 
A. Method 1 

In this method, the sensible heat transfer at the liquid-vapor 
interface is assumed to be zero, (i.e. the liquid and vapor 
phases are considered to be at the same temperature), and the 
flow quality of the refrigerant is predicted using Model I 
[equation (16)]. By carefully examining the governing 
conservation equations, all model parameters are found to be 
functionally related to the saturation pressure. Therefore, to 
start the iterative process in a control volume only the value of 
the saturation pressure at the control volume outlet is needed 
for an initial guess. Based on the guessed saturation pressure, 
the thermodynamic and transport properties of the defined 
refrigerant are calculated using the NIST database supported 
by REFPROP [15]. The flow quality is calculated next from 
equation (16), the vapor volume fraction from [equations (13), 
(13a) and (13b)] and the velocities by solving the discretized 
mass conservation equation of each phase. The solution 
proceeds by computing the wall shear stress. After which the 
pressure field is updated by solving the combined momentum 
equation. The above steps are repeated until a converged 
solution is obtained. Convergence is reached when the change 
in the saturation pressure at the control volume outlet between 
two consecutive iterations becomes smaller than a vanishing 
number   , which is set at 10-5. 

 
B. Method 2 

The difference of Method 2 from Method 1 is in the 
calculation of the flow quality which is obtained from solving 
the discretized form of equation (19). Again, the refrigerant 
saturation pressure is the only variable required as an initial 
guess. Additional changes include the sequence in which 
equations are solved and the use of the mean velocity equations 
to compute the velocity field of each phase.   

The solution starts by computing the source term of the mass 
conservation equations using equation (12), followed by 
computing the flow quality from the discretized form of 
equation (19). The vapor volume fraction is then calculated 
from [equations (13), (13a) and (13b)]. The solution proceeds 
by determining the velocity of the liquid and vapor phases 
using the mean velocity expressions given by equations (17) 
and (18). Finally, after estimating the wall shear stress, the 
refrigerant pressure is updated by solving the momentum 
equation (3) and convergence is checked by comparing the 
value of the updated pressure with its value at the previous 
iteration. 
C. Method 3 

In this method, heat transfer at the interface between the two 
phases is assumed to occur and the flow quality is modeled 
using equation (16). Upon examining the mathematical 
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formulation, all model variables are functionally related to two 
parameters, which are the refrigerant saturation pressure and 
the vapor phase velocity. 

The solution procedure starts by setting guessed values of 
the saturation pressure and vapor phase velocity at the outlet 
control volume face. The volumetric coefficient of thermal 
expansion and the coefficient of compressibility are evaluated 
numerically by using equation (8), with variations in specific 
volume determined using the REFPROP [15] database. The 
temperatures of both phases are then computed from Maxwell 
model represented by equations (7a), (7b), (7c), and (7d). The 
numerical algorithm proceeds by calculating the flow quality, 
the vapor phase volume fraction, the wall shear stress, and the 
mass source term. Then, the continuity equations and the 
combined momentum equation are solved to calculate the 
velocity of the liquid and vapor phases, and the saturation 
pressure, respectively. Convergence is assumed to be reached 
when the changes in the values of saturation pressure and 
vapor velocity of two consecutive iterations become smaller 
than the vanishing quantities    and   , which are set at 10-5.   
 
D. Method 4 

The difference of Method 4 from Method 3 is in the 
calculation of the flow quality which is obtained by solving the 
discretized form of equation (19). By inspecting the 
mathematical formulation, it is found that the model variables 
are functionally related to the following three parameters: the 
refrigerant saturation pressure, the vapor phase velocity, and 
the flow quality. Therefore, the algorithm integrated to solve 
the problem changes and requires higher computational time to 
obtain the numerical solution. Convergence is assumed to be 
reached when the changes in the values of saturation pressure, 
vapor velocity, and flow quality between two consecutive 
iterations become smaller than the vanishing quantities   ,   , 
and     which are set at 10-5. 

 

VI. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS / MODEL IMPLEMENTATION 

The input parameters and boundary conditions needed in 
simulating the evaporation and condensation processes are set 
to the following: 

 
-Evaporation process: 
-Refrigerant type: R12 used in the base case simulation 
-Pipe diameter: 1 cm 
-Refrigerant mass flow rate: 0.0314 kg/s 
-Inner tube roughness: 1.5 e-6 m 
-Wall heat flux: 10000 W/m2 
-Saturation pressure: 370000 Pa 
-Flow quality: 0.2 
 
 
 

-Condensation process: 
-Refrigerant type: R12 
-Pipe diameter: 1 cm 
-Refrigerant mass flow rate: 0.0314 kg/s 
-Inner tube roughness: 1.5 e-6 m 
-Saturation pressure: 1020000 Pa 
-Flow quality: 1 
 

A Matlab code is developed to simulate the four described 
numerical algorithms. The code is also automated to link to 
REFPROP database by using subroutines to call recursive 
functions in REFPROP for updating thermodynamic and 
transport properties of the working refrigerant. 

 
Next, the effectiveness and robustness of the above 

numerical procedures in predicting the flow and heat transfer 
characteristics are assessed in terms of accuracy and 
computational cost. 

VII. MODELS VALIDATION 

The validity of the methods developed is established by 
comparing predictions obtained with these methods with the 
experimental measurements reported by [15] for the 
evaporation of refrigerant R12 in horizontal tubes of known 
lengths subjected to a uniform heat flux. As depicted in Figures 
2, 3, and 4 the numerical results generated by the various 
techniques fall on top of each other and are indistinguishable. 
The figures compare numerical and experimental values of the 
saturation temperature [Fig. 2], pressure [Fig. 3], and the flow 
quality [Fig. 4] of the refrigerant. To facilitate the comparison, 
lines showing the range of data spread are included in the 
figures, keeping in mind that the best fit is obtained when 
points fall along the line y=x. As shown in the figures, 
predictions of the saturation temperature, saturation pressure, 
and flow quality are within 20%, 17.6%, and 18% of the 
experimental values. In addition, the standard deviations for 
the parameters plotted are also included in the figures. The 
standard deviation of a variable     is given by the following 
expression 

 

         
                           

             
 
    

   
                      

 
The standard deviation of the saturation pressure, refrigerant 

bulk temperature, and flow quality from the experimental 
results is 0.07%, 0.012%, and 4.16% respectively. Therefore, 
the current models are considered to predict with sufficient 
accuracy the flow and heat transfer characteristics of two-phase 
flows undergoing evaporation/condensation processes. 
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Figure 2. Saturation Temperature. Prediction vs. Experimental Data. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 3. Saturation Pressure. Prediction vs. Experimental Data. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 4. Flow Quality. Prediction vs. Experimental Data. 

 

VIII. RESULTS AND MODEL LIMITATION 

The relative performance of the four numerical methods 
developed is assessed in this section by generating solutions 
for a physical configuration denoted as the “base case” and 
comparing results for accuracy and computational cost. For 
this situation, the working refrigerant is R12 and the boundary 
conditions and input parameters needed in simulating the 
evaporation and condensation processes are set to as presented 
in “Section VI”. Even though the flows in both the evaporator 
and condenser involve liquid and vapor phases, their dynamics 

are different. This is demonstrated by the results generated for 
the base case, which are presented and discussed next. 

 
A. Numerical Limitation 

The numerical results for the condensation phenomenon 
obtained with the four methods do not show any differences 
and are not compared for compactness. However, as shown in 
figure 5, evaporation results show discrepancies in the liquid 
phase velocity of Methods 1 and 3 on one side, and Methods 2 
and 4 on the other, as    approaches 1 (the last 4% of the 
evaporation process). In the results presented previously in 
Figures 2, 3, and 4, the value of    did not go beyond 0.5. This 
is why no differences in results were obtained.  

The difference between the two sets of methods lie in the 
way the phase velocities are calculated. In Methods 1 and 3, 
the liquid phase velocity is determined by solving the 
discretized mass conservation equation for the liquid phase, 
where the term       tends to zero at the end of the evaporation 
process. This inaccuracy accumulates causing a non-linear 
increase in the liquid velocity. Although the liquid phase 
velocity is seen to be slightly over predicted for values of    as 
low as 0.7, its dynamic effect on the saturation pressure is 
negligible up to        . This is due to the fact that the 
liquid phase volume fraction decreases with    causing the 
dynamic pressure drop resulting from the change in the liquid 
phase velocity to remain low [equation (2)] till the last stages 
of the evaporation process. However, proceeding with 
computations for values of         leads to a rapid increase 
in the liquid phase velocity accompanied with convergence 
difficulty and eventually to an unphysical negative saturation 
pressure. 

Figure 5. Comparison among the Implemented Methods in Terms of Flow 
Quality, Volume Fraction, and Velocities. 

 
B. Performance Assessment 

The axial variation of the difference between the vapor and 
liquid phase temperatures          predicted by Methods 3 
and 4 is displayed in Fig. 6. As depicted, the difference is 
marginal indicating that heat transfer at the interface between 
the two phases is small. The main reason behind this fact is the 
type of refrigerant used which belong to the single component 
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group. However for mixture type refrigerants, this 
phenomenon might be affected. 

Figure 6. Absolute Temperature Difference of each of the Liquid and Vapor 
Phase. 

 
Table I presents for each of the methods implemented the 

numerical limitations and the performance prediction of the 
flow quality, liquid and vapor velocities, and the saturation 
pressure; as well as the level of accuracy and computation cost 
for the evaporation process. From the previous analysis of the 
four investigated approaches, it is obvious that Method 2 
requires the least computational cost and results in higher 
accuracy. Therefore, its prediction performance is graded “A”. 
Method 4 requires a higher computational cost but give the 
same level of accuracy as Method 2. Consequently, its 
prediction performance is graded “B”. A comparison between 
Methods 1 and 3 shows that both methods result in the same 
prediction accuracy; however, the difference is in the 
computational cost. Therefore, the prediction performance of 
Method 1 is graded “C” and that of Method 3 is graded “D”. 

TABLE I 
Prediction Performance Assessment of the Four Developed Methods 

 Prediction Level (%) Performance 
Method            Cost Accuracy Grade 

1 96 % 100 % 96 % 96 % Low Low ‘C’ 
2 100 % 100 % 100 % 100 % Low High ‘A’ 
3 96 % 100 % 96 % 96 % High Low ‘D’ 
4 100 % 100 % 100 % 100 % High High ‘B’ 

 

IX. CONCLUSION 

The current study presented a new numerical approach for 
predicting the hydrodynamic and thermal fields during change 
of phase processes. The model accounts for the variability in 
thermodynamic and transport properties of refrigerants 
resulting from dynamic and frictional pressure gradients. Two 
methodologies to calculate the flow quality were tested. In the 
first, an equation for    is obtained from mass conservation, 
while in the second an equation is derived from energy 
conservation. Both approaches yield similar results. Moreover, 
four control volume-based numerical methods denoted 
Methods 1 through 4, for calculating the flow and heat transfer 
fields were implemented; and their limitations, mathematical 
formulations, and prediction performances clearly 

demonstrated. Methods 1 and 3 are capable of predicting up to 
96% of the evaporation process. Method 2 had the best 
prediction performance with lower computational cost and 
higher accuracy. Method 4 achieved the same level of accuracy 
as of Method 2, however, it required a higher computational 
cost. The accuracy of predictions was established by direct 
comparison with measurements. 
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A solar chimney power plant is a simple structure that is 

used to generate electricity using solar radiation. It traps the 
heat absorbed using the green house effect and energy storage 
in the ground, thereby heating the air generating buoyant flow. 
In a world becoming increasingly conscious of global 
warming, the solar chimney power plant is a sustainable and 
green method of generating electricity. Simulations and 
research have shown that a smallscale solar chimney based on 
solar radiation alone is infeasible, thus this paper discusses the 
steps taken towards creating a smallscale emulation of the 
solar chimney power plant. 

 


A Area (m2) 

cf Friction Coefficient ρ Density (kg m3) 

cp 
Specific Heat Capacity (J 
Kg1 K1) σ StephanBoltzmann equation 

(W m2 k4) 
D Diameter (m) τ Transmissivity 

G Gravitational Acceleration 
(ms1)  Viscosity (Pa.s) 

H Height (m)  t 
Turbulent Eddy viscosity 
(Pa.s) 

H Heat Transfer coefficient 
(Wm2) ur

Velocity in the radial direction 
(ms 1)

E Roughness vz 
Velocity in the axial direction 
(ms 1)   Mass flow rate (kgs1) x Length (m) 

Nu Nusselt number z Axial coordinate (m) 

P Pressure (Pa) B Volume coefficient of 
expansion (k1) 

q Solar radiation (Wm2) λ Thermal conductivity (W m1 
k1) 

r Radial coordinate (m) ԑ Emissivity 
T Temperature (K) α Absorptivity 
η Efficiency I0 Incident Radiation 


 

a Ambient   
c Collector   

ch Chimney   
g Ground   
f Fluid   
F Friction   
i Inlet   
o Outlet   

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I. Introduction 
 

Using solar energy to create substantial air flow was first 
proposed by Spanish Colonel Isidoro Cabanyes in 1903 [1]. 
Since then, there have been several advancements in the design 
leading to a pilot plant in Manzanares, Spain  [1] [13] [14]. A 
small scale solar chimney power plant (SCPP) was built by J. 
Krisst that was capable of producing 10W  [12]. A SCPP is 
made up four main components: the roof (also referred to as 
the collector); the ground; the chimney and the turbine.  

 
The Manzanares solar chimney power plant was built in 

1982 as a joint effort between the Spanish and German 
governments  [1] to determine the characteristics of SCPP’s so 
that numerical models may be developed to predict the output 
of larger sizes accurately  [13] [14]. The pilot plant was capable 
of producing a maximum power output of 50 KW; it was in 
operation for seven years with an average output of 36 
KW  [1] [13].  

 

 
Figure 1 – General Layout of A Solar Chimney Power Plant [1] 

In principle, the SCPP intercepts incident solar radiation. 
This radiation is transmitted through the glass and absorbed by 
the ground. Subsequently, the ground heats up and transmits 
some of that to the air, trapped between the collector and the 
ground, and the layers below the ground that act as energy 
storage  [13]. One advantage SCPP’s have over regular solar 
power plants is the ability to generate power at night. This is 
achieved through the reuse of the heat that has been stored in 
the ground. During the day the heat flows from the surface of 
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the ground inwards, during the night, the heat flow is reversed, 
and as a result the air is still heated.  

Since then the pilot plant was used to validate several 
analytical models. Mullet proposed the first model in the year 
1987  [1] [16]where he came up with expressions for the overall 
chimney efficiency and certain relevant performance data 
(mass flow rate, temperature difference between along the 
tower). Bernardes at al. were amongst the first to use CFD 
techniques to simulate the flow within a solar chimney, using 
laminar and steady state flow conditions  [1] [17]. In 2003, 
Bernardes at al. developed both analytic and numeric solar 
chimney power plant models to describe the performance  [1]. 
Von Backström developed methods to calculate the pressure 
drops in the chimney in 2003  [1]. 

 
The first step involves created a CFD model to judge the 

sizes needed to generate around 60W of power.   
 

II. Numerical Model 
 

The technology promises free energy and it is convenient to 
have a numerical model to simulate potential power output for 
varying sizes in various regions around the world. A numerical 
model is being developed to solve the momentum and energy 
equations in 3Dimensions. Since the air flow in the solar 
chimney is not very simple in terms of flow characteristics and 
heat input, it is best to study it using computational fluid 
dynamics. The momentum equations that are to be solved are: 
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The twoequation kω shear stress transport (SST) turbulent 

model was used  [15] (Please see Appendix A for an 
explanation of the variables and constants): 

 
 
 

 
 

 

The model was developed to predict the available theoretical 
power output assuming steady state conditions. ANSYS 
FLUENT was used as the CFD software with the following 
models: 
 

• DOIrradiation 
• Energy 
• Viscous κω SST turbulent model 

 
The Boussinesq model was used to approximate the change 

in density due to temperature rise. The working fluid was set to 
air with the following properties: 
 

• Density: Boussinesq, with a normal value of 1.225 
kg/m3 

• Heat capacity: constant at 1006.43 J/kg.K 
• Thermal conductivity: constant at 0.0242 W/m.K 
• Viscosity: constant at 1.7894e5 kg/m.s 
• Thermal expansion coefficient: constant at 0.003 1/K 

 
Two more materials were added to represent the ground and 

the collector roof. The glass had the following properties: 
 

• Density: Constant at 2579 kg/m3
• Heat capacity: constant at 840J/kg.K
• Thermal conductivity: constant at 1.05 W/m.K
• Absorption coefficient: constant at 4 m1
• Refractive index: constant at 1
• Transmissivity = 0.9

 
And the ground was assumed to be sand with the following 

properties: 
 

• Density: Constant at 1602 kg/m3 
• Heat capacity: constant at 800 J/kg.K 
• Thermal conductivity: constant at 0.25 W/m.K 
• Absorption coefficient: constant at 0 m1 
• Scattering coefficient: constant at 0 m1 
• Refractive index: constant at 1 
• Absorptivity = 0.9 
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Figure 2 – Body of Influence around transition zone

A sphere of influence was used around the transition zone as 
can be seen in Figure . The boundary conditions used for the 
full size simulation are shown in Table . At steady state 
conditions, the ground can be seen as a constant heat source 
that is equal to ητ α I0. The simulations were carried out at 
12pm on the 21st of every month of the year using fair weather 
conditions.  

 
 I0, h = 8 w/m2k 
 q” = 0.24I0 
 Adiabatic 
 p = 0 
 p = 0 

Table 1 – Boundary Conditions for fullscale model

III. Validation 
 

The Manzanares plant was used to validate our model due to 
the plentiful amount of experimental data available
The experimental data indicated that the average power output 
was 36KW with a peak output of 50KW, turbine efficiency 
was 80% and average chimney exit speed was 12m/s.

Figure 3 – Simulation Power Outputs With 80% Turbine Efficiency
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Figure 4 – Comparison between model and experimental results

The results for a smallscale SCPP proved unfruitful. The 
sizes were too big to manage and would end up very costly. 
Further research helped support our claim. Along with Krisst’s 
10W solar chimney  [12], Pasumarthi et al. developed a “small
scale” chimney to help develop their analytical model
chimney 8m tall and a collector 10m in diameter
not have the time, nor the manpower to construct something of 
that magnitude to generate power. As a result, we resorted to 
artificially heating the base of a smaller, more manageable 
economic model. 

 
V. SmallScale Simulations

 
We decided to heat the ground using electric heaters since it 

was the safest method and the easiest to install and maintain. 
We also decided to use a circular steel plate as a “ground” for 
our collector to obtain maximum heat transfer (at moderate 
costs). 
 

We first ran simulations to determine the relative size that 
would provide good flow characteristics. We varied the 
following geometries: 
 

• Chimney Height 
• Collector Roof Height 
• Collector Diameter 
• Chimney Diameter 

 
We observed that when the chimney diameter and collector 

roof height were low, the flow was being choked and that 
reduced the total potential power output. Part of our results, we 
noticed that the collector radius didn’t play a significant role 
since we were providing a constant heat flux through the floor. 
After doing our simulations we obtained the following range of 
values: 

• Chimney Height:  The higher the greater the power 
output due to the benefit from a good temperature 
gradient across the chimney. A good height should be 
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around 1.5m or slightly more. Restrictions are ease of 
handling and cost.  
 

• Chimney Radius:  The chimney radius has a certain 
range in which is it most efficient. Below which the 
flow would be choked, and above which would slow it 
down and create strong vortices. The best range 
seemed to be 8cm – 10cm. 
 

• Collector Height:  The collector height also has the 
same characteristics as the chimney radius, but much 
less sensitive. The best range seemed to be 5cm – 
9cm. 
 

• Collector Radius:  It is not effective when it comes to 
power input since that is fixed by the electrical 
heaters, but it is better to be above 2030cm for the 
flow to gain some velocity and more importantly for 
the physical equilibrium of the model. 

 
Figure 5  Smallscale simulation results 1 

 
Figure 6  Smallscale simulation results 2 



 

 
Figure 7  Smallscale 3D representation 

 
After studying the results that we got from the smallscale 

chimney simulations, we decided to have the following 
dimensions for our model: 
 

• Chimney Height = 1.5m 
• Chimney Radius = 10cm 
• Collector Height = 7.5cm 
• Collector Radius = 80cm 

 
These values were obtained to ensure ease of construction 

and handling and minimal expenses. The whole model would 
still turn out to weigh around 55kg but it can be taken apart and 
each part is carried separately. 
 
 

VI. Conclusion 

A smallscale solar chimney power plant is quite infeasible 
on a budget and technically very challenging. We resorted to 
constructing an adaptation of the original concept by adding a 
heated base. The required numerical model was developed; 
simulations were carried out to understand the effect of 
geometry for this special case and a range of dimensions were 
chosen accordingly.  

 
VII. Appendix A  [15] 

 
Constants for the Viscous κω SST turbulent model: 
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